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PREFACE. 

IR submitting the accompanying Treo.tiae to the public, it may be 
proper to precede it by a few facts and remarks relative to its origin, 
plun, and purpose. In the summer of 18·t9, on retiring from the edi
torial charge of a Philosophical Journal, the writer announced his 
intention to prepare and publish, as soon as convenient, a work on 
Psychology-a subject then, as now, exciting much interest among A 

:lllSS of renders with whom he had been holding weekly communion 
A manuscript of such o. work wns, during the few ensuing months, 
nearly finished; but various circumstnnccs nod considerations arose to 
prevent its publication, nmong the chief of which were, first, that witb 
~e materials of psychological science then unfolded, I found it in•J>OS· 
nble to bring the work to a desired state of perfection; and, secondly, 
that facts nnd principles such I was then nblc, only, to set forth, were 
alrt.ndy rapidly forcing themselves into general notice in another 'm.)'. 
I concluded, therefore, to nwnit the unfohling of further light upon a 
aubjecl of which, at thnt time, no one could claim more than IL very 
tuperficil\. knowledge, and to postpone the publication of the l"esnhs 
of m1 investigations until they were further matured, nod until the 
etate of the public mind, upon questions to which they related, gave a 
fair indication that some particular use, noL accomplished by other <lc· 
nlopmenta. might be po!lllibly subscrved in submitting them to gt·ueral 
perusal. These statements involve an explanation nnd apology to 11 

large portion of my former readers, who, as I learn, felt disappointed 
at the non-appeo.rance of the announced pnblit:ation o.t the time it was 
expected, and whose letters of inquiry respecting it I have, in some 
instances, been reluctantly compelled to leave unanswered. 

As investigations have been continued upon the great subject of 
Psychology, together with its cognate and still higher themes, it hu, 
vt course, greatly expanded; until, in the aspect which the qucs· 
&ion &Dillly assumed, it wns perceived to be impossible to give any lld&o 

._uate upollitioa of the IP'O"t realm ot be1na IDilhin maa, whhout _.. 
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ald ot IIOIJie m')re enlarged, systematic, and interior ex(.ollitlon than anJ 
which was yet generally extant, ot the great realm or being tuiJIUJul 
which aenflll to the former as a natural counterpart and exponent. 

Feeling, therefore, an embarrasement at the thought of writing upon 
the interior constitution, laws, and suscept.ihilities of ma.u, without the 
oomprehenaiYe basis of a general material philo~ophy so universally 
harmoni&ed and compacted, n.s to bring nature without i11to the ob · 
yious analogy of a single human being, anu thus into an aspect in 
which it might be constantly drawn upon for comparisons anu illustra· 
tions, I accordingly determined to precede my proposed anthropological 
Treatise by a general disquisition upon the realm of exterior being, 
which I hue called the "MAcaocont," in contradistinotion to the 
human ph;ysica1 and psychical constitution, which I have called the 
"M•caocosM." Both Treatises were, at first, designed to he submitted 
in one Yolcme; but as it was perceived that each would embrace a sub· 
Ject which is complete in itself, though intimately connected with the 
other, it was finally determined to issue them separately. 

In speak in,; briefly ot the further objects nnd general plan ot the pres
ent work, I will premiae that the whole realm of created being, natural, 
psychological, and even spiritual, foriU8 (at least in the general sense) 
one perfectly united System, consistent and harmonious in all its pnl'ts 
and interactivities. To this proposition the reason and intuition of enry 
well-conr.tituted human mind responds an instant assent. But a reli· 
able conception of the universal Jlla~J of this complex unity of created 
being, has hitherto undeniably been a grand desideratum of philos· 
ophy; and, reasoning superficially only from the objects which come 
within the scope of the five exterior senses, and without the aid or any 
pandfundamental and interior Principle to connect and harmonize all 
thiDgs, in serial and graduated oruers, from the common primary cause 
to ultimate etrects-men have cherished theories ever conflicting, ever 
.arying, and necessarily ever disfigured, more or lese, with essential 
errore and imperfections. I han ventured . to hope that this defect in 
the mode or philollophizing might prove to be in some good degree sup· 
plied by a discovery. the fundamental principles of "nicll came into 
my mind some four years ago, in a manner quite extraordinary, but of 
which I need not now speak particularly. This disconry, which I have 
ealled "tht law of t\t serltn·fo: 1 cc•n:spon<ltntial series," or "the 
--...w tt4le of criiJliMa," U. to tome extent, 1Uitoldecl aa4 
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PREFAO.I!. ' 
applied in the prteellt volume, though but a smal. portivn f the nt. 
deuces of ita truth, and the instances of ita applicability, are bereill 
exhibited 

The main idea embraced in the discovery referred to is, that each 
complete system, or sub-system of creation, however great or small, ia 
resolvable intu seven seri1Ll parts or elemental degrees, correspondilll 
·..o the seven notes of the diatonic scale; that, as composed of such parta, 
the systems are arrnnged side by side, or one above another, 115 so 
many octaves, corrc>ponding to the octaves in music; and that, lilto 
them, each one serves llll a general exponent of all the ot.hers, whcth<·r 
on a higher or lower scale. This idea, with its natural a•ljuncts, of 
which I cnn not here Bpcak particularly, hy huruwnizing uno.) unitizing 
all natural series and d~gn•es of cr~ntion, nl•o cl~nrly illu,trutes tht 
fact that all truths arc involveu 111, nn•l evolved from, one grand UTI· 

t,.al Truth; that they are, indeed, but parts and degrees of that one 
fundamental truth, which are ultimated in the various forms of em 
bodiJnent which compo~c the sum t<:~tnl of created existence. By pnr 
auing the method of rensoning which this idea unfolds, I have endeav 
ored to make one portion of the sy.tem of nature expose the secrets of 
another, and cnused visible facts nnd iuvisihlu principles to ruutunllJ 
oaat their light upon ench other. 

That this method might be pursued in the mo~t relinble manner, of>. 
aervations ar., commenced UJl<>n the surface of the system of things, 
oompoeed of those objects which arc appreciable to the outer st·t•:;cs, 
and thence, by f:tcts known particul:lrly to geological an•l nstronomi· 
calaeience, I have endeavored to rntionally trncc the system of outer 
being to ita origin. to the primal con•liti<•n of its mnt('riltls, nntl to ill 
Divine Cause. Assuminp;, thus, a r•osition ut the center of the uni· 
venal field of thought, where all principles converge to a common 
focus, I have endeavored to eurvey, so far as possible, the vista~ of 
creative development which thence diverge in all dit·ections. and t• 
observe truth in its progr('ssive, serinl, nnd orderly unfolding•, from 
center t<:~ superfices, from genernls to particulars, from causes to etrecta, 
from origins to ultimntes. Finding at this central position, the prinot. 
pies and germs of general unity an<l S)stematic order, which IIIU6l oj 
neceuity be perpetual throughout all subsequent unfoldings, I han 
aUempted, through n unitary nncl systematic order of combined analylll 

IIDtl 110~- to abow llow ~. ayatem ot oreat.loa mu& h&'t't "-
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Jl'ad'l&ll1 unfolded Into Ita present form, and to illue;rate the hauno
nlo111 t~rinolples, forms, movements, laws, and interaetinties whiob 
aow obaraoterixe it as a whole and in all ita parts. 

It baa thus been the object to draw the bold outlines of a eomprehen· 
elve p•imordial philosophy, and to contribute, so far as rossible, to the 
eetabl"'lhment of a system of thought, in which all truths may be viewed 
in thr .r serial, orderly, and mutually ezplar~atory relations, from gen· 
eralr to particulars-a system whose internal, vitalizing principle will 
constantly tend to the absorption of all truths, and the ~>hmmntion of 
all errors, in the same w&y in which the principles of mus1c constantly 
tend to the appropriation of harmonies, and the elimin&tion of discord• 
lf I have succeeded even to the extent of unfolding, with general cor· 
rectness, the mo•t general principles of such a philosophy, the sure 
guide-boards and indices to something vastly more perfect of the aame 
kind may be considered as est.abliHhed ; and the key to all conceivable 
~ruth, whether relating to nature without, the soul within, the spiri~ 
world above, or to the Divine Author and Governor of all things, may, 
In some sense, be considered as in our possession ; for no one can essen· 
tially err in regard to either of these subjects, eo long as be stands iD 
the light of a system which makes all truths the clear and certain ex· 
ponents of each other. 

I would inTite particular attention to that feature of the preeenl 
volume, by which the fundamentals of an elevated theology are pre
eened and established upon the very basis ot those facts in science 
which have been thought to be rather p&nthcistic in their intimations. 

Following, as it does, in some respects, a comparr.thely unbeaten 
path, this Treatise can not, of course, reasonably claim entire exemp· 
t!on from errors and imperfections. Such as it is, however, it is re· 
epeetfully submitted to a candid and discerning public, with the hope 
that any criticism it may excite mny not be exclusively dutrudi11e, but 
in some degree also comtrtuti11e-that it may not only expose errora 
nnd imperfections (whioh should be faithfully done), but suggest im· 
provmaent•-so that b7 the combined intellige'lce or many, some 
closer approximations to the truth may be made '.han I dare preaumf 
\o h&n yet nttained, notwithstanding the degrM of confidence I ma;, 
have in the general correctness of the method whieh bu been par 
ned, and the results to which it hns conduced. w. r. 

1fiLLIAx .. vaoa, Septmlber 7111. 1862 
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oa. 

!BI UNIVERSE WITHOUt. 

OHAPTER I. 

'f88 00881ZABLK AND TBB 00881Zllll8 

Tu starting point of all thought and investigation wiUI 
every human beitig, is his own interior consciousness. Th1a, 
to every one, is the most absolutely fixed of all facts-the 
most positively certain of all certainties; and it is hence the 
position from which all other certainties and uncertainties, 
probabilities and improbabilities, possibilities and impossibili· 
ties, are estimated. But as from our individual centers of 
eonsciousness and intellection, we open our eyes and looac: 
without U'l, we find ourselves surrounded by appearances of 
various forms and conditions, near and remote, which act 

upon o .. r physical. intellectual, and moral natures. and are reo 
acted upon by us; and these active and re-active iuftuencet~ 

are, in some sense, at a constant equipoise. There is thus 
a universe willwut, and a universe tDithin us-a universe of 
eosnizable forms, principles, and conditions, and a nni.,.,.. 
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f~ tHE OOGNIZABLE AND THE OOGNIZISG. 

of cognizing faculties, the one being related to, and corre 
aponding with, the other. It is a legitimate object and privi
lege of every inquiring mind to understand, in some degree, 
both of these universes; and in order to do this to the fullest 
extent, one must investigate each with a constant regard to 
its analogies with, and relations to, the other. For the pur
pose of mapping out, if possible, certain great outlines of 
1he one united and harmonious system of truth as embrMing 
both of these departments, an investigation of this kind is 
DOW pro~ 

The forma of the outer universe are included in a few sim
ple and comprehensive classifications, as they are arranged 
above or beneath each other in the scale of creation. Those 
beneath man, and which at present fa.rm the special subject 
of investigation, are embraced in the comprehensive divisions 
of animal, vegetable, mineral, geological, and astronomical or 
oosmical forms. Of these, singularly and in united groups, 
together with their more superficial properties, the inteiior 
eoul gains a perception through some one "'r more of the 
sensational chanaels, known as Touch, Tcu .... Sight, Hearing, 
and SmtU. Proceeding upon the basis of the impressions 
received through these avenues of sense, the ratiocinativ• 
faculty becomes the medium of some knowledge of the pur
poaes and mutual relations of these, and of the laws by w'bicb 
they are governed; and, availing itself of the contributions of 
both Sense and Reason, at the same time that it draws, from 
its own interior and independent resources, the faculty of 
Intuition decides upon their causes, their life forces, and IJleit 
more interior significatioos. 

Couforming, therefore, to what, in this work, will be reoog. 
lised as the true method of reasoning, it shall btt our f.ra& 
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endeav<», oy the aid of Senie, Reason, and Intuition, to trace 
analyticallv the descnuling scale of creation, from exteriors to 
interiors, from effects to causes, from ultimates to origins. If 
we can succeed by "this process in establishing any reliable 
conclusions relative to the first, $he elemental, and henoe 
germinal form and condition whence sprang this universal 
system of things, we may then, In the light of these con. 
elusions, proceed to retrace our steps qntlutWlly upward 
through the successive li'!ries and degrees of natural unfolding, 
and in a general way discover how the system of creation, in 
its present completed form, came to exist, and also what are 
\he prominent principles of its constitution and government. 
It is obvious that these combined processes of Analysis and 
Synthesis, if correctly pursued, will be r&r more efficient in 
unfolding the principles and laws harmoniously pervading and 
governing all parts oC the united system of things, and in 
exhibiting the vital relations and sympathies subsisting be. 
tween all forms and kingdoms of nature, than either one of 
these processes pursued singly, and without reference to the 
other. 

In pursuing this process of inquiry, strict attention, of 
course, shall be paid to facts and principles already firml7 
fixed upon a true scientific basis: but so long as these are 
made the basis of further reasoning, and the line of investi. 
gation is pursued in strict obedience to the established lawa 
of induction and the intuitions of the interior mind, I shall 
not. consider myself restricted from exhibiting, and, in some 
instances, perhaps, even insisting upon, the conclusions to 
wbicll this proooss may conduct, even though these ma7, bt 
10&117 cueB, be unknown to the prevailing philoeoph7. 

~ 
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AYoNo the systems of forms which surround man in the 
lMJter world, that most immediately related to him, and next 
i>elow him in the scale of creation, is the Animal Kingdom. 
Immediately beneath this, serving as a substratum on which 
it rests, and the source from which it derives its subsistence, is 
the Vegetable Kingdom. This, again, rests upon the .Mineral 
Kingdom, from which, as lhe next degree below it in the 
sca~e of existence, it derhes ita nourishment and p'hysical 
•up port. 

Then, beneath all these kingdom11, as an anterior condition 
on which their physical .developments, as rompleu BJ1Stem8, 

necessarily depend, is the system of Geological Formatrom. 
These consist of various gradations, or of lower and higher 
stratifications, which were developed by degrees, and in suo
cessive periods of time. Each geological formation above the 
primary, contains petrif8(,tions of plants and animals of ad~ 
gree of organization corresponding to the degree of progression 
in the earth's crust marked by the particular stratification in 
which they are found, the lowest organizations being asaociated 
with the most ancient fossiliferous rocks, and the highest with 
\he most recent, showing a cvincident progress in the inorganio 
and organic developments. Let us now trace dow JWard the 
various geological astratificatiuns, from highest to :owest, in 
!)rder that our n1inds ma¥, b! su~ssive 11tef&o ~ ~J\4\lW!d 
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to the terrestrial conditions which preceded tlcm all, and 
served as the material Germ of their unfolding. 

If we could nnd a section of the earth's crust in which all 
the geological stratifications existed in th~ir completeness, and 
,vere arranged on horizontal planes, in their natural order of 
superposition, and if we should then proceed to dig vertically 
downward through the strata, we ~ould first pass through 
layers of loam, fine snnd, and gravel, of no very great or very 
definite thickness. We might find in this deposit the re
m~ins of plants and animals of existing spccic:i, together with 
the remains of man nnd of his vrorks. This is the most recent, 
or what is called the Albwial Pvrmation. Next we would 
penetrate an irregular deposit of clay, sand, gravel, and small 
and large stones, more or less rounded by friction, and which 
is called the ])it uvial Fomtativn. We would next pass 
through layers of clay, sand, gravel, marl, etc., in greater or 
less degrees of con!'olidation, portions of which abound with 
the remains of animals and plants of species now mo::stly ex
tinct. These deposits have been roughly estimated us having 
the aggregate thiekncss of about thirteen hundred feet, and 
constitute what is called the Tertiary Formation. Next we 
would penetrate through deposits of chalk, and strata of marl
stone, ironstone, red sandstone, etc., to the depth of not less 
than five thousand feet, exhuming, as we proceeded, the 
remains of huge saurians and other animals of a comparatively 
low organization, and which became entirely extinct before 
the next superior formation commenced. These strata, with 
their distinctive fossils, are comprised in what is called the 
StCQ'I'Idary Formation. We would then descend through :
system of deposites of not le~<s than three thousand feet in 
thickness, consi!<ting · of strata of linwstnne, slat(•, ironstone, 
~d mineml coal. constituti~ w~t ls called the Ooal ~~ . 
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mation. We would afUr this descend, in suooessiot •. throop 
strata of limestone, called the mountain or carbonifel"O'III 
limestone ; through what is called the Old Red Sandstone, and 
thence through what'is known as the Silurian and Cambrian 
systems of deposits. These stratifications, taken together, 
have been estimated hy Dr. John Pye Smith, as measuring a 
thickness of UCJt Jess than one hundred and thirty thousand 
feet. They abound with fossils which, with perhaps slight 
exceptions, and these confined to their higher portions, are 
exclusi,·oly marine; and the charncter and magnitude of some 
of these, and thd r invanahleness o( size and constitution as 
they occur in all latitudes, show that a high and unvarying 
temperature prevailed on all parts of our globe during the 
period when they flourished, which could not have depended, 
Ill any great degree, upon the solar rays, but is generally sup
posed to have Leen caused by radiations from subterranean 
rir·e, then more intense than at subsequent periods. This 
whole series of stratifications has been called the Transition 
Formation, comprbing, in the period of its production, those 
changes in the physical conditions of the earth's surface, which 
were necessary to qualify it for the production of terrestrial 
vegetation and the healthy sustenance of air-breathing animals. 

This completes the enumeration of the fossiliferous stratifi. 
cations, which, according to some estimates, are of an aggre 
gate thickness exceeding twenty miles! These all, including 
the romllins of the plants and animals which subsisted during 
their rr!lpective epochs, were quietly deposited at the bottoms 
of oceans, estuaries, and lakes, and subsequently consolidated 
and petrified, and thus, as filithful records of the natural his
to·y <'f our plnrwt, thry have been preserved through the 
unt.olti ngl'~ whi('h have elapsed from thf period of their lil'inf 
ul~twncc 1m~il present time! 

~' 
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As we have thus proceeded through the descending scale of 
geological and palreontological creations, we have seen that 
animal and vegetable organisms, whose remains are entombed 
in the rocks, become more and more simple. In the lowes& 
of the fossiliferous rocks, the principal animal remain!! are of 
the class called the Radi.ata, which somewhat resemble plants, 
and form the connecting link with the Vegetable Kingdom ; 
while the plants are mainly of a simple species of sea-weed, 
calledfocoide.f. It is, however, presumable that more minute, 
and still more simple species preceded these, but of which, iu 

- consequence of the delicacy of their texture, all traces have 
become obliterated, 

Immediately beneath the fossiliferous rocks, we came to 
thick strata of clay slate, hornblende slate, mica ~>late, gneills, 
etc., which contain no orgar.ic remains, aud are called thf> 
Primary Stratified .!;locks. Immediately beneath these last 
ltrata, lies the Granite, which is unstratified, and appears tH 

be the original and parent rock, from the comminuted anti 
pulverized materinl6 of which, combined with matl'rial.t 
descending from the atmosphere, and evolved from the central 
mass of the earth, all the stratified rocks were subsequently . 
formed. 

Some of my readers, who have not made geology a par· 
ticular subject of study, may be disposed to itu1uire whether 
any one has thus actually diggcd into the earth to tho deptb 
of over twenty miles, and ascertained the charader and order 
of geological formations to be as I have dcscrib,J them 1 I 
answer, no; nor would such a mode of exploration have been 
neoossary. Owing to the immense and frequent disturbances 
:0 11 hich the earth's crust has been subjected, in different 
ages, from the explosive forces of internal fires, all the older 
atrata bave, in various places, been broken, and their upheav8CI 

-~ -
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edges ha~e thus been exposed at the surface of the earth, and 
may be measured with little difficulty. And, although in 
most, if not all, places, some of the strata are wat'.ting, ye~ 
by observing a number of the associated links in th£ chain of 
development in one place, and connecting and me:tching them 
with corresponding sections of the chain found in other places, 
and which extend higher or lower, the whole series may be, 
and has been, re-constructed with approximate accuracy and 
certainty. And by comp:u·ing the lithological characters of 
rocks, and especially the fossils which they contain, it is 
found that the order of development is invariably such as 
I have described, and is the same in all parts of the 
world. 

It was said that the Granite, which seems to be the oldest 
of the rocks, underlying, as it does, all the stratified series, is 
itself umtratified. This is true, also, of its various modifica
tions in the Porphyry, Basalt, and Greens~ne. These rocks, 
therefore, could not have been formed, as other rocks were, 
hy sedimentary dcp0sits at the bottom of oceans and lakee. 
On the oontrary, they bear unmbtakable evidences of havillfl 
been originally in a molten state from the action of intense 
beat. That uo links may be WIUlting in the chain of our 
further inductions, some of these evidences require to bf 
briefly stated, as follows: 

It appears that, in many instances, after thick beds of 
atratified ro(-ks, including some of the older members of the 
foseiliferous series, were formed immediately over the granitill 
rocks, the latter have flown upward, not only in hemispherical 
and coni<:al, but sometimes ira sharply angular forms, displac
ing the superincumbent strata, and producing mountain eleva. 
tions. In the uphP.aving cflort it has, apparently by injection, 
tilled up the smallest crevices of the contiguoua rocb, h 
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'!Uent)y bursting through them in various directions, r01ming 
"dykes" and veins with numerous branches, from an inch tv 
hundreds of feet in diameter ; and, coming up frequently 
through the entire thickness of the strata, it has flown over 
the top, where it has, often in large masses, subsequently oon 
11olidated. These dykes arc often found to contain imbedded 
fragments of the idontical rocks through which they appear 
tf> have forced their passage in their upward movement. The 
manner in which these fragments are imbedded, proves to a 
demonstration, that the mass by which they are surrounded 
was once in a fluid state, and that it subsequently became 
solid, as we now find it. 

That the original fluidity of these injected rocks was pro 
duced by !teat, is evident from the following, among other 
considerations: 1. The crystaline character of some of these 
rocks is such as could have been produced only by heat. 2. 
'fhe chemical effects produecd upon the stratified rocks by 
contact of the unstratified ones, are similar to those produced 
by dykes of recent lava. 3. The different unstratified rocb 
insensibly pass into each c:her, and indeed into modem Iavae. 
Besid(-s, the mineral composition of the rocks, 1\S well as the 
form and position of the dykes, shows that their original 
fluidity could not have been the result of water, which is the 
only known natural element besides fire, to which their solu
tion could possibly be attributed in any case. 

But as the rocks of which we have spoken are pri'ITIQry 
rocks, and sNve as the basis of all stmtificd rocks in all places, 
and as they must, the1·efore, have universally preYailed over 
the surface of the earth bcfi)re m.y other rocks were formed, 
if their originul state was that of igneous fluidity, it may be 
ll!sumed ~at such WBS the condition of the whole globe
&bAt it was one vast ball of molten lava I This is now &eneT 
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ally t.he opinion of geologists, and is confirmed by the follow 
lng, among other considerations : 

1. The earth is not a perfect globe, but an oblate spheroid, 
Battened at the poles-the polar diameter being about twenty. 
six miles shorter than the equatorial. This is the form which 
It would necessarily have assumed from the oontrifugal foi'C8 
caused. by diurnal revolution, supposing it to have been orig 
inally in a fluid state. 

2. There is good evidence that our planet is still a van ball 
of liquid fire, surrounded by a thin crust, which, in thicknesa, 
bears no greater proportion to the general mass of the earth, 
than the egg-shcl I hears to the general moss of the egg. From 
careful observations which have been made during many 
years, upon the temperature of deep mines and the waters of 
artesian wells, in various parts of the world, it is found that, 
aft.er descending Leyond the reach of solar influence, the tem
perature invariably increasu, in all places, at the average rate 
of about oM degree Fahrenheit for every forty-five or fifty 
feet of descent. And this rule uniformly holds good to the 
greatest depths to which the earth has been penetrated. 

Now, assuming fifty degrees as the average temperature a$ 

the surface of the earth, and taking the mean ratio of increase 
at one degree for every fifty feet of descent, we should, at thilf 
rate, at a depth of a little more than sixty-five miles, reach • 
temperature of seven thousand degrees, which would be suffi. 
cient to melt all known rocks. Supposing this state of igneous 
fusion to extend from the comparatively thin crust of the earth 
on all sides, to the center, we have still a mass of molten lava 
of more than seven thousand miles in diameter. If we suppose 
this mass to become sometimes agitated in its higher portion& 
by internal gasses, or by the percolation of water through 
a.ures in the superincumbent strata, we have a auflioien~ e&o 
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planation of earthquakes, volcanic eruptions, and or the Im
mense mountain upheavels which have occurred at different 
epochs during the geological formations ; while, aside from 
the hypothesis of internal fusion, the solution of these latter 
phenomena would be extremely difficult. if not impossible. 

Thus have geologists reasoned, frcm substantial data, oon. 
ceming the early state of our pl:met. But, though at this point 
the data of retrospective reasonings become less certain than 
those which have hitherto guided us, we may presume, aa . 
highly probable, not to say absolutely certain, that not even 
tltie was strictly the primitive state of our plaoot--that the 
matter which composes it was in conditions anterior and ger. 
minal even to this; and if we extend backward our ch~in of 
analogical inductions in a direct line, it will lead us to a COD· 

dition of still more intense heat-heat that would be oompat
iLle only with the existence of matter in the form of tlapor. 
It is, then, to say the least, an hypothesis certainly not unrea
lorw.hk, that the matter of our earth was once in the state of 
i~:,rneous gas, from the cooling and condensation of which it 
assumed successively the fluid, and then its present superfici
ally solid state. But fi)r the present we offer this only as an 
hypothesis to which analogies thus. far developed, directly 
point. Such further and more conclusive evidences of its 
'ruth, as scientific data now affe>rd, will be incidentally hrought 
.nto view as we proceed. 
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CHAPTER III. 

ra• liATU:SAL HISTORY OP TBJC BOLAR IYITI':K Ali.Ar 
LOGICALLY RETRACED. 

ADKITTINO that the foregoing hypothesis as to the original 
condition of the earth's materials has any foundation in truth, 
we find in it the link which connects geology with astronomy. 
It must be borne in mind tlutt the earth is only one member 
of the great family of planets belonging to the solar system ; 
and it is fair to presume that the brothers and sisters of the 
eame planetary family have the same, or a similar, origin
especialJy as they have the same oblately spheroidal form, 
and observe the same Jaws of diurnal and orbitual rovolution. 
If the earth, then, was originally in a state of igneous gas, so 
(we may suppose) were tJ.ey; and before the incipient pro 
cesses of spheroidation ettmmcnced, the materials of all of 
them may have commingled, and probably did commmgle, 
together in one undistinguishable mass. 

Though this hypothesis of an original gaseous state of the 
earth and planets rests upo~ a foundation of its own (being a 
portion of the chain of analogous developments prolonged 
directly backward from the Jinks of substantial geological 
facts), it is precisely in accordance with the nebular theory of 
the origin of worlds and systems, which theory also rests upon 
independent gro-.mds of reasoning. As a conviction of the 
general t.ruthfulness of this theory is important as a l1asis of 
11lterior ideas u be pre11ented in this treatise, the paticul 
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attention of the reader is solicited while we briefly explain 
tts nature, and unfold a summll1'y of the evidences on which 
it is founded. 

The idea that nebulre, or loose masses of fiery vapor, which 
seemed to be floating in the depths of immensity, might form 
the materials out of whieh nature elaborated suns and planets, 
was originally propounded as a conjecture, by Sir William 
Herschel; but it was subsequently brought into more definite 
and tangible form by Laplace, Comte, Nichol, and others. 
The theory supposes that loose masses of nebulous vapor, at 
first without definite form or movement, gradually assumed, 
by virtue of gravitation, a regular spheroidal and rotating form, 
lightest at the circumference, and gradually increasing in den
sity toward the center, at which point the greatest density is 
attained. It supposes that such forms were the original forms 
of suns-that the substance of these, in this diffused state, 
originally extended from their present condensed, solar spheres, 
to the outermost limits of the planetary systems which now 
revolve about them; and that by the combined processes of 
rotation and further condensation, successive and concentrio 
rings were formed on the outer limits of the nebulous disks, 
of which we have a faint illustration in the rings of Saturn. 
These rings, it is thought, subsequently became broken up, 
when the matter composing them naturally agglomerated into 
tpheres, which, by an analogous process of condensation and 
•volution of rings, produced planets and their satellites. 

It is but just to remark that many of the supposed nebula 
wbiclt Herschel thought might form the materials of titture 
1111ns and systems. have subsequently, by the application of 
powerful telescope!!, and especially that of Lord Ross, been 
reeolved into stars, apparently so close together as to cause 
the seneral hazy appearance which they present whea vie•ed 
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with the naked eye, or through a telescope )f low power 
It is reasonably suspected that many of the still unresolvet' 
nebulro might yield to a still higher telescopic power, were 
such available to science and art; aRd acting upon this sup
position, some few astronomers have abandoned the nebular 
theory, in which they previously believed, and attempted to 
prove its impossibility. But in reference to this change of 
astronomical faith from such a cause, Professor Michell 
forcibly remarks, that "Herschel only adopted the [nebular] 
theory after he had resolved many hundred of the nebulm into 
stars; and, if there ever existed a reason for accepting tho 
truth of this remarkable 11peculation, that reason has been 
scarcely affected in any degree, by recent discoveries." 

The phenomenon of nebulous stars, especially, still remain& 
in its unimpaired force, as an argument for _the probable trutla 
>f the theory in question. These stars are spherical bodies, 
bright in the center, from which there is a gradual shading 
off into undistinguishable dimness as the circumference is ap 
proached. They exist in all d<'grees of apparent concentration, 
from a diffused hlur with a no very distinct nucleus, to a well 
defined star surrounded by a haze. What can these bodies be 
but masses of primeval n1atler, in \'arious degrees of pro
gression between their original, or most chaotic state, and that 
of fully developed suns and plauets1 But these are pre. 
cisely the various conditions which the nebular theory sup
poses to take place during the different and progressive 
stages of the process hy which suns and planets are ultimately 
formed. 

A brief summary of the further proo& of the nebular theory 
may be presented as follows: 

1. It has already been remarked that the earth is an oblat(l 
•pheroid, flattened at the poles and bulged at the equator 
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This same fact is also observed in relation to other planets. 
&be outer ones, owing to the greater rapidity of their rotatory 
motions, being much more bulged and flattened than the inner 
ones. To the writer it is not a little surprising that this form 
of planetary bodies has not, of itsalf, established among 
astronomers the universal conviction that these bodies were 
formed by a contrcu:tion of their materials from a previously 
diffused state. Such, it appears, must necessarily have been 
the case, if their superior equatorial diameter had, in its origin, 
any connection with the centrifugal force produced by rotatory 
motion. For if the materials of the planet, while in an 
.,riginally globular fonn, had commenced being thrown outtcara 
at the equator, by the centrifugal force generated by revo
lution, no known counter-force could have prevented them 
from being all, or nearly all, thrown outward, and continually 
farther and farther from the center, ·Jntil the planet would 
have lost ita identity. Especially would this have been the 
result, if the original velocity of revolution bad continued un. 
diminished. ~"or it is evident that the farther a particle, or 
collection of panicles, is thrown from an axis around which 
they, in a given period, may revolve, the greater is the centri
fugal force generated by the rotation, and hence the greater 
is ita tendency to fly off still farther; while, on the other 
band, the farther a particle is thrown from a center of 
attraction, the less becomes the attractive or centripetal force 
to retain it from flying off still farther. 

The foroes which produced the bulged form of planets at 
the equator are undoubtedly the same as those which pro
duced the rings of Saturn. Now, the rings of Saturn com·· 
plete a revolution in J 0 hours 32 minutes and 15 sec{\nds, 
~bile the primary itself revolves in 10 hours 16 minutes IUld 
l I800lld, or in a period of only 16 minutes and 14 seoondl 

• 
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less. If, therefore, there was originally generated, b.v rollitj'r] 
motion, at Saturn's equator, an amount of centrifLgal force 
sufficient oo throw off particles to the present position of the 
rings of that body, certainly the immwscly increased centritiJ. 
gal force generated by the revolution of those rings in about 
the same period, would have thrown the sume particles still 
farther, and would probably have dissipated them iuto chaos
especially as the attractive force of the primary, at that dis
tance, ·must have exerted considerably iess influence upon 
them. 

The same reasuuiug applies with equal force to that ring, or 
circle of attached matter, which rises above the line of sphe
ricity at Satum's equator, and also at the e<{uators of other 
planets, and of the earth. The acting forces are of the same 
llature, and hear similar relations to eaeh other in both places, 
the only di.trerence being a ditfercnce in the dl·grees of in
tensity with which they act in the different positions. 

These considerations show that in all stages of the process 
by which planetary bodies were formed, the attructit•e, COil

Jractive, or centripetal fvrce, !tad decided predomina/Ue over tM 
eentrifugal. Supposing the two fi>rccs to have always acted 
together after both becnme e~tablished, the centrifugal force, 
it is true, must have always ·restrained and modified the 
illtensity of the centripetnl, in the direction of the plane of 
rotation, but could never throw farther into sp11ce a particle 
which the centripetal or attractive, had succeeded, in defiance 
of the opposing, force, in hriuging from a greater to a less 
distance from the center. 

The bulged form of the earth and other planct.3, therefore, 
t?Uld not have been produced hy a throwing ott of particles 
A! the equator, but rather hy a drawing in of particles from 
~ polee, wlaere tbe llttrad ive force was comparatively uure 
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atrained by the centt-ifugal ; while this latter fvrce, attaining 
its maximum at the equator, meets and wards off the gravi· 
tating particles in their rush toward the center, :mj thus the 
two forces finally settle into an exact equipoise, of which the 
oblately spheroidal form of the planet is an equally exact 
expression. 

These considerations ~eem to sufficiently prove that tht 
earth (before shown to have been originally in a state of 
igneous, if not gaseous fluid) was formed by the predominat
ing force of attraction, and hence contraction, acting upon 
materials in a rarer state, and reducing them to their present 
dense form. The attractive and contructive operation must, 
of course, have proceeded through a progressive series of 
analogous stages, which somewhere must have hnd a begin,. 
nang; and we can not conceive of any possible beginning short 
of the greatest possible diffusion-a state of diffusion ;-;hich, 
originally applying to the materials of all planet:;, must have 
brought them all into the form of one common vapory 
mass. 

Though this argument, in proof of the nebular theory, 
seems hitherto to have generally escaped the notice of 
astronomical writers, it is one which, nevertheless, deserves to 
be pondered and home in mind. 

2. Another argument for the Slime theory, is derived from 
the regular gradations of densities of planets, from innermost 
to outermost. Thus it is stated, on the basis of mathematical 
calculations, that Mercury must be al.out the weight of so 
much lead; Venus is nearly six times the weight of so much 
water; the Earth, as a whole, is four and a half times the 
weight of water; Mars is a little O\'er three times the "'eight 
of water; Jupiter is a small fraction over the weight of so 
mucb waur; Saturn is less than half that specific weight, QJ 
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about the weight of so much cork ; and Herschel manifests a 
corresponding decrease of density •. This regular gradation in 
the specific densities of the planets, in the order of their 
occurrence, from innermost to outermost, is precisely what it 
should be, supposing that they were all formed by the oper
ations of a common law, from an original sphere of fluid 
matter, which must have been most dense near the center, 
and most rare on its outer extremities. 

There is a similar relation between tlte di&tancu of the 
different planets; for, proceeding outward from Mercury, each 
successive planet (including the asteroids as equivalent to one 
planet) is about double the distance of the previous planet 
from the sun. This curious relation of distances seems, in 
like manner, to argue their production by a common cause, 
and by the operations of a common law, of which the only 
explanation yet found seem"' to be given in the nebular 
theory. 

3. If the theory in question is admitted as the true one, it 
might accordingly be supposed, that after the evolution of 
Mercury, which is the planet nearest the sun, there would still 
be a residuum of nebulous or planetary matter in an unformed 
!ltate, surrounding the more dense mass of the sun. Accord
ingly there actually appears to be an ex~nsive mass of attenu
ated matter surrounding the sun, and is sometimes visible 
immediately after sunset, or before sunrise, as a conic, lumin
ous st~eak, projected from the horizon in the direction of the 
path of the sun, and which is called the "Zodiacal light.'' 

4. There are still many planets, or tiJ(JMering celestial 
bodies, in a nebulou1 1tate, in which state they are called 
"comets." These appenr to have been formed from a re. 
sfduum of attenuated matter, aft.er the agglomeration of the 
tlen~~er materials wok place 
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6. M. Cumte, of Paris, has proved, according to principles 
by which periods of rotation maintain a relation to the mass 
of the given rotating body, that the sidereal year of each planet 
actually corresponds to the period in which the sun :nust have 
rotated on his axis, supposing his mass to have extended to 
the orbits of such planets; and he also ascertained that the 
periods of rotation of the primary planets with their mass, in 
a state of vapor, extending to the Ol"bits of their satellites, 
must, in like manner, have corresponded with the present or. 
bitual periods of those satellites. 

6. A new planetary law has recently been discovered by 
Mr. Kirkwood, which seems to have an important bearing 011 

the questio~ at issue. This law, as I understand it, is, that 
the square of the nwnber of rotations of any given planet in its 
sear, is to the square of the number of rotations of any other 
planet in its year, as the cube of the diameter of the sphere 
of attraction of the first planet, is to the cube of the diameter 
of the sphere of attraction of the second planet.* Thus, for 
instance, the number of rotations of the earth in its year, bears 
a definite relation to the quantity of matter (or the amount of 
attractive force) in the Earth, in Mars, and in Venus. 

Here, then, is an indication of another relation existing be. 
tween the forces and movements of the different planets, so 
definite as to preclude every reasonable supposition that it 
came by clw.Me, and a relation which, in common with facts 
before noticed, seems to refer all the planets to a common 
parentage, and common law of production, which is accounted 
for only by the nebular theory. Certainly so many remark. 

• The •ph..re ot allractlon ot a planet, 11 a clrele wboee radloa 11 d<•tennloed by the 
polllt benr- two oontlguooa planell lo eoojuoeUoo, where an object would be nt· 
bCICed 10 IMlllller of them, but would be eucUy poilcd between the two cooteodiOC 
..__ Far ID aeooaot uf Kirkwood's dlaoovery, eee SIUilnllll .. Amcr'caD ,ToomaaJ ol 
lldeDce, v ol. lz. Seeood Serlca, p. 8INI. 
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ably concurrent facts, pointing to the same conclusion as .. 
the origin of our planetary system, can not reasonably be ae& 
down as l!O many mere fortuitous coincidences. 

Finally, the theory in question is the only one which does 
not either involve inexplicable and inconceivable mysteries, or 
suppositions totally unfounded in any of the known laws of 
causation. This theory, on the other hand, commends itself 
to human reason and intuition, without being encumbered with 
any serious difficulties; and, as it is confessedly unphilosophi
cal to look for an explanation of a phenomenon withortt the 
sphere of known natural laws, when a full explanation may 
be found within the sphere of those laws, the nebular theory 
may be considt,red as estahl.i.Bhed, at least until it is invaliJated 
b1 further diacl!. veriee. 
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OHAPTER IV. 

rB• :I.&.TU&AL ·BIBTO&Y OJ' TBB 8IDB&JUL UBITK&III 
ABALOGIOALLY &ETBAOB~ ' 

}i'aow contemplations of our own solar system, let us now 
extend our observations and reflections into the immeasurable 
realms of the stellar universe beyond, and see what gleams of 
light we can obtain in reference to the natural history of that 
grand System of systems, of which our own congeries of 
worlds forms, as it were, but an atom. Facts and analogies 
which need not here be particularized, have established the 
Wliversal belief among astronomers that the so-called "fixed" 
stars are but so many remote suns shining to other systems. 
These are not distributed equally through the celestial spaces, 
as though they had been scattered at random from an Omnip
otent hand; but they are arranged in distinct cluster•, or firma. 
ments, !;() called, which have little or no apparent connection 
with each other. Telescopic observations have proved that 
the bright girdle called the "Milky Way," which surrounds 
our heavens, is only a grand congeries of stars, so remote, and 
owing to their remoteness from u~, apparently so near to each 
other, that their intermingling rays reach us only in the ap
pearance of a confused whitish Eght. Of this vast zone of 
shining orbs, all the less remote stars, induding our own sun, 
are memb~rs, their varying directions being, in a measure, the 
result. of differences in their distances from the point of observa. 
lion. and hence, of the different angles at which they are viewed 
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Not only have the relative distances of various portions of 
thi.! grant.! cluster been proximately determined, but the spaces 
beyond luve been sounded. The process by which these r& 

suits have been accomplished, may be easily brought within 
the reader's comprehension by the following illustrations . 
Suppose any given ohject is removed from a point of observa. 
tion to a distance at which it is barely discernible by the 
naked eye. Now, a telescope which has the power of pene
trating spaee to ten times the distance that can be reached 
with the naked eye, would show that same object, witn the 
same degree of distinctness, ten times as tiu off. Take, then, 
a telescope of twenty degrees of space-penetrating power, and 
remove the ol.ject twenty times its first distance, and it will 
still be seen with equal distinctness and apparent nearne~~~~. 

And so also of still larger telescopes and oorrespondingly 
farther distances. 

Now, when we gaze into the heavens on a clear night, with 
the naked eye, we observe, in any given portion of the Milky 
Way a di:>tinct numhcr of stars, the faintest of which are 
barely discernible. If the astronomer, then, takes a telescope 
o( ten powers, as compared with the unassisted eye, and sur
veys the same field, all the stars before observed will appear 
with increased brilliancy, besides which many more wiJI be 
visible, the remotest and faintest of which may be presumed 
to he ten times as far off as the fhrthcst ones which previously 
appeared. He then takes a still larger telescope, and still 
more objects appear, the remotest of which may, in like man
ner, be presumed to be situated in a relative depth of space 
proportioned to the increased degree of telescopic power. So 
correspondingly of a larger, and still larger, instrument, until 
one is obtained whil'h reveals no more stars, but only shows 
lhoee in the same field of view, in increased br:ghtrtess. Th~ 
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space-penetrating power is again augmented, and still no more 
.tars are brought into view. The observer, therefore, legiti 
mately concludes that he has reached the cruUJ' limitl of the 
great cluster to which we belong, and is now traversing the 
blank void beyond. 

But is he to conclude that he has sounded the system of 
r.tellar creations to its remotest depths, and that beyond these 
boundaries, there are no more vestiges of the Creator's 
energy 1 Let him augment the optical power but one degr~ 
more, and perhaps in the dim and awful distance he will be. 
hold a faint and scarcely discernible speck or streak of whitish 
light. In the excitement of irrepressible curiosity, he hastens 
to direct to the spot the largest telescope the observatory 
BffordA, and that same whitish spot glows into myriads of beau. 
tiful stars-another galaxy or Milky Way-another firma. 
ment, perchance, displaying its glories to its own unnumbered 
worlds, and pealing its own notes of silent harmony, reepon 
sive to the movements of all kindred systems i 

As by the indefatigable exertions of the two Herschels, th 
heavens have been swept by the telescope in all direction& 
more than two thousand five hundred o( these isolated stell&J 
systems have been brought to light, some smaller and som( 
larger than the grand cluster in the midst of which our owt 
sun and system are situated. 

Let us now look at some of the phenomena which these vast 
starry congregations present, and from which inference may 
be drawn as to whether, in regard to their internal structure 
ani law&, and hence their modes of origin, they have any thing 
in common witn our own solar system, and whether the anal
ogies of one may be applied in unfolding the mysteries of the 
othe.r. 

And the first thing that naturally attracts attention in IUClb 
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an investigation, is the shapes and apparent relative densitie1 
o( these starry clusters. By telescopic measurements of re]a. 
tive distances in relative directions, accomplished in the man 
ner before illustrated, Sir William Herschel decided that tht1 
great cluster, of which our own sun is a member, and of which 
the greater portion of stars, owing to their immense distances, 
seem to rest on one general plain, and surround us in. the 
great zone called the" Milky Way," is of an irregular torm, 
approaching that of a circle, but thick in the middle, and thin 
•oward the edges, in one of which there is a horizontal split 
or opening. Other clustero are of all conceivable forms, but 
of these forms the round, or oblately spheroidal, most pr&o 
vailil. Even in elongated, curved, angular, and branching 
.alusters, there are often apparently several centers of incipi
ent rotundity. Generally these centers are well defined, and 
toward them the stars, though with an inappreciable motion, 
are apparently flowing from all directions, becoming tbicker . . 

and more compressed as they approach, and being thinner, 
and gradually shading off into in?isibility, at more distaRt 
removes. 

The general uniformity in the appearances of these spheriCII 
aggregations, and especially of their comparative denseness in 
the center, which thence gradually and regularly diminishes, 
in all directions, toward the circumference, shows that theh 
aggregation is governed by some grand law ; and what can 
this be but the familiar law of Gravitation-that identical law 
which, in the Bame form of action, is SQ potent in our own 
system, giving sphericity to every collection of fluid particles, 
from those which compose the planet, to those which form the 
dew-drop t It is gra.ifying to find in those remote creations 
such distinct indications of a property which is possessed in 
eommon with our own sy,tem, and which binds the n~resA 
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and remotest forms in ,;he celestial spaces, in one oommoa 
bond of sympathy and broth~rhood. 

But the discovery of the law of gravitation, as applicable to 
these distant worlds as well as to the orbs of our cwn planetary 
system, naturally engenders the presumption that the who{, 
lffiu of laws and general operations with which gravitation is 
here necessarily connected, applies to them also, wit.h little or 
no modification. And a further inquiry will disclose celestial 
phenomena which tend greatly to strengthen this presumption, 
if not to convert it into a positive conviction. 

Contemplating our own solar system, we are struck with 
the fact that revolutionary motion every where prevails. The 
planets are constantly whirling upon their axes, and perform. 
ing their grand orbitual circuits in the heavens. The sun him
self rotates upon his own center, once in about twenty.seven . 
days. This revolution has been ascertained by the periodical 
variation of the position of spots on his disk. 

But several of the stars of our firmament exhibit a ph~ 
nomenon similar to this, from which our sun's rotatory motion 
has been inferred. That is, they alternately, and in regular 
periods, give forth a greater and a less degree of light, as 
though they had a brightest side and a side of a less degree of 
brightness, which were alternately, and at regular intervals, 
presented to us by a revolution upon their axes. This is one 
of the facts which have confirmed astronomers in the otherwise 
very natural presumption, that the stars are suns like ou1· own, 
and whose apparent diminutiveness is only owing to their 
immense distances. 

There are also many instances in which the varying relative 
positions of two or more stars are such as to indicate a revo· 
lution around each other, and around a common center. Some 
fl( ._ ·~ ~ve vaat periods, as, for instance. the doublt 
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11M Castor, whose constituents revolve around each ?tber in 
ll5 years; Gamma, in the constellation of the Virgin, whose 
~onstituents revolve in 628 years; Gamma of the Lion, whose 
~nstituents revolve in 1200 years; and Mizar and Alcor, in 
the tail of the Great Bear, which, according to Professor 
Nichol, would probably <>.onsume not much less than the in
conceivable period of 190,000 years in completing a single 
revolution around each other ! Others accomplish their revo
lutions in much less than I 00 years. 

By establishing the fact that rotatory and orbltual motior.a 
are experienced by many of the stars, the extreme probability 
is at the same time established on analogical grounds, that 
similar motions are experienced, with, perhaps, some modi.fi.. 
cations, by all stars. We are, at least, not without strong, 
not to say demonstrative evidence, that motions of this kind 
are going on in the celestial spaces, on a much grander scale 
than any we have yet described. By comparing the positions. 
of the stars in the modern heavens with their positions as rep
resented in ancient catalogues, Sir William Herschel found 
that in one quarter of the firmament, they were apparently 
drawing nigher together, while in the opposite quarter they 
were apparently receding from each other. To acc<,unt f'or 
these changing appearances, Herschel conjectured that our owr. 
sun, with all his retinue of planets, was moving in some grand 
path toward a point in the constellation Hercules. After 
much doubt and many critical examinations, subsequen& 
investigators have succeeded in e.<~tablishing this opinion on 
an indubitable basis. 

But in the hands of A ·gelander, Struve, Peters, and espcc._ 
ally of Maedler, the tbcury of this solar motion was made to 
assume still more definite form. Inferring, with others, from 
tul<1111 that the !>8th described h1 our luminary must be ~ 
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curve of an orbit around some remote oenter, the la',ter of 
these astronomers betook himself to the examination of 
ancient catalogues of stars, with a view to ascertain if there 
was any discoverable district in the heavens where all the ap 
parent motions of the stars were such as to comply with the 
conditions which must necessarily characterize a central region. 
Such a district was found ; and the star ALoTONB1 in the 
cluster Pleiades, was decided to be its center. Around thia 
point, therefore, our own sun, and the whole firmamentaJ 
cluster to which it belongs, were supposed to be revolvinr;• 
with immense velocity, in orbits coincident with the generai 
plane of the Milky Way, and requiring no leas tb&D eighteen 
millions of yeal'll to accomplish a single revolution! 

Whatever diversity of opinion there may exist .relative to 
the legitimacy of the conclusion of Maedler, which locates the 
oenter of alleged orbitual motion at the point occupied by the 
star Alcyone, 1 believe it is now generally, if not universally 
admitted by astronomers, that such orbitual motion does exist 
IU'Ound IOfM center, not very remote from that region. 

The evidence upon this point greatly strengthens the 
ldl&logy which, of itself, points to the conclusion that those 
isolated globular and other clusters of stars, 11ituated in the re
moter realms of space, and which appear to have been aggre
gated by internal power of gravitation, are also scenes of per
petual rotatory and orbitual motion. Did not these motions, 
with their resultant centrifugal forces, exist to countervail, in 
aome degree, the force of internal gravity, those firmamental 
clusters would doubtless exist in much more dense masse• 
than those in which they now appe:n. 

But if this ~nclusion thus approximates to & certainty, 
cbere are fal..ts which point to a still more e:.tended appli· 
lldOD of its principles. In the southern he&vens, Rnd quite 
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aetached from the Milky Way, are two bright spots whicl 
southern navigators have designated by the name of "Magel,. 
14n's Olovds." During his astronomical residence at the CapP 
of Good Hope some years ago, Sir John Herschel, by the aid 
of his twenty feet telescope, succeeded in analyzing these ob. 
jects, and found that each of them, and especially the larger 
one, was a '!/Stem of jirmammts, combining many extensive 
clusters into one I Of these, as systems, analogy would 
authorize us to predicate internal gravity and general and par. 

• ticular rotatory and orbitual motions. But the magnitude of 
this complex unity, however inconceivably great, may, after 
all, be but an atom in the immensity of ulterior creations to 
which it belongs; and, on the bases of its analogies, we may 
rise to the ideal of a still higher system-a system which may 
be supposed to embrace in its structure all the firmamental 
clusters, nebulre, and systems of systems heretofore known to 
telescopic observers, and countless more besides. 

Nor is the idea of such an all-comprehensive system of sys
tems without the support of facts, as well as of analogies. It is 
said that although nebulre, resolvable and irresolvable, appear 
in every quarter of the heavens, they appear in greatest 
abundance in a comparatively narrow zone which encircles 
the heavens, cutting the plane of the Milky Way at right 
angles. This arrangement goes far to establish the idea of a 
Frimament of firmaments, a Galaxy of galaxies, in which all 
sidereal creations which have come within the reach of the 
most powerful telescopes, are bound together in one common 
structure, brought within the sphere of the same common laws, 
and made to observe throughout, similar rotatory and orbitual 
motions with those which prevail in our own solar sys
tem, which latter may be considered as an epitome and 
representative of the whol• ! 
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We have thus seen that wherever the wonders of the 
eelestial spaces have been distinctly unfolded, the revolutioll 
of satellites around planets, of planets around suns, of 'IUnt 
around still greater suns, of systems around still greater 
systems, of clusters around still greater clusters, is revealed 
as an omniprevalent law. And seeing the complete unity of 
plan and harmony of operations so far as we have gone-see
ing the affectionate co-relations which are exhibited between 
molecules, and worlds, and systems, and all stellar congre. 
gations, with nll their included parts-may we not prolong 
the chain of analogy one link farther, and conclude that they 
all, together with the myriads of similar creations which dwell 
in depths of spnce which no optical power can ever penetrate, 
owe the bond ()f unity which connects them, and the har
monia] influence which wields them in their mighty courses, 
to one grand Source of central power, whose attractions they 
all implicitly obey, and from whose genial radiations all 
receive their life 1 If the links of the analogical chain have 
been found to closely adhere through all the labyrinths of 
every realm of being whose existence may be verified by 
other processes, who shall begin to distrust that chain for the 
first time, after it has conducted us safely thus far 1 

Though the hypothesis of a common Pivot and Center of 
gravity of the whole universe may not, in the nature of 
things, be susceptible of an ocular or complete mathematical 
demonstration, yet there is interior evidence-! had almost 
said even the evidence of intuition-that it is true in sonu 
form; and believe this idea is now extensively received as 
on article of astronomical faith. 

Let no one suppose that amid these inconceivable dis
tances and magnitudes, the fixed principles of reasoning lose 
tbeir validity and become untrustworthv .. ~ ";rue that iu 
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these ~dy flights, the imagination and conceptive powen 
become lost and bewildered; hut so they do, in a great de
gree, before we have traveled beyond the immediate neigh
borhood of our own mundane '>f-here. The distance from the 
earth to our own sun is measured by millions of miies ; and 
l!ven this, as one of the shortest of astronomical distances, the 
magination can but fuintly conceive. The distance from thl 

sun to the stars is measured by millions of diameten of the 
earth's orbit; the distance from firmament to firmament is 
measured by millions of interstellar spaces; the distance 
even of the most interior firmament from the great Center of 
all centers, may, in the efforts of the imagination, be measured 
by millions, or even billions of inter-firmamental spaces; and 
the circumference of the whole Grand Structure, may even 
transcend all human conceptions of infinitude; yet form, 
locality, relative position, center, circumference, and hence 
limits, must exist as absolutely as they exist in the smallest 
spherule of matter visible to the human eye; ood to the view 
af an absolutely infinite Being, the whole Universe of uni
verses may be of comparative dimensions not greater than a 
single grain of sand ! And if Ehrenberg could, by the aid of 
the microscope, descry a whole animal kingdom in a single 
drop of water, each individual of the myriads of whose ani
mated forms must have bad eyes, teeth, stomach, intestines, 
Md all the appurtenances of a complete anatomical structure, 
governed by unvarying physiological laws; and if bJ the 
same means be could demonstrate that a particular gcologir.al 
deposit, fourteen feet thick and miles in extent, was made \lji 
almost exclusively of the skeletons of animals, forty-one bil
Uons of which could exist in a single cubic inch, then we may 
rest assured that the principles of nature exist in no greater 
eompleteness, and in no higher :>r more inconceivable oompli 
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eationa, in infinitu than they do in infinituimtJ.ll. We ma1 
then, without crowding out any natural principle, or doing 
violence to any just method of reasoning, reduce the scale of 
the universe, in our imagination, to dimensions convenient to 
be contemplated on all sides, and follow out our reasonings 
with ease and comparative certainty respecting its properties, 
forces, laws, internal arrangements, and progressive processes 
of formation, from beginnings to ultimates. 

Considering, then, all general natural principles as applying 
equally to greatest and to smallest analogous cosmical forms. 
and to the whole universal structure as well as to its indi
vidual parts, we proceed to another branch of the chain of 
analogical reasoning, which will speedily conduct. us to the 
primal condition of the BUbstance from which the material uni. 
verse and all it contains, was organized. 

The nebular theory of planetary and solar formations, aa 
applying to our sol_ar system, has been shown to rest on so 
many probabilities as seemingly to justify the undoubting 
oonviction of its truth. But if this theory is admitted as at>
plicable to our own solar system, its applicability to forma
tions in the sidereal realms will, after the foregoing system of 
universal analogies has been traced out, scarcely be disputed, 
especially as it was in the sidereal realms that the first facts 
were observed which seemed to intimate its truth. And if all 
planetary and solar agglomerations originated from previously 
diffused nebulous masses, then, in view of the unbroken chain 
which, we have seen, binds all systems together as one system, 
the following statement is its own sufficient proof: 

As the satellites were formed from the same original nebu. 
lous mass from which the planets originated, so a prior state 
of that mass was a state of unity and interdiffusion with the 
IDa8l which com'('o()sed the sun. The materials of tAat ~ 
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in like manner, were previously connuted and interdc1fuse# 
with the mass which f)rmed the more interior sun arouncl 
which it revolves, and out of which were Tormed all such other 
ultimate suns as, in· common with our own, now revolve around 
the same center. The substance of all suns and systems com
posing our firmament, may be supposed also to have been 
previously interdiffused in one amorphous, undistinguishable 
mass. So the substance of the suns and systems of all other 
firmaments, together with the substance of the great central 
sphere of universal attraction which binds and subordinates 
them all, was, in like manner, in an original nebulous and 
formless state; and the whole universal suMtance was then 
but one substance, so highly attenuated and expanded as to be 
without definite forms, divisions, or c;,mpartments-an in
definable, universal MoNAD ! In short, as our own solar sys
tem is a child of the great Universal System, and is formed in 
the image of its parent, the primal condition of the materials 
of one, must have been precisely analogous to that of the 
other; and if the solar system germinated from an original 
nehulm, so did the system of the whole universe. 

But in thus unraveling the complexity of all material for
mations, and tracing them all to an original, unitary, and 
chaotic state, we at the same time unravel the complexity of 
motion, and not only arrive at its original and simplest form, 
but at a state in which it must necessarily have had no form
a state in which its principles were as chaotic as original m&t
ter itself, or, what is the same thing, at a state in which nc 
tslahlishtd mction existed. 

We ha;e thus arrived by an easy, and, admitting our pre. 
mises, an apparently certain, process, at the very root of the 
Tree of universal material creations-at the great unitary 
Germ of all firmaments, suns, systems, and worlds, with the 
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mineral, vegetable, animal, and human forms which d\Vell 
upon their surfaces. If there has been any error in the fore
eoing reasonings, it has probably been an error in the form 
rather than in the principka of our conclusions, and the error 
therefore does not essentially effect the main objoot contem 
plated in this disquisition. But of the truth of the position ro 
which we have arrived by this analytical process, from ulti 
mates to origins, or from eftects to causes, additional evidences 
will hereafter incidentally occur as we proceed, by an opposite 
and ayntlutical process, from causes to effects. The two pr~ 
oesaes will serve as mutual correctives of each other; and by 
the aid of both united, we hope to somewhat enlarge our 
truthful conceptions in relation to those principles, laws, and 
operations of the universe untlwut, which natarally lie beyond 
the province of mathematics and ocular demonstration, but 
whieb, nevertheless, have their counterparts, l'fpreMiltadv-. 
md uponenta in the universe vitAM. 
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IU.1'BRUL BEGINNINGS AS POINTI!IQ TO .& 
8UPER·llA. TERU.L CA. USE. 

HAVING thus traced the system of material creation through 
a series of anterior conditions, comprehending periods which, 
perhaps, no assemblage of arithmetical figures could express, 
to a state in which the materials of all worlds, systems, and 
firmaments, were in a condition of diffused attenuated vapor, 
with no definite or established motions, the inquiry next 
arises, Was even this the absolutely primitive state of material 
things1 Did matter ever exist in any fvrm or forms previous 
to this state of chaos 1 or, if not, was it, in this state, eterna11 
or, if not absolutely eternal either in the state of forms or of 
cllaos, whence and how did it originate 1 

The idea that matter ever existed in any mundane fotllll 
previous to this, and became subsequently dissolved, not only 
has no analugy to support it, but seems to be contradicted by 
an established law of nature. I refer to that law by which 
amorphous or chaotic matter in motion has the general and 
predominant tendency to assume and multiply forms. It is 
not denied that motion of particles tends also to the dis.'IIJlu. 
lion of material forms, but that dissolution is always subser
vient to immediate and higher recombinations. The kingdom 
of motion and forms, therefore, have ever been, and still are 
(and we may confident!')' believe ever will be), making farther 
ud farther encroachments upot the real.ms of chaos ani 
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mertia; and whatever is conquered by the former can never 
be folly reconquered by the latter. And this is because the 
former power is positive, and the latter is negative. 

If matter, therefore, was ever in a state of mundane or or 
ganized forms previous to the chaotic state now under oontem 
plation, it must have for ever continued in that same general 
state, and even to progressively unfold the tendencies by which 
its forms were assumed ; and no natural power could have 
brought it back Again to the formless state. The chaotic or 
nebulous sts~ in which we have seen it must necessarily hava 
existed at the beginning of the cosmical creation, may, there. 
fore, be inferred to be its primitive state. 

But that matter, even in this indefinite state, was absolutely 
1tM-nal, is an idea which analogy, so far as it speaks upon thEt 
subject, distinctly contradicts.* The material of each form 
and kingdom in nature may be traced backward from highest 
to lowest developments, immediately beyond which latter it 
loses itself in a more rudimental creation, which serves as ita 
groundwork. Thus the animal kingdom, traced downward to 

its lowest and simplest forms, finally loses its character aa 
animal, and merges into the vegetable; the vegetable, in like 
manner, finally loses itself in the mineral ; the mineral or 
crystalline forms pass downward into the general amorphous 
mass of planetary matter; planetary matter may be traced 
downward through more rudimental geological oonditions, and 
through igneous liquid, and aeriform fluid, until its distinction 
is lost in planetary nebula; this, in imagination, may be 
traced, in like manner, until it is lost in the general gaseous 
mass of the uncondensed sun; and so we may proceed, in re
&rograde steps, until we find the materials of all forms and 

• Le& II. be reawt:ed, oooe lbr all, lbal by" m&Uu," I m~ pilgllcal ~ • 
..ndllllnelloa to eplrUooliUJ.Iaace. 

~ 
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kingdoms are lost in the great common mass of original cba 
otic matter. 

But in thus tracing back aU forms and kingdoms to their 
respective and immediate predecessors, we .lt the same time 
&race backward the one and analogous kingdom of Uui,versa. 
Matter as 11u:lt (which includes all the other kingdoms), from 
iu highest to its lowest f<Hms; and as there is a point beneath 
which all kingdoms lose their identity, and their essences are 
merged in an antt:rior kingdom, so analogy would seem to in. 
di.::ate that there is a prior point of attenuation and refinement 
at whir:h the grt:at kingdom of Matter also loses its character 
tU matter or phpieal substance, and thus that it originated as 
matter, from a prior source, as did all its included sub-king
dr,ms. TI.is idea would appear iu greater clearness and foree 
of prr,haLility, if cuntemplated in the light of the doctrine of 
&:ries, D<-,gree<~, and Correspondences, hereafter to be brought 
fr,u, view; and it will receive incidental confirmation as we 
prr;:~.,,j tl:> cr,n;sider the Migin of l\fotion. 

If (u .ntrary t1:> an extreme probaJ,ility, not to say ahsolute 
,._.,rt)\ir. ty, e~taf,lbh•:d in previous remarks) the hypothesis is 
!',;;! ird i,4ed ur><•n, that the chaotic matter of which this uni 
ver~ is rf)mf><A<:d, CN1sists of the dissoh·ed elements of a pre. 
vir,•J'I rn:->f.l:ri~l ur.iw:rse, the question will still arise, 'Vhence 
c.~:".ir.:.t~A the rr.a.tt'"' <:<,rnposing tlwt universe 1 And so we 
rn11.y ex~t:r.d r,ur inrpairies lmck through a thousand imngined 
pre-exii\t..nt ur,iver'u:g; hut the mind must come to a resting
(>181:-e llm'IV:'WI~t. It i!l J,,gieally just as certain that there was 
• jirll ur.iw:r~ (if we are mistaken in supposing that this is 
th~ fiT'It), a~ it i~ th:.t there was a first vegetable form or class 
o( (r,rrr.!l, wh:<:h latt•:r proposition is positively demonstrated 
t,y f~M:tll in g'!'JJ,,gy. And after we have gone back in imagi. 
natir1n1 to an a!.S<)]utel~· jirst universe: ~he question wil! still 
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retum unanswered, Whence originated the physical substance 
composing that universe1 

As the•line of progression traced backward necessarily leada 
to a beginning of the system of developments to which it 
BfPlie&, so the line of causation, inversely traced, necessarily 
leads to a First Cause, which is itself uncaused, though contain
ing in itself the elements of all causes, and hence all exist
ences. And as the whole Animal Kingdom, for example, 
necessarily rests upon the basis of a prior and immediately 
corelated and correspondent Kingdom-the Kingdom of V eg
etation-so the whole Kingdom of ooiversalmateriality, so to 
speak, as necessarily rests upon the basis of a prior and imme
diately corelated and correspondent Kingdom. This King
dom, then, must be ultra-physical, in the same way as the 
Vegetable Kingdom is ultra-animal; and it must differ in na
ture and constitution from· the whole Kingdom of physical 
substance, at least as much as the Vegetable Kingdom differ& 
from the Animal, or as the impelling and moving essence of 
the human mind differs from the impelled and moved essence 
of the human body. 

Now, unless we suppose this ultra-physical (and hence un

physical) Kingdom to be a. Kingdom of Spirituality, there is 
no conceptive power corresponding to it in the human mind, 
and hence it is to the human mind a nothing, and can not even 
be an object of thought, much less of faith. 

But it may be asked, " Whence originated this Kingdom of 
Spirituality, which it is hE>re alleged must have served as the 
basis of physical creation 1" If we should answer that it. 
originated in a higher and ulterior spirituality, and that thai 
originated in a still higher, and that in a still higher; and if 
we could thus prolong our thoughts to an absolute eternity 
po,d in search of ~e ~rigin of origins, we would MtiU have o.nlJ-
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tj•irituality-ao IT1'I!iiTE RE.4LM of Spirituality, beyond the 
i•..o-:.u •Jf wu;cb '-'ur thoughts could not possibly go. We may 
loe': i: O('wt~ tht-n, as a conclusion which all analogy affirmJ, 
~!JC wi1i•:h tlu,re is no conceivable reason to doubt, that this 
"u• .. ie rea] rn of 1t!ateriality, originated in this prior and cor
r""~tJ·JY•d•:nt H~ahn of SPIRITUALITY • 

.!\vw. spirituality, in its interior nature, possesses the prop
er.i':'IS t•f affection, thought, and volition, and these, again, are 
tr,~ a:: r! Lutes of personality. This ultimate, and hence infinite, 
1~--t~lm of Spirituality, therefore, involves the idea which we 
lJJ':<in to convey by the term Goo: and the infinite series of 
o~;1rm of spirituality of which the mind has just conceived in 
i~ l>'-..arch after the Origin of origins, may be supposed to cor. 
""'}"-'!Jd to the infinite series of degrees of the harmonious 
i..•:ui:ies uf rile one Infinite God, as these may be supposed to 
tJI: r<:J•re'*nted in their ascending scale, from the most exterior 
~,.,;._.n , .. f the Divine nature which connects with Materiality, 
1• t1t It''-'st interior portions of the Divine Soul, which pro
r·:-. .... go:t JI:' rates, and vitalizes all things. 

iL bll: ir1g, therefore, that the whole Kingdom of Physical 
~J : .. s'..<1J,<.:e as such, originated in a prior and corresponding 
l..:,l'·~· .. rn uf Spirituality, we, in effect, say that it originated 
1: ._ ):,• . •Jrt~ possessing affection, intelligence, volition, and hence 
J'<' o·.,.v 1: t:t-in a Being, who, without any restraint or constraint 
111•11 ' •.ou"kr and physical influences (which did not then exist), 
~·•Jtl.C f••:-<;Jy create, or ahstain f1·om creating, according to the 
w.o:'!•<>.· Jm,mptings of his own Infinite Mind. 

Lu•. ~o;t rue not b11 understood as arguing that the matter of 
'' '" ut· :w:rl>C was created by God out of nothing. The mind 
..,.., t.•Jt •.:<m•:eive of any such thing as nothing, or of something 
~hll• ;l·l ,,,Jt ro( nothing; and therefore the idea may be at ODCfl 

~.-.uueoo,..j from the mind as being itself a mental nothing. Bm 
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It we suppose that spirit is an ~ and that matter, as such, 
wu created. out of this essence, there will at least in this 
be no violation of the laws of thought; and . the reasons on 
which such suppositions may be grounded will incidentally and 
more distinctly appear as we proceed. 

There is a philosophy extant which insists that matter has 
of itulf an inlurmt power of motion, and tbat matter (or phy .. 
ical substance) is eUrflal. But that this assumption iiJ unten
able, i» obvious from the following considerations: Motion in 
matter, as shown before, necessarily tends to bring matter 
into fortru; and if motion was from eternity in eternal matter, 
then matter must from eternity have been brought into forma 
-nay, into the ultimate and highut forms which that motion 
is qualified to engender. But as it is sensibly certain that 
&bese highest forms did not exist forever, and rationally cer 
tain that they must have ultimately sprung from a state of 
primeval chaos, it follows, of necessity, that motion in matteJ 
eould not have been from eternity. 

Moreover, if motion is an inherent property of matter, thai 
motion must be the result of a for~ adequate to produce it. 
and that force must be either mechanical or chemical. Bu1 
that matter contains of itself, and in itself, no mechanical force, 
is self.evi4ent. Conceive of any body of matter, whether an 
atom or a world, being in a state of perfect rest: it is eviden\ 
that that body has within itself no mechanical force adequate 
to move itlelf, much less to act upon kindred bodies. It is 
clear, therefore, that matter has within itself, and originally or 
itself, no mechanical force adequate to produce motion in 
any case; and, therefore, if a body at rest is not acted upon 
by an extraneous moving force, it will necessarily remain, for 
aught m«luJnical forces. can do, in precisely the same pl~C~t, 
and will possess precisely th~ same bulk and oonatituentlll, to 

6 
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all eternity. This self.evidcnt and generally recognized prol' 
erty of matter is called its inertia. 

It is not denied that a chemical power-a power of expan. 
sion and condensation, or of altering the internal arrangement.• 
of particles-may be lodged in bodies of matter; but tltia 
power i8 only the striving of particles for an equilibrium. But 
unless there is a constantly active influence received from a 
foreign source, the equilibrium must necessarily be finally at. 
tained, and all action would then cease, never to be renewed 
by any inherent force, simply because such force is exhausted. 

¥" we then consider the whole universal mass of physical 
substance, as the mass of particles supposed to be subject to 
this internal chemical action, that action, and its producing 
force, could not be eternal and unoriginated, because in that 
case it would manifestly, from eternity, have attained to an 
internal equilibrium, and all action would have ceased. These 
considerations show that even chemical action, and therefore 
chemic.u force, must have had a beginning, and therefore a 
muu, in some power or contriving agent beyond themselves, 
and outside of the matter in which they inhere.* But as there 
was no other realm of physical matter from which they could 
be supplied, we are driven to the only other alternative of sup
posing that they were supplied from a Spiritual Sol!rce-from 
the personal Realm of affection, intelligence, and volition, which 
we have before proved to be unoriginated, and hence infiniu. 

If this reasoning is correct, then the conclusion is obvious, 
that all motion of whatever kind, as well as the physical sub. 
stance acted upon by it, must have had an ultimate origin in 
Spirit-IN GoD ! 

• 11 may be added, IU& chaeal fbrooe, .. lllherem prop11111ee c1 CJrtc1a1, -
pboal, uebulooa mall.er, IIUIIt baYe been exceedingly weak, It Ill .aalliiUIIIer l8elil ... 
._ ,.._ coald ba1'1 u:llleol II& all, wbleb Ia ex1mDe17 doUillal. 
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PB.Ili'OIPLE8 OF UNIVERSAL 8YNTBB8I8 

\V• have now completed our descmding view of tho realm 
of Being without us, and traced the material creation to ita 
super-material-hence spiritual-hence .DitliM, Cause. The 
completion of this general analysis unfolds to us the true basil 
of all 1!fnthesis; and, keeping in view the Spirituality, Self. 
existence, and Divinity of the Original Cause, we may now 
proceed to inquire, what may be known, or legitimately 
believed, in relation to the origin, modus operandi, and govern
ment of Matter and Motion, and of all the subsequently 
established creations, systems, and kingdoms now comprised 
in the general fabric of outer Being 1 

I am aware, however, that many will be likely to consider 
questions ofthis nature as too far above the sphere of the hu
man irtrellect, to justify an attempt even at the most genn-al 
solution. But let us not be discouraged. It was intimated in 
the outset of the present treatise, that nothing ezist1 in th1 
realm of being WITHOUT man, fiJhich has not an antitype and 
corrupondent in the rtalm of being WITHIN him, and that all 
which exists without, and all which exists within, po88e88 
lofiJard each other th1 relations of cognizahls objecu and 
principles, and cognizing faculties. Besides, we have already 
found reason to believe that Law is Wlvarying; and if so, i& 
may be traced in its operations, not only inversely from ulti 
mates lo origins of creation's unfoldings, but also iir«<lJ 
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from origins to ultimates. And as the wonderful power~ 
of analogy have conducted us with apparent safety through 
the immense labyrinths of the stellar creations, in our effortl 
to trace them 4ownward to their common source, we should 
not despair of deriving some substantial aid from the same 
mode of reasoning, when applied to the solution of those more 
profound and important questions which are embraced in a 
aynthtlical investigation of the system of Being. 

As forming the basis of the process of investigation now to 
be pursued, we here lay it down, as a self-evident proposition, 
1/uU I4Ch and every effect is germiooUy contained in its caw1, 
tmd henu, tDhen tkve'Wped, necessarily correspondB to ill cauu. 
Were this not the case, neither cause nor effect could properly 
be called such, and there could be no conceivable sequential 
relation between the two. 

For example, in the order of tangible developments by 
which man is sUTJ'Ounded, the V egetsble Kingdom precedes, 
and se"es as the material source, of the Animal Kingdom. It 
therefore forms the mal6rial element of the cause of the 
Animal Kingdom, though a more essential element of the 
eause of this and all other creations, is of a ~piritual character, 
supplied from a source that is ahow the particular creation to 
which it applies, as will be further illustrated hereafter. But 
the two kingdoms, sustaining toward each other, as they do, 
the relations of the material element of a cause, and the 
:naterial element of an effect, stand, thus far, as mutual cor. 
'"eSpOndentll and exponents of each other. lri like manner, the 
Vegetable Kingdom stands as a material correspondent and 
exponent of the Mineral Kingdom, which is ill material source 
and cause, and contains the fundamental principlu of its com. 
position and physical prope,..tiM, though in a lowr IUgn~. So 
dae lrlir.eral Kingdom, in like manner, bar its ph1sica.J oozre. 
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ipOndent in the mass of amorphous planetary matter which 
.arved as iu source; and so, by like gradations, the chain of 
analogy carries our minds backward through planetary nebulll', 
solar neb.uhe, etc., until we come to the one great, universal, 
undivided mass of chaotic matter, which must necessarily 
have contained within itself, undeveloped, the material ele. 
ments of stellar systems, solar systems, planets, minerals, 
vegetables, animals, and even the physical elements of the 
human constitution. Though indefinite in the extreme, this, 
in its occult properties and adaptations, must, as a universal 
material Germ, have involved the physical correspondences of 
all the creations which subsequently sprang from it, in the 
same way as the acorn involves the physical correspondences 
of the future oak ; Bnd by an intelligence capable of perceiv
ing its interior properties and adaptations, it might have been 
prediet«l, in a general way, what kind of creations were des. 
tined to spring from it. 

But as the Animal Kingdom, physically speaking, was 
previously contained in the Vegetable, and the Vegetable 
Kingdom was contained in the Mineral, and 110 on throughout 
the descending scale, so the great original, universal Kingdom 
of unformed matter, and whose undeveloped properties and 
principles were typical of all 11ubsequent and subordinate 
Kingdoms, was itself as one Kingdom, previously involved 
in the infinite, eternal, and unoriginated Kingdom of Spirit. 
uality, which, as before shown, constitutes the DIVINE PER · 
SONALITY. This Kingdom of Spirit11ality-in other words, 
the Divine Personal Being-comprises, therefore, not only the 
material (or substantial), but the spiritual and volitional, and 
hence the entire elements of the Cause of all things in univel'!lal 
creation ; and hence the Creator and the created must stand aa 
mutual exponer.ts of each other. 
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That the great Kingdom of universal matter, and what, fot 
the sake of perspicuity, we have called the great Kingdom of 
universal Spirit, stand in relations to each other similar to 
(though more comprehensive and perfect than) the relations 
subsisting between any two conjoined subordinate kingdoms 
in nature, is an idea which it is desired the reader should dis 
tinctly comprehend, as it lies at the foundation of all true, 
material, and spiritual philosophy, and wiJJ, as it is believed, 
tend to entirely reclaim science from the general ten
dency which it has long apparently had, to Pantheism and 
Atheism. 

Considering that matter, a& such, originated in the creative 
efforts of Spirit, and hence Mind, there is another point of 
view, from whicu it will appear that matter, both in its 
primeval statil, and in all its subsequent states of mundane 
forms, must necessarily have been in exact correspondence 
with it8 Source and producing Cause. We know something 
of the nature and operations of Mind, by experience and con. 
sciousness. We know that the mind of the architect, for 
instance, constructs an edifice within itself, or within it8 own 
conceptions and thoughts-construct8 it as an invisible and 
1prritual edifice-before proceeding to give it a physical 
form in the outer world. After the building is physically 
erected, therefore, it stands as a precise image and corre
spondent of its archetype or conception which first existed in 
the mind. 

Applying these principles to the subject under present in. 
vestigation, we may consider the Divine Thought as the Archi
tect, and the universe, or any of its systematically organized 
stages of development, as the Edifice. Not only, then, must 
the archetype of the universe in its matmity, with all its hnr. 
monious w1rlds ani systems, but even the archetypes of 
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those atomic and infinitesimal forms constituting origillal 
~haotic matter, have distinctly pr~xisted in the Divine, 
spiritual, and mental constitution. • 

The Deity and the universe-the realm of Spirit and the 
realm of Matter-therefore, stand to each other in the relation 
of Archetype and Antitype-of Cause and Effect--and there
fore the two, as before remarked, stand as mutual exponents 
of each other. In order, therefore, to arrive at some general 
conclusions in reference to the constitution and principles of 
creation as a whole, and also in respect to the constitution and 
principles of its included and correspondent sub-systems, let 
us first briefly interrogate Reason and Intuition in reference to 
some such general facts as we can comprehend, respecting the 
constitution of the Divine Being. 

The only way in which we can obtain any definite and pro
per conception of the Divine Being, is by first conceiving of 
a true and undegenerated human being-such being the culmi. 
nating point of all Divine creations, and hence the embodied 
representative of all the Divine affections. Although it is not 
the intention to base the propositions of this work on the au. 
thority of inspired writings (whatever confirmations of such 
writings may be incidentally developed in the course of our 
philo10phical investigations), we can not, in this place, avoid 
noticing the biblical declaration that " God created man in his 
own image:' as impliedly sanctioning an endeavor on our part 
to understand all that we may comprehend of God, by a com. 
parison of the knowledge we have of man. Spirit, indeed, is 
essentially of the same nature wherever found, whether exist
ing in a finite or an infinite degree, though it is acknowledged 

• 'lbe Idea of A~ u here preeent.ed, wu orlgiDaiJJ -cel"t'ed bJ ~ 
ud billed a prominent htare or his phUooophy; though the author IMn d41h• tl 
•- -1114ep'llldeot ol Plalo'e teachings. 
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that it may exist in different shades of moral character &I 

resulting from different combinations, developmel!ts, and direo
tions of the faculties. Conceive, then, of a perfectly consti· 
tuted mnn-a man whose physical, intellectual, and moral 
natures are in harmonious development, and then conceive 
this man to be expanded to infinitude, and you have the truE!M 
and highest conception of God of which the human mind is 
capable. 

But it would be diverting the reader too far from the object 
of this portion of our treatise, to enter at present into an 
elaborate discussion of the question, What is man 1 This 
question shall be discussed at length in the second part ofthis 
work. But for the present we must confine ourselves to a few 
propositions which, to intelligent minds, will appear more or 
l.ess self-evident, and of the truth of which, as well as of the 
•llterior positions which they will serve to illustrate, confirma. 
tion will accumulate as we proceed, until any reasonable 
doubts with which some minds may at first regard them, will, 
it is believed, be either greatly diminished or entirely dissi 
pated. 

Let it be apprehended, then, that the most general constitu
ents of human personality, are three; viz., 1. Soul, or interior 
vitality, which is the seat of the affections; 2. Spirit, or the 
organized, pervading ner\'e-element, which, in its lower de
grees, is the vehicle of sensation, and in its higher degrees, is 
the seat of the understanding; and 3. Body, or vehicle of 
outer manifestation and action. 

Precisely corresponding to these are tne three most compre
hensiv4' constituents of the Divine Being; viz., 1. Interior 
Soul, Life, or Love; 2. Spirit or Wisdom;. 3. Outer spher6 
or vehicle of operative Energy, the latter I'Orresponding to the 
w, infiWn. 
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But the constituents, both of the human and Divine person
ality, considered in more detailed reference to elemen~ forms, 
and ou~r objectivities, are also, in each case, susceptible of a 
Nfllft{old division, which may be briefty stated as follows: 1. 
Subjective Love, or Love as an abstract quality of the personal 
essence; 2. Subjective Wisdom, or Wisdom as an abstract 
quality of the personal essence; 3. Subjective volition, or 
volition as an abst~ power of the two previous elements com. 
bitted, and a procedure from t~em both ; 4. The essencea 
having the properties of LovA, Wisdom, and Volition, em· 
bodied in per1onal organism; 5. Objective Love, or Love as 
related to outer forms ; 6. Objective Wisdom, or Wisdom as 
related to outer forms; 7. Habitation, or a complete system 
of outer objects and conditions related to the whole personal 
nature and desires, and in "fhich such nature and desires be 
come embodied and represented. 

In man the elements of this seven-fold classification con· 
tain within themselves many corresponding sub-divisions, 
eome of which are much mqre obvious than the foregoing 
general divisions, as will be seen when, in the course of our 
inquiries respecting the MICRocosM or the universe within, it 
comes in order to discuss them. In God the elements of this 

• seven-fold division may be presumed to contain an in.finiu 
number of sub-divisions, all of which are, in like manner, sus
ceptible of corresponding seven.fold classifications ; and their 
co-relations and inter-communications may be supposed to 
constitute the infinite harmonies and beatitudes of the Divine 
10ul I Our object at this stage of our treatise, however, it 
little more than to unfold the idea of these classifications as a 
basis on which the great plan-work of creation may be con 
oeived, leaving such evidenoos of their truthfulness as exist in 
-~ture of things to ':e incidentnll.f developed as we proceed. 
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This seven-fold classification of the principles of the Divine 
constitution, is probably what the inspired seer St. John had 
ref'erenoe to when he spoke of the "seven Spirits of God which 
go out into all the earth." And it was undoubtedly the out
goings and efficient operations of these which produced the 
various seven-fold Divine antitypes which were shown to the 
!lame inspired seer under the forms of the seven churches of 
Asia Minor ; the Lamb with seven horns and seven eyes ; the 
book with seven seals, and t~ir successive openings at seven 
different epochs; the seven angels with seven trumpets; the 
seven thunders; the seven last plagues, etc. • 

If it be true, then, that there are these seven natural 
divisions in the constituents of the one Divine Being, it is 
obvious that any system of creation or operation which 
present& a complete reflex of what is contained in the 
Divine Source from which it sprang, must contain a re
presentation and outer expression of each OM of these Di.. 
vine constituents, and must therefore, as a whole, be alS<\ 
Ullm-fold. 

But we have seen that Nature, as a Whole, is divided into 
many Systems, Kingdoms, or more properly speaking, Dil
crut Degreu, rising one above another. Each one of these 
Kingdoms or Degrees (as will grodually be illustrated in what 
follows) contains within itself the seven-fold series of parts, 
as the natural evolution, and·reproduction, on a higher scale, 

• 'ne number- appean to have boeD mcleoUy recognized u a general number 
1!1 ~ and u 111cb It appean to have been habllnally employed by tht 
..aed wrt-.. 'Thua, In their olullllealloua, there wero eevcn oa)'ll (or perlodt) ol 
-alOD ; 118\'811 dayw oJ'the wMt : ••nn yean from one lllbbaUe ye41' to mother; tovea 
llms 118\'eo yOila ~tom ono JabUee to another, efAl., <- by the aid o! the eoocordRDoe. 
l&oe IIIIIDIII'OII8illllaDoee In whleb the number oeveo oeeon In the Old and NewT-.. 
-"'). Some ot the anelent heathen nellons, a1eo, adopted lhe eeveo..fbld ~ 
b u ot oxleDelve appUoaUon, eapeclally to aplrlloal and DiviDe lhiJI&I; Uld U 'RII 
"-liOdQilOCI b7 Pylltqoru from India Into Gt-
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ot the seven-fold series of the Degree or Kingdom lm 
mediately below it in the order of development; and all of 
these, separately and collectively, are evolutions from, and 
correspondents of, the Divine seven-fold Constitution, which 
is the Originator and Cause of all. Each one of these seven
fold series, moreover, corresponds to the diatonio seale in 
music, and which, with its seven constituent notes, is therefvre 
its natural oral interpreter and exponent. Thus the various 
Degrees or Kingdoms of natural developments, may be con
sidered as octave~, rising one above another. the same as the 
octaves in musio. Each octave ezactly eorruporuh to, and 
luJrmonizu, AOtl by AOU, with all otMr octavu, wlulher they 
be on a higher or lower acale; 10 tluJI if we folly underatand 
ony octave, Degree, or King®m of Mtural developmMt, we 
Acaw iA it a measure and exponent of all othera. Thus the 
system of nature, as a Whole, may be considered as one 
grand Musical Organ, compassing all these octaves, and which, 
in the bands of the Great Organist, the Divine Being, in 
whose tnfmite series of octaves of Love and Wisdom, exists 
the very soul and origin of all harmony, is capable of 
sending forth every where those silent notes of harmony 
and musio which have been perceived and deeply felt, 
by every truly elevated and interiorly developed human 
aoul! 

The idea of the "music of the spheres," therefore, is not 
merely a poetic fancy, but a sublime reality, whose basis and 
origin are exhibited in the foregoing simple principles. 

That this harmonia! seale of creation, WI corresponding to 

the hannonial scale of degrees of Love and Wisdom of the 
Divine Mind, is not a mere fanciful conception, will become 
1:nore and more obvious as we proceed. It will be sbowu 
&~~a• not -onl1 does each otte of these degrees or ootav• o1 
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creation, by its correspondence with all others, serve 88 theia 
natural exponent, but that each oct.ave, if its constituents 
are correctly classified, rests upon internal evidence of its 
own. And if this serial order of graduated progression is 
duly recognized, and its laws are properly understood, we 
may use any seven-fold classification, known to be correct, in 
correcting the errors of others, just 88 the musician would 
correct the discords of one oct.ave by the harmonies of 
another. 

But before proceeding further, we must speak briefly of 
the laws which, 88 we proceed, will be seen to govern the 
eeptinary classifications, and by which it may be generally 
known whether any classification is correct. In each correct 
classification, the members, in their numerical order, may, in 
9mera.l terms, be distinguished as follows: 

Number On is the number of simpk unity. 
Two is the number of productive unity, and in general 

terms comprises positive and negative, active and passive, or 
male and female, principles. 

Than is the number of self-8'U$laining unity. 
FoUR is the number of Organization. ' 
FIVB is the number of ezterior completeness. There being 

five ezunor properties to outer things, man, hence, bas five 
wztwior senses, whose object is to give information of them to 
the interior soul. As the five uterior properties also exist, 
with ezpreu rtfor~nee to two interior and higlur properties. 
the number five is also a number of aspiration, 88 will hE 
better understood hereafter. 

Sa is the number of subordinal association, and of 
barmonial, peripheral revolution, 88 around a governing 
oenter. 

lbT:u is the number of final complet.e~~es'l, embraoing bot.i 
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exteriors and interiors. Hence it is the pivotal and governing 
Clumber of the series.• 

This septinary classification may also be embodied in the 
lritul. Thus the first, second, and third members .of any 
aeven-fold series, fom. one trinity, and therefore may count aa 
a unit; the fourth, fifth, and sixth members form a second 
trinity, and aount another unit; while the seventh member, 
which is always equal, or rather superior, to all the rest pu' 
together, forms a third unit, and completes a general trinity. 
As a guide to correctness in any septinary classification, it is 
important to observe that the first and second trinities in the 
series, should bear a certain general and particular correspond
tnce with each other. 

Whatever obscurities may at first exist in the foregoing 
•tatement, will be abundantly clarified by the illustrativt 
examples which will incidentally occur as we proceed. It is here 
given mainly as a hint to the render, that the classifications in 
which we shall have to deal, are not arbitrary, hut founded 
in the nature of things. Considering, therefore, that each 
natural seven-fold series corresponds to, and illustrates every 
other, and that this septinary arrangement runs through every 
complete creation, system, and Kingdom in nature, the degree 
of reliance which may be placed on the legitimate results of 
the method of investigation now proposed, as well as the 
character and extent of those results, as compared with what 
may be obtained by other processes, may be illustrated as 
follows: Suppose there are a large number of timbers, 
hewn, squared, rnorticed, etc., and piled confusedly together. 

• Tile ancient ln.lplred records aleo deal lllf!t<'IY In the number fiC<!IH and Ill 
mnlllple~, u an lr.lerlorly elgnift<·ant number. It may be n-runrked lhal !be number 
twelve Ia eYOIYed !rom !be eeven-rold eeriee, and is simply !be nnmber ot alx PfOo 
tucltfe liDIIIee, or po~~tlve and negative, active and paoo!ve. or male u4 _.._ 
~ .U lllbeletore,llllo. a. number ot aubordinal AMOCialiOD. 

a 

F 
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The superficial observer, uninstructed in the synthetical 
principles of architecture, may take most accurate measure. 
ments of each of those timbers, and may give most correct 
descriptions of tb.eir shapes, abstract qualities, etc., just. as 
science, as ordinarily pursued, gives accurate descriptions of 
abstract facts which constitute the timbers of the great temple 
of Nature. Such an observer, however, may not be able to 
discover any intended connection b11tween many of those 
timbers; may be able to form little or no idea of the form, 
proportions, or correlative parts of the building which they 
would constitute, if all put together, and may even doubt that 
they were ever all intended to go together in any definite 
form; and that science which merely analyzea, but does net 
IJintkt8ize, experiences much the same difficulty . in viewing 
the timbers of the temple of' Nature. But suppose, now, that 
a skillful architect comes on tbe ground: he views those ap
parently heterogeneous timbers, not only analytically (or in 
isolated detail), but also synthetically, or in their relations to 
each other; and, hy the observance of simple rules, be pro
ceeds--without any paring or forcing-perhaps without even 
th~ "noise o{ the hammer" -to erect a magnificent and 
glorious temple, in which there is a place for every timber, 
from greatest to smallest, and a timber for every place which 
requires one. Then even the previous superficial and merely 
analytU:al observer of the timbers will know, if he surveys 
the edifice, that those timbers were intended to go together 
precisely in the relations in which he now finds them ; and 
that the rule or theory by which they are brought together, 
is trtu. 

Suppose the observer noticed, however, that in the erection 
of the building, some of the timbe~ were a little pared, 
w i»rced, or warped, in order to make them join witll 

I 
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o'h~rs: still, if the building, when erected, exhibits unmis. 
takable indications of order, and symmetry, and harmony 
of its numerous parts, it stsuds as evidence of general truth. 
fulness of the architectural rules by which it was erected; 
and, if it is then known that the hewer of those timbers was 
absolutely ptrrject in his art, the inference would be legitimate, 
that the paring and distortion used in putting them together, 
were owing to the ignorance or unskillfulness on the pan 
of the builder, by which a joist or a post was occasiot~ally 
inverted, or made to take the intended place of another of 
somewhat similar form. 

Now, all natural facts (which, it must be confessed, 
the ecience and philosophy of the day view in an aspect 
someuJ!uU heterogeneous) are tim!Jers of the great temple of 
Nature. If we can find a method of classifie11ti0n, therefore 
by which these varioua facta, as timbers, may be, without 
any warping or forcing, brought into the form of one 
grand system, among the myriads of the complicated part:; 
of which there may be observed a mutual dependence aml 
harmony so perfect, that the loss of a single part would 
s~sibly mar the sy1pmetry of the whole; then we may be 
assured that this mHhod is the trtu one, and that the 
structure erected by it is a structure of truth. Now, a 
system of cllusificq.tion of this kind must exist somewher1 in 

nature, if it be adraitted that nature is not, after all, a more or 
less heteroglneO'IU and disconnected mass. If the reader can 
not believe, with me, that the doctrine of the seven-fold series 
and its natural adjuncts, as herein briefly unfolded, constitutes 
that system, it is confidently believed that he will at least find it 
immensely suggestive, compelling nature, in many instances, 
to tell her own story, and to give up secrets which science 
and philosophy have hitherto been inadequate to wrest from 
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her grasp. For the several years which have elapsed siJJ..e l 
was so fortunate a.s to be led to the disco,·ery of this method 
of correspondential reasoning, I have pursued it with results 
which, to my own mind, at least, have been intensely satis
factory; and, I confess, that without its aid I could not have 
had any conceptions which might have been regarded even as 
an approximation to a solution of many of the queatioa. 
dilcuaaed in this work. 
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ORAPTER VII. 

t'lm 8EVKN FUNDAMENTAL LA W8, AND TimiB llf'l'UU.TIOD ... 
8PEC1l'ING THE ORIGIN AND 8TRU<11'URB 0., THB Uli'ITKB8& 

DEEMING the foregoing a sufficient exposition of the prin. 
ciples which shall guide us in our further inquiries, we now 
proceed to our proposed synthetical investigation of the system 
of being without us. Pursuing the natural order of pro. 
gression, from fundamentals and general& to ultimates and 
particulars, we will first institute some comprehensive in
quiries respecting the origin, structure, government, etc., of 
the physical universe as a whole; and afterward, similar 
inquiries shall be pursued in relation to the Solar System1 the 
planet on which we dwell, and the various systems o( inani
mate and animate creation which exfst upon its surface, of 
which the ultimate and highe~t is the human organization. 

And, in view of the new method of reasoning which we 
have unfolded, let it be borne in mind that if the origin, con
stitution, laws, functional operations, etc., of any OM of the 
systematic creations proposed for investigation, can be eluci. 
dated directly and more clearly than any other, it will serve 
as a correspondential guide to the further elucidation of all the 
others. Thus, with a proper classification of the correspond. 
ing series and d~rees of nature's unfoldings and operations, 
&be known will cast the whole light of its analogies upon the 
unknown-just as each timber of a temple hints the shape and 
u&ure of the timbers with which it is to be conjoined, and 
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t.'tns serves as a guide to the erection of the edifice; or, as a 
single fossil bone of an extinct and previously uuknowu 
animal, enables the comparative anatomist to describe with 
accuracy, the animal as it livelf and moved upon the earth in 
its organic completeness. Our method, if successfully pur
sued, will, moreover, develop the unity of principle pervading, 
in different degrees, all creations, from lowest to highest-the 
unity and harmony, therefore, of the one and only system of 
universal truth; and, as we pursue the revelations of the 
physical universe, from its rudiments to its higher unfoldings1 

our thoughts, from the accumulating analogies, will gain such 
an upward impetus a~ may hereafter carry them directly 
through the line of those higher and corresponding truths, 
which relate to man physiologically, psychologically, spiritu
aUy-socially, politically, and religiously. 

With respect to the origin, structure, laws, ete., of the uni
versal oosmical system, we commence our reasonings with a 
post_ulate which, whether strictly true or not, can not lead us 
into important error in our subsequent deductions, since we 
have 10 many correctives of inharmony, as involved in the 
general series of corresponding and harmonious octaves of 
developments through which the path of our investigations 
v.ill lead us. The postulate is, That God, from the prompt 
ings of his own interior soul, which is Love, under the 
direction of his Wisdom, which gave order and form to the 
operations of Love, formed from the most exterior, or, if the 
expression may be allowed, tl:c least Divine and most nearly 
physical, portion of his own personal emanations, as many de
grees, varieties, or perhaps clo.sses of atomic particles, as cor
responded to the general seven-fold harmonies of his own 
Infinite nature. The supposition that the varieties of these 
l'rimilive atom• are, in number, just seven, or a multillle C»f 
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teven, is admitted to be purely a priori, but is a legitimate 
deduction from principles before established : it is here 
offered as an introduction to propositions more certain, and 
from which it, in its tuni, will receive confirma~ion ; though, 
if it could be proved to be untrue, it would not esl!entially 
-tfeot our main argument. These varieties of atoms, then 
(whatever their number may have been), may be supposed tc 

have constituted .Matter in its primitive state, which probably 
was characterized by none of the distinctive properties of oxy·. 
gen, hydrogen, nitrogen, calcium, potassium, or any others of 
the so.called "elements" known to chemistry. In being 

. evolved, in particleized form, from the emanated personal 
Essence of the Divine Being, the substance thus particleized 
ceased to constitute any necessary portion of the Divine 
Person, and formed a Realm or degree of Being by itself, but 
atill a Realm of Being corresponding to, imm«liately connected 
wit/a, and eapabk of receitting ·direct injluz of vital tn#rgy from, 
1M gr«!.l PeraOMl Realm of Spirit from which it proueded. 
This vital influx, however, may be supposed to have been 
altogether optional on the part of the great Generative Spirit, 
even as was the evolution and particleization of essence 
itself; and, without the direct communication to it, of an im
pelling energy from the Divine source of all energy, matter, 
thus constituted, would, as before shown, have forever re. 
mained inert. 

We are next, therefore to inquire into the origin and laws 
of Monow in this primeval chaotic mass. 

Admitting, what was before proved, that iMrtia is an 
inseparable property of matter left solely to itHlj, it ia selt: 
evident that Motion could have been the product only of a 
Fo.w adequate to overc.:>me the tendency of matter to remain 
~ Tho~J6h force is essentiallf of the same •eneral--. 
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(n whatsoever direction it may act, there are several moditioa. 
tions of the dynamic agents in which force originates. These. 
requiring, as they do, a separate chapter for their proper eluci. 
dation, shall only receive such allusions in this place as wiU 
be necessary to the explication of the laws by which force 
acts in producing motion, aggregation, segreQ;ation, reciprocal 
transference, and structural stability. 

It has before been repeatedly remarked, that the universe 
without corresponds to the universe within man, and that 
therefore all principles and developments of the outer universe 
may be conceived of by the fully unfolded human faculties. 
This is because man is, physically and spiritually, an epitom~ 
o{ all previoas Divine unfoldings, and theref'.>re is a microcoma 
or little univ,erse of himself. Though it is propCbeJ to con. 
aider the discreet degrees of creation in their natural crder of 
unfolding, tracing each octave as it passes upward and merges 
into a higher and corresponding one, until fhe whole merge 
(loosely speaking) into man; yet, for the purpose of illustrat
ing the fmces and laws o( the physical universe by the same 
rorces and laws which, in an ultimately sublimated degree, ap. 
ply to man, we will here so far anticipate the appropriaw 
subject of the second part of this work, as to exhibit the fol. 
lowing self-evident truths respecting the human economy. 

In man (the microcosm or little universe) there is, I. Pas. 
aioo or Love, which corresponds to Heat; 2. Intelligence or 
Wisdom, which corresponds to light; 3. Nerve-essence, which 
corresponds to electricity (these three forming a trinity); 4. 
The agent which attracts circulating particles, and deposit3 
them in the solid portions of the organism; 6. The agent 
which removes particles from lower tissues, and deposits them 
in higher; 6. The agent which acts and re-acts sympathetically 
oetweeo one organ and another (these three forming a second 
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and corresponding trinity of dynamic agents); and, 7. The 
interior, unitizing, and vital agent, which pervades and governs 
all the preceding. 

Accompanyin6, and precisely answering to, these sewn 
dynamic agents in man, are seven laws, or mocles, by which the 
former operate. These are, 1. Expansion, governing all diaa. 
tolic movements; 2. Contraction, governing all systolic move
ment.'!; 3. Circulation, governing all rudimentally reciprocat. 
ing movements (first trinity); 4 . Aggregation, governing all 
depositing and organizing operations; 5. Segregation, governing 
all ascending movements; 6. The law governing all sympa,. 
tlutie movements (second trinity); 7. The law of all vital, 
unitizing, and governing operations, the vital and spiritus. 
constitution as a whole being here the mover. 

Now, in the ma<:racosm, or great universe, we have. 1. 
Heat, which corresponds to Passion or Love; 2. Light, which 
corresponds to Intelligence or Wisdom ; and 3. Electricity, 
which corrcspe>nds to nerve-essence, in tho littk universe
these forming a fundamental trinity of dynamic agents as 
operative in outer nature. There is also a second and corre
eponding trinity of dynamic agents in nature, and also a seventh 
and vitalizing agent, as corresponding to tho same in man; 
but these important agents shall be illustrated hereafter. 
Assuming their existence for the present, howev&i", we may 
remark, that, corresponding to these seven dynamic agents, 
there are also seven laws which govern the outer universe, and 
all its correspondent sub-creatious, whether in the animate or 
inanimate departments of being. These Jaws, indeed, are tb~ 
same through)ut with those which we have seen to apply to 

man, though in lower creations they exist in lower degrees ol 
development. They may be exhibited~ with thPir tei'D8r)' re
latiooa, in the following table · 
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PJ.IHART T•nnTT 
l Bxpu;on. 

S~:col'fDARY T•nnTT. 
4 Aggregation. 
6. Segregation. 2. Contraction or Attraction 

8 Ciroulation. 6. Sympathetic reoiprooatloa 
7. Vital complex unity 

Here, it will be perceived, is a regularly graduated progrea. 
sion in the order o" elements, ascending from first to last, as 
it were, through the different stratifications of one complete 
a.ystem. They maintain relations to ea~h other similar to the 
relations of the different parts of a tree; viz., the first is the 
root of the series; the second is the trunk; the third is the 
branches; the fourth the leaves, and the completion of the 
organic form of the tree (wherefore, No 4.. in any sever• fold 
serie<J always corresponds to aggregation, organization, or-. 
IIOCiation); No. 5 commences the segregative or reproductive 
process, and corresponds to the flower buds; No. ~ corre. 
eponds to the flowers, and No. 7 always corresponds to the 
fruit, embodying in itself the sublimated elements of the whole 
tree, together with the seed or germ of a future and corre. 
spond.ng creation. 

The first trinity in the series approximately corresponds to 
the second, but the correspondence is rather by way of coun. 
terpart, or antithesig, than in any other way which may be 
easily defined; and in the general trinity, comprehending the 
whole septinity, may be observed a general correspondence 
with the sub-trinities.* 

Thcse,•let it be borne in mind, are claimed simply as the 

fundamental and all-comprehemive Jaws of natural and moral 

• Th- gMIM'Ol prlndpk6 of cla.ooillcatlon, not only In ....,peel to dynamic agenUI 
IDd Iowa, bu1 their COI1"t""J''r.ding fonne an<! developm•Dts. IU"C Sf plicohle to nJI Datur&l 

..n .. Or oeta.,..., and by duly comprcbcndlng and observing them, with the peeulhor 
uu1 rclalbo characterlelice o( lh•lr pan., we may be able always to dilotingullll 1n1 
""'- IIUie duolbdoaa 
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ufstenoe, saying nothing of those numerous tt~b-modes of ope
ration, commonly called laws, which grow out of them. The 
essential principles of these general laws, in their simple and 
oombtned states, and in their various degrees of sublimatioa 
and ascension, as applicable to the different degrees of oreatioo, 
will, we apprehend, be found to involve a sufficient expliUlatioo 
of every mode in which original Divine Force operates in the 
production of the various phenomena of creation. 

Considering, then, that the primeval chaotic materials, ou' 
of which the universe was formed, did not originally, and of 
themselves, possess any force or motion, we proceed, in the 
light of the foregoing principles, to inquire more partiC>'Jlarly 
Whence, 3!1d how, originated the forces, laws, and motions 
from whose diversified operations has resulted the stupendous 
system of being by which we are surrounded, and of which 
we are a part ?-and what was the order of progressive devel
opment, and what is the general structural form of the cosmi
cal universe, which must have legitimately resulted from these 
causes 1 And, as it has been before shown tllat all the prin. 
eipk1 that are involved in the infinite, may be epitomized in 
the infinituimal, we may, for the sake of convenience, and 
without injury to the argument, reduce the subject of our con
templations to an imaginary scale of magnitude which may 
easily be conceived by the human mind, and which will allow 
of all progressive operations being surveyed as from a single 
stand-point. 

The influence which may most naturally be conceived to 
have first acted upon primordial matter to impel it to ascending 
ievelopments, was Divine Love. Now, Divine Love corre
•ponds to H~at-is, indeed, spiritual heat itself, and thus is the 
4rat ezptznliflt impulse of mind. It is eo in man, u well M i• 
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:he Deity; and its correspondence with physical heat is instiuc' 
inly recognized by the human mind, and is implied in th• 
phraseology with which men naturally speak of it. Thus we. 
:-peak of one in whom the love or passional principle predom. 
ir,ates, as a " u·am1-hcarted man," as an "ardent enthusiast," 
or as a man of "flay disposition." On the principle, there. 
fvre, that all b<1d ies are developments from an interior aoul, 
ar1d all uatural phenomena have an ultimate spiritual origin, we 
n1ay conc<:ive that while the great Kingdom of Matter was in 
su•:h irnmtdiate rdation and juxtaposition to the great King
dom ofSj•irit, its Cause, Divine Love (or Divine Spiritual Heat) 
il··'tl·(·d dircttly into the Realm of Matter, and especially into 
its 8(!\"enth or highest and proximately vital degree as being 
most in aflinity with the Divine Spirit itself, nnd that the 
ctfed of this influx was an immediate generation of a corre
~;ponding natural heat.* This heat must necessarily have been 
attended by an immediate expansion of the recipient particle 
or collection of p:·,rticles, and by the evolution of a magnetic 
or magnetoid atmosphere partaking of the nature of the parti· 
cle's intNior vitality. Divine Wisdom (or spiritual light} 
entering with, and acting through, the Love, pervades this 
atmosphere, and brings it into the nature of p!tysicallight, to 

whieh wisdom corresponds. t 
The expansion resulting from the heat must necessarily have 

• That ~l b'-"'l may be produocd by what we have here termed WJ>~ril>.wl beal, 
lo th'>'lfll by lbe n.ct, Ibn! when pns!ion Oows rrom the lnt.orlor ooul Into !be DM"VntiS 

ri..¥.UE"ff of the human lwwfy, it rni~ tht> genera] temperAtUre or thr hody, qUiCkf"l\8 thd 

eirrulntir'ln.t., rrrwfuOI.• a ftWih or the countenanc.-e., and 8 burning of the clwcke. ant.l, i• 
ll:f'nt'ro.l. iCJ'f'~ttly inf'rr·MC"B the phy8iral rowe~ It mny he remnrk('d. thl\t the ~nera• 
prlndplr"'8 oft hi.' rw•rti0n ofourthoory wr:-re tau~ht hy th1• rrh·htKt..~d Sweden borg, thOGg. 

W~ hue aniY<•d nl th•m by an lndep<ndCDI pro<X'118 or inoiuclion, 

t It ill well lrnown thnt llo'ltural Ugh! oomisto or ""'"" prl•matic ray.; and thll .._ 
llln .. at lbo """'""J>On•.llng -.~fold nature at Dlnne Wlodom, and hence, a11o, of 
Dh1M LoTB, • lueparable &8IOCllale. 
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_,roduced a comparative vacuum-that is, a vacuum iA respect 
to those ~nces which were subjected to the expansior., and 
t4erefore produced a tendency to an absorption or rushing in 
of corresponding essences composing neighboring particles, 
and which had not yet, in the same degree, been acted upon 
ey the expansive force. Moreover, the active light-sphere (or 
Wisdom-principle) which is an orderly procedure from Heat, 
(or Love), or accompaniment of, and the administrator Ito, its 
wants, formed a recognizing and sympathetic connection be
tween the particle first acted upon and the particle immedi
ately conterminous; and by an envelopment of the relatively 
passive particle in the light-sphere of the relatively active one, 
the former would become assimilated to the latter, and, float
ing to it through the circulating currents of the enveloping 
lfght-aphere, in tht' same way that the particle of iron floatu 
to the magnet thruugh currents of the magnetic essence, it 
would become incorporated with it as a part of the samu 
body. Thus, as each particle is made thi! recipient of the 
essence of Divine Love, it lovingly opens it$ heart, and ex
tends ita ethereal arms ·to receive and embrace its brother, and 
the two thus become one. And being thus united, and be
coming recipients for a further influx of heat, the same opera
tion that before took plact', is now repeated on a little larger 
scale, and more particles are attracted. And so the process 
~ntinues to be repeated, until the minute nucleus of a CEN
TRAL SUN is fully established, which, by a continuation of the 
same process of unfolding, goes on to complete development, 
forming the whole universal mass of physical substance into 
or.e coherent and undivided Body, dense in the center, and 
gradually shading off into extreme levity toward the circum 
•renee. 

If, inat.ead of supposing this operation to commence in fn 
'l 
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fmitesimal particles, we suppose it to commence in a few 
cubic feet, or in hundreds, or thousands, or millions of cub~c 
miles ot" ceutral matter, or if we suppose (what is prol.a.hl) 
more nearly the truth) that all particles in the universal mass 
were simultaneously Yitalized, but in different degrees, by the 
influx of Divine spiritual heat, and that each commcncE:d 
forthwith, a tendency toward particles more vitalized than 
themselves, and all a tendency toward the particle most vital· 
ized, the principle involved will be the same, and the ultimate 
result of the operation will be the same. 

If the foregoing theory of the initial steps of the creative pro
cess is true, it not only affords us an example of the incipient 
operations, but an illustration of the very cause of gravitation, 
of which latter I believe no adequate explanation has yet been 
afforded by any of the common philosophies of the day. 
There are, however, in subsequent stages of the creative un. 
folding, higher elements and forces which enter into, modify, 
and render more definite, the phenomenon of gravitation, as 
will be seen. 

The manner in which two streams of particles flowing from 
opposiU directions toward a common center, tend to produce 
a rotatory motion in any collection of cmtral particles, has been 
explained by those who have written on the nebular theory of 
the origin of wor!Js and their motions.* The idea may be 
apprchenJcd from the following illustration: Suppose that 
two balls of equal weight, are rolled with equal velocity, oYer 
the floor from opposite sides of a room, and that they at the 
aarne instant impinge upon a third ball lying at rest in the 
center of the floor. If the two strike the ball at rest in a lin£ 
uactly cutting its center, no motion will be generated in thE 

• Bee partie<. 'larl7 Nlebol'a " Architecture tl .. B•-• 
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latter b.lll. But there are a great many chances against lx.. ". 
balls striking in such a lin?, and if we suppose a comtant IlNam 

of balls (corresponding to particles) flowing inward tcward thR 
central ball, the probability of the latter being soon struck a 

little out of the line of its center, would amount to an almost 
absolute certainty. In case this should happen, a rotary mo. 
tion of the central body would necessarily take place as a re. 
suit of the momentum of the body or bodies impinging upon 
it, especially if the latter bodies, as a result of magnetic or 
other attraction, attach themselves permanently to the surface 
of the former while still under ilie influence of this mo. 
mentum. 

Suppose, then, there is a constant stream of bodies Bowing 
inward from all directions toward the central body, as is sup
posed to be the case with particles of nebulous matter flowing 
inward toward a common center; the rotation of the central 
mass itself when once established, will, by the friction of ita 
revolving atmosphere, if from no other cause, be sufficient to 
throw the approaching end of every radial line of gravitating 
particles out in the &aTM flirectifm from its center, and thus the 
momentum of every impinging particle will add to the ten
dency to central rotation. As the particles gradually estab
lish relations with each other, through their Tarious degr~ 
of attenuation from center to circumference, rotation will 
gradually be established ~hroughout the whole mass, the mo. 
tion being relatively swift. at the center, and gradually grow
ing slower at every remove toward the circumference, wher(O 
it is the slowest. 

The idea has been illustrated by a reference to the effect 
produced by different currents of water flowing toward a com
mon center, which effect is well known to be that of a tDlairl, 
rapid at the point of meeting, and growing more tard7 at 
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every remo\·e Crom said point, until it dies upon the shore, oa 
is lost in the general mQtion of the stream. 

If we have in these principles, as we appear to have, a sui 
ficient account for the origin of all rotatory motion in the 
eele,stial spaces, it were certainly unphilosophical to look for 
its origin in any foreign or arbitrary impulse. 

All the phenomena we ha\·e thus far considered, therefore, 
may be traced to the opemtions of two laws, viz., Exp:msiol'l 
and Attraction-the first being based upon Heat, and tl
seoond upon Heat and Light combined-which elements, agair. 
owe their origin to the corrB>'ponding principles of Divin• 
Love and Wisdom, or spiritual Heat and Light. We come 
now to oonsider the operations and results of a third law-the 
law of Circulation. 

While men of science have minutely traced the operations 
and phenomena of gravitatiorl, they ha\·e taken comparatively 
little cognizance of any reactive force from the attracting 
body. Yet, without the aid of a reacti,·e or emanative force, 
to counterbalance, in some measure, the gravitative power, i' 
1rould be impossible to conceive, on rational principles, of the 
formation of any other body than the first and universal Body, 
which would selfishly absorb all materials, and give forth none. 
But it would only be in accordance with universal analogy, to 
suppose that while this con><tant secretion was going on, there 
was also as oonstar.tly kept up a counterl":\iling process of ez.. 
rretion. Particles absorbed into the cent1al mass (or, what is 
the same thing, the denser portion of the whole united mass), 
would, by the action of its superior vitality, undergo a qua.h 
process of dige:<tion, nnd portions of their esst•noo would be
come refint•d nnd snh!imall'<l, nnd would be st•nt off 11f!ain into 
•part', to the opJ>V.~itt mat,•rials t•f which tht•y would in their 
tarn l•e ulfruct,-J, In the !:'amc wny ns po~itive and negative 
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eleetricities are mutually attracted. As all gravitating partJ. 
cles can not go absolutely to the center (some being crowded 
out by others), and all emanated particles can not, for a simila. 
reason, recede to the circumference, so each finds an equilib. 
rium, and takes a position, between center and circumference, 
according to its specific density or levity. And now, a simila1 
process of digestion necessarily goes on among gravitating 
and emanating particles which find their common equilibrium 
at any given distance from the center, and by their mutual 
action and reaction, another change and excretion takes place, 
and the rejected particles, being in a state exactly opposite to 

that of the particles thrown off from the great Center, now 
gravitate again toward that Center, there to experience and 
produce still further changes. Thus there is a constant action 
and reaction, flux and reflux, between center and circumfer
ence, and between all intermediate parts of the great mass; 
and the law governing this reciprocating movement is what we 
mean by the law of Circulation. It corresponds to circulation, 
or to the flux and reflux of venous and arterial blood to and 
from the heart in the little universe, or the human system, 
even as the laws of Expanaion and .Attraction (or contraction), 
before considered, correspond r~pcctively to the diastolic and 
systolic motions of the heart, lungs, and perhaps the minute 
vesicles, or "corcula," of the brain. Being the third law of 
the universe, it corresponds to the thi1·d element of the Divine 
essential Constitution, which is the Divine Sphere of operative 
Energy, which, again, corrc£ponds to the nerve-essence in man. 
utd which latter corresponds to Electricity in the universe 
-this being actually the agent mainly concerned in the pro. 
duction of the phenomenon now under special consideration. 

The laws of Expansion, Contraction, and Circulation, there. 
~re, form a trinity, as dependent upon the triune elementi 
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of Hea.t, Light, and Electricity; and which latter are related 
to thE" corresponding three-fold Divine spiritual elements of 
LoYe, Wisdom, and Vehicle of opemtive EncrgJ. 

The Fottrlli law, is a law of Organizatio11, au.l brings the 

Plt'llll'nts nnt! motions previously developed, intn a state of 
aystt•matic nntl serial 41!/!JI"t'!fU.lion. 

Bl'li.1re n1tatory motion is fully estuhlishcd in the mnss of 
mattt•r, tht• gravitating nnd enumnting particles w .• uJd proceed 
lvrctJrtl, nnd jrtlm, tho ccntN, in nearly straig!tt lint.'><. But 
atlt•r ,;nid llh>tit>n is fully established, and hcc(Jm~ gcueml 
through,,ut tlw 1\l:I>:'S, hoth kinds of parti(·]es would proeced in 

ahcrn.•nt or <'llrl'td lines, the curves corr••spondiug to the Jirec
ti<'H of nwti,,n in the rt'\·ohing matter-in the stllll•) llllllllll'f 
in whi,·h 11 P•'f>:'lll\ ntll•mpting to row 11 hont in the direl'lion of 
a mdiu"' ,,f a cirdl' tlr vortt•x of Wtlh'r fl.>wing round a Cl'lltl'r, 
W•Hlld. iflw k,•pt tht• si,],• ofhi" hunt always square to tP.~ strclltn1 

ht• ,-zurk,J tl\lt of a ,Jirt•,•t line a di:<tan,·e proporti,•ned to thll 
111f'i,lit)· ,,f tht• C'Hrr,•nt, and would th11s J,•scribe a C'Urved p:1th. 

Hut it i;; ovi,h·nt, t<•r n.•a"''n" nlrt•a,ly intimatt•d, that ut•ith,•r 
l':\11 11ll thl' l'(r:lvitating p:lrti,·J,•s tnkt', at any one time, u 

l"'''iti.•n tufir(•'!l 111 th,• rmltr, thlr (';Ill all the cuuuta:ing 
p.uticJ,•s t:1k,, a ,;imultant'<'liS l'''"itit'll tnlirdy at the .-i •·cum 

f,·rt'll<"t', hut that <'tldl will 11>'>'\ltiW a P''"iti ,,n with r('fcrctt<'<.' to 

:h,, '''"'' t'XIrt•nws, wlwr•' it tithls :111 '''luilihrium, and will 't(,•,•p 
this 1"'-"iti,•n until a dt:m~,, tits it l~'r :llh'th,•r. Suppt)>:'t', th,·n, 
th:1t ~ t:r:nit:ltin~ :lthl t'lll:uutin!,! partklll are in cxaetl)· np

l""'itt• ,;t:lt,•s Ill t•a,•h t>tla•r in fl'"l'<'l't to tlwir J,•grt'l'S of 
l"-\$i:itv•u.<s ''r ury,tfil'(lltss: it is t•vi,knt th:1t hoth partid ... , 
••':t :,l tit~.! a "'llltth•ll t>••plilihrimn •'nJ_,. ut tht• s;lmt' dist:lnt~ 

at:,l l''''iti,•n h·t'\''' '11 th,• t'l'lllt'r :llltl ,·irt•uml~'fl'lll'<'· Th,•y 
•"•ul,l th.·r•• ntt,•t, :lthl I·~· ,·irtuc ,,f th.·ir ,,!,•,·ti\·,. attiuiti·~ 

tbrm a uni,•n ~'' 11111!,, :1:td li.•Hu},• 1'-irti,·J,.,., :lthl Wt>ulJ M~Uillf 
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a circular or <1rbitual motion, coincident with the rotating 
motion of tho general mass, which MOTION the united mo. 
menta of the{r previously gravitative ami emaootive movemenll 
would tmd to sustain. 

Now, supposing that there were originally just seven kinds 
or classes of atomic particles (no matter into how many more 
kinds or classes these were susceptible of being subdivided), 
it is .easy to perceive th11t the foregoing principles would 
probably involve something like the following results: one clasa 
of atoms, rejecting the immediate companionship of all others, 
would cluster around a central point, and form a sun. Eucb 
of the other six classes of atoms, in like manner, rejecting the 
immediate companionship of other atoms, while obeying the 
impulses of its internal and strongest affinities, would assume 
a general distance from the center determined by its specific 
point of equilibrium, and there, contracting upon itself, 
would form a mass of its own, in the general shape of a ring, 
surrounding the interior solar mass. Here we have a law of 
deposition aud aggregation, corresponding to the law by which 
particles, circulating in the human blood, are deposited and 
aggregated in the form of muscle, cellular tissu~s, etc. 

The universal system, as thus definitely organized, would, 
therefore, supposing that there are seven general varieties of 
matter, present the form of six concentric rings of nebulous 
matter, surrounding the seventh formation, whioh is the central 
aun. But if there were a greater or less number of kinds of 
matter, there would be a correspondingly greater or less num. 
oer of rings, but all constructed on the same principle. or 
&his annular structure we have a general analogue, though on 
a small scale, m the rings of the planet Saturn, and also on e 
larger scale, in the annular nebula; nf which there are a fe~ 
~pies in the heavens. 
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It should be added, how-ever, that the idea of this concentrl( 
annular form of structure can only hold when associated witb 
the supposition, that the primitive point of general gravitation 
was at, or ncar, the center of the chaotic mass. If the gravi. 
tative point was f:1r out of the center, then the evolved 
ma."ses, iu!'ltcad of assuming the forms of circle1, would assume 
the furrn of ellipsss, having a preponderance of their materials 
on one side of the sun, where, indeed, the wliole might b~ sub· 
~~equently drawn by the superior gravitating force of their 
major quantity, and form a separate revolving mass. In 
either case, however, the fundamental priuciples involved 
wr-uld be the same. llut of the general prevalence of the 
ann~lar, or, at least, elliptical form of structure, in the sidereal 
~calms, there is a suffidency of ocular proof, as incidentally 
t·xltit.ited iu a previous chapter. 

The !'Inn Jaw, governing a corresponding fifth denlop
mcnt, i!! the law of SEGREGATION, Ly whil'h the materials of 
the previou!! annular formations, obeying ltiglier and more 
11perijic cb:ti~·e afliuitic!!, separate into ditlcrent masses, of 
!ti:;/,er and lowtr degrees of rejlncment. 

The uature au<l modu.~ operandi of this law, may be under
:~tood l1y the f,,Jlowing con~iderations: The completion of the 
la~t (Jf eircular lim nation, hring>~ the materials of the universe 
t.t; a triune deyree al,ove their primeval or chaotic state. Of 
Ct•Ur>~t·, rlu:rcf;,rc, 11ot only th ~ essences, but the activities and 
ir•ler- :v , tiviti<:>~ of the whole .;tructurc, are more refined, 
:liH:r~ili• :d, and syst<:rnatic. Each nebulous ring is now itself 
• CIIIIJ('nratinly iudepcndeut tlwater of molecular foroe and 
rnotirm, and all 11f them act upon each other by their gravi 
tnr.iw: nnd cmanv•ivll fo•rce!!, while the centro.! sun, as the 
gr.,nt h•·art of the 11ystcm, continues to send forth his vh·ify 
klg and g'lnerat! •o fnfluerwo to all 
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It ie easy to conceive that the annular masses, being no' 
only internally active, but penetrated in various directions by 
the refracted emanations from the central sun, would h1s 
liable to be rarefied at particular points and condensed M 

others, and thus to be shrunken and clef\ apart, at particulat 
lines and angles, and that by inherent action of tho particles 
of the rings themselves, contraction would take place from 
these lines of cleavage, and that the materials previously 
united, would thus be segregated into separate masses. These 
masses would, on the same principle, be liable to be sub. 
divided into inferior masses of greater or less number, in 
proportion to their respective original magnitudes. This 
whole process of segregation or fragmentation, is faintly 
illustrated by the breaking up of the clouds 'af\er a storm, and 
their resolution into separate masses. 

According to principles before explained, each general 
mass, owing to its particles gravitating to a common center 
within itself, would assume a general rollatory motion which, 
for reasons which mathematicians will readily conceive, would 
necessarily conform in its direction to the revolution of the 
great ring of mundane materials to which it belonged, and 
each sub-mass would have a particular rotating motion of its 
own, which would conform to the motion of the general mass 
to which it belonged, i. e., supposing that there were not in 
either case any particular or incidental causes of disturbance. 
Thus general masses and their included sub-masses, with their 
general and particular centers of gravitation and revolution, 
would, by further progression, form general stellar systems, 
and their included sub-systems, and finnlly, also, systems o( 

planets and satellites, all of which latter would be evolved h1 
the progres11ive unfoldings of the same p ·inciples heretofore ell· 

plained as governing the formation ~f the uniJerMJl ttrueture. 
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In this way, therefore, as may be rationally supposed, 
originated all the nebulm, clu~ters, stellar systems, or firma 
ments, whioh the telescope has revealed, together with untold 
millions of others of like nature, which lie forever concealed 
from mortal vision! In other words, each one of these 
originated from a fragment of the periphery of a great wheel 
or circle of nebulous materials, surrounding the great Center 
of all centers. 

This hypothesis, relative to the origin of the stellar clusters, 
is not without strong confirmatory evidence in celestial ap
pearances. I have suggested that the vivifying emanations 
from the central sun, acting upon the angular masses of 
nebulous matter, would produce planes of rarefaction and 
cleavage in various directions, from which planes each result. 
ant insulated mass, as also each of its subordinate and in. 
eluded masses, would contract upon its own center. It is 
evident, therefore, that each general mass, with its included 
sub-masses, would first be of an angular form--on the same 
principle on which any cooling and contracting sulJstance 
tends to separate into angular masses, and as is sometimes 
exemplified in the cleavages of igneous rocks. But, by the 
force of internal gravity, and the rotatory motion which, 
according to principles before explained, would naturally 
result therefrom, these nebulous masses would all tend, as 
they progressed, to assume the elliptical or splterical form. 
:'Jow, this is precisely what is observed in relation to the 
nchulous and stellar masses of space. Some are of exceed. 
ingly irrl'gular form, having long and sharp projections from 
their sides, and are of irregularly alternating degrees of density 
in their centers, as though they had, by variously intersecting 
forces, been snhdivided into numerous inferior compartments 
(l)mmencing at these extreme irregularitie'l, there are all 
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intermediate degrees of symmetry in shape, down to the per. 
fectly globular shape, t.o which the prevailing forms of these 
stellar masses manifest more or less approximation. Judging 
from appearances, theref)re, one would say that these masses 
are evidently in all degrees of progression, between rudi
mental and ultimate ti.>rms, and that, in general, those of the 
most angular filrm~ are the least, while those of the globular 
form are the most, progressed.* This is all manifestly in 
exact harmony with the hypothesis of nebular and angular 
segregation, aud subsequent firmamental, solar, and planetary 
conglobation, which we have proposed. 

Moreover, these nebular or steliar masses, although they 
appear in all directions in the heavens, are said to appear, aa 
already intimated, in greatest abundance in the direction of a 
particular plane, which cuts the plane of our Milky Way•' 
right angles. In the direction, perpendic~tlar to this plane, 
they grow comparatively thin (as do the stars in the direction 

• In Wuallatlon or the. progn'08ion l'rom angularity and ellipticity to ~~~~~ lit 
lh- bodleo, I may quote the following l'rom the aplendid work or Sir John Henobel, 
embodying the rcoults of his uh,....rvatiorlO at the Cape of Good l!opo. With rerereAoo 
10 the t•ngrnl•t.-41 flJ:.,rurcs of t1\o"O particular nl'I>Uhe CXi~ting in tbe 80Uthem. he&YeDI, lie 
aays: "Tht·se ftgun .. .xhlhit t•lllptieal nelmlro, normnl In tlwlr charncl<'r-1hat Ia to 
aay, In which, M the corHlcn,..,tion incr<·n&!8 toward tho mi<ltll<•, tho ellipticity ot the 
atrola dlminl•hcs, or iJ1 'll'hith tho inl.!·rior and d<U80r portiona nro ob\10lllly m
nearly apherical than the ext•·rlnr and rurer. A great number of su<·h ncbulro, or OTery 

vuiety or ellipticity un•l c.·ntrnl """'h'nsnth>n, aJe figured ln my northern catalogue. 
~log !be opberielll u.s only a pnrticul8l caae or the elliptic form, and a alellar 
nucleua u only the extreme otage or coo<lcnl!lltlon, nt leru!t ninl'ol<'oths of the wholo 
r.ebUIOWI CODI<'Dia or the benvena WiU be lbund lo belong lo this e18M; 110 thai, U 

r>:giJlda a law and a atroeture, the induction which refcn1 them, aa a claaa, to the 
.lpcralion or aimllar rauaca, and n••sumea the prcvulence within them, or elmUar 
dfDilmical conditions, is moot l'ull nod .. usracto..,.. To ahstnio alt..,gether ftoom epecD• 

laUon u 1o what may he the nature or lh.- CB110t.'8 and conditione, and to rcfuao nil 
allo!mpta 1o reconcile the phenomena of 110 large and ao dcftnite a rlaaa of coemlcnl 
exllleD<ee, with mechaolcallawa, taken in thdr moot general ncrcptatlon, wonld be 1o 
Ill' oa 11M a!de ot ex.,.,.(Te O&utlon and phUoeopble&i timldlty."-llDBOIW.'II RN.J/A 
., .._ a.p. qf 9«<tl aop., P. a 
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perpendicular to the plane of the Milky Way), suggeeting tbe 
idea of a very remote approximation to the horizontal 
boundary of the stratum. Though it is a thought hordering 
on the confines of the human conceptive powers, and thua 
penetrating somewhat into the realms of uncertainty and doubt, 
it may still be propounded as a query-Whether the plane of 
this grand stratum of sub-universes, may not indicate the 
direction of the plane of the great Ring of original nebulous 
materials, from which these nebulm and stellar aystema be
came segregated and resolved into their present forms, and 
whether all firmamental creations, revealed by the telescope, 
may not thus be included within a comparatively small 
fraction of a segment of ont of the great cosmical rings which 
surround the Center of all centers 1 Though .a question so 
profound can probably never be finally decided by the human 
intellect, the indication of this grand plane of oosmical for. 
mations, tends, so far as it bears upon the subject, to confirm 
our hypothesis, that all visible nebulm and stellar systems, 
are segregations from one general mass of nebulous matter, 
originally existing on one general plane; and the analogies of 
all known definite motions and formations in the stellar 
spaces, point to the idea of a circular or elliptical form u 
characterizing this grand plane of creations. 

While this theory gives definite form and order to the sub
ject of our contemplations, it opens the mind to the mos' 
sublime conceptions of magnitudes and distances. Herschel 
estimated that his great telescope would reveal the existence 
of a star 80 far removed into apace that light, traveling at 
the rate of twelve millions of miles in a minute, would require 
three thousand five hut.dred and forty-one years to pass from 
that star to our earth. Such, therefore, may be 1111ppoaed to 
be the approximate distance of the remotest ot thor9 luminoua 
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maJSea wbi ili were resolvable into stars by his telescope. 
He, however, computed that his large telescope would follow 
one of those large clusters, as a general mass, if plunged so 
deep into space that its light would require three hundred 
and fifty thousand years to reach us; and, it is thought that 
the great . telescope of Lord Ross would pursue the same 
object to ten times that distance, or a distance which light, 
with its inconCeivable velocity of motion, would consume 
more than· three millions of years ih traversing!* This, 
therefore, may be assumed as the proximate distance of the 
remotest nebulm readered visible by Lord Ross's instrument. 
If, as is probable, all stellar creations, included in a sphere 
bounded on all sides by this enormous distance, constitute 
only a small fraction of a segment of one such circle of 
creatio011 as we have supposed to surround the great common 
f'...enter of attraction, it would not be advisable for the reader 
to attempt to concei \'e of the dimensions even of one of those 
111hole circles, much less of the whole universe; which latter, 
however, if created, must be inferior to the Creator, and thUI 
finite. 

But, applying the same general Jaws to the creation of the 
~olar, _!'nd the creation of the universal, · system, it may be 
Bilked, " Why is it that either the unitary agglomeration repre
sented by single planets, or the multiplied segregated division 
which we have supposed to be represented by nebulm and 
stellar clusters, did not take place uniformly in both systems 
as the formation from the materials of the nebulous l'in~r-> 1" 
The answer, I apprehend, may be found in the different cq•.di.
tunl4 of the rings in the two systems, as involvei in ~neiJ 
iitfereot magnitvdes. In the great system ot systems, the di• 

• S..IOiaiMil'l 1'1aDetar7 and Slellar World,• p. 18&-T. 
8 
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tance of p!lrticles at any two extremes, must have beer, SG 

great as to prevent then . from having any appreci®ls attra<> 
tion for each other. SQTTie tendency to draw together and form 
a single permanent mass, indeed there must have been; but 
this tendency at the more distant points in the mass, must 
have been so ~>mall, and the activity of particular district31 es
pecially after incipient nucleation, must have- been so great, 
and so rapidly increasing, as to gi,·e rise to subsequent and 
numerous mundane forms and systems-the very thing pro 
posed in our theory of segregation, and confirmed by appear. 
ances in the heavens. 

But in the solar system, the distance from one extreme of 
the annular formation to the other, was comparatively small; 
and besides this, we may suppose that the varieties of matter 
in so small a mass, were less extreme, and that their affinities 
were more intimate, than in the universal mass previously 
spoken of. There was, therefore, not only a possibility, but a 
high degree of probability, that the mllterials of each of the 
rings of nebulous matter formed around our sun, would assume 
the form of one mass, which would subsequently moye in an 
orbit whose plane and distance would be coincident with the 
previous ring. 

But, admitting the nebular hypothesis, the multipled segre
gative process actually docs seem to have taken place in one 
instance even in our solar system, and given rise to sevora. 

planetary bodies as the products of one ring. It i-s scMcely 
necessary tc say that we refer to those strnnge l.odies called 
the asteroids, which revolve at almost equal distances from 
the sun, between the orbits of Mars and Jupiter, and of .vhich 
there is now known to be fifteen or sixteen in number. That 
these bodies must have orig:nated from one primitive lllass of 
planetary matt41:, there can be but little doubt, as such ~ 
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hypothesis is necessary to preserve the uniformity of the sy& 
tern, and to supply the vacuity that would otherwise have 
existed between the orbits of .Mars and Jupiter. 

If, therefore, instead of being without progeny, and tevolv 
ing in solitude (which can only be owing to their diminutive. 
ness), each asteroid were attended by a numerous family of 
children and grand-children (or satellites and sul <~14tcllites), 
and revolved around one of their numl,er, while performing 
their general circuit around a superior center, they would ex. 
actly illustrate, on a small scale, our idea of the segregated 
stellar clusters of the universe-each of which latter may be 
supposed to revolve, as one general body, like the 1\steroids, in 
an orbit generally coinciding as to plane, and distance from the 
great and common Center, with the plane and distance of the 
grent ring of nebulous materials in which it had its parentage. 

But it should be understood, that the fift!t stage in the pro
ce!is of creation, considered mwcly as a process of segregation~ 
is complete with the formation simply of separate angular 
masses and sub-masses, from the general materials of the neb
ulous rings. 

The sixth process in the creative procedure, is a process of 
solarization, or one by which these previously segregated and 
indefinitely formed masses and their sub-divisions, become 
established 81tn8. This process i>l accomplished by gravita. 
tions to, and emanations from, central points in the segregated 
masses, on principles essentially the same with those previ
ously explained as applying to the formation of the first great 
central Dody; but in this highet· process, the operations may 
be supposed to be more refined and regular in proportion to 
the superior refinement of the elements and dynamic agenta 
which are involved. These suns assume specific di<>tances and 
trbita determined by the laws of cquilibriuu, and oom 
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raence their harmonicus actions and reactions upon each other 
developing a sixth iw-the law of universal cosmical sympao 
thy and reciprocati u-corresponding to the nervuus sympath,1 
and reciprocal action existing between the different organs of 
t.he human body, the little universe. 

The seventh and last law and process in this series of uni
versal creations, is that by which planetary masses-bodiea 
destined to become ultimately habitable-were evolved from 
the previous solar masses. Of course it is to be supposed 
that these bodies were produced from the solar masses by evo
lutions of nebulous rings, and by agglomeration of the materials 
of these, according to principles before explained. This de
velopment completes the fundamental structure of the material 
universe as ruch, and serves as the Basis and material Germ 
of all subsequent and more refined unfoldings. 

The different stages through which the universal mass of 
materials have passed, from ger~inal to ultimate forms, may 
therefore be summarily represented in the following formula· 

PRIMARY TRINITY 

1. Heat-pervaded chaos. 
2. Luminous attractive nucleus. 
8. Electro-interactive spheroid. 

SECONDARY TRINITY. 

4 Concentric nebulous rings. 
5. Segregated masses( from ring17 
6. Suns and clusters of suns. 

ULTIMATE 

7. Habitable worlds. 

It il! true that we can have no final and absolutely senmo"' 
demonstration that such is the structure of the universe, be
tause the telescope, with all its magic powers, has probably 
revealed, as it were, but an infinitqsimal fragment of the great 
united SJ stem. Yet, considering that the tekscope has expli· 
eitly revealed that the same laws of gravitation and revolution. 
ary motion which apply to c 1r own planetary worlds, appl] 
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alao to the most distant clusters of stan, thus binding all sy• 
terns and firmaments together in one family relation, and r& 
~ them to a common parentage-considering, therefore, 
that our own solar system is of itself a littl.- universe, exem
plifying all the principles involved in the great uninrse, of 
which it is a child and antitype-and considering, as we may 
now well do, that the nebular hypothesis of creation is the 
eorrect one, and that laws are uniform throughout the whole 
realm of being-the preponderance of analogical evidence 
must, we think, be admitted to be in favor of the gmwa. 
truthfulness of the theory here propounded. For, in the first 
place (admitting the nebular hypothesis), our own sun, en 
throned in the midst of our system, affords an ocular proof 
that matter in a primitively diffused state, and obeying the im. 
pulaea breathed Into it from the Divine spiritual source, unl4 
assume a central, gravitating, and rotating Nucleus; and thi, 
hints at the great Nucleus, which, on the same principles, seem 
ingly must have necu8arily beer, formed in the midst of the 
originally chaotic materials of the whole universe. Moreover, 
the rings of Saturn show the forms ttaturally nrst assumed by 
the attracted and emanated materials of a central body, which 
forms will be of varying distances from the central body, ac
cording to their specific degrees of density or levity. Some 
such forms seemingly must have nuessarily been elaborated, 
not only by our own central sun, but by all other suns of sur. 
ficient magnitude and activity, and especia11y by the great Sun 
of all suns. But such annular forms, of course, can be pre. 
served through subsequent condensation, only in case of the 
nicest &}Uilibrium in their materials and motions, such as is 
ellaracteristic of Saturn's rings. It there is any considerable 
inequality In either of these particJlars the annular mass, in 
orGtracttog, will inevitably resolve itself into the form of ont 
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or more bod~es, whose orbit of revolution will be such as was 
described by the position of the previous ring. 

This consideration not only explains the origin of the planets 
satellites, and aste,·oids, of our own solar system, from the 
materials of previous nebulous rings, but suggests that anal
ogous singular and multiple conglobations must, Btemingly of 
necuaity, have, in like manner, been formed in the sidereal • 
spaces, from the materials of nebulous rings surrounding tlteir 
respective centers, these all being subordinate to a final and 
common Center, as all created things· proceed from a final and 
common Cause. 

We may, therefore, say, that there are many avenues open 
toward the hypothesis we have propounded respecting the 
origin and structure of the universe, and many guide-boards 
(or facts and principles), pointing along these avenues, all in the 
same direUion; while, if the mind attempts to travel in a dif. 
fcrent direction, and in quest of other oonclusions, it not only 
finds no such guide-boards to direct it, and no such avenues 
open for its passage, but it is constantly obstructed by barriers 
of philosophical difficulty, and each of the steps of its progress 
is planted only on the miry and treacherous ground of aawmp 
lion. While, therefore, the mind is ever held open to the re
c<'ption of new light, and a willingness is preserved to abandon, 
any present errors for the sake of subsequently unfolded 
truths, it would seem that we might, without subjecting our
selves to any just charge of philosophical rashness, ~tie ir. 
the present convictio11 that the foregoing hypothesis, at least 
as to ita gmeral and f'nOit eaaential princioles, can not varJ 
muala fiom tbe ,utll. 
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fRK IBVBlf DYN.UUO AGENTS OR POTENTIAL 111DU 
OF NATURE. 

To facilitate a clear conception of the relations of the Deity 
to, and his mode of acting upon, the universe, as well lor 
other important uses, we will now endeavor to attain to· 
IOJ?le further conceptions of the dynamic agents immediately 
«mnected with the seven general laws, and their correspond. 
mg._ seven-fold developments, considered in the foregoing 
•pter. 

It was b£>fore intimated, on grounds which appear even to 

h'anacend mere probability, that the agents immediately con. 
cemed in generating in the universal chaotic mass, the first 
three phenomena of Expansion, Contraction, and Circ1.1lation, 
were Heat, Light, and Electricity. By the agency of these 
three principles, we have supposed that the mass was suc
cessively developed from a chaotic, to a nucleated, and 
spheroidal form. .\nother and corresponding trinity of agents 
was hinted at, which will now form the subject of special con. 
sideration and illustration. 

In unfolding the doctrine of the seven-fold series, it was 
;;bown that the fourth, fifth, and sixth members of such a 
series, composing a Secondary Tt·inity, bear a certain corre. 
tpondence, respective:y, to the first, second, and third mem. 
bers, which compose a Primary Trinity. Thus, as the Pri 
alar'[ Trinity of conditions in the universal material mass. 
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consisted of the chaotic, tho nucleated, and the spheroidAl, ao 
the Secondary Trinity (comprising nebulous rings, segregated 
and contracting fragments, and developed solar forms) may 
be characterized as secondary chaos, secondary nucleation, and 
secondary spheroidation. This being so, and the dynamio 
elements of the first Trinity being Heat, Light, and Elee> 
tricity (each probably in a gross dt>gree of development), a 
carrying out of identical principles will lead to the supposition 
that the dynamic agents peculiar to the &condary Trinity, 
are sueh as would correspond to Heat, Light, and Electricity, 
in a secondary degree of development, so to speak, without, 
however, supposing that they are absolutely identical with 
Heat, Light, and Electricity, as these terms would ordinarily 
be understood. This, however, is a mere deduction from 
principles and correspondences; let us now see if there are 
any substantial facts to support tt. 

Such facts are involved in a series of interesting and most 
important discoverie~, made hy BARON VoN R&ICHENBAOB, a 
few years ago, and of which we will.now speak briefly. The 
oourse of experiments which led this ingenioas philosopher to 

the disC(IVerics in question, was commenced by testing the 
properties of magnets. By the assistance of a number of 
delicately organized persons, mainly cataleptic patients, in 
whom the senses, especially sight and feeling, were in an un
common drgr~e of exaltation, he ascertained that from either 
pole of an open magnet, there was constantly given forth a 
luminous,jlame-like appearance, visible in a dark room, but 
only to such as possessed this uncommon acuteness of vision. 
The flames sent forth from the poles of a large horse-shoe 
magnet, capable of supporting ninety pound8, were described 
18 about eight inches in mean length, mingled with irride;~cent 
eolon, ud gently fticltering and waving, shorteniDf 'Uld 
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elonga ing, and yielding when blown upon, and when tht: 
hand or any other solid body was passed through them. 
The whole appearance was described as being exceedingly 
beautiful. 

This experiment ·was repeated with many different observ 
ers, from all of whom the same general description was ob 
tained-the accuracy 'of which was further tested by varying 
tho experiments without the knowledge of the obsen·ers, and 
noting the corresponding and uniform _variations of the ap
pearances described. 

But, in order to obtain still further assurance that those 
luminous appearances described by others were real, though 
invisible to himself, the experimenter, by the aid of another 
scientific gentleman, instituted the following additional test: 
A very sensitive daguerreotype plate was prepared and placed 
opposite to a large open magnet, in a closed box, enveloped 
in thick bed-dothes, so that not a particle of ordinary lighl 
could enter it. After the lapse of sixty-lour hours, the plate, 
when exposed to mercurial vapor, was found to be distinctly 
affected, as by light. Another plate had beeu, at the same 
time, similarly prepared, and inclosed in a dark box, without 

a magnet, and after a similar length of time this was found to 
be entirely unaffected. 

The light was also subjected to the test of the convex lens, 
and was found to he converged and thrown upon the wall in 
the same way as any otht>r ligltt., but at a considerably greatl!r 

focal distance, which fitct of itsdf proves that the luminous sub
stance was different from ordinary light. 

By tests similar to those which were employed with the 
magnet, it was subsequently ascertained, with equal certainty, 
dlat similar lights were also emitted from crystals, The tlames 
-.nug from the points of large crystals were described b] 
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those who could see them, as being somewhat in the shape of 
a tulip, and singularly beautiful. One young lady used, whea1 
ill, to lie awake nights enjoying the sight of the beautiful flame 
emitted from a large rock crystal which had been left in her 
room. But bodies confusedly crystalline exhihitcd l.ut little of 
this phmomenon, and bodies entirely. amorL1hous exhibited 
none, but nevertheless gave forth, in common with crystals, 
m~<1flets, and other things, a still more subtle influence, which 
will hereafter be deseribed. 

Our experimenter subsequently in•.rod.uced other tests with 
the view of ascertaining to what extent this newly-discovered 
force prevailed in nature. He extended the end of a wir~ 
through the keyhole of the door of a perfectly da1·kened room, 
in which he placed a person whose senses were sufficiently 
acute to detect any luminous or other phenomena which might 
present itself as the result· of any experime11t. The other 
end of the wire be attached to a metallic plate, which, without 
letting the observer placed in the room know what he was 
doing, he would push out into the rays of the sun, or of the 
moon, or of the planets, or fixed stars; or would place an 
animal, a plant, or his own hands, upon its surface; or would 
subject it to chemical action, or the action of heat, cold, or 
electricity. He found the results of all these experiments 
nearly uniform in one particular, viz., in respect to the emis
sion of a narrow tuft of light several inches in length, from 
the end of the wire, which would begin to be visible soon 
after the agent experimented upon was brought to bear upon 
the plate. Indeed, whate\·er possessed in itself the least mo
lecular lbrce or action, was found to be capable of evolving r 
greater or less d<'grce of this luminosity. 

Other processes gave an analysis of these lights, and showed 
remarkable relations in their constituent~, to different pointl 
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ID the t.rrestrial and celestial spneres. It was found, for example, 
that the flames from the poles of a large electro-magnet (which 
were much larger and brighter than those emitted from the 
permanent steel magnet) would, after the galvanic circuit was 
completed, slowly and gradually resolve themselves into dis. 
tinct stratifications of color, presenting, in fact, the seven-fold 
luminosity of the rainbow, with the red below and the violet 
above. These colors, again, were found to vary with th& 
varying distances at which thej were viewed-the whole of 
the appearances, when taken together, showing that each one 
of the differently colored radiations terminated, for the most 
part, at a certain distance from the common center of lumin
osity. This distance, though Reichenbach did not remark it, 
waa probably nearly the same all around ; the differently 
colored rays thus forming a system of concentric spheres of 
light. 

Guarding against erro!'ll which might arise from variations 
In the~ colors as resnl ting from the varying distances at which 
they were viewed, our philosopher was now prepared for 
another interesting step. Having previously found that a mag
netic bar, with poles in the direction of the dip, always emitted 
different colors from those it gave in the meridian, he pro
ceeded to ascertain what effect other positions of the pole 
would have upon the character of the luminosity. For this 
purpoSe he caused a magnetic bar to revolve lengthwise, first 
in a vertical circle in the direction of the magnetic meridian, 

;Jlen in a vertical circle in a direction east and west, and Jasti y, 
in a horizontal circle. He found that in each case different 
colors were evolved according as the magnet was pointed iu 
different directions, and that a' it pcused, in each «UII, through 
• 1Jt11Apku mck, it noltt«l, in regular ~UCC~Uion, all 1M colorl 
tf 1M rcrita6owl 
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By subsequent electro-magnetic experimer.ts with an an. 
ficial globe called the terrelle, Reichenbach succeeded in pre 
cisely reproducing the appearances of the aurora borealis, and 
may be considered as having probably afforded a ·complete 
solution of that interesting phenomenon. 

We find in these remarkable facts a complete verification of 
our previous hypothesis, so far as it relates to an essence 
which may be called secondary lig!tt. While this light is, in 
some particulars, similar too ordinary light, it differs from it 
totally in others, as the foregoing description renders obvious; 
and it therefore may be judged to belong to a somewhatdifer· 
mt rh9ree of natural developments. Considering thi:i, ther~ 
fore, as one of the members of our supposed Secondary Trinity 
of imponderables, we shall now see that our hypothesis, so far 
as it relates to the other two members, is not without the sup
port of similar facts. 

When a horseshoe magnet was closed by an armature, all 
appearances of a luminous flame would immediately cease, 
but would be instantly reproduced on the removal of the 
armature. This establishes the probability that the same force 
which in the open magnet generates the luminosity, is, by the 
application of the armature, simply rendered latent, so far as its 
tJame-generating power is concerned, but that it nevertheless 
still exists in the closed magnet, and acts as an internal prin
ciple, or as a principle corresponding to fire or heat. This 
view is further confirmed by the fi1ct that one of Heichenbach's 
suhjects saw even closed magnets, and. indeed, metals of all 
kinds, luminous in the dark, as though they had been heated 
to incandesence-without, however, giving forth any flame-like 
acintillations. Such, then, are the evidences of a Second.at-J 
H-.t. 

But ltiU more conclusive indications were obtained of aa 
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ll«lroid, or electricity-like agent, as connected with the identi. 
cal sources of these other phenomena. It was found tha& 
magnets, crystals, or whatever afforded the phenomenaofthi1 
attenuated light, together with many things which did not, 
also emitted an influence or aura which was capable of actint~ 
decidedly upon the nerves of a certain proportion of persons 
This aura was described as warm or cold, according as it ''VM 

received from either pole of the magnet or crystal, or ACC(lrd. 
ing to the positive or negative quality of any other source 
from which it was obtained. It was found capable of acting 
at a distance, and of being transmitted through conducting 
media, and of sometimes acting so powerfully upon the sensi
tive as to produce catalepsy and dangerous spasms. Thus, ••t 
one time, during the illness of one of Reichenbach's employbes, 
he held a large magnet, capable of supporting ninety pounds, 
at the distance of six paces from her feet, as she lay on her 
bed, with her physician by her side. While the armature 
was attached to the magnet she felt no peculiar sensation, but 
the in!ltant it was removed she fell into tetanic spasms and 
complete unconsciousness from its action. The armature 
being again attached, the girl slowly recovered her senses, 
and her physician advised that the experiment should not be 
repeated. Another lady, subject to attacks of catalepsy, 
could instantly detect the approach of an open magnet, 
though the latter was brought, without her knowledge of the 
inten~ion, near the head of her bed, on the opposite side of 
the wall. -

Magnets, crystals, etc., were also found to powerfully fll. 
tract tht hands of cataleptic patients, even during the un. 
oonsciousness of their fits. 

It was also ascertained that amorphous bodies, in oommoa 
trith othen, sant forth this ethereal influence, though, as befofl 

t 
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shown, they ,gave forth no light. And here it was more full1 
U<lel'taiued, lluJJ tM ethereal tmanwtions from different ~ 
llances, VJerelp«ijically different as to their effects upon the 
human nerve, thus affording indications of the distinctive 
characters of the emanating sources. One peculiarity of 
amorphous (that is to say, uncrystallized and unorganized) 
bodiea was, that their exhalations gave a nauseous, aooompa. 
nit!d by either a cold or warm, and sometimes also a prickly, 
sensation, to persons whose nerves were in a sufficiently 
llt'DIIitive state to test tpem ; and some bodies imparted these 
een~~ations in a greater degree than others. In the investi
gation of this point, Reichenbach took the trouble to try more 
thaD six hundred bod;es with reference to their nauseating 
Wee. 'The young lady through whose aid the testa were 
Jl&de, could easily give to every substance its proper place in 
dle scale of force, and this she could repeat, without failure, 
after intervals of several days. " It soon appeared," says our 
philosopher, "that these bodies arranged themselves accord . 
lug to their electro-cllemical value, and, indeed, in suchwise 
that the highly electric stood at the top, and the indifferently 
so at the bottom o>f the scale, without regard to their polar 
opposition." 

When the same substances were tried on this same young 
lady while in a state of catalepsy, "the results were the same . 
in kind, but in degree much stronger. 'The substances at the 
top of the scale, laid in her hand, caused violent spasms, 
whereby they were t~own at a distance, and her hand then, 
as usual in catalepsy, retained the new position. • • It was 
100n observed that many substances began to act before they 
kluched the band, and it was enough to place them near it." 

'l1Mse experiments were repeated, not only with otheor 
qervoua patien~ bqt with several 'en~lemen in a state-of ~r-
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loot health, with results ditrering from the above no more 
than what might easily be accc unted for by the dift'erent de-· 
grees of susooptibility in the experimenters. The different 
substances tried are enumerated by Reichenbach according to 
their specific effects but it will here be sufficient 'o say tba& 
rulphur was found to be the general representative of those 
which, without contact, gave the sensation of cold, and gold 
of those which gave warmth; and almost every one whose 
band was made to pass over small plates, coated respectively 
with these substances, felt, in some degree, these correspond· 
ing sensations, and some felt them quite vividly. 

Without any knowledge of Reichenbach's investigations, 
Dr. J. R. Buchanan, of Cincinnati, was engaged, about the 
same time, in a similar course of experiments with amorphous 
bodies, and developed results similar in character, but in some 
respects even atill more decisive. Without here entering into 
the details of his experiments or inquiries, it will be sufficient 
to state that they resulted in esta\>lishing the &ct, that 
mtdiciMI, holden in the band of the patient, even when 
wrapped up in paper and concealed from view so as to guard 
against the effects of imagination, will, in a large proportion of 
cases, have all the effects that the same medicines will have, 
taken internally. Out of about one hundred and thirty 
medical atudents belonging to a class which attended the 
lectures of Dr. Buchanan, forty-three declared themselves 
fully affected by thia experiment, to which they bad been sub. 
jected during the delivery of one lecture. • 

Similar phenomena have been observed aa the r8sulta of 
aimilar experiments in other instaLoes, but we have no room 
l>r further detail& on this branch of our aubject. In all auall 
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eases the action of the medicines is doubtless due to au ab 
· sorption of their subtle and characteristic omanat.ons, through 

the pores of the skin, whence they are diffused through t!le 
nervous medium of the system, acting upon the vital force~ 
which control all the functions of the physical organism. 

By experiments which placed deception out of the question, 
it was found that these ethereal influences of different sub. 
stances, could be conducted through wires to a distance of 
&om three to one hundred and thirty-two feet, so as to be dis
tinctly perceived by the more sensitive of Reichenbach's ex
perimenters. 

But a fact still more important in its bearings was, that differ
ent bodies placed in contact with, or in close proximity to, each 
other, would mutually impart their influences to each other, so 
as to modify or totally change the effects which they would 
otherwise produce upon sensitive patients. In other words, 
and to use a figure of speech that will be perfectly understood, 
they would mutually magmtiu, or JMsmerize, each other
would enter into a sort of rapport or reciprocal sympathy, by 
an interdiffusion of their spheres or ethereal emanations. Thus 
It was found that sulphur, which of itself would impart a cold 
and prickling sensation to impressible persons, even at a dis
tance of several feet, and without a conducting wire, would, by 
contact or close proximity to other substances, empower 
them, for a time, to give forth a similar influence, even though 
their own proper inftuencea might be of an opposite, though 
}ess powerful, character; and so of other substances, and their 
modifying influences upon 6thers. • 

The general reliability of the foregoing and other alleged 

• -,. flu1ller delalll ot lh- llllerelllug expertmenta and lhelr I'SIIIII, lhe reader It 
llllned to Beleheabllch'l • PbJII-PhJIIIololloU ~ oalbe I>J'uadel otX. 
....,. -.New Tort. J. 8. Bedleld. 
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results as obtained by Reichenbach, will not be disputed by 
those who know the character of the experimenter, or who, 
from a careful perusal of his report, have noted his exceedingly 
cautious mode of proceeding. Reichenbach is known through 
out Europe as a chemist second only to Liebig himself, and, 
speaking of this same course of investigation, Professor 
Gregory declares that "it was not possible for any experi
ments or discoveries to be presented to the scientitic world by 
one more entitled to confidence in every point of view." Be. 
aides this, his more important experiments have been repeated 
by others, and their results verified, in many instances, both 
in this country and in Europe. 

Availing himself of the plasticity of the German language, 
Reichenbach designates the new force (rather forur) which he 
discovered, by the German suffix "od," and indicates the 
sources whence this force is obtained, by their names prefixed 
to that syllable, as "magnetod," "crystallod," "thermod," 
"photod," etc., &!! respectively indicating a connection of the 
force with magnets, crystals, heat, light, etc. In the English 
language, therefore, this new imponderable has been rather 
clumsily designated as the "odic force," or "odylic force." 

But the various phenomena exhibited by this so..('alled force, 
show that it is not simple but complex, or rather that it in. 
•1olves a number of distinct forces. Its rudimental existence 
in the closed magnet, as also in various unmagnctic bodies, 
was not only intimated by the luminous and incandescent ap
pearance of the bodies of metals, before spoken of, but is also 
lrnplied as a:. antecedent of the luminous, flame-like appear
ance which it engenders at a further stage of development
just as the existence of common caloric is implied as an ante. 
cedent of common flame. The light itself is a 1econd devel· 
)!IDleD'; aod the ethereal cztwa which, without any luminoul 
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phenomena, acts upon the human nerve, is a third. The three. 
therefore, may be variously characterize! as "odio beat," 
"odio light," and "odic electricity," or" odic ether;" and here 
we have our previously conjectured Secondary Trinity of 
dynamic agents, corresponding to the Primary Trinity, which 
consists of Heat, Light, and Electricity, as these terms are 
ordinarily understood. 

In the same way in which the Primary Trinity of dynamic 
agents is concerned in the Primary Trinity of each system of 
physical developments, the &eondary and corruponding Trin· 
ity (in connection with the Primary, which is •till and cUtiJ(JY' 
in force) is concerned in each 11coodary and corruponding 
Trinity of developments, with their peculiarities. • 

Thus the principle which we have called " Odic Heat," may 
be considered as the internal love-principle by which part.iclea 
associate in organic forms, and therefore is the fond4mental 
dynamic principle connected with the fourth law-the law of 
Aggr1gation or Organization, whether relating to the universe 
as a whole, or to any of its definitely constituted parts. 

The " odic light" appears to be expressive of the ethereally 
aspirative operations of the organic structure from which it 
proceeds. It was before mentioned that this light consisted 
or the seven different colors o( the iris, which seemed to sur· 
round the center of luminosity as so many concentric sphere• 
of light; and that when Reichenblleh caused a magnetic bar 
to revolve lengthwise on horizontal and vertical planes, the 
light exhibited sucoessively all the ~ifferent colors o( the rain. 
bow, as the magnet was pointed in the different directions in 
respect to the earth and heavens, which lay in the plane of the 

• I& II DOt dalmecl lila& a... d)"IWIIIo prmclplel apply ~ 1o eMa1 ..t 
..., -~ l)"ltem of deftlopmerlla, Ulo- 1JIIeml lbeJ appiJ oaiJ liJ .... 
..-a~...- ll'nl,...aoc-,or~ 
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elni•. I caD-not but regard these results as exceedingly inter. 
eating and important, as showing the relative degrees and 
ltatea of pol4rity of particular points and directions of the 
earth's 111Uface, and of the surrounding and celest..al spaoea-
thus, 88 suggesting the different quali<tiu or ltatu of the ma.. 
terials of which the earth amd all correlative creations are 
composed-thus, as suggesting the correlative ajfinilia and 
foreu by which these materials became associated in their 
present structural form-and finally, as suggesting something 
of the perpetually repeated round of changing in1luences and 
ethereal forces through which (in analogy to the revolving 
magnet) the earth and all celestial bodies pass in performing 
their rotary and orbitual revolutions. If there is any validity 
in these suggestions, then these degrees of polarity, states and 
affinities of matter, changing ethereal forces, etc., all exemplify 
the ~fold Btriu as corresponding to the seven colors of the 
iris, which, in the experiment referred to, were suoceasively 
given forth by the revolving magnet. And, applying these 
"emarks (as analogy would justify us in doing) to'aU mundane 
organizations--to the solar system, the sidereal systems, and 
to the whole universe as one Body-as well as to the earth, 
we have in the "odic light," a universal dynamic correlative 
of the fifth law-the law of Btgregation, or the law by which 
unity is divided into parts of different and connected grada
tions. 

Concerning the third member of this trinity of agents--the 
"odic," electroid, or llthereal emanation which was found tc 
produce such marked and singular effects on the sensitive hu 
man ne"e, the following remarks may be submitted: 

1. All things subjected to careful experiment, whether in 
the animal, vegetable, or mineral Kingdoms, or in the 
aeatia} spaces, W~"e found to send forth tbis subtile emaD 
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ation, which in each case may be called the 6plawe, 1 

ethereal atmospnere, of the substance or form from whic.. It 
proceeds. It may therefore be presumed, on analogtuu 
grounds, that things also not available for experiment, and 
that, indeed, absolutely all things, from atoms to worlds and 
systems, and even the whole universe, considered as a Unit, 
are in like manner characterized by a surrounding and per 
vading ethereal sphere. • 

2. The emanating spheres of smaller bodies associated with 
larger ones, must necessarily be included in the emanating 
spheres of the larger bodies on which they rest or depend. 
The sphere of a single particle of mineral matter, for example, 
is comprehended and encircled in the general sphere or the 
whole crystal of which it forms a part; and the same remark 
applie." to particles and organisms in other kingdoms in 
nature. The spheres of all minerals, vegetables, animale, 
etc., separately and collectively, are inyolved and compre. 
hended in the ,general sphere of the earth ; the sphere of the 
earth, together with the spheres of all other planets, with 
the sateJiites and comets, is involved and comprehended in 
the general sphere of the whole solar system ; that sphere is 
riJmprehended in the general sphere of the great stellar vortex 
in which, accompanied by myriads of like systems, it moves; 
and that sphere is comprehended in the general sphere of the 
whole UniYerse; and that sphere is, in like manner, enveloped 
in, and pervaded by, the great sphere of the infinite Divine 
Being, which is the Essence of all essenees, the Force of all 
forces, and the Vitalizer of all vitalities! Here, then, is a 

• Tbt. doelrble or "IJ>h-" wu taoghl b)' 8wedenborg, and b7 olhen IIDoe bfa 
..,, II ma7 almOII be aid lhal II hu a 111111cleot lbandatlon In lhe deTelopecl Iota· 
lllou or the homan llllnd, and 11 woal! II&Dd eTen tndependeal or ~'bMII't 
...... oaeiDIITe eallllldo Terlllo&llool. 
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progressive g1'8dation from thtJ smallest to the greatest, from 
the infinitesimal to the II]finite, from the atom of matter to 
the incomprehensible fullness of a Divine Spiritual Being. 

3. The spheres of all bodies in the universe, from smallest 
to greatest, while they are gmerically Bimilar, are ~pecifioa.lly 

different, and the sphere of each body corresponds to that 
body's internal character. This is a conclusion which, as re. 
garded merely by the reasoning powers, is necessitated, by the 
obvious differences in the intrinsic nature of things, and it is 
confirmed by the differences in the effects produced by the 
ethereal emanatiotts of medicines and other "Jubstances, and 
even by the heavenly bodies, and by different districts of the 
oelestial hemisphere which were subjected to tests. 

4. As it was proved that the spheres of sulphur, gold, 
medicines, etc., acted and reacted upon, and mutually onodi
JWI, each other, and this, too, when the solid bodies were a 
distance apart;. so, carrying out this principle, it may be pre
sumed that the spheres of all bodies, terrestrial and celestial, 
&om smallest to greatest, from atoms to worlds, stellar sys. 
tems, and the whole universe, in like manner, act and r~act 
upon, and rrwdify each other, according to their relativ6 tkgrBu 
of magnitude and power. And this mutual interdiflUsion of 
•pheres, and their harmonious and reciprocal action and re
action upon each other, while each particular form and system 
preserves its own ~entity, constitute an important part of the 
phyliological and functional operatiom of tJu great .Anatomical 
Structure of Creation, and which, as before intimated, corre. 
Bp<'nds, in principle, to a single human body. The great 
ethereal Sphere of all spheres may be considered as the 
"J1TTpathetic nervt-e1sence of this Anatomical Structure, newed 
as a whole, while the sphere of each sun, world, and atom, 
111sy be conaidered as it.1 oum partic11lar nerve-essence; and it 
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is through these nem1-essencea that each part of the whol• 
Body sympathises with all other parts, and that the equili. 
brium and harmonious functional operations of the whole sr• 
tem are preserved. 

This subtile and variously qualified electroid or magnetoid 
el.,ment, therefore, being the 1izth in the seven-fold seriea of 
dynamic agents, is intimately allied tQ_ the sixth general law, 
which we have seen is a law of harmonia! and sympathetio 
reciprocation. 

It is true that the discoverer of these previously unknown 
subtile agencies did not exhibit, and perhaps did not, to 
any extent, perceive, their connological bearings, especially 
aa these are attempted to be set forth in the foregoing re. 
marks. His main object appears to have been to develop 
focu, leaving the more comprehensive conclUiiom to which 
these might naturally conduce, to be unfolded by subsequent 
investigations, and by others as well as by himself; and as 
his facts, by their publication, and their verification by the 
parallel experiments of others, have become the property of 
the world, any one may elaborate and synthesize them who 
has thP inclination and mental qualifications to do so. 

In respect to this "odic," or magnetoid element, which pet 
vades, and emanates from, greatest and smallest things, the 
following additional and important remarks may be sub
mitted : As this influence, proceeding fro111 various bodies, 
near and remote, wM found to have such remarkable effects 
upon the sensitive human nerve, it may be considered as 
being closely allied, in its general nature, to the nervous in
fluence pervading the human body, and emanating from it as 
an "odil! •• sphere. Jndeoo, Reichenbach actually proved its 
identity, in the genera] sense, with the medium through which 
one human bt>ing produces those effects upon another com 
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monty known as "magnettc" or "mesmeric;" anA the world 
h indebted to that philosopher for physical demonstration~.~ in 
this department, which place the fundamental doctrines of 
Animal Magnetism be) ond all possible doubt. 

Now, operations called "magmtic," as perfonned by one 
human being upon another, are known to depend greatly, for 
their character and efficiency, upon the exercise of the wiU. 
If, therefore, the medium through which such magneti{l oper· 
ations are performed, is generically the same with the "odic" 
spheres given forth by all bodies in nature, do we not find in 
this "odic" element the general connecting link between mind 
and matter 1 If, upon the basis of this certainly plausible 
idea, we should suggest that this everywhere present "odic" 
element, as asaooiated with the different bodies in nature, and 
with nature as a Whole, may hereafter prove to be a medium 
through which mind can, in certain conditions, and to a certain 
utent, act upon and move outer tangible matter, without the 
conuu ~ of the physical organs, the suggestion would doubtless 
be mft with general incredulity, especially by those who are 
not (a miliar with certain strange phenomena of our day. It 
could not be esteemed more incredible, however, than would 
have been an assertion made fifty years ago, that by a 
peculiar mechanical contrivance, a certain subtile agent in 
nature might be efficiently employed in the accurate and 
instantaneous transmission of thought to the distance of a 
tho>.l8&1ld miles! But not to press these thoughts for the 
present, if our foregoing generalizations are correct, then we 
hazard little in saying, that as the all-pervading "odic" 
sphere of the universe, as a whole, in its ultimate degree, eon. 
nects with the sphere of the Deity, so the Deity, through tM.1 
JIWdium, acu upora tlu universe, in the saJM way as any trDo 

i.tapoled -~tancu or forms in Mture act upora .W. ot/w 
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through their "odic" sphere&, and as was illustrated by ~• 
periments before related. And as the Deity, moreover, is a 
pers011al and intelligent Being, he may through this medium 
act, not only spon/Q.neously, but volitionally and directly, upon 
the universe, or upon either of its corresponding sub-creations, 
and control it to any extent which may comport with the 
integrity of his general plan. 

But we come now to another point: As each previous stage 
of creation, with its peculiar law of developments, from the 
first to the sixth, was thus accompanied with, or related to, a 
corresponding dynamic agent, the same fact may be supposed 
to hold with reference to the seventh stage, which, in the cos. 
mica} creation, as before shown, consisted in the development. 
of habitable worlds. And as this is the final development of 
the seven fold cosmical series-and brings the physical struc> · 
ture of the universe as su('ll, to a completeness-so we may 
suppose that the dynamic principle related to this develop
ment, i'l also the ultimate and completion of its series. And 
being the last of a series in which there is observed a progres. 
sive refinement from the first, at least to the sixth, it may be 
aupp<'Sed to unite in itself the principles of all the others in a 
still superior degree of refinement. 

Bl't. we htwe seen that the series of universal cosmical de
velopments included in what we have called the great King
dom of Materiality, must have hecn based upon, and have 
spru~ from, an antecedent, unoriginated, and infinite Kingdom 
of Spirituality, which we call Goo. If this same Principle, 
like the vital elements of the germ of a tree, lies at the basis, 
and is reproduced at the completion, of the unfolding, then 
thir seventh dynamic principle, concerning which we are now 
inquiring, can Le nothing less than a degree of the seven-fold 
1Ze-mu of tlu originally 9e11l!ralit•e Divine Spirit, noto ,.,.. 
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&odi«< in connical itwestiture. Viewed in this hght, this 
seventh dynamic principle may be called Soul or Vitality-the 
Soul or vital Principle of the cosmical universe, or the Prinoi· 
pie by which it, as a universe, lives and performs all its normal 
movements! 

Let me not, however, be understood as intimating that the 
aU of God was thus embodied in the universal cosmical struc
ture. Neither the universe of material worlds, nor of heavens, 
nor the heaven of heavens, can contain Hul who is absolutely 
INJ'INITB, and it must haYe been, comparatively speaking, an 
exceedingly small ray from his interior and ineffable effulgence 
that sufficed to give birth to, and move and regulate, the ma
terial structure which we have been contemplating, however 
sublime and inconceivable to human intellect this may be. 
Nor was the Divine embodiment of which we speak, neces
aarily an embodiment w'tich, in its immediate exterior mant. 
festation, would take the form of what is gCl1erally understood 
by intelligence; though intelligence, a.'! an attribute of a much 
higher and more interior degree of the Divine Spiritual Con
lltitution, was the projecting, planning, and (acting through the 
ultimately refined "odic" spheres, or quasi nerve-essences of 
his creations, before spoken of) is the constantly supervising 
and all regulating Principle. The Divine qualities as intelli
gence were subsequently and, at a much higher degree of 
creative progression, finitely expressed in the human micro
ronn, which is expressly declared to be an "image of God." 

It is, however, here submitted as a tntth which, it is be
lieved, will hecome more evident in proportion as its founda
tion and bearings are better understood-that the Ukntica, 
principlts of what we know as intellige11ce, arc embodied 
(though not as intelligence) in each kingdom or system or 
creation bllotD rr.an, and finally ir. tbe universal kingdom of 

10 
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tosmi-:al f1.1rms; thesA various deMeending emhudiments hear 
og to ese'l othl'r the relations uf de.-.ctmding octaves. Thu1 
what is called intelligence in man, is callt>d i1util~t in anima'" 
But plant.talso, have a kind of instinct; and so in lower degreea., 
have minerals, wodds-the whole universal Systl'm ofworlds 
--each emhodying and J•eprP.senting a lower dt>gree of what 
may receive the general designation of Love, Wisdom, and 
Volition; or Expansion, Attraction, and Circulation; the loNest 
triune degree of which is embraced in the functions of Hest, 
Light, and Electricity. 

The seventh dynamic principle of the universe, therefore, 
which pervades and governs all other principles, is only an 
embodiment of that degree or octave of the principles of the 
Divine soul which is in immediate relation with, and aerve1 
to control the functional operations of, the universal cosmieal 
Body; while the higher degrees of the seven. fold Divine bar. 
monies, flowing downward from the infinite sources of Divin. 
lty, are left. to be embodied and represented in subsequent and 
more refined creations, or remain at infinite removes above 
the sphere of all terrestrial and celestial forms. 

Of the doctrine intended to be conveyed in these remarks, 
a more distinct and enlarged understanding will be obtained 
u we proceed. 

But, presuming that the reader already sufficiently compre
hends the fundamental principles herein set forth, he is desired 
to bear constantly in mind, that the dynamic principles of the 
cosmical crestion, were not developed by the crestion itael( 
but developed it; and the same may be said of the vitalizing 
and moving elements of all degrees of material unfolding. 
The dynamic principles (constituting, indeed, what may, in the 
aggregate, be called the general Soul) are thus the immediate 
~of the outer develo~lJlent ( Qr .flod~), whi~ is ~e Eft'~ 
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And he:re it may be remarked, that if there is any relation be. 
tween Cause and Effect, it must not only he a relation of 
y~, but of particuwr8; and thus the Cause must be a 
pri!Cise archetype of which the Effect is an antitype or em
bodied representative; and hence the two must, throughout, 
precisely correspond to each other. Every degree of creation, 
therefore, may be considered as a precise outer e:tpresaion of 
the corresponding degr~e of Divine Love, Wisdom, and 
Energy which vitalizes and governs it, and in which it wu 
previously contained as an archetype. 

Moreover, these interior Divine dynamic principles, together 
with their prescribed model of action, constitute the operative 
lat111 of nature. According to this view, while there is a law 
for every class of natural and even spiritual phenomena, and 
all things may be explained without a resort to contra-natural 
or contra-legal agencies, Jaws, on the other hand, are not those 
lifeless, unintellectual fatalities which they are represented to 
be in prevalent philosophies of the day, but they are the ex. 
press modes of perpetual Divine volition. In looking, there. 
fore, upon this universe, with all it c:lQntains, as lat~~ogoverned, 
we may, at the same time, look upon it as God-governed. But 
>n this point, more in its proper place. 

If this view is correct, then there is, in reality, no necessary 
antagonism between materiality and spirituality, nature and 
heaven, reason and revelation, science and theology, but each 
may be regarded, when correctly understood, as the exponent 
of the other. Quite distinct, however, is this view from that 
gros3 rpeculation which makes of God nothing more than the 
ultimt~tely sablimated and self-moving essences of the natural 
universe-a kind of universal hyper.galvanic battery which, 
by its t,erpetual and self-generating action, produces solar and 
plaoetar~ revolution, terrestrial ehan~es1 and th.ose movew.~.~ 
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in the refined essences of the human brain which constitute 
Thottghl8. In our philosophy, God is God, and nature is na. 
tur~the two being eternally distinct, though intimately Oft 

\ected and OO·related with each other. 
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CHAPTER IX. 

DlriOT8 o• PBBVAlLlBG OOBMOLOGIOAL TBBOBlBe 

II' the foregoing theory of the origin, structure, dynamie 
agents, and laws, of tne universe, has any foundation in truth, 
it can scarcely fail to throw important light upon some still 
ulterior questions relating to the prescribed distances, motions, 
reciprocal attractions, etc., of planetary and sidereal creations. 
It may even show that some time-honored theories upon these 
subjects, however sanctioned by the authority of great names, 
are, in certain particulars, radically defective; and this it will 
do, if at all, by transcending them in the ease, naturalness, 
and completeness with which it accounts for certain existing 
phenomena. 

It was supposed by Sir Isaac Newton, that all rotatory and 
orbitual motion of the heavenly bodies, originated from a pri.. 
mary and uUrn4l impulse received from the hand of the Crea
tor, as they were launched into space. To this was added the 
philosophical axiom, that any body put in motion in a vacuum, 
will continue forever to move in a straight line, unless de
flected from its course by some ot~er force. This deflecting 
force, as applied to the motions of the planets, Newton found 
in the law of gravitatio-n, which was by him proved to apply 
to all planetary bodies. By the precisely counterbalancing 
action of ~ese two forces, called the centrifugal and centripetal 
fi,roes, the motions of the planets were supposed to be regu 
le&ed in circular or elliptical orbits round the sun, the t~pecifao 
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distances of these being greater or less according to the neat 
ness or remoteness of the point where these two force~ were 
exactly balanced against each other. 

But Newton soon found this theory, seemingly perf'eot In 
other respects, encumbered with difficulties in respect to the 
rtahility of the system. He found that the different planets 
Nere not only attracted by the sun, but mutually attracted by 
9aeh other. These different attractions, varying in intensity in 
the inverse ratio of the squares of distances, according to a 
law discovered by Kepler, were accompanied by pertvr!xJtimu, 
producing irregularities in orbitual motions which were sub. 
ject to secular increase. The system, thus, left to its own in
~rnal provisions, seemed to prophesy its own progressive 
:lerangement, and its ultimate entire disorganization; and 
Newton felt impelled to call upon God to avert such a catas. 
trophe, by supplying a force from tDithout, which hQ supposed 
did not exist t11ithin, the system. 

The calculations of subsequent mathematicians, however, 
terved, in a good degree, to dispel these gloomy forebodings, 
and led to the conclusion that the irregularities and apparent 
incipient derangements in. the motions of the system, would 
finally reach their maximum, after which there would be a 
gradual return to the condition of primeval equilibrium; that 
thence there would be a progressive tendency to irregularity 
in the opposite direction, to be succeeded by another reaction; 
and that the perpetual vibrations of these irregularities, like 
the oscillations of a mighty pendulum, would serve to mark 
the hours and moments of eternity! 

This coneeption of the laws, internal arrangements, and 
movements, of the system, together with the apparent matheo 
matical evidences which have been arrayed in its support, 
:sn r.ot otherwise than be regarded as cne of the greatelt 
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triumphs ·:>f human genius. Yet, even whi1e overwhelmed 
with a sense of its sublimity, one can not well suppres. a senae 
of sadness as he contemplates its cold, mechanical lifelessnese 
-I had almost said Godlessness! Contemplated in this light, 
the universe appears somewhat analogous to an ingeniously 
constructed machine, which is wa·•nd up, and lea to go of 
itself, while its maker withholds a . further exercise of power 
from it, and forever withdraws all immediate personal care 
over it, as being unnecessary. With this philosophy impressed 
upon our minds, we look up into the heavens, and, though we 
behold incessant motion and activity in ev~ry direction, we 
see no necessary evidence of immanent life or spirit--nothing 
with which our souls can sympathize a..; the present pervading 
.&nimu1 and constantly impelling Cause of the phenomena we 
behold; and it is only by an almost painful stretch of the 
powers of inductive reasoning, that we can attain to any sub
ntantial conviction of a spiritual or voluntative Cause, as having 
been connected with the system even at its origin/ 

It may be added, that thousands of persons, on arriving at 
a full comprehension and conviction of the truth of the Newto
nian theory of a merely mechanical universe, and of tH~.CUitg 
in the interplanetary and interstellar spaces, have anxiously 
inquired, " Where and what, then, is that spiritual tDOrld to 
which our interior natures aspire, and for which Revelation 
encourages us to hope t" and nature, viewt. ~ in this aspect, 
has not only refused to respond in language which appeals to 
the conceptive and reasoning powers, but has interposed a 
cloud of darkness and doubt between the inquirer and the sub
ject which he seeks to comprehend! In its efforts to satisfy 
\he irrepressible yearnings of the spirit within, Fancy has 
erected a formless, unextended, unsub8tantial--even unaerial 
-figment, that bears no relation to apace or the material uni 
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verse, or to any of the rational &col ties of the eou1; aDcl Ia 
this mankind have been told to have foith, as the place or state 

ot future human destination I But tl rational faith ln such an 
utter inconceivability is out of the question, and an ~ 
rational and mere dogmatic faith, in such an idea, can not 
generally, iC ever, be kept free from superstition, and henoe, 
from a greater or leas degree of mental degradation and 
slavery. Hence, in case of full adoption of the Newt..nian 
system of cosmogony, a determination to follow only the con
victions of r~a~on will necessarily tend to akep,iciam with 
reference to Bpiritual, and to s )me extent even with reference 
to DitJint things; and there is no latent force in the theory 
wbich, by any developmen·, can ever correct this mental abo 
errotion. In the spirit and tendency of this merely ,... · 
elumical mode of philosophizing upon the universe, may, I 
apprehend, be found the main cause of the growing materialism 
and skepticism o( these modem days, especially amc)ng minda 
called rcientijic. 

Subjected to the test of rationality, however, the Ne1t&onian 
system, in at least one of ita features, seems to be alJJh)8t as 
bad oft' as the only spiritual and theological theories that. can 
be rationally associated with it. It predicates mutual gravita. 
tion of any two distant bodies, while it fails to recognize. if it 
does not, by implication, entirely preclude the idea o( any 
intervening gravitating agent. But that any two bodies can 
in any way act upon each other, either without immediate 
contact, or the intervention of·aome substantial medium by 
which they can touch each other, is utterly inconceivable, and 
l'.&n no 11 ore b · supposed than any effect can be supposed to be 
1JiHOOnnected with an adequate cause. We do not, however, 
eha.rge the theory with ah10lutely and n«:U~t~rily precluding 
lUCia a medium ; but by manifesting, at ita very Btartlng pobat. 
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IUCh a strong indination to the idea of absolute tHJCUity f.a the 
interplanetary spaces, it not only fails to provide such a m& 
dium, but, in effect, discountenances the idea that such exists. 
In tae theory which we have maintained in the preceding 
pages, however, the medium in question is abundantly pro
vided. 

Moreover, the system as conceived by Newton can not, after 
all, be contemplated without some degree of apprehension in 
regard to its •aftty. For, notwithstanding the figurings of sub
sequent mathematicians respecting the reaction which tends to 
restore lost equilibrium, if we do away with the immediate 
immanence of Divine Vitality-in other words, with the im 
mediate presence and agency of that degru of the Divine Es
sence and Power of which the universe forms a suitable 
habitation, and which is necessary to the life and functional 
operations of the latter as ~f one Body-then there are many 
chances against the existence of an ah1olute equilibrium in the 
different parts and forces of the great Whole : and if there is 
ever a disturbance of the equilibrium to an extent which can 
not be entirely restored by a counter oscillation, even though 
this be only the fraction of the weight of a planet, or even the 
amount of a single pound, the disturbance will progressively 
aggravate, and a universal catastrophe will be the final and 
inevitable result ! 

If, therefore, the stability of the universe depends merely 
upon the nice counterpoise of the centrifugal and centripetal 
forces, as independent of this constant Divine Force, and of 
any ela&tic, active, and reactive medium to keep the'Various 
eelestial bodies within prescribed boundaries, then human rea. 
aon can not withhold the suspicion of danger as it contem· 
plates the stupendous Machine, or suppress the apprehension 
!Mt it may one day fly to pieces, and involve us all in the 

?"' 
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common wreck ! This apprehension greatly increases, whet 
at is considered that Newton's hypothesis of absolute vacuity 
in the spaces through which the celestial bodies move--u 
hypothesis upon which, according to him, the equilibrium 
between the centrifugal and centripetal forces necessarily 
depends-has proved unfounded, and that the phenomena of 
retardation of comets in their orbits, has proved that the in
terplanetary spaces are pervaded by an attenuated fluid or 

ether, capable of exerting some resistance to their progress. 
It is here submitted, with all due deference to the superior 

intelligence of many who have never entertained a doubt of 
the entire truthfulness of Newton's theory, that that theory, 
at least without essential modifications, would probably never 
bave been propounded by Newton, or adopted by others, had 
the theory of the nebular origin of th!' universe, with its aooom
panying evidences, and natural corollaries, been previousl7 
tubjeeted to familiar contemplation. 

We now proceed to briefly unfold a theory respecting the 
foregoing subjects, which, whatever may be ita imperfection&, 
teems to the writer, at least, much less encumbered with diffi. 
culties than the merely mechanical theory of Newton, while 
lt i.e certainly more compatible with the idea of an immediate 
111d UDiversal Divine superintendence. 

' ~·-
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CHAPTER .X. 

810UliD8 o• 81'ABILITY AND GENERAL BOONOMY. 01 
TBE COSMIOAL STRUCTURE 

As a preliminary step toward a due comprehension and 
appreciation of the theory now to be offered respecting the in· 
temal forces, movements, grounds of stability, and general 
economy of the universe, the reader is requested to bear di• 
tinctly in mind that principlu operate indifferently upon a 
large and a small scale-that the magnitudes and distances of 
the objects to which they apply, are absolutelf or no conse. 
quence as affecting the essential nature of their operations. 

Now, in the light of this truism, Jet us suppose some simple 
vegetable form-say an apple-to be placed under a micro-
800pe so exceedingly powerful as to magnify it to the apparent 
lize of that immense spheroid of stellar orbs with their planets, 
which is known to us as the Milky Way, and in the midst of 
which our world is situated. We will suppose that the poree 
of the apple would, in that case, appear of a magnitude equally 
great with the interplanetary and interstellar spaces, and t.hM 
the molecules would be magnified to the apparent size of 
worlds. Moreover, the internal motions of the molecules, ob. 
aerving the natural order of vegetative cireulation and pro· 
~on, would bear a certain resemblance to the rotatory and 
&rbitual motions of suns and planets, and all, obeying the Jaw 
by which the distinct stratifications and compartments of the 
pple are formed, •ould give an appeanulce somewhat similar 
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to distinct systems, and systems of systems of suns ud 
planets, as these are successively brllught into the field of a 
telescope. Suppose, that after this optical arrangement il 
completed, some learned Newtonian astronomer, who is en
tirely ignorant of its nature, is invitM, on some clear even· 
ing, to look through the instrument, which is represented to 
him as a newly invented telescope, instead of a micr.DICOpl. 
The astronomer gazes with wonder and astonishment, and 
thinks he has obtained a new and favorable view of some 
stellar and planetary creation which has not before appeared 
to him exactly in the 1o1ame aspect. 

"Well, Mr. Astronomer," demands an inquirer, "what 1M 
your opinion respecting the origin of the motions, the laws of 
operation, and the source of stability, of the system which you 
~re now surveying 7" 

"Why, untloubtedly," replies the astronomer, ''the laiJN 

principles are applicable here that apply to all planetary and 
stellar creations;" and if he added no more, he would thus 
far be correct. But he continues, "Undoubtedly each one of 
those bodies received a certain mechanical impulse as it was 
launched into space from the hand of the Creator. F..ach one 
moves in a vacuum, and would have continued its primitive 
motion in a direct line forever, had it not been deflected from 
its course hy an equal and perpetually operative force of grafl 

italian, whence its present motion is in a circular or elliptica! 
orbit. If either one of those revolving bodies,'' continues 
the sage astronomer, "were arrested in its orbit, and the cen. 
trifugal fc•rce were thus destroyed, gravitation would immedi. 
ately draw it to the central sun, and this would probably SCl 

derAnge the equilibrium of the system as to ultimately pro. 
duce a universal catastrophe!" 

If the astronomer is now shown a direct view of the nW 
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aubject of these svcculations--i-:1 shown that it is inerely an 
apple-he will consider this as of itself a sufficien.t refutatiov 
of his speculations, so fur -as tltat object was concerned ; be. 
cause be considers the internal molecular motions of the apple 
as being governed hy a principle of lift, and this he regards 
as of itself amply sufficient to keep up the equilibrium of its 
particular parts. 

But each cluster, or firmament, of suns, with its planets, is, 
in principle, but an apple on a large scale. Some of the more 
distant, and less easily resolvable, nebuloo, indeed, appear to a 
teleliCOpe of small power, almost in the identical form and 
sile of an apple; and, viewed apart from all other considers. 
tions than those suggested by their own proper Mpects, as the 
white, milky spots, which they present to telescopes incapable 
of resolving them, one might have easily conceived that they 
were agitated by internal motions ; but the conception that 
these internal motions were referable to external and mechan
ical impulses, and that the moying bodies (which the distance 
of view reduces to molecules) were sustained in equilibrio by 
counter impulses, according to the Newtonian theory (Jf plan. 
etary motion, would have been as unnatural -and far-fetched, 
as would be preci86ly the same theory applied to the internal 
molecular motion>~ of an apple. 

Indeed, it is concaivable that one might be miraculously 
elevated above the whole plane of sidereal crf'.ations to a 
distance so great that, as he looked down upon the whole uni
verse of firmaments, the whole might present one unresolved 
mass apparently, from that distance, no larger than the size 
of an apple. Now, when we remember that in the working~ 
of principlta there is absolutely no distinction made between 
great and small bodies, how naturally may it be supposed thai 
fihe whole universe, wl.th all its included sub-universes is pet 

1l 
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nded, like the apple, by an internal principle of Lift, &t-..l 

tlmt thil is the cause of all its internal motions, and the SIJ8. 

tainer of equilibrium among all its constituent orbs, which, to 
it, are in reality no more than what the molecules are to tho 
apple! 

But let us endeavor to obtain a more distinct view of som11 
of the constituent eleme~ts embraced in this general theory: 
Our theory, before propounded, of constantly emanative, et 

wellaa constantly gravitatfve, forces as connected with planets, 
11uns, systems, and firmaments, seems, if correct, to necessi
tate the conclusion that universal space is constantly filkd 
with substance. This substance is in the solid, fluid, aerifomn, 
and ethereal states. In its densest state, it may be supposed 
to be indefinitely more den,.l than the heaviest substance~ 

known upon earth, and in its rarest state, it may be supposed 
to be indefinitely more rare than electricity, and between thcae 
two extremes, there are probably all intermediates. The uni. 
verse may thus be regarded as only one vast ethereal Body, 
having in its general mass innumerable points of condensation, 
which are suns, planets, etc. 

Now, the force which originally induced nebulous circles, 
firmaments, suns, planets, satellites, etc., to assume their re. 
spective orbits at specific distances from their primaries, and 
which perpetually operates (with some modifications, accord
ing to different stages of progression) to keep these bodies iL 
those general orbits after they are assumed, may, in a degree, 
be conceived by the following illustration : The ponderah/4 
atmosphere of the earth at a lflvel with the sea, is relatively 
dense, while at the tops of the highest mountains it is rela. 
tively rare; and at an altitude of forty-five or fifty miles, ao

eording to received estimates, its existence ceases to be appre. 
•ble. H1drogen gaa i& much l~hter than &be pderable 
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terrestrial atmosphere at a level with the sea; and when con 
fined in &.balloon, it ascends, with its envelope, to an altitude 
3etermined by the degree of buoyancy of gas and balloon 
united, and there it floats until dissipated. Now, each solar 
and planetary body in space, is surrounded by a calori.fk. 
luminom, electric, and llhereal atmosphere, which, in like man. 
ner, varies in density and power with the distance from the 
center of condensation; and, by virtue of the respective 
super-aerial atmospheres of any t"o bodies sustaining to each 
other the relations of primary and secondary, the secondary 
body aasumes an orbitual distance from the primary, which, 
as in the case of t.he balloon, is governed by the Jaw of equi
librium-which distance, however, is somewhat modified by 
centrifugal f&rce. 

This illustration of the balll'on, however, is very imperfect, 
and only serves to enable the reader to approximate to a con. 
reption of the true idea; for we are not to consider any planet 
or other celestial body, as having the same degree of ~ffinity 
for its primary as the balloon- has for the earth, or as being 
attncted to it in exactly the same way, or as it would be, if 
there were no greater dissimilarity between its matter and the 
matter of the primary, than there is between the matter of 
the balloon and that of the earth. But each celestial body is 
composed of materials, and possesses calorific, electric, odic, 
and other forces and properties, and hence affinitie•, peculiar 
to itself, and which, in general, differ from those of any other 
given body in proportion to the distance of its natural situ
ation. Moreover, each planet, sun, etc., as before intimated, 
is only the COfldttued center of a general ethereal body of no 
particularly defined circumference, but wh~se refined emana
tions, gr:>wing more rare with each remove from their centers, 
~~d indefinitt'lf into space. In this wa1, each body in~' · 

f 
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eommunicat.:}.~ with, and acts upon, all kindred bodies, and ,J 

acted upon hy them in return; the action consisting in an h1 
terblending of the forces and properties of the different 
bodies. When this interhlending is harmonious, the action i~ 

attractive; when it is confticfng, it is repulsive. Beyond cer 
tain limits of distance, the interblending actions of any two 
bodies, however dissimilar in constitut.on, is always harmoni. 
ous-and hence attractive;' within those limits of distance, 
the action is crowding and conflicting, and hence repellant. 

Suppose, then, that by some controlling arm, or some acci 
dental impediment, a plaeet were suddenly arrested in it!l 
orbit, and were thus relieved from the influence of centrifugal 
force: it would immediately be drawn toward its primary 
with a force which would uniformly increase as the square of 
the distance decreased, provided no counteracting force were 
developed by the approach to the central body. In falling in. 
ward, however, although the attractive force would, .foro ti~. 
be increased (that is, until the previous centrifugal displa<'.e
ment was overcome), its elastic· atm06phere would be~in to 
crowd more and more upon the elastic atmosphere of the sun, 
and even its own solidified particles, by the increased calorific, 
photic, electric, odic, and vital action due to the proximity of 
the two bodies as centers of such action,-would, in themselves, 
develop an emanative or repellent force in respect to the pri. 
mary; and, owing to these causes, the secondary body oould 
not approach within a certain distance of its primary, within 
whiclt distance the repellent force would be superior to the 
attractive. 

The same idea is involved in the th£ory (before propoun4ed) 
of the process by which secondary bodies were formed from 
primaries-and which supposes that the secondaries are com. 
poeed of '1 equal quartity of attracud and emanaua particle& 
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As eaeh indwidual of these, acted upcn by centrifugal f<'rce, 
linds its equilibrium at the particular point where, by the unio• 
'fall, the secondary body is formed, so the unit:d mass of par. 
ticles in the body thus formed, has no more tendency to dra11! 
nearer to the primary than it has to emaJUlte further from it. 

Suppose, then, any pnrticul:1r secondary body should be 
violently arrested in its orbit: it would evidently sink into 
the ethereal atmosphere of its primary a distnnce measured 
by its previous centrifugal displacement, which, in most cases, 
vi·otlld be considerable; but at some point between its former 
orhit and the primary, it would nttnin to an exact equilibrium 
between the attractive and emanative or repellent influences, 
and there its inward motion would stop. If held there by 
violence, and prevented from partaking of the general vortical 
motion of the system, it would be to the cosmiral system what 
a mass of displaced particles, or a sp!inter of foreign matter, 
would be to the ltuman SJStem; and the effect would be; an 
inflammation, suppuration, and dissolution, of the part. For, 
it is evident that in such a case the body would accumulate 
heat and other repelleut clements from the primary, more 
rapidly than it could relieve itself of them, and sooner or later 
these accumulations would be beyond its powers of endurance. 
The particles in that case would separate in detail, and would 
either he digested and assimilated with the general mass of 
the primary aud its atrno~phere, or, assuming the general revo
lutionary motion of the system, would be ngain thrown out
ward by the resultant centrifugal force, and would r<'~gregate 
themselves at their original distance, and the planet would be 
formed anew. 

For an explanation of the principles on which all rotatory 
and orbit.ual motion may originate, the reader is referred to an 
e.rlier stage of this treatise, in which we spoke of the fim 
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Msumption of rotatory motion in the universal mass~ and, b1 
oonsidering the universe still as one general Body, interiorly 
gravitating and emanating as in the beginning, he may conceive 
how these motions, not only of the great 9eneral Body, bpS 
of all its included and correspondent Sttb-bodies, is perpetually 
sustained by a constant supply of the same forces which ope. 
rated in the beginning, and which constantly inflow from the 
inexhaustible sources ' of Divine Spiritual Heat and Light, 
which mean Love and Wisdom, and which constituted the 
Alpha and Omega, the first at1d the last, the beginning and the 
ending of thi11 grand creative operation ! What can be a more 
natural thought than that the universe is constructed, and that 
all its func~ional operations are carried on, according to the 
forE'going principles! and what hypothesis relating to this 
grand subject is so free from difficulties! 

If the universe is actually constructed on these principles, 
it manifestly possesses (under the operations of its pervading 
Divine Life) a self..regulat.ing power which must necessarily 
give it the utmost conceivable stability-the stability of an 
almost infinite living Organism, exempted from all external 
causes of death ! Let planets be crowded out of their orbits, 
if such a thing were possible (which it is not), and they will 

•either spontaneously return again, or new at·rangements will be 
assumed among their associate bodies, which will be according 
to the law of equilibrium, and equally harmonious with the 
previous condition. Let planets, or even whole systems, by 
any imaginable means, be stricken out of existence: there 
would be an immediate supplying of the vacuum-a healing 
up of the part-and scarcely a cicatrice would remain. In short, 
let the system, by some imagined foreign force, be wounded 
and deranged in almost any conceivable way : it would still 
oootain an internal power of recuperation. But as a DivinelJ 
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oonstituted Fabric, destined to unspeakably noble aud glorL 
ous ends, it is entirely free from all causes of material dis
turbance, and will live or. until it..'l highest purposes are fully 
attAined, when, as one Gnu. i Man, it will change its wholf 
mode of being for one which I!\ more spiritual, more Divine 
aod iD«<nceivably more glorious! 
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PAJt1'lWf.AB CONSIDERATIONS CONCERNING TUM GENEt!l8 AND 
.MODUS OPERANDI OF TilE SOLAR SYSTEM. 

LITTU more needs to be said, by way of applying the fur& 
going prir.ciples to the genesis and 1/Uidus operandi of our own 
Solar System. It has been before intimntcd that the identical 
principles are involved here that were concerned in the origin 
and government of the universe, as a whole, with some 
modifications in the form of their results, as owing to differ
ences of conditions, and that the seven-fold series is observed 
in the laws, operations, and surcessive stages of unfi)lding, in 
both instances. In both instances there are the successive and 
ascending degrees of Chaos, Nuckation, Sphcroidation, Circu
lar Agregation, St•gregation, Secondary Sphcroidation, and the 
complete and ultimate cosmic..'\L unfolding. In both cases the 
dynamic agents of Heat, Light, and Electricity, with theiJ 
oorreRponding triad of odic elements are involved, to which, 
in both C..'\!.'es, is superadded the all-pervading and controlling 
Divine Life Principle.. • 

The chief differences in the -~rccific form.~ of developments 
in the two cases, lies hetwccn their foUI·th, fifth, sixth, and 
seventh degr~ef<. In the series of developmcuts through which 
we have snppol:<cd the univers(', as one ·who)(' Body, to have 
passed, we ha,·c supposed the fourth development to be that 
of ntbulo\18 rings, surrounding the primary spheroid-or, at 
'-st, segments of rings so large, and of such variouq parts, u 
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to pr~clcJdt tltc ,possihility of an aggregation of the materials 
of eithcr riug Qr segment, into oHt spheroidal body; while, in 
the Solar Sy ~tea:, the size and other conditions of ench Qf these 
eycloidal nehulm were, with apparently one exception, such as 
to admit of m• nggregation into one spheroidal body. The 
exceptiou here rl'ferred to relates to t.he mass of materials 
from whi1·h Niginated the .nsterotds. The fift!t or 1egregatiu1 
pr~es ·· i11 the universal development, consists, according to 
our hypothesi~, of the division of cnch nebulous ring or seg
ment, into a multitude of angular and indefinitely formed 
masses; whcrca~ the fifth and corresponding development in 
the Solar Systt•m, consisted (in every rose except that of the 
asteroids, as betlll·e mentioned) simply of the hreaking up of 
the nebulous ring, 1\lld the assemblage of its parts into Om! 

body. The p•·occsses of thl! sixth development, both of the 
trnh·erse and of the Solar System, were perfectly identical, 
except that iu the former case solar spheres, and in the latter, 
the gaseous and incnndesccnt spheres of nascent planets, were 
the result. The saent!t development of the universe con
sisted of the unti•ldiug of the identical forms which were the 
product of the sixth development of the solar system, viz., 
the forms of nasc{'nt planets, ns aforesaid ; whereas the seventh 
development of the solnr system, consisted of tho superficial 
solidification of those bodies, and such other changes in them 
as prepared them for the introdudion of the first and lowest 
of the organic forms, hy which thq were subsequently 
tenanted. 

But although the Universal System and the Solar System 
thus each consi~ts of a complete octave of developments, each 
octav~ has its own part·icular kef-note, which diffe1·s from that 
of thn other. That is to say, they do not begin at the same 
place in the staff, nor does one begin where the other endL 
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This, however, does not in any respect destroy the oorre 
apondence of the principles which both involve. 

After the sun and planets were thus formed by agglomer 
ations and condensations of the originally diffused mass of 
chootic materials, there would rJaturnlly still remain in dif. 
fusion through the general sphere of the system, a quantity 
of mundane matter, so great as to be liable, under the further 
action of the law of condensation, to ·ultimately assume forms 
more or less distinctly visible. This consideration hints at 
the origin ·and character of those erratic, and in some cases 
apparently almost lawless bodies, called comets. These are 
mere ezcructnCU upon the system-incidents of previous 
developments; and their anomalas of constitution and motions 
are probably the results of their borderings upon the extreme 
confines of the forces and laws provided fO!' the government 
of the system. Aside from some illustrations of cosmical 
law11 which they afford, they probably subserve no purpose 
which is much more important than that of the amusemen& 
of astronomers. 

This idea of reSidual nebular matter also accounts for that 
singular nebulous and oblately spheroidal envelope of the sw1, 
which is called the "Zodiacal Light." Probably neither the for
mation of this nor of the comets, was specifically contemplated 
in the original plan of the Creator, but the development of 
each was incidental to the uniform operations of establisht:d 
Jaws. 

As originated our own solar system, so we may suppose 
originated all other solar systems in space, with differences in 
the for'm.l of the operations and results of identical principles, 
aooording to d' ft'eren0'38 in material conditions aDd 1~ 
~ 
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IYJITBETJO.U, VIEW OF THE ()RIGIN OF THE BARTH 
AND ITS OEOLOOIOAL FORMATIONS 

THE last developed forms of the universal cosmical struo 
ture, viz., the distinctly segregated ma.sses of planetary matter 
before described, may be ·viewed in the light of Seed of the 
great Tree of previous Being, and Germs of a future and cor
responding creation. By means of a generative influence 

. constantly descending from the Divine Spirit, as the Souroe 
Clf all subordinate existences, a corresponding octave of unfold
ings now ensue, which may be called the geognollic unfold
ings. The successive stages of these, which, like other systema 
of creation, form a 1evm-jold series, seem, both in the light of 
principlu and facti, to observe the following order and 
relat!onH ~ 

PKJHAilY TannTY. 
1. Ohactlo or unformed fiery 

•apor. 

2. Spheroidal nucleus (liquid 
and gaseous). 

f . Oranito-aqneone, or, nper
loiallyiOliditled and oeeanio 

SccoNDAilY TannTY. 
4. The •• Transition Period," eha

racteriaed mainly by aerial 
denlopmenta and changes. 

6. The" Secondary Period," cha
racterized by dietinctione of 
climates and eeaeons, and 
Uaeiroorresponding eediment
ary deposita. 

6. The "Tertiary," or, Uae YOl• 
canlo, lacustrine, tln•atllo. 
and ab:ruiye Periocl. 

O'LTJIIIATa 

f, ~' or Allu'rial Pedo4. 
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In our descending or analytical view of creation, we 3poke 
briefly of some of the more superficial characteristics of th(IS(. 
terrestrial developments; but we will now glance at the as

pects in which they will appear in the light of the d priori and 
d pollerwri processes of reasoning combined. 

1. Tux CaAOTIC STAoB.-In our analytical and analogical 
view of the terrestrial system, we found abundant reason to 
believe that our earth was formed from a mass of primeval 
fiery vapor, as expressing material conditions antecedent to the 
fiery liquid mass, of which, facts prove that our globe once 
consisted. Following the further and obvious teachings of 
analogy, as well as the intimations· of certain celestial ph~> 
nomena, we were led to the conclusion that this mass must 

. have been a result of .a previous aggregation and segregation 
of the materials of the solar atmosphere, of which an ex plana. 
tion is involved in the now apparently well!established theory 
of the formation of the nebulous rings, and their subsequent 
changes. 

It seems to be a well-founded opinion of believers in the 
nebular theory, that the gaseous cycloid, whose condensation 
resulted in the formation of the earth, must have originally 
been nearly of the same shape and circumference with the 
present orbit of the earth. Now, the earth's orbit is not an 
exact circle, but an ellipse, with the sun in one of its foci. 
O.msequently, at the separation of the mate1·ials of this ring 
or cycloid at one part of its rim, and their aggregation at the 
opposite part, whether this occurred at the perihelion or 
aphelion point-the common mass thus formed must have 
taken the elongated or ellipsoidal shape, and preserved super· 
ticiall y all the general geometrical properties of the previous 
aircumsolar zone, on a reduced scale. 

The first distinct form assumed by the materials of OIU 
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onscent planet, theiefJre, must have been that of an ellipsoid, 
or, perhaps, more p10perly speaking, that of an egg somewhat 
flattened in the direction of its shorter diameter. The two 
tnd8 of this ellipsoidal body, preserving, respectively, the 
general qualities of what were its aphelion and perihelion 
points when, during its previous and higher state of diffusion, 
it encircled the sun, must now sustain toward each other the 
relations of positive and negative.* The atoms having the 
strongest affinity for the positive influence, therefore, would 
naturally flow toward the positive end; and those having the 
strongest affinity for the negative influence would flow toward 
the negative end. There would, therefore, be a tendency of 
the particles to agglomerate and condense in the form of a 
separate nucleus near eit!ter end of the general body, or, more 
accurately speaking, probably in either .foC1U of the ellipse. · If 
the particles are sufficiently diverse from each other as to their 
extreme degrP.es of positiveness or negativeness, and other 
circumstances are fin·orable, the tendencies to agglomeration 
and condensation at these two points, may result in the forma
tion of a primary planet and a satellite; or, if there are 
several degrees of matter widely distinguished by their rela
tively positive and negative qualities, a correspondingly com •. 
plicated operation of the same principles and forces, may re
sult in the formation of several satellites. 

The idea of a tendency to, and condensation in, the foci of 
the egg-shaped nebulous mass, tfius forming a primary and a 
satellite, and that this tendency. indicates a laiD, is in precise 

• In ~mplo)1ng IM lenni" poeltlve~ and "n~gntlvct u above, It 11 not Intended 10 
l't'Otrict tho ldt."n or the JlOiar rdntlnns whirh tb•·:r expr< .... to a <'ODn~ctlon with clec> 
lrlclly or runl(twti.om. Th<'"'' r.•lnt!uns may be oupfl""'·•l, in "'''"'' "''"""·to aubslot I» 
IWt!<"tl the two exl.n•mt .. In th~ dcv,.lopnwnt of mdt or the lmpondt•rab!CL Releb~o

bach,u w~ ha\'e .._..,o. fo•un•l nnmi•tuknhl" ln•licatl•>no or tbeae polarrclatl<na ex!Jtlllf 
Ill the" odic" clcccnt, with il8 ditl'<·rt•nt varl•ll<.., by him dilcoYered. 

12 
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AOOOI'Jance with, and explains, ~ fact, universal in the SOIJI 

aystem, and doubtless in other departments o( the oosmica; 
ereation, that when bodies (whether planets or satellites) ~ 
Yolve in tUiptU:Gl orbits, their primaries, or centers of gravity 
are invariably situated in one of the foci of the ellipse, pre. 
cisely where, according to our theory, such bodies must, in all 
probability, have been originally formed. It may be added 
that, of the fact of this focality in the situation of primaries 
with reference to the elliptic orbits of their secondaries, no 
other hypothesis than the general one now under consideration 
affords the slightest explanation. 

Considering the earth and the moon as having, in this way, 
been fonned respectively by condensations in the foci of the 
~~.,me original nebulous mass, their origin and relations may 
be considered as hinting at, if not exactly representing, the 
origin and relations of the two bodies of what are called 
cumbk llan, Or binary systems. The divtrlily oj COWrl gene 
rally observed as characterizing the two constituents of such 
systems-the larger body being, in most cases, relatively red. 
and the smaller relatively blue, as though they bad divided 
the prismatic colors between them-strongly intimates, of it. 
eel(, something like a polar oppolilion in the materials o( which 
they are respectively composed, and gives additional weight 
to the hypothesis of their original and nebulous connection. 

The hypothesis of an original union in one nebulous body 
of the materials of the earth and moon, seems, indeed, to be 
necessary, if there is admitted to be any truth in the nebular 
theory. But, if this hypothesis is true, it suggests a conneo
tlon of a nature heretofore little suspected, as even notD sub
llisting between the ~rth IUld moon. 'taken in connection 
with our doctrine of constant tmanation, as well as oontttan& 

~-fN'itataon, of particles govemed by the lawa of aaaimilation 
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elimination, and polari:r.ation, it encourages, if possible, even 
more tht.n a suspicion, that the earth and moon are t ut con 
dcnsed and oppositely polarized points in one comn.on m8lll 
of ethereal, ma.&Detoid, or "odic'' substance. Such an ethereal 
mass, considered as the common calorific, photic, electric, odic, 
nervoid, and vital sphere or atmosphere of the earth and moon. 
would seem to be B neoesssry existence, according to princi 
pies involved in the discoveries of Reichenbach; while, on the 
other hand, and in a still more emphatic sense, the earth and 
moon in their present state, may be supposed to consist ot 
prtcipil4ted particlu originally held in solution in their now 
"nveloping ethereal and imponderable menstruum. • 

This field or realm of segregated ether supporting th•lse 
n~ w condensed points, may, in its present state, be considered 
a.<> &'l ultimate refinement of the primeYal nebulous mass from 
which our world and its satellite had their common origin. 
Though its ultimate attenuations, intercom mingling with those 
of kindred bodies (yet still preserving their identity) may be 
supposed to extend indefinitely into ~pace, the relatively dense, 

• It II weD .bwtM lbat partiCDiar poelllooa of lbe moon In ~ In lbA eanb, U'll 

ae«>mpanled with markoo ~llllcta upon oomnunbullota, catalepllco, and pel'8hilll dt. 
~ 10 lnaanlty; and it hae 11-om time Immemorial been bal«<td that ecrtalc lunar 
pol!tloua have aleo a decided Influence upon lbe ngetnhlc and animal tlngdoma. 
During f<'IIJl""f' of the mn, when lbe moon hae bet-n dlreeUy belwe<>n lbal lomlnary 
and the earth, hungry animal& haTe been obeerYed 1010ddcnly ceaae <'llling, and lx'eome 
apJ'art·nUy sad and dejected ; and when ecllpsee have boon lOla!, birJo have oomelim<» 
'""'"known tn ran dead l'rom their percbea. Now, neither of these eft'rota can be sup.. 
!"--' to l't'elt tl'rom any modill<aUon of lbe forte of (lNM>U<UW.. u owing 10 lbe rei .. 
th·e pooiliona in 111ch .,_,., of lbe eanb, moon, and aun. Bullf wo euppoo<', u ie oup.. 
pooed abov .. , that the earth and moon are ~nvcloped In a rommon u odic" sphere of a 
tll'n'old aud semi-vital <haracter, and lbal lhls ebangee in its polar ro•latioua and OOD• 

k"JU~nl qualities of lullue~~ce upon U•!ng organiatm, wilh every change of r..I&U•e 
poeitlon of lbc earth, moon, and sun, ..,., ba ve an """Y eolution of lbe phllDODieaa ita 
JIII'Olion. 'The auppoellion of mcb a change of lnftuence would let'm lo be oocmt.e
....-1 bylbe n..ulla of Reiebenbeeh'e experimeat wllb the re•ol'flac mac-, beiiN 
'P'*ellot 
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'Jr trte rathmally more ohviou!<, portion of the l.ody, stillM 
taius, in nil prol.al.ility, the gl•nernl shape and size of the 
origmal ne!.ula. If Wl' :;uppose this spheroid of imponderablE 
matter to he n•tating on its own proper axis once in twenty
lleven d!iJS, >'en'u hours, aud forty-three minutes, carrying the 
:!arth and nwon with it as its conde11sed foci, we haYC, in such 
suppo~ition, an explanation of the motion of the ntoon round 
the .-art h as it api'ears to us, and of the motion of the earth 
'!round the moon as it would I.e mat!tematimlly evident to an 
iuhal,itaut of the latter body. If this supposition is correct., 
then neith(·r h .. dy ought to move round the other as an aoso
lutely fixed point in the system, out both ought to revolve 
around a common center-the axis uf their common ethereal 
nnd em·• ·l•,ping mass. But, considt•ring the superior attractive 
f<•rce of the earth over the m'•on, together with the superior 
d('nsity of that whole end of the ethereal mass in which the 
Part h is situated, to that of the end in which the moon is 
situated, this center of common revolution can probably vary 
nt most but a few hundred miles from the center of the earth, 
nnd may be very nearly coincident with it. 

I ht'lie\·e that astronomers are now pretty generally con
\'inccd that in binary stellar systems, one body not only 
revolves around the other, hut that the two bodies revolve 
round a rommon center, situated somewhere between the 
Cl'nf••rs of the two, aud nearest to the center of the larger one; 
nnd to these mot ions, those of thC' binary system of the earth 
Rnd moon would, according to the foregoing hypothesis, pre
S('n: an cxad analogy. 

The earth, hl'ing the major ur P'•silit·e f<•l'a] condeusation of 
the ger.;.>ral ethert·al aud <'llvelopiug sphl'n.itl, has asumed 
•uflit·icnt inJq,..ndcm:e to admit of a diurual revolution on itf 
own proper axes; but the moon, heiug the miMr and Mg. 
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live focus, still cont:nues in subjection to the foroo of the 
'tntral ttl~ereal mass which is positive over it; and therefor(\ 
keeping the sam A side always to the earth, i~ rotates only with 
the rotation of the general mass. 

If our hypothesis is correct, then not only ought the sides 
of the moon turned to and from the earth, to be in opposite 
polar relations, but there should be a slight elongation of the 
moon in the same direction, presenting, in . fact, the dwindled 
and miniature form of the original nebulous or present 
ethereal spheroid. On the same principle there mus· have 
been a tendency to elongation in the form of the earth, while 
&be partides which compose it were in process of aggregation. 
This tendency, however, so far as the solid, or leas mobile ma
terials of the earth are concerned, was corrected by its ro
talion on its axis, by the perpetual action of which, during 
the period in which the earth passed from a fluid to a super. 
fieially solid state, the surface or the earth was rolled into 
general rotundity. But the mobility of the watery portions 
of the earth's surface, was such as to preserve, in a degree, 
t.heir freedom to observe the original tendency to ellipticity, 
fDhwh tendency i.Y now ma11ijested in the form of tilks. For 
tides are only elongations of the mobile portions of the earth's 
substance, in what we have supposed to be the direction of 
the longer axis of the ethereal spheroid, which axis would 
necessarily be in the direction of the earth and moon, admit. 
ting these bodies, as poin~ < f condensation in t.he general 
body, to occupy generally the two foci of the latter. There 
are, doubtless, for the same reasons, atmospheric tides which 
are greater than the oceanic tides in proportion to Lhe greater 
mobility of the atmospheric particles; and had not the earth 
assumed a rotatory motion (from causes identical with those 
which llroduced a similar motion in other bodies, and whi~ 
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have been before explained), it would doubtless have con 
ciensed (as we have supposed the moon to have done), in a 
permanently oval form, whose opposite ends would, if the 
expression may be allowed, have represented 1olidiji~a 

tides.• 
With the evolutions and condensations above supposed, or, 

at least, with something not essentially differing from them, 
the materials of which our earth is composed, may be sup- . 
posed to have passed out of their first or chaotic state. 

2. The sECOND stage of the earth's developments, as ob. 
viously the next orderly stage of progression from the first, 
was that of a &p/uroidal i!JMOU8 nuckus. This stage, indeed, 
commenced the moment the nucleus began to appear; for 
then the general body, by the distinrtion developed in its 
parts, began to pass out of the state of absolute chaos. It 
may be considered that this development closed when the 
outer limits of this igneous nucleus became distinctly defined, 
and when its merely molten and fluid substance bet>ame fully 
distinguished from its gaseous envelope.t 

3. The THIRD stage may be denominated the !Jranito-aqtUOUS, 
it being the stage characterized by the formation of the first 
granite crust, and by the development of the oceans by which 
the latter was generally covered. This, completing as it did 
the first Trinity" of terrestrial developments, brought tbe earth 
from a previously elastic and yielding, to a aolid and perma-

• Tbeee 111geetlons, tending, u they do, to an e.eotlal modification or tho New. 
too1ao theory of titles, might be guonlly foriUied by additional cooalderaUooa; bot to 
preeent theee In their proper rofll(', dlacllllllooa would be required whleh would be too 
occult tor a popular treallae. 

t Th~ fort•~t<>ing ronoideraUoiiJI In reai>E'CI to the llr.t and second lllagel otthe earth'! 
t>rmnllon, nrc n<lmill<d to be mainly d prWrl. but to th(ll() who ean perceln ell'ecw 
u Involved In t:1elr c.auaee, they 'lri I not be wlthool weight. 1D reepec& to the renWD• 
.. llagOI of development, we will not OIIIJ haTe the erideDce ot -,bat ol ... 
t§d, u still obiJ<.-robZ. ID tho earlh'l crlll& 

~ ,.,.. ~ 
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nent state, and thus completed its constitution merely as a 
pltuu/4ry body. 

4. The I'OURTR stage was cha!'a( terized mainly by aerial de
velopments and changes. It embraces that vast period durin@ 
which the rooks of the Cambrian, Silurian, Old Red SaudstuntJ 
and Carboniferous systems were formed. At the commence
ment of this period, the atmosphere must of necessity have 
been in an exceedingly crude and impure state. Besides other 
gross and noxious elements, it must have home in its bosom 

. all, or nearly all, of the carbonic acid gas which subsequently 
became condensed in the mountain limestone and various 
other limestone deposits, and the carbon of which, parting with 
its oxygen, became embodied in the immense beds of mineral 
JOal, found, more or less, in almost every quarter of the earth. 
~atmosphere thus surcharged with this noxious vapor, must 
•lAVe been incompatible with the existence of any forms of 
wganic life, except those of a low order; and accordingly we 
·ind that the plants and animals of this vast period were, as 
·abown by their fossil remains, exclusively such as inhabited 
the ooean.and the marshy and frequently submerged places in 
Its vicinity-situations intermediate between the properly 
marine and the properly terr&>trial. 

It was, doubtless, owing mainly, if not wholly, to atmoa 
pheric causes that the solar rays during this period had bu' 
little inftuence upon the surface of the earth, and that a nearly 
uniform temperature prevailed at all latitudes and at all sea
IIOlls. Geologists have usually attempted to account for the 
high degree and general uniformity of this temperature, aa 
indicated by the universally tropical nature of the plants and 
animals of this period, by referring it to a radintion of the 
internal heat of the earth, which it is supposed must, at thal 
early period, have been much more intenAe than in subsequent 
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times. But the mystery seems to be quite as well, if not bet 
7-er, accounted for in the consideration that while the atmos 
phere was so excessively dense as it must have been while 
loaded with so much carbon and carbonic acid, its presBUre 
must have be~n correspondingly great; and it is wdl known 
that every increase of atmospheric pressure is attended with an 
increase of heat. It is not improbable, however, that both 
of these causes had something to do in the production of the 
superior heat of these times. 

The scene which would have been presented to a human, 
spectator, could such an one have been placed upon the sur
face of the earth at this time, would have been gloomy and 
cheerless in the extreme. HI'·. " ld probably at no time have 
beheld either clouds or deci 0 t.nshine, but a dim and unde. 
fined luminescence, caused by ta.<l sunbeams in passing athw3rt 
the thick and stagnant atmosphere. No sta1·-beam could hnvu 
penetrated the dense aerial envelope to relieve the gloom of 
night; and, for the same reason, the range of horizontal vision, 
even at noonJay, must have been confined within narrow 
limits. All diver:sity of landscape must, in the earlier part 
of this period, have been merged in one wide waste of waters. 
This, however, was, in later times, partially relieved by exter •• 
sive districts of low, marshy land, on which the soft and suc
culent vegetation grew with the rankest Juxuriar.ce. No bird 
yet winged the air, or gladdened the f<,,,· ~t with its song; no 
beast prowled thr<>ugh the thick jungles of fern and sigillaria, 
and no herds lowed upon tho fields of moss and equiscta; and, 
except the roJJing of the ocean waves, the plashing of the finny 
tribe, and the occasional rumblings of subterranean fires, the 
most profound anti gloomy silence reigned over the filce of th_, 
globe! 

I~ therefore, in •: : ~ first st!lge of the first Trinity of devel. 
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opments, the whole mass of terrestrial materials was in a atatA 

Ghat may l1e designated as chaotic, we find here, in the first 
atage of the second Trinity, a corresponding condition as .. 

lating to the whole mass of almosplteric niaterials, and of ita 

accon•panying developments as the initial steps of terrest1·ial 
organic creation. Taken as a whole, however, the changes of 
this period brought conditions on the earth's surface int<l· 
something like a systematic, or what may be called rudiment· 
ally organized, form. 

5. The FIFTH de,·elopmcnt was characterized by dist:nction 
of climates as prevailing iu different latitudes, and by warm 
and cold seasons, as owing to the revolution of our planet 

around the sun; hence, also, by new kinds of geological de
posits, and higher degrees of organic life. This development 
was comprised in the period commencing with the New Red 
Sandstone, and ending with the elo~c of the Chalk formation. 

The records of the general conditions of this period are very 
distinttly preserved upon the l<'~ves of the rocky book. On 
the lamiuro of the New Hcd Sandstone rocks in various 
localities (and especially in the valley of the Connecticut 
Rivflr), are found the distiu(·t footprints of bird~ of various 

species. These appea-r to have l>cen ituprl·~scd upon the sandy 
and clayey margin of an ocean at low tide, and to have been 
covered up Ly suece~sive thin layers of sand and clay drifted 
in hy the swelling tide. Ou the st\me rocks occur marks whose 

angles and ether ehamd•~ri~tics, clearly prove them to have 
hecn made by frost. Tht'Y arc in form exactly identical with 
those which arc rww produced !.y frost in the mud upon the 

oorders of n stream. Thc"e appear to have been covered over 
end prc:;crn·d, i11 like ruam•cr with the tracks, !.y the detritus 

BWl·pt in J,y the r"t.urning tiole. llut it i~ noteworthy that, • 

'llthough these t!·aek; and frOJst 111111 ks occur in abundm~ 
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&bovt~ and helow each other in the same system· of rocks. tllf 

~too. c~re 11et•er found upon t./1.8 1am1 lamina-as th(Jugn thf · 
birds, during the frosty &ea.,on, were entir~ly absent, havin@ 
migrated to a waro~ climate, to retum again with the rtturfl 
of mmm.~r. 

On the ~me strata are al110 sometimes found impressionf 
which could· only have been made by the pattering of rain: 
drops during the passage of a small shower-cloud ; and the 
forms of these sometimes even infaiJibly indicate the course 
in which the wind was blowing at the time! 

Here, then, is the earliest distinct indication of the preva. 
Jence of atmospheric conditions somewhat similar to those 
which rww obtain upon the earth's surface. We find, here, 
unmistakable evidences of summer and winter, warm and cold 
latitudes, rain, winds, clouds, and sunshine-conditions which 
~]early could not have existed to any great extent, during any 
previous period. 

Concerning the relics of the olden time, from which these 
atmospheric and terrestrial conditions are inferred, Professor 
Hitchcock (to whom the scientific world is much indebted for 
bringing them to light) remarks: "It is a most interesting 
thought, that while millions of men, who have striven hard to 
transmit some trace of their existence to future generations, 
have sunk into utter ohlivion, the simple footsteps of animala 
that existed thousands, nay, te!l6 of thousands, of years ago, 
should remain as fresh and distinct as if yesterday impressed, 
even though nearly every other ve:iltige of their existence baa 
vanished. Nay, still more strange is it, that even the patter
ing of a shower at that distant period, should have left marb 
equally distinct, and registered with infallible certainty tM 
:'~ion of the wind."* . 
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'llle terrestrial animals of this period were almost exclu 
a!vely oviparous, partaking largely of the sauroidal, or lizard 
ltke type, which latter rem~rk is even applicable to the birds. 
Toward the close of the period, however, an animal appeared 
which may be regarded as a transition link between the 
ovipa:ous and vh·iparous. It was an animal of the class Mar. 
supialia; in other words, an animal with a pouch, like that of 
the opossum, or kangaroo, in which it sheltered and nour
ished its young fhr a season after their birth, the same 
being yet too feeble and imperfectly developed to endure 
exposure to the outer elements. It has hence been remarked 
that," though the young of this animal were hom alive, they 
were only half hom, as it were," and needed a kind of sup
plementary gestation to fit them for life in the external 
world. 

Like the fifth development or member of every otheF seven. 
(old series, therefore, this is characterized by the assumption of 
diltinctnu1, or partition, in forms and gradations of forms, 
from a state of previous and comparative indistinctne11. Tho 
principle of aegr11gatia-n. is here distinctly observed, the same 
as it was in the fifth stage of the universal creation. Each 
one of these forms, being yet transitional and incomplete, is, 
as it were, a nucleated point in the previously 0haotic material& 
and their involved principles; and the~cfore the whole deveJ. 
opment, being the second of the Secondary Trinity, has a cer. 
t.ain correspondence to the second of the Primary Trinity, 
which was characterized by a nucleation of the materials of 
the earth as a whole. 

6. The SIXTH stage of the earth's formation was comprised 
in the whole period commonly termed the Tertiary and Dilu• 
vial periods. It commer.ccd irnmcuiatcly after that remark· 
,ble mvine, terrestrial, ~d !itmospheric chan&e which mw 
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necessarily have accompanied the great Chalk fi•rmutivn, a <1 

closed immediately prior to the commencement of the preseni 
or Alluvial period. It was distinguished from the previoua 
stage of tenestriaJ devoJopments, mainly uy its la{)UStrine, 
v<•lcanic, and fluvatile conditions, and by the erosive, leveling, 
and harmonizing operations which, especially near the close of 
the period, (){'Curred on the earth's surface. These conditions 
were evidently an improve1;1ent upon pre\'ious ones. The 

. ~>luth became more ~tensively di\·er·sified by mountains and 
valleys, forests, fields, and running streams. The quantity of 
upland and fertile soil was gr·eatly increased; the atmosphere 
was freed from pr·evious pestilential vapors; the climates werfl 
rendered more salubrious, and all thiugs were more compat;. 
ible with the existence of higher species in the organic kinr 
doms. Accordingly, even iu the lower strata of this formatior. 
there are found the remains of animals of decidedly rnam· 
miferous species. These are of the order Padlyd.trmata 
(thick-skinned), and of comparatively low organization. l3ut a!! 
conditions advanced and new strata were deposited, higher 
species successively made their appearance, organic life all the 
while assuming more analogy to existing types, uutil, toward 
the close of the period, there was, in mmry instances, an actua! 
shading off into species which now iuhabit the earth. This 
latter remark is equally applicable to the vegetable, as it is to 
t.he animal, kingdom. 

About the close of this period, there appcar·s to have beP.n 
:~> remarkable fall of atmospheric temperature, accompanied 
by a submergence of the greater portion of land in the 
northern and temperate regions, iu ~ca:; filled with floatiug 
iceLergs. Tiwse icclterg"', fre•preutly n·adring to tho Lot•.om 
of the ocean, have scraped alt•ng on\r the •·arth's surfac~ 

'Jashed violentl.1· aga'n8t· its pr, :nirH.'nt·es, torn fragments Q( 
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'fOOk from their original beds, pushed them along before them.. 
the friction rounding off their angles, and reducing many of 
them to sand and pebbles. Sometimes large masses of rook 
would get wedged in between, or thrown upon the tops o( 
blocks or projections of ice, and would be floated to great dis
tances and scattered over the country. Boulder rocks which 
must have been transported in some such way, have been 
identified with rocks "in place" to which they must have orig· 
inally belonged, from a few hundred yards to several hundred 
miles to the north of where they were found. Sometimes 
boulders o( great magnitude have been carried over ateep and 
high mountains, and are 1\Q.t unfrequently found lodged upor• 
their summits and scattered over their southern declivities 
and the long-continued passage of rooky fragments and detri 
tus transported in this way, has worn scratches, and sometimes 
deep groves in the 1~ountain rol·k, all of which have the same 
general direction, which is nearly north and south-proving 
that such was the general direction of the current. By thi~ 
operation, which was evidently long.continued, rugged mount 
ain escarpments were reduced; deep hollows were filled up, 
and the face of Nature was made to assume fairer proportions. 
In !>hort, the terrestrial structure being generally completed, 
this final operation (to illustrate a great thing by a diminutive 
comparison) seems to have been the smoothing and land
p!lpering proces!l to which it was subjected, before bei11g 
applied to its ultimate and principal u~e as the habitation cf 
its future tenant, JU.N. 

This superficial zsmoot.lmg and rounding of the earth, and 
it!'l completion as a habitable ylobe, oemg the third member of 
the Secondary Trinity of terrcst.rial developments, manifestly 
bears a certain correspondence to the third member of the 
Primary Trinity, or the granito-aqueous development, whlc» 

13 
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brought the earth to completeness, considered merely u a 
pl<mttary I[Jhtrt. 

7. The SBVXNTB terre.'ltrial development, which now ensues, 
is that which is going on at the present time. It is character
ized by sedimentary deposits from existing waters, and by 
the oceanic, terrestrial, and atmospheric changes which are now 
imperceptibly going on; and its ushering in was accompanied 
by the introduction of MAN, together with most of the animals 
and plants of existing species. This, therefore, is the grand 
culminating point of all terrestrial creations, and brings the 
seven-fold progressive series to a completion. It is the grand 
point that was aimed at in the beginning of beginnings, and 
the great object the accomplishment of which each inter 
mediate movement was intended to subserve; and now that 
it ia attained, the previous conflicts of elements--the clashings 
of an impetuous nature, as if reaching forward an·d striving 
impatiently for the attainment of it!! final destiny, are lulled 
mto repose. The heavings of the earthquake and the spout
ings of subterranean fire through the broken strata which wero 
10 devastating in previous ages, have now in a great measure 
ruhsidcd, or occur only in limited districts and at long inter
fals. Mountain and plain, forest and field, ocean and atmo• 
)here now testify their common satisfaction with the end 
¥hich has been gloriously achieved; and man, undisturbed, 
,'roceeds to beautify anc adorn the earth, and, with no other 
iaterruptions than suet- as are due to his own folly, pursues hi. 
rounds of progress toward a destiny still more glorious and 
sublim~! 

Of oourse the for~oing remarks in reference to the genesis 
o( the earth, are c.~ b.3 considered only in the light of a 
9metnlwrvey o!" t.wo .,.:l,j~ to which they relate, and as 
being intended rm.. '-.' " •-stablish general principles aocJ 
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analogies to be used as aids in discovering or confirming ul
t.f!rior and corresponding truths. Such being O'Jr main object. 
we have abstained from descriptions of non-essential minutlm 
which may be found in the geological books. We have, how 
ever, recognized all facts which h&Vl" any essential bearing 011 

the subject of our speculations, and by the aid of theae facts. 
and of the general Jaws of causation and analogy which govel'll 
them, and necessarily connect them with corresponding ante. 
cedents and sequences, we have inferred the general nature of 
those necessary links of the system which are lost to sensuous 
perception. Hence we have commenced with descriptions of 
oooditions far more primitive than those from which geological 
writers in general have started, and by the aid of the corr&
apondences existing between one system of developments and 
another, as exhibited in the law of the seven-fold series, we 
have endeavored :o exhihit the roots of the tree of Geologr 
as growing upon the soil of Astronomy. 

If the whole subject, as thus unfolded, exhibits a eelf-811p. 
porting and self-proving consistency, it in no small degree 
tends to establit>h the correctness and importance of the method 
ol •eaa<•ning (roo which it rece"ves its support. 
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~B.C QBOLOGIOAL AND K08AIO BBVBLA'l'IOBI. 

On of the fin1t thoughts which strikes the mind as it con. 
&.elllplates the foregoing view of the natural history of our 
planet is, that the developments spoken of could have been 
accomplished only in periods too vast for human conception. 
Admitting that the process of unfolding which finally resulted 
in bringing our globe to its present habitable and mature 
state, commenced when its materials were all in a state of dit 
fused igneous gas. it is utterly beyond the power of man to 
conceive the period which must thence have elapsed before 
these materials were so far contracted as to admit o( the first 
superficial granitic incrustation. But after these untold 
myriads of ages had quietly rolled into the depths of the put, 
sedimentary materials, which, according to statements of Dr. 
John Pye Smith, as the results of careful measurements, mus& 
have had an aggregate thickness o( not lus than twP.nty miles, 
took place, for the most part quietly, at the bottom of the 
ocean. These materials, including the remains of plantl" and 
animals of now extinct species, and whole races of which were 
successively brought into being ana swept away, were after
ward slowly consolidated into the form of the existing fossillit 
erous rocks. 

As to the number of ye&nJ or centuries which milA baTt 

tlapeed during this mighty operation. we have the meana ol 

-, 
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making, in (IUr calculations, only a remote and indefinite ap
proximation. During comparatively short periods of violent 
physical revolution, conglomerates and other coarse and indis
tinctly stratified rocks may, in some instances, have been de. 
posited with comparative. rapidity. Older rocks were prob. 
ably disintegrated by the combined agency of heat and water, 
and ground to fragments by volcanic and marine agitation; 
and, by violent currents, probably thus generated, they may 
have been c&rJie.-1 to lower levels, and sometimes formed thick 
deposits in comparatively short periods. But these instances 
are only exceptions to the general rule, while far the greater 
proportion of the stratified rocks present unmistakable evi
dence of having been deposited in quiet waters. Aq,d these 
deposits could not, in general, have accumulated much more 
ra~'idly than similar ones which are going on at the presen\ 
time. Now, it is said that the lakes of Scotland shoal, by 
sedimentary depositions, only at the rate of about six inches 
in a century.* Making all reasonable allowance for the su. 
perior activity of early di~integrating and depositing forces, 
the period which must have been consumed during the depo
a;ition of materials which have formed rocks of twenty miles 
in perpendicular thickness, can be estimated only by millions 
of years, e~pecially when we take into account the long 
periods of super-marine elevation and repose which sometimes 
must have intervened between the close of one formation and 
tue commencement of the succeeding one. 

Our conception of the immensity of the periods of these de
posits is augmented when we consider that beds of rocks 
of great thickness, and sometimes whole mountains, many 
thousand feet high, are made up almost entirely of sea-shells 
IDC1 other organic matter-these mountains having originaU1 

• "IIIJIIaoell"J GeolocY, p. 1& 
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constituted the sea-beds, from which position thtly were sub 
sequently elevated by subterranean forces. The animals and 
plants, whose remains o.re thus preserved, "must have lived 
and died" (says Professor Hitchcock)" on or near the spot 
whe~e they are found; while it was only now and then that 
there was current enough to drif\ them any considerable 
distance, or break them into fragments; • • • and frequently 
all the shells found in a layer of rock, lie in the same position 
which similar shells now assume upon the bottom of ponds, 
lakt>.s, and the ocean ; that is, with a particular part of the 
shell uppermost."• 

Nor will we be astonished at these evidence& of the high 
antiquity of our globe, when we consider the immense periods 
which seem to be consumed in its appointed movements in 
space. For if there is any dependence to be placed upon the 
observations and mathematical reasonings of Maedler and 
others, the whole ·solar system is rapidly moving around a r&
motc center, in an orbit so vast, that a single revolution can 
not be accomplished in Jess than eighteen millions of years! 
Considering this period as the annw magnw, or great year of 
our planet and the family of orbs to which it belongs, it may 
have accomplished several of these grand revolutions since i~ 
assumed an individual existenoe, and still be only in the jir1l 
year1 of its existence-an existence which may continue 
through as many such revolutions as there are days or hours 
in the ordinary life of man! In fact, in the development of 
the plans of an infinite God, who has a whole eternity as his 
working period, it may emphatically be said, that "a thousand 
years are b•1t as one day." 

But the~e wonderful dcJuctions fr•>m scientific fiiCts have 

• Hlldleoek'l Goo!or., p. sa, to : aloo, Silliman 'I Appeadlx to Babwell'a Qeakv ·-
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given alarm to many theologians, who have considered them 
as oonflicting with the Mosaic account of creation, as recorded 
in the first chap:er of Genesis. This account has by them 
been considered as circumscribing the period of creation to sis 
literal days, during which it is supposed, that not only the 
earth and all it contains, but the sun and planets, if not even 
the fised stars, were brought into being. They have hence 
looked upon the statements and speculations of geologists 
with disfavor, supposing that their tendency was to under
mine the authority of the Bible. The present treatise, there. 
fore, would be incomplete were I pass over entirely unnoticed 
lhe question pending between geologists and theologians 
This question, however, I can now only consider in brief, ex
hibiting merely the general aspects of the controversy as they 
appesr to me. 

But before entering directly into the merits of the question, 
I would premise that all truths must be consistent with each 
other, whether found in the Bible or in Nature. If, therefore, 
there is any conflict unmistakably manifest between the teach
ings of these two authorities, it inevitably follows that one or 
the other must be untrue; and the untruth is most rationally 
predicable of that which is most liable to be .tinctured by 
ht•man invention. 

Now, the system of creation, though subjective and pbe. 
n..,menal when considered in relation to God, is positive and 
iDdependent when considered in relation to man. The paget 
of the rocky book were inscribed by no human amanuensis, 
and contain none of the whims and errors of perverted human 
thought. When tXJN'ectly in~Mpreted, therefore, they are to 
be relied on as infallible, and no theological teachings which 
oontradict them can be considered as the teachings of the 
IUDA God who wrote tlaose imperisbabb pages with hla on 
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lldnd. This consideration forces the conclusion, however re. 
luctant we may be to admit it, that that system of theoloi1 
which can be thrown into a trepidation by the unfOlding of a 
fact in nature, and which, in any case, treats with hostility, or 
even with disrespect, the positive deductions of science, caP 
not, thus fitr, have any counterpart in the mind of that Being 
who is the Author alike of nature and of heaven, and of the 
one harmonious system of truth which, in various and cor
responding degrees, pervades and constitutes the life and 
law of all things. 

True theology, therefore, has no more favors to ask of true 
science, than the latter has to ask of the former. Neither ope 
of these, in any case, is alarmed by, but always rejoices in, 
any additional development in the other, because the two are 
brothers in affectionate unity, and each one contributes to the 
other of its own riches and strength, and neither can languish 
withu .. t weakening the other in a corresponding degree. 

Some theologians, desirous of maintaining their preconcefv. 
ed interpretations o( the first chapter in Genesis, have argued, 
that since it is possible for God to do all things, it was 
possible for him, with a single stroke of his omnipotent 
power, to create the myriads of sea-shells, the impressions of 
plants, and the skeletons of the higher animals, in their pro
gn'ssive order of superposition, in the rocks. just as we now 
find them! This might be a•lmitted, if it could first be cor 
ecived as possible for God to have had a previous will and 
purpose in the generation of forms which, in such a case, 
would have been, to human conceptions, so evit:kntly tt-seless; 
-and ;oo, with the same qualifie~\tion, it may be admitted 
that God might have created Herculaneum under the beds of 
lava, and the Egyptian mummies in their tomhs, just as we 
aow find thmt. :-but to consider it in the least degree probablt 
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that God actually did _do either of these things, would be to 
aet all analogy at defiance, and to take an everlasting leave 
of those guides to truth to which the human mind is largely 
Indebted for all of its substantial progress. If, however, we 
abstain from such a violation of the God-uiiJhlilhed laws of 
our rational nature, we must admit in their fu1l force the 
manifest indications of fossilology and lithology, in reference 
to the immense periods which must have elapsed during the 
genesis of our globe, and of tr" various and successive races 
of living organisms by which it was tenanted prior to the 
introduction of man. , 

Having the utmost confidence in the inherent strength and 
invulnerability of lrv6 theology, therefore, we affirm, without 
any delicacy or evasion, that if the six days of creation, 
spoken of by Moses, mean only six times twenty-four hours 
of our time, then the chronology of the stages of creation, as 
given by him, is manifestly untrue. But with a perfect 
willingness to find the account, true or untrue, as the case 
may be, let us examine the account fearlully and without 
reserve, and endeavor to discover its real import. 

In order to do justice in our interpretation of any writer's 
language, 've must, of course, have a due regard to the mean. 
ing which context, the nature of the subject, the circumstances, 
objects, and personal condition, of the writer, and the modes 
of speech prevalent among the class of writers to which he 
belongs, C'.onspire to fix upon his language. Thia rule is so 
obviously true, that no candid mind will fail to recognize its 
propriety at once. Now, the book of Genesis (as is the case 
with other books of the Bible) was written in an age and to 

oountry in which 8Jimbolicallanguage wns much in vogue. 1 It 
also cla'ms, like other sacred books, to have been written by 
1 spiritu~ly illumi~ated person, and for spiritual purpoeet 
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and, admittirig these claims, its peculiar forms of thought and 
expression must be admitted to ~ve been governed, to some 
extent, by lpiritual 14ws; and according to these same laws, 
therefore, they must be interpreted. Now-, one way, and, in 
some instances, the only feasible way, of conveying in human 
language a deep interior idea is, by presenting it in the verbal 
imager.)' of some familiar exterior fact, which embracea within 
itself the identical principle which is involved in such interior 
idea. That thi11 rule was observed in all the parabolic, and 
much of the prophetic and descriptive language of the Bible, 
no one who i11 familiar with the contents of that book can 

* deny. 
Now, let it be observed, that if ' Moses himself, through 

spiritual or Divine impressions, or any other means, had pos
sessed any adequate idea of the immense. periods which Ge 
ology proves to have elapsed between the commencement of 
the creation of our globe and the introduction of man upon its 
surface, it would have been impossible for him to have con
veyed to the unenlightened minds of the semi-barbarians of hia 
age and nation any adequate idea of the actual truth of the 
case; and any attempt to do this, would only have been pro· 
ductive of misapprehension, and would probably have gene
rated some of the wildest forms of superstition. The probability 
is, however, that Moses himself had no adequate conceptiQD 
of the immensity of the ootual periods o( creation; and con
sidering him, according to his claims, as a revelator merely 
of what was revealed to him, this admission may be made 
without affecting the truthfulness of the representations which 
were by him recorded as he himself received them. 

These considerations strongly favor the belief, even d priori; 
that a.ny trulkful record of the natural history of creatio11 
N!de in those da1s, and especially for spiritual purpoeea1 an4 
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b7 a apiritLal teacher, would have been couched in oorrupoo 
deotial and spiritual language, by which the principles 81ld 
spi;it o{ the immense truths more interiorly involved, were 
brought into a diminished form of embodiment, and tbUI 
adapted to the rudimentary intellects to which they were ad 
dressed. Now, a "day" involves the principle of, and hence 
•piritually means, oru complete revolution. llut as each com· 
plete revolution, whether requiring a long or abort period, only 
involves the ~anu principle or spirit, why may not the great 
revolutions or cycles of operation which comprise the different 
periods In our earth's physical history be, in spiritual language, 
ealled so many days t 

That the word "day" is, in the first chapter of Genesis, used 
in this spiritual sense, without necessarily signifying any thing 
but the principk or qnrit of a day (or a complete revolution 
or indefinite duration), is further evident from the manner in 
which the word is used in many other passages, not only by 
Moses, but by other sacred writers. Thus we reatl in Genesis 
li. 4, 5, "These are the generations of the heavens and the 
earth when they were created, in THE DAY that the Lord God 
made the earth and the heavens, and every plant of the field," 
etc. Here the six minor revolutions or days are comprised in 
one grand rev:>lution or day, in the same way as several small 
circles or periods may be comprehended in one large one. 
The occurrence of the word "day" in this enlarged sense here, 
effectually precludes the right of every one to circumscribe ita 
meaning necessarily to a period of twenty.four hours, as it oc. 

eurs in. the previous chapter in reference to the same subject. 
Among the numerous other examples of a similar usage of 

the term" day," which may be found in other portions of the 
tacred writings, let the following suffice for our present pur. 
f010: "Ap~ ~. that. dtzt thece s~ be a root o( Jeao wbici 
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shall stand as an ensign of the people; to it shall the Gentile~ 
seek : and. hi~ rest shall be glorious. And it shall come to 

pass in that DAY, that the Lord shall set His hand again a 
second time to recover the remnant of His people." (I~. xl 
10, I I.) "And it shall come to pass in that DAY, that the 
mountains shall drop down new wine, and the hills shall flow 
with milk." (Joel iii. 18.) And Jesus says,'' Abraham re
joiced to see my DAr; and he saw it, and was glad." (John 
viii. 56.) In neither of these passages is i& possible to restrict 
the meaning of the word "day" to the period of the diurnal 
revolution of the earth. In candor, therefore, it must be 
acknowledged to he at least extremely prohable that the word 
"day" is used in an equally eJJlarged and spiritual sense in the 
equally spiritual language of the first chapter of Genesis-
especially as there are so many other fitcts and cit·cumstances 
to corroborate such an interpretation. 

Considering the six days of creation, then, as expressing six 
periodR of very long duration, let us inquire whether the inci
dents and characteristics of these periods as described by :Moses, 
bear any similarity to the in('identR in the physical history of 
our globe, as revealed loy geological science; and whether the 
Mosaic classification of periods and operations possesses that 
evidence of truthfulness which consi~ts in a conformity to the 
Jaw of the three-fold and seven-fold correspondential series. 

In a previous general survey, ranging from the origin to the 
full maturity of our globe, we have seen that there were seven 
grand periods or stnges in its development, as there are seven 
stages in the development and compartments in the constitu
tion of all perfect R.)':<lem~. These pcrioJs, however, are not 
throughout cxnctly coincident with the periods described by 
Mo11c!11 lna!lmuch as the two descriptions embrace subjeets 
eomewbat dltrercnt. Ia our general geological survey w" have 
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endP.alored to unfold the history of the developments of the 
earth as such, speaking of the vegetable and animal creatiens 
only incidentally; while the ohject of Moses appears to have 
been to speak of the successive organization of those outer 
forms and conditions with which man is immediately, either 
sensihly or spiritually, connected. Hence, Moses passes over 
the first two stages of creation, or the chaotic-gaseous and the 
nucleated stages, mentioned in our generalization, with the 
simple and comprehensive remark, that "In the beginning God 
created the heaven and the earth," and commences his main 
description at an epoch when the earth was probably in a 
state of imperfect superficial consoliclation, and when much of 
the water of the ocean was still diffused, as vapor, in the thick 
•nd turbid atmosphere. The earth is hence described as at 
that period "without form and void"-that is, without arrange
ment, and vacant-" and darkness was upon the faCP of the 
:leep." This "-darkness" may be conceived to have been a 
natural consequence of the state of the atmosphere, which was 
probahly still so thick as not to he easily distinguishal,]e fi·om 
the fluid portions of the earth, and from the water which Nsted 
upon its surf.1ce, in which condition it would, of course, have 
been ..x>mpletely impervious to the solar ~ays. The first Di
vine oreration naturally required, therefore, was to produoo 
changes in, and precipitations from, the aqueous portions of 
the atmosphe.·e, such as would admit of the descent of some 
degree of solar light to the earth's surfhce. This ,)peration 
is de$Cribed by "Mosc~, in sayiug, "The Spirit of God moved 
upon the face of the waters: and Gorl said, Let there be light: 
nnJ there waM lif!ht." This, nccorrling to the account, consti
tuted the work of the jint cla!f. And here it may be remarked 
Obce for all, that tin phrase, "the evening and the morning,'' 
•hicb i8 used as the standing synonym of the different 

14 
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"days" in this account, seems to stand simply for the begin. 
ning and close of the different periods-a use of language 
'3imilar to that employed by us when we speak of the" eve" or 
"mom" of a" new era." 

It is said, that "God called the light Day, and the darknesa 
He called Night." In this passage, the words "day" and 
"night" are probably (though not necessarily) used in their 
ordinary acceptation, and point to a revolution of the earth on 
its axis, and a successive illumination of its sides by the san. 
But owing to the thick atmospheric vapors which still con
tinued to prevail to a great extent, the sun would doubtless 
have still been invisible to a spectator, could such have been 
placed upon the earth's surface, and the amount of solar light 
that could have penetrated to the earth, was probably much 
less than is noUI received, even through the thickest and dark· 
est clouds. 

The next work seems to have consisted in producing further 
changes and regulations in the atmosphere, by which a mor• 
distinct line of demarcation was established between the waters 
intended to be suspended in the air, and those designed to 

preserve a more condensed form upon the earth'a surface. 
Moses, being obliged to make the most of the few words whicb 
his primitive and meager language afforded, describes this 
work by saying, "And God said, Let there be a firmament in 
the midst ef the waters, and let it divide the waters from the 
waters." Hebraists tell us that the word "firmament" is a 
very improper rendering of the original word, whicb signifie. 
simply an expan36 or space; "Consequently," (says Dr. 
Clarke) "that circumbient space or expansion, separating the 
clouds, which are in the higher regions of it, from the seas, 
-etc., which are below it." During the high temperature ot 
dae earth's surface, whbh Geology proves t<1 have prevailed ill 
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U.ose early times, there was probably every intermediate gra
dation between the most dense fiuid and the most expanded 
vapor, the fluid and aeriform substances having no very 
marked line of distinction. While such was the case, the "cir. 
cumambient space" supposed, could have bad no diltinct exist. 
ence. A physical change which established the water, at. 
mosphere, and aqueous vapor and clouds respectively 111 

rueh, was of course the next necessary step in creation's pro
"gress; and this is all that appears to be alluded to in the passage 
before us as constituting the work of the second period or 
"day." 

It was probably during the perioa comprised within this 
day, that the transition rocks beneath the coal measures were 
de~ited. These contain the remains of 8llimals and plantt 
of low types, which arE' nlmost exclusively marine. But to 
the creation of these, Moses seems to make no allusion, which 
fact will not excite particular surprise, when we consider their 
comparative unimportance to the grand object which he bad in 
view, which was simply to describe how the physical structure 
and conditions by which man is more ohviOtUly surround~ 
:lame to exist. 

The next work consisted in the partition of land and water 
(or the elevation of the former), and the development of ter
restrial vegetation. "And God said, Let the waters under 
the heaven be gathered together, and let the dry land ap 
pear: and it was so. • • • And God said, Let the earth bring 
tbrth grass, the herb yielding seed, and the fruit tree yield. 
ing fruit after his kind, whose seed is in itself upon the earth: 
and it wss so." This was the work of the third great peri~! 
or day, and manifests a surprising agreement with the event!. 
o( the period of the great Coal Formation. The universal 
pren.ence of alm09t exclusively m &riM·, and the almost toY~ 
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abseuce of !errutrial, fossils in the previously deposited rocks, 
proves that the ocean, up to this time, covered nearly the 
whole surface of the earth-which is in exact agreement with 
the Mosaic record, which implies that the pa~tition of land and 
water was not made until that period. But large areas of land 
being then slightly elevated above the level of the waters, 
these, as another strong corroboration of t.he record, were 
covered by a profuse vegetation, which subsequently became 
converted into the immense beds of mineral coal now found· 
to be 80 essential to the physical comfort and social progress 
of the human race. 

The next work is spoken of by the sacred cosmogonist in 
the following terms:. " And God said, Let there be lights in 
the firmament of heaven, to divide the day from the night; 
and let them be for signs and for seasons, and for days and 
years. And let them be for lights in the firmament of the 
heaven to give light upon the earth: aud it was so. And 
God made two great lights: the greater light to rule the day, 
and the lesser light to rule the night: he made the stars 
also." 

Te superficial readers, this passage has seemed exceedingly 
paradoxical. Th~ supposition that the sun, moon, and stars, 
had no existence until the comparative atom which forms this 
earth, had attained to the advanced stage of its development, 
previously described, is, with any interpretation of the word 
"day," 80 unphilosophical and unreasonable as to utterly 
defy intelligent belief. Criticism, however, has shown tha~ 

the translation of the passage before us, docs injustice to the 
original, which does not necessarily mean that the heavenly 
bodies were not created until the fourth day. Professor 
Hitchcock, who is a learned theologian as well as geologist. 
•ys, upon this point: "If it be objected that, according k 
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Moses, the sun, moon, and stars were not created till the 
fourth day, it may be replied, that a more just interpretation 
of his langunge shows his meaning to be, not that the heavenly 
bodies were created on the fourth day, but that they were 
then first appointed to serve their present offices; and that 
they might have been in existence through countless ages." 

Admitting such to be the true meaning of the passage, we 
· find, again, that the record marvelously coincides with the 

indication of geological facts. In our previous survey of the 
natural history of the glohe, we saw conclusive evidence that 
up to the close of the Coal Period, a nearly uniform tempera
ture prevailed upon the surface of the earth in all latitudes, 
and that there could have been no distinction of warm and 
cold seasons. This is evident from the fact, that the rocka 
of that period, in all latitudes, contain the fossils of plants and 
animals analogous only to those which ROUI flourish between 
t.\e tropics. It is manifest that such a state of climate oould 
tJot have been governed, in any great degree, by the rays of 
the sun, which vary so much a.<J to their intensity, in the dif. 
'ferent latitudes ; and hence, as remarked in our previous 
generalization, the sun's rays, during the Coal and previous 
periodilt, could not yet have penetrated the atmosphere, thick 
!Uid heavy as it probably was, in such a way as would have 
rendered that luminary visible to a human spectator, had such 
an one been then placed upon the earth's surface. For the 
same reason the moon and stars must also, during those 
periods, have been invisible. Up to that period, therefore, 
the heavenly bodies could not have ruled the seasons, 
either as to their temperature or their distinct periodical 
revolutions; and all the light which oould nave descended 
&om them to the earth must have been but dim and ill 
diAi~ 
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But in preceding pages it was shown, from the p.ecuba1 man 
ner in which the io;~pressions of frost-marks, the tracks of 
migratory birds, eto., oceurred, during the geological formatiot: 
immej)iately succeeding the Carboniferous Period (viz., the 
New Red Sandstone formation), that distinctions of season& 
and climates must then cltl&rly have existed, and hence that 
the sun must then have exerted his dil'ect power upon the earth, 
which then, as now, varied in its intensity with the different · 
positions assumed by the earth during its orbitual revolution. 
An atmospheric condition which could thus have admitted of a 
direct descent of the solar rays, must also have rendered the 
moon and stars distinctly visible to such of the earth's tenants 
.. bad eyes to perceive them; and in these facts we have an 
abundant verification of the Mosaic record, as to the work of 
~e fowlk day. It consisted simply in those atmospherio 
clarifications by which the sun, moon, and stars were appoint. 
Ill, or allowed to exercise the office of, ruling the seasons, and 
dividing time into distinct periods. 

The direct rays of the sun being thus admitted to the 
eartb'e surface, the latter consequently beeame habitable to 

higher orders of living creatures. ·Accordingly, the next stage 
of creation's progress is thus desctibed : "And God said, Let 
the waters bring forth abundantly the moving creature that 
~th life, and fowl that may fly above the earth in the open 
firmament of heaven. And God created great whales, and 
every living creature that moveth, which the waters brought 
fOrth after their kind, and every winged fowl after his kind." 
Some of the " moving creatures " here spoken of as intMduced 
into being, were probably wholly aquatic, and others were of 
the lower orders of air-breathing animals. It is remarkable 
tbat the remains of classes of animals here spoken of, first 
bepl to ap~ in the New Red &ndstc.ne stra~ w~· .. 
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tlwl formation r.ext above the carboniferous system, and whick 
must have been succeeded, ~d measurably acoompamed by 
the clarification of the atmosphere, spoken of as the work of 
the previous day. F<Jr it is in the Red Sandstone stratifi. 
cation that we find the footprints of frogs, tortoiees, and hird8. 
The latter were mainly, as Professor Hitchcock intimates, of 
the GrallAe family, or the family of 11H1fkr1, a.nd were therefore, 
with the former, intimately connected with the water, as tht> 
Mosaic account implies. There can be but little doubt, there
fore, that these birds were the very " fowl " of which Moses 
speaks. 

The other part of the work of this period, according to the 
,:lOmmon translation, consisted in the creation of" fl1'talwkak•," 
.,to. This, admitting our definition of the word "day," forms 
lhe only apparent diB<lrepancy between geology and the 
·i&Ored cosmogony; for whales do not appear to have existed 
before a somewhat advanced stage of the so-called Tertiary 
Formation, and a very long period after this time. But 
criticism resolves even this apparent discrepancy into a sur. 
prising harmony. Dr. Adam Clarke, who wrote before 
geology was much cultivated, and hence without the slightest 
idea of making out a harmony between its teachings and the 
declarations of Moses, remarks upon the expression in the 
passage before us: "Though this is generally understood by ... 
the different versions as signifying whales, yet the original 
must be understood, rather as a g~t&eml than a particular 
tenn, comprising all great aquatic animals." Now the 
marine 1avriam were" great aquatic animals." These, with 
amphibious and terr~trial reptiles of enormous size, came in 
during the deposition of the New Red Sandstone, anfl ex
tensively characterized the whole so-called Secondary For. 
~on, 11m& t~e Mosaic account o( ~e work ot tbe W 
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day, or grand period, is also a~mirably verified by geologioa! 
facts. 

Animals of the classes just described, both according k 

Geology and Moses, preceded the more perfect land animals, 
the mammalia, upon the stage of existence. The creation of 
these latter is said to have constituted the first part of the 
work of the following, being the sixth day, or period, which is 
thus spoken of: "And God said, Let the earth bring forth the 
living crenture after his kind, cattle, and creeping thing, and 
bea!'lt of the earth after his kind: and it was so. And God 
made the beast of the earth, and the cattle after their kind," 
eto. The prMf of the truth of this portion of the account is 
found in tlu~ remains of the mammalial quadrupeds of tho 
fertiary Period, in the more recent portions of which we have 
shown ths.t. there wns an actual shading ofT o( the animated 
tribes into the ~isting species. Moreover, the work of this 
day, or period, both according to Geology and Moses, was 
completr..d by the introduction of Man into being, as the 
grand ultimatum of all the creative efforts. Thence, so far as 
that gx-cat series of unfoldings was concerned, ensued a period 
of reat, nnd the present is that sabattic period. 

The candid reader who has attentively followed me through 
this investigation, will bear witness that I have made no effort 
to explain away, or to change the trw aspect of properly 
unaerstood facta, in order to make out a correspondence 
between the teaching of science and those of Moses, but that 
I have labored to simply set forth the facts of the two reve. 
lations in their true aspect, leaving them to confirm or refute 
each other as they might. The coincidence between the two 
revelations, therefore, which, from generals to particulars, has 
bere appeared so striking, is one for which no human collator 
~ reBfOnsible, ~ i~ e~iste independently and uoalterabl.f i(l 
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the absolute facts of the case. All that is required to exhibi$ 
one revelation as a substantial transcript of the other, is an ad 
mission that the word "day" is used by Moses in the sense 
?f an indefinite period-a sense in which it is used in scores 
of instances in the Bible, and a sense in which Moses unque• 
tiuUJhly used it in Gen. ii. 4, where, in a more summary 
allusion to these same works of creation, he speaks of "TUB 

DAY that the Lord God made the earth and the heavens." 
As it is next to an impossibility to suppose that all these 

surprising coincidences could have been a mere work of 
chance, the conclusion is scarcely avoidable, that the account 
in the first chapter of Genesis, by whomsoever written, must 
have originated in a source of intelligence in which a general 
knowledge of the whole history of the creation was familiarly 
embraced. 

It is quite certain, however, that Moses Knew nothing, at 
least in an exterior way, about Geology ; for of this sci~nce 
the whole human ra<'~ has been ignorant until within the last 
century. I apprehend that nothing short of an hypothesis of 
a spiritual or Divine enlightenment, will be found adequate ttl 
explain the origin of this biblical and wond.;rfully accuratf 
account of creation, Concerning the laws of such enlighten 
ment, some explanations may be submitted in a future work. 

I have deemed it u,;eful to show, in this summary manner, 
the true bearings of geological science upon the initial revels. 
tion of the Bible, partly to correct a tendency which, strange 
to say, has been manifested in the modern spirituq,l mode of 
philo&,phizing to treat lightly this and other revelations of 
the Bible, 011 account of the supposed "unprogressed" state of 
their writers; partly for the purpose of further illustrating the 
fact, that all true tneology and other species of dQCtrine, 
wlaether found in the Bible or elsewhere, n: ust conform to tlw 
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'lUavoidable deductions of scientific facts; and partly for the 
purpose of further unfolding that remarkable hlw of the three. 
fold and seven-fold correspondential series, which runs througk 
all complete systems of truth, and of which the :Mosaic genc
rali7.ation, properly understood, affords a conspicuous example. 

That the seven-fold series of creative operations here spoken 
of by the ~~&cred writer, exactly conforms to the natural and 
Divine law of sereal arrangement which we have heretofore 
Jnfolded, is obvious fi·om the correspondences between the 
respective members of its Primary and Secondary Trinities, 
which will be perceived by an inspection of the following 
juxtaposed columns, and from the eharactcristics of the rela
t;ions which each member of the series, from first to last, ex
hibits toward the others, which will be found to be the same 
which the same members in other serieses respectively bear 
t.oward their associates. 

PRIMARY TRINITY. 

lit Day. Diffuaed and rudimental 
Light 1 (" God aaid, Let there 
be light.") 

2nd Day. Atm011pneric and terres· 
trial diatinctiona, or more defin
ite line of demarcation between 
condensed and npory watU'. 
("Firmament.") 

S~:coNDA•T TRnnTT. 

'th Day. Definite solar Light {bJ 
the ann becoming ttuible.) 

6th Day. Higher and flrat impor
tant forma of oceanic, terrN· 
trial, and atmospheric lite. 
(" Great whales" or aquat
ic monatera - 1auri&1111 - 11Dd 
"fowls.") 

8rd Day. Appearance of dry land; 6th Day. Ultimate Tenant• of 
terrestrial ngetltion. dry land. (Mammalial quadru

peds and Man.} 
Jth .Da7. Bur, and Di'tine habitation in the Ultimate of t.he oreatiye 

labor. 

Here the correspondence between the works of the .firlt~md 
fot4rth'days, or periods, is perceptible at a glanl'..e, in t'hat theJ 
OODSisted of dij'wmt tkgreu of illumination of the earela'• 
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IIUr&ee. The correspondence between the works of the I«<OMa 

and fifth days is obvious, but becomes still more marked by 
the addition of a few facts which Moses, in his brief survey, 
left out, but which are supplied by geological science. 'I'b. 
ttiC01&d day, according to Moses, was characterized by the de 
velopment of rpore marked distinctions between earth, water, 
and atmosphere, expressed by the creation of the " finna 
ment," or the super-terrestrial expanse; while geology fhows 
that the fifth day was characterized by the development of a 
seccnul degre6 of similar distinctions, whereby alternations of 
climates and seasons, cold and heat, rains, winds, etc., super
vened. Moreover, the fifth day, according to the biblical 
account, was characterized by the development of rudirMn141 
land and curial animals ; while, according to geology, the 
1econd day, after the incipient creation of light, was further O(). 

cupied by the creation of the rudirMntal mariM animals, or 
the radiata, articulata, mollusca, and fishes of the so-called 
Transition Formation. The creation of these, Moses passes 
over in silence, the reason of which may be conceived to con. 
sist in their comparative non-importance, and in the fact that 
in that unintellectual age, they were not, as facts in nature, 
sufficiently conspicuous to excite general inquiry as to their 
origin. 

l<'urther correspondence• are also developed, by the aid of 
~Jeological science, between the third and Bizth days, but con 
cerning these I need not particularize. 

If the reader will now take the trouble to compare the mem. 
bcrs of this series of creations as described by Moses, with the 
members of any seven-fold series of creations or operation• 
which we have heretofore described, or which we mny dei!Cribe 
hereafter, he will find that ear.h men&htr ~ to ill uriu vkol 
tAf NtM member of any otkw natural aevm,.fold Hf"iu il to till 
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olkr number• with which it il tu'IOciated, and that betwun lhu 
and aU other 1erie1e1 there il the 1ame correspondenu tu thtlf'• 
i. btlween any two octaves in muric. It is, be it remembered, 
upon the fact of this correspondence between the serieses, 
whether generally or minutely inspected, that we base our 
conclusion as to the unity of plan which runs through nature, 
pointing to an origin in the seven-fold and corresponding 
harmonies of the one Infinite God, who, from His own Es
sence, has projected, frOfll His own Life animates, and, from 
His own Wisdom, directs, all things. It is in perfect harmony 
with this supposition of a Divine originative and controlling 
Power, that Moses, in the simple and untechnicallanguage of 
nis times, refers the work or each of the successive periods of 
creation to a Divine a9ency, and not to any force of develop
ment inhering in nature as independent of God. 

I may add, that if there actually is a perfect conformity 
from generals to particulars, between the principles involved 
in this seven-fold series of operations mentioi1ed by Moses, 
and those involved in every other seven-fold natural or 
spiritual series, whether it be found in science or in the Bible, 
this fact must be considered as strongly confirming, not to 
t.ny absolutely demonstrating, our conclusion that there is a 
mighty law here involved, and must go far to convince 
reasonahle skeptics of the truth o(, at least, those portions of 
the Biblical revelation which are found to clearly recognize 
that law. Yet, from a close inspection ofthe sacred writings, 
it will be found that this law is not only expressly recognized 
in numerous instances, but that it runs through the whole 
Divine plans of operation, in reference to the human I'8C8t 
If which tht Bible gives an historical and prophetic reflex, 
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ta• Mllii'.JlAL KINGDOK; OJl, JUNGDOM OJ' OB.JUGAI 
J'OJlK8. 

Faox the terrestrial creation, as a whole, we proceed to a 
brief consideration of the ge,neral sub-creations which it 
Involves. The first of these is the MxN&JUL KIBoDOK. 

The Mineral Kingdom, in its most enlarged sense, em· 
braces all physical or terrestrial substances, with their various 
forms and compounds. Being thus general in its range, it is 
hence a comparatively indefinite Kingdom; and it is for tbi& 
reasoo, I suppose, that I have experienced more embarrass. 
ment in reducing it to distinct classifications, than I have in 
respect to any other system of being or operation; and, after 
all, I can only pretend to a comparatively close approximation 
to correctness in my conclusions. Such an approximation, 
embracing the moat comprehmsive serial arrangement of phy· 
sical substances, is that exhibited in the following table: 

Panu.JlT T•rJOTT. 
1. Primenl JIIHOUI or mundane 

ehaoe. 
z. Igneou.a liquid. 

I . lollclllecl amorphou.a 

8JCCONDAJlT TJliJOTT. 
4. Secondary gaseou.a or te1'1'ee

trial atmosphere. 
6. Segregated, embracing rndi

mental cr1stalline forms, both 
solid and atmospheric. 

6. Complete material arranp 
mente and ultimate ~ 
line forma. 

7. Gonrnlng imponderabl• 

16 
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If the reader will carefully inspect this table, he will here 
find the same harmony of parte, the same correspondence be
tween Primary and Secondary Tririities, the same order of 
relations, and the same principles of serial association, which 

·he will find in all other natural seven-fold serieees heretofore 
exhibited, or hereafter to be exhibited. 

But a still more specific classification of mineral or physical 
substances embraeee all the simple elements, with their 
natural compound forms, as known to chemistry-as will be 
seen by the following table: 

PatMAJtT TBtlftTT. 

1. Alkali1able and oxidizable 
ftmplu (such u Potaaainm, 
sodium, iron, lead, hydrogen, 
eto.) 

SECONDARY TatNITT 

4. Lowest t:omhin~d rorms (8UOh 

811 alkalies, acids, oxides, nl· 
pburete, oar burets, eto.) 

2 Ae!dilable simples (such 811 6. Binary compounds (snob u 
nlphur, phoepborns, carbon, eulpbates, carbonates, eto.) 
eto.) 

8. Flagrators, or alkaliaera, acid-,6. Higher and ultimate oom • 
ilers, and oxidi1eno (oxygen pounds. 
and chlorine). 

7 Penading and en'Yeloplng eleotroid, or etberoid unit, u a hoJDOo 
pMOU.S DlTOlUtfOn and 81'0l1ltiOD O( all (OrtDI. 

But the Mineral Kingdom, as commonly contemplated, b 
circumscribed to the realm of crystallized forms, and th' 
amorphous substances from which these immediately proceed. 
A theory of a septiuary arrangement of the Mineral King 
dom, as viewed in this aspect, might be here submit\ed, but 
from not having made crystalography a particular branch of 
atudy, I have not sufficient confidence in its conformity t< 
tmture, and will therefore omit it. Enough, however, hRt 
Wen said to show that the Mineral Kingdom, in its . mora 
ceneral aspect, oonforma to the seven-fold serial and oorr• 
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llp<>ndential law seen to apply in other ~ and nothing 11 
here discovered to mar, but every thing illustrates, the bar· 
mony and unity of the great plan of creation. With these 
remarks, then, we will prooeed to ooruider the Kingdom of 
forma immediately auooeeding the mineral, in the ordv of 
developmea&. 
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CHAPTER XV. 

'l'ml seven-fold constitution of the Vegetable King.l>m at a 
whole, is illustrated by the seven progressive developments in 
the growth of a single perfect tree, which consist of I. The 
root, or little appendages thrown out from the germ before the 
stem appears ; 2. The simple stem ; 3. The branches; 4. The 
leaves; 5. The flower-buds; 6. The blossoms ; and 7. The 
fruit. The seven corresponding divisions of vegetable forms 
may be traced as follows : 

The jlrll and lowest of these consists simply of confused 
radical fibers, which do not necessarily appear above the sur. 
face of the earth. In constitution, this degree of vegetation is 
but little superior to the finest forms of crystallization, from 
which it differs principally in respect to its soft and succulent 
r.ature, the frequent curvilinear directions of its fibers, and the 
circular forms of their transverse sections. Of this lowest 
kind of vegetation, we have examples in the slimy accretions 
which occur upon the surfaces of rocks, logs, etc., submerged 
in water; and of which the fibrous underground mould whict
oocurs in warm wet soil, impregnated with rapidly decompoa 
lng m'\tter, constitutes the terrestrial representative. 

The 1econd division of vegetable forms is represented by 
plants that have a simple stem or shoot projecting above the 
earth, but no branches nor leaves. Of these, some of tiM 
eimplest apeclea of sea-weeds afford examples. 
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1'be thlrtl division consists of the branching forma ot Bel 

plants, of which the jucoitle1 afford an example. 
The fourth division consists of terrestrial herbacea, which 

are· characterized by fully developed leaves. But the lower 
fonns of this· general division also embrace lichens, moaee, 
fungi, etc. · 

The fifth division consists of arborescent Cryptogamia, or 
of those perennial plants in which the organs of fructification 
are concealed. 

The lizth division consists of the arborescent monocotyledon. 
ous, or of those flowering trees whose seed has but one lobe; and 

The ·,event! division consists of the arborescent dicotyledo. 
nous, or of those flowering trees whose seeds have two lobee, 
and which are the most perfect forms of the vegetable king· 
dom. 

This comprehensive classification, though new, is in aooord. 
uce with the general order of succession in vegetable crea
tions as indicated in fossilology, and is therefore natural. 
Each OJie of these divisions, of course, is subject to sub-classi· 
tications, which sometimes run parallel with each other; but 
an her'6ace01U and arlxwtlcenl plant which possess the eame 
number of stamins, pistils, or coty Jedons, evidently should not 
simply on that account, be placed in absolutely the Mml clasa 
or order. 

That it may the more clearly be perceived that this elassl6. 
cation confOrms to the serial and correspondential law hereto
llre unfolded, we will reduce it to the following fonn : 

Pauu.BY rauuTY. 
(Marine forntl,) 

1. Badioaliber 
S. Simple a~ 

8ECO!fDA.RY TRDfiTll' 

( Ttrre•trial/111'fM.) 
4. Terrestrial herb-• (leqfiJtf. 
6. Arborescent oryptopmia. 

.. BnDoJa1Dc. 6. Flowering monooot1~ 
7. Plowering dio~t1led011ou. 
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Here it is seen that the first member of the Primary Tria 
ity, the radicaL! fiber or the root principle, so to speak. of 
vegetation, has itR counterpart and sub-correspondent in the 
\first member of the Secondary Trinity, in the leafing planie
leavea betng merely awial rool8. The second member of the 
Primary Trinity, consisting of plants with a simple stem, hu 
its counterpart and sub-correspondent in the second member 
of the Secondary Trinity-the organs of fructification in the 
cryptogamous plants being connected with the leaves, and 
being mere shoots from them as from a root. Considering 
the cryptogamous plants in the Vegetable Kingdom as a whole, 
u corresponding to the flower-buds of a single tree, the third 
member of the Secondary Trinity, llhowing the lwMICktngl 
&om the flower-buds, as from a stem, bears a certain eorre. 
spondenee to the third member of the Primary Trinity, em· 
bracing merely the lwancking forms of vegetation. The tnfJRtA 

tnember ie not only of a more perfect organic structure, but 
it embraces all the more perfectfruit-IJ«rring trees which affore 
nourishme'llt to higher kingdoms, and therefore it may be con. 
sidered as the crown of the whole Vegetable Kingdom. It is 
titus seen that the grand and natural divisions of the V egeta. 
ble World, conform to the septenary and ternary serial law; 
and its oomplete series will be found, on comparison, to eorreo 
spond gen~rally and particularly with all other eomple&e eerie~. 
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TBJf .A.lillU.L XINGDOK. 

T!aa Animal Kingdom follows as next in the orde: of pro 
gre.ion, after the V ege~ble Kingdom. Its divisions, in theil 
regular order of ascension from lowest to highest, and alao, 
1enerally speaking, in respect to their successive periods of 
development as shown by fossilology, are as followa· 

PRixAaT TaiNITT. 

(Marine fUTJT18.) 
1 RADIATA (coral inaecta, crinoi
~. atar-lehea, meduaite, ..... ) 

S~:coNDA.aT TaiNITT, • 

( Terrtltrial /oNM.) 
4. REPTILEs. (The lower fbrma 

of thia diTision embrace alao the 
terreatrial mollWICa and articnt· 
lata, such aa snails, worma, iD· 
eectll, etc.) 

I. AaTICULA.TA (aea-worma, trilo- 6. Biaoa. 
bltee, erabe, lobetera, etc.} 

I. VKRT&8RATICD FIIHICB. 6. MAMMALIA. 

7. MAN aa a ttrrtltrial being. 

IN this table are represented three general di visit ns of rna 

rine forms, and three general divisions of terrestrial forms. 
The first division of marine forms is to its sphere of existence 
and to the divisions of marine forms which follow it, what the 
first division of terrestrial forms is to its sphere of existence, 
and to the divisions which follow it; and so also the one trine 
in its sphere corresponds to the other trine in its sphero, bot~ 
1n the complex and in the successive divisic>us of each. 

lt may be objecte4 to the foreaoing classitil'.ation, t.hat il 
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leaves out one important division of the animal kingdom, ~ 
the Mollusca. To this it may be replied, that the MolluSC&: 
especially in its lower forms, s~em, to be but a higher branch 
of the Radiata. Some of the lower or univalve shell-fish 
grow in clusters, or united compartments, almost as one a:~i. 
mal, and in this essential characteristic are somewhat allied 
to the polipiaria, which comprises one class of the Radiata. 
This quality of growing in clusters. or connect<ld compart. 
ments, is preserved even by some o: the bivalves, such as 
muscles, oysters, etc. The detached bivalves, having locomo
tive powers, seem to be an ascension· from these; and the still 
higher orders of mollusca, viz., the gastropoda and cephalo
poda, seem to he but higher representations of the same sys
tem of creative design, which, as its lowest expression, evolved 
tlte polipiaria snd crinoids. 

I have personally observed that the whilk, which is among 
the higher orders of shell-fish, propagates through the medium 
of a zoophilic, or vegetable-like, form, with an attached stem, 
and containing leaf-like appendages or pods, in which the 
young are brought to freta! maturity. The Radiata and Mol
lusca, therefore, may be considered as compt·ehended in one 
general division of the Animal Kingdom, which division, how
ever, should perhaps be designated by some term of more 
oomprchensiv~ significance. 

It is thus seen, that the Animal ·Kingdom conforms to the 
same serial and correspondential law which we have seen run 
uing through all systems of creation previously contemplated, 
and which we will hereafter perceive runs equally through still 
higher developments. And with this, as the highest system 
of material creation, our more spui.fic classifications of the 
IP'fUld departments of the universe without us, is completed. 
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TBB WDOLB AND ITS P.Ul.T8 

W J: ba1e thus ascended, througl. progressive stages of oO. 
servation an.l induction, from the basis to the apex of the 
grand pyramid of outer creation. From the commanding 
position to which we have attained, therefore, it is proper to 
&ake a general survey of the ground over which we have 
~USed, and to observe any general or particular facts which 
may thence present themselves, as bearing, favorably or other
wise, upon the conclusions to which we have been led, or as 
reflecting light upon still ulterior truths. 

And first, a remark in reference to the method and order 
of our previous investigations: It will be remembered that 
we commenced with the observation of sensible facts, whic~ 
lie upon the nterWr1 of Nature, and proceeded to trace them 
analytically to their elements and originative conditions, and 
those to theirs, until we arrived at the primeval and oom
mon chaotic GeMil from which all things, by different ramifi. 
cations, sprang. The nature and propriety of the rever11 pro
cess which we thence pursued, with the naturalness of the 
rmkr of successive results to whi,_h it led us, may be illustrated 
as follows: 

The astronomer discerns in the distant heavens a faint whitish 
spot, which he calls a nebula. To the naked eye, it appear~ 
dim, indistinct, and undefined. He applies a tellli!COJ18 <t( 

moderate power, and the outlines of the same object are 1 
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little more defined. With a still larger telescope, it app«Wt 
•till more definite ; and so he goes on increasing his optioal 
power, until the same object is resolved into myriads of mi. 
nute stars, which appear like particles of diamond dust sprinkled 
upon the blue concave. By another increase of power, these 
stars are made to exhibit appearances of internal systematic 
arrangement. This is as far as the mo~t powertitl telescopes 
will go ; hut suppose that he had the ability to augment his 
optical power indefinitely; each of those stars, which at first 
ap_peared only as a shining point, may soon be made to glo?." 
as a resplendent sun, revealing a multitude of planets swim . 
rning in the sea of light by which it is surrounded. He now 
singles out one of those planetary globes as the special objec& 
of inspection; and as, by our imagined possibilities, the visual 
power is enhanced through other successive degrees, the 
forests, the fields, the streams, the trees, the flowers, and even 
the insects, which may exist upon the surface of that planet, 
or the animalcules which sport in its stagnant waters,· would 
successively come into view. Now, be it remarked, that aU 
these successive particularizations, even down to ultimate ml
nutire, are involved in that faint luminous spot, which, aa a 
most comprehensive genera~ is first seen by the naked eye iD 
the remote heavens. 

Our process of synthetical investigation has been similar to 
that just supposed, we having the advantage of the actual 
presence and personal inspection of the minutire included iD 
the general subject of our thoughts. With a mental telescope 
we have penetrated, not into the distance of 'Pace, but into 
the corresponding distance of time, and beheld the universe in 
the aspect of one common nebulous mass. By following the 
natural history of this one general mass through its sv& 
oeaaive approximations to our own peri"a, we ban - .. 
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111001!8Sively unfolding solar systems, geological development&, 
mineral kingdoms, animal kingdoms, and human races, wi~ 
all things which they respectively include. It is to be obo 
eerved that each of these successive particularizations is baaed 
upon, and was included in, the next preceding general, as all 
are based upon, and included in, the v.lkomprthemiw General. 

Moreover, that the order in which these particularizations, 
Kingdoms, or sub-creations have been brought under review, 
is not an order arbitrarily adopted for our own convenience. 
but clearly one observed by nature herself, is evident fro~ 
the fact, that no two systems or Kingdoms, as arranged in our 
teries of inquiries, can be transposed. This illustration of the 
relations of generals and particulars also clearly shows, tha& 
all truths are but involutions and evolutions of one fimda 
mental truth-hence that all truths must bear certain relatioDl 
and correspondences to ench other, from their origins through. 
out theiJ successive ramifications, even to their ultimates; 
and that no truth can be fully understood, exoept in the 
general and particular light of all others. 

Moreover, if the serial order in which the grand divisiom 
of nature, as a whole, have been brought under review, is at> 

«>rding to the order of progressive development observed by 
uature herself, the same is generally true of the serial order 
of the seven sub-divisions which have been applied to each of 
these grand divisions. By a particular review of either of 
these classified sub-divisions, the reader will find, for example, 
that the first member of the series is naturally germinal, and 
that the seventh is naturally ultimate, to all the others; and 
that no two members of the series can be transposed without 
deranging the harmony of the whole series. And though we, 
Clf course, claim no absolute exemption from particular etroJ'I 
and imperft'Otions in the classifications which have been aub 
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mitted, it is nevertheless claimed that their manifest grMN. 
conformity to nature, together with their ternary relation~ 
and correspondences, involved, after identically the aaDb! 
general method, in each seven-fold series, clearly reveals the 
presence of a grand structural or associative LAW which, in u 
corresponding manner, and in ditrerent degrees of develop 
ment, governs the numbers, relations, and succession of parts, 
in every complete system of natural unfolding. Of thia law, 
as before repeatedly intimated, the diatonic scale in music, 
with its seven notes, is the natural and oral exponent. 

Having thus subjected the grand divisions of nature tore. 
view, and discovered the application of this principle of serial 
and correspondential classification to them all, let us now see 
whether the connected and successive creations thus brought 
under review, will naturally fall into the form of OM grand 
System, in which our principles of serial arrangement will be 
exemplified. Thia may be best exhibited by the following 
table: 

Panu.aY TannT'I'. 
( Strmtural.) 

1. Firmamental and sidereal UDi
Yene. 

2. Solar eyete1111. 
8. Geolopoal denlopmenta. 

8ECOifDART TarlnT'I' 
(Organie.) 

4. System of cbemioal or ccm• 
prehenein mineralopoal ar
rangements. 

16. Vegetable kingdom1 
6. Animal kingdoma. 

ULTIXATE. 

(lntellech141.) 
7. HvxAW a.&.ca. u .to t.heir merely terrutrUil CIOIII&lsutloal, 

d'eot.ioJie. and t.hoqbte. 

Not only do we observe in this series a natural order of 
11UC0818ion of parts, which will Lvt admit of addition, retrench. 
mem, or trulllpoait.iou, but we tJ.o ublerve ~ II&Dl8 temar) 
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relations and core-espondences which we have seen are in. 
volved in all the series previously examined. Thus the firsl 
member of the series, which is rudimental-atructural, corr& 
sponds to the fourth member, which is rudimentAl-organic ;• 
the second member is the transition-structural, and oorrespondt 
to the fifth (the Vegetable Kingdom), which is the transitional
organic; the third member is the (physically) perfect-structural, 
and corresponds to the sixth, which is the perfect organic. 
And the seventh is ultimate, exhibiting the perfection and 
united sublimation of ali-in this respect corresponding to the 
seventh member of every other series, even as the first mem. 
ber in each series corresponds to the first member in all 
others; the second to the second, etc. The same principle~ 
of serial, septinary, and correspondential classification, thus 
•pply equally to the generals and the particulars of nature, a& 
least so far as such particulars have been brought under 
review. 

But while the respective members of each seven-fold series, 
~·hether on a high or low seale, including the great series of 
all serieses, correspond to the same members, as numerically 
:lesignated in all other serieses, these correspondences are of 
different degrees of directness and intimacy, according to 
numerical relations more complicated than those which have 
yet been brought into view. This, together with the manner 
in which general and particular serial correspondences are 
involved in one complete system, may be illustrated partially, 
but sufficiently for our present purpose, by a reference to the 
seven prismatic colors and their involved properties. It is 
found that, by causing each of the seven colors of decomposed 

• A arystat ~ a kind or molecular nn-, and baa dUI'ererJ pull, ...,., 11M 
,.,.., wbleh per1brm dUI'tmll flmcllona, u lhowu by BeleheDblloll; I& J11a1 ......_ 
w -.ldenclu .. .,.,..-,~~~oa,c~a or the lowlll& Wid. 
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light ~ pass separately thro'.lgh a second prism, they may bt 
atill further decomposed, and form a secondary 'iris, in whick 
each of the seven colors will again be visible. Now the first 
or gtMral.iris represents the great System of systems, con. 
sidered as one, while each included iris represents one of the 

• sub-systems involved in the latter, and which is alRo seven. 
fold. In other words, the grand seven.fo!d System of nature 
is composed of all its included and subordinate seven-fold 
systems, in the sam·e way as the grand iris is composed of 
all the elements involved in its included irises, there being 
in either case a similar interdependence of parts; and hence 
there is the same unity in the ·System as a wlwu, that there 
is in each one of its analogous and component sub-systems. 
The grand System of nature, and-each one of its sub-systems, 
then, correspond to each other in the same way as the g~nd 
iris, and each of its included sub-irises correspond to each 
other, according to their similar numerical designations. Bus 
while this is the case with the iris and its included sub-irises, 
it is evident that one of these latter, based, for example, upon 
the general red ray, would bear a different degre~ of corr~ 
spondence to other seven-fold divisions of color, from one 
that is based generally upon the yelww, blw, or any other 
ray; and the same is true of the great System oi nature and 
its sub-systems. 

It was before shown that each seven-fold system of nature 
is accompanied, in its development and functional operations, 
Ly sever. corresponding dynamic agents, and also seven 
corresponding laws. It may therefore be said that these 
dynnmic agents and Jaws are also, either identically or by 
their natural representatives in different degrees of ascension, 
iiUbject to tho same compre~el1.8iv6 and iwowed cla.'!Sificationa 
wbicb "'e have just seeu to apply to their oorrespondiDf 
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outu developments, as presented in the universal Fabric ol 
Being and its parts. It would, indeed, be difficult to get a 
"Jet of terms sufficiently comprehensive, and yet sufficientlJ 
definite, to apply equally to all systems and sub-systems in 
volved in a universal classification; but if the reader wH; 
consider the terms we may employ as being themst-lveli 
correapondential, and as expressive merely of general prin. 
ciplu, be may find the general and particular systems of 
nature, in their three-fold relations of Dynamic Agents, Laws, 
and Developments, represented, with approximate truthf'.ll· 
ness, in the following table: 

DrlfAKIC Ao~:~m~. LA. WI. DEVICLOPKEKTI. 

1. Hea\. Expansion. Chaoe. 
2. Light Attraction. Nuclei. 
a. Electricit1. Circulation. Forms. 
4. Organic, or odic Aggregation. Incipient organisa 

hea\. 
6. Odic ligh\. Segregation. Ascended organl<. 

forme. 
6. Odio aura. 81111p&th1. U ninrsal IUJ8ooiatioa. 

7. VUalit7. Lite. Unity of totality. 

Applying the fundamental principlu of this classification, 
in different degrees, to the universal system, and to all its 
sub-systems, we have here a representation of the connection 
and harmonia! relations of the Whole with the parts, and the 
parts with the Whole, of the Macrocosm or the universe 
without-corresponding to the conneetbns and .relations of 
the parts and the whole, of the Microcosm, or the universe 
within. Here then, is erected, " without the noi&e of the 
bammer," .that um rersal Temple before spoken of, whose 
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timbers, hewn by God's own hand, consist of all those ~ 
and principlu which lie in the Realm of Being withou~ ua, 
and which mere analytieal science necessarily views iD uer 
lasting isolation and OODfuaba. 
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• U.A.Lllll .... t'JlODUOTIVE li'OBOEB; OB, TB. DI.A.8'1'0LI 
.A.liD SYSTOLE OJ' l'I'.A.TUB.B. 

FoLLOlhw link by link the descending chain of' analogy, 
the conclusf'b, was before arrived at, that in the beginning, 
the materials vi the universe consisted of one diffuse, chaotic, 
or gaseous m&M, without distinction of parts, or definite inter
nal motions. Hasons were also submitted for believing that 
these material wnditions were not eternal, but that they 
originated as em.mations or projections of the more exterior 
essences of the Divine Pert10nal Constitution. It was shown 
•.hat, inasmuch as 'his whole mass of phylieal substance thus 
•>riginated from TJivine lpiritual substance, so phyaical H141 
'in this substance otiginated from Divine lpiritual Heat, which 
Ia Love, and that physical Light originated from Divine 
tpiritual Light, which is Wisdom. It was also shown that 
Heat is accompanied with a force or law of Expansion ; and 
tiJa.t from Heat and Light combined, originated the force or 
lAw of Attraction or Contraction. As Divine Love and Wis. 
dom (forming a Duality, or productive unity, consisting of 
positive or negativa, or male and female Principles) constitute 
the spiritual Alpha and Omega of all generative forces, so i' 
is apprehended that their physical counterparts, consisting of 
the forc..ea of Expansion and Attraction, may be found to main. 
ain an equally fundamental relation to all modifications of 

~law, aud o.peratioo, exiltiJI8 in the realm of'or-.ted Be ... 
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If we again glance at the systems and sub-systems of op& 
ration which nature presents, we will find abundant exempJifi. 
cations of this fact. Thus, as the forces of Expansion and 
Contraction proceeded in their operations in the primeval 
chaotic mass, the particles which were by nature fitted to re
main in an aeriform or ethereal state, and those which were 
nat:urally fitted for aggregation into dense forms, were sepa. 
rated. The latter class of particles, by a general assemblage, 
first formed the universal nucleus, and then, successively the 
nebulous rings, segregated masses, and stellar and planetary 
systems. The telescope now reveals these ·masses of conden
sible materials apparently in all stages of progress in the 
heavens, from the indefinitely formed and irresolvable nebula 
to the globular cluster of stars. This latter is the forin pecu
liar to the highest possible degree of cosmical perfection, and, 
at the same time, the highest natural degree of cosmical ronden.
talion ,· and it may hence be supposed to be accompanied with 
the highest naturally attainable degree of levity and purity in 
the circumambient ether. But these states are ultimate 
achievements of the joint and constant action of the fundameli· 
tal laws of ExPANSION and CoNTRAcnoN. 

We will find, on due consideration, that these same princi
ples apply also to each creation included in the oosmical, 
whether it be organic or inorganic. Thus, in the Mineral 
World, the metallic ore that is now segregated into distinct 
veins, evidently must have originally existed in diffu8ion in 
the surrounding rock. The particles which originally occupied 
the present position of the mineral veins, must have been dis
persed by a force of expansion (virtually or actually) which watr 
precisely equivalent to the force of mutual attraction which 
brought the metalline particles rogether in their place. The 

_ _. tendeaoy of kindred and orisinally diffi.teed mineral pr 

~ 
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tlclea to draw together into the form of dense masses, ia, per
Dipe, etiU more forcibly illustrated by the flint nodules found 
in beda of obalk, and which are generally of a more or less 
rounded furm, evidently indicating an original state of 10lution 
in~ surrounding mass, from which they have become co-. 
...... as they are now found. 

The first forms usumed by the vegetable materials that exial 
in the world, were also diffuse and chaotic. Such were the 
marine accretions of germinal slime, with their radical fibers, 
and aubeequent effiorescent, simple, and microscopic stems. 
Several gradations of plants as they rise above these, are still 
of imperfect exterior forms, of a loose and succulent nature, 
mel of an internal structure entirely cellular-indicating, as 
ret, but small progress in the condensive principle. In these, 
flowever, the whole Vegetable Kingdom as one creation, has 
Ita incipient and rudimental development. Further segrega. 
&ions and condensations of the vegetative elements are decid
edly manifested in the subsequently-formed terrestrial plants 
possessing a vascular tissue and ligneous fiber. But as crea. 
~on prooeeds, still higher forms, possessing more marked and 
widely diversified characteristics, are gradually developed, 
until 'he flowering and dicotyledonous plants of the present 
era came into being; and these show the closest possible con
nection of congenial, and the most perfect elimination of 
heterogeneal vegetable elements. Hence, they exhibit the 
ultimate degree of the (Jornknliue and Ezpamive principle 
"bich can be naturally applied to the Vegetable Kingdom.-

In the Animal Kingdom, including the human, the same 
principles are distinctly operative; and this, too, both with 
rWeoee to the individual organism, and the whole collection 
of living beings. Professor Agassiz, who has investigatod the 
~abject of embryoloQ perhaps more thoroughlr tMa IDJ 
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other man, tells us, that after the fecundation of the CJvum of 
any animal, and its division into cells and layers, the orgaa 
of circulation proceeds to its incipient development from the 
Aiddle layer of the germ. "First," the blood appears by a 
simple process of liquefhction of the cells. It can be seen 
under the microscope bow the particles, or the cells of that 
layer, begin to loose at the outer margin, and to move between 
themselves, and to run in particular directions, and to combine 
into currents, and those currents to assume particular direc. 
tions, before there is a heart, and before there are blood-vuBel8. It 
can be seen in every chicken under so low a magnifying power, 
that no one should lose the opportunity of seeing this wonder · 
ful sight. When blood corpuscules move from the center toward 
the margin of the germ [Expansion], the other cells, which b& 
come loose in the periphery of the germ, begin to move lotDGrd 
the mater [Contraction]. In the beginning, there being no cur
rent circulating, the two collections of fluid meet, and finally 
become regular currents, by means of channels through which 
t.he blood runs for a regular circulation.* 

These fundamental, expansiYe, contractive, and circulatory 
motions are subsidiary to the development of a fourth opera. 
tion, by which affinitized particles floating in the circulating 
menstruum are brougb\ into conjunction, and deposited in the 
form of solid tissues. They are at first aggregated on all 
sides of the circulating channels, and form the blood-vessels, 
the ramifications of which (says Agassiz) are at first constantly 

• Aguai&'l J:.eeCuna oo Oomparat!Ye EmbrJ'oiOCJ. Here we llaft, Ill tile words ot 
ooe who wro1e without an:r Tlew 1o the diatlnetiTe ohUoeophy ottbe ~ lreatl8e, u 
WuttraUoo ot the ou-.ive or!gloa ot the Ia,. ot Expallllon, Contnetlon, and Olrca
lall<>a. Collllderlng th- ftlcta and principlES u equally applhlable, OD a 1arJe ~ .. 
lo the cre&t teeundal«< germ or ,,.,...,. ot the COIIDical credo~~, It wW Wllllnole ... 
1ee11J llae IDctlpleala-- b7 a piQioapllaootwldalliMam-NOIIN .. ,.... ......... 
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clwlging. But one portion of the central vessel soon becomea 
enlarged, and assumes the form of a simple elongated sack. 
This, centralizing and expressing in itself the previowly di.ftatd 
ezpansiv~ and contrtu:tile forces, performs a constant succession 
of diastolic and systolic motions, and constitutes the rudi 
111ent of the future hea1-t. 

Other processions from the blood-veasels form, in like 
manner, the rudimenta of the alimentary canal, the liver, the 
lur:gs, the brain, etc. These, by a constant rejection (through 
tiM expansive or emanative force) of particles foreign to their 
respective and appropriate composition, and as constant an 
attraction and appropriation of the particles which they need, 
finally arrive at the full maturity of their complex structure~, 
and together, form the complete living organism. The complet.! 
organism, therefore, manifests the perfection of elimination ol' 
unsuitable substances from each particular organ (which sui,. 
stances, therefore, go to form other organs to which they art' 

suitable), and the perfection of condensation or aggregation if. 

each organ of those substances which are suitable to its ow1 
composition. 

The same remarks are, in principle, applicable to the whole 
animated creation as to one grand Form. Its first and lowest 
development, as shown by fossilology, consisted of polypiaria 
and other radiated forms. Now, the polypi of a coral reef 
may almost be considered as one extended animal, with littlt . 
distinction of parts. The substances and functions of heart, 
stomach, lungs, brain, etc., seem to be interditfused and con. 
founded with each other in such a way that one portion of the 
structure is no more vital than another, and therefore, into 
however numerous or small fragments this animal substance 
may beoome divided or subdivided, each fragment, still chaot;. 
ltally embodying in i .~elf Gll the principles o( vitality and 
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organization, continues to live and grow as a distinct animal. 
It, therefore, corresponds to the primitive cellular structure of 
the impregnated ova of the higher animals. In the higher 
forms of the Radiata, the organs, with their functional open"' 
tions, are perceptibly more distinct from each other. In the 
Articulata, there is still more definite association of the ele
ments of organs into their distinct and appropriate forms; but 
this association is still so imperfect, that if the lobster or 
crab, fol' example, loses a claw, it eliminates from other por
tions of its system elements which form another claw-thus 
showing that the claw.principle, so to speak, previously ex
{sted undeveloped, in the other parta of the organism, by a 
draft upon which the recuperation is now produced. And 110 

In each succeeding class in the a.'lcending seale of animal crea
tions, heart becomes more distinctly heart, brain becomes 
more distinctly brain, and all the other organs become corre
tpondingly more distinct and highly developed, and more free 
tom those particles which properly belong to other organa, 
until the perfection of living organization is attained in the 
perfected human form, which may be considered as the whole 

. Animal Kingdom in the aggregate, with something more be
vides. 

And so, reducing these specific subjects of contemplation to 

one comprehensiye view, it may be said, that in the beginning 
.\he material elements of man, animal, vegetable, mineral, 
planet, sun, and firmament, existed in common interdiffusion 
in the gr&at, universal, and undistinguishable mass of nebu
lous matter, in such a way that each part was lost in all other 
parts. The great mass, then, formed, as it were, one grancl 
Polypus, or one grand ovum, corresponding to the ovum of aa 
animal, and from it, after fecundation, and by means of a oon. 
unt incubative and superior inftuence, th• ultimate develop: 
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ment of the complex system in its mature fo u, was to arise. 
Materials in the primitive and lowest degree of refinement, 
draw together according to rudimental affinities, at the same 
time evolving their uncondensible elements, and thus form 
vast and indefinite nebulous aggregation, with their circum. 
ambient ether. Further evolutions and oondensations, and 
consequent refinements, form, successively, firmaments, suns, 
planets, mineral aggregations, plants, animals, and finally the 
bodies of human beings-all of which, from first to last, have 
directly or indirectly collected and selected their materials 
from the great mass of all materials, even as the nodules of 
flint, before spoken of as embodied in the strata of chalk, have 
collected their component silicious particles from the mass of 
surrounding materials in which they must have been originall) 
cliftbeedl . 

The fact that, in the process of all formations, there is an 
expansion and evolution of uncondensible elements from the 
centers of their chaotic materials, as well as a clusteriJJg 
around central nuclei, of those particles capable of constitut. 
ing the tangible structure with its various parts, more fully 
illustrates the doctrine heretofore advanced, that all forme 
and organisms, from stellar assemblages, individual suns, and 
planets, to crystals, vegetables, animals, and human beings, 
are surrounded by an aromal counterpart or "sphere." It 
will be borne in mind, that it is by the inter-action of these 
aromal counter parts~ or spheres of different forms and organ
isms (anrl which are always expressive of the specific interior 
qualities of the latter), that these forms and organisms are 
brought into what may be called "m4f!ntlic fYmpathy" with 
each other; and it is by Lhe combined aroma! spheres of all 
organisms, forms, and systems, that the great inter-active 
ne"e·aurn of the universe. as 0t11 Body, is made up. 
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'The expansio1 . and emanations from centers perpetua111 
prevalent througnout the whole domain of forms and organ
Isms, may be considered as one general diastole,· while the 
contractions and precipitations upon centers, likewise univer 
eally prevalent, may b() considered as one general '!/lloi4; 
and these motions, in their more progressed and periodically 
AIUNI4ting tbrms, are expressed in the secular expansions and 
contractions of planetary orbits; in the oscillations of hea
venly bodies between their aphelion and perihelion points; in 
the ebbing and flowing of tides; il\. the inspirations and ex. 
pirations of plants; in the dilations and contractions of the 
human heart ; and in th~ breatbings and pulsations of 
microscopic forms of life, which sport in a single drop o( 

water. 
In attributing thus much to the laws of Expansion and 

Oontrootion (or Attraction), it is not by any means intended 
10 supersede the septinary divisions of laws, as presentedln 
preceding pages. Our object bas rather been to show tha' 
tlileee two fumU.mmtal laws, being, as it were, male and fe
male in conjugal unity, are the parents and grandparents o( 

all other laws. Thus it is from a combinnt.ion of Expansive 
and (',()utml'tin' movcnwnts that the law of Circulaticm im
mo.llatt•ly l'nsu<'s in every portion of the cre.'ltion, even as the 
..uno <'Dllut•s in the animal and huw.an systems, from the ex
pansive and contrnc:tilc motions of the heart: and as particles 
are thus mndo to flow throughout each system, and are placed 
In fl''lll'ral inh•n·ommuuil'~ltion with other particlt•s, there it 
oc.X'alllon gi\·,•n to tho opt>rntion of the fourth law, oy whi~ 
mutually atliuitiz,'() J'l'rtit'lt•'\ wht'ther in orgauir or inorganif 
.Yeatit>fl41, unitt• h•gl'tht•r anJ f,•rm th(' tis~ues of the perma 
11e11t phy11ical t~tna,•turo. 1lwllt't', afl<'r pt"rforming their ap. 
~ oftit.~ and undergoing spt't'ilic rdinemeuts, theJ .,. 
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taken up and r~eposited in higher and more complex m&ll8el 

or tissues, or excreted entirely from the system, according to 
the fifth law-the law of aegregatiorr-the same being also ap
plicable, in different degrees, to each creation; then by mu. 
tual impartations of essences and forces between these masstll 

or tissues, as necessary parts or organs of the system, a rizt/a 
law is developed-the law of universal sympathy and har· 
monial recipro<'.ation. Finally, all these laws and operation-, 
harmoniously combined, give occasion to the normal manifea. 
tation of the anenth and highest law-the law governing the 
functions of the complex unity, and in which tho principles of 
Love and Wisdom, Heat and Light, Expansion and AtVao
tion, with all their modifications and subordinates, are em. 
braced in unitary form. 

As these Expansive and Attractive operati011.1 are de
pendent upon physical Heat and Light, and these are ulti 
mately dependent for their generation upon lpirilu4l Heat 
and Light, which are conditions of Divine Love and Wisdom. 
so it follows that Divine Love and Wisdom pervade naturtJ 

co-extensively with Expansive and Attractive forces, and are 
the fundamental and essential constituents of the life-prinoiple 
which inheres in every form of being. Things live, therefore, 
o0nly in proportion to the degree in which they are recipient. 
of the essencea and forms of Divine Love and Widom; ... 
without these, all things would be dead. 

17 
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1'1' was befo~e shown that the constant Expansive and 
Contractive forces, particularly illustrated in the previoUI 
chapter, call into requisition the law of Circulation, wbicb 
gives form to the motion of particles impelled by the 
previous forces. By circulation is meant a proceeding from 
a given point or oondition, and finally returning to the same, 
whether the line of progression described by the movement 
is mathematically that of an exact circle or not; as is illus
trated by tbe flowing of blood from the heart, through variout 
cbaunels back again to the heart. 

But it is here to be particularly observed that the blood, in 
peesing from the heart, through various parts of the system 
back again to the heart, deposits certain portions of its el&o 
ments in various fleshy and osseous tissues along its path. 
This example, taken from the functional operations of the 
lracrocolfA, or little universe, serves as a sure index of similar 
"'perations which occur in the various departments of the 
Macrocomt, or great universe, and leads to the remark, 
that all regularly circulating materials, whether in the human, 
the animal, the vegetable, the mineral, the geognostic, or the 
astronomical department of creation, impart certain of their 
elementa to the ambient spaces through which they pass. It 
le by the aggregation of such imparted eie~ments that all 
~~¥developed forms iu nature have tbeir 'beiufi u4 V 
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- it was heretofore shown that all natural moven1ents and de
velopments observe a regular serial order of successive gtft 

dations, it follows, from the law Qf Circulation, that this serial 
order, as applicable t<> each system or degree of nature, mus& 
exemplify the circll. This idea of the universality of the cir
cular constitution and movements of things, shall now he 
more particularly illustrated by facts. 

Extending our observations to the heavenly bodies, we 
see circular motion everywhere prevailing. Satellites move 
around planets, planets around suns, suns around still greater 
suns, and an extension of the analogical chain renders it, as 
before shown, extremely probable, not to say certain, that 
all secondary bodies in universal space, revolve in common, 
around one grand primitive Center and Source of attraction. 
If this be the case, then, whatever particular movements the 
11000ndary bodies may have assumed from the development 
of.fomu of internal forces peculiar to themselves, these move
ments are subordinate to the great material Source of move
ment, and the forces by which they occur are only repro
ductions or ascensions, in specific and modified forms, of the 
forces which primarily appertain to it. 

But as the forces producing these primitive rotatory and 
orbitual motions in the univel'lle, are the final source of all 
those diversified ramifications of circular movement, which 
are manifested by subordinate systems, suns, and planets, so 
the orbitual and rotatory motions of planets are the more im
mediate parents and dependencies of still more diversified and 
minute systems of circular development. From the orbitual 
motion of the earth, for instance (and the fact also applies to 
other planets), results a continually repeated circll of tMrmoJ 
Mlmg•, which mark the various seasons of the year. Th688 
pve rile to tbe VariOUS 4U}n~ eerie& Of veaetable aDd o&IJM 
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developments. In the genial heat of spring, the seed t'nat baa 
sunk it;to the moist vegetable mould, expands and puts forth 
successively the stem, the branches, the leaves, the flower. 
buds, the flowers, and the fruit containing seed of the same 
species of that from which the plant sprang. Then, as tht~ 

frosts of winter begin ngain to prevail, the life of the plant 
becomes extill(:t; its ripened seeds are scattered upon the 
ground, to become the progenitors of other plants of the same 
kind, and the matetials of the plant also sink to the earth to 
replenish the vegetable mould from which they sprang. Thus 
the same general condition is ngain brought about with that 
from which the first plant sprang; and the germination, 
growth, maturity, and decay of the plant, with the scattering 
of its seed upon the earth, exemplifies a complete circk. So 
with the putting forth of the foliage, the development of the 
blossoms and fruit, and the final hibernation of arlxw~~Cenl 
vegetation. 

Coincident, also, with the changes of the seasons, are the 
periodical awakenings of certain animal instincts, aud also the 
occurrence of certain conditions in the human, physical, and 
mental economy. These changes, occurring, as they do, in 
regular serial succession, and always returning to the point 
from which they started, exemp ify, also, the Circle. 

And so, from the alternations of day and night, which, with 
their successive hours and moments, mark a diurnal circle of 
physical changes, still more minute circles of change ensue., 
in the economy of organic beings. Such are the circles of 
wakefulness and sleep; of activity and repose; of o1·ganic. 
waste and recuperation, with all their intermediate and 
transitional stages, whether we apply the remark to the 
vegetable, the animal, or the human creation. And it may 
•nn be aaid that every passage, from one degree or atar w 
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.nother, in the prtJgress of any complete circle of t1J.foldings, 
involves a circle or•system of a minuter kind; until we get 
rlown to the physiological functions of tl1e organism of an 
ephemeron, to the ch·cuit of blood and organic deposits in 
the system of an anamalcule, or to the orbitusl and axial 
revolutions of an atom. 

It may also be said that the progression from the origin to 
the dissolution of any system, or to its passage into another 
form, involves the circle; and this is equally true of the 
universe as a whole, of its included stellar and solar systems 
and individual worlds, nod of the further ramifications of crea
tion, constituting the mineral, vegetable, animal, and human 
kingdoms, together with their various genera, species, and in
dividual forms, respectively. 

The minutest of these circles of movement and develop 
ment, are included in, and are, in some sense, dependent 
upon, the greater, and those are in like manner included in 
and dependent upon, still greater (which, therefore, form 
circles of circles), and all are included in the great Circle 
which comprehends all movements and developments in the 
universe, from i~s periphery to its center, from the whole 
unimaginable vortex of being to a single atom of matter, 
and from the very origin to the · very end of all material 
things. 

The close of each comprehensive circle of operations mark• 
an era, not only in its own history, but also in the history of 
its included circles, which are, to some extent, dependent upon 
it.r state for their own specific states. For illustrat\on, the 
earth, during a single orhitual revolution, makes, to &:lnse, 
.hree hundred and sixty-five revolutions on its own axis, occa. 
1ioning the same number of repetitions of the phenomena of 
.. 1 ud night. But these days and nights, or circles of diur 
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nal change, vary as to their lengt~, temperature, etc., with the 
different stages of progress which are attained in the annuai 
circle of revolution. But, if the reasonings of Maedler and 
others are to be relied upon, the whole Solar System, includ 
ing the earth, is sweeping round a grand common center, which 
i.<~ so distant, that a single orbitual revolution can not proba.. 
bly be accomplished in a less period than eighteen millions 
of years. As such a revolution will constitute the great year 
of the solar system, it is extremely probable that the progress 
of this revolution will be marked with changes in ethereal 
elements which affect climate and the various circles of organio 
creation upon our globe, in a manner analogous to the influ. 
ence of the orbitual revolution of the earth, upon the length 
and other characteristics of the days and nights, and thence, 
also, upon the annual developments in the vegetable and ani. 
mal kingdoms. This gradual alteration of the position of the 
Solar System in the sidereal spaces, and the elemental changes 
consequent thereupon, may of itself be sufficient in the course 
of time to work an entire change in the character of organio 
!ife upon our globe; and still mightier changes in still mightier 
periods of time, may be wrought in the whole aspect of cr~ 
tion, physical and moral, by those inconceivably more stu
pendous revolutions to which all of these are subordinate.* It 
ill by the combined influences of all other circles of movement 
and creation, that each particular circle is precisely wluU it is; 
and whenever there is any change in the functional operations 
of any portion of the grand system of Being, or of any of its 
sub-systems, physical, mental, or moral, there is, according tA. 

• ~ Nlebol bu mggeoled the Idea lha& lhe marked abaagee at climate, aDd 
- ot lhe orpolo md otb~r prodaeliooe or t.be earth, wblch occurred during 11M 
plogleal J:All'loU, may not b&Te becD eollrcly dt.ca moclod wllh lhe monmeala of 
11M tolar eJ*m llaroqla 11M llellal' ...-. (,8el Nlobol'l • ~ ot .. IIMT_., 
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the law or sympathy, necessarily some co-related change in all 
eirc!es or operation included in this, however inappreciable to 
ildman conceptions that change may be. 

Thus do we see that the great system of universal Nature, 
from its most comprehensive outlines as a whole, down to ita 
infinitessimal parts, is one compact system of co-related 
"wheels within wheels," which play harmoniously together, as 
the various and mutually dependent parts of a most sublime 
and magnificent Machine ! It is a machine, however, which} 
notwithstanding its perfection cu a machine, is neither abso
lutely self-propelling, nor csn !t evolve its appropriate fabrics, 
and thus fulfill the designs of its Maker, without the constant 
and intelligent superinter.dence of a superior Power-even the 
Power from which it r6\!eived its origin-as has before been 
intimated, and will be more particularly illustrated hereafter. 

The general and particular number• of progressive grada. 
tions which extend from beginnings to endings, and thus con
stitute each known circle of developments, or each known 
form of a perfect series, that is inwoven with all others in the 
teJ'ture or nature, have heretofore been maintained to be 
maBs and SBVJ:N. The reasons for considering these as the 
numbers of perfection applicable to every complete system of 
being, have been extensively illustrated in foregoing pages, ancl 
Deed DOt be repHted in this place. 
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'l'BJ: DOOTRilfB o:r DEGRJtB8. 

Tm:: exposition of the •erial and circular orde:r of nature'e 
:~perations and constituent parts, as given in the foregoing 
~apter, prepares us for the more full cpmprehension of another 
doctrine, which is of no less importance than the previous one. 
l refer to the t<uth that each complete system of creation and 
operation, from greatest to smallest, together with the whole 
realm of being as one System, is resolvable into distinct Dt!Jrttl, 
associated with each other according to a certain definite order 
--&nd that each .complete System as one comprehensive De
gree, is connected, after the same general order, with the one 
immediately beneath, and that immediately above it, in the 
general scale. This doctrine of Degrees has been :xmstantly 
:ntimated in foregoing discussions; but its importance as a 
general guide to truth, demands for it a more direct and par
ticular illustration, which shall now be given. 

The writer's theory of Degrees was formed mainly from a 
direct study of nature, and with but little immediate aid from 
human suggestions beyond what was contained in the mere 
word "Degrees," as applied to nature's unfoldings; but when 
on the point of placing the present work, containing a cnapter 
on this subject, in the hands of th" printers, my attention was 
called by a friend to the teachings of EMANUEL Sw&DF.NBORG 
on the same subject. So far as I understand what that cele
~rated philosopher has written upcn this theme, I am delighted 

• 
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in being al1le to recognize it not only as entirely true, but highly 
interesting and important; at the same time that I find in it a 
confirmation of the pritu:iples involved in m)t previous thoughts 
upon the same subject. This, however, is said without the 
intention to intimate any opinion as to the truthfulness or un· 
truthfulness of the general writings of Sweden borg, concerning 
which, indeed, I know comparatively little. 

The doctrine of Sweden borg concerning Degrees, is essen· 
dally similar to that which I had conceived, the .main differ. 
ence, aside from his peculiar terminology, consisting in his 
exclusive use of the ternary division, whereas I, as a general 
rule, use the septinary, as involving the ternary. In Sweden. 
borg's writings, however, I find many features and applications 
o( this doctrine of which I bad not before conceived; while, 
.n my own previously embodied thoughts upon this subject, 
lbere were ideas which I have not yet found in Sweden borg. I 
am, therefore, induced to so far modify the chapter I had 
written on this subject, as to give a general reflex of what is 
essential and fundamental in both forms of the conception, in 
doing which I shall so far change my own previously adopted 
terminology, as to avoid a confounding of ideas essentially 
different, as originating with the Swedish philosopher and my· 
self. 

Swedenborg makes Degrees of two kinds, viz., continuou1 
·Degrees, or Degrees of latitude, and discreet Degrees, or De 
grees of altitude. Continuvus Degrees, or Degrees of latitude, 
are described as being "like degrees from light to shade, from 
heat to cold, from hard to soft, from gross to subtle, etc." 
But Discreet Degrees are described as "entirely different" 
from these, in tha~" they are in the relation of prior, posterior, 
and postreme, or of end, cause, and effect. They are called 
Discreet Degrees," continues ':he writer, " because the prior ~ 
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by itself, the posterior by itself, and the postreme by itself; 
hut still, taken together, they make a one." 

Further illustrations of the same subject are given as fol 
lows: " It is well known by ocular experience, that each 
muscle in the human body consists of very minute fibers, and 
that these fasciculated, constitute those larger ones, called mov
ing fibers, and tha• bundles of these produce thl.' compound 
which is called a muscle. It is the same with the nerves: very 
small nervous fibers •are put together into larger ones, which 
appear like filaments, and by a collection of such filaments the 
nerve is produced. It is also the same in toe other compagi
nations, confasciculationA, and collections of which the organs 
and viscera consist; for -these are compounds of fibers and 
vessels, variously fashioned by similar degrees. The case is 
the same also with all and every thing of the Vegetable King. 
dom, and with all and every thing of the Mineral Kingdom; 
m wood there is a compagination of filaments in tbre~fold 

order; in metals and stones there is a conglobation of partl 
alro in three-fold order. These considerations show the nature 
of Discreet Degrees, namely, that one is formed from another, 
and by means of the second, a third, or composite; and that 
each Degree is discreet from another." 

Inasmuch as the second Degree in any trine, prO<'eeds froll\ 
the first, and the third from the second, it was also taught by . 
Sweden borg, that "the first D('gree is all in all in the subse
quent degrees;" and that" the ultimate Degree is the complex, 
cor.tinent, and basis, of the prior Degrees;" by which latter 
phrase I understand to be meant, that in the ultimate Degree1 

all the Dl.'grees receive permanent, potential, and utilized em 
bodiment. 

This doctrine of Degrees is extended by Swedenborg tu 

fiTW1 department of existence, whether in the physical, morals 
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fliYil, psychological or spiritual worlds, and ever: to the infinitA 
Divine Constitution itself, of which they are the outbirths and 
cor~pondences. He, indeed, maintains that all and every 
thing in each form of being, from greatest to smaliest, of 
which triunity may be predicated, contains Degrees both con. 
tinuous and discreet. He maintains that the knowledge or 
Discreet Degrees is of the greatest philosophical importance, 
and that one who adequately possesses it, will thereby be 
enabled to see causes without the previous indications of their 
effects, and may even form accurate conclusions respecting 
•.hings invisible, to which the same doctrine of degrees must 
necessarily apply.* 

Su~>h, then, is the doctrine of Degrees 88 taught b7 
Swedenbofi. But, though it is true, so far 88 it goes, I am 
not aware that it even claims to be perfect in such a sense 
u not to admit into its composition some additional con
siderations. I do not suppose that Swedenborg himself 
meant to convey the idea that each one of his Discreet De 
greee was itself an absolutely limple unity ; and it is highly 
probable that if he had been questioned directly on the sub
ject, he would have admitted that each one of these waa 
itself of a three-fbld cvnstitution, especially as he baa ap. 
parently carried the doctrine of the trine down even to in. 
finiteslmals. 

Let Swedenborg's first Discreet Degree, then, stand for 
what, in the septinary classifications given in the preceding 
pages, bas been called the " Primary Trinity;" let his second 
Degree stand for our "Secondary Trinity;" and let his third, 
or ultimate Degree, which he says is the "complex, continent 
IDd basis of the prior degrees," stand for our lefJenth division 
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whiob we have constantly, though in other terms, reprerented 
88 the complex, continent, and basis of all previous division• 
-and this view without the slightest violence to any easentia\ 
doctrine ofSwedenborg, will bring the theory ofDegrees·pre
cisely into the form in which I bad conceived it. I believe 
tbat while Swedenborg himself maintained that triunity was 
predicable of all completeness, he also distinctly taught that 
the number Ill/It& was the common number of completeness. 
Consistently with this, then, it would seem that be could 
not avoid admitting that the septinity in some way in. 
volved the trine-of the truth of which idea a very 11714U 
portion of the existing evidence is spread through the fore
going pages. 

'The doctrine of Degrees of altitude, then, in the light of 
principles heretofore established, and which doubtles.~ Sweden
borg himself would have admitted, may be presented in the 
following modified form : 

Le' each component gradation in the seven-fold series be 
called an EltJmmtal Degree. 

Let each Trinity of Elemental Degrees (the Primary and 
Secondary Trinities, 88 distinguished in foregoing pages} be 
called a DUcred Degree; and 

Let each seven-fold series, as a whole, be called a Oompku 
Degree. We have thus Elemental Degrees, Discreet De
grees, and Complete Degrees. 

For example, let the Mineral Kingdom be considered as 
une Oompkll Degree, the Vegetable Kingdom as another, 
and the Animal Kingdom as ar other; while each Trinity of 
developments in each of those Kingdoms, as ·before repre
lellted, is considered as a Di8creet Degree, and each member 
:>f each of those Trinities is considered as an Elemelltal De. 
I'Mi and. the whole theory of Degrees of altitude will 
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appear in a general and particular form oC embodlmerA tba& 
will be intelligible to most minds. 

Each Oompku Degree, viewed in this light, w1ll appeal 

connected with the contiguous Complete Degree, in the same 
way as each .Discreet Degree is connected with ita contiguo\18 
Discreet Degree, and as each EletMntal Degree is connected 
with its contiguous Elemental Degree; so that Nature, as a 
whole, will exhibit the same ascending order of Oompku De
grees (or systems) that is exhibited by the Elemmtal Degrees 
composing any seven-fold series. I can not avoid the thought 
that this classification of Degrees, duly understood, would 
present a new and important aid to a proper comprehension 
of the ensemble, as well as the particulars of nature, with 
her forces, modes of operation, and mutual relations of 
part& 

In view of the circular constitution and order of procession 
pi eaob system of being, as illustrated in the chapter im
mediately preceding this, we are prepared to further remark, 
that Degrees of altitude of each of these kinds, result from a 
lpiral ttprising, so to speak, of the circle of development, by 
which the first Elemental Degree ascends to the altitude of the 
..econd, the second to the third, and so on; or by which the first 
Discreet Degree progressively rises to the altitude of the 
second, and the second to the third, and by which one whole 
circle of developments, in being completed, thus forming a 
Complete Degree, passes out into another and higlur circle or 
Complete Degree. For example, one octave in music, which 
may be considered as a series of Elemental Degrees of sound, 
fOrms one Complete Degree of sound, and each other octave 
forms another Complete Degree, superior or inferior to it, aoo 
cording as it is above or below it; and a similar remark i! 
applbble ·to the Mineral, Vegetable, and Animal .KiJJado~ 

18 
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before ref~rred to as contiguous and Oomplell Degree. ol 
creation, the higher of which arise, in some sense of the term 
"progreStiion," out of the lower. 

Of these latter Kingdoms it may be said, that they are all 
in accord with each other, as different octaves in music having 
the same key-note. In other words, each Complete Degree, 
Circle, or Kingdom, seems to be, member by member, an ex~ 
act counterpar of the others, on a higher or lower scale ; and 
this may be said of many other Comple,te Degrees. A Com
plete Degree, however, may take its rise any where along the 
circle of an antecedent Degree, in the same way as any note 
in an octave may be taken as the initial note of another and 
iudependent octave. For example, it was shown in pre
teding pages, that the seven-fold series of outer terrestrial 
developments, as mentioned by Nosu, commenced upon tbe 
basis of the third development in the comprehenaive geognos. 
tic series, which had been before described~ and many 
more examples of a similar kind might be given were it 
necessary. But however the key-notes of different octave~~ 
(or Complete Degrees) of natural developments may differ, 
the octaves themselves all contain the aame number of parts, 
which have similar relations to each other, and occur in the 
same order of succession; and therefore all are governed b7 
the aame serial and gradational law. 

The doctrine of Degrees might receive a much more ez. 
tended illustration and application than is exhibited above, 
but as our object should first be to establish gmtlf'Gl prill. 
tiplu, the foregoing must suffice for the present. Owing to 
its no\·elty and somewhat abstruse nature, this doctrine 
may, to the ordinary reader, be at first somewhat difficult 
of full comprehensim; but I can confidently assure him, 
~ i( by the liLtle perseve~!J~ Qf f11ental effort that wiU 
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be required, he succeeds in mastering it, he will find that 
it will greatly simplify and facilitate investigation in every 
'ther department of thought, whether in physics, psychology, 
.beology, or u relatins to u.1 of their numerous cognate 
•bjeoa 
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~BE DOOTRINB OF OORRB8PONDBNOB~ 

Ae a natural sequence of the dJctrines of Serial .Ci~lea, ano 
;,( Deg1·ees, as presented in the foregoing pages, arises that 
doctrine of CoRRESPONDENCES wl>ich bas been the guide to 110 

many important conclusions set forth in this work. All per
fect Series, Circles, or complete Degrees involved in the sys
tem of creation, must, of course, proceed from the same final 
Cause; and as they must thus correspond to the common final 
Cause, they must hence, in some way, correspond to each 
other. Moreover, every complete Degree in the character of 
a Circle, necessarily involves the same principles of constitu
tion with all other Circles, and therefore must, in the geMraJ 
sense, correspond to all others, whether they be on a higher or 
lower scale. And as each circle consists of the same number 
of parts, which occur in the same order of sequence and rela
tions, so each part of any circle corresponds, in the general 
sense, to the similarly disposed parts of all other circles. 
'l'hus it is, that if we acquaint ourselves thoroughly with the 
characteristics and interior principles of any complete circle 
or Degree in nature, we may, in a general way, make it the 
exponent of all other circles or complete Degrees. But in 
order to pursuo this corresponol'ntial method of investigation 
to the 1c!.t dvantagc, allll with the wost acc11rate results in 

'ting tr·uth, we must, of course, have a due reo 
relative positious in the whole grand IC&le 01 
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Circle of creation, occupied by the two circles which are the 
special terms of comparison, and to the peculiarities of quality 
and development incident to their respective positions. 

The comparison exhibited in foregoing pages, between Pri
mary and Secondary Trinities, or Discreet Degrees, as they 
were subsequently rolled, shows that there exists also a gen~ 
ral and particular correspondence between them ; but this cor 
respondence is not so perfect as that which exist;., generally 
and particularly, between the Complete Degrees or Octavu of 
natural unfolding. 

It may, moreover, be said that any two creatloDM, forms, or 
dev~lopments, which involve the 1ame principle• of constitu. 
tion and operation, correspond to each other, however various 
may be the specific departments of existence in which they 
may be found. An identity of principles, indeed, is the essen· 
tia1 basis of correspondence between higher and lower, or b~ 
tween ulterior and prior developments; and in the light of this 
fact, all forms and developments in the qterial and exterior 
world may be ~n to correspond even to things of a spiritual 
nature; and things of a spiritual nature may, on the other 
hand, be seen to correspond to them. Indeed, if the science 
of Correspondences were duly developed, nature would ap
pear as if invested with ten thousand tongues, which would 
continually be vocal with instruction. Every kingdom and 
form ; every shrub and tree ; every leaf and flower; every 
insect, beast, and bird ; nay, every point of compass and angle 
of direction from any given point, and every curve, circle, 
spiral, or other mathematical figure, would speak a i)istinct 
language, and discourse of a separate truth; and the whole 
grand system of Nature as One, would continually discourse 
of its Infinite Divine Author, of whose creative Wisdom and 
Love it is but an outer expression and correspondent I 
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The doctrines of Series, Circles._, Degrees, and correspond. 
enees, therefore, if properly developed and understood, •ould 
be the must efficient of all possible aids to the discovery or 
that grand system of general truth whose milliona or parts are 
all harmonious, mutually explanatory, and corroborative, or 
each other. Let the leading minds of the age, then, bestow 
due attention upon the development of these principles of in
vestigation; and in proportion as they are comprehended and 
applied in the world, the conflicts of the various parties in 
philosophy, theology, and even politics, will be swallowed up 
in one grand and harmonious system of thought, the creden. 
tials of whose truthfulness will be borne upon its very face, to 
be seen and read of all men. With the aid of such a system, 
properly unfolded, even the child might set out on its course 
of progression, with the unadulterated truth, and even the 
whok truth-which, though at first in a diminished form of 
representation, and involved in comprehensive generals, would, 
as the mind expan4icd, gradually magnify, and regularly and 
harmoniously unfold into particulars, for ever and ever. The 
harltlony of thoughts thus brought about in the world, would, 
in proportion to its degree, be necessarily accompanied with a 
mort" intimate and spiritual conjunction with the Divine 
Sour~ of all harmony, from the perpetual inftowings of whose 
Lo\P. and Wisdom, all the movements of human society, in 
eomm m with the movements of those planetary and celestial 
tpberetl which now, without reservation, own the Divine sway, 
would J>roceed without a jar, or a single note of disoord. This 
would f\e the long-looked fur, an4 long-prayed for, reig .. of 
& J'J .....-a earth~ 
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fBB tOOfBiNK OF . PE.OGRK881VB DBVBLOPKBBt. 

ONE important object of this treatise, as doubtless has beea 
ol.aerved, is to exhibit the connection of nature wi~h her in 
terior, producing Cause, and pervading Life-force. The reader 
who has attentively followed us in the previous discussions 
having a bearing upon this subject, has observed that out 
ohilosophy has uniformly tended to the idea of aa intelligent 
~oluntath·e DIVINE AGENCY, as concerned in the origin anc 
-&overnment of the outer system of things. But as our object 
should be to discover truth for the sake of truth, irrespectiv~ 
-o( its ch!lracter or consequences, it would be manifestly in· 
~nsistent to ignore any facts or manifest principles of nature 
which have been thought by any party in philosophy to 
militate against conclusions such as those exhibited in our 
previous reasonings. As the MXt natural step beyond the 
foregoing investigations, ther<!fore, we proceed to briefly 
notice the merits of a pending controversy, embracing, sub
'ltantially, the questions, whether the ayatem of nature i8 the 
•eault of the operation of an inherent force or law of progreasiv6 
.ievelopment I or w!tether it ia the result of a aeries of apeciai 
and independent exertiona of .Divine Power, with littk or n'l 
regard to law I Though these questions suggest two oppositt 
;iews, neither of which we are able to adopt without some 
important qualifications, it is proper that they should here be 
ubibited, together with the main features of the diaouaaionr 
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they have engendered, in the form in which they have e:a. 
tensively occupied the minds of philosophers and theo. 
logians of late years; and it may be, that in the light 
developed by their conflicting affirmative and negative 
arguments, a · lrut modifitd theory will be brought into 
view. 

A few years ago there was published an anonymous work, 
entitled," VESTIGES OF THB NATURAL HISTORY OF CREATION," 
in which the idea that creation is the natural result of the 
operation of certain fixed laws, is ingeniously maintained. 
Though the author of that work does not reject the idea of a 
remott, he rejects that of an immtdiatt, Divine Agency, as · 
concerned in the generation and government of the outer' 
forms of nature ; and as his positions, vwed in 01U light, 
present, unintentionally, perhaps, on his part, a condensed 
11ynopsis of the whole groundwork of the pantheistic and 
materialistic philosophy, it is proper that they should hem 
be summarily exhibited. · 

Assuming the correctness of the nebular theory of cosmical 
creations (after epitomizing, in a cogent and felicitous manner, 
the prominent points of evidence on which this theory is 
based), the author urges this theory as exhibiting a suOOE'.ssion 
of lo.w-govem«l c/w.ngu, by which primordial matter was 
resolved into stellar systems, solar systems, and planets, with 
all their present general and particular movements in space. 
The facts in Chemistry and Geology are then considered, as 
showing that the present structure and physical arrangementa 
of our globe (together with all similar globes in space) 
originated, probably, from laws governing solid, fluid, and 
vaporiform substances. 

The progressive and law-determined development, also, of 
..,..~e beings, both in the vegetable and animal Jdnsdoma: 
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with man at their head, is then maintained by arguments 
of the more important of which, the following fa a brief 
<~ynopsia. 

1. "We have seen powerful evidence," says the author, 
"that the construction of this globe and its associates, and 
inferentially that of all the other globes of space, was the 
result, not of any immediate or personal exertion on the part 
of the Deity, but of natural laws, which are tlte expressions 
of his will. What is to hinder our supposing that the organic 
crel\tion is also the result of natural laws, which are in like 
manner an expression of his will1 More than this, the fact 
of cosmical arrangements being the effect of natural law, is t 
powerful argument for the organic arrangements being so like 
wise; for how can we suppose that the august Being who 
brought all these countless worlds into form by the simplft 
establishment of a natural principle, flowing from his mind, 
was to interfere personally and specially on every occasion 
when a new shell-fish or reptile was to be introduced into 
existence on one of these worlds 1" The writer further arguea 
that," to a reasonable mind, the Divine attributes must ap
pear, not diminished or reduced in any w&y, but infinitely 
exalted, by supposing a creation by law." 

2. The writer submits that the progressive succession of 
:Jrganic beings, as revealed in fossilology, by which the lower 
and more simple forms, as a general rule, precede the highe1 
und more complex, is in perfect harmony with the hypothesis 
of development by lafll; whereas, on the supposition of 
special Divine exertions, it might be supposed that there 
would have been many specialities of Divine creation, as 
essentially modifying the existing order of things. 

8. Partic·1lar facts and analogies, as connected with the or. 
pdo kingdom-, eeem to hint that forcea are lodged in nakn 
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from which the simpler species in the vegetable and anima, 
world may, under certain circumstances, derive their origin. 
Reference is made to the vegetable-like forms of frost on the 
window, and to the shrub-like form of crystallization known 
to chemistry as the .Arbor .Diana-also to the vegetable-like 
forms of some of the ordinary appearances of the electrlo 
fluid ; and from these phenomena the writer argues the prob 
ability that electricity is largely concerned in the origination 
and growth, not only of crystals, but of plants, which assume 
forms according to specific generative and other conditio&a. 
Moreover, the growth of certain plants for which no seeds 
were sown, and in situations where it is next to impossible 
that such seeds could have existed, is thought to add proba. 
bility to the theory of a possible spontaneous gennination of 
't'egetable forms without the ordinary seminal mode of origi. 
nation-provided such changes are suddenly made in tho in· 
gradients and conditions of a soil as are favorable to the 
development of organic from inorganic forms. Tho author 
also mentions the singular facts that oats cropped down so ns 
to prolong the period of their gro\vth, have been known to 
progress, by regular transmutation, into the form of rye; and 
that the cabbage is known tQ be, in its native state, a trailing 
sea-side plant, totally different from the plant in its cultivated 
form. These latter facts, with others, are thought to strongly 
support the theory of a transmutation of species from lower 
to higher forms. 

4. The formation of entozoa, or animals within animals, 
where their eggs could not possibly have been depQsited, is 
thtlught to argue powerfully for the independent generation of 
the lower animal forms, when certain conditions obtain that are 
favorable. This argument is thought to be strengthened by 
.. f&ct that inaet'ts of a low species (the acarus) were repea&o 
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!lily produced in abundance, apparently solely by galvanic 
processes instituted by Messrs. Crosse and Weekes; and in 
one instance, a growth of fungi of a be&utiful and previousl;r 
unknown species, was produced by the last named gentleman, 
by the same process.* 

5. Particular features of animal organization, whi<'h are ap
parently useless and incidental, are also adduced in suppo11 
of the same theory of law~evelopment. Thus female animal!! 
of many species have certain organs which are neceuary to 
their sex ; whi111 the same organs exist rudimentally in the 
males, to whom they are not necessary. " FO!' example," says 
the writer, " the mammre of th11 human female, by whom 
these organs are obviously required, also exist in the male, 
who has no occasion for them. It might be supposed that in 
this case there was a regard to uniformity for mere appear
ance sake; but that no such principle is concerned, appears 
from a much more remarkable instanc4t connected with the 
marsupial animals. The female of that tribe has a process of 
bone advancing from the pubes, for the support of her pouch; 
and this also appears in the male marsupial, who has no pouch, 
and requires none." Ollher animals, and especially among 
those which form links between lower and higher orders in the 
scale of development, have the rudiments of organs, to them 
unnecessary, but which were necessary to animals beneath 
them in the scale ; but of facts of this kind I need not give 
further details. These abortive and rudimentary organs, ex-

• Theee alleged reeulle otlhe experlmenle otM-. CI'OIIe 1111d Weetee. weoe at llnl 
almo.& DDIYenallyocoulf!d u abeurd 1111d lmpoealble; buiiUbeequcut repeated experlo 
-sa, performed during eeveral :reArs, 8<lem to lenve DO doubt ot their reality. l 
peree!Ye by a late commuDicalloo, pn~tiobed In lbe newapapera, trom Mr. F. F. Ogdeo, 
Uulted 8lalee CoMa! al Liverpool, lho.llbal geollomaD hu receotl:r vlllled lbe labono 
...,. cl Mr. en-, 1111d became entirely convinced ot the lnllb cllhe w-s.tal..,. 
......__..lbliluew)Jprod-.1 IDIIIII 
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asting where they are not necessary, must, it is thought, bt 
regarded as blemish~ and blunders, on the supposition thai 
~e beings who po!>Sess them were created independently and 
by special exertion ; but they are oonsidered as precisely wha& 
might have been expected on the supposition that creation has 
proceeded through her various ramifications and transitional 
stages, according to the energizing and directing influence of a 

. uniform law of development. 
In further illustration and Slppo:t of the theory of progres

sive development, the writer quotes the following starMing 
passage from Fletcher's Rudiments of Physiowgy, in which it 
is shown that the general forms, and the order of succession, 
of the developments in the animal kingdom, arc represented 
by the general forms, and the order of succession, of the de
velopments of the human fmtus. "It is a fact" (says Dr • 
. F!«;>tchcr), "of the highest interest and moment that., as the 
brain of every triiJe of animals appears to pass, during its de
velopment, in succession through the types of all those below 
it, so the brain of man passes through the types of those of 
every tribe in the creation. It represents, accordingly, befort· 
the second month of uterogestation, that of an avertebrated 
animal; at the second month, that of an osseous fish ; at the 
third, that of a turtle; at the fourth, that of a bird; at the 
fifth, that of on.~ of the rod entia; at the sixth, that of one of 
the rurninautia; at the seventh, that of on~ of the digitagrada; 
at the eighth, that of one of the quadrumana; till, at length, a' 
the ninth, it compasses the bmin of man. It is hardly neces
sary to any," continues the writer, "that all this is only an 
approximation to the truth; since neither is the brain of all 
osseous fishes, of a.!! turtles, of all birds, nor of ~i! the speciea 
of any of the above order of mammals, by any means precisely 
&be same; nor does the brain of the human fcetus at any time 
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precisely i-esemble, perhaps, that of any individual whatever 
among the lower animals. Neverthele!IS, it may be said tc 
represent, at each of the above-mentioned periods, the aggre. 
gak, as it were, of' the brains of each of the tribes stated." 

Although these facts were stated by Dr. Fletcher withou' 
any view to the support of the development-hypothesis now 
under consideration, it is remarkable that the series of animal 
forms which he here traces as representing the series of suo. 
cessive human freta} developments, is the very series which, in 
the same order of succession, made their appearance on the 
globe during the depositions of the fossiliferous rocks from the 
earliest to the latest. 

The foregoing are the principal arguments, fortified by man) 
minor facts and considerations, from which the author ,of th~t 
" Vestiges" concludes that the whole system of creation, with 
all its diversified forms, inanimate and animate, from its first 
to its last stage of unfolding, was brought forth under th .. 
operation of one grand law of progressive development, by 
which "tJu nmpk&l and most primitive type gave birth to tho 
type next above it," by which ''this, again, produced the ned 
higher, and 80 on to the very highest, tho stages of advane41 
being in all cases very small-namely, from one species only 
to another, 80 that the phenomenon has always been of 
eimpie and modest character." He considers that after the 
production of the first and lowest animal form, the higher 
type was, in all cases, produced from the lower, according to 
the ordinary process of generation, and that its superiority to 
its parent was, in each instance, owing to a prolongation of 
the process of utero-gestathn, aided by new and favorable 
circumstances, by which the form next superior to the parent, 
In the pre-ordained animal scale, was attaine1. A similar 
principle o{ transmutation was applied also to tbe V eget.Pbl• 

10 
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Kingdom, by which it was thought that higher forma ascended 
from lower, until the highest were attained. 

A theory so novel and startling as the foregoing, did not, of 
course, escape the most vigorous opposition from adherent• 
of prevailing theories in philosophy and theology. Thi8 oppo
sition was specially inspirited by the ala1·m which was taken 
by the dominant theology, which considered the theory in 
question as a bold invasion of her assumed prerogative M 

a generally unquestionable guide in matters of religious faith. 
The main features of this opposition (which, we think, was 
partly just and partly unjust) require here to be briefly repre. 
sented, together with the essential points of argument in tho 
rejoinder which the opposition called forth from the autho1 
of the " Vestiges." 

The book in question was charged with a "direct tendency 
to expel the Almighty f1·om the universe which He bas made 
-to degrade the god-like race to whom He has intrusted the 
development and appreciation of His power, and to render the 
revelation of His will an incredible superstition;'' and, prob
ably with quite as strong a desire to neutralize this alleged 
tendency considered in the abstract, as to develop truth 
regardless of ita consequences, its .essential idea was pro
nounced "an opinion which bas not a single tact in its favor
which stands in direct opposition to all the analogies of nature 
-which is repugnant to the best feelings of mankind, and 
aubversive of all our most cherished convictions-a fraud com. 
mitted upon the reason, and an insult cast upon the dignity of 

our epeoies. "• 
'lbe aeal of the prominent opposers of this work, nd theL 
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clevo~k.n to the one grand object of putting it down, as indl 
aaud in these and similar denunciatory expressions, may, in 
10me instances, have caused them to unconsciously magnify 
.he seeming evidences against the theory it propounded, and 
1.8 unconsciously to underrate any real evidence which may 
exist in its favor. Candor requires, therefore, that we should 
look at the merits of this, as well as of all controversies of a 
similar nature, aside from all mere denunciation such as novel 
theories, true or false, are ever apt to provoke-and in the 
light of the plain facts and arguments which bear upon the 
case, by whichsoever party these may be urged. 

The nebular hypothesis of cosmical creations urged by the 
author of the "Vestiges," as the initial portion of the univer. 
sal system of creation supposed by 'him to be unfolded by 
law, was objected to mainly on the ground that the Earl of 
Rosse's telescope had succeeded in resolving into stars certain 
nebula which were before considered irresolvable, and in con 
siderably changing the apparent form and outlines of others, 
which had previously appeared such as to countenance the idea 
of agglomerating and rotating masses. In view of such 
"unequivocal facts," one principal reviewer regards it as a 
"most unwarrantable assumption to suppose that there are in 
&be heavenly spaces any masses of matter different from solid 
bodies composing planetary systems.'' To this our author 
replies that the resolution of a gl"t&t quantity of previously 
unresolved nebulm, by Lord Rosse's telescope, "was, of course, 
to be expected, and it is a fact, though in itself interesting, of 
no consequence to the nebular hypothesis." There are still 
many nebula which even the stupendous powers of Lord 
Rosse's instrument do not sensibly affect, and which probably 
DO increase of optical power ever to be attained by humau 
llll~oe or art, woul4 be adequate to feiOlve. But the preeeQI 
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position of the nebular theory in respect lo its phil~phic.l 
credibHity, is more fully represented in a previous portion o1 

this work. · 
The theory of progressive succession in the organic king. 

doms, as advocated by the "Vestiges," is disputed mainly on 
the following grounds: First, that fishes of a high organization 
occur (as it is said) in the oldest of the fossiliferous rocks; 
secondly, that in several instances the passage from a lower tc 
a higher system of rocks, is accompanied by an abrupt and 
entire transition in the organic kingdoms, exhibiting none of 
the Jinks of progressive gradation which the theory of the 
"Vestiges" supposes to exist; and thirdly, that in some in
atanoes several widL·ly different and previously unknown 
apecies seem to have beeh introduced at about the same epoch, 
with apparently no links of connection between them. 

To the allegation that fishes of a high organization ooour i1t 
the oldest of the fossiliferous rocks, the author of the "Ves
tiges," in his sequel to that work, replies by quotations from 
geologist.'>, showing a discrepancy in their statements upon thUI 
point, which, however, he shows may be explained by the fact, 
that since the statements of 101M of them were put forth. " the 
lower fossiliferous rocks have been divided into «veral dis. 
tinct formations, in lhe lowest of which it is fully admitted 
there are no ve1tebrata. He, moreover, argues that the 
cephalopoda and gasteropoda, mollusks of a high organization, 
whose remains are found in the oldest series of fossiliferous 
rocks, might, as transmuted species, have come in soon after 
the commencement of the formation of those rocks, as owing 
to a "rapidity of generation" and " rush of life," which it 
aometimes cbaracteristjo of certain of the lower orders of 
animals. 

bt anner to the argument which neptlvee &be Idea ol 
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110 1necth g links between lower a11d higher species, and be. 
tw~n widely dissimilar species existing in the same system 
of deposits, he generalizes the field of geologi•11\l observation, 
and finds particular systems, both of rocks and their con
tained fossils, more fully and particularly rep1 ?sented in some 
localities than others. By the facts which he Jevelops in tni~ 
branch of th~ discussion, he succeeds in materi~o~Uy weakening. 
though perhaps not entirely disproving, the assumptions of hi~ 
opponents, that the character of organic life ha9 been subject 
to frequent abrupt and entire changes. He conwiders it prob
able, moreover, that " development has not proceeded, as 
usually assumed, upon a single line, which would require all 
the animals to be placed me after another, but in a p!torality 
of lines, in which the orders, and even minuter s1tWivisions 
of each class are ranged side by side;" and he argues that 
"the development of these various lines has proceeded inde
pendently in various regions of the earth, so as to lead tc 
forms not everywhere so like as to fall within our ideas 
of specific character, but generally, or in some more vague 
degree, alike." 

Upon the whole, the author reasserts his main position with 
so much force and. ingenuity, and brings to it such an accession 
of evidence from the testimonies of geologists and naturalists, 
as apparently to render the general onslaught of his opponents, 
for the most part, a failure; and perhaps it would not be 
unfair to consider their subsequent silence as, in some degree, 
a tacit admission of this fact. 

Though the author of the "Vestiges" acknowledges that 
God is, in some sense, ever present with his creation, and 
supports and rules it by his Providence, he admits this merely 
18 the intimation of an internal sens~ or feeling, for which he 
lloee not pretend to have any philo~ophy. But in the a~ 
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of such a philosophy, those who have not this internal feelina 
of the presence and overntling Providence of God (as ~1 · 
have not), very naturally employ the whole force of facta and 
arguments, such as have a very thorough development in the 
book referred to, in support of the idea that nature developa 
all her forms and phenomena, by an inherent force of her own, 
independent of any superior influence, as received from a 
Source without herself. Such theories can, of course, be suo. 
cessfully met only by the weapons of a cogent and well 
grounded philosophy, as relating to the matters in dispute; 
but as such a philosophy does not yet prevail, to any exten~ 
in the world, it hence follows, as a fact much to be lamented, 
that faith in God and his overruli:~g and universal Providenoes, 
is, to a large extent, at the mercy of pantheistic and material
istic philosophies. Such philosophies are hence continually 
growing more rife and rampant; and when those who know 
for them8elvea, from intuition, that there is a God ever present 
with, and ever ruling, the affairs of creation, find themselves in
competent to meet the arguments for the opposing Tiews, they 

. are apt to grow impatient, and to descend to mere ridiculc, 
and denunciation, and sometimes even: to misrepresentation
a mode of treatment which seldom fails to excite the con. 
tempt of those toward whom it is aimed, and even to confirm 
them in their anti-religious theories. 

Common sense should teach every one that it is worse than 
11seless-nay, perverse and wicked-to close his eyes to plain 
facts in nature, whaUver may be their apparent theological or 
philosophical bearings; and whoever would do such an act, is 
plainly not so much devoted to the furtherance of truth as he 
Is to the maintenance of his own opinions. Looking fUlly in 
the face, therefore, as in duty bound to do, all the clearly 
..U.blished facts exhibited by the "V estigea of ere.tloo," N 
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"ell as every other species of fact, let us see whether the 
gt>neral philosophy of this work will afford any light hy whid 
outer appearan<'e.'l, reflecting a natural law or force of develop
ment, and the interior sense of the human soul, respecting the 
constant presence of God, and the exertion of his upholding 
and directing power, may he rationally harmonized. By way 
of attempting the solution of all apparent discrepancies. 8! 

involved in these subjects. we will, in the foll<'wing pages, 
m:~eavor to unfold the true tbrory of law agency and Divine 
acancy, as it appears to us. 
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CHAPTER XXIII. 

WUB'1'IIlat Tm'W Oi' THE SYSTEM OF LIVING FORKS, AI IU8-
QE8TING ITS MODE OF DEVELOPMENT 

HAD the author of the " Vestiges of Creation " and bit 
opponents both understood the doctrine of Series, Degrees, 
and Correspondences, as unfolded in t.he preceding pages of 
this work, and had they duly observed the indications of these 
doctrines in regard to the origin, constitt•tion, and laws of 
nature, the relations of visiLle effects to invisible and spiritual 
causes, and the relations of the universe and all its sub-serial 
and corresponding parts, to the Infinite Divine Spirit, as the 
Projector, Originator, and Vitalizer of all, they might, by a 
mutual, and in that case obviously required, modification of 
their views, have come to a perfect agreement on aU essential 
points, without com promising any true principle of theological 
faith, or disregarding any real fact in science or true principle 
in philosophy. The view which, as it appears to me, recon
ciles all real scirntific facts, and all true philosophical and 
theological principles, I will now proceed to briefly unfold. . 

I will premise by saying that the idea of progre.vsion, as a 
general fact connected with the origin and movements of 
creation, as a whole, and with the origin and movements of 
each of its sub-serial and correspondent parts, seems to be 
necessarily invoh·ed in the idea of successive movements or 
unfoldings, from bcginninglil toward predetermined ends. 
Every 1111ccesaive movement or effort is a closer approximatiOD 
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to the proposed end of the whole series of movements, and is 
therefore a decided progress from a previous and more rudi
mental state or position. Accordingly all philosophy and all 
revelation concur in the acknowledgment that creation, from 
its incipient to its present stage of development, has passed 
through a regular series of progressive unfoldings; and this 
fact is recognized as applying equally to the oosmical universe, 
to the geological formations, and to the various systems or 
organic forms, beginning with the lowest and ending with the 
highest, whose remains have been successively entombed in 
the rocks. 

It is true there are occasional and apparent exceptions to 
this rul&-oecaSional instances of particular retrogression on 
the one band, and irregular and abnormal advances on the 
other; but these are owing to local circumstances and isolated 
inftuences, and when properly understood, they proN, rather 
than disprove, the general rule. The idea may be illustrated 
by the following simile: Let a number of vessels, of difFerent 
t'lasses, be supposed to sail from the same port, at the same 
time, and bound to the same place of destination. Wafted by 
the same breezes, and ftoated by the same tides, they, for a 
time, make nearly equal progress, sail in nearly parallel paths, 
and generally keep each others company. But owing to 
slight diversities in their sailing qualities, and incidental dif
ferences in their modes of manamvring, their courses grad. 
uqlly diverge from each other, and they get into dift'erent 
currents of ocean and of atmosphere, some of which are prQo 
pitious and some the reverse. They are then farther dispersed 
by hurricanes; some of them, by violent gales occurring 
only in tbe.r own localities, may be driven hundreds of miles 
out of their oourse, or in a retrograde direction; a few o( 

diem may be driven upon rocks <'f quickll&llds, atd loet out 
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right; whilo others may be driven forward with equal vio 
lence, and reach their destined haven in an apparently irr~ 
ularly short period of time. Of rourse no one would con. 
sider the diversities in the fates and sur.cesses of these different 
vessels, or the fact that soma were for a time driven back· 
ward, that some were lost outright, and that others were 
driven forward with a velocity which seemed to set all idoo 
of a regularly graduated motion at defiance, as any proof 
against a general law of progression, as applied to the sailing 
of ships from port to port, but the proof would, upon the 
whole, be the reverse. 

Allow these ships, then, to represent an equal number of 
Divine archetypes, or pre-existing ideal forms of creation, ao 
to speak, which set out, at one and the same time, upon 
\he voyage of progressive development, all being bound to 
one haven, viz., the realization of the clothing of an exterior 
fOrm ; the diversities in their movements, presented in the 
retardations and temporary retrogressions of some, and the 
fitful and apparently preternatural accelerations of others, as 
owing to the various currents and counter-currents of outer 
influences, no more disprove the law of general progression, 
with reference to them, than similar diversities of movement 
prove the same thing with reference to the ships. When we, 
therefore, find a few loc.al examples of vertebral fishes among 
some of the strata of the first series of fossiliferou11 rocks, or 
when we find, in one or two instances, the remams of a 
diminutive air-breathing reptile, in an upper member of tfu, 
Old Red Sandstone series, where, as it is stated, such have 
recently been found;* or when, in human history, we find 
examples of whole nations and races remaining apparently 
stationary for thousands of years, while others have, at earlJ 
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periods, come to a high state or advancement in art, govem 
ment, and social refinement, which were again succeeded bJ 
universal ignorance and barbarismr-we are not to consider 
these examples as contradicting the doctrine of progression, 
as a gmeral principle, but as only the particvlar and loctJl es. 
eeptiotu to the direct development of that principle in outer 
forma. 

Keeping in view, then, the doctrine of general Progression 
as an undeniable principle applicable to the universal series 
of creation as a whole, and to all its included and correspond
ing sub-series, we are prepared for further inquiries respecting 
the cn#r and method of progreasion, and the mutual relations 
of the different parts or degrees of each series of creation to 
which this principle applies. In making these inquiries, our 
attention will be confined for the present to the Animal King
dom, which will serve as a representative of all other serial 
creations. 

The fact alluded to by the author o( the "V eet1gee of Crea
tion," that in the reproduction of the higher animals and of 
man, the embryo passes through successive stages of develop
ment, in which the types of all the lower animals, beginning 
with the fish (or, as some say, with the annalid or worm), are 
represented in succession, until its own proper type ia attained, 
is certainly of great significance, as it bears upon the subject 
under consideration. But Professor Agassiz has made some 
further discoveries in the department of embryology, which 
would perhaps go to emphasize the conclusions to which this 
fact would seem naturally to point. I would refer now par
ticularly to the discuvery that the embryoe of animals of cer
tain «Nting families beu, at a certain stage or their fmtal 
progreee, a distinct resemblance to the perfected individualt 
tf QOw "t4ttel species or tbe same familiea. wlaich ..... ill 
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early geological periods. From his remarks on this subjee&, 
I submit the following quotations: 

"Embryology," says be, "by the metamorphoses whicla 
take place in animals, assigns now a value to external fOrms, 
and not only assigns them a value, but a chronological value, 
by which it is possible to consider as lower tho~~e animals 
\vhich agree with the earlier forms of the germs." •••••• 

"The class of fishes which I have studied more particularly, 
bas shown me that the first types appeared under forms, and 
with an o:-ganization, peculiar to emhry01 of that very class in 
the present epoch, proving thereby, with perfect evidence, the 
inferiority of the first created types, as well in their peculiar 
class as in their department. But though of a lower order, 
these types of ancient ages bore in themselves, from the b&o 
ginning, the impression of the plan that was to be suocesaivel1 
developed in the different epochs which have preoeded the 
order of things existing at present, and by whose realization 
have been brought abo11t those numerous families of Fishes, 
Reptilee, Birds, and Mammalia, which now live upon tbe tiUJ'· 

face of the earth." Again : " All the information about the 
fossil&-all the information of former ages, will have to be 
eompared with those embryonic forms, in order to understand 
more fully the analogy which exists between these earlier 
types, and the successive changes which those of <'llr day un
dergo to assume their final form. If I am not mistaken, we 
shall obtain from sketches of those embryonic forms, more 
correct figures of fossil animals than have been acquired by 
~etual restoration."* 

These extracts fro.I1 one who is an advocate of the idea of 
creations ck novo at different geological epochs, certainly argue 

• .......,..~.,. Oaalpln!ITe....,...,.,•......,..IMIIftlllex-'111 w 
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much fOr a connection of lmM kind between the lower and 
higher, or extinct and Hving, species of animals of the same 
families, Md pretty clearly show that the higher and existing 
species are, in many Instances, the result of an ntmrion of tlu 
identical ge1tative procea• which, hi its lower stages, was exem
plified in the ancient species. Such being the existing evidence 
of a connection between ancient and modem species of the 
same families and genera, and that the modem species exist, 
at least as a progressed sequence of the principle• involved in 
the ancient, we will now quote from the same. author some 
further illustrations of the analogies and connections existing 
between the different and successively created divisions of the 
Animal Kingdom as a whole, with man at its head: 

'The unity of structure in vertebrated animals," says he, 
" bas been understood, and well understood, long before Em
bryology bad added any thing to show how deep this unity of 
plan was impressed on that type. By the investigations of 
Comparative Anatomy, it had been ascertained that the external 
differences which characterize the class of Fishes, that of Rep. 
tiles, that of Birds, and that of Mammalia, were only modifi 
eations of one and the same structure-that the head of Fishes, 
ror example, though apparently so different from that of Man, 
was made up of the same bones, arranged in the same man
ner, only sub-divided into more distinct points of ossifica
tion, with modified proportions, most of them remaining 
movable for life, but, after all, arranged upon the same uniform 
plan." · 

In a previous paragraph, the same author says: "It was in 
Phylriology, a great discovery, when it was ascertained that 
all Vertebrata, that Fishes, as well as Reptiles, as well u 
Birds, as well as Mammalia, arose from eggs, which have one 
IDd ~ same uniform structure in the beginning, and proceecf 
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to produce animals aa widely different as they are in the full 
grown state, simply by successive, gradual metamorphoees · 
and these metamorphoses upon one and the same plan, accord 
ing to one and the same general progress!' Again : " It may 
therefore be said, with perfeCt propriety, that the higher Ver
tebra~s undergo changes, through which, in different periods 
of their life, they resemble the lower ones; that there ia a 
period when the young bird has not only the form, but the 
structure, and even the fins, which characterize the Fish. And 
of the young Mammals the same may be said. There is a 
period in the ·structure of the young Rabbit (in which the in
vestigations have been traced more extensively than in other 
species), when the young Rabbit resembles 80 closely the 
Fish, that it even has gills, living in a sac full of water, breath
ing as Fishes do. So that the resemblance is as complete as 
it can be, though each of these types grows to a complication 
of structure, by which the young Mammal, for instanoe, leav· 
ing behind this low organization of the lower types, rises to a 
complication of structure, to higher and higher degrees, and to 
that eminence even which characterizes mankind."* 

These facts certainly show a unity of plan and a progressive 
succession or, in IOtM sense, mutually dependent forms, in the 
system of animated nature, which countenances the idea that 
the whole creation of lower animals is, as it were, the fottu 
of the whole human creation, and that the latter was thus de
veloped by a process somewhat resembling that which the 
author of the "Vestiges of Creation" supposed to have taken 
place, and which be calls" the universal gestation of Nature;" 
1 et we shall soon see that, 80 far from this theory dispensing 
with tlae agency of a God, this universal gestative prooea 
eould not have proceeded even through its first stageS, withou~ 

• z.-.a·Oaalpllnlln ~.X.. JilL 
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:he oonstant influx of a vitalizing and energizing lnfloenoe 
from above all nature, and heoee t'rom a source absolutely 
Divine. 

It may here be remarked that these &eta, developed by the 
researches of palmontologista, embryologists, and phyaiolo. 
gists, concerning the relations ·and order ot suoceaaion of the 
different divisions of the animated tribes, ar1 in ptrfoel agrtf

m.ent fllith the gmeral mo<k of philo1ophizing prumtld in thil 
tDOrlc, by which all general facta .in each system of creation, 
and all systems of creation as grand facts, are arranged in a 
harmonious aerial order of progreaaion, in such a way as to 
show a thread of unity and correspondence running through all 
systems, and through the grand system of systems, from the 
very origin to the very ultimates of all things. 

This scheme of creation brings the Animal Kingdom, as weD 
as the Vegetable, and all other complete systems of creation, 
together with the grand System of all systems, under the 
analogy of a Tau, with its seven aerial and progreaaive parte, 
consisting of Roots, Trunk, Branches; Leaves, Flower-buds, 
Blossoms, and FaurT. It is thus strongly hinted that the 
whole universal System of creation, with all its corresponding 
eub-systema, including the Vegetable and Animal Kingdoms, 
while under the comtant t1italizing and tloluntatifJI injlu:e of 
Dif1ine Lov1 and W"udom, tJJhich art &piritual H«~.t and Light, 
fr"" up, as it were, from Germ to ultimatu, in tbe same pro. 
gressive and sequential order in which the tree grows from 
root to fruit, under the constant influx of 10lar heat and Ught, 
which are the natural corrt8p0tl!lm18.of Divine Love and 'Wfa. 
dom. 

But if this Tiew is admitted, it will not of itself neoesaarfly 
aecide the que&tion as to whether each higher oreation was ill 
~U r&RH <levtloped fro~ the parentag~ of the ooe ima1edl 

• 
• 
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ately be.!ow it in the series to which it belongs. There is, ap. 
parentJy, one exception to this order of parental extraction in 
the developed parts of the superiorly organized tree: The 
flower-buds, though they are the next superior development 
to the leaves, are not an outgrowth from the leaves, but, in 
common with these, they are the next superior outgrowth from 
the branches; and the leaves, after performing their specifie 
functions, die and drop off, without giving rise to any succeed
ing and superior form of developments. The flower-buds are 
undoubtedly an ascension of the same essences and principles 
which, stopping one step short of them, produce the leaves, 
and which, in each case, ascend from all the preceding devel
opments of the tree as represented in roots, trunk, and 
branches. 

It should be remarked, however, that in a less perfect class 
of vegetable forms-the cryptogam is-the organs of fructifi
cation, involving, of course, the principles of the bud, are de
nloped UJ'Of' the leaves, which, in this instance, shows the 
relations of parent and offspring between the two develop
ments, and preserves the succession between them un
broken. 

Concerning the genesis of the Animal Kingdom, then, as 
well as that of all other Series and Degrees of creation, it 
may, so far as the known analogies of nature are concerned, 
and without in either case 9.ffecting our views of the Divine 
agency, be consistently believed, either that the higher tribes 
in the Animal Kingdom (as well as in the Vegetable and 
other Degrees of Creation), at certain periods, and under cer
tain revolutionary conditions or Divine impulsions hereafter 
to be explained-proceeded by orderly descent, from the b-ibu 
ani belo111 them, cu their natural parenl8--or that they pro. 
l88d1ld, M the same periods and under the same conditiona 

• 
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.from tlte aggregate of all preceding development. of natu,.., cu 
t'JOMtituting their g~MTYJl material germ, while they bad no 
rpecial lineal connection with the forms next below them in 
the series. Either or these suppositions would sufficiently 
comport with the unity of the general plan which we have 
before observed to pervade the works of creation. The 
probability is, however, that hoth of these modes of pro
duction were, to some extent, observed in the origination of 
the ensemhle of the Animal and other Kingdoms ; but in 
neither case is it probable that any form or creation was un. 

_ folded, except upon the basis of a suitable preceding develo~ 
ment, which, in some sense, served as ita material germ, or 
predisposing condition of developmen~ 

tTnless we adopt some such theory as here propounded, 
many natural facts-facta which the cause or trw theolou 
and religion can never be subserved by denyinf-will reiDib 
..U.l7 inupl.,..ble. 
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L.A.W .A.QElfOY .A.ND DIVIlfE .A.QJI:NOY. 

IN the light of the foregoing remarks respecting the order, 
mooeaaive developr.lent&, and relations of the organic tribes. 
let us now press to a final and more specific decision, the 
question, whether the system of Creation, as it now stands, 
came to exist, in any sense, through the operations of Law 'l
and if so, in what sense, and with what accompanying con
clusions relative to the doctrine of Providences, or of Divine 
Interpositions .1 

But that we may pursue this inquiry intelligibly, we must 
obviously first define precisely what we mean by the term 
M Law." Law, as it is understood by the best authorities, 
means simply a rule of action, or a definite mode or method 
In which force and motion prooeed toward the acool!lplish
ment of an end. It is not, therefQre, of itself, either force or 
motion, but only the ruk of action which these, in their 
operations, are made to observe. 

Now it may be safely asserted that there is no force or 
motion, either in the universe of matter or the universe of 
mind, which, in its operations, does not observe 101M rule, 
101M method, and hence IOf'IU law. Ir, indeed, there could be 
any action or motion UJithout method or law, that action or 
motion would necessarily be chaotic, and would tend directly 
to the total subversion of aU law and order, and thus to reduce 
all tbings to cbaca. It is impossible for a man to oonoeive a 
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&bought, except in accordance with some law of thought. 
Nay, it is self-evidently impossible even for the Infinite Mind 
to conceive a thought, or put forth an action, except in con 
nection _with some definite mode or form, and hence law, of 
procedure which that thought or action spontaneously assumes. 
In the Infinite Mind, therefore, Law, in its spiritual sense, is 
self-existent and eternal. Thence it proceeds, by volition, in 
outer creations, and assumes the forms of what are termed the 
"laws of nature." These, as modes, or rules of material 
motion, commence at the lowest and most chaotic germs of 
the physical universe, and (being constantly supplied b1 
voluntative and higher inflowings from their Infinite Spiritual 
Source) proceed in regular order of ascending development, 
lhrough all subsequent motions and creations, until, in the 
heights of the celestial universe, creation again merges itself 
in that Infinite Divine Essence from which it originally 
11prang. And as all motions are in accordance with some de. 
~nite rule, method, or law, hence all forms, creations, and con
ditions, from lowest material to the highest spiritual and 
celestial, which, in regular serial orders, are developed by 
ouam of those motions, are necessarily law..developed and 
law-governed. If this were not so, then creation, indeed, 
would not exhibit any system or method in its arrangements, 
lft1Ch as is now apparent throughout its whole domains, but 
the various forms of which it is composed, would necessaril1 
be totally disconnected and confused. 

It is worthy of remark, that the 'idea of law as governing 
the processes of creation obtains predominance in proportion 
to the development of the human mind. Thus the child con
ceiv'3s that the grass is made to grow by an abstract interpo
lition of the power of God, with which he is unable to connect 
1111ldea o( law. But as his mind unfolds, 111d the field ol 
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hie observation extends, he discovers that grass grows, in ull 
cases, under certain given conditions, and hence grows accord 
ing to a fixed rule. He still, perhaps, believes that God, by a 
diroot and ilolated fiat of His will, causes the rain to fall, the 
thunder to peal, aD\ the lightning to ftssh ; but a further de
velopment of his mind corrects this impression, and shows 
him that the rains, the thunders, and the lightnings, are de. 
pendent upon a more !Jmeral administration of the Divine 
Power through atmospheric and electric media and conditions. 
He atill, perhaps, imagines that the sun, moon, and planets 
are made to pursue their courses in the heavens by the direct 
volitionary effort of Gotl concentrated specifically and ab
atraotly upon them; but when his mind is introduced to the 
series of demonstrations presented in the science of Astrono. 
my, he perceives that all these phenomena are in accordance 
with a general method in which nil aggregations of matter in 
free epaoe act. He still proba~Iy believes (according to a 
common, and, aa we have before shown, an erroneous inter .. 
pretation of Sacred Scripture} that the earth on which he 
dwells was directly spoken into existence by God, in the space 
of six literal days, about six thousand years ago; but when 
he attains a more enlarged understanding of the mechanical 
and cllemioal forces which God baa incorporated in the system 
of nature, and reads the physical history of our planet aa 
written upon the rooks, he perceives that our globe has been 
brought from a primeval chaotic, to its present perfected state, 
by means of fixed methods of operation of matter, expressed 
by the terms, "condensation,"" abrasion," "deposition," ":.e
gregation," etc. And if the hypothesis (seemingly supported 
by all analogy) that vegetable, animal, and even human or
genisme, came to exist through the instrumentality of equally 
bed and unvarying laws, il1 now met by storms of oppoli 
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lion and ridicule, it should be remembered that preeiv~1y 

aimilar opposition, based upon precisely the same grounds, 
attended a similar announcement when first made, with refer 
ence to the origin and modw operandi of many forms and d&
partments of nature concerning which the announcement is 
now fully admitted to have been true; and the final triumphs 
of Astronomy and Geology over the dragon of umcripw;al, 
as well as unphilosophical, opposition, which stood before their 
parents to devour them as soon as they were born, should 
stand as a warning against a too hasty decision unfavorable to 
law-developments, as applied to all other departments, organio 
and even spiritual, as well as inorganic and material. 

Yet, when it is asserted that all thlngs, as to their creation 
and functional operations, are within the governing inOaence1 
of law, the sense in which we have defined the term "law," 
should be distinctly borne in mind; and for the sake of more 
explicitness on this point, as well as to show that oua position 
involves no objectionable theological corrolaries, we will hen 
submit a few more considerations respecting it. 

I have said that Law is not of itself for~ or motion--hence, 
that it can create nothing or do nothing of itself; but that it 
is simply the mode or rule by which force and motion act 
Hence, when we speak of the "law of Expansion," for instance, 
we refer only to a mode of operation among particles or 
substances, which is expressed by the term " Expansion;" 
when we speak of the "law of Gravitation," we only refer to 
that particular mode of action a;nong materials which the term 
"gravitation" defines. And we have a similar meaning when 
we speak of any other law. But the Force by which the ao. 
tion, proceeding according to these various laws, is generated, 
remains yet to be accounted for; and this we will now attempt 
to do, a1. the same time that wo attempt to illustrate bo" 
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modu or laws of action came to be such as we see them. The 
remarks now to be offered will, at the same time, UlWJ!rate 
the direct agency which God has in the process of creation, and 
furnish the foundation of a true understanding of the doctrine 
of Providence. 

One feature of the present subjec~ has already been pr~ 
sen ted, under an illustration which may again be called up, and 
carried out into further particulars. A builder, before pro. 
ceeding to the outer construction of an edifice, first conceives 
the general plan, and ideally perceives the general appearance 
of that edifice in his own mind. This conception is the arche
type or pattern according to which the edifice, as an outer ob
ject, is to be erected ; and its erection is a mere clothing of the 
"rchetype or pattern, with outer material investiture. But this 
tlothing of the archetype can not be accomplished except by 
the voluntative and energizing influence of the soul, apirit, or 
mind of the builder acting among the materials to be wrought 
Into the physical structure, which action may be either through 
t.he medium of the builder's own muscles, through the minds 
und muscles of others, to whom his commands may be given, 
or through a suitable machine which he has previously do
signed and prepared. And when the building is thus erected, 
it stands as an exact correspondent and embodiment of thal 
particular form and defiTtt of intelligence and volition, which 
were requisite to the conception of its plan, and the con. 
joining of its materials. After the building Ia finished, 
however, the builder withdraws all further action and inftu. 
ence from it, and it is let\ as a mass of perfectly dead and 
motionless materials ; but could he permnnently infix in 
it such portions or degrees of his own energizing spiritual 
eesence as would be requisite to keep it in repair, and to cooo 
~tly \'efine and improve it, an~ "? develop ita u.~~ 
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p~ .,n., building would in that case be a liftrlg area. 
&ion. 

Now it was logically proved, in another part of this wori. 
that the Universe, or the whole great Kingdom of materiality 
which it comprises, is not self-existent and eternal, but that it 
as necessarily had a beginning as any human or other physical 
organism had-that it is therefore necessarily dependent upon 
an antecedent and correspondent existence as its Ca11se, which 
inust have been, not injtri(JT", but •uptri(JT", to itself, ev<'n as 
the natural sun is superior to the plant which·its beams cause 
to grow. Being thus superior to, and the cause of, the whole 
of material existence, we were forced to conceive of it as a 
mper-material, super-universal, and hence q>iritttal Existence, 
of which intelligence, personality, and hence Diflitlity, are 
predicable. 

This spiritual, intelligent, personal Divinity, whom we caiJ 
God, then, being antecedent to, and the Cause of, the univer. 
aal system of creation, and sustaining toward it the same I'& 

lation which an earthly builder sustains toward a house pro. 
posed to be erected, must. in like manner, with the latter, 
have conceived in his own mind the archetypes or patterns 
of the universal structure, with all its included kingdoms, 
systems, series, degrees, species, and essential forms, from 
lowest to highest, before proceeding to clothe these with outer 
investiture. And as in the mind of the human builder, the 
archetypes of the proposed house are, as it were, the spiritual 
nuclei around which, by his own volitionary effort, the m• 
terials are made to cluster, and thus finally establish the 
structure as an outer creation, so in the mind of the Deity, 
the archetypes of the Universal Structure, of Solar Systems, 
of Ge~logical Developments, of Mineral Kingdoms, Vegetable 
~UWtoms, Anima} t\ifl6doms, a.nd tb,e llQiV~ u~~ 
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creation, with all the specific and essential forms which these 
respectively include, were the spiritual nuclei, and pre. 
exittent, interior realities, around which, Ly the force of con
stant Divine volition, the requisite particles and essences are 
matte to cluster, by way of establishing them in outer and 
tan~ble forms. 

Now, both with the human buqder and his hou&e, and the 
Divine Builder and the system of the universe, the arche
type!! conceived in the mind, constituted the laws or rules by 
which outer materials acted in their aggregations into outer 
forms; while, in both cases, the foru by . which those rna. 
f.erials were impelled to act at all, originated in the volition 
of the Builder. Here is the difference between .Law and 
Foru. Law of itself could not create any thing, though all 
things were created according to Law. Force of itself could 
not create any thing, though all things are created by the 
application of Force. It is by means of Force, as an im. 
pulsive principle, and Law, as a director of its impulsions, that 
all things have sprung into being. 

The idea may perhaps be rendered still more clear to some 
minds, by considering the whole united system of archetypes 
as one grand Mould, fashioned in the wisdom of the Builder, 
into which, by the direct voluntative effort of the Builder, 
materials are poured, by way of forming the outer structure. 
But without the extra proceedings of pouring the materials 
into it, the mould might exist for ever without giving rise to 
the casting, while, on the other land, all the efforts imagin. 
able could not give rise to the casting, did not the mould 
exist to receive it. 

We have seen that if the. human builder, in clothing his 
mental archetypes of a proposed structure, could permanently 
FofU in that structure that portion or degree of the eDergizinr 
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inftuenoe of his own spirit, which would be requisite, by a 
spontaneous intet-nal action, to keep the structure in repair, 
tnd at tne same t.tme to refine and perfect it, the structure 
would be, in_ some sense, a living creation. But although this 
is not the case with tbe human builder and his work, it is 
precisely the ease with the Divine Builder and the universal 
Edifice which be bae established. Not only does the system 
of creation as a Whole, but each of its included and corre. 
sponding sub.aystems, contain a power of internal motion and 
sustentation, infused by the Creator at its origin, and which ia 
now perpetually sustained by influx from Him, and is evet 
acting in parallelism with the original archetype, which consti 
tutes its law. It was in view of this fact that it was argued, 
in another part of this work, in opposition to the received 
philosophy, that if the cosmical system could, by any foreign 
agency, become der~nged or thrown out of equilibrium in any 
way, instead of the derangement progressing; and ultimating 
iu a total wreck of tho system, the internal forces of recuper· 
ation would be such as to soon restore the wonted equilibrium, 
and all things would go on as betbre. But on the other hand, 
were the Creator to withold the influx of, and withdraw, hit 
wital energy from the univers~, as soon as the momenta of el. 
ieting forces and motions beoome exhausted, all things would 
necessarily come to an eternal stagnation ani death! 

I have said that the archetypes or pre-existent ideal patterns 
of P.ach creation, are the 8pirittml nuclei of the outer forma of 
which that creation consists, and hence that they constitute 
the laws by which Force acts in the aggregation "of substances 
for the development of their outer forms. Now, as it wu 
before shown that each creation, both as to its exterior and 
tts interior and vitalizing constitution, is seven-fold, so each 
ereatlon1 with its spiritual nuclei, life, and laws, is, in eom• 

II 
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Ben38, a cot:espondent and representative of the seven-fold 
constitution of the Deity, or the "seven spirits of God' 
spoken of in Revelation. Each seven-fold creation, therefore 
is the same with all others as to corrupondma, but is differ
ent from all others as to degre~; and each one contains within 
itRelf, as its vitalizing and energizing soul, a correi]XYIUling ch-
9ree of the seven-fold harmonies of Diviue Love and Wisdom . 

• Let thi.tt latter point be distinctly understood; God exists 
in the universal cosmical system as its soul, but does not ex
ist there a~ God, but only in the quality and capacity of those 
vitalizing and operative forces and }JJiu.:,;t-I~s of form, which 
we1·e necessary to the creation, and are now necessary to the 
subsistence, internal motions, and constant improvement of 

· the general creation, a~ ~Ueh; in Solar Systems, God exists in 
the degree of those vital and motive ·f01·ces which are necessary 
to them, a~ ~Ueh; in planet& God exist~, also, in his seven
fold harmonies, but only in a degree necessary to constitute 
the vitality, and to originate the internal motions and other 
functional operations, of planets, a~ I'IJA!h; in the Mineral King
dom God exists as mineral and chemical Life ; in the V eget,. 
able Kingdom, as the principle of vegetable Life; in the 
Animal Kingdom, as the principle of animal, instinctive, and 
semi-intellectual Lire, but not yet as God; in the Human 
World he exists as the principle of human Life; but only in 
a perfectly integral, pure, innocent, and harmoniously consti
tuted Man, does He exist in his focalized and quantit&'ively 
diminished, but qualitatively perfected Sel(bood, a1 God. 
But in a discreet degree above the whole universe of outer 
er('~tions, He exists in his August, Infinite, and Ineffable Self.. 
hood, as the Al~ha and Omega, the First and the Last, the 
Beginning and End of all thir gs' 

Though these investigations have been pursued, ud tbeee 
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eonolusions have been drawn, independently of the revelations 
of the Scriptures, I can not abstain from marking their perfect 
parallelism with the language of Paul in the following pas. 
eages: "One God, who is ABOVB all, and THRouoo all, and 
IN You all."-.Eph. iv. 6. "And he is BBI'ORB all things, and 
oy him all things OONSIST."-Ool. i. 17. "For or him, and 
THROUGH him, and TO him are ALL THIN08 j to whom be glory 
for ever."-Rom. xi. 36. Representing the Divine vitalizing 
principle flowing into, and pervading man, 88 taking the char
acter of man, the same 88 when flowing into, and titalizing 
animals, vegetables, minerals, worlds, it always wkes the 
specific character of its receptacle-David, addressing the 
Deity, says, "With the merciful thou wilt show thyself mer
ciful, and with the upright man thou wilt show thyself up
right: with the pure thou wilt show thyself pure, and with 
the froward thou wilt show thyself froward. "-P,. xviii. 
25, 26. This can not mean that God, in hie true personal 
character, is any other than merciful, upright, and pure, but 
that his vitalizing and energizing inflowings into man (without 
which man would be dead, body and soul) can excite the 
qualities of mercy, uprightness, purity, etc., only 88 these 
oomport with the character of the receptacle. It is said, more. 
over, that God dwells "with him who is of an humble and 
contrite spirit;" that is, dwells, not 88 a mere generator of 
ma~rial force and action, 88 he dwell& in the lower creations, 
but dwells tU God in his interior soul, as in a temple; whilR 
the "fullness of the Godhead" dwelt "bodily" only in that 
ever-to.be.admired personage, who was absolutely wilhovt sin, 
•ho expressly declared that he was in unity with the Father 
-that he was in the Father, and the Father in him, and in 
whose celestial purity, disinterested and unbounded love, and 
llf&.loJ11 labors and 18Cl'ifioes for the sood of humaoity, 1N 
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have the only full and true manifestation of the moral a&d 
butes of the Deity. 

The foregoing will probably serve to tho reader aa a au£ 
ficient illustration of the various ckgreu of the Divine Prin
ciple, as now embodied in the different and corresponding 
Series and Degrees of the creations ho ha=5 formed. The 
rMtlwd of the succeseive origination of these various Series 
and Degrees· of creation, b8s also been incidentally implied in 
what has been said ; but as this is a point which bears upon 
important speculations which are rife in these days, some 
further illustration upon the subject may be useful. 

The point to be illustrated and insisted upon is, that orestioo 
did not develop itself, either according to inherent foroea of 
ita own, nor are its development and its present internal oper· 
ations, owing simply to the momenta generated b7 the .ftr•l 
im}1t'UU impressed upon matter by the Creator, while the 
Creator himself •etired for eternity, as one would retire from 
• clook ~ was , nee wound up and set a-going. In oue ot 
such retirement of the Deity, after the first impulse bad been 
given to materials, those materials would have moved Oftlr M 
1M direet«m of 1M imJ!Ullte, and only until 1M f'JIOfiNft"
gen•altd ~ ezluzmud, and creation could n~t possibly 
have passed one Elemental Degree beyond a jl.r1t develop
ment. Hence, each superior degree of creation must neces. 
earily have been accomplished by the aid of forces oullick o(, 
wpwior to, and altogether iflckptnckfN of, itself, which gave 
tht> physical elements, involved in the previous development, 
an upward attraction, and a tendency to aggregate in the 
form of the next superior aeries of archetypes conceived ia 
the Divine Mind. And this is true in reapeot to the develop. 
ment of creation, aa one Grand Series, and also In respect to 
tbe development of OIMib of lw oorreepolldl'DI au...._._ 
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Tlais whole subject, with other points in our general phllo.opla1 
IIIAJ be illu.strated by the accompanying diagram. 

Let the seven..t'old triangular figure (one angle being witAitl 
IUiother) which descends from the upper part of the diagram 
and whose moll ezlwior angle comes to a point at the center 
of the diagram, represent a seven-fold Ray or Glory emanat
ing from the Divine Being. This we will suppose to represent 
the Compkte Degree of the Divine Soul, and Spirit, and Per
.tOn, which was to generate, and to be in some sense embodied 
in universal creation with Man at its head. Resolved into 
.hree Discreet Degrees, we will suppose that this Ray or 
Glory consisted of Divine Spiritual Heat, which is Love, of 
Di~Jle Spiritual Light1 which is Wisdom, aud of Divine Po 

..r 
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tentializtng Essence, which is the "complex, contin 
basis" of the preceding, and hence the IDI.ldium of volitional 
operation. We will suppose, then (what can not be essentially 
erroneous), that from the empyrean heights of infinite perfeo
tion, where God, before creation began, had from eternity 
dwelt in inconceivable greatness and perfection, this seven-fold 
and three-fold Ray emanating from his own Person, descended 
by volition, and at its lowest extremity, resolved its most ex· 
terior essences (represented by the outer triangle) into atomit 
particle1, which, in forms and constitutions, correspond~?d to 
archetypes previously existing in the Divine consciousness, 
and which were designed to be wrought into the structure of 
this universe and all it contains. Let the central point in the 
diagram, then, represent the atomic or lotoelll stage of creation, 
this being the physical Germ from which the great Tree of 
universal Being was to grow. From this central point, it wUl 
be observed, proeeeds a Bpiral liM, which, while constantly 
receding from the center, winds around through six radii, and 
completes the circuit of the diagram on the center of the d~ 
scending Ray, on which it commenced. This spiral line, in 
passing around, represents the inception, progress, and compl~ 
tion, of the first Circle, Series, or Complete Degree of Fonns. 
From the center of the descending Ray, and the apex of a 
second and more interior triangle, the same spiral line thence 
continues, and, completing another circuit while perpetually 
receding from the center, represents the course of the next 
higher and corresponding Circle of creations. And so, com· 
mencing every time at the point representing the completion 
of the previous Circle (this, at the same time, being the focus 
of a more interior Degree of the Divine generative Principle), 
it continues its corresponding circuits around the diagram, aU 
~ wlUle expanding from the center, and thus representing t\w 
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JOurse of higher and still hi~her creations, until the last is a&. 
tained, which is Man. 

Now the descending Dh ine creative Ray forms the seventla 
radius of the circle, which represents the beginning and ending 
of each Series or complete Degree of creations. But the end 
of each is represented as higher than its beginning, and as in 
conjunction with, and subject tc the operative inflowings of 
the next higher Degree of the Divine generative Principle, 
which is represented by the apex of the next more interior 
triangle. Each Circle of developments traced directly, or from 
beginning to end, may be called a " line of natural a.cmt :" 
each circle traced invw1ely, or from end to beginning, may be 
called a "line of qnritual duunt," representing the descen& 
or operative inftowings of the Divine vitalizing and formative 
Energy, by which material elements involved in inferior 
forms are refined, energized, and brought by an uptDard ~ 
traction into next superior, and thence still superior, and finall1 
into highut forms, &CCOrding to the pre-existent archetypes of 
said forms, or their Divine spiritual patterns. Thus is tiM 
great Tree of universal creation brought through all its suocee. 
sive stages of development unto perfection, by constantly de. 
scending influences &om the Divine Spiritual Sun-in the same 
way as the vegetable tree is made to grow from germ to ulti
mate, by the constantly descending influences of the M.tural 
Sun, which, however, is interiorly vitalized by the Spiritual. 
But we think it ought to be entirely obvious to every intelJi. 
gent m_ind, that tDitkout these descending and vitalizing influ. 
ences, neither Tree could proceed a ringk •tep in its ascending 
development; and, moreover, if at any time during the course 
of their development, this mperior and independent influence 
should be withholden, the development would new.aarily and 
Immediately cease, 8l'.d stagnation and decay would euua. 
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If tho tree can not grow without the sun, it may be cxmsid 
ered flqually certain that nature as a whok, and hence, also, at 
to its component parts, from greatest to IJl()St minute, has no 
power of development or motion in and of itself. Hence all 
power, as well 88 its directive influence, must be from abot~~ 
nature, and hence from God ; and hence all stellar systems, 
solar systems, world~, minerals, vegetables, animals, and e¥en 
animalcules, were created and are governed, not only by t/i4 
remote and indirect, but by tM immediate and direct, agency of 
God! 

These are among the considerations which we think com. 
pletely overthrow the pantheistic speculations with wh~cb 

much of the philosophy of the day is more or less imprP.g
nated. 

The diagram, also, by presenting a succession of continually 
expanding circles, all having one center, and being constituted 
after one principle, presents a clear and concise illustration of 
the doctrines of Series, Degrees, and COrrespondences, and will 
serve thus to fix permanently in the mind a true idea of the. 
:x>mplexly-unitary constitution, and harmoniously interblend· 
ing movements of the universe, 88 expressive of the Love, 
Wisdom, and infinite internal harmonies of ita DIVIXI 
AITftiCL 
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PROVID:BNOE. 

"l"W\ W4 it. is shown in the foregoing pages, that creation 
., rvot h!lv~ been developed, t.nd must now be governed in 
l;s 9pa"''tior.s. according to directive Wisdom existing in 
the forms of ,/i. w law1, there is nothing in the theory pre 
sen ted which oontJ .Wiots, but every thing which confinns, those 
deep intuitions of every well-regulated mind, respecting the con
stant Protlidlmu of God ts concerned in the unfolding and gov. 
emptent of his creat.!on If, as we have seen, law of itself has 
no creative force, but is J\mply a mode of action prescribed and 
predetermined by the archetypes and intentions conceived in 
the Divine Mind ; and if to the realization of each succeeding 
stage of creation, however great or minute, an additional and 
voluntative influx of Divine formative Energy, was absolutely 
necessary; and, moreover, if the same constant influx is ne
oosaary to sustain the life and motions of the system after it 
is in being-then it follows that every event, from the birth 
,>fa world to the falling of a sparrow, or the rustling of a leaf 
in the summer breeze, is, in some sense, a P~hat 
is, it was proWled for in the pre-determined course of Divine 
intelligent volition and causation. But to prevent involving 
creation in inextricable confusion, and to establish and preserve 
an orderly relationship and affectionate interblendiog of alJ 
forms, and a just and harmonious reciprocation in all their 
~ces .-d movements, God ordeta even his .l"'oftdmcu aooor4 
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mg to laws, or, It may almost be said, he baa made then: 
qnonymmu with laws. 

It may safely be believed that the present order and plan 
of creation is the beat that could have been devised by the 
Divine Mind ; for otherwise, the present plan would not have 
been adopted. But if it is the best, then it requires no funda. 
mental change, and not t~ven any modifications, except such as 
may comport with a constant gmn-al progresBion on the basis 
of the original plan. But while all progression in each de
partment is dependent upon an injtvz or inhalation (hence 
fiw lHttounnmt by the Divine Being), of additional degrees of 
that Divine vitalizing influence which is specifically suitable 
to itself, and while all progression is in this sense providentUU, 
God can not, either in causing a progressional or any other 
change, and without deranging the established, and hence 6u1 
possible order of things, act providentially and directly upon 
any department of creation, except through tM . medium of 
that partieul4r ltind of foru or vitality of whick the thing acted 
upon il a mitahle receptacle. 

Thus, considering the universe in its most general aspect as 
one grand Whole, God can not act directly vpon it, or modify 
ita existing activities and tendencies, except through the me
dium of those forces and laws of Expansion, Contraction, Cir
culation, Aggregation, etc., in the degree in which they apply 
to the universe as a whole. He can not act directly upon 
solar systems and worlds, except through the medium of the 
same laws and forces in their higher degrees of unfolding as 
applicable to solar systems and worlds ; God can not act 
directly upon Mineral creations, except through the forces and 
laws of cMmical affinities; He can not act directly upon V ege
table Kingdoms, except through the forces !md laws of vegeta. 
ble Ufe; Ue can not act dirHily on the Animal Kmsdom, at 
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any of Ita forms, except through the forces and lAws of animal, 
aensational, and semi-intellectual lift~; He can act directly on 
aelfish and sinful human nature, only by those isolated and 
disjointed motive forces which are adapted to reach and affect 
the disjointed mental and moral constitutions of selfish and 
sinful human beings ; while God can act dir~clly and fuUy a 
God, in all his affectional, intellectual, and moral nature, only 
upon a perfi.\ctly pure and sinless intelligence-a being fitted 
Cor the harmonious influx of all the affectional, intellectual, and 
voluntative principles of the Divine Soul--a being, hence, 
who stands in the perfect image of God, and who, in principle, 
is OM with Him. Hence, when such a being acts (and there 
never was but om~ such a being), it may be said that God acta 
tllith him, in him, and through him, and that his every act is in 
the fullest and most Divine sense, a providenu. 

But as the infinite Divine, personal, and volitional Intelli
gence is abovP all things, and over all things, and is the inex. 
haustible Source of all streams of vitality llnd motive force 
which flow into the various departments of His creation, it may 
be rationally conceived, that by withholding his inflowings 
into the universal system as a whole, he oould cause univer
sal stagnation and dissolution to ensue; or that by increasing 
those inflowings, he could stimulate all firmamental develop
ments and solar and planetary motions, to unwonted activity; 
or that by diminishing his influence in one portion of space, 
and increasing it in another, He oould cause the dissolution of 
some worlds, and the absorption of their materials by others; 
c;r that by modifying his influences upon the electric, serial, 
and subterranean forces of a particular planet (such as our 
own), he can cause floods to deluge the earth, or subterranean 
fires to overwhelm dties, and destroy such human beings u 
must otherwise ataDd aa obstructions to true progress ; or that 
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in a similar way, he might cause a rarefaction of the atm() 
sphere in one locality, and a condensation in another, and thut 
cause a current of wind sufficiently vblent to cleave the watel'l 
of a gulf, and afford a dry passage for a particular people 
through whom he designed to affect great purposes. 

It win doubtless still be argued that such occurrences, if 
they ever do take place, are results simply of the forces and 
laws of nature. In a qualified sense, this is granted, as we 
have shown before that all action, whether physical or 
spiritual, is according to some laws; but we insist that it is 
an exceedingly superficial view of the laws of nature, which 
supposes that they are self-generative and self-active, or that 
they can exist for a moment as separate from that Divine 
vitalizing and spiritual Principle which, in an earlier stage 
of this work, we showed was necessarily self-existent anc! 
oternal. 

But if this self-existent, and all generative, and vitalizing 
Divine Principle may operate upon mundane forces and de
velopments in the way just described, he may, in a similar 
way, control, modify, and direct chemical and mineral, or 
\Tegetable, or animal, or spiritual forces and developments, by 
a voluntary graduation of those influences, proceeding from 
himselr, as adapted to either of th{'.se departr;ents of hil 
creation. And all such operations would be instances of 
tlirect providences. 

But while it would be impossible for God, consistently 
with the fundamental, which we have presumed to be the 
best possible plan of creation, to act directly upon any 0rn1 

department of being, by forces specifically adapted only to 
anotMr (as, for instance, to act directly upon mind, by that 
Degree of attractive force known as "gravitation," or to di. 
rectly control planets by the motive (oroea of moral an<f 
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ralfonal convictions), it is none the less .:.oncei~able that eacl
department of existence may be indirectly influenced through 
the medium of some other department, which is made the 
receptacle of direct influence. Thus it may be conceived as 
possible for God, by special and designed action upon a par
ticular planet, to change the orbit of such planet, and thus 
rrwdiately change the orbits of all thl} planets with which it 
may be associated, and thus to change their seasons, and thus 
their inhabitants, if they have any, and thus even to produce 
an endless concatenation of spiritual changes; or, that by 
act.ion upon one particular department ,f the Mineral, V egct
able, or Animal Kingdom, He might change other depart
ments of the same Kingdom, and thus indefinitely change the 
relations existing between them all. 

Similar remarks are especially applicable to the Divine 
government of the Human world. Notwithstanding every 
human being, and the whole race, as one grand Man, was 
designed to reflect the image of the Creator, human nature, 
in its present state, is undeniaiJ!y more or less depraved, 
~~elfish, and inharmonious, and hence is not receptive of the 
Divine influence, in its pure and harmonious state. The 
Divine spiritual influence, directly and immediately infused 
mto the human world, therefore, and without the mediumship 
of a perfect human personage to harmoniously reflect, truly 
define, and correctly apply, its principles, would necessarily 
take a form of manifestation more or less chal'l)cterized by the 
Imperfections of degenerate humanity as its recepiacle-in the 
same way as the Di~·ine operative influence, flowing into 
animal or still lower creations, takes a form of manifestation 
peculiar to those creations. On this principle, and this prin . 
ciple alone, it is conceived, we may account for the imper. 
~ of the imprmiom which the Divine inspiration ga.-e 

22 
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to :Moses, and Davi~, and the prophets, and the impe1(eotioae 
of the code of ethics, principles of government, and policy in 
respect to other nations, which grew out of these impreMions; 
for all these were evidently imperfect when judged by a 
(Jhri8tian standard. Still, by means of such inflowings, as 
the psychical and mental constitutions of these mediums 
rendered possible, God, without immediately obliterating 
ex.isting evils, pressed these evils into the service of ultimate 
good : and by arraying one nation against another, subjecting 
some to utter extermination, humbling others, by long dis
ciplinary chastisements, etc., so directed the general course of 
human events as provide for the influx of more and more 
light, and for the final coming of him who was emphatically 
"the Light of the world." And now that that Light baa 
come, a similar course of indirect Divine providences is con
tinued with reference to nations and individuals, evidently 
with the view to the ultimate bringing of all under the full 
induence of its life-giving b,ams, and to the establishment 
of that Divine Kingdom in the world which shall "break 
to pieces and consume all other kingdoms, and stand for 
ever." 

But if in this disjointed and degenerate state o( the human 
faculties, God can discharge the highest functions of his Di
vine government only by bringing the appropriate forces of 
one human faculty, one person, one society, or one nation, to 
bear upon another, it is equally true that in the pn-ftct man, 
God rules directly, per1onally and absolutely cu God, in all his 
harmoniously consociated affectional, moral, and intellectual 
attributes--in the same way as he rules as mechanical, cbemi. 
eal, or vegetative Force, in different departments of nature 
without. Nay, in such a being, as the ultimate and harmoniou1 
11Dbodim~1t of all the principles of his Lon aDd Wlldom, 
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God abaolutely dwells, in his integral and personal capi'City, aa 
In a temple; and therefore such a being is God in his fvcalized 
eapacity as adapted to a direct conjunction with humanity. 
All that authentic history informs us of the character, actions, 
and teachings of Jesus goes to justify the belief that he was 
such a divinely human and humanly divine personage. 

It should be observed, that a perfectly pure and sinless in
telligence, such as is here conceived, must, as viewed in a 
human aspect, stand at the very apez of visible creation, or at 
that point in a grand seven-fold circle of existence at which 
endings merge into begirmings. Henc~, the Divine Soul, 
focalizing in all its harmoniously combined principles, in such 
a being, would maintain the same relations to inferior physi
Ml oonstitutions, and to all outer physical substances which 
lie within his sphere, as the Divine Being in his whole infini. 
tude, sustains to the physical universe as a whole. Hence the 
Divinity, in this focalized c.1pacity, would maintain toward all 
things within his sphere, the relations of a New Beginning 
Principle; and if God in his infinitude, as the Beginning Prin
ciple of the universe as a whole, could, from his free volition, 
make and unmake laws to govern the present system of things, 
then God, in the condescended form of his personal Being &II 

. manifested through a suitable human organism at the end of 
an old, and the beginning of a new creation, may, in equal 
consistency with the rules of Divine orrler, establish new laws, 
or rather enact immensely highn- de.Jrees of old ones, as 
relating to such existences within his sphere ns need such in. 
terference. There is nothing irrational in the supposition, 
therefore, that the Divinely human, or humanly Divine Prin
ciple (which arA one and the same), could, by volition through 
the outer organism which served as its medium, oonoontr&tA 
ltl vital energies upon the diseased bodies o( man, and eva 
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the inorganic elements oi the outer world, and produ<.e sucb 
effects as are commonly designated hy the word " miraculous," 
and that, too, simply according to that higher degree of laws 
specifically adapted to such operations, and unfolded for such 
specific purposes. Such would be instances of the highest 
manifestations of indirect providences. 

But if God dwells and rules, with a perfect and harmonious 
display of all the principles of his nature a$ God, in a being 
such as we have supposed, then it follows that the more any 
man is like such a being, the more fully God " works within 
him to will and to do according to his own pleasure," the more 
be is under the direct operation of the highest order of Divine 
Providcnces, the more he is raised, as it were, above the 
sphere of mere material things and their laws, and the more 
be becomes a medium through whi<;h the Divine Being, in his 
affectional, intellectual, and volitional nature a& such, acts upon 
beings and conditions below him, to bring them up to the true 
standard of healthfulness, harmony, and perfection ! And 
when all human beings shall be fully united to God-shall 
fully "dwell in him, and he in them," then all human bein~, 
with their outer conditions, and even the whole physical world, 
divinely acted upon through their mediation, will undoubtedly 
be spiritualiZt'd, nnd elevated one Discreet Degree, and peace 
and plenty, and that universal harmony and love, which may· 
be considered as uncontaminated and unperverted outtlowings 
from the Divine Fountain of Infinite Harmony and Love, 
will take the place cf the corroding selfishness, the distracting 
animosities, and the physical, as well as moral, diseases and 
sufferings which now roll their desolating waves over the 
earth. 

Let it be distinctly understood that the foregoing theory of 
Dime Providenoos is presented simply as a rational deduo 
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tion of philosophy, aside from the teachings of &riptuf'f. 
The few scriptural phrases we hnve employed in this dis
~uisition, have been employed incidentally, solely in consider. 
ation of their appositeness, as expressing certain ideas which 
have lain within the course of our reasonings. Being actu
ated by the sole desire of developing the teachings of Jlhil
osopliy, with reference to these questions of theology, it is not 
pretended that we have attained to a full unfolding of truth 
upon the subject discussed, or even to so clear a presentation 
of tha.t measure of truth which has been found, as might havo 
been attained if we had freely availed ourselves of scriptural 
aids. But while, by the course we have pursued, our con· 
elusions have been left unprejudiced in the view of such of 
our readers as may be di~inclined to admit the authority of 
the Bible, we beg such readers, in candor, to observe, that so 
far as the teachings of nature and philosophy have, in these 
pages, been brought into view, there is not that hostility be. 
tween them and the teachings of the Bible, which unbeliever.;
in the latter have generally supposed to exist. The objeo ; 
of all investigations should be, not to establish the au. 
thority of a Book, or of a philosophical creed, but to dis
cover Truth; and if some of' the mo11t vitally important of 
all truths are recorded in the Bible, it must be acknow. 
ledged, even by all candid infidels, that while these are no 
more, they are no less sacred, and while they should be 
received with no more, they should be received with no 
leu avidity, than if the same truths were found any where 
else. 

What nas been said respecting Providences, will serve to 
give a general idea of a subject which is far from being 
exhau'!ted in this discussion. Instances of apparently still 
more special pro\idences, as affecting the specific ooo 
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ditions of individuals, can be intelligibly illustrated only 
in view of certain psychological and spiritual laws, which 
will foJIDl the themes of appropriate remark when we pro 
ceed to the consideration of the Microcosm, or the univerae 
within. 

OONOLUSION OJ' THB VOLtJkB. 

We have thus endeavored to ~xhibit a general view of the 
various Series and Degrees oi systematic creation which com
pose the aggregate of the outer realm of being-both in their 
aeparate and united capacities, together with their relations to 
each other and to their common Divine Cause and Governor. 
We close this first part of our treatise with the following re
marka: 

1. If our Philoeophy, as to its distinctive features, contain• 
110 truth, it can at least do no essential evil, as it must be tha' 
a system of unmitigated error, of so bold and conspicuous a 
kind, and put forth in this unguarded manner, would exhibit 
so many vulnefable points as to meet with its death wound 
the instant it is exposed to the shafts of criticism. If it should 
be entirely overthrown, however, there would still necessarily 
remain some possible mode of systematizing and harmonizing 
Nature and Truth in one general philosophic view, if it so be 
that Nature and Truth are intri11sirally systematic and har
monious; and the discovery of this mode is worthy of the 
highest efforts of philosophic minds. I would respectfully sub
mit, however, that promise of a discovery of this kind, can 
only be given by 8omt such process of serial, gradational, and 
eorrespondential reasoning from interiors to exteriors, as has 
been pursued in the foregoing pages; and that so long u 
meo eonfine themselves to the ordinary processes of reason
lnl meMly from effects to causes, so long their conclusiOf\1 
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will, of nooesaity, be more or less divergent, ~d so long the1 
will, at most, be able to attain only the body of truth, without 
its .ouL 

2. If our Philosophy ooLtains some ta·uth and some ftl'ror, 
then its truths, bearing as they do upon subjects of the most 
striking (Uld important character, may, by exc~ting minds 
t:apsble of elaborating and extending them, yet form the nu . 
cleus of a grand system of true thought, which may be pro 
gressively brought to a state as near perfect as may comport 
with the finitenesa of the human mind. 

8. If it contains a large prewnderance of truth, and but 
little esaential error, then considerable progress has already 
oeen made in developing the means of reconciling the jargon 
x confticting thought upon all subjects natural and spiritual, 
ADd in demolishing the partition walls bet.ween the Jew of 
l'heology on the one hand, and the Gentile of Philosophy on 
the other, and making of the twain one new qaan, thus making 
peace. 

We are next, therefore, in the light of facts, truths, princi
ples, laws, correspondences, etc., developed in the preceding 
pages, to proceed to consider a general theme of perhaps atill 
more interest, viz., the !riicaocosM, or corresponding univerae 
tDithin. In the course ot our investigations upon this subject, 
we shall probably speak of man physically, psychologically, 
lndividually, and socially, with a view of exhibiting his rela. 
tiona to all other things, his susceptibility to their influence, 
and the conditions of his true progress and happiness. 

Should not unforeseen influences prevent, this second Trea. 
\ise, or rather second part of the present one, will be ready b 
publication in the course of a few months. 
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1\' Ia related Jl Epimenidee, one ot theeagee ~r antiquity, that be W 
llleep in a cave IUld remained in that atate aome) 881'11. When he awok., 
everything waa altered aroUDd him, 8nd he ecaroelylmew where he wu 
Daring hia abaence be alBrmed that he had familiar intercoU1'118 with apU.. 
Ita. and obtained the gift of prophecy, eto. He waa reported able toW.. 
mlaa hia 10111 from bia body, and recall it at pleuure. So high wu hia 
reputation for 18Dctity, that during a plagae in Attica, ~ B. C., the 
Athentan. aent for him to perf'orm a ltlltladon; in oonaequence ot which 
lhe plague ceaaed. 

8cnae GenDIUl atudenta in the laat century, wlahing to raiae the devil, 
earried a pan of burning charcoal into a olOM room, and throwing m rt 
ftlioaa preacribed aubataucee, danced aroUDd it, chanting a maP: formula 
Oae or them fell deed, and the reat, upon -ing hia fate, lied with dUll 
ealty ; the incantation, they thought, bad evidently been too powerful 

A prof8810r in the aame univeraity accounted for th• facta by the poiaon 

- lnlloence oC fixed air (carbonic acid gu) generated by the lcuited 
IUbon; and otl'ered to prod ace the gu at pleuure. He wu lultantly 
--a from thia ot having interooU1'118 with l'amUiarlpirita. 

&lienee baa long aiuce endoraed the prof-'• aolotion, and to douk k 
at 1118 preMDt day would betray gro. fgnorance. Not ao fortunate, hD• 
-.-Epimenidee, for it Ia oalyln oor own timea that hla claima have 
been acknowledged; and from the want of more extended information, 

IDBDY are even now lnoreduloue. Increuing light will induce belie(, and 
lt ia my earDNt wiah that the following pagea may tend to that reault. 

Man heaidea aoul and matter, po.e- IIJl intermediate prioclple cU. 
lmct from and between both, called the life power; or in the worda oC 
Booard, " be ia an intelligence aerved by organa"-tbeae organa being the 
eervanta or the life power, by-which it operatea upon the material world, 
and ia in tum operated upon by it. A proper knowledge of the life power 
Ia a key to explain all the phenomena of Wciuation ; and thia it ia the ob 
lect of the preeent work to cemmunieate. A very conci.ae but perfectq 

lear idft8 of pbya:ology ia given, and Jn thia the foundatiou It laid. 
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The Delpblo prfeetea lnbaled fixed air to act oil the life powl:ll' la 100. 
a ~er aa to oa01e the '!'irittlal in the system to prept1nderate over 
lbe ..w.rial, that abe might the better give her reapon181. In aome caaet 

10 great waa the preponderance aa to oa01e death; the prieeteaa aharin(l 
the ate of the German atndent (who acoompliahed hie deeil'ft ), and by tbe 
ame meana. When the withed-for change ia induced, new powers or 
inatinota, prerioualy dormant, become auddeuly developed; and like the 
lower animala, who, when aick, run and devour the herb 11uited to their 

-· a like l'acolty of properly preacribing remediea ia perceived-the 
apiritnal world ia often beheld, and ita denizena aometimea give the sleep 
walters information of events that will abortlyllappen. History teU. 01 

that the coming of Cortez, and bia conquest of their nation, bad been 
told the Mexicana long before a Spaniard waa ever heani of; and the 
journala of the miaaionariea stationed at the Pacific ialee will p-t lrimi
lar facta. 

We can now - why the brazier waa uaed in the incantation of the 
etudent, and the probability of Epimenidea undergoing a change upon en
tering a certain cavern (likely by accident the first time) wherein fixed 
air wu generated. Hia pow:ers of curingdiaeaae, having interco-urse with 
apirita, and predicting events, are thoa explained. It abould be remark• 
ed here, that none but tboae prediapoeed to the change, can experience 
It; all artificial eflbrta to induce it. exoept in euch, reeulting in almoet 
certain ineanity or death. 

Like many others in my profeaeion, I waa a bitter eaemy to faaoination 
till accidentally led to examine it; bat baring done ao, foand the ph• 
oomena it p~nted, thoagh new and startling, in strict acoordance with 
the laws of life. In explaining my views, I ba\·e written fo~ the people, 
entirely diapenlring with technical tenns except in one or two inatance.. 
That their perusal may clear up in the mfnda or others .. many obacare 
and mysterious pointe u they did in bia own. and tbna sabllerYe the inter 
.. or truth ia the lrincere delrire or the 

AC'IHOJL 
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CONVERSATION I. 

LAn. My dear doctor, I can never sufficiently thacll 
· you for the relief you have afforded me by your treat 

ment. I h9.d been for years on the verge of the grave, 
and without the expectation of ever being, even for one 
:lay, free from pain. The first time you fascinated me 
I experienced an incredible change-my pains ceased 
the heart beat regularly, and my appetite returned, and 
what is better still, my improvement has been rapio 
and thorough since th~n. I confess this freely, as it 
will preface what I am afraid will give you some pain. 
My friends attribute my recovery to imagination, and 
seem to think 1 was not really ill, but only nervous; 
and they suppose that a sufficient degree of irritatiou 
would make me as bad as I was at first. 

DocToR. They meDtioned, no doubt, many wonderful 
cas~ of the effects of imagination on the body. 

J.Anv. Yes, and some as strange as my own The 
eases that had the most effect on my mind were that of 
1oe, the Scottish drover, who was persuaded to believe 
bimself sick, and in consequence really became so-and 
would have died had not the joke been discovered to 
~Pro--end that of the criminal whom the phyaiciarur 
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pretended to bleed to death. and who actually dted trom 
the fancied loss of blood. 

DoCToR. That imagination exercises a powerful in· 
fluence upon our bodies, is an undoubted fact; but it ia 
equally a fact that it has full credit for all it performs. 
J ussieu, one of the commissioners appointed to examine 
d1is subject by the French Ar.ademy in 1784, states, as 
the result of a series of assiduous and attentive investi· 
gations, that he had observed some facts that admitted 
of physiological explanations ; others which seemed to 
militate against animal magnetism ; a third seriu of 
facts which he attributed to the imagination ; and. 
lastly, those which could lead to no other conclusilnt 
than that of admitting a particular agent in their pro
duction. 

LADY. I had no idea the subject was known as far 
back as 1784 ; I thought it a new discovery of the 
present day. 

Doc'J'oa. We have authentic records showing its 
existence for upward of three thousand years. I have 
been examining some authorities, and, if you are suf· 
ficiently interested in the matter, will take considerable 
pleasure in submitting the result of my labors to you; 
and also explaining the connection of fascination with 
the laws of life. 

LADY. I am very much obliged to you for the oJfer, 
and will hold you to your promise. To tell the truth, I 
was on the point many times of asking the same thing; 
f\)r I find it to be the universal opinion of every one J 
am acquainted with, that, if true, it is something allied to 
witchcraft, 8J,d if not true, the greatest humbug of the 
age; and, despite my own experience, I -:-ften feel \'el') 
untnsy about it. 
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UoOToa. • do not wonder at your feelings ; but, in 
relation to its effect on the imagination, I would ask f 
you believed in fascination before I saw you 1 

f,ADY. I had never heard anything abou it. Or.e 
day, when you came in and found the medicine had as 
usual produced no effect, after some conversation on 
ordinary matters, you directed me to sit down and look 
attentively in your eyes, at the same time taking hold of 
my hands. In a little time a rather uneasy feeling stole 
over me, whieh soon became pleasant and exhilarating; 
before long I felt sleepy, a dreamy and triumphant 
'Jensation succeeded, and my eyelids closed without the 
power to open them. My pains vanished, and when 
you opened my eyes, I felt better than I had done for 
years ; and to the surprise of all my acquaintances, who 
predicted a speedy relapse, my recovery has been rapid 
md permanent. 

DoCToR. Well, then, your case cannot surely be 
'lttributed to imagination. 

LADY. I never thought it could; but why do you 
name your new science Fascination 1 Others call it 
Mesmerism, or Animal Magnetism. 

DoCToR. You are mistaken in supposing it to be a 
separate science ; it is only a part of medicine. And 
besides the names you have mentioned, Mental Elec
tricity, Neurology, Pathetism, Sychodunamy, and many 
others, are in tum used to signify it. The forces of 
life, as I shall explam in another place, brook no inter· 
ference from those of Chemistry or Mechanics, so that 
auch terms as Magnetism and Electricity are inapplicable. 
Mesmer did not discover anything new. Neurology 
treats only of the nerves. Pathetism is a term derived 
from the Greek, meaning suffer~ and SychodunamJ 

2 
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is another word from the same language, meanmg the 
force of the sou). Now, as we have a word in our 
language already expressive o. the power in the lower 
animals, I saw no necessity to add another, especially 
as Fascination is universally acknowledged. 

LADY. You surely do not mean the charming of 
snakes 1 

DoCToa. You have exactly expressed my idea ; for 
the power in man and the lower animals is exert&! 
through the same medium, and produces, to a certar 1 

extent, the same results. Do you remember any case 1 

of the fascination of snakes? 
LADY. Quite a number. Professor Silliman mentlor 1 

that in June, 1823, he crossed the Hudson at Cattskill, i l 
company with a friend, and was proceeding in a ca 
riage by the river along the road, which is there ver , 
n~trrow, with the water on one side, and a steep bani, 
covered by bushes, on the other. His attention at that 
place was arrested by observing the number of small 
birds, of different specieil, flying across the road and 
then back again, and turning and wheeling in manifold 
gyrations, and with much chirping, yet making no 
progress from the particular place over which they 
fluttered. His own and his friend's curiosity was much 
excited, but WB.I!I soon satisfied by observing a black 
snake of considerable size, partly coiled and partly erect 
from the ground, with the appearance of great anima
tion, his eyes brilliant, and his tongue rapidly and inces
santly brandishing. This reptile they perceived to be 
the ca•Jse and centre of the wild motions of the birds. 
The excitement, however, ceased as soon na the snake 
alarmed by the approach of the carriage, retired into 
the bushes ; tbto birds did not escape, but, aliAhting upoa 
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the neighboring branches, probably awaited the re-ap 
pearance of their cruel tormentor and enemy 

I have read of a man residing in Pennsylvania. who 
returning from a ride in warm weather, espied a black· 
bird, and a large blacksnake viewing the bird. The 
latter was describing circles, gradually growing smaller 
aroWl.d the snake, and uttering cries of distress. The 
bird had almost reached the jaws of its enemy, when 
the man with his whip drove off the snake, and the bird 
changed his note to a song of joy. 

A gentleman himself told me that while travelling 
one day, by' the side of a creek, he saw a ground-squir· 
rei running to and fro between the creek and a great 
tree a few yards distant. The squirrel's hair looked 
very rough, which showed he was much frightened; 
and his returns being shorter and shorter, my friend 
stood to observe the cause, and soon discovered the 
head and neck of a rattlesnake pointing directly at the 
squirrel through a hole of the great tree, which was 
hollow. The squirrel at length gave over running, and 
laid himself quietly down, with his head close to the 
anake's. The snake then opened his mouth wide, and 
took in the squirrel's head, when a cut of the whip 
across his neck caused him to draw in his head, which 
action, of course, released the squirrel, who quickly ran 
into the creek . 

. DoCToR. Dr. Good mentions the curious fascinating 
powet the rattlesnake, in particular, has over vru:ioua 
1mall animals, as birds, squirrels, and leverets, which. 
incapable of turning off their own eyes from those ot 
the serpent-enchanter, and overpowered with terror anca 
amazement, seem to struggle to get away, and yet pro 
creeaively approach him. as though urged fhrward ()' 
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attracted by a power superior to that of natura. instinct 
till at length they enter, apparently without foreiga 
iorce, into the serpent's mouth, which had all along been 
open to receive them, and are instantly devoured. The 
larger kind11 of various snakes have undoubtedly a simi· 
Jar power. Dr. Barrow, in his Travels into the interior 
of South America; asserts this to be a fact, well known 
to almost every peasant in that quarter of the world; 
and Vailhmt, in his Travels into Africa, affirms that, at 
a place called Swortland, beholding a shrike in the very 
act of fascination by a large serpent at a distance, the 
fiery eyes and open mouth of which it was gradually 
approaching, with convulsive tremblings, and the most 
piteous shrieks of distress, he shot the serpent before 
the bird had reached it ; still, however, the bird did not 
tty, and on taking it up, it was already dead, being killed 
either by fear or the fascinating influence of the ser
pent, although, upon measuring the ground, he found 
the space between them to be no less than three feet 
and a half. There is a case, much in point, inserted in 
nne of the early volumes of the Philosophical Transac
tions, which states that a ~ouse, put by way of experi· 
ment into a cage in which a female viper was confined, 
appeared at first greatly agitated, and v ·as afterward 
Jeen to Jraw near to the viper gradually, which con
tinued motionless, but with fixed eyes and distended 
mouth, and at length entered into its jaws, and waa 
devoured. 

LADY. If any of the lower a.aimals could be fasei 
nated by mnn, I shQuld think that would be a certain 
proof, not only of the reality of the power, but that i.a 
did not exert Its influen::e through the i~agination. 

DocroL Animals of ate days have been frequentlJ 
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fucinated for purposes of experiment, and a universa~ 
rigidity of the muscles produced to such au extent as to 
cause them to resemble pieces of statuary, so that tho 
animal could be taken up and its whole weight 11upported 
by one foot.....:.atld this state produced and continued at 
pleasure. Mr. Bruce, the gre~Jt African traveller. dia· 
tinctly states, from minute personal observation, that all 
the blacks in the kingdom of Sennaar, whether Funge 
or Nuba, are perfectly armed by nature against the bite 
of either scorpion or viper. They take the horned aer· 
pents in their hands at all times, put them into their 
bosoms, and throw them nt one another, as children do 
apples or bells ; during which sport the serpents are seJ 
dom irritated to bite, and when they do bite, no mischief 
ensues from the wound. The influence exerted upon 
them is so great that they are scarcely ever able to 
attempt any resistance, even when eaten up alive, aa 
\Jruce assures us he has seen them, from tail to head, 
.1ke a carrot. He also positively affirms that they con
•tantly sicken the moment they are laid hold of, and are 
aometimes so exhausted by this invisible power or fasci· 
nation, as to perish as effectually, though not as quickly, 
as though struck by lightning. "I constantly observed," 
aays he, "that, however lively the viper was before, 
upon being seized by any of these barbarians, he seemed 
as if taken with sickness and feebleness, frequently s!&u& 

•u eyes, and never turned his mouth toward the arm of 
the person that held him." 

1'his power is often used by man to disarm the fury 
of the most enraged or vicious quadrupeds. This i~ 

peculiarly seen at times in the case of watchdogs over 
whom some house-breakers have found out the secret of 
"''erci•ing so seduc.tive anJ quieting a power as to ~ee~ 

2• 
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•hem 'n a profound silence while the burglary is com 
mtttea. Linde~rantz, of Sweden, tells us that the na.. 
.ives of Laplnnd and Dalarne are in possession of thia 
secret generally, insomuch that they can instantly dis
llrm the most furious dog, and ob.ige him to fty from 
them, with all his usual signs of fear, such as dropping 
the tail, and becoming suddenly silenL 

Grooms are sometimes found possessed of a similar 
power over horses. Mr. Townsend gives a str.king 
anecdote to this effect in his account of James Sullivan. 
The man-an awkward, ignorant rustic of the lowest 
class-was by profession a horse-breaker, and generally 
nicknamed the whisperer, from ita being vulgarly sup
posed that he obtained his influence over unruly horses 
by whispering to them. The actual secret of his fasci
nating power, it is very likely, was unknown to himself 
for it di~d with him, his son, who was in the same oceu. 
pation, knowing nothing of iL It was well known to 
every one that, however unbroken or vicious a horse OJ 

8\'en a mule might be when brought to him, in the short 
epace of half nn hour he became altogether passive 
undt.'r his inllu~nce, and was not only entirely gentle 
and tractable, but in a very considerable degree contin
ued so, though somewhat more submissive to himself 
Jum to others. There was a little mystery in his plan, 
bvt unquestionably no deceiL When sent tor to tame an 
unruly horse, he ordered the stnble-door to be shut upon 
himself nnd the a.nim:l) atone, and not to be opened 
until a !o!i'·<'n si~nal. This singular intercourse usuallv 
la~tt'tl f,,r a.h.•ut half an h,•ur; no bustle was he.vd, or 
violt'll''" !llc'\'lllllH:ly had tt"''''urse to: but when the door 
wu o~~ned. ''n th~ pr•'l"'r $i).!'ll being ~l"e.n, the hone 
was alway~ lf'<'ll I~ in:.; ' .... , atlll the iascinator by hit 
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lide, playing with him familiarly i.S a child with a 
puppy. Mr. Townsend once saw nis s.Kill trie:l on a 
horse that could never be brought to stand for a smith 
to shoe him. The day after Sullivan's half-hour lecture. 
he went, not without some incredulity, to the smith'a 
&hop with many other curious spectators, who were eye
witnesses of the complete success of his art. This, too, 
had been a troop horse, and it was supposed, not with
out reason, that after regimental discipline had failed, no 
other would be found availing. He observed the ani
mal seemed afraid whenever Sullivan either spoke to 
or looked at him. In common cases, the mysterio011 
preparation of a private interview was not necessary, 
the animal becoming tame at once. 

LADY. Has no person ever attempted to explain thi1 
wonderful influence 1 for the facts seem to have heeD 
known a considerable time. 

DocToR. Yes, though some have doubted the facts, 
for, as Dr. Good remarks, in the marvellous it is alway• 
far more easy to doubt than to determine. By faT the 
best explanation, and one with which I entirely coincide, 
is thai of Major A. Gordon, of South Carolina, the 
rationale of which I will enter upon after a little time. 
In a paper of his, he attributes the fascinating power 
supposed to be possessed by serpents, to a vapor which 
they secrete, and can· throw around them to a certaiD 
distance at pleasure. He advances various facts ia 
eupport of this opinion, and ob11erves that the vapor 
produces a sickening and stupefying effect; and rJludet 
to a negro wln, from a peculiar acuteness of smell, 
could discover a rattlesnake at a distance of two hun· 
dred feet, when in the exercise of this power, from hi1 
11111U being effected by it, and who, on fo.lowing 1ucf. 
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indication, a.ways found some animal drawn withm ita 
vortex, and struggling with its influence. 

LADY. Does man possess the power of throwing of 
a similar vapor 1 

DocToR. Undoubtedly; the instruments in both are 
the same, and these instruments I wiT! take occasion to 
tfescribe to you, and explain their mode of operation. 

LADY. I should think it possible, in that case, for 
animals, in some instances, to fascinate man. 

DocToa. We have well-attested instances of their do
ing so. I remember reading, some time since, of a man 
walking out in his garden, who accidentally saw a anake 
·,n the bushes, and, observing the eyes gleam in a pecu· 
liar manner, watched it closely, but soon found himself 
unable to draw his own eyes off. The snake, it appeared. 
to him, soon began to increase immensely in size, and 
assume, in rapid succession, a mixture of brilliant colora 
He grew dizzy, and would have fallen in the direction 
..,f the snake, to which he felt himself irresistibly im
pelled, had not his wife come up, and, throwing her arms 
around him, dispelled the charm, thus saving him from 
certain destruction. There are too many of these sto
ries to mention a tithe of them; so I will conclude with 
but one more that is very generally known. Two men 
in Maryland were walking together, when one found 
fault with his companion because he stopped to look at 
something by the road-side. Perceiving he did not heed 
him, he returned to draw him along, when he perceived 
the other's eyes were fixed upon a rattlesnake, which 
had its head raised and eyes glaring at him. The poor 
1ellow was leaning toward the snake, and crying pite
()Usly, in a feeble t ne, "He will bite me I he will bise 
JWte." "Sure enou ... ~ he will," said his friend, "if JOIG 
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io not run off. What are you staying here for 1" Find· 
ing him Jumb to all entreaties, he struck down the 
anake with a limb of a tree, and pulled his companion 
violently away. The man, whose life was thus provi
dentially saved, found himself very sick for some hours 
after his enchantmenL 

LADY. I must express my astonishment at the new 
light in whtch you have presented the whole subject to 
my mind. There can possibly be no cavilling ·at any of 
the positions you have assumed. 

DocToa. I give you the result of my own conclu
sions, after considerable study, and, from what has been 
ehown, I think we may prove four things:-

First : That man can fascinate man. 
Second : That man can fascinate the lower animals. 
Third : That the lower animals cnn fascinate one 

another. 
Fourth: That the lower animds can fascinate man. 
Townsend remarks, that if we wish to seek for a 

general instance of the power one human being possesses 
over ano!her, with regard to the influence of fascination, 
we have only to look at the effects produced when 
young persons sleep with old. It is recorded of tqe 
Psalmist, King David, that, when he became very old, 
he got a young damsel to sleep with him, that, from her 
vigorous life, he might obtain a supply to lengthen out 
his days. Some painful instances of this kind came un
der his own observation--one in which the future well
being of a person very dear to him was compromised ; 
and he was acquainted with an infirm old lady, who was 
10 perfectly aware of the benefit she derived from sleep
mg wtth young persons, that, with a sort of holl'id vam 
pireiam, she alw1ys obliged her maid to •bare the 181111 
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bed with •. er ; thus successively destroying the health 
of several attendants. 

The celebrated German physiologist, Hufeland, has 
remarked the longevity of schoolmasters, and attribut~! 
it to their living so cvnstantly amid the healthy emana
tions of young persons. 

It may be well to mention, in this connection, the fact 
that savage nations, generally, practice fascination. 
They rub or pat one another when fatigued, and it 
refreshes. The wife of one of the Sandwid1 Island 
missionaries, on a visit to this country, some years since, 
exclaimed, on returning from a long and tiresome walk. 
that had completely exhausted 11er strength: " If l was 
home, the native women, by patting me, would soon 
give me complete relief from this weariness, and make 
<ne feel as lively as ever." The rites and gestures of 
1avage magicians, the medicine-men of the wilds, over 
heir patients, which so much alarm travellers, are 
1othing more than fascinating passes to cure disease-a 
method, too, that very generally succeeds. 

Even among animals, it has been found that the 
young cannot be too closely associated with the old 
without suftering detriment. Young horses, standing in 
a stable beside old ones, become less healthy, and, in 
tirre, weak and sickly. 

LADY. And you say these wonders can all be ex
plained, in accordance with what is already known of 
the laws of life 7 

Dooroa. With the utmost certainty. 
LADY. But do you really think it possible that I can 

ever understand them f I am fearful that I have not 
ltreogtb enough of mind to pry into such mysleries. 

Dlam>J. The tubie-~t is not difficult, by any me~~t~ 
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and a moderate degree of perseverance is only necea 
aary to master the whole. If you like, we will spend a 
:ittle time to-morrow in its examination, nnd, in the 
meanwhile, I will leave you Mrs. Abdy's lines on fasci• 
nation, which prove, in a pleasing enough manner, thai 
tbere can be some poetry in the subject :-

He atanda before a gathered throng, atrange knowledge to unf'olc1, 
Channing the dazzled fancy like the fairy-talee of old ; 
Yet moat he brook the idle jest, the cold and doubting aneer, 
Hct b&th 110 beaten petll to tread, no pi'IICtilcd cour~~e to ateer. 

The wondro1111 ~eienlle that be etrivee to bring to life and light, 
Ia aoftly, faintly breaking from the misty abadea of night; 
And acoffing prejudice upbraids the pure and genial ray, 
Because it doth not burst at once to bright and beaming day. 

He tell• the healing benefits tbat through this power arise; 
How sweet and soothing sleep may eeal the weary mourner'• eyea 
How raging madneu may be checked; bow anlferera may obtain 
The boon of deep oblivion from tho keenest throba of pain. 

Anon be dwells on lof'tier themes, and ahows bow mind may claba 
An empire independent of the atill and alumboring frame. 
Can ye doubt the proofs, ye careiC811 throng, anbmitted to your Yiew 
Can ye hold them in derision, because yet untried add new l 

i[now tbat improvements ever wend a tardy couree on earth 1 
And though Wiadom's mighty goddeu gained perfection at her ... 
Her children reach by slow degrees the vigor of their prime, 
for the wiadom of this lower world reqniree the growth of time. 

None wish ye on the atatementa of a mngle Yoice to reet; 
The marvela ye have witneued ye are urged to proYe and tell I 
Baney them in their varied foi'IIUI-inquire-obaerve-inepeot
Watch-editate-compere-delay-do all thinga but neglect' 

It ye '-r in mind the leaaona that to-day ye have been tangbt, 
, Ye need not lack materials for intense and stirring thought I 

W my mmple lay can Ji•tlA atd on <>rator'• di.scolll'l8t 
.. pted with the euer~ :I iutellect·~al fo~ 
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But r uk ye if your cheril.:OeJ ones sharp anguish should tmd1ae 
Which lhe stated arts of medicine had in vain e888yed t..• curet 
Would it not grieve ye to reflect ye might !hose panga allay, 
Bllt that, jestingly and mockingly, ye cast that me'llls away r 

Mistake me not-I prize not aoght, however great or wise, 
If held not in aubjectio1;1 to the God who rules the sk.i~s; 
To me all knowledge would be poor, all splendor would be cH.a 
All boona nnsafe, all joys ontrue. onlesa derived from Him. 

And if eagerly this wondrous power I witnesa and approve, 
lt is becall86 I know no bounds to Heaven'• amazing loYe. 
ADd 1 cannot, by the pedant rulee of critic caation. 8CIUl 

1'1le depth~ ci tJao. ubauiU.. pta Hie mon:J poara OD -
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CONVERSATION II. 

DISCOVERY OF FASCINATION. 

DOCToa. I wish to prove, in our conversation to-day 
that Adam was perfectly' aware of the power of fasci· 
nation, together with clairvoyance, and those other mys
teries that astonish so mur.h the people of the F• .:sen 
day. 

LADY. Why did he not r.ommunir.ate tms knowledge 
t-> his descendantt;,SO that the matter might becomP 
universal and undoubted 1 

DocToR. I cannot answer better than in the words 
of that veritable historian, John Bunyan, who tells us 
that King Shaddai, in the sixth day of the year one, built 
in the country of Universe a fair a11c.i ci~::.icate town, 
called Mansoul, and endowed it with corporate priVI· 
leges-a town for building so curious, for situation so 
~tdvantageous, that there was not its equal on the face 
of the whole world. Yea, it was so goodly, when first 
built, that the gods, at the setting up of it, came down 
to sing for joy. It was so mighty as to have dominion 
over all the country round about it; for all were requirefi 
to acknowledge it for their metropolitan, and do it 
homage. It had commission and power from the king 
to demand service of all, and also subdue those who in 
any way opposed it. 

There were certain gates in Mansoul, by which access 
could be gained to the celestial country round about it; 
end commun·on held with th~ 'llessf'ngers who were 

3 
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constantly coming and going from the court of Shaddai 
The inhabitants took full advantage of all their glorioua 
privileges, and conversed with the gods freely, so that. 
nil the tin:te they continued under the dominion of its 
builder, nothing but sounds of joy and praise wer.e 
heard; but when, as is well known, they rebelled 
against his government, and swore allegiance to Diabo
lus, his enemy, a dreadful change came over them, and; 
among the other enjoyments of which they were bereft. 
the gates were closed that opened to the celestial coun
try, and no communication through them, unless under 
extraordinary circumstances, ever allowed. As the 
gates became disused, they were gradually forgotten by 
the many, and, for thousands of years, all remembrance 
of them losL 

LAov. Wliy, you do not surely think that heaven is 
around us, and that, if we could see through those gates, 
we would behold its glories at once 1 I have always 
entertained the idea that the celestial country was an 
· nmense distance off, and, when we died, there was a 
ong journey to travel before it could be reached. 

DooToR. That the material world is contained in the 
spiritual, admits of direct proof, and a little reftectio11 
will convince us at once of the fact. You know we are 
told, that the angels thai encamp round about them that 
fear the Lord, do always behold the face of our Father 
which is in heaven. And were our senses not holden 
until the .ime when we shall be caught up to meet the 
J...ord in the air, we might see the cloud of witnesses 
sllrveying our heavenward ra('(', and behold, as Stephen 
did when he was martyred. heaven opened, anc. Jeaua 
J!tting at the right hand of God. 

LADY. J must confess it would please me beuer 110 
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ind some certain proof of this in the Bible, and also of 
tome one who had seen it, that woul:i be immediately 
~onvincing. 

-DocToB.. You will be surprised, then, by an attentive 
aamination of the sixth chapter of 2 Kings. When 
gJisha's servant perr:eived his master's house surround
t-1 by the warriors of the king of Syria, who evidently 
eame with a hostile intent, he was extremely frightened. 
tnd cried, "Alas, my master I how shall we do?" And 
Elisha answered and said, "Fear not;' for they that be 
with us are more than they that be with them." Bu; as 
this did not quiet him, Elisha prayed, and said, "Lord. I 
pray thee, open his eyes, that he may see." .A:ncl the 
Lord opened the eyes of the young man, and he saw; 
md, behold, the mountain was full of horses and chariots 
.>f fire round about Elisha. 

LADY. I am satisfied, but cannot help expressing my 
'lstonishment at the clearness of all the proofs you brin! 
fo~ard to sustain your positions. Do you suppose thol 
practised fascination before the deluge 1 

DocToR. Though they might be aware of the exint
ence of the r.elestial gates, yet that the mode of openina 
them, and also producing curative influence, was known 
before the flood, it is, of course, out of our power to 
determine ; but that it was soon manifest after that pe 
riod, is undoubted. 

Though the immediate descendant• of Noah were 
aware of the being, and some of the attributes, of 
Jehovah, yet their knowledge, handed down to posterity 
only by tradition, became corrupt, and the invisible and 
eternal One was lost sight of in the homage paid to 
things of wood and stone ; the charge of which, involv 
ing, as it did in their eyes, communion with superio• 
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powers, was the most important office in the nation, and 
one, too, which it was the earnest endeavor of all to 
obtain. · Now, who so likely to obtain it as those who 
pretended to be especial favorites of the gods them
selves, proving their assertions in the most satisfactory 
manner by the cure of diseases. Accordingly, we fino 
the heathen priests were the first fascinators. 

LADY. But how did they discover the mode of doing 
it 1 

DoCToR. An .attentive examination of the subject has 
brought me to a conclusion that, most likely, will very 
much surprise you. I think the requisite knowledge was 
imparted by Satan himself, either in a direct manner, or 
by prompting the mind to a series of experiments that 
led to the discovery. He did this to increase his influ
ence, so that n chosen few, on whom he could depend, 
mtght guide the many in the ways of destruction 
Proof of this, I think, can be found in the fact, naturally 
abhorrent to humanity-for man has been defined to be a 
religious animal-that all barbarous nations pay ·more 
homage to the Spirit of Evil than they do to the Spirit 
of Good. And, as a matter of course, their rites of wor
e hip are of the most revolting and blood-thirsty descrip 
tion ; extreme licentiousness characterizing their devo 
tions, as well as suspension by hooks, etc., and the mur 
der of infants and adults. 

LADY. If fascination is a power i.nparted by Satan 
why is it not sinful to have recourse to it 1 

DoCToR. He did not impart the power, but merely 
showed the fact of its existenl'e. It is a gift from Jeho 
vah, and, as such, with all thankfulness, we make use of 
it to subserve his honor and glory The Lord maket 
lie wrath of man to I raise h:an as wei as the wrath o( 
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Satan, who will no doubt find it in the end, like manJ 
other of his projects. one of the most efficient means of 
!lis overthrow. 

Uniting, as the heathen magi did, tte offices of priest 
and physician, as well as king, (which last office they 
afterwarda voluntarily separated, though they kept it 
aubordinate to their own,) lllld the number of known 
.. emedies being then very few, they were mostly com• 
pelled to rely on fascination for giving relief in sickness. 
Some of them possessed this power in so extraordina
ry a degree, and had their fame so widely extended, 
as to be deified after death; having idol statues shaped 
in their likenesses, to which divine honors were paid, 
the qualities for which they were thus honored being 
symbolized by an additional number of arms. Proofs 
of this may be seen at the present day in the images of 
the gods of India; Vichenow, Chiven, Parachiven, ~tg. 
vcnna, and many others, have four, six, and twelve 
arms, all presenting the hands open, with the palms 
inclining downwards, the fingers being in the most ap, 
proved fascinating positions of the present day. 

It is probable that the immediate application of th• 
hands was reserved for special purposes, curiously
shaped rods of various kinds being mostly used to direct 
the influences ; thus the caduceus of Mercury, it waa 
aupposed, had the power of putting any one whom it 
touched to sleep; with it he deepened the slumbers of 
Argus, after lulling him to a gentle repose by the sound 
of his lyre, preparatory to cutting off his head. That 
he sometimes dispensed with its use is evident from a . 
fMUsage in Plautus, which makes him say of Sosia • 
"What if I stroke him gently with th~ hand so as to put 
him to sleep 1" May no ~he regal sceptre have be-o 
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!lied, before the separation of priest and king, for the 
aame purposes as the caduceus of Mercury, and be, 
!LB well as the royal touch for the cure of scrofula, the 
last remains of the former union of offices 1 

J.AnY. Nothing can be more probable in this view o1 

the subject. 
DoCToR. The magi, or wise men of India, the most 

ancient fascinators of whom profane history gives any 
account, practised mostly gl!stures and manipulations in 
curing disease, though they often prescribed herbs. 

L11nv. Is any particular ac:count given of their curing 
by fa 1cination 1 

Do n-oa. Philostratus mentions the case of a yoWl#( 
man, whom a lion had injured in the knee to such au 
extenl as to keep him in constant agony, and who went 
to the magi to obtain relief. They rubbed him gently 
with their hands at intervals during a few days, wheu 
he returned home perfectly cured. 

Next come the priests of Egypt, who took the great 
est possible advantage of the secret, and made the 
knowledge of it the last and holiest rite of their ancient 
magic, in the initiation of candidates. So celebrated 
were they, that many persons, taking advantage of our 
Saviour's temporary residence in Egypt, professed to 
account for his miracles, by accusing him, according to 
Arnobius, of being a magician ; of making things by 
secret means ; and of stealing, from the sanctuary of the 
Egyptian priests, thr names of the powerful angels, and 
their occult discipline~t. 

Patients flocked to these Egyptians from all parts of 
the world. Their mode of proceeding was to pre\·iously 
prepare them by means of fasting and prayer, a.\.i thea 
wrap the~r. up in goat skiM. After the prot t.U ol 
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tucina~ion . .bey were left to wait for sleep und pro 
phetic visions ; in some instances these did not occur 
b~:t to provide for the emergency, tliere was a company ol 
priests who slept for them, and revealed the dreams.· A 
1 ecord of each case, telling the name of the person, the · 
eisease and the remedy, was engraved on the temple; 
and these inscriptions, we are told, were, for a long while, 
the sole record of practical medicine. Five of these 
have been translated, the following two of which will 
give an idea of what they were: 

The god, in a nocturnal apparition, ordered the son ol 
Lucius, who was att)lcked with a hopeless pleurisy, to 
take from the altar some cinders, and, mixing them with 
wine, make an application to the affected side. He was 
1nved; he thanked the god, and the people wished him 
happiness. 

A blind soldier named Valerius, after consulting tho 
god, received for answer : "Go in the temple, mix thu 
blood of a white fowl with honey, and wash your eye!~ 
with it during three days." He recovered his sight,.and 
thanked the god before the people. 

LAov. What does it mean when it says they waited 
for visions t 

DocToa. I muat take a rather circuitous mode of 
answering your question. We must now study a little 
physiology, and, as I will avoid all hard names, and en• 
deavor to simplify as much as possible, you will not find 
it difficult to follow me in the explanations. 

Man has three perfectly distinct elements in his com 
position-Matter, the Life Principle, and the Soul 01 

Immortal part. 
J.Anv. I thought life resulted from the union of aD 

the different organs, and that their being placed ;a 
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1ust such relations made the machine work harmom 
ously. 

DooToa. That has been, and even now is, the opinioQ 
of a great many, but when the system is growing, and 
ruso in disease, some parts are always out of relation to 
the rest, and the proportion and balance thus utterly 
destroyed ; and did life only result from the union of all, 
it must cease in such cases at once to exist. The in· 
ductive and only true method of reasoning refers 'the 
various operations going on within the body to a com. 
mon cause, which source of action is called the life or 
vital principle. 

LADY. But how is this cause discovered 1 
DoCToR. By the phenomena it presents to us ; we 

can perceive these phenomena only through the agency 
of Matter, for which purpose alone, it would seem, mat· 
ter was created. 

LADY. As matte~ is governed by laws of its own, it 
llppears to me that, in experimenting upon it, you would 
only be finding out those laws. 

DoCToR. The laws of matter, which are known as 
the chemical and mechanical forces, differ entirely from 
those manifested by it when organized. 

LADY. Still I have not a clear idea of the vital prin· 
ciple. When I would separate it from the soul and mat· 
ter, the two last continually force themselves upon my 
mind, and make the whole subject very confused. If it 
was only possible to observe the vital principle acting 
with matter alone, without the soul's interference, I 
could easily understand it. 

DoCToR. Your wish can at once be gratified, by 
looking at the geranium on your win do~ sill. V eget
•biCJ ~ave only the vital t'"inciple and matter; but 
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J~erhapl! 1 cannot do better than refer you to U article 
on this subject prepared by myself for a literary maga
zine some years ago. Will you read it aloud 1 

LADY It was remarked by a philosopher, some years 
ago, that it was scarcely possible to tell the differ
ence between a dog and a rose. This statement, to the 
greater number of my readers who have not reflected 
on the subject,. will appear hardly probable. Anecdotes 
of the sagacity and faithfulness of dogs are known to 
all ; and I doubt not many of them in our city are pos 
sessed of more knowledge and practical information, 
and are better members of society, than the swarms of 
tdle and vicious youth who crowd our streets. How 
then, with such facts before him, could Bonnet make 
Auch an assertion 1 I will tell you. Our ideas ot the 
intelligence of animals arc derived from the proofs of 
design we see them exhibit. Having a certain end in 
view, they will choose, with the most astonishing dis
•lrimination, out of a number of means, the ones best 
adapted to their purposes, and contrive to use these in 
such a way as to be almost uniformly successful. Nat
ural history is made up of facts in support of this po
sition. Our next inquiry will be to find out whethet 
plants ever show such instances of choice and foresight 
and a little examination will prove that most unqu~tion
!lbly they do. 

Strawberries, planted on moist ground, give out no 
runners; but, on placing them in a dry soil with water 
at some distance, we find runners travelling around un
til they discover it, and then remaining--a living aqu& 
duct-to supply the p'ant. If these runners are moved 
round to thew>ther side, they will soon regain their 
origtnal po11tion with unerring certainty If you tu1'11 
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\be under surface of a rose-leaf upward, it will, in a 
little while, commence a return movement, gently twist• 
ing, with a kjnq of effort, on its peduncle, at on a sort 
of pivot. The .Abbe Martin transplanted a rose-tree 
from one part of his garden to anvther, for the purpose 
of experimenL To the right of the new position, the 
aoil was hard, dry, and sterile; to the left, moist, rich, 
and tender. The roots, at first, radiated alike to the 
right and left. But he soon discovered that the roots, 
which had ati vauced to the right, bent back ward toward 
the fertile and mellow earth, as if diYining that their 
t}ompanions at the left had found better pasture. To pre
vent their intercepting nourishment intended for other 
plants, he dug a ditch to stop the farther advancement 
of the roots. Arrived at the ditch, they plunged per
pendicularly below its bottom, ran around and advanced 
anew toward the point whence they had discovered 
the rich soil. 

Instances of their foresight in guarding against es 
cessive heat, wind, and rain, are equally numerous 
In France, the peasants train the carlina by their doora. 
to serve as a barometer; its open flowers show clear 
weather-but closed, an abundance of rain. The shep
herd's weather-glass has the same property. If it does 
not show its face to greet the sun on his ascension, the 
sheep remain in the fold on that day. The four-o'clock 
opens its flowers regularly every afternoon at that hour, 
to show the laborer that, if he cannot afford a watch, 
nature will provide him with the means of knowing the 
hour without expeua>e. Such examples certainly prove 
a faculty of jooging according to the sense in plants. 

And now the inquirer asks, " What js the natun 
of tbia ormciole, and in what does it differ from chem 
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ica1 affinity or attraction 1" A perfect exemplifit.ation 
of this difference is given in the history of its creation. 

\ . 
'And God made every plant of the field before it was in 
the earth, and every herb of the field before it grew. 
Dry land and seas, by this time, were divided, and the 
forces of the inorganic world in operation. These forces 
are called pullers-down of nature. Exposed to theiJ 
influence, mountain and hill crumble to dust ; and it ia 
owing to their agency that volcanoes and earthquakes de
stroy cities and swallow up nations. This is due, proba
bly, to the shape of the ultimate atoms, which, fitting into 
each other in different w41-ys, occasion perpetual change. 

But on the third day, a controlling influence, a new 
set of powers, the builders-up of nature, appear--ere 
ated, in kind and degree, different from matter, yet 
only manifesting their presence to us in connectior 
with it. So far from allowing these atoms to unite 
according to their affinities, which would so._on destroy 
nature, they exercise the most despotic sway, controJ.. 
ing them to the last. The chemical forces are in per· 
feet subjection while life remains; but the moment it 
departs, dust returns to dust, the work of destruction 
begins, and the body vamshes into ail 

A beautiful example of this opposition is shown by 
seeds, which are the simplest independent forms of the 
union of the life power with matter. Take two of these, 
and, having destroyed the vitality of one of them by pas• 
ng an electric spark through it, place both in warm and 
moist earth. The dead seed, surrounded by all the con. 
ditions favorable to its decomposition, is speedily resolved 
into its native elements, while the living one makes slaves 
of its enemies, rapidly sprouts up amid the surrounding 
desolation and hangs out its flowerv bannerq M to'ken1 
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"f victory. Seeds etain life, almost any length of 
time. I noticed, this week, an account of an abundant 
harvc:st reaped from the growth of seeds found in au 
Hgyptian mummy, over two thousand years old. 

A seed, finding itself in a warm moist place, suddenly 
becomes a ware that it has work to do, and sets about it 
without delay. The seed-case bursts, a stalk and leave• 
appear above, while the root, sending off filaments. 
remains below ; at the end of each of these little fila
ments is a spongiole, or bundle of leech-like mouths. 
These suck from the soil whatever they require, and 
then act the part of a stomach in instantly digesting iL 
A series of ascending vessels, or veins, are ready to 
carry it to the leaves, to be further elaborated; when it 
arrives there, its oxygen is given off, and a supply of 
carbonic acirl, obtained from the air, is combined with 
it ; and the pure blood, or sap, is carried by the arteries 
to every part, to supply its necessities and form com· 
pounus. 

l'J;mt::~ are manufacturing establishments ; some make 
the essential oils--as the cinnamon, sassafras, and rose; 
others salts-as the sorrel, oxalic acid ; the Peruvian 
l·.•rk-tree, quinine; and the willow, salacine. 1\'Iany e 
d, llised shrub has powers more deadly and dangerou1 
thm; a powder magazine ; the laurel and peach yield 
prusl> · acid, one drop of which will destroy life ; and 
travell, 1 1! tell us that the atmosphere of the upas-tree is 
fatal for miles around it. 

The vital principle of each plant, being separate and 
mdependent in itself, explains the reason why two of 
them-the one a virulent poison, the other a table vege
table-will grow side by side, and draw their nourish 
ment froiT' the aame source. It also shows \he error of 

• 
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Qur modern agricultu . ists, who treat these hvmg exist. 
ences, endowed with a power of choice and foresight. 
as if they were tubes, imbibing whatever was placed 
near them by capillary attraction. 

Man resembles a torch, in requiring oxygen to keep 
him burning or alive ; in return for this he throws out 
carbonic acid, which to him is a virulent poisoD. Now 
what prevents this gas accumulating in the air, and des• 
troying the animal kingdom ; and from what source 
shall the supply of oxygen be derived to answer our 
continual demand 1 Only from the respiration of plants; 
which we may now see not only supply us with food, 
but are absolutely necessw·y for our daily existence. 

When the new Custom House and Merchant's Ex 
change were erecting, they were the daily resort of 
thousands who flocked to witness their gradual progress; 
yet how much more wonderful is the building of a 
•regetable palace I Unseen workmen are urging it for
ward with untiring industry ; column after column 
forms ; story after story rises ; staircase and hall and 
gallery are soon fixed in their positions. We think it a 
great thing to have the Croton water brought into our 
houses ; yet in every d/11 of these little chambers, there 
are pipes to carry food and water and take away the 
residue. The vegetable house is made of the finest 
wood, is elastic, and capable of bending to the breeze ; 
and, to defend it from the rain, covered either with wa• 
ter-proof varnish, or stuccoed over with the rares por
celain. And all this time the spectator is not dis! orbed 
by noise or dust, the greater part of the work being car· 
ried on under ground. 

When all is completed, no monarch on earth could ob
lain su<'h a residence. The very paint ofits walls, though 

4 
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exposed to all kinds of impurity, is of such rare quality 
that the king's stateliest robes cannot match it. "Con• 
aider the lilies of the field ; they toil not, neither do they 
spin; )·et Solomon, in all his glory, was not arrayed like 
unto one of these." Nay, kings are even glad to obtain 
"ts essences at second hand, to perfume themselves. 

The name of the inhabitant who owns the house il 
written on a broad door-plate of surpassing beauty, so 
that we can tell one from another. Books have been 
written on the language of these door-plates or flowers, 
and it is said that angels, by their means, write myste
rious truths on hill and field. The poet, from the ear· 
.iest ages, has held the most sweet and loving converse 
with them. But to the physician, the priest of nature. 
they speak in a higher and more exalted strain. In 
them he reads the success of his mission. By their 
means he can conquer the most obstinate diseases. 
That nothing has ever been formed for show alone, the 
truly useful will always be the truly beautiful. That 
when their uses are perfectly understood, the food dreaat 
of the Rosicrucian shall not want verification : tht 
bone shall continue firm and the muscle strong ; the eye 
of youth retain its lustre ; and .century after century 
passes away, the lapse of time shall but witness our 
triumph over the pullers-down of nature, and our in
crease in wisdom and love. These happy children of 
Flora, that have retained undimmed the influence of 
their Creator's smile, when first he pronounced his work 
good in Eden, shall receive added radiance and more 
dazzling glory as they again behold His face in tiM 
dawning morn of the millenium 
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l'HSYIOLOGY. 

Docro• The body is the bouse of the soul : in 8D 

w,>per story, confined to an inner chamber, close .. y im. 
vrisoned, and having no communication with the exter· 
nal world, except through the medium of the life prin· 
r.iple, resides our immortal being. 

LADY. But there is no mention of a double life in the 
account of man's creation. Genesis ii, 7, says that the 
Lord God formed man out of the dust of the ground, 
and breathed into his nostrils the breath of life ; and 
man become a living soul. 

DocToa. The Hebrew word, in thnt passage, for life, 
is used in the plural ; so that your objection but eon
firms the physiological view. It should read, breathed 
into his nostrils the breath of lives. 

LADY. Is the life principle immortal as well as the 
soul? 

Docroa. I believe it is, but only in consequence of 
1ts connection with the soul, to which it is subservienL 
It is an intermediate between spirit nnd matter, present· 
ing to us certain phenomena, by which \~e are enabled 
t' rec-ognize its possession of seven distinct propertiet; 
the~e are:-

VITAL APPINIT\ 
VIVIFICATION. 
MoBILITY. 
Jaa•TABILITY. 
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INSTUICT. 

SYMPATHY • 

. SENSIBILITY. 

The first five are common to all animated natw e
pl:mts as well as animals ; the last two, in consequence 
of requiring a nervous system for their development. 
be"ong only to animals. 

Vital affinity and vivification are used in the organiza 
tion of matter. Mobility is the power of originating 
motion, as shown in the circulation of the sap and 
shrinking of the mimosa. Irritability, or excitability, ia 
the power of giving and receiving impressions-of act· 
ing upon matter, and of being, in turn, acted upon by 
it-nnd is one of the most important of all. The instinct· 
i ve property of plants has been already mentioned ; that 
of animals needs no illustration. Sympathy and sensi· 
bility possess names sufficiently explanatory of their 
powers. 

LADY. But have not animals a separate principle of 
instinct besides a life power 1 

DocToR. They have not. Coleridge, who is the best 
authority on this subject, remarks that instinct is the 
power of selecting and adapting means to proximau 
entb; and illustrates the point by taking the stomach of 
a caterpillar, which, he observes, has the power of 
selecting the appropriate means (that is, the assimilable 
part of the vegetable congesta) to the proximate end
which is, the growth or reproduction of the insect's 
body. It docs this by the vital power of the stomach. 

From the power of the stomach, he passes to thu 
power exerted by the whole animal; traces. it, wander· 
ing from spot to spot, and plant to plant, till it finds the 
appropriate vegetable ; and again. on this ~~hosen vel& 
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lable he marks it seeking out and fixing on the part of 
the vmt, bark, leaf, or petal, suited to its nourishment
or (should the animal have assumed the butterfly form} 
to the proper place of depositing its eggs, and making 
provision for the sustenance of the little animals that 
shall emerge from them. The power, thus exhibited, of 
•electing and adapting means to proximate ends, accord· 
ing to circumstances, he conaiders as a higher specie• 
of adaptive power, and calls it Instinct. 

Then, citing anecdotes from the writings of zoolo-
. gists, he proves in the lower animals a power of select

ing and adapting the proper means to the proximate 
ends, according to varying circumstances ; and this yet 
higher species of adaptive power he calls Instinctive 
~ntelligence. . 

In addition to thes11, he says that he finds one other 
character common to the highest and lowest; namely, 
that the purposes are all manifestly pred~termined by 
the peculiar organization of the animals, and both actions 
and purposes are in a necessitated reference to the 
preservation and continuance of the particular animal. 
ur the progeny. There is selection, but not choice; 
volition, rather than will. 

LADY. I suppose wild men have their instinctive 
faculties best developed, and that man, in proportion as 
he becomes civilized, or under the dominion of reason. 
loses those powers. 

DocToR. You must remember that tke manifestations 
of instinct depend on the peculiar organization of the 
animal. Man is not fitted to live · 'l a wild state, for 
then he is, of all animals, the most helpless. But Cole
ridge speaks directly on this point, and I will give you 
hiJ wurds, premising that he defines understanding at ... 
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the acuity that judges by the senses. He aay1, bat il 
we suppose the adaptive power, in its highest sta\.8, 
(instinctive intelligence) to co-exist with reason, free-will 
and self-consciousness, it instantly becomes Wlderstand 
ing ; in other words, that Wlderstanding differs, indeed 
from the noblest form of mstinct-not 'n itself. m ia Ill 
OtDn esaential propertiu, but in consequence of ita eo
existence with far higher powers, of a diverse kind, in 
one and the same subject. Instinct, in a rational, re
spocsible, and self-conscious animal, is Wlderstanding. 

Having now reviewed the characters of the servanta 
n the house of the soul, we will glance at their offices 
in the building, and at the building itself. In comparing 
the human frame to a self-moving house, the bones and 
muscles should be represented as beams and pillars ; the 
stomach as the kitchen; the lungs as the ventilator, etc. 
etc. The house must be furnished with bells and wires 
to convey news, receive messages, and connect all the 
parts together into a common whole ; such offices are 
performed by the senses • 
. The skeleton of the human body is composed of two 

hWldred and forty-eight bones; each of which is mod · 
elled with the utmost care for the various offices it baa 
to perform ; and so close a relation does one bone bear to 
another, that an anatomist can tell from seeing one, or 
in some cases, even a part of one, with the utmost cer 
tainty, the general form and habits of the animal te 
which it belonged. A happy illustration of this fact 
was shown some years since in England, by 1\fr. Con• 
nybear, a philosopher of considerable eminence. Hav 
ing found a few bones of an extinct species of animal 
he set himselfto work to construct the perfect skeleton 
Little attention was paid to his perf<,nnan~e at tiJ~ time 
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out some years afterward, a complete skeleton of that 
singular animal. the Plesiosaurius, was 'discovered, and 
found almost exaetly to correspond with Mr. Conny• 
Dear's drawing I 

La •, apina column 
topped by the ikull ; r 
r, ribs connected by gria· 
de (cartilage,) to the 
breast bone, ~; 1 y, col
lar bones (clavicles); b, 
the anu bone (hamer· 
ua) ; c, the elbow ; d, 
tho radius; e, the ulna; 
J, tho wriat joiat (com· 
poaed of 8 small bones, 
in two rows); g, the 

• finger bones (phalanges, 
19 bones); • '• hips or 
pelvic bones, joiaing "'• 
tbe aacrum ; i , the thigh 
bone Wlited to the trunks 
of the body by the joint 
6: I, the kaee-pau (pa· 
tella); It, the kl!ee; -. 
the tibia, and •· the fib
ala, both email bones of 
the leg ; o, aucle, com· 
JX*'d of 1 honea ; p, 
toe bones (phalengoe, 19 
bonea)] 

BONY IKELETON. 

The back bone and skull arc by far the most impon:-
ant amo.>ng the Lones; they a¥e the casket11 in which: 
•re deposited the spinal marrow nnd hr&in-indeed. t•· 
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protect the ncrvoUB systerr· from injury seems, in evetJ 
instance, the first intention of the formation of a skele
ton. 

1'h£. spine, or buek bone, is composed of twenty-four 
1maller bones, between the most o( which is a layer of 
gristle, so that while the indispensable conditicn of great 
strength is preserved, a degree of motion is allowed. 
The weight of the upper parts d the body, presses 
down this gristle during the day, thus accounting for 
the singular fact that persons are always shorter at 
night than in the morning soon after getting up. The 
loss in height in different individuals varies from half an 
inch to one or two inches. 

LADY. I know a gentleman who habitually loses m 
height from one-half to. three-quarters of an inch every 
day; and, while speaking on the subject, told me an • 
anecdote relative to the practice pursued by British re· 
cruiting sergeants, who, when they found a man willing 
to enlist, not more than half an inch under the requisite 
height, made him lie in bed and fed him well for two or 
three days, by which time his gristle became well swelled 
out, and he was almost invariably sure to pass muster 
when immediately presented at the station house. 

DoCToR. Every little protuberance and ridge we see on 
bones give origin or hold to muscles, which attach them· 
eelves to them by means of strings or tendons. There are 
nearly five hundred distinct muscles named by anato
mists in the human body. This is probably underrating 
the real number, for a caterpillar has over four thousand 
muscles, and there arc one thousand in the proboscis of 
en elephant. Muscles are composed of layers of cellu· 
lar tissue, the compressioti nt' wltidl n.t the ends forrnston· 
~QD5; while the cells iu tl:•· n•iddle arc filled with fibrin 
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MtitiCULAR 81tAUTOJr. 

(/I. the ltemo maatoid; ita Cl'ntraction makes the need approacb .. 
Illest; i i i, abdomilllll mtla(llce, to retain the parte in their places, auill 
rMpiration, etc.; A, muscles on the chest, to move the arm toward it; I 
IIXtenda the arm on a level with the shoulder; k is the muscle to raiae the 
I:Jro.ann; a moves the fingers; b, the fo~leg; and t: is the tailor'• m• 
.:le, by which he il enabled to CI'OIIII hill ega.) 

The mode in which the nerves act on the mobility 
of muscles, so as to cause them to thicken or contract, 
ia well shown in this cut. One part of the muscle is at· 
&ached tCI the fore-arm, and the othet to the head of the 
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arm; as it gradually contracts and ahortena on rleeJf, the 
l1and approaches the head 

.t.lUl. 

tThe figure represents the honea of the arm and hand, ha\;ng al the 
11oft parte di~~~eeted oft", excE>pt one muacle, 0 B 1 of which the function 
ia to bend the arm ; 0, the origin of the mnacle ; B, the belly ; I, the 
insertion; T T, the tendons; S, the shoulder-joint; E, tbe elbow. Wbeo 
the belly contracts, the lower extremity of the muscle I ia brought nearer 
to the origin or fixed point, 0, and by thus bending the arm at the elbow 
Joint, rai8811 up the weight, W, placed in the hand.] 

When the human germ or embryo is first excited to 
action, it is not as large as a pin's head, yet, even small 
as it is, the life power is in vigorous exercise ; it stationa 
deputations of its properties in the proper places to form 
their own instruments of action out of the minute pulp. 
In a short time the heart and blood-vessels are formed 
to carry nutriment to every part, and the bones, mul
eles, and other organs appear in succession. Its fint 
eare is to perfect all the arrangements that are necessary 
for purposes of nutrition, which arrangements you will 
understand better in the adult than in the infant, in :whom 
the parts are out of proportion. 

When food is taken in the mouth, the saliva is poured 
out from manufactories of that substance; it mixes with 
the food, not only softening it, but also affecting on it au 
actual change, which is the first real act of digestion. 
When this f.uid i• deficient, its want ia imperfectly aupo 
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plied in the other processes of assimilation. This cause 
alone would account for the dyspepsia, so prevalent 
amoug tobacco chewers and smokers, who wantonly 
exhaust a supply intended for other purposes than the 
filthy use to which they apply iL · 

The second act is performed by the stomach, into which 
the food descends from the mouth by means of a long tube 
•••ophap) composed of a series of muscular rioga 

TBJI IITO~OJI. 

[Tbe atomach ia capable of containing, generally, !-om OM to two qaar,. 
!If liquid;· cue• occur, however-by want on the oae aide, and glnttouy 
Gil the other-in which thi• proportion is either much diminished or 
lncreued. It baa two openiuga-the cardiac, C, (!'rom cardiw,., the heart, 
n being noar that organ) and the pyloric, P, !'rom the Greek for gate-
11eeper, becauae it will not let anything bot chyme paa1 it. B S, and B, 
are arteriea mrronnding it, tn give it a good 111pply of blood for ~ 
the gutrie joice.) 

which, by contracting constantly above, push it before 
them. Whf"n there, the gastric fluid is poured out on it, 
completely d1ssolving the whole, and changing it into 
a greyish-looking fluid called chyme. The stomach then 
contract•, llosing un the opening by which it entered C 
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lUI intestinal tube, from the mouth to ita finRl tenninabon, u Oftl 
dlirty feet long. After leaving the stomach, it ie divided into large mel 
1111811 in•.,.tines. R S S S S T, are the latter, which end at T into the 
J&rge, which are marked U U U W ; and the termination X y ia callecl 
the rectum, cl811ping which last are the strong muscle, Z Z, joining iD • 
aontinut:'lS circular band below. M 1.\1 M, show• the stomach; A A A. 
.. lhw,aod ita depoeitory of bile, B, the gall-bladclalq 
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nn1 LITIIll, a~BL.&ODE&, PANORE.olo.S, A~ll KIDNEYS. 

l f, is the livl'r, turned up to show iL• nuder surfncl'; G, the gall-bllld· 
fer; P, the pRncre88; K. the ki.Jnevs, which 8l'crete urine from the blood 
which they empty into the hlndt!er, II, by mean• of the tuheo called 
ureters U; S is the spleen. an nr!:un at the present day consitleretl merely 
a reservoir of blood for the •tomac·h. The rectum. R. runs behind the 
~!ladder towanl its IP.rminating l'··iut: V j,, '"" great vt•in curTyinl_.: up th• 
r..tlue bloocl to ho purili,•tl; A " •I••· arto·•·y returning the I!UIIIe bhod 
purified, to meet the wuuts of''"' ')-l•·u>.j 

r. 
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md thus forcing it out through the other orifice P. Sooo 
after entering the intestines, a fluid is poured out through 
a tube. This fluid is composed of the secretion of the 
iiver (bile), and another secretion from the pancreaa 
(sweet breads) ; each sending a tube trom itself, the 
tubes uniting into a common duct before opening into tha 
inte»tines. The liver has a repository for bile, called 
the gall-bladder, so that it is capable of performing ita 
part in digestion at any moment. It is supposed by 
many that the juice from the pancreas merely dilute• 
the bile. but this is not very probable. This juice, when 

XEBENTER!C GLANDS. 

[I I I I, portion• of intestine; L,lacteals, which empty into the
tary gl11nda M G; T D, thoracic duct, which conveys the elaborated ftuiil 
(which ie, at thi• point, of a pale pinkish color) into the reservoir Ia dae 
-k The 1pine, 8, ia shown in the back-ground. The mesentery 
glanda exercise a very important part in digeoti)n; they are eometime~ 
dilea8ed in children, a fact which may be known by feeling on their bel
liela 011mber of little hard knoto; in •nl'lt ca8t'e, the child, if not r.ured
DO mattor what the nonri•hmcnt ;,._repiclly Wb8tea away and dills. Dr 
Edlon, tbe living akeletou lat~>ly exhihitl"d at the American mueeum, died 
In c:l-cruencP. of d ;,...&•'-' cJo,ing the thoracic duct, and thna preventiot 
"'1 8C)()ell o( nourishment to his •y•tem.} 
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poured on tl a chyme, separates it it o two parts .he 
chyle and ex.!rement. The chyle, a this stage, so much 
resembles milk, as to take its name from a Greek word 
meaning that article : it is instantly sucked up by mil· 
lions of little leech-like vessels, called milk carriers, 
(la~teals from /actus, milk,) which convey it to themes· 
enteric glands to be further elaborated ; leaving them, 
it is carried to 11 duct and finally mixed with a reservoir 
of venous blood in the neck, from whence it enters the 
upper cavity of the right heart, is thrown into the lower 
cavity, u.d then taken to the lungs to receive the lut 
•tage of purification. 

(Man p- twr: hearts, which are only placed together lOr tbe .U. 
al convenieooe. Each heart has two cavitiett, an upper and a lower ooer 
tho upper cavity ia called an auricle, from ita reeembling, in ebape, c 
11Dimal'1 ear; the lower cavity is called a ventricle, from ita ehape, .._. 
bli~J~a belly. The sodden eX{IBD&ion of the receiving chamber. or auaW't 
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' tbe right heart, 11, produces a vacuum, which is directly filled by tlM 
nixture of elaborated food and veinons blood from varioll8 sourcee, o, p q, 
ll instantly contract.! and empties this blood into the distr:':)uting chamber, 
or ventricle below; the \'entricle b contracts upon itself, and ecnda the 
blood into the pulmonary artery, k, to be carried to the Junge, ll; after 
receiving a supply of oxygen, and throwing oft' its carbonic acid, it 
returuo [( the left heart by four pulmonary ,·eins, two of which are ahowu 
at m m; the left auricle, r, expands, produces a vacuum, becomes filled, 
oontracl•, and sends tho blood into tb., left \"entricle, a, which also COD· 

tracts in turn, aud throws the fluid into the aorta, c e, from whence it i.l 
carried through all parts of the system. If the time that elapses betweeu 
the contractions of the heart bo divided into four parts, three of th
parts will represent the period of the heart's activity, and one that of ita 
repose; it thus re>ts one·quarter of the time, or six hours in every twenty· 

. four; it doe• this (in common with every part of the body that baa 
been exhausting its strent:th in working) to recruit. The artery that 
supplies tho heart with bloud is called the coronal, •· Each cavity of the 
heart holds two ounces; it commonly contracts se\"euty times a minute, 
80 that over TWO twosHt:ADs of blood are pumped through our beerl! 
ev<'ry hour! That the irritation of the blood does not cau.'l6 the heart tc 
contmct, and that it p.ossesses an inherent power of action in itself, are 
ehown by the fact that, when taken out of the body (of course, a very 
short time after appar<:nt death) and pricked, its first mntion is to expand 
1'013 henri of n sturgeon was bung up to dry, and continued in motion 81 

lno,g that ita rwtling could Le heard in auy part of the house.] 

Arrived at the lungs; it throws out carbonic acid and 
wke!' in a supply of oxygen; it is then thrown into the 
upper ca\'ity of the left heart, which contracts, sends 
it into the lower cavity, from whence the aorta receives 
it, and it then makes its rounds in the system to supply 
the wants of every part. Chemists tell us that an atom 
of pure blood is composed of eighteen different elements; 
and also that the atoms resemble a spangle in shape, 
being thin and circular with a dot of iron in the middle. 
c>ccusioning Dr. Good's remark that the wheels of liff' 
ran on 'ron axles. 

The uteries subdivide to an excessively minute de
gree, and the extreme hranches terminate in little blad 
,.,.ra Each vf these lit~ll bladders nr globular cells haa 
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TBa l.tiN08. 

I The windpipe. a, gives paaaage to the air; it ramifies into exceeding.,. 
minute branches, e e e, which t.lrminate in little cella, the muee• of 
which, in three distinct lubes, are shown at c c c: this is only on the 
right aide of the body; on the left side there are but two lobes, the apac~ 
required fur the third being filled by the heart. By means of the muscle• 
rurrounding the cheat, the lungs a:-o alternately <'IXpanded and contracted. 
It~ been found that we req•1ire one hundred and forty gallons per hour 
of pure air for respiration. It ia an error that the carbonic acid given out 
&om the lunge poisons the atmosphere in crowded usemblies. Such 
oir baa been analyzed, and fiouud to oontain as mncb oxygeu as that in a 
~Jreet; the ill effects are prxluced from pent-up human exhalation•.] 

three· openings, one for the artery, one for a vein, and 
one for an absorbent. When an atom of blood arrive• 
ill one of them, the absorbent takes from it what is re
quired, <tnd works it up to suit its own purposes; what it 
•ft is imtllediatt>ly sucked up by the vein and earned l)ff 

:;• 
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to be again mixed with the elaborated fooJ, and puaed 
through the lungs. · 

You will remember my mentioning, when speaking o 
&he development of the embryo, the fact of deputation• 
of the life power being stationeL in different places to 
form their own instruments of action ; these instrumcntl 
.,_ called gland!! and their offit>e is to lier.rete from the 
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olood the different ftu1ds required in the system; .be' 
are merely a greater or less number of bundles of a ttle 
bladders, acting in the mode I have just mentioned, and 
endowed with specific properties to make certain sub
stances. Thus the liver secretes bile; the la?hrymaJ 
gland, tears; and the salivary gland, spittle; and tht 
inside coat of the stomach, the gastric juice. Here is a 
cmt showing the mode in which the blood-vessel11 ramify 

1 wish you to carefully examine these cuts and the a.c 
companying descriptions, as too much minutenes• iJt 
desc~ribing the anatomy of the organs, while explaining 
the functions, would have made the subject very difficult 
of ':omprehension. 

I~ADY. I think I understand the nutritive function~ 
now, and I am glad to think that nothing but the nervous 
eystem remains between us and the sleepers in the 
Egyptian temples, to whom I am impatient to return; 
but I should likt> to know, if anything injurious should 
fDter in the channels of the circulation, how the bloot.' 
would get ri<l of it, 
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DoL'Toa. Bt means Jf the dkin, kidneys, and lungt 
which are all excreting glar.ds, or organs, that throw 
off cffending matters. Bu~, to purs•te our subject, we 

... YOUI IDHK. 

must examine the nervous system. This cut of it will 
give you an idea of the ramifications of the nerves over 
die aurface of the system. The nerves, like every other 
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part of our system when fot:ming, begin a•. .nc C:.tc..o,. 
lerenee, ani grow toward the centre &.~ ~twwr. he"'e ·-

Cll!Uoii&O·IPIN.&L .&XII 

l View of the bue of the brain, front portion of the 1pinal marrow, ani 
••enl atta.:bed nerves: a, cerebrum (large bntin); l> , cerebellum (little 
OJ'II!.o. which illower and poeterior than the other); c, spinal marrow; l 
medulla oblongata, the so-called bulging ~pinal marrow which swells out 
u it enters the brain, I, the nerves of smell ; 2, nerves of eight; 3, (. 5, 
8, oervee going to different porta of the bead, of no particular interest ia 
thil place; 7 ie related to the nenee of Maring; 8, 9, nerve~ coing t.o lht 
lllllpe aad pllet. etiD.J ' 
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Those of the lower extremitiP.s, k k, unite in distindl 
bwtdles before entenng the spir.e ; proceeding upward, 
we find nerve after nerve running into the back-bone, 
through holes bored for their reception, as n, c, l, g, t, 
show the nerves as they come from the superior extrem· 
ities, or arms ; m, those of the neck, etc. The spinal 
canal is already filled when the nerves enter it by two 
kinds of nervous matter, the white and the grey; the 
latter is supposed to be the origin of sensation and mo
tion, as we invariably find, by tracing the nerves to 
their terminations, that they end in it; and we know the 
.terves are nothing more than communicating media. 

LADY. By your course of reason, I would conclude 
that cutting the nerve of a part, before it entered 
the grey matter, would destroy all sensibility in that 
part. 

DoCToa. And motion as well. All distinct masses 
of the grey matter in the body are termed ganglia~ 
the spinal cord, from its lowest part till some distance 
upward in the neck, is composed of two ganglia, sensa~ 
tion and motion. With regard to cutting the nerves. 
that haR been done so often, and so invariably with the 
same result, that it has become an established point in 
science, of no sensation of any kind existing, except as 
connected with a superior essence. Sensation in the 
lower animal seems even on a par with their intelli· 
gence. The gadfly, Dr. Good remarks, when it fat~tena 
on the hand, can be cut to pieces without its experienciog 
any appa1cnt pain; and the idea of Shakespeare hu 
been long ago exploded-that 

-" the puor worm thou n-l'.c cna, 
Ill corporeal miTering. feels a pt~ng u croa& 
As wben a giant die~~. 
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The nerve of ~nsation, and that of motion, are bound 
in the same &h4ath, till within a short distance of the 
apinal cord ; •hey then separate, and each enters ita 
awn gaug)ira(l. This cut shows a front section of the 
• fiir..,' "'4r4 md ner\"'es :-

IPOI'.&.L OOBD 4lm na..a. 

A represents the spinal cord ; B, the united nerve• i 
C, the branch for motion, travelling alone; D, that of 
sensation, which always thickens into a. knot in itl 
progress before entering its ganglion. 

At the upper part of the spinal marrow, we find a 
selies of ganglia in pairs, one set behind the other, in 
regular order, and always found in the same relations to 
their parts ; these are the ganglia of the special sensu. 
So much has observation been directed to these points, 
and so true and unvarying is nature, that, by examining 
the size of the ganglia of the animal, we can tell the 
degree of perfection the several senses have attained. 
ln the eagle, we find the opt1c ganglion large ; in the 
hound, the olfactory; in the rabbit, the auditory; and il 
all inttances, the samt1 re<>n t 1oldR. 
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BillE VIEW OF THE BllAJ!f. 

The nerves supplying the teeth come from the \harq 
oranch of the five pair marked in the side view 5 ' . . 

l Tbe numeral. correspond to thore iu the cut of 'be cerebro-apioa. 
.U.. The tree-like and braneby appeanmoe of the cerebeUum, or ~ 
bniu, ia well shown.] 

Many of the lower animals have only two ganglia. 
sensation and motion ; as we ascend the scale, and find 
animals possessed of special senses, so do we find the 
corresponding ganglia present; still ascending, we find 
a new pair of ganglia, which I will denominate those of 
IJfSTIMCTIVJil • INTELLIGENCE; for, in proportion as the 
animal exhibits marks of intelligence, do these ganglia 
increase in size, and the enlargement gives shape to the . 
skull. So small is this in some animals, that they have 
a perfectly flat skull on a line with the spine. As we 
ltm ascend the scale, it continually enlargea, and tht 
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U.ull protrudes above the spinal colun.n, as may be &eel 

in the dog and horse. 
In man, the ganglia of instinctive intelligence-or 

nccording to Coleridge, of understanding-is out of aU 
proportion, as regards size, to the others ; it coven 
them all, its bulging in front forming the forehead. 

• LADY. One might find some excuse, in what you are 
saying, for the eastern ideas of transmigration; a con
stant and perfect ascent from the very lowest germ of 
life to man would give rise to some ideas of its being 
one identical spirit-an immortal being undergoing its 
education for eternity, and, in the highest and last stage 
of material maturity, preparing for its future spiritual 
existence. 

DoCToa. You will be much surprised to find that the 
brain of the child before birth is not the miniature brain 
of the man ; but, on the contrary, rises, as you have just 
guessed, from the lowest to the highest, passing through 
the grades of animated existence till it arrives at ita 
present state in man, and even then continues growing 
if cultivated, as many well-attested cases have fully 
·demonstrated. The head of Napoleon, after he became 
emperor, was much larger than it was some years pre
vious; a fact shown by two busts of him, now at Paris, 
taken at different periods. 

A Scotch gentleman once informed me that the eldest 
son among the aristocracy of Great Britain is titled 
from birth, and, at the death of his father, receives the 
honors of the deceased without any delay; but tha• 
with the heir to the throne it was entirely different-he 
must be made a knight, a baron, an earl, etc. ; gratiual 
and successive steps giving him rank-the Jaws, unless 
these preliminaries are observed, ieclnring him without 

6 
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any. I ha,·e never made inqUtry to know whether tlu• 
matter was so or not, but, at any rate, it illustrates 
the stages of the lords of creation, as they style t.oem· 
selves. 

LADY. You have destroyed transmigration, as there 
eould be oo occasion of tetracing the stepa if on :e MODI ... ,. 
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IIO'l'JBLB LIFE OP JLUf, 

~ ... You will remember tbe care of the life 
power, when 6rtt excited, to complete all the arrange
ments required in nutrition. These arrangements are 
called by anatomists the organs of vegetable or organic 
life: such are the stomach, liver, heart, arteries, veins, 
kidneys, etc. Another set is required for the soul : the 
organs composing it are called the organs of animal 
life: auch are the brain and voluntary muscles. 

LAolt'. To recall your former comparison, every thing 
that relates to keeping the house in good order, and feed
ing ita iamates, would belong to the vegetable organs, 
while the animal are devoted to obeying the commands 
of the soul. 

Docroll. You comprehend my meaning. The appa
ratus in aDimals that pertains to nutrition, though indi· 
rectly inftuenced by the brain, is a system within itself, 

, having ita own set of nerves and ganglia. Its ganglia 
differ from thoae of animal llfe, in being of a reddish 
grey color, and lying among the soft parts; they are 
distributed from tbe orbit of the eye to the lower part 
of the back bone, and have a grand centre or brain, 
called the aemi-lunar ganglion, which lies behind the 
etomach. 

So sparsely are the nerves of sensation given to the 
organs of vegetable life, that, in surgical operations 
U~tr~ is little or no pai~ felt after the skin is cut. ~~~ 
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vey, tne ~emonstrator of the circulation of the blood 
was acquainted with a young nobleman who, from dis• 
ease, had the heart so exposed that it could even be 
bandied while beating: he tound, to his astonishment, 
that unless his fingers came in contact with the outer 
1kin, the young man was altogether unconscious of the 
heart being touched. 

The cut on page 65 ·shows the ganglionic system of 
organic life. A A A A is the semi-lunar ganglion, or 
brain of the system ; the letters and numerals name the 
different ganglia from the organs they superintend. 
need not mention all these, my object being only to give 
a general idea of the two lives, vegetable (organic) 
and animal, that belong to our system. 

LADY. Has a distinct separation ever taken place be
tween the two sets of organs, so that one acted while 
the other was quiescent 1 

DocToa. Yes; and quite enough to prove that the 
body and the mind can exist independently of each 
other. In concussion of the brain, sensation, tht~ught, 
and locomotion, the functions of animal life, are entirely 
passive, while the organic continue with the usual ac
tivity and regularity. Sleep, which l will refer to again 
in a short time, affords a less striking instance. 

Dr. Good remarks that in cases of suspended anima· 
tion, by hanging, drowning, or catalepsy the vital prin· 
~iple continues attached to the body after all the vital 
functions cease to act, often for half an hour, and SOillf'l

times for hours. In the year 1769, Mr. John Hunter 
being then forty-one years of age, of a sound constitu· 
tion, and subject to no disease except a casual fit of the 
gout, was suddenly attacked with a pain in the stomach, 
•hir.h was shortly succeeded bv a total suspension of 
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VOLUNTARY T&ANOL 

. the action of the heart and lungs. By the fOWet of the 
will, or rather by violent striving, he occasionally in 
Bated the lungs, but over the heart he had no contro 
whatever; nor, though he was attended by four of the 

• chief physicians of London from the first, could the aa
tion of either be restored by medicine. In about three
quarters of an hour, however, the vital actions began to 
return of their own accord, and in two hours he was 
perfectly recovered. Sir Everard Home observed that 
in the attack there· was a suspen$ion of the most mate
rial involuntary actions; even invo.mtary breathing 
was stopped, while sensation, with its consequences, as 
thinking and acting, with the will, were perfect, and all 
the voluntary actions were as strong as ever. 

Dendy mentions cases in which this power of discon· 
nection was voluntary. Colonel Townsend's case W8.11 

one of undoubted authority. That officer was able to 
suspend the action of both his heart and lungs, aft~r 
which he became motionless, icy cold, and rigid, a glassy 
film overspreading his eyes. As there was nc b .. eathing, 
the glass held over his mouth showed no apparent mois· 
ture. Though all consciousness would pass away, yet 
the colonel could re-animate himself when he chose. 
Dr. Cleghorn relates the case of a man who could stop 
the pulse at his wrist, and reduce himself to the condi· 
tion of fainting by his will. 

Though it is only in rare cases that the will bas any 
power over the nutritive organism, yet the emottont 
always exercise a very consiJerable influence. Every 
one has experienced the manner in which ill news spoils 
the appetite. Some cases of the effects of imagination, 
in producing fear, and thus exciting disease, we have 
already reviewed, but a few more will not be out of 
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place here. Platerue tells Ul of 1<. me girls p.aying neat 
a gibbet, when one of them threw stones at a eriu. ina. 
auspended on it. . Being violently struck, the body 
awung, and the girl, believing it was alive, and was de
acending from the gibuet, fell into violent convulsion~ 
and died. 

W eaeloff was detained as a hostag~ by the Kalmuce, 
and was carried along with them in the memorable 
ftight to China. His widowed. mother had mourned him 
as dead, and on his sudden return, the excess of JOY was 
fatal instantaneously. In the year 1544, the Jewish 
.pirate, Sinamus Taffurus, was lying in a port of the Red 
Sea called Orsenoe, and was preparing. for war, being 
then at variance with the Portuguese. While he wu 
there, he received the unexpected intelligence that hia 
son (who, in the seige of Tunis, had been made prisone1 
by Barbarossa, and by him doomed to slavery,) waa 
suddenly ransomed and coming to his aid with seven 
ahips well armed. He was immediately struck as if 
with apoplexy, and expired on the spot. The same. 
effect was produced upon the door-keeper of Congresa 
during the revolution, who, on hearing the news of a vic· 
tory won by his countrymen, fell back and expired in 
ecstacy. 

LADY. I suppose it is in the ganglion of the under· 
atanding that phrenologists map the seats of the vari001 
properties of the mind. 

DoCToa. It is : they say that if there are separate 
ganglia for the !!pecial senses, which are, after all, but 
mere modifications of general sensibility, why should 
not the same plan hold good in locating the different 
properties of the mind, which may be called the special 
lellles of the understanding; and the anatomiCP-1 anaJo-
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gtes fa~ or this view. It had been said, bt ore phrenoJ. 
ogy was known, that the faculty by which the astrono
mer calculated eclipses WM as distinct in his mind, and 
ereserved its individuality as much, as the eye in hi1 
body. 

LADY. It would also account for the influence of 
habit, our constant pursuit of one object fostering the 
germ of an organ to maturity. What is the bram . 
made of? 

DocToR. Its chemical constitution is principally a). 
bumen. It is formed of an immense number of arteries, 
vei11s, and nerves. Dr. Gall was the first to completely 
tmravel its complex web, which he was enable!!! to do 
11ftcr hardening its substance by long-continued boiling 
in oil. 

LADY. The ancients must have been aware, as WP.ll 
as ourselves, that the height and prominence of the 
forehead were the distinguishing traits of a high degree 
of intelligence, when they made the foreheads of the 
gods bulg13 out beyond au angle of ninety degrees. 

DocToR. They were as close observers as ourselves, 
and I am inclined to think knew almost as much. 
Nearly in the centre of the brain is a substance, eom· 
rnonly about the size of a pea, called the pineal body 
which Galen considered to be the seat of the soul : an 
idea that has been much ridiculed. But an attentive 
study of the brain has convinced me of the truth of 
Galen's supposition ; for it has communic:,tion, by means 
of nerves, with the most important ganglia. And I 
think it reasonable to suppose the soul occupying a 
superior and independent position, overlooking and gov• 
erning the inferior powers ; and precisely such a poai· 
tion would be obtained )y a rcsiJencc in the pinea 
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body; this opinion is confirmed by the fact, that in idiota 
ita means of communication are mostly cut oft' and 
iDjured. 

LADY. Can disease of the body injure the soul? 
DoCToa. Ot.~y by acting bn its means of communica 

tion with the external world. We have considered the 
soul to resemble a man shut up in a dark and central 
chamber of his house; he hns servants stationed at the 
windows who tell him what they see; an apparatus, 
also superintended by servants, is fixed on each side of 
hia house, to collect sounds, which are then reported; 
and the other senses communicate in the same manner. 
Cut off from all personal observation, he can only judge 
of the outward world from his messengers; when these 
are true to their office, and the full growth of the brain 
is attained, man is in complete possession of all his fac
ulties ; if he does not become emiDent then, he neve1 
will. For many years his messengers have been im· 
parting news, and the time has come when they should 
work up and mentally digest all this material. Know}. 
l!dge digested becomes wisdom. For this purpose, the 
nvenues gradually close ; the servants become old and 
inactive; and at last-" sans hearing, sight, and taste"
his communications with the external world are at 
an end ; he then moves around-a walking vegetable-. 
Where nature's laws are allowed free operation, we 
never find abrupt transitions ; all rises by a gradually 
ascending scale ; and as man bids adieu to this world, 
aMther begins opening to his view, and the soul be. 
eomes gradually accustomed to its future mode of 
existence. 

LADY. WinJe on this subject, I would like to know U 
We have WO brains 1 
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))oC"&·oa. Yea. Dr. Wigans has lately wr·tten aVer) 
interesting book on the subjeet: he argues that u we 
nave duplicates or all the organs of animal life--iiucll 
as the eyes, ears, etc.--aDd as each of theose produces a 
distinct and separate impression on the orain, and were 
so made tbe better to render us able to judge of, and 
correct, erroneous impressions, by comparing the eft'ect 
of eacb, so the duality of the brain was intended for the 
same purpose. 

LADY. I cu easily coDCeive why the senses shoul<. 
be doable, as I have seen persons who were deaf in one 
ear, and from that cauae could not tell the direction 
from whence the sounds they heard proceeded. The 
experimeat, citeci by Abercrombie, of placing a cent on 
the edge of a table, and standing at the extreme distance 
"rom the table to be enabled to knor.k it off with ease. 
with both eyes opeD, by means of the finger when the 
arm is stretched out-and the certain failure attending 
:he eftOrt when one eye is closed-would prove the ne
~ssity of two optical organs. 

DoCToa. Dr. Wigans argues, in relation to the brain, 
in a similar manner, and thus accounts very ingeniously 
for all stages of insanity. He says, that as there are 
two brains, and each receives from its nerves a distinct 
impression, both, provided tMy are lr.e4lthy, will convey 
a correct and single report to the soul ; but if diseased, 
a very different and conflicting account reaches it, and 
acting first on one, and then on the other, produce• 
msanity, more :>r less complete in accordance with 
the amoUDt of disease. He makes a madman, in this 
sense, most truly, a "man beside himselr'-who holdl 
eeries of conversations with himself, which, if the sep
arate trains we:e followed out, we should find consisten1 
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a themseh·es. Let us ailow the seat of the soul to be 
the pineal body, and the theory of Dr. Wigans will be 
verified. 

LADY. Insanity, then, might be considered, in this 
light, as a squiAting of the brains! 

DoCToa. I am glad to perceive you understand the 
llustrations. We are now very near to our sick devo
ees in the Egyptian temples. But I must first make a 
few remarks on the functions of the brain. The office 
of this organ is to secrete the nervous fluid, by means of 
'!hich the mind holds communication with, and directs, 
all the parts to which it is connected by nerves. Though 
the organs of vegetable life have a ganglionic and ner
vous system of their own, still many fibres from the 
orain and spinal marrow are sent to them, and, as in 
he case of the emotions, a powerful though indirect 
nfluence is exerted upon them. So long as we have 

1\ supply of the nervous fluid, sensation, thought, and 
locomotion (the functions of animal life), are in vigorous 
exercise ; but the moment the supply becomes deficient 
or ceases, a partial or total failure of these powers, 
depending on the quantity, is the direct result, and 
slumber succeeds, to allow more of the necessary arti
cle to be secreted. Whatever acts on the irritability 
of the brain, so as to change or alter the nervous se
cretion, acts in a corresponding manner on all the 
parts to which the changed fluid is carried by the 
nerves. 

The optic and auditory nerves are the principal ser
vants that wait on the mind in conveying news. The 
eye and ear resemble each other in being instruments 
for the purpose of condensing "ibrations, to make them 
ufticiently intense to produce imprersions on their .epo 
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arate nerves, so that messages can be carrioo to the 
inner cham her. 

LADY. Is light produced by vibration,, as well u 
IOWld 1 I have always considered it to be composed 
af particles of matter. 

DoCToa. It is now proved to be merely the vibra
tions of an ether existing throughout all space, and 
C'apable of being excited by luminous bodies. 

LADY. If the optic nerve were uncovered, then we 
might do without the eye, as the vibrations of light 
would alone suffice to produce distinct images. 

DoCToR. We need not have recourse to so violent a· 
mode of reaching the special senses, which even then 
would require something more to insure success. The 
material in ordinary life has the preponderance ; but Wf 

are so formed that the spiritual in certain cases may ob
tnin the balance of power; in proportion as the latter 
gains the ascendency do the servants become mort• 
active and easily impressible, till at length a point i• 
reached where the apparatus for condensation can be en· 
ttrely dispensed with. In this state, the vibrations of 
light that strike on the bony covering of the head wil! 
find the nervous matter behind it sensitive enough to 
convey impressions to the sensorium. This state is com· 
mon:y termed that of clairvoyance. 

LADY. Can we, in any case, ever hear sounds without 
the ear 1 

Dot!Toa. Easily ; and it does not require any prepa
raticn to proquce that effect. Hold your watch in such 
a manner inside the mouth that nothing is touchf'd, and 
no sound will be heard ; but by closing the teeth on it a 
loud ticking can be instantly perceived. The soun~ 
\ravels thtou~h the bony structure to the au 1itory nervet 
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LADY. You certainly present proof sufficient; it ia u 
fOU say. This reminds me of a story I 1ead some yeara 
.lgO about a merchant in Holland, who had not heard a 
10und for years, till ont'e, while smoking, the end of his 
pipe accidentally touched a harpsichord, on which hia 
daughter was playing; to his astonishment, he was con
scious of the music even to the lowest tones, and he 
afterwards found that he could converse with any of hi1 
family through the medium of a stick supported by the 
teeth of each. 

DoCToa. As nature does nothing abruptly, the ascen
sion of the spiritual over the material is gradual. The 
influence that produces it in fascination is the Nnvova 
FLUID or vapor thrown oft' from the person operating. 
This vapor acts upon the irritability of the patient ; by 
sympathy it is transmitted to the brain; the secretion of 
that organ is changed ; and the altered nervous fluid it is 
making when sent to the various parts over which it hu 
influence by the nerves, produces a series of resultl 
called fascinating phenomena. 

LADY. Does not the loss of this fluid injure the fasci
nator 1 

DocToR.. In some cases it does, but tht're are many 
so gifted as to impart it without danger. A sensation 
of weakness ensues, which soon vanishes by a new sup
ply of fluid from the continued secretion of the brain. 
It is the patient that runs the greatest risk, for many per
sons take the office upon themselves without any ability 
to du:charge its duties properly, and much trouble often 
ensues in consequence. So well is this understood, that 
in Prussia it is a criminal offence for any but physicians 
to Opt'rate. Cases have occurred, under my notice, in 
which the chellt has been raralyzed; in others, incessaut 

7 
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vumiting produced, and convulsions ha~e been ver1 
common. Its true mode of action should be thoroughly 
cmderstood before it is practised, and then only by tbe 
order and in the presence of the physician himselt: 

LADY. It is divided bto stages, is it not 1 
DocToR. Yes, into six, each of which are again aub-

divided into six others, making thirty-six in all. 

I The first stage seems a mere quickening of the senses; 
it is characterized by a sensation of coolness, and a fee}. 
ing of more wakefulness than before. In your own case, 
at this point, you felt, I remember, rather more uneasy 
than before I commenced ; but, in another instance, I 
was told by the patient that it was impossible to operate 
?n him, so much was his mind filled with the idea of a 
necessity of going to sleep in being fascinated. I had 
doubted his susceptibility up to the moment he spoke, 
but I was then convinced I was affecting hir•\; and, in 
fact, he was soon insensible. The quickening of the 
senses is often shown without the agency of fascination, 
as in fever, when the slightest noise will disturb a man, 
whom, in health, the explosion of a cannon would not 
move. 

LADY. I have often felt so. Last week I had a severe 
headache, and coull not endure any motion whatever 
around me, and, if I was touched by accident, wu in 
absolute pain. 

DocToR. An extraordinary class of ph'iMlomena owes itt 
existence to a peculiar development of this susceptibility 
I mean what is commonly called idiosyncracies, or pecu· 
harities. I have heard Professor Revere speak of a 
ludv who Jived in a state of agony during the ftowe1·ing 
1eason f)f plants ; the pollen floating in the atmosphere 
tctcJ npon her irritat>ility in such <\ ffla~ner as ~o pro-
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duce serious disease, realizing in her own experience 
Pope's idea of 

• Quick effluvia darting through the bnun, 
Die of a rose in aromatic pain;" 

, 

. and, strange to say, his lines on more refined sensibility 
tnd its consequences, have all been verified in this stage. 
Some men cannot endure the presence, or even proxi 
mity, of a cat; others abhor cheese. Stepping into a 
friend's store one evening, while his clerk was ab~ent, to 
procure some ipecac, I was requested to weigh it out 
myself, and repl.-tce the bottle on the shelf; should he do 
it, he said, it would cause him a week's illness. And 
this seems, too, an instinctive precaution, warning the 
system against unseen evil, and to disregard which 
would be dangerous. The friends of a young lady hav· 
ing tried in vain to induce her to eat cheese, enclosed a 
very small quantity in some cake, which she swallowed 
without suspicion ; an alarming and long continued ill· 
ness was the result. 

The sense of ch11lness, felt in the first, stage in• 
creases, and the pulse begins to rise rapidly; the 
aecond stage continues but a short time, and finally 
ushers in the third, which is denoted by a dreamy and 
triumphant state of feel ing. If any pain exists it now 
eeases, and the eyes close beyond the power of the will ' 
to open. The clnsure of the eyelids ·s, beyond doubt, ' 
enusetl by fixing the eyes so steadily on an object as to 1 

exhaust their nervous power. 1\fr. Braid, of Manches· 
ter, England, has proved this fact ; he considers that it 
wil! aceount for all the phenomena of fascination. His 
writings, however, demonstrate exhaust:on in a most 
incontestible manner, but they most assuredly do nothing 
,Ise; it was labor lost the f.'lcts being well knowa 1on& 
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before, and never doubted. Your personal experience 
only reaches this stage. 

LAov. Is it possible to .Produce curative effects with 
out reaching the third stage 1 

Do<:Toa. The second and even first, when thus arti&-
cially induced, will often have a beneficial influence 

) But it is a difficult matter to mark out and separate theae 
/ stages, closure of the eye not bei.Bg sufficient evidence, 
' for it may not q_ccur at all. I heard this morning of a 

man who had three teeth drawn while in one of these 
stages, and was shown the teeth. The fascinator, after 
trying several times to close his eyes without success, 
undertook to draw the teeth. Though at other timea 
exceedingly sensitive, the man from whom they were 
drawn did not experience the slightest pain. 

As the fourth stage is approached, rigidity of the mu&o 
cles can be induced; the body and limbs may be fixed 
in the most strange and painful attitudes without causing 
any pain, and thus continue any length of time. Ar
rived at the fourth, sensation totally ceases; and a cata·· 
leptic state intervenes. Surgical operations can now be 
performed without pain, or the knowledge of the patient. 
The nervous system undergoes a remarkable change ; 
Pither the white matter is not capable of carrying, or the 
grey of receiving, ordinary impressions. 

The fourth is the highest state that man can induce 
by artificial means ; but some persons are so peculiarly 
constituted as to continue ascending. As they near 
the fifth, clairvoyance becomes fully manifest. Pass• 
mg the fifth, the spiritual obtains the entire predomi• 
nance, and the things of the invisible world are displayed 
with mor? oc· le~s d•' :'.l'll(~ss. in proportion as they verge 
,.., the sixth whic:h is clc·ath. 
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ANGEL or DEATL 

LAnY. 1-,asc.nation seems to me to be a separation 
between our animal and vegetable lives. As tho ties 
that bind the animal to earth are loosening, it gains 
vigor and power; and qualities, the germ of which we 
have only been enabled faintly to discern 'Jelow, ex· 
pand to their full proportion, giving rich promise of 
future capability. -

DoCToa. True ; and at the sixth, the separation of 
soul and body is completed, and the corruptible puts on 
incorruption, and the mortal immortality. 

LADY. Then perhaps the final separation of soul and 
body is accomplished by an angel fascinating us, and 
death's cold dart be, after all, a pass from a superior 
being. As I review the wonders I have just heard, it 
appears to me exceeding strange that so minute a cause 
as a pass in fascination should produce such astonishing 
results. · 

DoCToa. It is a very difficult matter to tell what small 
causes are. A little yeast, mixed with a thousand gal
lons of malt infusion, will make the whole ferment. A 
grain of calomel will sometimes alter the irritability of 
the whole system. Why, then, should not the most 
highly organized product in our bodies, acting, too, with 
every advantage on the most sensitive powers of anoth· 
er, produce a strange effect 1 

But to return to our patients ift the goat skins ; you 
will have no trouble now, I presume, in understanding 
how it was that they had peculiar visions ; for, if my 
aupposition of Satan first moving men to the discovery 
of fascination be true, nothing can oe more rational than 
to suppose he also appeared, or some of t.is demons, 
assuming the form of Esculapius, and prescribing the 
proper remedies for diseases. Though it must hav• 

?• 
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causeJ him considerable chagrin to reliove }-'lin, and in 
~my way promote human happiness, still it had the ad• 
vantage of increasing the faith of his de\'otees, and the 
number of his followers. That Satan exercised a direct 
i.11fluence on the mind of t ~e emperor Julian is evident, 
by his deadly hatred of all that pertained to our Saviour, 
and his mad attempt to refute his prediction in relation 
to the Jewish temple. Indeed, Julian himself tells us 
that, when sick, he had often been cured by Esculapiu~ 
pointing out the proper remedies as he slept in that god"s 
temple: 

It would be an easy matter to fill volumes with proofs 
taken from the early history of the ancient nations; 
proofs, too, which show, in the most convincing mannet 
that fascination was univenmlly known and practised by 

· the priests of the temple11 ; and that it was principally 
in this way they were enabled to retain their power and 
influence over the people. Even Origen tells us that in 
his day vast multitudes flocked to the temples of Escu• 
lapius for relief from infirmities ; and distinctly intimates 
that many remarkable cures were re111ly performed. A 
few instances from these early times are all we can con• 
aider at present. 

Charles Radclyffe Hall gives to Apollonius Tyanneua 
the palm as a mesmerizer. He seems to have been a 
man of prodigious fascinating power, and was not only 
famous tor curing diseases, and his powers of clairvoy· 
ance, but also in foretelling events. While delivermg a 
p~blic lecture at Ephesus, in the midst of a large assern· 
bly, he saw the emperor Domitian being murdered at 
Rome; apd it was proved, to the sa .:isf.'lction of all, that 
while the murder was performing, he described every 
:ir~umstance ~ttending it to the <~rowd, and announced 

... .. 
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•he ve1y instant in which the tyrant was slain. It i 
recorded, that so great was his nervous influence, that 
his mere presence, without uttering a single word, wat 
sufficient to quell popular tumults. 

Pythagoras, also, ranks high, and not undeservedly. 
1\ fter receiving his education in Egypt,. he ever after 
assumed the dress of a priest of Isis. It is related of 
him that he r.ould give relief from any pain cr disease; 
his method consisted in passing the hacds slowly over 
the body, beginning with the head, retaining them for 
some time at a little distance from the place oi disease. 
In c.ommon with the philosophers of his day, he veiled 
the real means of relief under the form of an incanta 
tion; for, while fascinating, he kept cont!nual!y uttering 
.nagical words. His power over the lower animala 
must also have been considerable; he is said to have 
tamed a furious bear, prevented an ox from eating 
beans, and stopped an eagle in its flight. 

Hippocrates, the father of medicine, was n•)t himself 
entirely free from the wish to keep this means of cure 
secret. He informs us that there are two distinct 
parts in the practice of medicin&-the common, such 
as young herLs. and the secret; which latter must only 
be divulged to particular persons, who are'! in favor 
with superior powers. He m~ntions, that when the 
eyes are closed, there are times in which tbe soul can 
discern diseases in the body; and also that the light we 
derive from dren.na is a g1 eat help in our proRrell ta 
wisdom. 
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IIPDUTU.lL STATU. 

LADY. 1 am glad to see you this rr <in iog, Doc.:to1 
1 wanted to ask you if cases ever occut red, in our day 
of persons seeing the spiritual world I remembez 
;our remark of the celestial gates, in Mansoul, being 

. olosed, but they were not tak,.en away; why, then, 
should they not be occasionally opened in the nineteenth 
~entury, as well as the first 1 

DocTOR. A little research will convince you that 
'luch cases are anything but uncommon: that of William 
Tennant, a Presbyterian clergyman, of Brunswick, New 
Jersey, is well known, and of undoubted truth. 

He tells us, that while conversing with his brother on 
the state of his soul, and the fears he entertained for his 
future welfare, he found himself, in an instant, in another 
state of existence, under the direction of a superior 
Being, who ordered him to follow. He was imme
diately wafted along, he knew not how, till he beheld, 
at a distance, an ineffable glory, the impression of 
which he found it impossible to communicate to mortal 
man. "I immediately reflected on my happy change, 
eud thought, Well, blessed be God I I am safe at last, 
notwithstanding all my fears. I saw an innumerable 
host of happy beings, surrounding the inexpressible 
glory, in nets of adoration and joyous worship; but I 
did not see any bodily shape or representation in the 
&if>rioua appearance. I heard things unutterable. 
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beard their songs and hallelujahs of thanksgiving and 
praise, with unspeakable rapture. I felt joy unutterable 
aad full of glory. I then applied to my conductor. and 
requested leave to join the happy throng; on which he 
tapped me on the shoulder, and said, 'You must return 
to earth.' This seemed like a sword through my heart. 
In an instant, I recollect to have seen my brother dis
puting with the doctor. The three days during which 
I had appeared lifeless, seem~d to be of not more than 
ten or twenty minutes. The idea of returning to this 
world of sorrow and trouble gave me such a shock that 
I fainted repeatedly. Sooh was the effect on my mind 
of what I had seen and heard, that if it be possible for 
~. human being to live entirely above the world and the 
things of it, for some time afterward I was that person. 
The ravishing sound of the songs and hallelujahs that I 
heard, and the very words that were uttered, were not 
out o"f my ears for at least three years. All the king
.Joms of the earth were, in my sight, as nothing and 
vanity; and so great were my ideas of heavenly glory, 
that nothing which did not, in some measure, relate to 
tt, could command my serious attention." 

So numerous are the cases of this kind of experience, 
that time would not be profitably occupied in consider
ing them; but it will be well to dwell a moment on 
another class, of opposite character, which is not lesa 
frequent. 

I have often seen men who, after a prolonged indu}. 
gcnce in every species of wickedness and blasphemy, 
have suddenly experienced a change, which gave the 
rpiritual, in their system, the predominating influence. 
At such times they become awnre of the presence of 
.hu devils, who h acting upon the corruptions of theu 
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nearta, have been successfully enga.ged ill temptiDa 
them to sin. 

More heart-rending pictures than these, of agony aitJ 
distress, are seldom or never witnessed. They have 
many times described to me the shapes and gesturea of 
their tormentors, and the unholy thoughts they were 
endeavoring to instil into their minds. While speaking 
to me, they would often be seized with a frenzy of fear, 
and would close the eyelids, and cover them with their 
hands, in a vain attempt to shut out the horrible spec
tacle. An urgent desire to commit suicide in some 
violent manner is generally felt, and m•my find it im 
pnssihlc to re~ist the temptation. l\[ultitudes, in this 
way, are lost every year. I should remark, here, tha 
delirium tremens can be produced in many ways with
out the use of alcohol, as by tobacco and opium. 

We are thus enabled to trace, in a measure, the deal 
ings of heaven with our fallen race. The good man 
worn down by disease and grief, as was Tennant, is not 
allowed to despair ; his heart is cheered, and he is en· 
couraged to persevere by a view of the mansions pre
pared for him when his toils and troubles are ended 
below. The bad man is sudd('nly arrested in his career 
of wickedness, by withdrawing the veil th~t covers 
invisible things, and is thus shown his prompters in 
vice, and the future companions he must assoc :ate with 
in eternity whose torments he must share if he continues 
in the way of destruction. Happily, in some a change 
is produced. I know one to whom the warning sufficed, 
and who, at the present time, is serving under the ban
ners of the 11 rinc<. )f Peace. 

LADY. And this aceounts exactly for the manner in 
ffhich. Elisha's sen· ant, t 1at you mcntinne,J some timt 
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Iince, had h1s eyes opened. When Elisha prayed. 
"Lord, I pray thee, open his eyes," he must hale meant 
the spiritual oMs ; for the others could discen: the sur• 
rounding danger. I suppose the Saviour and 1is apoa. 
ties and prophets performed the miracles recorded m 
Scripture by means of great e1.dowments of iascinating 
power. 

DoCToR. On the contrary, there is so b::-oad a line 
of distinction drawn between the power of performing 
miracles, and that of fascinating, that it seems impioua 
to confound the two. 

The difference between the heathen fasdnators and 
the priests of Jehovah was well shown when they finally 
failed to compete with Moses in showing wonders, and 
were forced at the last to exclaim, "This :~ the finger 
of God." 

Passing Balaam and the prophets cf Bani, who com· 
peted with Elijah, let us examine the witch of Endor. 
Artificially inducing clain·oyanee, an:l thus holding in· 
tercourse with familiar spirits, was pnniaiaaHe by death 
in Israel. 

LADY. I would ask if you think the wom'Ll fascinateo 
Saul? 

DoCToR~ By no means; the whole scene in the 19th 
chapter of Samuel has its counterpart in m&i1Y a similar 
transaction of the present day. A friend of mine once 
wishing to obtain intelligence of a son whv had been 
:feaJ about three years, went to the house of a clairvoy· 
n!lt. At his request I was present. The husband of 
the clninoyant put her to sleep, and, i!l a lit•Je time sne 
announced the fact of her '1piritual state, an~ soon after• 
wards found the gentleman's son. Messages were given 
and received by both parent and chile .• through the me 
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dium of the clairvoyant. and my .friend departed n..'» 
tied : although I still felt incredulous. 

When Saul entered the woman of Endor's house, the 
latter was evidently unaware t . ..fhis character; and it wu 
only upon a strong pledge she consented to employ her 
art. The moment she entered the clairvoyant state, 
however, she was at once aware of the rank of her 
guest, and exceedingly frightened at the consequences. 
Our translation reads as if she was scared at Samuel, but 
this was evidently not the case--witness the cry, "Wh) 
hast thou deceived me 1 for thou art Saul." When 
after he had succeeded in tranquilizing her personal 
fears, she gave the description of her spiritual visitant, 
Saul perceived that it was Samuel, and bowed himself 
to the ground. The conversation occurred through thP 
woman, who, on being awakened when it was finished 
had so little recollection of all the occurrences as to be 
totally unaware of his rank, and persuade him to eat iD 
her house and recover his exhausted strength. 

The manner in ~hich the magicians were enabled 
o foretell events is graphically shown in the 22nd 
chapter of the first book of Kings: "I saw the Lord 
sitting on his throne, and all the host of heaven standing 
by him on his right hand and on his left. And the Lord 
said, Who shall persuade Ahab, that he may go up and 
fall at Ramoth-Gilead 1 And one said in this manner 
and another said in that manner. And there came forth 
a spirit and stood before the Lord, and said, I will per· 
auade him. And the Lord said unto him, Wherewith 1 
Aud he said, I will go tOrth, and I will be n lying spirit 
.in the mouth of all his prophets. And he said, Thou 
ahalt per iuade him, and prevail also : go forth and 
clo tO." 
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Of course, then, when the king, rejecting the adv ce of 
Jehovah's minister, sought counsel of his own seersJ 
they gave him the revelations of the false familiar. 
And it was not the only time evil befell man, when, "aa 
the sons qf God cal'f!e to present themselves before the 
Loao, Satan came also amongst them." 

When Naaman came to Elisha to be healed from hi1 
leprosy, it was evidently with the expectation of visiting 
a more 'Powerful fascinator than any in his own country. 
Elisha, to render him aware of his error, would not let 
him enter the house, but as soon as the horses and cha· 
riot stopped at his door, sent out a messenger, saying 
" Go and wash in Jordan seven times, and thy flesh 
shall come again to thee, and thou shalt be clean." But 
Naaman was wroth, and went away and said: "Behold. 
I thought, he will surely come out to me, and stand and 
call on the name of the Lord his God, and strike hu 
lutnd over the place, (in the context it reads, move lu 
hand up and down over the place), and recover the 
lf'per.'' 

LADY. I have always been struck with th narrative 
myself, but your view explains the whole matter to my 
tmtire satisfaction, and I do not wonder at the effect it 
produced on Naaman's mind, to cause him to renounce 
his idolatry, when he retumed cured out of the river, 
after his servants persuaded him to obey tlw\ prophet's 
:njunction. 

DoCToR. These instances will show how totally out ot 
the power of all physiological explanations were the mir
acles I have before mentioned the accusation brought 
against our Saviour of having gained his wonderful 
powers hy stealing magic secrets from the Egyptian 
'emples Had those who preferred the charge been u 
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open to conviction as the idolator Naautan, but little 
observation would have convinced them of its ground· 
lessness. 

LADY. Did the magicians ever pretend to cast ou1 
devils? · · 

D.>croa. Our Saviour presumes that power in com· 
mon use amongst them when he says, (Matt. xii., 27,) 
in answer to their remark of his casting out devi'11 by 
the power of Beelzebub: "And if I by Beelzebub cast 
oui; devils, by whom do your children cast them out ?" 
Josephus accounts for this power in speaking of Solo· 
mon, whose sagacity and wisdom he pronounces to ex· 
.:eed those of the ancients ; "insomuch that he was in 
10 way inferior to the Egyptians, who .are said to have 
?een beyond all men in understanding; nay, indeed it 
was very evident that their sagacity was very much 
• tferior to that of the king's." .. God also enabled him 
1 > learn that skill which expels demons, which is a use
l .11 science to men. He composed such incantations, 
a lso, by which distempers are alleviated ; and left be· 
I lind him the manner of using exorcisms, by which theJ 
drive away demons, so that they never return ; and 
this method of cure is of !""eat force until this day. 
For I have seen a certain man of my own country, 
whose name was Eleazar, releasing the people that were 
demoniacal in the presence of V espasian, and his sons, 
and his captains, and the multitude of his soldiers ; and 
the manner of the cure was this : he put a rin~, that had 
a root of one of those sorts mentioned by Solomon, to 
the nostrils of the demoniac, after which he drew out 
the demon through his nostrils ; and when the man fell 
down, he adjured him to return unto him no more, mak . _'Jig etill mention of So'omon, and reciting the itean'-
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lions which he composed And when Eleazar would 
demonstrate to the spectators that he had such a power, 
he set a little way off a cup or basin full of water, and 
commanded the demon as he went out of the man to 
overturn it; and thereby let the spectators know that 
he had left the man. And, when this was done, the skill 
and-wisdom of Solomon were shown very clearly." 

LADY. After all, the practice of divination was forbid· 
den by the Jewish law, and the penalty was death. It 
it deserved so severe a punishment in those days, how 
can it be harmless in our own 1 

DoCToa. In former times, the higher powers of fas
cination were universally abused, and made to subserve 
idolatry. Those who practised it, sedulously kept the 
people in perfect ignorance as to its real nature. Even 
when fascinating, the priests· continually chanted magic 
verses, to which all the curative powers were ascribed. 
Still it appears to have been lawful to use it for benevo
lent purposes, as the physicians did not scruple to em
ploy its inJluence for king David. 

LADY. Casting out devils, from an account given in 
Acts xix, 13, was not always attended with safety: 
' Then certain o£ the vagabond Jews, exorcists, took 
11pon themselves to call over them which had evil spi
rits the name of the Lord Jesus, saying, We adjure you 
by Jesus, whom Paul preacheth. And there were seven 
tons of one Sceva, a Jew, and chief of the priests, which 
did so; and the evil spirit answered and said, Jesus I 
know, and Paul I know, but who are ye 1 And the man 
in whom the evil spirit was, leaped on thnm and over
eame them, and prevailed against them, ao that they 
lied out of that house naked and wounded." 

Dortoa. It was not 0nly among tht! ancients t~ 
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false religions, based on assumptions and suppo1tcd bJ 
the pretended miracles of fascination, exi >ted ; there il 
':Juite as much of this kind of imposture prevalent iD 
modern times. 

Some years ago, in the town of ~aco, in Maine, lived 
Robert Cochran, a man who, by pretending to a more 
than ordinary share of inspiration-working wondel"', 
curing diseases by the laying on of hands, and other 
apparent miracles--created a schism in the church to 
which he belonged, drawing after him a CJowd of 
zealous followers. Upon his death, as his mantle did 
uot descend to another, the society declined in numben. 
until. finally, nothing more was heard of the schismatics 
for a long period. Some time afterward, when the sect 
had nearly been forgotten, a man-who, it was known, 
had many years before embraced Cochran's tenets, and 
had, since then, lived a life of perfect seclusion-entered 

_the town on business. Passing by a lawyer's office, hil 
attention was attracted by a gentleman in it fascinating 
the lawyer's son. He stood, transfixed with astonish
ment, before the door, until the process was completed 
and the boy asleep; when he exclaimed aloud, "My 
God I that is the way in which Robert Cochran used to 
give the Holy Ghost." 

The Mormons rest their claims of being the true 
church on the same basis: "Is any sick among you, let 
him send for the elders of the church, and let them pray 
over him, anointing hi'll with oil in the name of the 
Lord, and the prayer of faith shall save the sick man." 
It is a notorious fact that the exhibition of this proof, as 
they wish it to be supposed, of apostolic power, has been 
the means of converting the majority of that deluded 
&eet. Some three years since, I attended a Mormon 
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lady, who ha.i diseaa<. of the heart, with n1arket\ sue· 
cess. One day, while operating, an elder of the faith. 
who stood by, remarked that I possessed the gift of lay· 
ing on of hands. I paid very little attention to his 
remark at the time; but some weeks afterward, while 
visiting a friend one evening, I heard a lady explaining 
the tenets of Mormonism, and triumphantly quoting her 
own case as an illustration of the fact of their possess
ing apostolic power, mare especially the gift of healing 
by laying on of hands; she had frequent attacks of 
tic doloreux, and nothing except that rite of the Mormon 
church had ever sufficed, for one moment, to alleviate 
the pain. . 

She was speaking with considerable animation, anu 
had prodt.:ed a powerful impression on the minds of 
those present, but was suddenly arrested, in the midst 
of her interesting and Wlthusiastic discourse, by an 
attack of that horrid disease. Finding that she wat 
suffering the most exquisite agony, I rose rather hea;. 
tatingly-for I dislike scenes--and offered to reliev a 
her, giving her the assurance that one of the Mormon 
elders had pronounced me in possession of the gift. The 
drowning will catch at a stra\v; and my proposition 
was assented to, but evidently without any hope of 
1uecess on the part of the sufferer. In less than a 
minute-for her system had been prepared by repeated 
fuscinations-she was powerfully under my influence, 
and •he relief was immeasurably greater thdn it had 
ever been before. After awaking the lady, I explained 
the whole matter to those present; and it is very prob
able that but few of my hearers ever undertook a pil· 
grimage to the holy city of Nauvoo. 

In clnasifying the fanntir.al sects, the Swedenborgiana 
s• 
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follow the Mormons Their name is deriveti from 
Emmanuel Swedenborg, a Swedish philosopher who 
became clairvoyant in the fifty-third year of his age, in 
1743. The ascendancy of the spiritual over the mate
rial occurred naturally in him, probably owing to some 
defect in the constitution; for intense study and a 
sedentary life paved the way for this change. Sweden
borg rejected faith-that is, would not believe any· 
thing which c.ould not be demonstrated to the under 
standing-the faculty that judges according to the 
1 enses----and of course would not receive any religion, 
the doctrines of which he could not perfectiy compre
hend. 

He ardently desired a knewledge of the soul, and the 
method he took to procure this knowledge gives a good 
Illustration of his character. He tried to obtain biG 
Nish by confining his experi1!lents to the dead body 
ro give his own words: "The body being her (tht• 
:oul's) resemblance, image, and type, for this purpose I 
tm resolved to study her whole anatomy, from top to 
~oe." Had he but studied the laws of life in their living 
operation, he would have escaped the errors he after
ward blundered into. 

LADY. Such a mode of operation seems to me about 
as rational as going into a printer's office when he 11 

out, and trying to form an idea of his countenance from 
an examination of the type lying around ; or inspecting 
n worn-out and cast-off steam-engine, with an idea to 
mvest1gate the properties of steam: life ir. the one case, 
knd vapor in the other, (the only things that cnn give 
the required information.) being equally absent. 

DocToR. Swedenborg, not finding his own obse"a. 
i~ns l'ery satisfartory, calls t:- his aid the observations 
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ur others, and professes, on this subject, to have obo 
taiued the greater part of his knowledge from books, 
and those written by men who, like himself, from the 
shape of fibre and spiracle, endeavored to diagnose the 
functions and mode of operation of each organ. His 
philosophical works are filled with such nonsense u 
~his, and, as he proceeds, there is a gradual and legiti
mate degeneration into downright materialism of a 
modified character ; he proclaimed all life to consist in 
an influx from Deity, and that a plant, a dog, and a man, 
differ, in reality, orly in the shape of their receptacles. 
You will easily understand how he gained this idea, by 
r.onsidering the brains of different animals, and consid
ering that of man as only a little more powerful and 
complicated than his inferiors in the animated scale. 
The study of living nature would have taught him the 
lifference between the faculty, judging by sense, and 
.hat in which reason, free-will, and self-consciousness 
existed. Knowledge, on such a sub~ect, gained from 

. the dead body, is only such 

--" aa putrefaction breeds 
In fly-blown flesh, whereon the maggot feeds, 
Shines in the dark; but, uahered into day, 
The atench remain11-tbe luatre dies away." 

' Swedenborg was a moralist. His pride dispensed 
with a crucified Saviour, and consequently a Trinity. 
"The h uth is, that the division of God, or of the Divine 
et~senee, mto three persons, each of which by himself, or 
singly, is God. leads to the denial of God." "It is as if 
there should be Unity and Trinity painted as a man 
with three heads upon one body, or with three bodiet 
under one head, which is the form of a monster. ~f 

ny one $/Jould enter heaven 1rith suc·h an idea, he wtn~ld 
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eerta&11.ly be cast out headlong, although he &"ould 14) 

that the head or heads signified ess£11.ce, and tl~.e body fJI 

bodiu distinct properties." 
LADY. Do you not think that a person who is really 

nonest in an erroneous opinion will be saved 1 
DocToa. I do not believe that erroneous opinions of 

the doctrines of salvation can be honestly entertained. 
Our Saviour tells us: "He that doeth the will of my 
Father shall know him that sent me." He has promised 
his Spirit to guide us into all truth. Consequently, if 
we really want instruction, by the perusal of the Scrip
tures, and prayer, with an active, watchful life, we can 
obtain all we wish from Him who giveth wisdom to all 
men liberally, and upbraideth not. 

Following the example of many others who preceded 
him, Swedenborg allegorized the. Scriptures, with the 
exception of the Epistles, which, sturdily resisting aU 
such attempts, he pronounced wanting in an internal 
sense. He fortifks the dogmas of his system by direct 
consultation with, and advice from, the celestial powerr. 
Finally, buoyed up beyond measure, he declared that 
the second coming of Christ was manifested in his per· 
son, and that his illumination (clairvoyance) ushered in 
the last judgment. which took place, not on earth, but 
in the spiritual world. Among other interesting mat· 
ters, we are informed, by him, that in the interior of 
Africa exists a race of spiritual believers (the term he 
applied to his disciples) : that marriages take place in 
heaven as well as upon earth, our Saviour's words oa 
that subject being figurative; that God resembles a maa 
in shape, his body forming the universe, each atom be
:Og a solar system ; that a man consists of five spirit• 
one contained within the other, like a nest of ai'Otho 
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cary's pill-boxes; man i11 not naturally aware of hie 
only he (Swedenborg) being permitted to see and 
reveal the mystery ; that there is a purgatory of thirty 
years; that in heaven there are separate places for dif. 
ferent nations; that, in heaven, God is seen by the 
angels, with the right eye as a sun, with the left eye u 
a moon ; that there are lower animals in the spiritual 
world ; sickness exists there, etc., etc. 

Several well-attested cases ofSwedenborg's clairvoy. 
ant powers are recorded. Once, while dining with a 
friend, at a place many miles distant from his own town. 
he suddenly rose and walked out in the open air, seem· 
ingly in great agitation. At length he entered the house, 
apparently composed, and informed the company present 
that there was a great conflagration near his own resi· 
dence, and that he had been fearful for its safety; but it 
had just been quenched within one door of his house. 
The next post brought a full and perfect confirmation of 
all he had said. 

At another time, when the queen of Sweden was jest
ing with Swedenborg on account of his pretensions to 
intercourse with the spiritual world, he offered to con · 
vince her of the fact by any proof she could propote 
She told him that the late king, her husband, at the mo
ment of death, when she was alone with him, had whis
pered something important to her, and if he (Sweden
borg) could tell her what it was, she would be satisfied 
that he had spiritual communication. The next after
noon, Swedenborg called on her, mentioned that he had 
aeen her husband, and had been infQrmed by him what 
lfere his last words, which he then told the queen. Her 
majesty immediately swooned away, aud, on recover• 
ing, expressed her astonishmert: declaring that she 
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had no tonger any doubt relative to the pniloto<•pher'a 
power. 

Swetlenborg taught that the spirit g.ves shape to the 
oody, and if any member (as a leg) is lost, still the per 
feet spiritual shape is preserved. Some persons confirm 
this view by instancing cases where pain remains in the 
toes after the limb to which tho~e toes belonged has been 
cut off. 

LADY. Do such cases ever occur 1 

DoCToR. Very frequently. The next day, and some• 
times for months after amputation, considerable pain is 
felt in the excised member. After the nerves have Dll· 
bituated themselves to their new relations, it cease.c. 
Physiologists account for this singular matter in variot a 
ways ; but many consider the spiritual solution the bes • 
He also taught that after death, as the body remained i 1 

exactly the same shape, it was very difficult, from the 
preconceived notions of that state, for the deceased tu 
really believe they were in another world. He seems 
to entertain much dishke to Calvin, whQse entrance to 
the spiritual world he thus describes: "I have heard 
(from the angels) that when he first came into the spi· 
ritual world, he believed no otherwise than that he was 
still in the world where he was born ; and, although he 
heard from the angels who were associated with him at 
his first entrance, that he was now in their world, and 
not in his former world, he said, • I have the same body, 
the same hands, and the like senses.' But the angels 
instructed him that he was now in a substantial body. 
and that before he was not only in the same, but in a 
material bofly, which invested the substantial; and that 
the material body had been cast off and the substantial 
temained, which is man. This, a~ first, he understood 
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out the next day, et(}." As we have spent sufficient 
Lime on Swedenborg, I must conclude by mentioning 
that his religion was evidently formed before his illu· 
mination, and that, clairvoyant only in a low degree, 
his philosophy every where chimes in with his revela· 
tiona. 

LADY. Have others ever given to the world any 
similar experience 1 

DocToa. Many have done so; of whom the seeress 
of Prevorst is an instance. In 183-, in the upper part 
of our city, a boy resided in whom this anomaly ex
isted. A Methodist minister lived in the same house 
and being much interested in the boy, would often take 
him as a companion while visiting his charge. The Lo.t 

would often cross the street to avoid the proximity af 
some one passing ; and, upon being asked the reasons 
lor his conduct, would reply, "that the person was 
wi~ked, and had given evil spirits power over him, and 
he ~ould see them flocking round, filling his mind with 
t~vil suggestions." Some time after this, two young 
ladies passed a night in attendance upon a poor woman 
who was dying; her children, a boy and two girls, w&re 
m the room. Just before her death, she called the bo) 
to her, and, after a little conversation, they heard her 
remark, " Is that all?" While his mother was dying, 
the boy fell upon the floor in a convulsive fit, in which 
he ~ontinued, despite of all assistance, some ten minutes; 
but at last rose, exclaiming," Mother is happy, and I am 
satisfied !" and was perfectly calm afterwards. The 
tadies seized a chance, afforded by the temporary ab
sence of the boy, to ask the girls what all this meant; 
they replied, that their brother could see spirits, and their 
mother. wishing to find out what some dark form. 
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around her bed were saying, he told her they metel) 
came to carry her off, when she rE;p!ed, " Is that a!lt' 
On inquiry, they found it was the same boy with wtoiP 
the Methodist mini.<~ter was acquainted. 

It is probable that the prophets in Israel, in ancient 
times, had the powers of the inner man developca. 
This change in the system seems to have been the test 
Elijah gave Elisha, whether his request would be grantea. 
"And it came to pass, when the Lord would take up 
Elijah into heaven by a whirlwind, that Elijah went 
with Elisha from Gilgal," etc. ''And it came to pass, 
when they were gone over, that Elijah said unto Elisha, 
-\.sk what I shall do for thee before I am taken from 
thP.e. And Elisha said, I pray thee, let a double portion 
of thy spirit be upon me. And he said, Thou hast asked 
a hard thing; nevertheless, if thou see me when I am 
taken from thee, it shall be so unto thee," etc. "And it 
came to pass, as they still went on and talked, that behold 
there came a chariot of fire, and horses of fire, and 
pa1 ted them both asunder ; and Elijah went up br 1 

whirlwind into heaven, and Elisha .,..., it." etc. 
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BTAGBB IN DYil'IG. • 

Docrot. . .\..s wo have considered the nnoua at~ 
I){ fascinatltM, from a me1e quickening of the senses to 
death, it will he welt to conaider this last a little more m 
detail; as, in do~g so, we shall in a measure review the 
.1thers. · 

Wl'Y. Does the dying penon pass through the si• 
stages in regular st1ccession 1 

DoCToR. I believe that is geuerally the case. 
LADY. But ~ow then do you account for the extreme 

pain that is often felt in dying 1 The stages of fascina· 
t10n soothe pnin-they do not cause it. 

DoCToR. That is very true ; and when these stages 
really commence there is no longer any pain ; but up 
o the first stage the fatal disease exe\ ts unlimited sway 

After the fourth commences, bodily insensibility is an 
nevitable consequence; the violent convulsions of the 
muscles do not cause suffering in the mind. Dr. Adam 
Clarke, when relating his recovering from drowning, 
stated to Dr. Lettsom that, during the period of his ap
parent unconsciousness, he felt a new kind of life. He 
says," Now I aver, I st. That, in being drowned, I felt 
no pain. 2d. That I did not, for a sing)~ moment, lose 
my consciousness. 3d. I felt indescribably happy; and 
though dead, as to the t~tal suspension of all the func
tions of life, yet I felt no pain in dying ; SPd I taie i' i>J 
Jr&nted, from this CiTCQMI'tal\<'4. tboM WhC die bJ 

g 
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drowning feel Dr> pain, and that probably it is the easiest 
of all deaths. 4th. That I felt no pain till once more 
exposed to the action of the atmospheric air ; and then 
I felt great anguish and pain in returning to life, which 
anguish, had I continued under water, I never should 
have experienced," etc. 

Dr. Moore cites Mr. Green, who, in his diary, men· 
txons a person who had been hung and cut down on a 
reprieve, who, being asked what were his sensations 
stated that the preRarations were dreadful beyond ex· 
pression, but that, on being dropped, he instantly found 
himself amidst fields al}d rivers of blood, which gradu· 
Ally acquired a greenish tinge. Imagining that if he 
could reach a certain spot he should be easy, he seemed 
to himself to struggle forcibly to attain it, and then he 
relt no more. Schiller, when dying, was asked how he 
felt. "Calmer and calmer," he replied. Dr. Moore 
11ays that when the vital flame flickered, almost extin
guished, the heart faltering with every pulse, and every 
breath a convulsion, he said to a dying believer, who 
had not long before been talking of undying love, " Are 
you in pain 7" and the reply, with apparently the last 
breath, was, "It is delightful !" In another person, in 
whom a gradual disease had so nearly exhausted the 
physical powers that the darkness of death had already 
produced blindness, the sense of God's love was so 
overpowering, that every expression, for many hou;'B, 
referred to it in rapturous words, such as, " This is life
this is heaven-God is life-! need not faith-I have tlul 
promtse r' 

LADY. I would ask if there is any certain sign by 
which we may recognize dead· so as to prevent bury· 
ing alive 1 · 
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Docroa Only one, and that is putrefactio.t. Dendy 
ettes several cases of prematu1 e interment, some of 
which I will mention : 

On the exhumation of the Cimetiere des Innocents at 
Paris, during the Napoleon dynasty, the skeletons were 
many of them discovered in attitudes struggling to get 
free ; indeed some, we are assured, were partly out of 
their coffins. So noted was this matter in Germany, aa 
to gi\·e rise to a custom .of placing a bell-rope in the 
hand of a corpse for twenty-four hours before burial. 

Miss C. and her brother were the subjects of typhoid 
fever. She seemed to die, and her bier was placed in 
the family vault. In a week her brother died also, and 
when he was taken to the tomb, the lady was found 
ritting in lte1· grave-clothes on the steps of the vault. 
having, after her waking from the trance, died of terror 
or exhaustion. 

A girl, after repeated faintings, was apparently dead 
and taken as a subject into a dissecting room in Paris. 
During the night, faint groans were heard in the room; 
but no search was made. In the morning it was appa 
rent that the girl had attempted to disengage llerse?f frcm 
tile winding-sheet, one leg being thrust o:f from the tret 
sels, and an arm resting on an adjoining table. 

The emperor Zeno was prematurely buried; ami 
when the body was soon after casually discovered, it 
was found that he had, to satisfy acute hunger, r.aten 
rome .flesh from off his arm. 

LADY. Have there not been cases in which recovery 
has t3 ken place 1 

DocToJt. None that bear any proportion tt. the pre
mature interments. A romantic story is told of a younP. 
French lady at Paris, who ·was condemned by her fathe1 
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to a hated marriage, while her heart was devoted to 
another. She fell into a trance and was buried. Under 
some strange influence her lover opened her grave, and 
i!!he was revived and married. Dendy,tells a story of 
another strange lady, who was actually the subject of 
an anatomist. On the existence of some faint signs of 
vitality, he not only restored the lady to life, but united 
himself to her in marriage. 

Bourgeois tells that a medical man, in 1838, from the 
snodcn influence of grief upon the organic system, sunk 
into a cataleptic state, but his consciousness never left 
\Jim. The lamentations of his wife, the condolence of 
friends, and the arrangements regarding his funeral, 
were all distinctly heard. Perfectly aware of all that 
was going on around him, he was placed in the coffin, 
and carried in solemn procession to the grave. As the 
solemn words, "Earth to earth," were uttered, and the 
first clod fell upon his coffin lid, so sudden an influence 
was produced upon his organic system by terror, as to 
neutralize the effect of grief-he shrieked aloud, and waa 
saved. 

A story is related of a lady who fell into a cataleptic 
state after a violent nervous disorder. It seemed to her, 
as if in a dream, that she was really dead ; yet she was 
perfectly conscious of all that happened around her in 
his dreadful state. She distinctly heard her friends 

speaking and lamenting her death at the side of her cof· 
fin: she felt them pull on her dead clothes, and lay her 
in it. This feeling produced a mental anxiety which 
was indescribable. She tried to cry, but her soul wa1 
without power, and could not act on her body. She 
had the contradictory feeling aa if she were in her own 
body, and yet not in it at the same time. It was aa 
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equally impossible for her to streten <. ut her arm or to 
open her eyes as to cry, although she continually endea• 
vored to do so. The internal anguish of her mind waSt 
however, at its utmost height when the funeral hymns 
were sang, and when the lid of the coffin was about to 
be nailed on. The thought that she was to be buried 
alive was the first one which gave activity to her soul. 
and caused it to operate on ner corporeal frame. 

Abbe Menon tells of a cataleptic girl, who was 
doomed to dissection; when laid on the table, the first 
cut of the knife awoke her and she lived. Less fortu
nate, says Dendy, was Cardinal Somaglia, who, falling 
into syncope from intense grief, it was decided that he 
should be opened and embalmed. As the surgeon's 
knife punctured the lungs, the heart throbbed, and the · 
cardinal attempted to avert the knife with his hand ; but 
the DIE was cast, and he died. 

A_ gentleman was apparently seized with apoplexy 
while at cards. A vein was opened in both arms, but 
no blood flowed. He was placed in a room with two 
watchers, who slept, alas I too long ; for, in the mom 
ing, the room was deluged with blood from the pone, 
tures, and his life was gone. 

LADY. Did the persons who recovered relate any 
spiritual views 1 

DocToR. In some cases ; but the most of them expo. 
nenced nothing more than a separation between organic 
and nnim:tl life, so complete, indeed, as to deprive them 
of the nso of the ~oluntary muscles for a time. A roo 
'Yie\V of these facts will justify the conclusion that inter 
ment is wrong until putrefaction commences. 

Wonderful stories have been related in all ages about 
the wonders of trance, or the fifth degree. Moore ~ivet 
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the substance of one from Plutarch : Thespesios of Sol 
fell violently on his neck, and was supposed to be dead. 
Three days after, however, when about to be interred, 
be recovered. From this time, a wonderful thange was 
npparent in his conduct ;. for he had been licentious and 
prodigal, but ever after was devout, noble, and con• 
scientious. On his friends re1uiring the reason of this 
strange conversion, he stated that during his apparent 
death, his rational soul had experienced marvellous 
vicissitudes ; his whole being seemed at first on a sudden 
to breathe, and to look about it on every side, as if the 
soul had Leen all eye, while, at the same time, he felt as 
if gliding gently along, borne upon a stream of light. 
'l'hen he seemed to meet a spiritual person of unuttera· 
ble loveliness, who conducted him to various parts of 
the unseen world, and explained to him the mysteries 
of divine government, and showed him the manner in 
·vhich wickedness meets its reward. This vision ex
'rted all the influence of truth upon his mind, and en
tirely altered his character and conduct. 

The Methodist denomination ::~fford many strange 
instances of singular exrerience, so well known that it 
would be useless to repeat them. We will conclude 
the degrees by a chapter from Dr. Nelson, who, in his 
CAHSE AND CuRE OF INFIDELITY, (a work published by 
the American Tract Society, and which ought to lay on 
the shelf of every f.<tmily in the land, with the Bibae 
nnd Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress; a work, too, which 
no child of mine, able to tell the lepers, should ever fail 
o peruse and commit to memory,) mentions several 

ca11es of the ,pening of the spiritual eye. The unbd
liever, at th" point of death, sees the reality of those 
things at wh' ch he formerly scoffed ; he comm~nces the 
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passage of the river (a transition of the stages) with 
stoical indifference, but before reachiug the other side 
evinces the most terrible despair, and the parting spirit 
tids ad1eu in a wail of agony. The follower of the 
Man of CalV'ary approaches the brink with fear, but 
ere long, the choral music of the seraphim proves a cor• 
dial to his fainting spirit, he pants to enter the blessed 
abodes he sees opening before him, and the rapturous 
exclamation, " Lord, receive my spirit I" announces that 
he sleeps in Jesus. You are sufficiently prepared to ap
preciate the physiological state he describes without fur
ther explanation. 

OBSERVATIONS ON MAN'S DEPARTURE. 

"While 11ttending medical lectures at Philadelphia, I beard, &om the 
lady with whom I boarded, an account of certa.in individuals who were 
dead to all appearance, during the prevalence of the yellow fever in that 

~city, aud yet recovered. The fact that they aaw, or fancied they eaw 
lbinga in the world of apirita, awakened my curiosity. 

"She told me of one, with whom abe waa acquainted, who waa 10 

confident of his diacoveries that he had seemingly thought of little eJ.e 
afterWRrd, and it had then been twenty-four yeal"l. Theae things ap
peared philosophically strange to me, ror the following reuona:-

" Fil"lt: Tho11e who, from bleeding or from any other cause, reach a 
atate of •ywcope, or the ordinary fainting condition, think not at all, or are 
unable to remember any mental action. When they recover, it appean 
either that the miod was sn.epended, or they were unable to reoollo!Ct itt 
operation.e. There are those who believe on either aide of this qneation. 
Some contend for suspension; othel"l deny it, but aay we never can recall 
thoughtt formed while the mind il in that state, for reuona not yet 
undeniOod. 

"Secondly: Thoae who, in approaching death, reach the first atate ol 
i~~~eneibility, and recover from it, are unconscious of any mental actiflty. 
and have no thoughts which they can recall. 

"Thirdly: If thia ia 110, why, then, should those who had travelled far. 
ther into the land of death, and had sunk deeper into the condition of 
Oodily ina4'tion, when reco,·ered, be conscious nf mental action. aod 
remember thoughts more vivid than ever had Hashed acroea their aoul1 
!D the health of boyhood, under a vernal sun, and on a plain of ftoweraf 

"After thia, I felt IIOmewhRt inclined to watch, when it became my 
.._ yeu after year, to aland by the bed t'i :Ieath. That which I •• 
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- not calculated to protract and doeren the alumbers of in6delh 1IQt 
rather to dispose toward a degree of reetle&~~~ess; or, at leut, to further 

-obeervation. [ knew that the circle of stupor, or inseuaibility, draWl! 
aronnd life, and through which all either pa88, or seem to pa118, who go 
nut of life, wu urged by BOme to prove that the mind conld not exist 
ani- it be in connection with organized matter. For the same reuon, 
others have contended that our BOals must sleep until the morning of the 
reeurrection, when we ehall regain oar bodies. That which I witnessed 
lOr my'!elf, paehed me (willing or unwilling) in a different direction. 
Before I relate these facta. I must otTer BOmething which may 'llaetrste, 
to a certain extent, the thought& toward which they pointed. 

"If we were It> stand on the edge of a very deep ditch or golf, on the 
diatant verge of which a curtain hangs which obstruct& the view, we 
might feel a wish to know what iA beyond it, or whether there ia any 
light in that uuaeen land. Suppose we were to let down a ladder, pro
tracted greatly in ita length, and u)t a bold adventurer to descend and 
make discoveries. He goes to the bottom, Blld then returua, telling 111 

that there he could see nothing-that all wu total darkneu. We might 
very naturally infer the absence of light there; but if we concluded that 
hia powers of vision had been annihilated, or that there could surely be 
no light in the land beyond the curtain, because, to reach that land, a 
v~ dark ravine must be crossed, it would have been weak re&I!Oning; 
10 much so, that, if it contented ns, we mnst be euily satisfied. It gave 
me pain to notice many-nay, many physiciantt-who on these very 
premilles, or on 110metbing equally weak, were quieting themselves in the 
deduction that the soul sees no more after death. Suppose thia adven
turer deecends again, and then tUC~ the other Bide, so near the top that 
he can reach the curtain and slightly lift it. When be returns, he tella 11.1 

that bia vision had been suspended totally 88 before, but that be Wt'Dt 
nearer the distant land, and it was revived again; that, 88 the curtain 
waa lifted, he saw brighter light than he had ever aeon before. We 
would aay to him: • A certain d istauce does suspend; but inaction ia not 
lou of sight: only travel on further, and you will see again.' We can 
!!nderetand thllt any one might go to the bottnm of that ra>ine a thonaand 
•Jmea; he might remain there for days, and, if be went no further, ha 
could teU, on biB return, nothiug of the unseen regiona. 

"Something like this was illustrated by the fact& noted during many 
.,..,., employment in the medical profeasion. A f~w 011881 must be 
la&ea Ill examples fr:,m the liot. 

"I was called to see 11 female, who departed under an influence wbkh 
CIUllO! the pntient to faint aguiu atd ag11in, more and still more profotmdly, 
tmtil life is <'X tinct For the inf• ngati .. u of physicians, I mention, it waa 
nteriue hemnrrhage from m-.·purahl y-attnched placenta. When recoY• 

rred from the fir•t condition of oyncnpt•, ohe appt•ured as uuconecioWI, >I' • 

•elltitutc of activity of •pirit, 1\8 otht•l'!l usually do. Shu Mnk again aJICI 

-..ivf'll: it was still th" 1.1\Jne. ShP f:•iutetl more prol;•llllflly atill; aucl 
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when a""ake again, abe appeared ae others usnally io who hue DC 

.boughta which they can recall. At length abe appeared entirely goae. 
It did eeem aa though the struggle was forever past. Ht~r weeping relao 
llvea clasped their banda and exclaimed: • She is dead!' but, unexpeo& 
edly, abe waked once more, and, glancing her eyes on one who aa& n_. 
exclaimed: • Oh, Sarah, I was at an entirely new place!' and then 8IUik 
Co remain inaenaible to the things of th6 place we rive in. 

" Why abe, like others in fainting, should have no thongbta which lhe 
ooald recall, when no& eo near death ae abe afterward was when abe 
bad thought, I could not clearly explain. Why her greatest activity of 
mind appeared to happen during her nearest approach to the future 
world, and while ao near that, from that stage, scarcely any ever return 
who once roach it, seemed somewhat perplexing to me. I remembered 
tbat in the case recorded by Dr. Ruah, where the man rewvered who 
wa&, to all appearance, entirely dead, his activity of mind was unueual. 
He thought he heard and eaw things unutterable. He did no& know 
whether be was altog~>ther dead or not. St. Paul eaya be was in a COD• 

dition eo near to death, that be could not tell whether be was out of the 
body or not, but that he beard things unutterable. I remembered that 
Tennant, of New Jersey, and his frienda, could not decide whether or no& 
be bad been out of the body; but be appeared to be eo aome daye, and 
&bought hia diecoveries .... .uerabk. The man who cull bia finger and 
f'ainta, recovering speedily, baa no tbougbta, or remembers none: he doea 
not approach the distant edge of the ra'rine. Tb- l'acta appeared to 
me poorly calc1Jated to advance the philoaophical importance of one 
who baa discovered from sleep, or from syncope, that there is no other 
existence, because this is all which we have aeen. They appeared to me 
rather poorly calculated to promote tbe tranquility of one -king the 
comforta of atheism. For my own part, I never did de~~ire the conaola
tiona of everlaating nothingneaa; I never could covet a plunge beneath 
the black wave of eternal forgetfnlneaa, and cannot eay that theee obaer
vationa, in and of themaelvea, gave me pain; but it waa evident that 
thoiii&Dda of the ecieutific were influenced by the weight of a small pt~o
ble to adopt a creed-provided that creed contradkted Holy Writ. I 
bad read aud heard too much of man's depravity, and of his love for dark· 
Dell, not to see that it militated against my eyatem of deism, if it abould 
appear that the otherwise leamod should neglect to observe, or il 
obeervant, should be aotiefied with the most snperficial view, and, eeiaill(l 
aome shallow and queationable l'acta, build hastily upon them a fabrio 
lOr ewrnity. 

" In tho caaee of t11oae who, recover:og from yellow fever, thought 
daey bad enjoyed intercourse with the world of apirite, they wera indi
riduala who bad appeared to be dead. 

• Tl:e following fact took place in recent daya. Similar -~ 
laapreaeed me duriag yean of oh~Wrvotion. In the eity of St. Louis, 1 

"-'ale cleperted, who had a rich portion of thr COIJ1forl• of CbriatiaQi~ 
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It waa after some &ind of spasm, that wu strong enougil to !Ia,. J beet 
the death.atroggle, that she aaid-in a whiaper, being unable to epealr 
aloud-to her young pastor: 'I bad a eight of home, and I aaw my 
SaYiourl' 

"Tbere were othel'll, who, after wading as far as that which aeewed to 
be the middle of the ri,·er, and, retuming, thought they had aeen a d!f 
lerent world, atul that they had au antepUllt of hell. But these ~ we 
paaa over, and look at fiiCta which poiut ~along till' 88me road we ha1'e 
been tra•·elling. 

" [ Willi surpri~ed to find that the coll<lition of mind in the case of th.
wbo were dyiu~. nnd of those !Nho only thoug/U themselves dyiug. dif. 
lered very widely. I had supposed that the joy or the grief of death 
originated from tho £·111cy of the patient. (one supposing himself very near 
to great hap pine .. , amltho other expecting speedy sullcring,) and resulted 
in pleasuro or appr.,hension. My di•covcries seemed to overturn thia 
theory. Why •ltonl<l not the profes:10r of religion who believes himAelf 
dying, when he really is not, rejoice as readily "" when he;, departing 
if his joy is the otlspring of expectatiun T Why should not the alarm of 
the ou:ofti·r, who heliev<'s hims<>lf dying and is not, be as uniform and u 
deci•ive na when he is in the river, if it comes of fancied evil or cow• 
ardly terror• T The same questions I asked myself again and again. I 
have no douht that there is some strange reason conuected with our nat
oral disr..Ii•h for truth, which cause• ao mnny physicians, after 11eeing such 
meta •o often, n~ver to ob,..,rve them. During twenty years of observa
tion, I fimnd the state of the soul belonging to the dying was, uniformly 
and matedally. uulike tbat of those who only supposed themseh·es depart
ing. This is best made plain by noting caBes which occurred. 

"1. There wn• a 1111111 who believed himself com·erted, and his friendt, 
judging from his wulk, hoped with him. He was seized with disease, 
1nd believed himself within a few paces of the gate of futurity. He felt 
no joy; his mimi wn• dark, ami his soul clouded. Hi• exercises were 
painful, and the opposite of every enjoyment. He was not dying. He 
reco,·ert-..1. lie had rwt hcen in the dcath-stn•am. After thia be wu 
taken again. lie belit•ve<l him«• If Jyiu:;, and he was not tni.!taken. All 
,.. .. pe'lce, serenity, hopo, triumph. 

"2. There WIL!I a man who mocked at holy things. He became 
aeriuuoly disr"'"ed, and SUJ'[""'ed himself sinking into the death-slumber. 
He was not fric:htrru·d. His fnrtitude and co;nposure were bia pride, 
and the• lu>:l't of hi• frit•nd<. The owdnuntt·d tiruuu·•• with which be 
could enter futurity was •pnk<'n of exnltin;!ly. It was a mistake. He 
wu not in the conditi•m of dis"'•luriun. His •oul nc,·er h.td been on the 
ltne b-otween two worlds. After thi• he wu taken ill again. He su,. 
po-i, IL8 before, that lie W :L• enh•ring the next Slate, and he real!, 
raa; but his 11oul 8t!f'me<l to f, . .,[ u ditlereut atm•,.plll'rtJ. Th., horrors •Jf 
~ f(:PUt•e huve bN•n oflt.'ll d•·•crihc•d. au.l un• nfit.' ll <Pf'll. l n,...J ...,. 
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IIIICLMrtor to picture such a departure here. The on! y difficw; y iu whic!a 
I was thrown by such cases was, • Why was he not thus agonized whetl 
he thought himself departing f Can it be possible that we can etand 10 

precisely on the dividing line, that the gale from both this and the coming 
world may blow nvon our cheek f Can we have a taste of the exorci
o( the next territory before .we enter it 1' When I attempted to account 
{or this o>n the simple ground of bravery ancl cowardice, I waa. met by 
the two following facta:-

" Fi111t, I have known those I. the t'U8t! are not unfrequent) who were 
brave, who bad stood unflinching in battle'9 whirlpool. They bad 
resolved never to disgrace their system of unbe.ief by a trembling death. 
They had called to Christians in the tone of resolve, 98ying: • I can die 
u coolly 118 you cau.' I bad seen those die from whom entire firmn
might fairly be expected. I hnd heard groans, even if the teeth were 
clenched for fear of complnint, such aa I never wish to hear again; and I 
nod looked into countenances, puch as I hope never to sec again. 

"Again, I had seen cowards die. I had seen those depart who were 
oaturally timid, who expected themselvCII to meet death with fright 
and alarm. I had heard such, as it were, sing before Jordan was half 
forded. I had seen faces where, pallid as they were, I beheld more 
celestial triumph than I bad ever witneP9Cd anywhere else. In that voice 
there was a aweetne811, and in tbnt eye there w88 a glory, which I never 
c:onld have fancied in the death-spasms, if I had not been near. 

"The condition of the soul, when the death-stream is entered, 11 no\ 
the same with that which it becomes (oftentimes) when it is almCMJt 
paaa&J. The brave man who steps upon the ladder aci'OII8 the darlr 
ravine, with eye undnunted and haughty spirit, changes fearfully, in manJ 
cues, when he comes near enough to the curtain to lift it. The Christian 
who goes down the ladder, pale and diaconaolate, oftentimes starts witb 
exulmtion, and tries to bu111t into a song when ahnost acro88. 

"Cue or tLLUSTRATtoN.-A revolutionary officer, wounded at the 
battle of Germantown, WBS praised for hie patriotism. Tht> war ended; 
but he continned still to fight, in a different way, under the banner of 
one whom he called the Captuin of his salvation. The applause of me11 
never made him too proud to talk of the Man of Calvary. The harry of 
life's <I riving pur~~uita could not consume all his time, or make him forget 
to kneel by the aide of his consort, in t!:Je circle of hie children, lllld 
IUlticipnte a hoppy meeting in a more cptiet clime. 

"To abbreviate this hiotory, his life waa such that those who knew 
llim believed, if any one ever did die happily. thia man would be one 
o( that cl888. I anw him when the time arrived. He aaid to th019 
around him: • I 11m not 118 happy BS I could wish, or as I had expected. 
l CIIUDJt say that I distmst my Savimtr, for I know in whom I have be
liMed; but I have not that pleusing readinete to depart which I bad 
~ked for ' This diatreiN!ed his relnthee boyon4 t'Xp.-iou, H~ 
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CrieD» were greatly J:lllined, fur they had looked fur triumph. Hil .. 
parture was \'ery slow, and atill hie language was: ' l have no exhilara 
tioo and delightful rendioeu in my travel.' The weeping circle preuecl 
IIJ'Ow.d him. Another hour paased. Hia banda and his feet became 
entirely cold. The feeliug of heart remained the aame. Anoth"r 
boor passes, and his vision bas grown dim, but the state of bia aoul ia 
unchanged. His daughter aeemcd u though her body could not 101W. 
her anguish of spirit, if her father should crosa the valley before tiM 
cloud passed from his sun. She (before bia bearing vaniahed) made 1111 

agreement with him, that, at any stage 88 be travelled on, if be had • 
discovery of aJvaucing glory, or a foretaste of bea,·enly delight, be 
•hnuld give her a certain token with his hand. Hie banda be could still 
move, cold as they were. She ant holding his hand, boor after bour. ID 
addition to his sight, his hearing at length failed. After a time he ap 
peared almn•t unconsciouo of anything, and the obstructed breathing 
peculiar to death was advanced near its termination, when be gave the 
.oken to his pale but now joyouo d•mghter, and the expresaive flub of 
exultation waa seen to spread itself through the otilfeniug muscles of hit 
face. When his child asked him to give a signal if he had arty ham 
Pitft! of h.ea-cenlglig.~t, with the feelings and opinions I once owned, I 
could have asked: 'Do you auppose that the increase of the death-chill 
will add to his happineat 1 Are you to expect, that as hia eyeoigbt 
leaves, and as his hearing becomes confused, and his breathing convulsed, 
and 88 be sinks into that cold, fainting, sickening condition of pallid 
dP.ath, that his exultation ia to commence f' 

"It did then commence. Then is the time when many, who enter tile 
dark valley cheerle;;s, begin to see something that transports; but aome 
.,., too low to tell of it, Rnd their friends think they departed under • 
cloud, when they really did not. It is at thio otage of the journey that 
the enemy of God, who started with look of defi!lllce and worda of pride, 
r..ema to meet with that which alters his viewa and expectations; bot be 
cannot tell it, for his tongue can no longer move. 

" Those who im1uire after and rend the death of the wife of the eel 
ebratc!d John 1\ewton, will find a very plain and very interesting in
•tance. where the S:n·iour se<'med to mt>et with a •roiling countenance 
bia dying sen-ant, when she had a•h·anced too far to call back to her sor
rowful friends, and tell them of the pleasing news. 

" My attention was awakt>ned very much hy observing the tlgi., fa. 
tiea of the servants of this world, differing with such cbaracteriatie 
lin!ularity from the fancies of the departing Christian. It ia no uncoiDo 
JDOD thing for those who die, to beli.,ve they toce, or bear, or feel, !hal 
which appears only fHilC)' to by-otJultlera. Their friends belie.-e that it II 
the o,..ertumin;; n( th<>ir int••ll••ct. T nm not about tn <'n!cr into the di. 
aOMion of tho qn1-~tion, wlw:lter it i", ur i~ nut, a)waya fancy. Some 
JtU"t..utC! it to 11ure th:lll fa t , ~ ·-. : lwt it, 1~11)!1\:h a~, in nlBUJ inAhliH.'t .. t. tbl 
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IDiDd it deranged while ita habitation is falling into ruU.. around it, and 
inasmuch • it is the common belief that it is only imagination of which 
I am writing, we will look at it under the name of fancy. 

" The fanciful views of the dying servants of sin, and the deYoted 
mends of Christ, were llra•gely different, aa far aa my observation 
extended. One who had been an entire sensualist and a mocker at reo 
ligion, while dying, appeared in his aeu8e8 in all but one thing. 'Talr.e 
that black man from the room,' said be. He waa IUI8wered that there 
W88 none in the roum. He replied: ' There be il, standing near the 
window. His presence is very irksome to me-take him out.' After a 
time, again and again, his r.all waa: • Will no oue remove him 1 There 
he ia-.urely 10me oue will take him away!' 

" I was mentioning to another physician my aurprise that he Bbonld 
bave been so much distreaaed if there bad beeu many blacks in the room, 
fi>r he had been waited on by thero, day and night, for many years; also 
that the miod had not been diseaaed in some other reepect: when be 
told me the names of two others (his patienta)-men of aimilar liv
who were tormented with the same fancy, and in the same way, while 
~~ . 

" A young female, who called the Man of Calvary her greatest friend, 
waa, when dying, in her senses, in all but one particular. • Mother,' abe 
would say, pointing in a certain direction, • do you see those beautiful 
creaturee ?' Hor mother would llDBWer: 'No, there is no one there, my 
dear.' She would reply: • Well. that is strange. 1 never saw auch 
countenances and ancb attire. My f!!Ye never rested on anything so 
!ovely.' Oh, saya one, this is all imaginati011, and the ROtiOfle of a llritad 
w.U..pri11g; wherefore tell of itf My answer is, that I am not about to 
cliapute or to deny that it is fancy; but the fancies differ in features and 
in texture. Some in their derangement call out: ' Catch me, I am sink 
ing-bold me, I am falling.' Others say: ' Do you hear that music ? 0, 
were ever netee so celestial!' This kind of notes, and theee claaaea of 
faaeka, belonged to different claaaes of individuals; and tc4o tluy tctre, 
waa the item which attracted my wonder. Such things are noticed by 
few, and remembered by almost none; but I am inclined to believe that, 
if notes were kept of 111ch cases, volumes of interest might be formed. 

"My laat remark here, reader, is, that we neceaaarily apeak somewblll 
Ill the dark of such matters; but yon and I will know more shortly 
Bclth of us will see and feel for ourselves, where we cannot be mietalr.en, 
a &be course of a very !Lw monthl or years.'' 

(• ca- lllld Care of ID4dellt7, ' bJ Jle'r. Da'lld II.._Amatcu 'l'na 
8oale&J. Papa 1164-478. I 

10 
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CONVERSATION V lt. 

OPERATION OP lllEDICUf.H. 

L\or. Here is a box of pills, sent me, th\s monung 
by a neighbor, who was in last evening when my sor 
entered, and having notic(ld a number of little black 
spots on his face, said his blood was in a bad state. and 
that these pills would purify it. 

DoCToR. Frequently washing the face will remove 
the black spots, or worms, as they are commonly called. 
You have, no doubt, often noticed an oiiy matter on the 
face ; the oil is made by minute glands lying under the 
external skin ; these glands send out a tube to carry the 
oil to the surface ; sometimes dust will collect oq the 
orifice of the tube, and form the black spots your neigh· 
bor observed on George ; the oil thus prevented egress, 
becomes hardened, and, when squeezed out, resembles a 
worm from the shape of the tube. 

J.Anv. What is the use of this oil? 
DocTOR. To grease or lubricate the external skin, so 

ns to prevent irritation either from atmospheric causes, 
or the motion of the muscles under it. To return to the 
pills, can you tell me of any mode W which they could 
gain access t.:> the hlood, to effect such an important 
object as purifying it 1 

LADY. I have always considered that medicines oper· 
ated by changing the nature of the blood ; but I now 
see that they caunot approach it; to do so requires 1 

• 
/ 
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passage through the lacteals, mesenteric glands, and 
thora<~Lc duct; and you have informed me that even the 
pyloric orifice of the stomach will not allow nny~hing to 
pass it, except properly-prepared chyme. 

DocToR. Allowing, for a moment, the pills entered 
lhc blood, what would ensue 1 

LADY. They would be instantly taken out of tho cir· 
culation either by the lungs or kidneys, which are ex~re
ting glands, acting, I suppose, as constables to -emove 
everything offending and unnecessary • 

. Doc·roR. There is a complete system of guards sta• 
tioned in our bodies, to prevent the entrance of improper 
substances, beginning with the warnings of taste; but 
unhealthy agents, by presenting themselves too fre
quently, will at last accustom the sentinels to their ap
pearance, and can then enter with impunity, and without 
danger of being ejected by the excretory organs. 

This fact may sometimes be witnessed in the vegeta
ble kingdom. The late Dr. Mitchell, of this city, had 
once sent to him a basket of saline-tasting peaches 
Around the base of the tree upon which they grew, & 

quantity of brine had been thrown. The spongioles or 
leech-suckers at the roots, at first, refused the salty mat· 
ter Rdmittance, but, their excitability (irritability) being 
altered by continued contact, at last sucked them up, 
t.nd thus a strange phenomenon was the result. 

Alcohol has produced the same effect on the human 
eystem. A surgeon mentions a case of setting fire to 
the blood of a confirmed drunkard, which he had just 
drawn, its strong odor tempting the experiment. 

L.-\l'Y. That drunkard was not much remo\ ed. J 
1hould think, from a state of spontaneous combustion. 

Docroa. Probabi.Y not; saturating the system wit• 
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alcohol is perhaps one of the first steps in :hat proeeu 
Bl)ne is composed of a mixture of phosphoric acid and 
lime (plwsphate of lime); as an acid is the union of a base 
with a certain amount of oxygen, phosphoric acid is made 
of phosphorus and oxygen. When the chemist wishes to 
exhibit intense combustion to his audience, he throws a 
piece of phosphorus into a jar of oxygen gas, and pro
duces a blaze rivalling that of the sun. In a healthy 
state of the system, the life power controls all the ele· 
ments, and, as shown in the vegetable kingdom, only 
allows them to unite in a manner that subserves its own 
uurposes ; but when lowered and debilitated by excess· 
ive stimulus, the power becomes weakened, and finally 
lost in death ; the elements then obey their natural 
llffinities, and a virulent internal combustion ensues. 

LADY. The drunkard, in a double sense, then, is a 
self-moving porter-house. Is it not very strange, that, 
with all the clear and accurate information known rela· 
tive to the organs and their functions, such profound 
ignorance on the subject of the operation of medicine 
should exist 1 

DoCToR. You have -JUOted, almost verbatim, the com• 
mon jargon of the day; it is used by those noted for 
vague and confused nc>'ions on physiology. I do not 
think any man, who cannot give the rationale of the 
medicine he prescribes, should be trusted to practice. 
So far from being dark and in any way incomprehen 
Jible, it is easily explained, and the effects of medicine 
capable oi being predicted with almost mathematical 
certainty. 

The study of the different organs in the system, after 
the lift power has rleparted, is called Anatomy. Whea 
&Ymg and proper agents stimulate irritability, so as to 

......... _ 
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produce a healthy action of these organ!, the study i1 
ealled Physiology When improper agents or stimur 
act on irritability, an alteration of the vilal powers en· 
lues, with a corresponding alteration of function, disease 
results, and its study is called Pathology. In the latter 
c-.ase, how do you imagine the system can become right 
again 1 

LADY. Only, 1 should think, by the direct interpositior. 
"f the Almighty 1 

DocToR. After the Croton aqueduct was finished, tho 
pipes laid down, and the whole in successful operation, 
do you suppose anything more was required 1 

LADY. Yes, a company of superintendents and labor· 
-,rs, to constantly inspect every part with th«> greatest 
tare, and instantly repair whatever breaks in the line, or 
other damages might occur. The water-works would 
not even be safe without such a precaution. 

DocToR. The life power has an exactly similar re
serve-a distinct anci powerful conservative principle, 
c·alled by the older physicians, who were we!J llCquaint
c!d with it, the Vis Medicatrix Natura. Whenever a 
part is injured, it is the office of this principle to come 
forward and repair it ; so very intelligent appears its 
operation, that some have attributed the effects to a 
special interference of the Creator, and others supposed 
t was the rational soul. 

LADY. The two seeds cited in your article on the 
Vegetable Kingdom, to show the difference between the 
forces of life and those of chemistry. brought instant 
conviction to my mind, and the clear conceptions I then 
acquired have proved serviceable since in pursuin~ this 
subject. Can you not illustrate the conservati?~ 'riO 
tiple in ~ similar manner? 

to• 
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l>?cTOa. Have ycu ever re8.d the natural history uf 
the dormouse 1 

!.AnY. It is one of the hybernating or winter-sleepo 
mg animals; in summer it is very lively and frolic
some; as autumn approaches, it becomes very fat; and 
when cold weather sets in, retires to a concealed nook 
to sleep out the winter, but comes forth in the spring 
almost fteshless. While in the hybernating state, its 
breathing is very slow, and its temperature the same as 
that of the surrounding atmosphere. 

Do«.-"Ton. If a dormouse is taken from its sheltered 
hole, in the midst of winter, and placed in a receiver 
surrounded with a freezing mixture, some very curioue 
phenomena will be evolved. As the cold increases 
and the little portion it had is becoming absorbed, its 
breathing will be proportionally slower, and the heart 
pulsate more feebly; this state of things continues-tho 
animal constantly failing-until a point is reached when, 
remaining another moment would destroy life. At this 
very point an unseen power presents its workings, a 
hidden spring is touched, and an evident change takes 
place with extreme rapidity ; the pulse becomes fuller 
and faster; a warmth diffuses itself over the surface; 
the eyes brighten and limbs contract; finally, in less 
than three minutes, the little animal is as hot, and his 
pulse as rapid, as in the midst of summer. Take the 
dormouse now out of the receiver, and expose him to 
the open air, and his torpidity gradually returns; it ia 
1hen best to restore him to his former nook. The con
ferYativc power that preserved the dormouse from 
Ieath, we name the Y1s M£oJcATRIX NATuas. 

LADY How is this r'lwer developed in the hllmll» 
tot\y 1 
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DoCToR. Let us suppose a combination of peculiu 
circumstances, as the _poisonous air of a manh (naard 
rmasmata), to net on our excitability, an injurious influ· 
ence is immediately -exerted upon the system; it sinks 
=!llickly, a chill is felt, and this chill increases, lowering 
and depressing us, till a point is gained (as in the dor
mouse experiment), from which we cannot descend with 
life; at this point the conservative power awakes ; it acta 
on the other powers, more especially on the brain; the 
nervous secretion becomes altered and radiated to every 
part; a change is induced, fever ensues, and with it a 
long 1•ain of other symptoms which finally terminate 
in pwluse perspiration, and a restoriition to health. 

LADY. Then fever, and the symptoms which are 
commonly considered the disease itself, are nothing 
more than signals of battle going on within for the pur• 
pose of liberating us from injurious influences. If such 
be the case, why docs the physician interfere in the mat
ter at all, and of what use are doctors 1 

DocToR. The true physician remains a spectator, or 
rather general, watching the battle's progress with a 
careful eye ; knowing each separate stage and crisis, 
and how far nature can be trusted, he often does nothing 
more than to clear the battle-field, (remove injurious in· 
ftuences,} and allow her to combat alone. 

LADY. Suppose it becomes necessary for him to 
interfere 1 

DoCTOR. If nature cannot cope successfutly with the 
•exiPting form of disease, it is his business to substitute 
ano~her form which she can conquer. It is n pathologi 
!!al law that there can be but one disease at a time in 
.be system; and, acting 011 that law, he brings some 
nfluence stronger than tht: original cne to bear on e~ 
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eitability ; in other words, he must produce a different __ 
alteration of the vital powers, which he is certain the 
oonservative principle can rectify. 

LADY. If it is stronger than the original one, why 
should it not be still worse for the vis medicatrix to 
combat 1 

DoCTOR. Each thing produces an influence peculiar 
to itself; and our ideas of strength are only com para• 
tive. What will powerfully depress excitability may 
give the ~is medicatrix little effort to overcome, and 
vice versa. 

There is a class of bodies, which, properly pr~ 
scribed, produce a decided and powerful effect on exci
tability ; an effect which experience has taught us it is 
always in the power of the vis medicatrix to subaue, 
and restore the system when laboring under their influ
ence to health. Such are the medicines, as opium, cam
phor, arsenic, and quinine. 

LADY. Is arsenic a medicine 1 
DocTOR. A very useful one. You must not suppose 

that its only use was to make stearine candles and Ger· 
man silver spoC'ns. Nothing in nature was ever created 
for murderous purposes ; it is man who perverts them. 

LADY. After the effect is produced on excitability h) 
the medicine, the original malady disappears ; the phy· 
sician is then treating sickness he has himself induced, 
and curing diseases of his own infliction. 

DocTOR. Exactly so ; and this shows you what care 
and judgment should be exercised in selecting the right 
medicine. Cases occur in which, out of a list of twent) 
purgatives, one alone is suited to the existing nature of 
.he complaint. 

I.ADY. But, doctor, how ean you disc~>ver aJl theH 
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teparate modifications of disease ; how can you poui 
bly tell what is going on within the system 1 

DoCToa. In the same manner as we discover the ex· 
istence of a life principle and its properties-that is, by 
observing the phenomena they exhibit. 

You will remember that every part of the body has a 
separate office to fulfil, that there are two lives, an ani· 
mal and vegetable, in action, developing distinct series _ 
of phenomena, and that the study of all the functions in 
health is physiology. 

When pernicious influences act, and the whole train 
becomes disordered, the physician, previously well ac 
quainted with the results produced by healthy actions 
observes the changed appearances disease presents to 
hi& view, and from these deduces his opinion relative to 
the amount of injury, and aets accordingly. 

LADY. Will you be kind enough to apply this to a 
particular case 1 

DocToa. I was sent for, yesterday, to see a man, who 
I was told had been ill for two or three days. Oo 
entering the room, and observing his countenance 
(often a sufficient index by itself to the experienced), its 
wild and haggard aspect led me to look for abdominal 
disease. 

Sitting down by his bed, I inquired the history of the 
case, and then proceeded (without his suspecting it) to 
at regular examination. 

The functions of animal life are sensation, thought, 
and locomotion. Everything had acquired a bitter 
taste to him, and noise of any kind was agonizing ; hie 
mina was wandering ; and, to conclude with anima. 
bfe, he was feeble as a child. 

Turning to the vegetable svstem. 1 found respiratioa 
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more frequent than in health, but perfeetly fitll, and n•J 
pain about the chest; the pulse fast and rather weak. 
but steady; this absolved the heart and lungs. Upon 
examining the tongue, I found it covered with a thick 
yellowish-brown fur, characterizing trouble in the. liver~ 
and as the lining membrane for nostrils, mouth, stomach, 
liver-tube, etc., is one continuous sheet, disease of op& 

. part would soon extend along the whole surface by 
sympathy, and, reaching the tongue, paint on .ts surface 
the cause of trouble for the information of the phy
sician; the skin had a yellowish tinge, was at times cold 
and moist, and at others hot and dry ; the howels and 
liver, more especially the stomach, were very sensitive 
10 pressure, and vomiting came on every ·ten or fifteen 
minutes, at which times he ejected a greenish watery 
tluid, etc., etc. 

The day of his attack, he had been. eating a very 
I early dinner, with some unripe fruit as dessert, and 
. nen quickly returned to work (he was a stone-cutter) 
'oeneath a hot sun; soon getting sick, he went home 
Nhere an old woman, a great doctress of the neigh· 
oorhood, had been summoned to attend him; she called 
his disease janders, and every hour or two, d_uring the 
day, poured down his stomach strong tansy tea. 

I concluded that his unwholesome dinner had been 
imperfectly digested, and when the chyme wished to 
pass the pyloric orifice, the sentinel tightly contracted 
his muscular ring, and refused admittance by blocking 
up the passage. The hot sun, acting on the brain, 
altered t~e nervous secretion, a share of which, being 
radiated to the stomach, made matters worse ; and the 
rtomach, finding itself utterly incapable, in such cir· 
~mm1tances, of re-digest in~ the food, cast it off entirely b~ 
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tllf Jfllophag·1s; the hilt- that was preparec. <-'act on the 
chyme being poured out about the time it ought to bt: 
there, and finding nothing to act on, altered the excita 
b1lity of the sentinel at the pyloric orifice, and gained 
admission into the stomach, from whence it was imm& 
riiatcly thrown out, sharing the fate of the food. Tc 
crown all, the tansy tea, by producing irritation, kept 
fp the morbid action, involving all the parts connected 
with the lining membrane, as the liver, etc. 

I caused him to be removed into a cool and quiet 
room; ha.d his feet bathed with mustard and warm 
water, to assist the action of a mu~tard plaster on his 
1tomach ; and then caused a strong injection to be ad
.ninistered, leaving a powde'r to be taken at a certain 
.ime afterward. The vomiting ceased, the bowels 
.noved, n terrible headache (which I forgot to mention 
:~l my notice of sensation) disappeared, etc., etc., and 
the next morning found him free from all pain, but 
I'CJY \\'eak. 1'ltis is called the active plan of treat
.'l.mt. 

Yerv frequently, a mere removal of injurious inftu
encet:t, l•y allowing the vis medicatrix free scope, will be 
suffici,~.1t to cure. This is called the expectant plan of 
t7·eatm~"lt. 

LAo\·. Nature, after all, has to fight her own battles, 
the physician generally d• :ng nothing, except, by re· 
moving injurious influences, to show fair play ; the ut
;nost he can perform is to substitute one morbific cause 
for another. If it were not for the vis mcdicatrix, there 
would be no science of medicine-we should all die off 
18 soon as injured. 

DoCToR. I am glad that you understand so well 
"bat I have been endeavoring to teach; you have no1t 

, 
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learnec.l enough of the principles of mt.dicine to purtoe 
the study as much as you choose. . 

LADY •. Does fascination act by inducing a t.ew W... 
case? 

DocToa. Most assuredly ; it forms no exception to 
the mode of operation of the others, from all of which il 
differs, however, by giving the vis medicatrix less effort 
to displace its effects. I suppose this fact will make no • 
advice needed with regard to fascinating healthy per· 
sons, as direct disease is thereby induced. 

LADY. Why did I not get well directly after the first 
fascination 1 

DocToR. From the influe~ce of habit, and the same 
:auses still acting that produced your disease in the first 
instance. Directly after the effect of each operation 
was over, and before the disease again seized upon you, 
the Rystem had time to gain strength ; as the intervals 
increased, more strength was acquired, until, at length, 
your frame was strong enough to resist the injurious 
influence, and then your recovery was complete. 

LADY. In what manner does the water cure operate f 
A friend of mine was very anxious that I should try it; 
he thought every case of chronic disease in the conti· 
nent of Europe would soon be cured at Graefenberg. 

DocTOR. I have very little doubt but that it would 
have killed you. You can no more expect one particu
lar medicine, or plan of treatment, to cure all diseases, 
than to find one book which would suit all readers ; or 
one coat capable of fitting all men. Wherever life is 
present, variety is certain to be found, as well in dis. 
ease as in health. In certain cases, fasoination, as a 
curative agent, is invaluable ; but, recommend it as 1 

1uccedaneum, and it is certain to do much mischief. 
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Hydropathy, as a curative agent, acts exactly on the 
dormouse principle; it depresses until the vis medicatriJ 
rises to the rescue. The process you will observe. 
has already been gone through with at the first time of 
the attack; it says to nature, "You have failed in your 
attempt, try again." In many chronic cases of long 

.standing it is certainly a valuable remedy; that it is a 
new discovery, or that it will supercede all other reme· 
dies. are both ridiculous ideas. 

LADY. I am aware, doctor, that you have attentively 
examineJ homooopathy; and since such a golden oppor
tunity prt.•sents itself for inquiry, I should be much 
obliged if you would tell me what it really is worth ; 
many of my friends think its cures are almost miraculous 1 

DocTOR. Cases of medical treatment under such cir· 
cumstances, stand in the same relation to truth as the 
tricks of a juggler to the deductions of science ; suc.l-, 
reports, in fact, have elicite<l the remark that" medictt' 
facts are medical lies." '\\t hatever militates again11~ 

common sense anrl ex~"it.'lC"l cannot be received ar 
evidence. 

LADY. Their infinitessimal Jo,•P.s Jeao me to concJud~ 
that their object is to let m. tu. ~e, j._ a.' I cases, take care 
of herself. Much harm cannot ~e dctte except by 
indu«'ing delay. 

DocToR. That alone should cond .. 'llf\ ,be Whole mat· 
ter, as no where are "delays so dangerou.·" "" b me<J. 
cine, 'llife often turning on an hour of time. My stud~ 
of Hannehman has led me to consider him possesstt, 
of remarkable talent, and that the whole system of ho 
mooopathy is nothing more than a disguised recommenda· 
tion of fascination. Do you remember how he tests the 
1tren~th of hiCJ medicines! 

l! 
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LAov. B~ the number of dilutions; t1e greater the 
number, the more powerful the medicine. 

DoCTOR. That simple fact should have led to the di• 
covery of his meaning, the solution of his enigma. He 
dir.,cts his medicines to be prepared by hand, and consi
dCJs them increased in strength proportionally as the 
hand is laid upon them: this is nothing more than a 
practice, long known, of mesmerixing medicine for pa• 
tients. 

LADY. Still I should have thought that where 10 

much was at stake, he would have given some intima
l.ion of his secret more plainly than that ; that he would 
l}ven in some cases direct them to fascinate. 

DQcToa. He has done so: where nature alone will 
.:ure, or the expectant plan will suffice, he directs the 
minimum doses ; in more serious cases, you must, to use 
his own words, " stroke the patient down with the palm 
,f the hand till relief be obtained." 

His object. in concealing his real sentiments, was 
cloubtless to escape the ridicule of the age in which he 
lived. If he possessed an acute sense of mirthfulness, 
great must have been his merriment to have known that 
glass factories, in many countries, were solely employed 
blowing his little vials ; thousands of apothecaries en· 
gaged in m:wufacturing medi:·ines to fill those vials; 
machines inventiug to prepare nis triturations and dilu· 
tions; and, finally, hosts of the sons of Esculapius, 
CI(Uipped with whole pharmaceutical establishments iJJ 
their coat pockets, visiting their patients, and wha, ever 
and anon, were drawing forth the organc.n of him upon 
whom they looked as more than mortal, to seek fresh 
·nstructions regarding the best nathod of dispensins 
eugar plums. 
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It is rarely that persons Will take pains to exarr.tne 
mto any system of medicine ; the small amount of medi· 
cal knowledge out of the pale of the profession, owing 
most likely to the small amount within, has given an 
idea that the whole subject is nothing more than a sys
tem of guessing ; and those entertaining this view are 
rather pleased with homreopathy, as being a practice in 
which wrong guessing cannot produce much detriment. 

Another source of injury to the science of medicine 
has been various hypotheses started by men who were 
not properly versed in the laws of life. During the 
prevalence of a certain deadly pestilence in the West 
!ndies, the blood was, in all cases in those affected, dark, 
..l!most black. A physician, who had been bleeding a 
1•ntient, found the dark blood, as soon as it gained the 

· 1 '>WI, be<>ome of a bright healthy-looking red; and, upon 
( mmining the matter, found the florid appearance Willi 

o wmg to some table salt which had been accidentally l~ft 
i 1 the bowl ; his sapient brain instantly conceived the 
i lea that it was the loss of muriate of soda (common 
• ilt) in the blood that caused the fever. This fancind 
f,iscovery changed his whole plan of treatment, and his 
hfter practice consisted in injecting solutions of salt 
rnto the veins, and giving it by the stomach. His fellow 
1•hysicians followed his example as soon as the matter 
was published. The uniformly fatal termination of all 
cases treated in this absurd manner at length obliged 
the dor.tors to relinquish the practice ; but the hypothe
li!l, like the bodies of ancient heroes, was accompanied 
to the grave by thousands of victims slaughtered to ita 
honor. 

LADY. What is the meaning of transfusion of blood f 
Docroa. It was discovered that where death wouJd 
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enaue from the loss of olood, taking a supply from the 
vein• of another and directly introducing it into that of 
the patient, vtould preserve life in many instances. 
The French received it w th open arms, and were eager 
to embrace the advantages it offered. Supposing the 
aecret of perpetual youth was made known, old age 
hastened to fill its veins with the blood of JUVenescence. 
Though the majority who tried the pllm fell victims to 
i&a fatal influence, it still continueJ to be the enthusiasm 

· of the day till a prince of the blood royal was added tet 
the list of victims. The laws immediately made it a 
penal offence, and it fell into disuse. 

A knowledge of the laws of life would have prevented 
• all this victimizing. as it would also correct many popu· 

lar prejudices. You wished me, some time since, to 
vaccinate your son George, because more than seven 
years had elapsed since he had taken the cow-pox, and 
I could not then explain the reason why I did not think 
it wae necessary. 

Our bodies are perpetually changing; they are not 
tne same to-morrow as to-day. This fact, which they 
could perceive but not explain, puzzled, the ancients: 
"To be another, yet the same I" was the astonished ex
clamation of an old philosopher. By the constant ab
sorption and deposition of matter, it has been computed 
that we undergo a total change every seven years ; and 
persons informed of this, think the effect of vaccination 
worn off, when every particle of matter that wae 
present in the body at the time of the operation is de
parted. The life pt inciple is entirely forgotten in thit 
estimate; impressions made on it are indelible ; every 
partiele of mntter it directs to be removed, is replaced 
hv an exactly simi:nr particle; thus a depression in the 
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•kin, or mark of any kind, often remains for life. When 
perfectly vaccinated, the system is forever surely guard
ed against the attacks of small-pox; but when an' 
doubt exists relative to the former effect, it is well to 
repeat the operation. 

#you must not be surprised to find doctors ·often disa
greeing with this explanation ; for there are as many sect1 
in medicine as in theology. Many of them, perhaps a 
majority, consider the human body a vast chemica! Ia• 
boratory, imd scoff at the notion of a life power. Some 
of these affirm, and others deny, the existence of an im
mortal soul, by which last, when allowed to remain, 
those who believe in it solve all the living problemt 
:~hemistry cannot explain. 

Since the days of Hippocrates, or rather his aneestol 
Esculapius, there has always been a church of faithful 
priests of nature, who closely observed her laws and 
obeyed her dictates. One after another of these baa 
added his quota to the general amount of information, 
till, being fully prepared for generalizing, the gre,JWJrin· 
ciples of health and disease have been established, which 
no doubt will continue in force till this mortal puts on 
immortality. These true physicians are known under 
the name of VITALISTS, or observers of life. 

Our opponents, when they talk of uncertainty and 
c-..onfusion, but proclaim the chaos existing in their owa 
minds, on which the spirit of truth bad never mond • 
eorreet disorder, and impart life and light. 

u• 
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PREVISION, 

UoCToa. The patient. while under the inftuenr..e of 
mscination, will, in some cases, often materially assist 
the treatment by prescribin~ remedies for himself, his 
instinctive faculties undergoing remarkable develop 
ments. 

This power has been named PREVISION; but I think it 
is susceptible of a two-fold distinction-that which re 
lates to the organism, and by perceiving " a series of 
organic movements, consequent one upon the other,• and 
thence foretelling results; and that which is probably thl3 
communication of a superior being, in attendance upon 
us, and whose revelations are made only for special 
purposes. 

We will name the first organic, and the second 
reoealed, prevision. 

LADY. This organic prevision seems to me nothing 
more than a development of the vis medicatrix nature. 

DocToa. It certainly resembles it in many particu· 
Iars, and the fact of its being possessed by the lower 
animals to a considerable extent favors your view. 

Bruce tells us that the African Arabs secure them
ae.vea from the mortal consequences attending the bite 
of serpents, by chewing a particular root, and washing 
themselves with an infusion of certain plants in water; 
he gives a particular account of several of these plants, 
tome of which seem only capr.ble of acting against tqe 
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power of the serpent ; others, only against that of tht 
scorpion; and a third sort, against both ; and aU wil 
operate both as an antidote and preventive. Vargus 
throws considerable light on the manner in which the 
Arabs acquired the knowledge of the11e plants; he was 
a gentleman residing at Santa Fe, (S. A.,) who was 
a(;customed to venture into the open fields and seize the 
largest and most venomous serpents, from whose bite 
he was perfectly protected by drinking a small portion 
of the juice of the quaco-withy, and inserting some in 
punctures made in his hands, breast, and feet. Thfl 
name of the plant is derived from the Indian term for 
the serpent hawk, who was observed, before attacking 
poisonous serpents, to suck its juice, which, when tried 
for the same purpose by mankind, proved equally effi 
cacious. 

An old writer long since remarked that no fact ap
peared better attested, in the history of human know· 
ledge, than that of a proficiency in the art of practical 
physic, fiu beyond the scope of their other attainments 1 

forming a curious but unfailing trait in the character of 
savages. Now, whether that proficiency was attained 
b) observations made on the instincts of the lower 
antmals, or the result of their own organic prevision in 
a fascinated state, it is hard to discover; perhaps it was 
compounded of both. 

The apes of Abyssinia are reported to have, by trial• 
un themselves, first exhibited to men the laxative pro-. 
perties of the cassza fistula. A dog having had some 
sheep's blood injected into his veins, was observed to 
immediately oegin eating grass ; and this was consid· 
erea by the transfusers ·sufficient evidence that the na· 
ture of each animal resided in the blood, and that the 
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dog wou.:l in future partake of the qualities of the 
1heep. A gross error ; the org.1nic prevision of the 
dog warned him that to prcduce vomitiug was to ob
tain relief from the pain caused by his cruel tormentors, 
hence his conduct; for he is commonly observed, when 
•ick, to eat a quantity of prickly grass, an expedien1 
that seldom fails to answer the purposes of an emetic. 

LADY. I was on'ce called, while in the country, to 
witness something of this kind. It was a toad fighting 
with a large spider; every time the toad was bitten, it 
ran off, and, having eaten some plantain leaves, would 
~eturn to the fight. A person present. while the frog 
was trying to reach the plantain, covered it up ; he 
swelled up immediately, and died in consequence. 

I am aware that hogs, aft~r being kept for some time 
without salt, refuse food, and greedily devour ashes or 
cinders in great quantities. Some time ago, I met with 
tlD anecdote of a gentleman who, when sick, never used 
medicine; giving, as reason, the example of a monkey 
in his possession, that, if ill, would abstain from food 
a few days, when he was always sure to recover health 
and spirits. 

DocToR. But that the fascinated patients of the Egyp
tian temples remembered their visions, I should have 
alassed such cases in organic prevision : as an instance 
of the latter faculty, I will quote a case from the report 
of the commission of the Royal Academy of Medicine, 
tnd vouched for by them. 

" Pierre Cazot, twenty yean of age, a working batter, bom of aa 
eJ•ileptic mother, bas been subject, from teo yean of age, to attackl al 
epilepey, which have recurred five or aix times a week up to the time 
when he entered the Hopital de Ia Ch"ritc, in the early part of the 
month of August, 1827, He was at once magnetized by M. Foiaaac, wu 
_.eel in tl!e magnetic llieef st the third llittin1. &Qd became eomnauabG 
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ID at tbe tenth, which took place on the 19th of Angu1t. It wu 011 

dlllt day, at nine o'clock in the morning, that be announced, that on tbe 
- day, at four o'clock in the afternoon, be should have an attack of 
eptlepsy; but that it might be prevented, if be was magnetized a littl• 
oef'ore that period. The verification of bia prediction was preferred
eel, therefore, no precaution wBB taken to prevent the paroxysm; we 
contented ouraelvee with observing him, without hia having any suspicion 
that we were doing eo. At one o'clock. be WBB seized with a violent 
headache ;-at three be wae obliged to go to bed,-and at four o'clock 
preciaely the paroxysm attacked him, and IBBted about five minute.. 
Two days afterwards, Cazot being in somnambulism, M. Fouquier sud 
denly thrust a pin, of an inch long, between the thumb and the forefin· 
ger of the right band ; with the same pin, he also pierced the lobe of the 
ear ;-and the eyelids being separated, the white of the eye itself wu 
repeatedly struck with the bead of the pin without OCCaAioning the 
emal!Nt indication of aeneibility. 

"The commioeion met at the Hopital de Ia Charite on the 24th of August, 
at nine in the morning, in order to observe the experiments which M. 
Fauquier, one of its members, proposed continuing upon this in.valid. 

"At this aeance, M. Fouquier took hi• station about eix feet in front of 
Cazot: be looked at him firmly-made use of no passes with the bands,
observed the most perfect silence, and Cazot was B&leep in eight minutea. 
At three difl'erent times, a bottle of ammonia wae held under his nose
-be countenance became flushed-the breathing quickened, but he did 
tot awaken. M. Fouql4ier thrust a pin an inch long into the fore-arm; 
J\erwards, another pin was thn1at to the depth of two lines, obliquely 
mder the cheat ;-a third WBB similarly inserted into the pit of the ato
aacb; and a fourth WBB throat perpendicularly into the sole of the foot. 
M. Gueraent pinched him in the fore-arm so severely 88 to leave a bruiae 
IIBrk ;-and M. ltard leaned the· whole weight of his body upon hie 
.high. 

"We endeavored to tickle him by lightly puaing a little piece rA 
paper under the noae, upon the lipe, upon the eyebrows, the eyelaeha., 
the neck, and the soles of the feet-but nothing could awaken him. We 
then urged him with questiona. • How many more attacka will yoa 
have f' • Doring a year.' • Do you know whether these attaoka will be 
near to each other f' • No.' • Will you have one this month f' • I 1ball 
have a fit on Monday the 27th, at twenty minutes before three o'clock. 
'Wi.l it be a strong one 7' • It will not be half so strong Ill the lBBt.' • Oa 
what otlwr d&:f will you have an attack T' After an expre~~~~ion of impe
liienoe, be an•wered,-' A fortnight hence, that is to my, on the 7th ol 
September.' ' At what hour f' 'At ten minutes before six in the morning.' 

"The illn01111 of one of his children obliged Cazot to leave Ia Charitll 
• that very day, the 24th of August. But it waa agreed that he lboald 
l'ltllrl on Monday the 27th, early in tlut morning, in order that abe II 
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which be bad declared to be impending in the afternooa >f that day, • 
twenty minutes before three, might be accurately observed 

" The eteward, ljaving refused to take him in woen be presented him 
eelf for admittance, Cazot repaired to the bouse of M. l'oi888C in order tc 
complain of tbia refusal. M. Foi888c, as be afterwards told us; preferred 
diesipating this attack by magnetism, to being a solitary witnese to the 
occurrence,--and consequently we were unable to establish the exacti
tude of this prevision. But it still remained for ua to observe the parox 
,.m which be had announced for the 7th of September. M. Fauquier 
having caused Cazot to re-enter the hospital on the 6th, nuder the pre
lllxt of paying him some attentiona, which be could not pay out of that 
eatabliahmeut, had him magnetized in the course of the day of the 6th 
by M. Foiasac, who put him to sleep by the simple act of his will, and 
by steadfastly looking at him. In this aleep, Cazot repeated, that the next 
day he should bav" an attack at ten miRutea before six in the morning, 
and that it might be prevented if be waa magnetized a little before. At 
a signal agreed upon, and given by M. Fouquier, M. Foisaac, of wboee 
presence Cazot waa ignorant, awakened him in the same way aa be bad 
put him to aleep, by the sole act of his will, notwithstanding the qua. 
tiona which were addressed to the somnambulist, and which had no 
other object than to conceal from him the moment in which he ought to 
waken. 

" In order to be witnesses of this second attack, the commiasion met 
on the 7th of September, at a quarter before six in the morning, in tiM 
ward St. Michel, at Ia Cbaritll. There they were informed, that thct 
evening before, at eight o'clock, Cazot had been seized with headache, 
which had tormented him all night,-tbat this pain bad occaaioned the 
eenaation of beating in hie bead, and that he bad had some darting sen.., 
tiona in his ears. Ten mint&te1 before li:l: o'clock we witneased the Apileptio 
attack, characterized by contraction and stiffness of the limbs,-by the 
repeated and forcible toseing of the bead backwards,-by the convullive 
closing of the eyelids,-by the retraction of the globe of the eye toward• 
the roof of the orbit,-by eighs,-by acreams,-by insensibility to severe 
pinching,-and by the biting of the tongue betwet>n the teeth. This eet 
of eymptoma laated for about five minutes, during which, he bad two 
remission• of some aeconde each, and then a painful relaxation of the 
limbs, and aenee of general exhaustion. 

''On the lOth of September, at ten o'clock at night, the commillllioa 
met again at the house of M. ltard, in order to continue ita inquiriee 
upon Cazot: the latter waa in the library, where conveNatinn had beea 
carried on with him till hnlf.past eeven, at which time M. Foi88Bc, who 
bad arrived since Cazot, and had waited in an ante· chamber separated 
from the library by two cloeed doore, ant! a distance of twelve feet, begaa 
to magnetize him. Three minutes afterward. Cazot aaid, I tlisk t4al 
,,._ N liwl, for 1 feel •1•elf OJ~tmcl allcl efl!nblltJ. At tlM 
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aplradoo of eight minutes he was completely uleep. He. wu agaJa 
queetioued, aud asanred us, that iri three weeks from that day, that ia, 
on the first ot Octobt-r he should have an epi.~ptic paroxysm at teQ 

minutes before noon. 
"h was tle•iruble to uosen·e with eqaal care, 88 on the 7th of Septelllo 

ber, the epileptic attack which he bad predicted for the let of October. 
With this view, the commission met together eo that day at balf·pul 
eleven, at the bouse of M. Georges, manufacturer of bats, No. 17, RuA 
dee Meuotriers, where Cazot lived and worked. We learned from M 
Georgns, that be was a \'Cry regular workman, whose conduct W88 ex• 
cellcnt,-and that he Wll8, both by tho simplicity of his mind, and by hit 
moral principles, absolutely incapable of lending himself to any decep 
tioo ; that he had had no attack of epilepsy since the one which the com· 
mi!!Siou bad witnessed at Ia Cbarit6 ;-that not feeling himself well thiW 
mnrnin!(, ho bad remained in his own cham her, ant! was not at work;
th~t at ibis moment. theo·e Wll.'l with him an intelligPnt man, whose vera 
city and di~~eretion might be relied upon; that this man bad not told him 
he had predicted un attack for that day ;-that it appeared that since the 
Ttb of September, M. Foissac had had some communication with Cazot, 
but without permitting the inference that he hnd in any way recalled to 
him his prediction, since, on the ·contrary, M. Foisoac sttncbed the bigbetl 
importance to the circuoustuuce, that no ono should speak to the patient 
on the subject of what he had announced. At five minutes before twelve 
M. Georges went np into a room situated imrncdiutely under that occo 
pied by Cuzot, nnd in oue minute Rfrerwar<l• he came to inform ua that 
the attack hnd supervened. \Va hastily ran to the sixth story, that ia 
MM. Gnersent, Thillaye, Marc, Gncneau de !\-fuo.y, Itard, nod the Re
porter, where. on our arrival, the watch pointed 1\t onu minute to twelve 
by the tnte time. Assembled around the bed of Cnzot, we distinguished 
the epileptic paroxysm characterized by the f.ollowing symptoms: tetanic 
etitTuess of the body and of the limbs-to§sing of the head, and occasion
ally of the trunk ol the body backwards,-& c~nvul•ive retraction, aud 
up-turuing of the eye, so that tho white of the eye only is visible,
very remarkahle fullness of the face and neck,-contraction of the jawe,
partial convulsive movements of the fibres of the mn•des of the right arm 
and fi>nHlrm ;-soon afterwards so decided a tetanic attnck, that the trunk 
nf the body was so raised as to form the segment of a circle, of which the 
only ba9es were formed by the bead and the feet; which movementa 
terminated by a sudden collapse. A few moments after this attnck, that 
i1, after one minute of relaxation, a new paroxysm, similar to the preced· 
in!( "'"'• took place; theo e WP.re ullerPd inarticulate Aouods-his respira 
tiou very frequent nnd interrupted,-the larynx being rapidly and vio 
lcntly raised ond depre88ed; and the pulse beating from 132 to 160 in r 

minnie :-there W&ll no frothing at the mJttth, nor contraction of the 
lhnloba to th11 inside l f rue paint tf tho hand. At the end of eix millntet 
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lhe paroxyem terminated by deep aigha, by relaxation or the limlM, -
opening of the eyelid.e. 

" The invalid fixed an aatooiahed look upon the peraollll preaent, and 
;.omplained of being painfully stitf, especially in the right arm. 

" Although the cornmillsiou could not doubt the veritable action pro
d~~eed by magnetism upon Cazot, even without hia knowledge, and at a 
Cc!>rt.&io distwlce from him, yet they desired to acquire a new proof of thia 
etate;-and as it bad beeu proved at the la11t l!{>ance, that M. Foiii88C had 
bad some communication with him, and therefore might have told bim 
that he had aunonuced an attack for the lat of October, the commiaaioa 
were al80 desirous, while submitting Cazot to some new tria!.J, to lead M. 
Foiii88C himself into error aa to the day on which hie epileptic should 
have announced R8 the next for tbe retotrn of tho paroxysm. By thia 
plan we should shelter ourselves from every species of connivance, even 
tll[>pnsing that a man, whom we had always seen honest and upright, 
could po!>•ihly have any secret or collusive understanding with a mao 
withottt education, without intelligence,-and that in order to deceive 
us. We will confess that we did not ourselves do this itijustice, even iu 
thought , til either the one or the other; and we feel bound to render the 
181lle tcotimony to MM. Dupotet and Chapelain, of whom we have more 
lhan once had occasion to speak to you. 

•Tho cemmi .. ion met again on the 6th of October ·at noon, in the 
:ibr"nr"y of M. Bourdnis, at which hour Cazot arrived there with his child, 
M. FoisAAc having been invited to come at half. past twelve: he wu exact 

his appointment, and remained in the aote·room, without the cogni• 
nee (,f Cazot, and without any communication with ua. We sent to 

iufot·m him, however, by a •ide door, that Cazot wu seated on a sofa, 
placed tP-n feet from the door, which was closed, and that the cornmiaaion 
requested he would magnetize, and awaken him also at that distance, be, 
M. Foissac, remaining in the ante.room, and Cazot in the library. 

" At tweuty·three minutes before o~. while Cazot was occupied with 
the conversation which we carried on among oul'liOh•es, or examining the 
pictures which adorn the library, M. Foil!88c, placed in the next room, 
begun to moguetize him: we remarked that in four minutes Cazot began 
alightly to droflp th" eyelids-that he had a restlesa unquiet air-and that 
in nine minutes he was asleep. M. Gucrscnt, who bad attended him for 
bi• epileptic attacks at the Hopitul des Eufants, Mked him if he remem• 
bered him :-be answered affirmatively. M. ltard inquired, when be 
ehoold have a paroxysm. He replied that it would be this day four 
weeks, (the 3rd of November,) at five minutes after four in the afternoon. 
He was then asked when he should have another, tu which be answered, 
after apparent reflection and hesitation, thot it wootld be five weeks aftet 
tile one which he bad just indicated-the 9th of December, at half pu1 
aloe In the morning. 

"Tbe proce1 verbti of this ~anoe having been read in the preeeoce of 
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11. Foieeao 1n order that be might sign it with ue, we wiabed, u it baa 
DeOD above relllkrked, to lead him into error: and in reading it to him 
befon. presenting it for signature tQ the members of the commieeion, the 
reponer read, that the first attack of Cazot would take place on Sunday 
the 4th of November, whereas the somnambulist bad fixed Saturday the 
lJrd. He practiaed the same deceit with regard to the eecnnd; and ltl 
Foi.ac took a memorandum of these erroneous U.dicatinna u if they had 
been exact; but having 10me days afterwanle put Cazot into IOmnambu
liam, u be was accustomed to do, in order to dispel hie headaches, be 
learned from him, that it was the 3rd and not the 4th of November, that 
he ought to have a return of the fit, and be informed M. ltard of this on 
the bt of November, believing that there bad been an error in the pro
us verbal, of which, nevertbeleu, M. Itard maintained the assumed cor
rectness. 

"Tbe commi88ion again took aH the neceeaary precautions to enable 
them to obaerve the attack of the 3rd of November ;-they met at four 
o'clock in the afternoon at the houae of M. Georges; they learned from 
bim,-from his wife,-and frum one of the work·people, that Cazot had 
gone tbrongb hie cuotomary labor all the morning, till two o'cluok in the 
kf'ternoon, and that during his dinner, he bad complained of headache; 
that nevertbeleee he bad returned to his work, but that the headachl. 
increasing, and having felt giddy, be bad retired to hia own room-boo 
gone to bed, and to sleep, MM. Bourdoia, Fouquier, and the reporte11 
preceded by M. George•, then went up etairs to Cazot'• room: M. Ge<or 
gee alone went in, and f<mnd him in a profound aleep, which be begg•d 
o( us to observe through tbe door, which was partially open to the atai~ 
41186. M. G"orgea a poke loudly to him-shook him rather rudely, pullttd 
him by the arm without awakening him. Cazot was then seized witla 
the painful eymptoma which com1&itute an attack of epilepey, and preci.INv 
1imilar to that which we bad formerly observed upon him. 

"The aecond attack announced at the sl!ance of the 6th of October, for 
the 9th of December, that is, two months beforehand. took place at half 
put nine, or a quarter of an hour later than bad been predicted, and wu 
characterized by the same precursory phenomena, aJJd by the aame 
1ymptome as tho.oe of th<• 7th of September, 1st of October, and the 3nl of 
November. 

"Lastly, on the 11th of February, 1828, Ca7..ot fixed the period of • 
new attack for the 22ud of the following April, at five minutes before 
1100n ~ and thia announcement, like the preceding oneo, was verified 
within five minutes, that ia, at tt>n minutes bef<>re twelve. This attack 
Will remarkable for ita violence, for the species of madne88 with which 
Cazot bit hie hand and fore-arm,-ftlr the \-ioleut and repeated ahock1 
with which the body was di•torted and f<,r ita having lasted thirty·fi•• 
minutes, when M. Foiuac., who wae preaent, magnetized him. VWJ 
10011, tbia convulliv' eta•.e yielded to the 1tate of magnetic lk>mflambaliP\ 

)~ 
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•aring which Cazot got not of bed, sat down upon a chair, and Aid tW 
he was very much fatig•ted ;-that be sh,nl<l have two-more attacu one 
of which should be niue weeks fr01n to-morrow (June ~!:lrd,) at three 
minutes after !ix. He would no•t fix the second atUtck. because he mua& 
think of what wmtlcl take place hef .. rehand . (at thi• morn•!llt he sent away 
his wife, who wa.• preS<•nt.) and a.Iol•"l, that in about three weeks after 
the attack nf the 23nl of June, h" •h .. ui.I go mad; that his madness would 
la.•t three <h_vs, dotring which ht· should be so mischi.-vous, that he should 
attack every h<Kiy ;-that he sho11lrl even ill-treat his '" ife uoul his child ; 
that he ought not to be left alone with them ;-aucl tl111t he <lid not know 
that he sho11ltl not kill an iwlivirlot<~l withunt intending it. It would be 
necessary to bleed him from both feet; 'th en.' said he , • l•hn/1 b~ IIJell for 
tlu ""'"'" of A.~tg11st ; nnd onee crued, the di.torrler will not relura, tDhtll· 
~o~r eircum1llZnrcs mag hnppen to m~ a.fl ent'ards.' 

"It Wlll' on tl1" 22nrl of April. that all these pre,·i•ions were announced 
to n•, aud two rlays ufterwarols. the 24th. Camt wishing to stop a run
away borw which haJ got the hit hetween his teeth, was violently thrown 
down a!!ain<t the wh.,d of a cahri•>let, wh ich occasioned a fracture of the 
left •npra-orhitmy rid ge. awl hrui•e•l him horribly. He was conveyed to 
the Hopital llt!anjon, wher" he rli"d on the 13th of May. On inspecting 
the body, and opening the head, there were found trace• of recent mem-
1 oran'"'" inflarnmati•m.-pnrulent collections under the integuments of the 
, kull. an• I Itt the extrPmity of the choroid p!t•xus, a subst;mce externally 
'thite, hut ycllowi•h interwtlly, and which containl'tl some small hydatida. 

"We see in this history a young man. subjc>ct fi>r yt•a!'!l to attacks of 
, pilep•y, fc•r which he had been treated succcssi,·ely al the Hopital det 
l:ufants, anol at Saint {,r)uis, nnd in conseqou~nce of which be had been 
'xernptc•l fr,,m military service. Magucti;m acted upnn him, although 
\Je wa .. tt perfectly iguurant of what \\·a8 going on,-nwl he heeame som
tlllmhuli•t. Tlo" •ymptom!i of his di...,rder were ameliomterl; the par• 
oxysms dnnini,hc>d in frt•<pteucy;-bis beatlachc•, his oppression disapo 
pcared under tho influence of magnetism ;-he prescribed for himself a 
treatment appropriate to the nature of his malady, and from which he 
prorniseJ his re•tnradon. Ma~rlt·tized lt!ilhout hi• knnft'lr tlf!f, nud from a 
:li•lnnct, he fell into 110mnamhnlism, and wa• aroused frum it with the 
ame promptitotde, W! if lu' had heen magnetized close at hand. Finally, 
he indicatcJ with extraor•linary preci•ion. one nr two months beforehand, 
the Jay nnd the honr of the return of the epil<'ptic attock. Yet MttDitl 
tlarcdintr he tM< tluu ~n./olt'ed roilh prrtriaion for altru-kr al 10 greal a dia 
lance of time. an-i tt•r.n .for attack• r.hirh u-ould nrver take plotce, h<' di!l 
fiOt fnr~•.<el', if11rl in lrrn dtllf• he •hmtf.i mrr-t 1citk a (aflll ncriflrnt. 

,;Witlount attempting tn. recoowile all wloid1 at flr•t oi!!ht i• apparently 
contradictory in sudt a hi•tory. the commission would dra\V your atteo 
eion to the (act thnt the prevision• ,,f C11zot rrlale<l only to hu aUaclra;
tbat the1are reducible to the knowledge nf organic modificatio~ IQ h'-
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181( which were preparing, and which would arrive aa the ~~~ 
~t of the i1tterior jtl.etiotu; that theee previaions, although of greater 
extent, are really precisely similar to those of certain other epileptics, wbe 
recognize by divers premonitory symptoms, such as headache, giddineu, · 
irritability, the aura epileplica, that they shall soon have an attack. Is i1 
then surprising, that these aomnambuliota, whose eerlABtions, ae yon have 
-u, are extremely acute, should be able to foresee their attacks a 10118 
time. previoUBly, according to some symptoms, or interior impre&&iona, 
which eecape the notice of wakin~ men f It is in this way, gentlemen, 
that we may understand the prevision attested by Areta!us in two part1 
ofbia immortal worko,-by Sauvages, who also records oneumple,-and 
by Cabania. Let us also add, that the previsign of Cazot, was not abso
lute, and unalterable, but conditional; since in predicting an attack, be 
announced that it would not take place, if be was magnetized, and that 
in point of fact, it did not take place :-the prevision is roltollg orgllflic, 
wllollg irtterior. Thus we easily understand, why he did not foresee an 
event t11lwllg e.:r:ttrior,-that is to say, that aocident led him to meet a run• 
away borae,-that he was imprudent enough to try to stop him, and that 
be recei•ed a mortal injury. Thus be might foresee 811 attack which waa 
not to happen. It is the hanu of a "·atcb, which in a given time, ought 
to pus over a certain portion of ita facial circle, and which doea not de
ICI'ibe that portion, because the watch is broken." 

Cases of revealed prevision are quite as common u 
those of organic, and have been known a much longer 
Qeriod. Socrates presented a remarkablt> instance of 
•his kind. He informed his disciples that he possessed 
a genius, who told him future events and directed his 
conduct, and whom he never failed to obey. He often 
warned his friends (by the advice he told them of his 
genius,) against certain courses of action, and, in every 
case where they refused to profit by his counsel, dis:ts· 
trous results followed. 

He predicted all the events of any importance in hi1 
own life, and lastly, his ~enth and its mode. After sen• 
tence was passed on him, .his enemies waited but the 
return of a ship to put it into execution. The night be· 
fore the vessel was expected in, his disciples were 
grieving bittetiy to think that before another evening 
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the philosopher would be taken from them ; he informea 
the sorrowful group around him that the ship had bee• 
injured at sea, and would not return for three days; and 
!he event happened as he predicted. 

Cazotte's famous prediction was verified, even to tht 
-ninutcst point, in the history of the French revolutiou. 
Newnham takes it from La Harpe ; you cannot fail to oe 
intensely interested in its perusal-its truth is undoubted. 

"It appears but as yesterday, and yet, nevertheless. it wu at the begin· 
Ding of the year 1788. We were dining with one of onr brethren at the 
Academy-a man of considerable wealth and genine. The company wu 
ownerone and diversified-courtiers, lawyers, academicians, etc., and, 
IICCOrdiog to custom, there had been a magnificent dinner. At d-11, 
the wio. of Malvoitio and Constantia added to the gayety of the gna.te 
that eon of liberty which it sometimes forgetful of bon ton :-we had 
arrived in the world, just at that time when anything waa permitted that 
would rai8e a laugh. Chamfort had read to us some of bit impious and 
libertine tala., and even the great ladies had listened without baving 
reeolll'll8 to their fane. From thia Bl"fl88 a deluge of jests against religion. 
One quoted a tirade from the Puelk; another recalled the pbiloeophio 
lme. of Diderot-

• D deo boyau: dla dcmler prttre, 
Serrez le coa da deraier rol'-

for the sake of applauding them. A third roae, and, holding bit glBM ia 
hia band, exclaimed: • Ye1, gentkr~~e11,I am <11 nre tltat there i1 110 Gotl, 
"' I- 61<re thai Homer il a fool;' and, in truth, be waa aa sure of the 
ooe aa of the other. The conve1'118tion became more serious; much ad· 
DJiretion waa expreaaed on the revolution which Voltaire bad effected, 
and it waa agreed that it waa his first claim to the reputation he enjoyed. 
lie bad given the prevailing tone to bit age, and bad been read in tht 
ante-chamber aa well aa in the drawing·room. One of the guesta told oa, 
while bursting with laughter, that his bairdre~ser, while powderiAg bi1 
llair, bad eaid to him: • Do y(JW ob1er11e, lir, tkal althovgl I am bvt 
,-w .Uerabl<! barber, I lt:J.,e "" 1110re religion thma a111 other 1' \V 
ooncluded that the revolo1tion mu~t soon be comummated; that it wllf 
iadiapenaable that euperatitton and fanatici•m should give place to philoa 
opby, and we began to calculate the probability of the period when thia 
lhould be, ami which of the pr<'sent company •hould live to see the rnp 
tJf retumt. The oldest complained that th"y <'ould scarcely flatter thelll' 
~elvca witt. the hope; the younger rejoiced that they might entertabl 
.. \'8')' prlbahle expectation; and they congratulated the o\cad_, 
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lllp8Cially for bmug prepared this 6f'NI -ri, aod for bl.viDI beera the 
peat rallyiug point, the centre, and the priQle mover ul the Ubeny ., 
thought. , 

" One only of the gueeta had not taken part in all the joyoum- of tbie 
convenation, and bad even gently and cheerfully checked oar ~ 
enthuaium. This wu Cazotte, an amiable and original man, but unhap
pily infatuated with the reveries of the illuminati. He •poke, and with 
tbe ma.t .arioua tone. • Gentlemen,' said he, ' be satiafied ; you will aU 
- thia great and sublime revolution, which yoo .a much desire. Yo11 
know that I am a little inclined to prophesy; I repeat, yoo will 1e0 it.' 
He- &118Wered by the comml'n rejoiuder: • 0... uetl• be 11 e~ 
Ill ue14Gl.' • Be it .a; but perha~ ooe mu.t be a little more than con
juror for what remains for me to tell you. Do yoo know what will h. 
the CODIO<JUence of this revolution-what will be the conaequence to all 
or yoo, and what will be the immediate reeolt-the well-eetabli.hed 
eftect-·dle thoroughly-recognized conaequeuce to all or you who are 
here preeent f' • Ah !' eaid Condorcet, with hi,!' in.alent and balf.eupo 
preeeed emile, ' lei u. h~ philoeopher ie not .arry to eneounter a 
prophet.' • You, Monsieur de Condorcet-you will yield up yoar lae& 
orealh on the floor of a dungeon; you will die from poieon, which yoo 
will have taken, in onler to eecape from execution-from poieon which 
lu ltaptliu11 of that time will oblige you to carry about your pereon.' 

" At first. utonishment wu moet marked ; bot it wu eoou recollect.'ld 
that the good Cazotte i.o liable to dreaming, though apparently wid 
awake, ~nd a hearty laugh ie the con.aquence. • Monsieur C1110tte, the 
relation which you give us ie not .a agreeable u your Diable Amonreux,• 
! a novel of Cazotte's.) 

"• But what diable hu pot into your bead thi.o prieon, and tbi.o poQ 
lllld the.a executioners 1 Whllt can all tbeee have in common with phi
J0110phy and the reign or rea.an t •This ie exactly what I say to yon; it 
le in the name of pbiloeophy-of humanity-of liberty ; it is under the 
reign of reaeon that it will happen to you thu. to end your career; and it 
will indeed be tl&e reign of retUo~a, for then abe will have her templN, 
and indeed, at that time, there will be no other templee in France than 
the templee or reason.' 'By my truth,' said Chamfort, with a earcutic 
1111ile, • JOfl will not be ene of the prieeta of tho.a templee.' • I do not 
bope it; but you, Monsieur de Chamrort, who will be one, and mo.& 
worthy to be so, you will open your veins with twenty-two cote or a 
razor, and yet you will not die till .ame montbe afterward.' TheJ 
looked at each other, and laughed again. • You, Moneieur Vicq d'Aair 
JOD wil not open your own vei111, but yon will can.a yoW'IIelf to 1M 
bled •ix timea in one day, during a paroxysm of the gout, m ordet 
tn make more sure of your end, and you will die in the night. Yoa 
Koomeur de Nicolai, you will die upon the ecaffold ; you, Monaiear Bailly 
-. the -trold; you, Mollllieur de 1\taleeherbee, on ~,. ~.tfold! • All 
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Ood be thanked,' exclaimed &ueber, ' it aeema tbl.t lloo.elear llu 1111 
eye bot for the .dctuk .. y; or it be lw jllllt made a terrible execution, aoi 
, thank bea¥en •.•• • .' • You! you also will die upon the acalfold.' 
Ob, what an admirable guesser,' W811 uttered ou all sides; 'he bas swol1l 

.o exterminate ua all.' • No, it is not I who ha,·e sworn it.' 'B11t aball 
we, then, be conquered by tho Turks or the Tartars t Yet again ••• ' 
• Not at all; I have ah·e.Wy told you, yo11 will tbeu be governed only by 
phi\010pby-only by reason. Tk~y who will thus treat you will be aU 
philosophers-will always have upon their lips the self-aame ph~ 
which yo11 have been putting forth for the IBit hour-will repeot all your 
maxims-ami will quote, 88 you ha¥e done, tho verses of Diderut, and 
l'rom La Pucelle.' They then whispered among themselves: 'You aee 
that he is gone mad;' for be preserved, all this time, the most serious and 
solemn manner. ' Do yo11 not see that he is joking, and yo11 know that, 
in the character of his jokes, there is always much of the marvello111.' 
'YeA,' replied Chamfort, 'but hi• marvello111neu is not cheerful; it ea
von too much of the gibbet; and when will all this happen I' ' Six 
fe81'8 will not p1188 over, before all that I have aaid to you ahall be 
•ccompliebed.' 

" • Here are some 811toniehing miracles (and, this time, it W811 I my~~elf 
who apoke), but you have not iocl11ded llle in your list.' 'B11t you 
•ill be there, 811 an equally extraordinary miracle; you will then be a 
Christian.' 

" V ebement exclamations on all aide-. • A h.' replied Cham fort, • I am 
comforted; if toe shall perish only wbeil La Harpe shall be a Christian, 
we are immortal.' 

" 'AI for that,' then observed Madame la Docbel8e de Grammont, 
' we women, we are happy to be coooted for nothing in theae revolu
tions: when I say fi•r nothing, it is not that we do not always mix Otll'o 

selves up with them a little; but it is 11 received moxim that they take 
no notice of us, and of our sex.' ' Your sex, ladies, will not protect yoa 
this time; and you had far better meddle with nothing, for you will be 
treated eutirely 811 men, without any difference whatever.' 'But what, 
then, are you really telling us of. Monsieur Cazotte? You are preaching 
to us the end of the world.' • I know nothing on this subject; bot wbaa 
[ do know is, that you, Madame Ia Duche880, will be conducted to abe 
tcalfold. you and many other ladies with you, in the cart of the ex~ 
tioner, and with your hands tied behind your backs.' ' Ah! I hor
that, in that caae, I shall at len•t have a carriage hung in black.' 'No, 
madame; higher ladies than yourself will go, lilu yo11, in the comruoo 
~ar, with their banda tied behind them.' • Higher ladies! what! the 
princeuee of the blood• • • Still more exalted peraouage>~.' Here a 
!18usible emotion pervaded the wbote company, and the coootenance of 
the boat was dark and 1 )Werin0; they began to feel that tte joke W1ll 
er,r"""' too eeriou. · · · · · 
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'•Madame de Grammont. in order to dissipate the cloud, took no notice 
efthe reply, and contented herself with saying in a careless tone: 'Y011 
~<~II tlat le all not learJe me n>eJt a conje11or! • No, madame, you d 
not have one-neither you, nor any one beside:;. The last victim to 
whom this favor will be afforded will be . • • .' He stof'ped for a 
moment. • Well! who then will be the happy mortal to whom thia 
prerogRtivo will be given?' ' 'Tis the only one which he will baTe 
tben retained-and that will be the king of France.' 

"The muter of the bouse rose hastily, and every one with him. He 
walked up to M. Cnzotte, and athlres•ed him with a tone of deep emo
tion: • My dear Monsieur Cazotte, this mournful joke has lasted long 
eoough. You cart-y it too far-even so far as to tlel"tlgate from the aoci• 
ety in which you are, and from your own character.' Cazotte answered 
llllt a word, nnd was prepal"ing to ),•ave, when Madame de Grammont, 
who always sought to dis:;ipato "·rious thought. and to restore the Ia.& 
sayety of the party, approached him, ~~aying: • Monsieur the prophet, 
"bo bas foretold us of our good fortune, you have told uo nothing of your 
own.' lie remained •ilent for some time, with tluwuca.t eyes. ' Mad· 
une, have you ever road the siege of Jcru•ale111 ;,, .Josephus/' 'Yes! 
who has not read that! But answer as if I had 1wver read it.' ' Well 
hen, madame, durinp the siege, a man, for oeven days in succe.,.ion, 

went round the ramparts of the city, in sight of the besie0ers and b&o 
aieged, crying unt·eaaingly, with an ominous and thundering voice: Wo 
lo JeM<&akm!-and the se,·enth time he cried: Wo to Jeru . .alem- to 
•y•df! And at that moment an enormous stuuo projected from one of. 
lhe machines of the besieging army, and •truck him and destroyed him: ' 

Joan of Arc's case will appropriately follow that of 
Cazotte; it is also a matter of history, and may be 
relied on without the slightest hesitation. Like Socrates, 
she openly professed herself under the guidance of a 
familiar genius, whom she called St. Michael. She at 
length fell into the power of the English, by whom she 
was (as might be expected from the ignorance of the 
~e), regarded as a witch; they tried her as a heretic 
and sorceress by a~ ecclesiastical tribunal, and after 
condemr.ation, burnt her at Rouen. I will take the ae> 

count from N~wnham: 

"On tbe 12th of February. 14~8. on which ilie di888troaa battle ~ 
,.,..vray-Saint·Peni' was fought, Joa!1 <aid toM. Rohert de Baudricourt 
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Go.ernor o( Vaueouleura, that tbe king bad &Ufl'erecl greet 1-beft.l'(i 
Orleans, and would experience farther Joe~ea unleu abe were -~ to 
bim. The e:uctitude of thia IUlllouncement determinoo Baadrioollrt to 
~end her. 

"The next day, on her departure, many persona asked JOIUI bow lbe 
::ouJd pouibly undertake thia journey, since the whole country wu over
run with enldiers ; abe answered that she should find the way clear. No 
ll«ident happened to her, nor to those who accompanied her, aod evea 
very ftlw difficultitl8 during the whole journey, which luted eleYen daya, 
through an enemy's country, at the close of winter, over a diatance of ooe 
hundred and fifty leagues, and intersected by several deep rivera. 

"On the 27th of February, when abe was about to be presented to the 
king, a man on horseback, wb<> saw her passing, employed eome blu
phemoua expresainna. Joan beard him, and, turning her bead, aaid, • Ha, 
dost thou blaspheme the name of God, and yet so near to death f' In 
about an hour afterwards, this man (.,!!into the water and was drowned. 

"The following month, Joan infonned the doctors, who were eomaU. 
11iooed to examine her at Poictiera,-

" 1. That the English would be beaten; that they would raiae the 
teige uf Orleans ; and that thia city would be delivered !'rom the aaid 
Enghah; t 

"2. That the king would be consecrated at Rheima; 
" 3. That the city of Paris would be restored to ita loyalty 1 
"4. That the Duke of Orleana would return from England. 
"The king, in co~cil, having determined to send Joan to Orlea~~~, 

they commissioned her to conduct a convoy of provisiona, of which the 
J•lace stood in the greatest need." "It wuobserved to her, that it would 
Joe a difficult enterprise, considering ita fortifications, and the Engliah beo 
ricgen, who were strong and powerful. • By the help of my God,' an· 
1wered she, • we will pot them into Orleans easily, and without any 
attempt to prevent ua un the part of the F.ngliah.'" 

"The g"nerals of Charles VII .. not daring to take the route which 
Joan of Arc pointed out to them, the convoy was obliged to halt at some 
lea,auea from Orleans, from the WIIJ\t of water, and from adverse winda. 
Everybody was confounded and in grief; but Juan announced tb3t the 
wind would Moon change, and that the provisions would be easily thrown 
iuto the town, in spite of the English; all which was completely verified. 

"The English retained one of the heralds whom Joan bad aeot to 
aummon them to surrender;-they even wi~hed to bum him alivl' :-.ad 
they wrote to the university of Paris to Cctl!lll!t upon the subject: Joa11 
•ured them. that they would do him no harm. 

"\Vheo Joan appeared on the redoubt called the boulevard de Ia 
Belle-Cro.•ix. to summnn th<'m to rai..- t),., •i,.ge, thf'se loaded her witb 
tbu~~e, e1peciully one ,,f tit•· .,ffi,.,.,.,. tu wh"m Joan replied, that • he spoke 
&ab•l1 a11d in ~pit.e u th··rn Hll, t\i'')' w••ultls•lCD dep~~.rt; but t4at ll 
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..U - - U, and that many of bia people woald be killed. Jn fact 
when the fort of Toumellee was taken this ofBcer wished to make bit 
IIK&pol by the bridge which eeparated the fort &om the euburbe; bat an 
arch gaTe way beneath hie feet, and he, with all his men, were drowned. 

" Ha-ring introduced the convoy of proviaiona and ammunition inte 
Orleana, Joan foretold to the inhabitants, that in five days not an Englillb 
man would remain before their walla. 

"On the 6th of May, Joan informed her confeaaor, that on the neJt 
day 1he •hould be wounded above the bosom, while before the fort at the 
eod of the bridge. And in fact abe received a lance between the neclr 
and the shoulder, which paued out nearly half a foot behind the neck. 

"On the morning of the 7th, her boat having invitod her to partake of 
JOllie fiab which had been brought him, abe desired him to keep it till 
night, beca01e llhe would then bring him a stranger who would do hil 
part in eating it. She added, that after having taking the Tournellee, abe 
would repeee the bridge-. promiee which aeemed impolllrible to any 
body; bat which nevertbeleaa wu fulfilled, like all the other impoaaibili
tiee. 

" The irreeolution of the king wu the greateet pnniabment to Joan:
• I abaU only continue for a year, and a Tery little more,' Mid abe; 11 
mnat try to employ ;bat year well.' 

" The Dncbelll8 d' Alen~n waa greatly alarmed, on eeeing her husband 
at the bead of the army;wbich was about to enforce the coronation of 
the king, at Rbeima. Joan told her to fear nothing-that ~be would 
bring him back aafe and aonnd, and in a better oondition than be wae at 
that moment. 

"At the attack of Jargean, the Doc d'Alen~on wae attentively recon
noitering the oatworka of the town, when Joan told him to remove &om 
the apot on which be wae standing, or that be would be killed by eeme 
warlike mi11ile. The duke removed, and almoet immediately &nerwarda, 
• gentleman of Anjra, by the name of M. de Lade, waastrnck in the 'f8r1 
plac:e which the duke bad jnat left. 

" The Engliah generals, Talbot, Searles, and Falata!F, having anived, 
with four tho018Dd men, to the relief of the Caetle of Beaagenie, in order 
to raiee the siege of ihat place, Joan predicted that the" Engmh would 
not defend themaelvea-wonld be conquered, and that this trinmpb 
would be almost bloodle11 on the part of the royal army; and that there 
would be •ery Je-not quite to aay ao 01te-killed of the French com
batants. In troth, they lost bat OM ""'"• and &1moat all the Englilll 
were killed or tllken. 

"J0811 bad told the king not to fear any want of troopa for the expedi· 
.... a to Bheime, for that there would be plenty of paraone, and many 
wonld follow him; in troth, the army increaeed visibly from day to day 
ID'i ll1Uilbered twelve tho018nd men by the end of Jane, 1429. 

• Whea the lliD)" had armed before Troyee, that oity ebut i.. pill 
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md refulled to yield. .Uter five days waiting, and uselc!ll efforta orca~ 
!arion, the majo1rity or the council advised to return to Gien; but JoQ 
declared that in leN than tht·ee days· she would introduce the king iDll 
the city, by favor or by force. The chancellor aaid that they would eve• 
wait six days, if they could be sure of the truth of her promises. 'Doutl 
nothing,' enid she-' you will be master of the city to-mMToWt.' Imme
diately preparations were made for the prujooted assault, which sc 
alarmed the inhahitants anti their garri;ou, thnt they capitulated next d11y 

" Charles feared that the city of Rheims would oppo~e a long rt'8ist. 
ance to his arms, and that it wuuld be difficult to make himself. master 
of it, becauae be was deficient in artillery. ' Have no doubt,' oaid Joafl . 
'for the (".itizens of tho town of Rhcims will anticipate you. Before you 
are close to the city, the inhahi.,mts will surrender.' On the 16th of .Tilly, 
the principal inhahitunl.il of the city laid ilil keys nt the feet of the king. 

" During her capti,·ity, Joan made the following predictions, on the 
lint of March. 1·130. in the presence of fifty-nine witue"e~. whose names 
are given f:tithfully by ~1. le Bruu de Charmetles:-• Befim.• seven yean 
are pn•t, the Eu~li .<h will nhand"u a larger prize than they ha,·e done be
fore Orlean•. and will lose everythin:: in France. They will experience 
the severest loss they have ever felt in France; and this will be by a 
great victory which God will bestow upon the t'rench.' 

"Paris was actually retaken by the French, under the command of the 
MR1'8hal de Richcmont, nnd the Count de Dunoie, on the 14th of Apnl, 
1436. 

"As to the gre&t victory which should prove so fatal to the Engliab, M. 
le Rrun think• may l}e uJHlerstood either the battle of Tormigny, gained 
by the French in 1450. nnd whidt re~11lted in the cnnq11cst of ;\onnandy 
or the battle of Ca>tillon, fou11ht in H:i2 , in which the renowned Geo 
Talbot perished, aud wbi~h completed the submission of la Guienne t.: 
France. 

"In order to explain the ex pres• ion, tcillln•e er:rrything in Frmu:f, the 
lame author recalls the fitc.t, that the peorle in general restricted the tenD 
France to what had ori:,;inally comp,.•etl the immediate dominion of Hugo 
Capet and his sncceR!I<Jrs. 8l! !'Isle de France, I'Orli-annai•, le Berri, I• 
Touraine, etc. Thus Joun of .\rc, born at Domremy, at the extremity rl 
Ia Champagne, said that St. Michael had ordered her to go into France.' 

LADY. I have been reading a somewhat similar ao. 

count, belonging, I presume, to the same class, in the 
"Use of the Body in Relation to the Mind," by Moore; 
be says: 

"There ia another form of enpen<enouons vision, for the exi~ o1 
wbJcb we can IIC!U'Cely di""over ouffi~icnt reuon Wlleea tiU intimate u 
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bde'f'eloped f'acnlty, which, in another atate, may ba proP.,r to 1DIID 

roe nature and character of thia strange endowment will be bell 
e&pre-J in the lang-.111ge of one who believed himself to be poaeeSIIed 
of it. Heinrich Zacbokke, a man remarkable for the extent of his honor· 
able labon as a stateeman and an author, solenwly writes the followina 
pllSIIIlge in hia antobiogrophy: •It baa happened to me sometimee, oo 
Illy first meeting with Rtrangers, as I silently listened to their di1100urae, 
that their former life, with many trifling circnmstances therewith coo. 
nocted, or frequently aome particular scene in that life, has passed quite 
involuntanly, and, as it were, dream-like, yet perfectly distinct, before 
me. During this time I usually feel so entirely absorbed in the contem• 
plotion of the stranger's life, that at Jut I no longer see clearly the face 
of the w•known wherein I undeeiguedly read, nor distinctly bear the 
voices of the speak ere, which before aerved in some meaaure 88 a com 
aoeutnry ou the text of their features. For a long time I held such 
visions as delusions of the fancy, and the more so as they showed 111" 

even the dress and emotions of the actors, rooms, furniture, and other accea 
wries.' He was at length astonished to find his dream-pictures inva 
riably confirmed as realities, and he relates this instance 88 an uamplo 
•f his visionary gift: • One day, in the city of Waldshut, I entered an inD 
(the Vine) in company with two young students. We supped with a 
numerous company at the table d'hote, where the guests were Dlalring 
very merry with the pectliiarities of the Swiss, with Mesmer's magnet.
ilm, Lavater's physiognomy, etc. One of my companions, whose ontiooal 
pride was wounded by their mockery, begged me to make some reply, 
p!lrticnlarly to a handsome young man who sat opposite to us, and who 
bad allowed himself extrnordiuory license. This mao's life was at that 
moment presented to my mint!. I turued to him, and asked whether be 
would answer me candidly if I related to him some of the most secret 
paaaagea of his life, I knowing as little of him personally as he did of me. 
He promised, if I were correct, to admit it frankly. I then related what 
my vision hod shown me, and the whole company were made acquainted 
with the private history of the young merchant-his school years, bU 
youthful errore, and, lastly, with a fault committed in reference to the 
atrong-bo& of his principal. I described the uninhabited room with 
whitened walls, where, to the right of the brown door, on a table, stood 
o black money-box, etc. A dead silence pre,·ailed during the whole 
narrati11e, which I alone occasionally interrupted by inquiring whether I 
apoke the truth. The startled young man confirmed every particular, 
and nen, what I hod scarcely expected, the lBSt mentioned. Touched 
b1 bU candor, Iah)Oit banda with him, aud 10id no IIICftl. He il, prob 
.Wf, llillli .... 
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IOXJUJIOULJSII, · 

LADY I have been reading Dendy's Phtlosophy of 
Mystery, and have marked a number of cases which 
eeem to ·bear much resemblance to some of the st.agel 
of fascination. 

He says that ttomnambulism is the most perfect para
dox among the phenomena of sleep, as it exhibits actions 
without a consciousness of them ; indeed so complete 
is suspension of sensibility that contact, nay, intense 
inflictions, do not produce that mental consciousness 
which is calculated to excite alarm or even attention. 

He says that in London, 1833, a man was brought 
before Alderman Thorp, who had a parcel cut from hu 
arm, although he had strapped it tightly on to prevent 
this, as he was often falling asleep during his walk. 
Yet, even then, he usually took the parcels to the proper 
directions. 

The crew of a revenue boat, on the coast of Ireland, 
about two o'clock in the morning, picked up a man 
twimming In the water. He had, it appeared, left his 
house about twelve, and walked two miles over a most 
dangerous path. and had swam about one mile. After 
he was taken into the boat he could not be persuad.sd 
that he was not still in his warm bed at home. 

In 1834, Marie Pan was admitted into the hospital at 
Boldt'laux, France; her left arm and hand covere« with 
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deep and bleeding gashes, its tendons projecting, and the 
bones broken. She had, in her sleep, gone into a loft to 
cut wood with a hedging bill ; thinking she was cutting 
the wood, she . had hacked her forearm and hand until 
she fainted away and fell, bathed in her own blood. 
She had felt no pain, but merely a sensation, as if the 
pnrts were pricked with pins. 

In 1832 some fishermen near Brest; in France, were 
1nrprised at finding, at two o'clock in the morning, a 
boy about twelve years o1d, up to his waist in the sea, 
fishing for flounders, of which he drew up five or six. 
Their surprise, however, was increased to wonder 
when. on approaching him, they found -be was Jut 
asleep. He was taken home and put to bed, but wat 
.mmediately afterward attacked with a raging fever. 

In 18-, says the Augsburg Gazette, Dresden was the 
scene of a melancholy spectacle. As early as seven ir. 
the morning a female was seen walking on the roof of 
one of the loftiest houses in this city, apparently occupied 
in preparing some ornaments as a Christmas present. 
The house stood as it were alone, being much higher 
than those adjoining it, and to draw her from her 
perilous situation was impossible. Thousands of spec· 
tators had assembled in the streets. It was discovered 
to be a handsome girl, nineteen years of age, the 
daughter of a master baker, possessing a small independ. 
ence, bequeathed to her by her mother. She continued 
her terrific promenade for hours, at times sitting on the 
parapet and dressing her hair. The police came to the 
•pot, and various means of preservation were resorted 
to. In a few minutes the street was thickly strewn 
with st;aw, and beds were called for from the house, 
\Jut the hea.-tless father, influenced by the girl's 1tepo 
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mother, refused them. Nets were suspended li·om the 
balcony of the first floor, and the neighbors fastened 
eheets to their windows. All this time the poor girl 
was walking in perfect unconsciousness, sometimes 
gazing at the sky, and at others singing or talking to 
herself. Some persons succeeded in getting on the 
r-oof, but dared not approach her for fear of the conse
quences if they awoke her. Towards eleven o'clock 
she approached the very verge of the parapet, leaned 
forward and gazed upon the multitude beneath ; every 
one felt that the moment of the catastrophe had arrived. 
She rose up, however, and returned calmly to the 
window by which she had got out. When she saw 
Jtere were lights in the room, she uttered a piercing 
11hriek, which was re-echoed by thousands below, and 
fell dead into the street. 

DocToR. You have extracted all that is worth 
noticing in the Philosophy of Mystery ; for a man is 
certainly unfit to treat on physiology who believes, liko 
Dendy, that electricity is the source of life, and who, 
driven to confe.~s the fact of the existence of several casu 
of apathetic trance p1·oduced by fascination, which he 
quotes, says, "It is, I believe, quite true, that they were 
unconscious of the operation; but even this is not safe. 
Pain is given us as warning against ext1·eme tnj'ury, 
that by our complaint o1· suffering, the surgeon's mtnd 
may be on its gum·d." 

Newnham says that the phenomena of somnambulism 
t!re established and recognized by the antagonists of 
fascination. And that in fact the knowledge of som
nambulism rescues many of these nntura. phenomena 
from the alledged dominion of son:ery and of the black· 
nrt. under which they ha\'t: been classeJ l•y the ignoranl 
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· and the short-sighted, and rest.bres them to theu proper 
position as the natural effects of natural causes. 

Dendy, continually rushing into dilemmas from which 
he cannot extricate himself withont overthrowing his 
former positions, remarks." That whatever may be the 
influence imparted by tractions, the phenomena of 
ercited somnambulism are similar or precisely to thoae 
1pontaneously occurring." "In a word, mesmerism is 
true in part: it may induce catalepsy, somnambulism, 
exalted sensation, apathetic sensibility, suspended circu
lation, even death. Clairvoyance and prophecy aloM 
are the impositions as regards its effects," etc. 

In both cases the parties remember nothing whatever 
of the recurrences experienced in sleep-waking. The 
actions ofmany.natural sleep-wakers explain the origin 
of many stories of pixey and fairy, who would enter, ir 
some cases, the houses of their friends at night, and do 
up all their work for them, and in others cause rnuc·.b 
trouble, to whom they bore ill-will, by breaking their 
crockery, overturning chairs, etc. A tailor in this city 
who worked for a shop which furnished suits made to 
order at twenty-four hours notice, had taken a coat to 
finish by the next morning, under the expectation of his 
wife assisting him. Arrived at horne, his wife was ill, 
and unable to do anything to help him beyond sewing 
the sleeves. He worked steadily at his task during the 
day, but so much did his unusual efforts exhaust him, 
that despite himself he went to ~ed with a heavy heart, 
for he dreaded, with good reason, the loss of his situation 
from the disappointment of his employers. When 
roused at an early·h011f the next moming, he hastily pre
pared to resume his work, when, to his utter astonish· 
ment, he found the coat perfe~tly finished, and done too. 
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be confcauced, in a much better manner than ,t was posei 
ble for h1m to do it. Immediately J-erceiving that • 
was the deed of his guardian angel, he fell on his kneea 
.md gave thanks. He told me that it was the only way 
in which the coat could have been made; for, on 
account of his exertions the preceding day, he waa 
utterly incapable of working, and the next morning coa/4 
do /iUle more than stand. He had evidently risen in the 
night and finished the coat himself, and must have done 
this in complete darkness, for a light would have, in all. 

1 probability, (owing to a peculiar state,) awakP.ned his 
wife, and they had but one room. 

Marcus, the freedman of Pliny, dreamed that a 
barber.· sitting on his bed, had shaved him, and awoke 
well trimmed; Marcus had uncons~iously shaved him
self. Dendy mentions that early one morning, at a 
farm-house in Sussex, England, an immense number of 
foot-prints were observed by the men about J1. gate, 
which were not there over night. On their return the 
11ervant girl was relating her dream; that she was told 
the cows had got into a wrong field, and that she had 
gone out, opened the gate, and driven them back. She 
had been observed by one of the family performing her 
dream. A young gentleman at Brenstein was seen to 
rise, get out of his window on the roof, and take a 
brood of young magpies from their nest, and wrap them 
in his cloak. He then returned quietly to his bed, and 
in the morning related his dream to his two brothers. 
They had slept with him and witnessed this feat, of 
which he would not be persuaded until they showed him 
the birds in his cloak. 

Dr. Gall relates a case of a Mr. Roggenback, whc 
\nformea him, in the presence of many person'J, that 1M 
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ud beer. a somnambulist from infancy., In thia state 
his tutor had made him read, loo.k for places on the 
map, (and which he found more readily than. awake,) 
and perform many other actions, all of which he per 
formed more readily than in his waking mome1:1ts. All 
this time his eyes would be open and fixed ; he did no& 
move them in the least, but would turn his head to vary 
their direction. 

A story is credited to Professor Upham of Bowdoin 
College, relating to a farmer who rose in his sleer- went 
to his barn, and thrashed out five bushels of rye in th4 
dark, separating the grain from the straw with great 
exactness. Captain Brown, of Portland, Me., while at 
sea, became very ill and confined to his berth. Those 
on board noticed a peculiar stiffness and rigidity of his 
limbs. Though encompassed by timber, and unable to 
go on deck, he saw distinctly all that passed aroi.:.'ll 
him ; describing many vessels that passed his own, 
together with several at a great distance, at anchor; 
.1nd told all that took place on board of them. Hi' 
descriptions were confirmed in every instance where it 
was possible to make inquiry. 

The letter of Mr. John Wise, of Lancaster, Pa., will 
aptly conclude our cases of natural somnambulism :-

" From the age of teo to fifteen, it Willi almoet a nightly habit with II'.AI 

tc gel op from my bed and travel through the whole houee, nnbarring tha 
doora and walking lhrough the difFerent apartmeota with the greateet
in otter darkoeM, 10metimee unlocking the back door, and travelling into 
lbe yard and out-ho_., atoppiog at difFerent places, and examining, ap
penmdy with the nicett precision, aoch articles u happaned to fall in my 
way. 

" Yet after being awakened, not the slightest recollection remained of 
what had happaned. During aome of theee noctorna. excursions, I o.
ed a dormer win:Jow, and crawled out thence to lhe very apax of tbe 
. 90ff C'!l oqe of these occuio11•, after gettins on the top of die boule, 
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tru awakened by a alight shower of rain, and it was with diftll:ulty • 
..Ie a eafe deecent by way of the next neighbor's houae, which obliged 
•e to rouae the family in uroer to get back to my bed again. 

"The m~t singular feat, however, tba ; I performed in the somoamb11 
'ic ttate, wae a situation that I gut into, out of which I could not extricate 
1 yeelf again in a waking Ptate, neither could I, upon trial, without the 
•istance of something tu step on first, get into it again. The ruom ia 
thich I slept at this time, had in it 1111 old.fashioued cradle of double 
•ngth, made for twin babes. This was placed upon a long narrow keg, 
which stood on its ends, so that when standing alongside of it, the aidet 
of the cradle c:"me within two inches of my chin, and it waa so poised, 
that a 1light p ponderaoce either way would capsize it. Doring one of 
my nocturnal .eramhulatious in the middle of the night, by some means I 
got into tbia .adle, without the assistance of anything that would enable 
me to &tep 1 1, 1111ve 10me strange inexplicable cause. It was a cold win· 
ter night, ll!ld I became awakened while in the act of pulling books from 
III'OUnd me, which were in the cradle at tho time. After being perfectly 
awakened, it required a great deal of caution to support my centre of 
1:ravity, until I had called the 888istance of some of the family to enable 
me to get down. 

" In the somnambulic state, I am told my eyes are wide open, and 
have a glassy appearance. Altho11gh I would answer questions, and talk 
Creel! JD subjects that were indicated by my conduct, yet it wu next to 
1mpoeaible to awaken me by any other procoas than the application of cold 
water. After a more advanced age, the&e symptoms have taken adilferenl 
form. my nightly perambalatioDB being oonfined to my chamber, and they 
~~re more particularly connected with the organs of bearing and vision. 
It d0011 appear, that, like the inner vision without the aid of the external 
eye, there is also a distinct faculty of bearing, independent of the exterual 
ear. This has been experienced by pei'IIODI of my acquaintance. I hne 
frequently hastened to the place from whence aonnda appeared to come. 
GeneraUy it appears to be the calling of my name, by pei'IIOnl who&e 
voice l can recognize; but the moat frequent delusions are through the 
eye. These symptoms, from their frequency, although not fearful in them
eelvee, have been of late a source of annoyance, and tlu.'y always occur in 
a half-waking condition. The clearer and smoother the chamber in 
which I sleep, the le1111 am I annoyed with these delusiona. Of these 
11mptoma and their opemtio01, I have a tolerable distinct recollection 
11\erwarda. I generally find myself sitting up in bed, in the act of getting 
'P and moving toward• the objecta, which mostly appear to be human 
heiog., and often pei'IIOns of my acquaintance. Although this happens te 
me in a half-waking condition, still, I Jl088"118 the faculty of reaeoning 
within myself upon the oeces•ity of not minding the.., delusions, bol 
118ldom become perfectly BRtisfied uutil 1 get up and try to touch the 
tWe!:t bill inv,riably get a me on being touched hy IIQOther pel'I!Of\ 
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lftBr beiug awakened, it bas often appeared to me tllat ll conf&t W 
NeD going on betweeu the material and spiritual fuoctious." 

LADY. Is s~mnambulism ever induced by disease t 
Doc.."To&. There have been a great number of easel 

recorded by the medical protession, in which illneu 
developed the faculty, and when restored to health it 
would be lost. Many of these cases present all the phe· 
nomena of induced prevision, clairvoyance, etc.; and. 
what will seem a strange fact regarding the matter 
none ever think of doubting them, not even the most 
bitter opponents of fascination; yet speak of them in 
connection with fascination, and you will but excite their 
anger. 

We find a rase published by two French gentlemea. 
of this character. The patient predicted a detail of the 
principal events that sho11ld happen to her in the course 
of the following years,-of the maladies to which she 
would be subjected,--of the remedies which would be 
neccssary,-of the effect of these remetlics,-of the 
crisis which she would experience,-and of the precise 
~riod of her cure ; all of which were substantially cor 
atoct and accomplished. 

LADY. Do medicines ever produce symptoms similar 
~these 1 

DocToR. Quite a large number of cases produced by 
1edicinal substance, are also recorded ; the cases vary 
rom those of intew;;e mental exaltation and development 
·f the intellectual powers, to catalepsy and trance. 

Dr. O'Shaughnessy, describing the effects of Indian 
.1emp, tells us that in a lad of excellent habits, ten drope 
of the tinc!ure induced the most' amusing effects. A 
shout of laug!•ter ushered in the symptoms, and a traui· 
tion state c;,r , nt,lf,:plic rixidity, occurred for two or 
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three minutes. He enacted the part of a rajllh gtVlDg 

orders to his co Jrtiers ; he could recogni2e none of his 
fellow-3tudents or acquaintances ; all to his mind seemed 
as altered as his own condition ; he spoke of many 
years having passed since his student days; desoribed 
his teachers and friends with a piquancy a dramatist 
would envy ; detailed the ad·ventures of an imaginary 
series of years, his travels and his attainments of wealth 
and power ; he entered on discussions of religious, sci
entific, and political topics with astonishing eloquence, 
and disclosed an extent of knowledge, reading, and a 
ready apposite wit, which those who knew him best 
were altogether unprepared for. Fo.r three hours and 
upwards he maintained the character he at first assumed 
and with a degree of ease and dignity perfectly becoming 
his high assumption. 

Similar facts were. known in ancient times. The 
Thracians used to intoxicate themselves by casting the 
aeeds of certain poisonous plants into a fire made for 
the purpose, around which they sat and inspired the 
narcotic fumes. Moore says that there can be no 
doubt that the incantations of witchcraft and magic 
were generally attended with the practice of burning 
herbs of a similar kind. The ancients deemed certain 
temperaments essential to the reception of the divine 
e.Jilatus, and the melancholic was considered the most 
suitable, especially when aggravated by rigid absti· 
nence and the use of narcotics, (this exactly suits Swe
denborg, etc.) Pliny informs us that the soothsayers 
were accustomed to chew roots supposed to b'e of a 
certain species of henbane. The Hindooa employ the 
Indian hemp for the same purpose; and in SL Domingo 
Jle auppoaed prophets ".hew a plant called cohaba, that 
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.hey may be the better able to look int> the unseen 
world and perceive the shadows of coming events. 
&>phocles called the priestesses of Delphos laurel eaters. 
because they were in the habit of chewing the leaves 
of that shrub before they mounted the tripod, etc., etc. 

Townshend tells us of a sleep-waker who played 
beautifully on the flute, and was accustomed o impro
vise upon that instrument with all the musical genius 
he possessed ; but the charming strain, once uttered, 
was lost forever. One day, in sleep-waking, being 
asked to write down a composition, he instantly seized. 
music paper and a pen, and wrote down the air you 
observe on this paper. I need not mention that he wu 
utterly incapable of such a display of talents in tbe 
wakiDg state. 
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CAS£ PROM SANDBY. 

The following case of 
•.icen trom Mr. Sundby. 
I'Uthfulness and accuracy. 

diseased somnambulism it 
It is related with singulllJ' 

" It is perfectly true, that our poer friend who bas now been some 
awnths wath us, presenta one of those singular and almost incredibh 
_. of hysterical or nervous affection, which are at distant interval 
llritnewed under the dispensation of the Almighty. 

"The overthrow of the regular functions of the :1ervous system. wu 
uccasioned by the almost sudden death of her father, to whom she wu 
ID08t fondty attached, who was seized with illness, during her absence 
from him, and died in a few hours after she retumed to her home. I 
'Cannot entet into any Ion get details of the case, which has been attended 
with all tho.re varieties, which have long characterized the complaint, 
among medi.:11l men as the Protean disorder. The extraordinary powen 
communicated \0 the other •cnoe• by the temporary IU1ptn.ri0f& of OM or 
tfllo of the:~t, are 11ey01td credibility to all tho1e 11Jho do not 1Ditne11 it; and 
I really seldom enter into any of the details, because it would be but 
reasonable, that th<>~e who have not uen, should doubt tho reality of 
them. All colors ~he can distinguish with the greatest correctness by 
night or by day, whe;her presented to her on cloth, silk, muslin, wax, ot 
even glase-and this I may safely say, as eMily on any part of the bod' 
"' ..;th tM ha11d1, altho.tgh, of cottn<e, the ordinary routine of such an 
.,xhibition of power, tak.&s place with the hand~,-the other beiug that 
of mere curiosity. Her delicacy of mind, and high tone of religion• 
feeling, are such, thnt abo ltas the greatest objection to make that which 
•he regards in the light of a heavy affliction from God a matter of show 
c.r curiosity to others, although to ourselves, of course, all these unusual 
.. xtmvngancee u~nervo•ts &\lonsihility, are manifest, for at least twelve out 
:>f every twenty.four hours. She can not only read tcitk the greatell 
rapidity any writing that is legible to its, music, etc., with the mere 
pauing of her jmger• over it, whether in a dark or light room, (for bet 
•igiu is fur the most part stupended, when un.Ier the influence of tbe 
attack, or paroxysm, ahhongh she is perfectly 8tn•ible,-nay, more anJ/e 
and cleJJer tbnn in her natural state,) but within this month past, 11he hat 
been able to collect the coutents of any printing or MS., by mere!) layin(! 
her band ou the page, without irr.cing the lines or letters ;-ond I MW her 
last night ouly, declare the conle•il• of a note ju1t ~rought into the roo•, 
in thia way. (when I could not decipher it my.elf without a candle,) aud 
with a rapidity with which 1 could not have rea4 it by daylight. I hav& 
teen her develop hand· writing by the application of a note to tbe back 
cJC her htmd, neck, or foot; and she can do it at any time. There il 
nothing UNNATURAL in this, for of cuul'l!e the nervoue eUICeptibilitJ 
•x\ends all over the surtitr.e of thr hoclv. hut use and habit CliUUf' ua .. 
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limit itl power more to the fingers. Many, even medical men, ta.ke 11~ 
themaelvee to declare, that ~ are all (her medical attendants aa well) 
llllder a ·mere dehwion. We aalr. none to believe anytl:ing, if they pre
fer not to do eo, and only reply-The cue ia equally marvellous eithet 
way ;-either that thia onr poor patient ahonld be tbna afflicted, or that 
e!Jhteen or nineteen pei'IIOIIa or my family and friend&, in the daily habit 
or .eing her, should fancy abe ia for every twelve hours out of the 
twODy-four, doing at intervals, that which she ia not doing. There are 
IIIIIDY exhibitions or extravagant powers which she poasessea, tlat w tllll 
-J to110 oM: for finding it difficult to acquire credit for leseer things, we 
.to not venture on the greater. Her pot«r ce<Uu tM 1110me..: tAe Qt~Mil 
,._, o.r. A conaidenble awelling baa at times been viaible at the beck 
IJCthe bead, which baa yielded to the treatment. 

"It ia certainly a caae which would be an instructive one, in the COD• 

licleration of the physiology of the human fnme: but abe, poor thiO« I 
II moat avene to experiments being purpo86ly made on her ;-but in her 
-..y day life among ua, we baTe no lack of proof for at! we believ• and ·-· "Between the attacks, abe ia as perfectly in a natural alate, u ever abe 
- in her life. There ia but one paradoz in her state; and tlldt ia, that 
lhe can at auch times, hear -• eounda and not ollter•, thongh very much 
louder, .... and 1100 •o•• things, and not otAtr•, though pl~ before her. 
lbe could bear a tu•e t~~hi.tled, when abe could not bear a gun &red cloee 
to ber. It ia certainly the absorption or aLaence or mi01l that ~ 
111111 eeft6 to 10me things, though ~ to Dllcre, Jik,. ,..., ...._. 
-~ D11 dnw Dr. T-IIXIOIUllll f'o&o k." 
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CONTERSATION X. 

Docl'oa. We have now reviewed, with "' rap'd 
glance, the six stages, curative efFects, and natufaJ COD• 

ditions, simulating the phenomena of fascination. To 
complete our plan, I have compiled a brief history of 
the matter, which, with your permission. I will read. 

LADY. I am anxious to hear it. It certainly appeera 
strange to me that the matter should have been forgot. 
ten through the middle ages, and, until very lately, 
remain unknown. 

DoCTOR. That it was known and practised is an UD• 

doubted fact, but it was, after the Christian era, confined 
to convents ; and many a miracle at the tombs and othet 
depositories of the relics of saints, may safely be referred 
to this agency of fascination. In some instances, the 
Esculapean visions, prescriptions, etc., were repeated. 
St. Gregory, bishop of Tours, tells of the efficacy of 
pilgrimages to the tombs of saints. Says he: .. Any 
person filled with faith, coming near the tombe and 
praying, will be speedily cured of whatever illness may 
befall them. Some affirm that the sainte apJ~ear to 
them in the night (of course while sleeping on or near 
the tomb), during their dreams, and reveal tho& proper 
remedies." For any number of similar instances, see 
accounts of St. Martin, Protegene, Moses of Lysbia. 
Julianua of Edessa, St. Litard, St. Fortunatus, etc., etc. 

Leger quotea George Fabricius, who, in hit Commea 
14 
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tary I)U Poets, 1720, p. 73, says that he saw, in Padua. 
country people who were going to the church of St. 
Anthony for the purpose of obtaining salutary visions 
during their sleep. "This," says Fabricius, "exactly 
resembles the ancient pagan worship. And in truth, 
even at the present day, the . churches of saints ar«S 
resorted to, to receive the same kind of rev~lations fm 
curing disease." 

The king of France, from the time of Clovis, was th6 
royal fascinator of his day. Laurent tells us that one 
of the officers of Clovis was afflicted with scrofula ; the 
king felt much concern for him, as the resources of 
medicine had been tried in vain. He dreamed, one 
night, that if he touched the officer's neck, it would be
come well ; he arose in the morning and did so; from 
that time the power remained in his family. 

Marino Cavalli, ambassador from Venice to Frane& 
in 1546, thus describes the operation of touching for thf 
scrofula. After giving a description of the reigning 
monarch, Francis, he says : " Like all the monarchs of 
France, he has received from heaven the singular gift 
of curing the evil. Even Spaniards flock hither to 
profit by this miraculous property. The ceremony 
takes place some solemn day, like Easter, or Christmas, 
or the festivals of the Virgin; the king first confesses 
and receives the sacrament, then makes the sign of the 
cross on the sick, saying: 'The king touches, may Go~ 
cure thee!' If the sick were not restored, they woulo 
not, doubtless, flock hither so fllr ; and since the num
ber augments always, we must believe that God takes 
this meth0d to deliver the infirm, and to increase, at the 
same time, the dignity of the crown of France." The 
power, however, it seems Ollly remained with them 
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while virtuous; for the abbot of Nogent tells us thll& 
Philip the First, who at first possessed the gift when be 
ascended the throne in 1060, lost it by indulgence ·ll . 

vice. 
Many other monarchs, determined not to be outdone, 

auumed the same power, not curing scrofula alone, but 
all other diseases; in one instance it was of singulat 
benefit to one of the "Lord's anoivted." James, th.s 
exiled king of England, engaged himself as a touche. 
for s«rofula in the public hospitals of France. Fascina
tion was also useful, in some cases, to the royal opera
tors themselves: Tytler, speaking of Charles VI., tells 
us that "he once narrowly escaped being burned to 
death, and in conttequence was seized with a dreadful 
fit of frenzy. To relieve him, they sent for a magician 
from Montpellier, and he became somewhat better." 

We are told by Beniveni,a Florentine physician, that 
he ht.d a young man under his care, who was wounded 
in the chest by an arrow, which surgical skill could not 
ext.·act. After a time of great pain, this faculty of pre
vision became developed, and he told the day and hour 
when the arrow-head should issue from the wound, and 
the time of his perfect cure ; said he would go to Rome, 
die there, etc., with many other strange particulars, all 
6f which, to the astonishment of the narrator, happened 
exactly as he had predicted them. 

In the eighty-fourth page of the Life of the Queen of 
.Navarre, it tells, while lying at Metz, at the point of 
death, in consequence of a severe fever, she described 
the battle of Jamac in every minute particular; told 
the victory of her son ; his falling to the ground, death 
of the prince of Conde, and flight of the enemy; nnd 
the information was confirme. 1 the next niaht, ~!> tht 
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utonishment of her attendants, who had thought her 
delirious while giving it. 

Van Helmont tells us, that "there exists in man 1 

certain energy _which can act beyond his person, accord· 
iDg to his will or imagination, and impart virtues, and 
exercise a durable influence, even on distant objects " 

Cardanus at Naples, in 1501, performed extraordinary 
cures by fascination. He declared that nature had 
endowed him with strange faculties. He could go into 
sleep, waking at will, and in that state cure himself of 
an occasional attack of the gout, prescribe remedies. 
see at a distance, and correctly predict future events. 
For all these faculties he was imprisoned, as a sorcerer. 
llt Bologna. 

A volume might easily be filled with facts similar to 
•.he above. But it is unnecessary to recite them all; 
when once attention is awakened to the subject, enough 
can be found in our every-day reading and observation. 
Suffice it to say, that there is an uninterrupted chain of 
evidence from the earliest times to the present. I shaUJ 
briefly, then, recount a few of the most remarka'hle, 
which I will mainly extract from Dr. C. R. Hall, a bit
ter opponent of fascination, but who, despite himself, 
gives such evidence in its favor-even his own expe
rience proving it-that the perusal of his book, " The 
Rise, Progress, Mysteries," etc., etc., will convince any 
person of the reality of the subject he tries to injure, 
and also of his own silliness in endeavoring to make 
ridicule a test of truth. 

In the seventeenth century there appeared in England 
a gardener, Levret, an Irish gentleman, Valentine Great 
raks, and a Dr. Streper; and in Italy, Francisco Bag
none, etc., all of whom possessed the power of clllinJr 

., ,~. 
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dileues by touching or striking with the hand. The 
most celebrated of these. Greatrakt is represented by 
the Lord Bishop of Derry, as being a simple, unpre
tending man, and sincerely pious. The same authority . 
informs us, that not only had he 1een, among other 
cures, " dimness cleared and deafness cured by his 
.ouch, etc:, etc.; running sores of the king's evil dried 
ap; and kernels brought to a suppuration by his hand • 
grievous sores, of many months' date, in a few days 
healed ; obstructions and stGppages removed ;" but 
.. even cancerous knots in the brea11t dtl!solved." 

Gassner, in 1770, excited much attention in Germany 
and performed several miraculous cures. ID 1794, a 
Count Thun appeared at Leipsic, professing to cure 
gout, palsy, and other complaints, by the imposition of 
his hands ; he was of a weak constitution, and his suc
cess would vary. 

Mesmer was born in 1734. He was a severe stu
dent, and soon became a proficient and able physician. 
It has been truly observed ,that from time immemorial 
lhe mineral magnet was employed as a remedy in the 
cure of burns, and other injuries, but it was not until 
lhe sixteenth century, when alchemy was tn its zenith, 
that its use as a remedy for internal diseases became 
general. At this time there was the earliest specula
tions on the extensive diffusion of the magnetic principle 
which, as in our own day, was made to explain the 
motions of the planets and the Jaws of life. 

Mesmer fell into the universal error, and commenced 
treating the sick by means of magnetized rods, which 
be obtais.ed from Father Hell or Holl, a Jesuit, profee
IOr of Astronomy at Vienna. His great success aston• 
11hed himself, and ver: much chagrined the professor 
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the consequence of which was an irreconcilable quam: 
between the two. The acuteness of Mesmer soon led 
him to perceive th:1t he might dispense with the rods 
and that he could produce the same effects by merely 
drawing his own hands from above downwards in front 
of his patient. 

His success in fascination was wonderful ; for a 
great number of years nothing like it had been seen in 
Europe, and the fame of Mesmer spread rapidly. He 
left Vienna, and travelled through various towns and 
cities in Europe, met with considerable encouragement 
finally returned, and then left for Paris, where we find 
him estab1ished in 1778. D'Eslon, one of the court 
physieians, was his first convert; others soon followed, 
and the majority of the Parisians declared in his favor 
He finally surmounted the enmity of all his opponents 
and retired with a large fortune, the result of his bene· 
volent exertions, after founding a school of pupils, 
nearly all of whom became celebrated. The facts in 
his experiments were allowed by the French Academy 
of Medicine, but the idea of a fluid denied. 

The Marquis de Puseygar, one of Mesmer's pupils, 
having, in March, 1784, f.<tscinated his gardener, found 
that his patient was capable of holding a conversation 
while wrapped in induced somnambulism. He found, 
moreover, that the patient not only understood the 
words, but even the unexpressed thoughts of his mas
ter, and would answer ·with equal clearness the intended 
question while it was yet a mere sug·gestion of the 
mind, as after it had been conveyed to him in language 
This was the origin (wrongly so called) of induced 
10mnambr I ism. 

In 1778 Perkins, an Amcrir:m Rlll'geon practtsing iD 
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London, invented and obtained a patent for his "metal. 
lie tractors." The tractors were merely small piecea 
of ateel, strongly magnetized, (nothing more than a dif. 
ferent form of the magnetized rod.) They were applied 
over the affected part, and gently moved about, touch· 
ing the skin. Gout, rheumatism, toothache, and palsy, 
were a few of the diseases cured by the tractors, etc . 
Among those who publicly vouched for the truth of the 
wonderful cures performed by means of the tractors. 
were eight university professors, four being professors 
of medicine; twenty clergymen, ten being D.D.s; 
thirty-six medical men, nineteen being M. D.s. · 

To prove the error of these doctors of divinity and 
medicine, two men in Bath had precisely similar instru
ments made of wood, painted and shaped so as exactly 
to resemble the real ones. These were publicly tried 
with all due solemnity, at first upon five hospita. 
patients. Of these four were affected with chronic 
rheumatism in the ancle, knee, wrist, and hips. The 
fifth had chronic gout. All were much relieved. One 
was sure that his knee was warmer, and thought tha• 
he could walk across the room. He did so, tlwugh 1u 
had previously benl unable to stir. · The following da' 
the real metallic tractors were applied, with results pre 
cisely similar. Mr. Smith applied the wooden tract!)rt 
to a patient with rheumatism of the shoulder, so sever• 
as to prevent his raising his hand; in four minutes th, 

man wus able to l!ft his hand. In another patient tbt. 
fictitious tractors caused so much increase of sutferin@, 
!hat he would on no account submit to a repetition ol 
the operation. Had these sapient individuals but hal( 
the talent of Mesmer, they would soon hav<. discoverec! 
Lhe real scurce of action. 
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Fascination has beell known and practised to • 
greater or less extent in the United States since bl 
early part of the nineteenth centur) ; at the preaeoi 
time we have scores of lecturers traversing the country 
The people receive it rather doubtingly; they want 
10me show of reasoning to sustain what they consider 
!'xperiments against the laws of nature. To show the 
feeling I cannot do better than add an editorial from 
one of my exchanges. After describing the scene, 
performers, and examining committee, to the latter ·of 
which he belonged, he says :-

.• The first evening the lady' a eyes were bandaged so that the commit
lee were •tisfied abe C?<Jnld not aee. On Thursday night more thaa 
usual pains were taken. Adhesive plasterw were put over her eyee, and 
they did positively adhere so closely to her akin that they were with dif· 
ficolty removed. Over these, soft kid gloves were spread, over theM 
again, a handkerchief was tied, secured above and below by tape atringa. 

"It was an unusual and very aevere teat. Her eyes were, withoal 
ioubt, IN TOTAL D.t.RitNJtll-in regard to that, there ia DO poaaib}e mi. 
take; but notwithstanding all our precautions in bandaging, SR& DID 11:1:. 
She read the names of a ecore of newspapers, and some o( the smaller 
print on them-he read writing with a lead pencil-told the time by 
aumeroua watches, though aet far from the true hoar, and deecn'becl the 
watches. She alao read aeveral bank note& 

"She held the papers, etc., over her forehead, at the lower edge of' her 
nair. While engaged in her readings 1he wu nry eprightly, 111111 
evinced considerable amartne-but we have not room for f'artber 
detail. 

" In regard to this matter, we can only eay that we do not compreheod 
it. .If It be trickery, it ie splendid trickery. The jogglerw of the Eaat 
11tound you, but they prepare all the machinery-here you are allowed 
UJ prepare the aubject to your own aatisfaction. In regard to the p..., 
aumption that arise• in the mind. 1111 soon as we are convinced that abe 
cannot see with her eyes, that there ie some aeries of cunningly df!will6d 
ad secret signa by which communication• are made to the young I"'Jy, 
we have to say, that watches and paperw were given to her that DD eye 
taw but our own, and yet ehe told as usual 

••Our 1tobborn akefticiml prompts Ul to eay, that though wime.lns 
euch bewildering teeta a thoWIBDd time" we would belitve we were e 
thousand times deceived, before we WO'l d grant th11t she AW with h• 
train, up lhrougb her ekull.'' 
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LADY. I think there is evidence enough on the sub
oect of fascination to convince the most incredulous, and 
were the matter of our conversation published, no one 
would rise from its perusal without leing a thorough 
believer. 

DocToa. In advancing the various arguments, I have 
merely reviewed the substance of the conclusions that 
have convinced myself. Some curious phenomena 
~identally observed, led me to examine the matter 
closely, and the result has been. not .)nly an entire con
viction of its truth, but an equal conviction that that 
truth may be made so plain as to appeal to the common 
1ense of all. 

My knowledge of the subject has gi~en me a : iue ta 
unravel much of the history of superstition in thi1 
world. I have found fascination to be a most terrible . 
agent of imposture in all ages, as we have before seen 
Jehovah punished its practice among the Jews with 
death; that is, its practice as regarded the production 
of spiritual clairvoyance for purposes of divination : in 
other respects it was extensively known and practised 
u a curative agent. Witness the case of David, etc. 

In our own day, Robert Cochrans, Joseph Smiths, 
Swedenborgs, etc., etc., are in turn gaining hosts of fol
lowers, and all through ignorance on this subjecL 
Fascination, however, will most assuredly crush them. 
and so well is this fact known, that, perceiving its 
onwatd progress, many of them are even now endeav. 
oring to wrest its phenomena to support their own 
views. Professor Bush says that the "Clairvoyance 
of Swedenborg was not induced by human agency." 
Granted. "That: unlike the magnetic seers, who are 
D a state of internal, but not at the same time of ezm 
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Jtal consciousness, Swedenborg was in both at once 
H11 prerogatit-e was the opening of a SPIRITUAl. 1igltt 
whi, h left him still in the enjoyment of !tis N A TUJlAI. 

1igkt. Hence he could know and distinctly describe i2 
his state of external consciousness, what he saw with 
his spiritual eyes, and could know with pe1 feet accp. 
racy, free from all illusion, what was going on around 
him in the natural world, at the same time tnat he per
ceived what was transpiring in the spiritual world; and 
so perfectly was he in the possession of external con
sciousness while in the exercise of his spiritual per
ceptions, that on one occasion, when moving in a 
funeral procession, he was actually engaged in con
versation with the spirit of the person whose body he 
was following to the grave." 

If such be the case, and Swedenborg's supernatural 
claims rest on the fact of his seeing and holding com
munication with both worlds at once, then must a sin
gle well-authenticated fact, like that of the boy who 
possessed a similar power mentioned some pages back. 
overthrow all such claims, or indefinitely extend them; 
and this, too, without considering that Swcdenborg'11 
revelations were a natural sequence to his former philo
sophical speculations, and but confirmed them. How• 
ever, as my object in these conversations was more to 
suggest thought than enter into detail, we will now end 
them. 

LAnv. Will you be kind enough to give me some 
directions with regard to the best manner of fasoi
nating 1 As you think ladie~ 'is well as gentlemen can 
practistl it, 1 would like to be able if ever called upon. 

DocToR. With pleasure ; an.:l I do it the m\lre readil' 
teeause I know your motives in such cases wou· d bo 
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proper ones. It is certainly one of the mvst rcmarka. 
ble facts in the whole matter, that the moral feeling• 
exercise an extraordinary influence. Philippe the Firs& 
of France has urJt been the only one who lost the 
power by ill conduct; for the evil disposed often 
become curbed and shorn of their strength in a sur· 
prising manner. 

Both patient and operator should be comfortably 
seated,.so that neither will experience uneasiness in con· 
sequence of position. The seat of the operatoc should 
be htgher than that of the patient-the apartment 
neither too hot nor too cold, and as few witnesses as 
possible, but one person always present. Never begin 
the process if agitated, but wait until perfectly calm and 
self-collected. When all is ready, seat yourself oppo 
aite the patient, inclining sideways, and taking his hand• 
so that the inside of the thumbs of each press against 
lhe other, the hands resting on a knee of each; keep 
them in that position a few minutes, until an equal 
warmth is felt, gazing, after the first minute, steadily, 
1ut not with an effort, into his eyes. Still gazing, 
release his hands, and unite your own with the palma 
touching each other; then separate them to the right 
and left transversely, (remembering that while commu· 
nicating the influence, the hands, when passing from the 
patient, must always have the back turned to him, and 
the ~verse when taking him out of the state,) raise them 
to the head, let them rest on it a few moments, slowly 
carry them down the side and lower part of the head to 
the shoulders ; allow them to rest a few moments there 
also, and then gradually pass down the aJms to the end 
of the fingers which should be resting on the knees; al' 
.his time only the extremity of your own fingers should 
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:OUch, and tha very gently ; at the end of ea..:h pasa 
slightly shake your fingers, as if to throw something 
from them. You had better contilue the passes, as a 
general rule, until the eyes of the patient close. Then 
allow your hands to rest two or three minutes on the 
head, and keeping your fingers in a crooked position, so 
as to directly point to but not touch the parts you 
traverse, pass slowly over the eyes and chest to the 
stomach, where the \humbs had better remain about 
twice as long as they did on the head, the fingers rest
ing on the sides; thence carry them down to thv hips, 
knees, and feet. Do this a few times, and then confine 
your passes to the arms and body, without the head. 

The sitting may continue from half an hour to two 
hours ; but forty minutes I have found a good average 
time. Of course, it depends, in a great measure, on the 
tmpressibility of the patient, and the degree of relief 
given. When it is desirous to terminate it, make two 
or three passes from the knees to the feet ; then several 
transverse passes before the face and chest in a brisll 
manner. 

Make up your mind, beforehand, not to be alarmed at 
any strange and unexpected symptoms that present 
themselves during the operation ; and whatever doea 
occur, keep perfectly cool, and betray no agitatioD of 
manner; if you let any signs of alarm escape you, your 
patient is almost certain to go off into convulsions. 
Mrs. W. came into my house, one day, in extreme pain, 
vising from a wrist that had bee~. twice sprained ; at 
times her agony was dreadful. od opiates, etc., entirely 
faded to relieve her. A few passes down the arm and 
wrist gave ease, and finallj, by continuing the precess 
\he pain ceased: at the end ..<Lf twenty-four hours : L re 
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tumed •. and the same results followed the operation 
The third ti ne, I proposed putting her to sleep ; after a 
while her eyes closed ; she made a violent effort to 
open them, and, failing, became much frightened, and 
a cold perspiration broke out over her. I instantly 
reversed the passes; but it was some time, after awa· 
king, before she became calm. She was afterward 
courageous enough, went to sleep without trouble, and 
became finally cured. 

One of the first cases upon whom I ever operated 
was a Miss L. After a lapse of some ten minutes, she 
declared herself incapable of breathing, and I could nol 
discern the pulse at the wrist. Her agitation became 
extreme ; she said death would surely ensue, and wished 
her cousin, who was present, to call her mother. The 
cousin, equally with herself, was frightened; so much 
so, mdeed, that she was incapable of_ obeying her re. 
quest.. though making great efforts to do so, seeming 
like a person with the nightmare. Though dreadfuJJy 
agitated, I continued the passes, directing them alto
gether from tht. knees to the feet, and making some in 
in a iransverse direction over the chest. She soon 
breathed and the heart beat ; but, ere both actions were 
regulariy established, she was insensible. I have rarely 
seen a person more benefited by the effects of fascination. 

When you can be guided to the seat of pain, keep 
your fingers over the spot, and make the passes in that 
direction. Toothache, headache, sore-throat, rheumaf.. 
ism, etc., will vanish under such manipulation, often 
with a rapidity that equally astonishes the operator and 
the patient. 

In operating, husband your strength as much as pol• 

sibJe use no nore exertion than just enough t~ tv• 
16 
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the requisite motion to the hands and arms. You will 
lose enough by imparting the nervous fluid, without UU· 

necessarily increasing the debility. This is a common 
61Ult with young fascinators. 

If the operator succeeds in giving relief from pain. 
ht: has produced the only phenomena he ought to ex· 
pect. Do not allow the skepticism of those about you 
to rashly involve you in the mazes of experimenting on 
your patients. Point the unbeliever to the results; if 
he attributes them to imagination or anything else, 
tlon't dispute the matter-let him have his own way, 
without your interference. Have patience-bide )'OUI 

· time-and your turn will come, and, when it does, will 
richly recompense the delay, and satisfy your curiosity 
Sv great are the marvels, that our minds must be grad 
nally prepared to receive them, or we could not bea 
the communication with safety. 

Newnham remarks, that the most important and fun 
liamental characteristic of a good operator is, on hi" 
part, the possession of sound thought and firm will ; hn 
must not employ his processes in a thoughtless or care 
less nmnner, or the} will be unsuccessful ; but he must 
really throw his mind into the duty-must be attentive 
to what he is about-must wish to do good-not allow· 
ing himself to wander into distant or discrepant scene~ 
but concentrating his will upon the object before him. 
He should be free from impertinent curiosity--a capital 
moral blemish in ordinary life, but still more so iD 
magnetic pursuits-because the good of the patient is 
forgotten, the attention of the operator distracted, nnd 
fixed upon any object rather than his patient's health 
in such cases, no satisfactory results can be expected 

Deleuze speaks of a that may be employ~d 
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w th great ad v anlage iJL local paini ; this is. to place a 
piece of lmen several times folded, or a fragment ot 
woollen or cotton cloth upon the suffering part; apply 
the mouth above it and breathe through it; it excites a 

. lively sensation of heat, and the breath, which. it 
charged with the nervous fluid, introduces it into tho 
eystem. Then expel the pain by passes. 

Somnambulism (says Deleuze) demonstrates the two
fold existence of the external and internal man in a 
aingle individual. It offers a direct proof of the spiritu
ality of the soul, and an answer to all objections made 
against its immortality. It makes evident the truth, 
lmown to the ancient sages, that man is an intelligence, 
1erved by organs. Never seek to produce it; but when 
It comes naturally, profit by it as much as possible. It 
is dangerous to try to produce this state by directing 
passes to the head; make them equally over the body. 
[f nature is disposed . to this crisis, the fluid will. of 
itself, be carried to the brain, and the tendency be man
'fested by the extreme tranquility of the patient. Then1 

after passing your fingers, five or six times, at a short 
distance before his eyes, ask him whether he sleepa, 
and if he answers in the affirmative, you may ask him 
regarding the treatment. Don't press questions, if he 
mows no disposition to speak: let him alone-it is of 
no consequence; it is not your i>bject to render him a 
eleep-waker, but to cure him. If such a state wer~ 
necessary, it would spontaneously develop itself. 

IN coNcL :JsiON, I WOULD REMARK, THA1' THE ONLY 

OBJECT OF TilE OPERATOR SHOULD BE TO CURE HIS PA· 

riEN r; THIS CANNO'r. RE TOO STRONGLY INKISTED UPOJf, 

TRY NO EXPERIMES1'S; WAIT PATIENTLTt AND FOLL01t 

f8Z TEACHINGS OF NATURE. 
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APPENDIX. 

"ID October, 1842, on my way to the aynod of Gen_,. I -' ltl. 
~gbt at the bonae of Mr. Hall, at Byron. In the evening l oaW w 

llev. Mr. Childa. On entering the room, I found hiaaon, an intellig.
boy aged ten yean, thea in a cataleptic fit, aitting in hia fatber'a ~ 
and hia f86t in warm water. 

" ID a few momenta be recovered. He frequently had Croua three to 
tis fita a day-had received the helot medical attendance in the region; 
waa no better-daily worae. He bad !oat entirely the powor of apeech, 
for several daya. Great fears were felt that he would never recover 
There waa a sore place on the back corner of bia bead, and on the spine, 
occaaioned by a fall, some montba previoos. When the fita paaeed otJ 
be became hungry, and not at all drowsy; and. during the interval a~ 
peared preternaturally bright, and engaged in aporia with companione, M 

1111181. 
" .\fter I had conversed a few minutes, I aaid, • I would have him 

magnetized;' to which bia father replied. • I don't believe in it at all,' 
1111d the mother added, • If you'll put- to sleep, I'll believe, 1111d DOt 

without.' I replied, • I would try it: it may do good, and can do DO 

bann.' During tbia conversation, I made a few p811881 in front of tbe 
child, cbiefty with one band, and without any particular concentration o( 
the mind or will, and mostly with my fllCC toward the mother. ID 1-
tban a minute the father said, • He ia in another fit I llio, be isn't, I de
clare : I believe be ia aaleep.' Much eurpriaed, (for I had never IDIII 
netized one,) I mid, • It eurely caonot be what I have dooe; but if 10 I 
can awaken him.' Then, with a few revereod paaaee, be awoke. • Well, 
thia ia atrange,' aaid I; • bot I can put him aaleep again, if it ia real.' I 
then aeriooaly repeated the paaaea, with both banda, for one or lW:) 

minute&, 1111d placed him in the J>erCect meemerie aleep. I then fixed IDJ 
.yec on a lady on the oppollite aide of the room, the boy not yet banos 
apoken for three daya, and said, • Henry, what do you eee l' in a fnll, 
tlecided voice. He replied, • Azobab.' I then looked his mother in tbe 
l'ace, saying, • \Vhat do you eee f' He gave a name unknown to me • 
I looked to biw father, who rl'plit'<l , • It i• her raqidta IID'IIe.' I thC'n took 
noegar in to my fliOIIth, om) Mill, ' \Vhnt ! ' ' J'ittegar,' apeak 
•fill witb !VCIII l;lrtneas, muoy CO!ItOrtlolll 
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~ tbe (ace The mother DOW whispered to ODe of the cllildren, Wbe 
!ef\ her -t, aud I said, 'Henry, what is abe going forf' 'Sugar, aud I 
love it,' he aaawered. She went to the cloaet, aud brought the eui(V. I 
put eome ioto my mouth, which seemed to give him the IBme pleuure • 
it I bad pot it in his own. I then said, ' What kind of tugar is itt 
' MDICOndo.' • What is ita color f' • Well, lir, a kind of light brown.' 
A amall gl&M jar, with a large cork, waa now placed in my baud, wh• 
Immediately I obee"ed the olfactory ne"ee aft"ected, and the miUIClet 
about the note contracted at the eame moment. I said to the girl, • Wh8l 
Ia itT' to which the boy aaawered, • Hartshorn.' • How do you lmowf' 
•1 ameli it.' I myeelf neither knew nor amelt. I then took out the cork 
IJlCi applied it to my own note, when he ioatently placed hi• fingera oa 
that part of the noee next the forehead, aud aid, • I feel it bere,'-ju& 
where I myeelf experienced the burning tenaation. 

" During all these experiments he tat on his father'• knee, with bll 
bead down on his breut, and reclining againet his fether. 

" I now uked him, • What is the matter with you f' • My bnin lr 
eore.' • Wbere1' 'At the bottom of it.' 'Where it joioa the apinal 
marrow,' (-tltll/4 obW.falal) •Yee.' •Whatoccuioneditf' •Ifel, 
&om the great beam in the barn.' His mother here uked him, • Why 
did you not tell 01 before f' • I feared you would not let me play thero.' 
• Cau Doct. A- core yon I' • No.' • Why not?' 'He. don't kno"' 
auything about it,' ('·ery decidedly.) • Can Doct. C--f' • No.' 
'Why1' • He don't undentaod it.' 'Will the medicine you now 11.,. 
do you good f' • No' • Of what ia it compoaed' • There is turl'entiu.w 
In it.' • Doee the Ductor give it yon for tape-worm f' • Yes.' Han 
you auy f' • No.' 'Would yon like to walk 1' • Yea.' 'Well, wallt.' 
He arote promptly, atepped between the chain, and laid, •Well, air, 
where ahaU I go f' • From the wall to the door, aud back.' This 1.. 
did, avoiding every obstruction; and, at my direction, returned and eat 
agaio with his father. I now, without notice to auy one, placed my fiA· 
fier on the organ of Benevolence, thinking at the moment it· performed 
th' ofBce of Veneration, and said, • Would you like to pray l' With 101114 

4ghtn-, he said • No.' Some qoeetiona were uked, by his mother and 
myself, about the Bible, eto.; but no V eoeration appeared. I then reool
lected the true office of the organ, and said, • Have yon anything in yau 
pocket 1' He took out a knife. • Give it to me for my little boy,
which he did promptly. I removed my baud. • Have yon auythint 
elee f' • I have a pencil.' • Will yon give me that for my other boy f' 
It baa no head f' • Never mind; give it-won't yon f' • I shouldn't 

like to. • Well, but you will!' • I couldn't come it!' (fllit4 ptetMt. 
~., Azubab said, • Ask him where the head of the pencil it. 
Whereiait, Henryf' •Well, air, in the parlor.' •Wberef' •On tbr 

wbldow.' A..mbah eaid, • Why, I picked it up and put it there to-Gay I 
(N, ~f lid t101 how tAU.) I then eaid 'Henry, oallJOIG pt IU 

u•. 
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He aroae, and went into the parlor in the dark. and took the bead r4 th• 
pencil-cue from the window, to the very great aurpriae of na aU. In 
deed, we were all 80 astonished, that it seemed a dream. lJunng theee 
and aubeequent proceedings, be spoke with a promptneM, boldnesa. 
and propriety, in advance of his yeal"ll, and beyond himaelf in bia natnra' 
alate; and 80 pcrfootly evident was it that he was in a 80mnambu\ic state 
daat no skeptic, I verily believe, cowltl have doubted. 

" At my request he returned to his seat. I touched Benevolence, and 
lnatantly he handed me the pendl-case. • For my boyf' •Yea, air.' l 
then silently, and without any wilhng, and with a feeling of curiosity tr. 
- and test the matter, touched Reverence. His couuten11nce at once 
INUmed a sof'tened and solemn aspect. • Henry, would you like to pray Z' 
•Vee, sir.' • You may.' He then commenced praying inaudibly. 'You 
may pray aloud.' He then prayed in a low, audible voice. On touching 
Tune, be Mng a tune, though not in the habit of singing. On touching 
Combativeness and DestructiveneS!I, he raised his clenched fist to strike 
me. He was ignorant of Phrenology, and also of my intention to to·;ch 
any particular orgnn; nor did I, in any cnse, tl'il/the acth·ity of the orgnn. 
1 now took out my watch, and holding the dial towards my~elf, ami ubove 
the line of his visiun, his eyes being closed, and his bend bowed forward, 
and my hand alw being between him and the watch, I nsked him, 
'Henry, what time is it 1' • Eight o'clock, sir,'-which wl\8 exactly th., 
time by the watch, though by the clock in the room it wns fifteen minutes 
faater. 'Henry, how long ought you to slcepf' •Well, sir, I must sleep 
two hours and five minutes.' • Will you then awake f' 'Yc•, sir.' 'Very 
well.' This I did for the purpooe of testing his knowledge of time, u 
stated by Townshend, an English clergyman, wh08e work on this aub
ject I bad read. 

"I then Mid, • Will you go with me to Mr. Hall's f' • Yes.' • Well, 
now we are there-now we are in the parlor: who io hero 7' • Mr. and 
Nn. Hall; Mr. and Mn. Bardwell.' • Who elso ?' He did not gfve 
lheir names, but intimated thnt they wero strangers. He described the 
room and position of things, all of which I found correct, on going to lhe 
boutoe shortly after. Tbeoe pei"IIOns were not in the hnhit of being there 
In the evening, but company having come in, they were all together at 
that moment. As tbia was in his own town, I did not doom it proof, and 
10 said,' Will you go to Batavia?' • Yea.' •Well, now we are tbere
aow we are at my hou~~e-now we will gn into my room: what do yoo 
_,, ' I ..._.. a large table cm•ered with black cloth, and with books and 
,-pan scnttered over it.' • How large is it f' • It is about five feet long.' 
' How m1111y bonk-e&llesT' • Three, air.' • What IOI't of a stove f' H' 
0011hl not or did not dtlacrib- Ji., for it w11• o qtteer a thing as not to be 
euily dHCribcd. Nor did I pr him, for all hi n wen bad been pe~ 
fee y cou.,ct, nad I w aufficiently bad never ecen 
...,. ab1dy; awl no other ble, (llve fee• 
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., t.aree Uld a half',) or baa left it in 10Gb cOIIfiuion u mine ,. at da 
lllO-t 

" l may here ay that, daring the whole period of bia eleep, he c.oald 
bear the qaeation1 of others pat to him, and would answer them, if I 
were willing; bat if I willed otberwi.ee, or forbade him to speak, ul 
often did, be then would auawer no one bat myself, aot even father or 
mother; nor ouald be 11..- their ouaYeration with me, nor with eacla 
other. 

"I ao•left blm for an hour, and· went back to Mr. Hall'a, giving him 
leaft to conYerse only with b!a father. On m:r retnru, I found him ba 
the laDle atate. He utterly refused to apeak to any one but bia father, 
alld told him that he abonld not have another ftt till the following &b
htb, (thia wu Monday evening,) wbicb proYed true; bat when that day 
eame, be had llll'ff!ral. 

" At nine o'clock and three minutes, holding my wafcb a beft>re, mJ 
atauding eigbt or nine feet from him, I uked the rime. He g&'fe • aiDe 
o'clock and fiye minute~.' • Look sharp,' aid I. •Obi three minutes,' 
aid be. We were now carious to see if he would awake himself at the 
two boun and five minutea, and u be did not awake when the clock ia 
the room reached that time, I said, • Henry, did you mean by my watch, 
or by the clock f' • By your watch, air.' • Very well' At the euo& 
moment be opened bia eyea and looked around, and this without any 811& 
or willing or mine; and what Will very affecting and cori'fincing, be ooaJd 
DO longer 1peak at all, aud WM unconecio01 of all that be bad afd 01' 

dooe. 
" I have said that be had no return of &te till the l'ollowing &bbath 

One day after that Sabbath, he came in to bia mother, much agitated, and 
apparently going into a &t; and making the peuee, he eolicited hia 
mother to do it,-who, merely to pacify him, paeaed her &ngen OYer him; 
and eooa be fell into the mesmeric aleep, and eacaped the fit. After th111. 
be wu 10 highly charged by bia aiater, that when abe wu in the next 
room, in the closet, be would inataudy ta»te anything abe tuted, •t wha& 
lbe ate, etc. 

"Iri ten daya I retnrued, and magnetized him again, and went thf0118b 
eeveral or the abo'fe experimentl. He alwaya, while ID the m-n. 
ltate, dedared that it benefited him, relieved all pain, and woald oare 
ldm. 

" After I left, at my enggeatioa, be WM daDy magnetized: Ida ftte left 
blm, hie voic.-e returned, the eore apote on hie head and back W8N 

temoYed, and be recovered rapidly, till tbe family conld no longer-. 
merize him. A man in tbe VIllage wu fonnd, who could and d811y did, 
dll'be appeared entirely well On omitting it be bad a fit or two, and it 
- l"ettWDed 1 and when I lut aaw the !'ather, be informed me that tb117 
eaaeldered the child cared. 

"I -1 add, I baYe Iince cared toothache ptly relleftd do dnloreu 
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.... remo• rd other pains and ewelliag8, u weB u headaclle. I - .,, 
~we'fllr, a fall belieftr in all wbioh i• afBrmed or olairroyanta--.... 
- and .h,j~.,, I belie•e. In l"'lllpeot to many weU .. uthenticated r.ote, I 
Jlfri~r alllrm nor deny. That there are many cuee uf grou de.ption 
and impoeitioa, I fUlly belieYe. On lOCh a 10bjeot, it can hardly bt 
otberwiee. Tbia, howeYer, it a reuon why men of character and intelU 
pnoe lhoold '-*IIIU it, rather than otherwile. • Bot it it deception. 
Well, then, let 01 ex~ it by a liair trial. • Bot it it the work o( die 
~eru .• How do you know f What it the ll'fideooe 1 What harm hal 
it done 1 • Oh, bad men han Died it f'or bad eode I' And what it there 
In the world that hal not been 10 Died f If' it it the work of the deru, 
daeo we are not to be ignorant of hit de'fioee, and mould make the elWIIi· 
uaion for out~'• eelf; for ignorant and bad meo will not ex~ hit de 
rioN. From experiment and obeerntion, I have no doabt tat, u a 
remedial agent, m-rilm it yet to .coamplilh mach good; and • 
-. aa ..-It from it, ezcept, like all other ble.inge, it be ablllled. 

"•n.LIAJrf H. BUCBia. 
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OEDICATIOII. 

'l1i G. C. MARCHANT, ltD. 

)Jy Dua Sta-For twenty years put I ha.-e t.a 
illtimately acquainted with you, and I enjoy the pleuU., 
teftection that we have, during that enth--e period, re
mained warm, personal friends. Fully sensible of you1 
aterling integrity and honor as a man and a distinguished 
.\merican citizen, and sensible that the science of Elec
trical Psychology will prove to be most deeply interes&.
ing to your discerning and gifted mind, and that yoa 
will love, honor, and cherish it as you do the other 
sciences of the day with which you have become famil. 
iar; and having so often and def!ply felt your friend
ship in acts of kindneSB, I claim the favor, as an ex
pression of my confidence in your goodneSB, and also in 
your medical skill, to dedicate this work to you. You 
will perceive that I have intentionally written it in a 
fanciful style, so as to make it pleasing tll readers in 
general ; and surely you, as a critic, will overlook this, 
as I have also endeavored to please the scholar by 
throwing out before him a fair and liberal apecimea 
of original thought. As such it is moet respectfall1 
iNoribecl to you bJ you sincere friend, 

~.B. DOD& 
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INTRODUCTIOlf. 

· !'Rs author reoei•ed the foUowiDg ln'ritadoa from U...uacler 
llped honorable ~tlemen, members ot the United 8ta&el 8eDate, 
1o leeture ill WUhillgton cit7, Diatrict of Columbia a 

"W .t.IHLlfGTOR", Feb. 12th, 18ti0. 
,. To Da. Do.ll8 a 

"DEAa 81a-Hning receiYed highl7 faYorable aooouta of tht 
addressee delinred b7 you, ill dill'erent eeotions of the Union, oa 
• Electrical Pe7cholou ,' a department ot ecienoe l&id to treat of 
the philoeoph7 of diaeaee, and the reciprocal action of mind and 
.aatter upon each other, we would bo gratifted it 700 would deli1'81' 
a lecture on the subject ill this cit7, at the earlieet time ooDBiateat 
with 70ar CODYeaience. With a new to the aooommod&tion of 
members of Co~ees and the oommunit7 generall7, the Hall of 
RepreeentatiYee, if it can be procured, would be a nitable piAOI 
lbr the deU'Y8J'1 of 7our dieoourae. 

" Yours, trul7, 
"Gao. W.loR"u, THo • .J. Rna. 
•.JoHR" P. B.t.u, 8.uc Bovn'Oire 
.. B. CLA.... B. s. Focma, 

D.ut. W&ltiT&L • 

To the abcrt'e Uae toUowiDg &IIIW81' wu returnee~ a 

••To the Bon. Tho . .J. Ruak, 8&m Bouaton, B. 8. foote, Geo. W . 
.Jonee, John P. B&le, B811J'7 Cla7, and Daniel Weblter. all fll 
the United 8ta&el8enate I 

.. GIUITUJU:lf I 
"ID repl7 to 7C1U'II ot Feb. 12th, I weald l'elp80ttull7 •7• thai 

I feel JD1Ielf highl7 honored to recelYe an ln'Yit&tion from ;rou, to 
lecture upon the 1lhiloaoph7 of Electrical Pll)'ohology In the United 
8t&tee CapitoL With tfiili ln'Yit&tion I oomply, aiid it a1forda me 
muoh pleuure to do 10. Owing, howeYer, ~ oircamatanoee an4 
pre'Yioua 8Dgllg8Dlenta, my earlieet and onl1 time daring m7 pree· 
ent 'riait ill ~W ~n, will bo on Saiurda,r enning, Fe)). 16t& 
I will therefore appomt that time u mOlt nitable to m7 oonYeal· 
-. Mil 0011111181108 m7lecture at h&lf.put seYen o'olook. 

• WUia ...sJmata ot bJP OCIDildaraUon, I 1m 
' .. fous, tnlY. 

•l ........ 
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INTRODUCTION. 

'fhe BCitnce of Electrical Po~ychoiogy I han taught to more thu 
• thoU&md individuals, and in all CNel I han uniformly charged 
JCUtlemen tm dollar• fl'.r tuition, and ladiesjioe. I have also made 
at a uniform practice to lay them indiscriminately under writtea 
obligations, pledging most eolemnly their aacred honor, as ladiee 
aad gentlem~n. that they would never teach it to any pereou bu& 
et rood moral character, nor, in any instance, tor a lea prioe thaa 
abon at&ted, aad that they would lay all thoee whom they taupt 
uder the erune written obli~tiona aad pledgee. But it IICI ha~ 
peu, that unprincipled indivJduala, regardlea or their pledgee ot 
.-cred honor, have, in numerona iutaneea, nolated them, Ulll 
t&nght, or at least pretended to teach, this eoienoe to othera tor lllf/ 
prioe they could obtain. There are; howe•er, maay honorable a· 
ceptiona to thia course of conduct among my atudentl, aad I • 
proud to bear this testimony to their taitlitulneu. 

The aubetance of the first :rmrE of these LEClVllE• wu d.U.. 
ered, by request, in WMhington city,laat Febrnar,y, aad immedl. 
ately published. The eale of the work has exceed"ed my expeata. 
tiona, and, in this Fourth Edition, I han fully ren&led the IMIGI'It, 
10 that tho reader, by the faithful perqeal of my Lectures XL .... 
XII., will be ns well qualified to experiment 18 those unprincip.d 
preteaden, above not1ced, who go about 18 teaohera. They han 
even made their pupils believe, that nothing wu nee~ til 
&hem to know only the nn-oe or gripe to get a communil:atiorl -.1 
oo apeak in a p01iti'De manner and full tone of eoice to tM M
jut! But you will perceive, on readi~ this work, that they han 
DOt taught you the A, B, C of t.hia 101ence. Ita philoeophy hu 
108t me eenn yean of intenle study, and ii can not be renaled 
In a moment, not taught but by a workman. Honor and Jaatioe, 
under all thoee oiroumstaneee, require me to J;IUblillh the mode ot 
experimenting, 10 that tboee who ahl'll teacll tt hereafter, will be 
eom~lled to etudy and prepare thto~D~el•ea for the work, u quali· 
led 1n1tructon, beoanae eomething more &haD the ucan, W1W111 
~ XI. renala, will now be required. 

I ...... 
• ..,You, a.,&-.,_ ....... 
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BLE<n'RICAL PSYCHOLOOI. 

LECTURE 1 

LADu• .um GJniTLBK&ll' : 

I RAVE received an invitation from several Dlli'UI 

IRIIBEU of the United States Senate, to deliver a 
Lecture on the Science of Electrical Psychology-the 
philosophy of disease-the connecting link between 
rMM and matter-their reciprocal action upon each 
other, and the grand operations of nature that thit 
Boience may involve. In compliance with this invit&
tioo, I now stand before you for this purpose, and will 
endeavor faithfully to discharge my duty. In order to 
do my nbject justice, I shall be under the necessity of 
making a very liberal draft on your time and patience. 
Sensible that I stand here by the invitation of those 
distinguished orators, statesmen, and generals, whose 
eloque!l.ce, in defence of LIBERTY, has been felt by 
thrones-whose wisdom has given laws that are re. 
tpeOted b1 all nations on eanh, and make milliou ef 
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16 &L&CTBlCAL PSYCHOLOGY. 

freemen happy-and whose heroism hu breasted the 
battle storm in defence of human righte-it may weD 
be expected that I should, in t10me measure at least, 
feel the emba.rra88ment that the occasion itself must 
D&turally inspire. 

As the Creator of the universe has endowed maa 
with reason, and assigned him a noble and intelligent 
rank in the scale of intellectual and moral being-e.nd 
u he hu commanded him to use this faeulty-i!O I 
may with justice remark, that he who catanot reuon is 
a fool ; he who dare not reason,. is a coward ; he who 

. 1Dill not reason, is a bigot ; but he who ccm and tl4n 
reuon, is a MAN. 

The realms of nature lie open in boundless prospect 
above, beneath, and around us. As inhabitants of 
this globe, we occupy but a small spot-the centre, as 
it were, of the immense universe that swarms with a 
countless variety of animated beings, and contains end
less sources of mental and moral delights. Order, 
harmony, and beauty are so perfectly woven together 
and blended throughout NATu:u:, as to form the mag
nificent ROBE she wears, and with which she not only 
charms and even dazzles the eyes of the beholder, but 
conceals tho overwhelming power and majesty of her 
PE:asoN. As she moves, the most grand and awful 
impressions mnrk her footsteps on the globe's surface 
:>r centre-in air or ocean. She smiles in th" gentle. 
Aeea of the calm, and frowna in the fury of the storm. 
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But whether silence reigns, earthquakes rumble, or 
thunders roll, she keeps her mighty course unafFected 
by the revolutions of ages. 

At the same time that there is confessedly something 
most grand in the operations of nature, and even while 
the most gifted minds are reveling with delight amids& 
her magnificence, and feasting upon her splendors, 
there is still something humiliating in the th~ught, tha& 
incomprehensibility continues to hold its dark and sul
len empire over the causes of many of her most sub
lime manifestations. For a period of twice three 
thousand years, she has copcealed beneath the shadow 
of her hand, not only the cause of worlds rolling m 
their ceaseless course through the illimitable fields of 
Jp&ce, but also the rise and fall of vegetation, and the 
phenomena of life and death • 

.Man is intellectually a progressive being. Though 
confined to a narrow circumference of space, and 
chained to thi.S earth, which is but a small part of the 
unbounded universe, yet as his mind wears the stamp 
:f original greatness, he is nevertheless capable of ex
lending his researches far beyond the boundaries of 
this globe. His mind is capable of a ceaseless devel
opment of its powers. From the faint glimmering& of 
infantile reason, he passes on to that intellectual 
atrength and grandeur when he can take a survey of 
the planets, the dimensions of the sun, trace the comes 
iD ita ern.tio COQrSe, analyze the worb of God, and 
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18 J.LECTaiCAL PSYCBOLOGYe 

comprehend the vast tnd complicated orerations ot b!a 
own mind. How sublime is the contemplation, th&t he 
can invade the territory of other worlds, bring the~: 
within field-view of the ken of his teleso:ope, and see 
them play their aerial gambols under the superintend. 
ence of attraction and repulsion. 

But before I proceed any farther, it becomes neces
sary that I clearly state the subject of my preaen& 
coarse of Lectures, so that.we may enter upon it under
standingly, and, if possible, with a clear conception of 
its nature and importance to the human race. The 
subject, upon which I am entering, is t~ to which I 
have given the name of Electrical Psychology, as the 
one which is, in my estimation, the most appropriate. 
PsYCHOLOGY is a compound of two Greek words, viz., 
pmche, which means aoul, and logot, which mean~ 
word, discourse, or wisdom. Hence by PsYCHOLOGY 
we are to understand the SciEBCE OJ' THE SovL. 
And as all impressions are made upon the soul through 
the medium of electricity, as the only agent by which 
it holds cOmmunication with the external world, so yoa 
readily perceive not only the propriety but the entire 
aptitude of the name ELECTRICAL PsYCHOLOGY. 

Twenty years ago, I discovered electricity to be tha 
connecting link between mind and inert matter, and on 
&his discovery the philosophy of the present acienoe il 
bued. Ever since 1880, I have contended, that eJeo. 
RioitJ ia not onl1 the connecting link between 1110 
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and iMrl MATTEa, but is the grand agent omplo,·ed b1 
tho Creator to move and govern the universe. These 
riews, in opposition to the doctrine of inherent attrac
tion in matter, I advocated in Taunton, Ma88~husetts, 
in two Lectures I delivered before the Lycx.um in 1882. 
The substance of these is embodied in six Lectures I 
delivered at tlie MARLBORO CHAPEL, in Boston, Anu
ary 1848, by request of members of both branches of 
&he Massachusetts Legislature then in session in that 
city ; and they have been most extensively published in 
this country, and repuMishcd in England. In that 
work they are applied to the philosophy of Mesmerism. 
I make these remarks eo that ladies and gentlemen 
present on this occasion may know, that my views of 
the ELECTRICAL THEORY of the universe, and the CON• 
ncnNG LnrK between mind and inert matter, are not 
the breathings of a momentary impulse, but of long 
and matured deliberation. 

Electrical Psychology takes a most extensive range, 
and embraces a field rich in variety of thought. It is 
10 startling to human credulity, that ita truth cannot 
be believed, only by passing it through the ordeal of 
the eevereet scrutiny by oft-repeated experiments. A. 
k> tile character and force of these experiments, I can
not better express them than in the following editorial 
aotice from the" Saratoga Republican." 

The editor of the Saratoga Republican having re
.md a la~r froDl the Hon. Richard D. Davie, for. 
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me1-ly a member of Congress, in relation to this ecie~ 
writes as follows : 

"Dr. Dod.s, who professes to have discovered a new 
science, to which he applies tho name of Electrical 
Psychology, is at present giving a series of remarka
ble experiments, in our village, by way of 1llustrating 
ita truth and undoubted reality. By it he professes to 
be able to perform the moet startling and cunning ex .. 
periments, upon persons iully awake, and in the most 
perfect possession of all their faculties. Controlling 
their motions-standing up, they find it impossible t,c, 

sit down ; if in a sitting posture, tRey are unable to 
rise till the operator allows thP.m to do so. He claims 
to have the power to take away the powers of hearing, 
speech, sight, and the memory, etc., whenever he 
pleases, and to return again these faculties instantly; 
that he can change the personal identity of certain 
individuals, making them imagine for the time being 
that they are persons of color, that they belong to the 
opposite sex, or that they are some renowned general, 
orator, statesman, or what-not. He professes to be 
able to change the. appearance and taste of water in 
rapid succession to that of lemonade, honey, vinegar, 
molasses, wormwood, coffee, milk, brandy ; the latter 
producing all the intoxicating effects of alcohol. He 
brings before his subjects the threatening thunder
cloud. They see the lightnings flash anrl hear the 
\hunders roll ; the storm bursts over their heads, and 
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they flee to a plaee of shelter, under a table, bah~, 

or any thing that offers protection. All this while the 

individuals experimented upon are perfectly awake and 
in possession of their reasoning faculties. 

" We are well aware, that the first impresSlon upon 
the mind of the reader will be, that all this is absurd, 

ridiculous, and utterly impossible. This would be the 
natural conclusion of every one who had never wit. 
nessed any of these surprising phenomena; but the 
reality of all this is mamtained by some of the most; 
respectable and talented men in the country. w,_ 
have permission to refer to several individuals of tho 
highest standing and character, who are believers ill 
this science, and have been pupils of Dr. Dods. We 
have before us a letter written by Hon. RrcBABD D. 
DAVIa, from which we make the following extract. 

Mr. Davis says : 
"The science which Dr. Duds teaches, is to my mini! 

alike novel, instructive, and useful-full of speculation 
flt for the loftiest intellect, and replete with rich in

structions for every condition of human life. So far 

as I am able to judge, I can safely say, that no person 
of ordinary capacity and intelligence can take the usual 

course of lessons from the doctor, who will not at its end 
sincerely acknowledge himself more than tenfold repaid 
for its cost of time, trouble, and expense ; and the mort 
the ability and information of the individual may be, 
the more ready will be the ackn4lwledgment. I am tn 
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willing to express more than half the grat~fication ani 

iDStruction which I . have received, and if my recom
:aendation can prevail with any one to become his pu

pil, it is most cheerfully and earnestly given." 
WhM I have now read in your hearing, will give you 

110111e idea of the nature of the experiments, and also 
what claims Electrical Psychology has, in the opinion 
of distinguished men, in relation to its pretensions to . 
aoience and usefulness. But there is no question, that 
1edies and gentlemen, after admitting that these exper
imebts are truly wonderful, and to them incomprehens
ible, will yet ask, of what use are they to the humau 
race 1 The great usefulness and transcendent impon 
anee of this science to the hlliD&Il race consist in it 
nrauve powers over those diseases that medicine can 
net remove. As facts come home to men's bosoms, 
and rebuke the skeptic in a voice of thunder, so I can
DOt give a better answer to the question, nor render you 
a better service, than to read a few extracts from the 
city papers of Auburn, New York, where I last lectur
ed and experimented. It is as follows : 

"HIUM BosTwicK, Esq., so long and so well known 

in this city [Auburn] and cov.nty, during more than two 
fear& before he saw Dr. Dods, did not take a natural 
nep. For a year and a half last past, could only 
alowly drag his feet along, as though they were attached 

to wooden legs, and, at that, did not attempt to dt'll 
Wmselt about the aneeta. Besides an attack 1ut 
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epting (which was the fifth stroke of palsy he hac1 1'8· 

oeived), he could not even distinguish light from dar~
ness, with his righ~ eye. In a word, he waa dead w 
happiness and usefulness. He met Dr. Dods, and iD 
lees than a week he waa taking walks of a mile ill 
length. With his right eye he distingu.ishee persou, 
and is constantly improving, while he is daily prom& 
nading our streets with the perfect control and use of 
every muscle, and is quite aa happy aa any man ,. 

meet." 
I will read again from another Auburn j,aper. I$ il 

u follows: 
" Do the dumb speak and the deaf hear 1 In A a· 

burn, in October, 1849, they do. This forenoon, two 

girls went to the City Hall, neither of whom oould hear 
a conversation in an ordinary tone. They were ope
rated upon some five or six minutes each, upon the 
principles of Electrical Psychology aa taught by Dr 
Dods, and when they left, one of them could distinctl7 
hear an ordinary conversation, and the other oould 11 

distinctly hear a whisper., 

" Yesterday noon, a lady from Massachusett.s caliecl 
upon Dr. Dods, at the Western Exchange. Her eye. 
lids were so drawn down over her eyes that she could 
not see, and she could not talk. In twenty minutel 
abe could both see and converse. If any one discrediu 
&his statement, let him aak Gen. Wood, t.he gentle
manly proprietor or the Exchange When this b~ 
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and dumb lady came, her femak attendant lltated tl 
Gen. WoOd, that her fri,,md had not opened her eyet 

for three years, and for the last year had not uttered 
a syllable. The afflicted lady made the s&:.te state
ment, after the doctor had restored her wonted powen 
of speech. During the three years, she was for one of 
them confined in a dark room, to avoid the supposed 
injurious effects of ligltt. She could not raise the up· 
per lids of the eyes. 

"Such was her situation when she called upon Dr. 
Dons at the Exchange yesterday ; and in half an hom 
she left again, drinking in with delight the prospect 
about her, and from which for years she had been en. 
tirely shut out, and while at the same time she poured 
forth her joy in words which it may be well imagined 

were those of the purest ecstasy. Her friends tried 
to prevail upon her, when she reached the carriage at 
the door, to shidJ her eyes, lest the sudden change 
from darkness to glare should have a deleterious in
ftuence upon those sensitiYe and delicate organs; but 
a gaze about the city was too rich a treat to be 
lost, and she aYa.iled herself of the opportunity tc 
enjoy it. 

" As this lady Lad been so long and eo eevereJ1 
aftlicted, bad a\·ailed hcrsl'lf of the 1..-nowledge and skiD 
afforded by the medical profl'Ssion, and was at the time 
traveling in search of health, I thought the CliO ,_. 

&hy of mentioa. 
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•• Do not understand me to be one who, even it ia 
hw power, w0t1ld do any thing to depreciate the high 
estimation in which the medical profession is so justl3 
held. Not ac all. I regard it as one of the nobles& 
of all pursuits, and believe that its practitioners, as a 
class, a.re not excelled, if , equaled, by any other in 
kindness, self-denial, and humanity. But I will say, 
that every physician ought to understand Dr. Dons' 
system of Electrical Psychology. There is no room to 
doubt that it will not only give him a knowledge of lawa 
and phenomena of the human economy he does not now 
know or comprehend, but will enable him to afford re
lief and restoration in cases where before it was out of 
his power. 

" Granting this to be so-and the appeal here is to 
facts which cannot lie-what is the duty of the honeo& 
physician 1 Is it to sneer at a. system or science 
which, with a respectable face, makes even these pre
tensions 1-which professes to unfold laws and powen 
of mind aJ!d body which they do not understand, and 
backed up by actual, tangible results, which utterly 
dumbfound the whole of them 1 Is meenng his duty, 
when his hands hold the scales in which are deposited 
life and death 1 Is it not rather his duty to investi
~te the matter-to probe it to the bottom-to bow 
all that can be known about it 1 

" The community will answer these questions, be
IIQSe they are deeply interested in the answer, fJI 

i 
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this city, curca will be performed within one year, bJ 
the pupils of Dr. Dods, in cases where the preseat 
medical system has been exhausted in vain. This will 
test the question. And by this test, every physioiau 
who sneers at Electrical Psychology will be compellecJ 
&o abide. From it he cannot, and will Ml escape 
I will refer now to only one beauty of the electro 
psychological treatment of pain and disease. Ita 
phannacy is always perfect-it is of God." • 

From the extracts which I have now read in yom 
hearing, from the Auburn papers, you will at once 
perceive the power and glory that hover a.round thia 
aoience, and the importance which is claimed in ita 
behalf as one of the greatest blessings ever vouchsafed 

to the human race. So that you may see the high 

estimation in which this science is held by the citizena 
of Auburn, generally, where these cures were per· 

formed, I will trouble my audience but once more, and 
ask their indulgence while I read the resolutions they 
unanimously passed in behalf of Electrical rsyohology 
as a great and important science, which resolutiona 
were published in the Auburn papers. I will a1lo 
read the prefaced remarks of the editor fhey are u 
follows: 

"ELECTRICAL PsvcaoLoav.-Dr. Dods closed hit 
l,ectures, in Auburn, on Saturday evening. It will be 
Men by our columns this afternoon, that the gentlemen 

f01Dpoeing his Cuss, availed thecselves of the eooa. 
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licm t.o express their news of Electrical Psychology: 
and of the manner in which the DocTOB. sustained hia 
telations · as their Instructor in his system. It it 
enough to say that the CLAss numbered gentlemen of 
udoubted inte~gence." 

• Prout.ding~ adopted by the .lluhurn P'1JclwlogietiJ 
Class. 

"At a meeting of the CLASS of forty-five persons, 
who had taken private lessons of Dr. J. B. Dons in 
\he science of Electrical Psychology, held at the City 
Hall, in the city of Auburn, on the 27th day of Octo
ber, 1849, John P. Hulbert was called to the chair, 
md Dr. S. N. Smith appointed secretary. 

" On motiOD, a committee of three was appointed 
·,. the chairman to draft and report to the meeting 
~eaolutions expressive of the views and feelings of Dr. 
lJocls' pupils, in the city of Auburn, in respect to the 
lcuons and lectures given them by him." 

" On motion, the chairman and secretary weN 

added to the comlDlttee. 
" The committee reported the following resolutions, 

which were unaniniously adopted by the meeting. 
"Resolved, That the scienoo of ELECTB.ICAL Psy • 

.,.cn.oay, as taught to this elass, by Dr. J. B. Dons, 
in a eeries of private instructions and lectures, we be
limt tG be founded in JlllltrrABL& TB.trrB, and tba& it 
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wil) accomplish for the human race an inappreciable 
amount of good. 

" Resolved, That we believe ELECTilJCAL PsYCHo. 
LOG1 has been, and will be eminently useful in allevi 
ating the pains of the suffering, and in the cure of dis 
eases; that it is as comprehensive as it is beautiful 
and beneficent; and that it is not only eminently cal

culated to enlarge and elevate the mind, but to impress 
upon it more exalted ideas of the infinite wisdom and 
goodness of the DEITY. · 

"Resolved, That we tender to Dr. Dons our thanks 
for the courteous and gentlemanly manner in which he 

.nas discharged his duties to us as his pupils. That 

he has, in all respects, redeemed every pledge or as
surance that he gave us when we became his pupils, 
and that in parting from him we give him our warmest 

wishes for his prosperity and happiness. 
"On motion, resolved, That the proceedings of this 

meeting be signed by the chairman and secretary, and 

delivered to Dr. Dons, and that they be published iD 
~e newspapers of the city. 

"JoHN P. HuLBEilT, Chairoum. 
" S. N. SMITH, Secretary." 

The subject of these Lectures i8 now fairly opm. 
fore us. I have explained what I mean by the term 

EI.ECTRICAL PsYCHOLOGY, and why I saw fit to gi'fe 

~e science this name. The wonderful and ata.rtq 
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p11enomena that hover around it, like so mat11 inlisi. 
ble angels, and which are made manifest in the oxperi 

menta produced, I have also candidly stated. The' 
consist in the fact, that one human being can, through 
a certain nervous influence, obtain and exercise a 
power over another, so as to perfectly control his 'f'Ol" 
untary motions and muscular force; and also produce 
various impressions on his mind, however ex~vagant, 
ludicrous, or wild-and that too while he is in a per
fectly wakeful state. I have stated, that it is one of 
the most powerful remedial agents to alleviate tht 
pains of the suft'ering, and to cure those diseases that 
set the power of medicine, and the skill of the ablest 

practitioner, at defiance. And from the published 
newspaper articles, letters, and resolutions of most 
highly reputable, and even distinguished men, which I 
have just read in your hearing, you can form an opin. 
ion of the effects produced, of the cures performed, of 
the high estimation in which this science is held b1 
those who have acquainted themselves with its secret 
powers, and of their high estimate of ita in<'.alculable 
importance to the human race, and the future amount 
of good it is ultimately destined to achieve. 

I have only read to you the testimony of the citizena 
of Auburn, but could produce the testimony of thou
IJ&llds more, from the various portions of the United 
States where I have lectured-of tho importance ot 
this ecience in the cure of diseases ; and those, too, of 
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a more sta.rtling character than any I have named. I 
oen produce the testimony of hundreds, that this sei · 
ence has, in fifty minutes, restored to Lucy Ann Allea, 
of Lynchburg, Virginia., the use of her limbs; who 
had not w~olked a. step in eighteen years, nor bad she 
even been able to raise herself up ftom her pillow so u 
to sit in her bed for more than fourteen years. Such 
ie the ~e and intrinsic grandeur of this SctucR ; , 
sueb are the experiments and facts connected with it ; 
!GOb are its results that stamp it with the high im
press of its sterling importance to mankind ; and 
lOCh are its lofty end and aim ; and as such it Dl1l8t 

etand when the pillars of strength and beauty that 
10ppon our Capitol shall fall and be crumbled tc 
dut. 

Some have the impression, that Electrical Psychology 
is, after all, but Mesmerism. I~ answer to such I will 
say, that there is a very marked difference between the 
two sciences, and this difference is easily pointed out. 
MuMEJUSM is the doctrine of ~gmpalAy ; Euc
TJUCAL PavcsoLOGY is the doctrine of lliiiPRESSio•s. 

In Mesmerism there is a sympathy so perfect between 
the magnetizer and subject, that what he sees, tlte sub. 
ject sees-what he hears, the subject hears-what he 
feels, the subject fools-what he tastes, the snbject 
tastes-and what he smells, the subject also smells ; 
aad laatly, what the magnetir.er wills, is likewise the 
will of hia subject. Ba$ the penoa in the ._. 
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peyehologioal state has no such sympathies with hll 
operator. His light, luaring, feeliag, tale, an4 

rmell are entirely independent of the operator, and be 
continually exerts his will against him, and resists him 
with all his muscular force. The person who ia 
aroused from the mesmeric slumber, has no remem. 
brance of what transpired in it ; while the person in 
the electro-psychological state, is a witness of his own 
actions, and knows all that transpired. The person in 
the mesmeric state can hear no voice but that of hia 
ma~etizer, or the voices of those with whom he is put 
in communication. But the person in the electro
psychological state, can bear and converse with all .. 
asual. 

If these distinctions are not sufficiently marked to 
settle the points of difference, then I will mention two 
more. I have found persons entirely and naturally in 
the electro-psychological state, who never could be 
mesmerized at all, nor in the least affected, under re

peated trials. The other point is, that no person it 
naturally in the mesmeric state, but thousands are 
naturally in the electro-psychological state, and lin 
and die in it. MESMERISM and SoMNAMBULISM are 
identical; they are one and the same state. And u 
no person is naturally in the somna.mbulic state, so ne 
one is naturally in the mesmeric state. Though the 
experiments of both these states are performed by tht 
laiDt nervous fluid, yet this does not rer.der the two 
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i ICilmoea identical, any more than that they ue Nl 

( dered identical with fits, or insanity, which are caused 
by the same nervous force. These observatioDS beiDa 
ldi•t for my purpose, are respectfully aubmit&e4 to 
~ far 1f1V oandicl oonaiderMioa. 
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LECTURE D. 

f.ADIU AJrD 0ENTLEllriEK: 

As the subject of Electrical Psychology iJ now f'air9 
introduced, its phenomena stated, and its importanoe 
to the human race clearly pointed out, we a.re now pre
pared to enter the diversified fields of nature , to 

glance at the operations of mental and marena1 uist. 
ences ; and to proceed understandingly to the consid. 
eration of its claims to PHILOSOPHY, as the foundatioD 
on which it rests, and the power by which its existenofl 
must be sustained. But as I am fully sensible tha.t 
euch strange facts as l have stated are · most trying tt 

human credulity-sensible that they a.re calculated to 
awaken the deepest feelings of contempt in the boeoma 
of the skeptical, and to draw forth the sneers of man
kind-so I must be indulged to speak, in the first 
place, of the ma.rch of science, the beauty of the inde
pendent expression of our thoughts, and to notioe tht. 
fate of the opponents of scienoe in all ages of the 
world. 

Entering, as I do, upon a theme entirely new, I Ul 

., DO means insensiblo of the embarrassment~ that 
s• 
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surround me. Were I called to address you upon anJ 
other subject than that of ELECTIUCAL PsYCHOLOGY, 

I should stand before you with other feelings thaJa 
those that now pervade my breast. It is by no meana 
an enviable task to step aside from the long beaten 
oath of science into the unexplored and trackless re
gions of solitude and silence. By sv doing, and dariDg 
to think for myself, I am well aware that I assume no 
very enviable position as it regards popularity. lnde
pen•lent thought and fearless expression have e:ver 
dr ~~own forth the scoffs and sneers of that portion of our 
race who have adopted, without investigation, the sci
entific opinions of others. I refer to those only who 
have received their ideas from others by inheritance, as 
they did their real estate. For the one they never 
labored, and for the other they never thought. 

Such persons, though professing to be learned, and 
perchance even claiming to be the guardians of science, 
are nevertheless its greatest enemies; and by exerting 
their influence in favor of old opinions, however absurd, 
and against any innovations, however true, useful, or 
grand, are checking the mighty march of mind. '!'hey 
are clogs of more than leaden weight hanging upon the 
.~laariot wheels of science that are rolling through our 

"'Jl'ld. It commenced its career at the breaking morn 
of creation, with but few passengers on board, and hu 
omtinued its course with increasing speed and growing 
~fltJ cion to the preeent moment. It now tra'felt 
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witli the brilliancy and rapidity Gf the lightni~'s lllue, 
and even compels the very lightnings to speak in • 
Camiliar voice to man ! Yes ; they even write, not 
only their forky gambols on the bosom of the dark 
cloud, but they write on paper, and transmit human 
thought as swift as thought can move. 

The chariot of 9Cienoe is destined to continue iu 
majestic course, in duration coeval with our globe I 
Still more ! it is destined to outlive the dark and sullea 
catastrophe of worlds ! The chariot of science, with 
t~ver increasing power, magnificence, and glory, is des. 
tined to pass the boundaries of the mouldering tomb
to snatch immortality from the iron grasp of death, and 
roll on in living grandeur through the eternal world, 
gathering new aeoossions of intellectual beauty and 
unending delight. Its passengers here are mortal men. 
There they will be angel, archangel, cherubim, sera
phim, and the glorified millions of our race ! The 
mind of man wears the impression of divinity, the 
stamp of original greatness ; and is destined to ripe~~ 

in mental vigor as the wasteless ages of ETEUITY roll. 
Hence the very principles of our nature as an impree
sion from the hand of God, forbid us to stand still. 
Their command is oNw .um. 

If no human being had dared to hazard the upl"tl&o 
lion of an original thought, then nothing in the realma 
~ IOionce would have been disclosed by speech, nor 
pamtcl in boob. A clrearJ, barren waste, ~ 
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in 101itude and night, woutd have reigned Cor .tumaa 
contemplation. But instead of this frightful picture 
or desolation, we see those fruitful fields of mental and 
moral beauty, so rich in the scenery of thought, and in 
endlees variety, present themselves ~ our view. A 
secret rapture of thrilling delight fills the heart as we 
glance over this lovely scene, on which human research 
baa thrown a splendor surpassing that of the noontide 
blaze. 

Had not some master spirits dared to freely speak 
and write their thoughts, then those l!retended friends 
or soience, who now oppose every thing that may aP
pear to them both new and strange, would have been 
destitute of that knowledge they obtained from books; 
and not daring to think for themselves, they would have 
remained in mental night. It is by daring to step aside 
from the beaten .track of books, and bringing forth from 
&he dark arcana of nature into the light of day some 
new truth, that we add our mite to the common stock 
or knowledge already accumulated. He who denies us 
this grand right of our nature is a scientific bigot, and 
has yet to learn, that even the school and college were 
only established to discipline the mind for action. 
There the student, through books and instructors, ia 
only made to see how other men have dared to think, 
and apeak, and write, and thus his mind, being made 
to reel ita innate freedom: power, and greatness, be
~ iupired with a self-determination to clo the 
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DJDe. This makes the MAN, and answers the lof'tJ 
end of human existence. On the other hand, he who 
goea through life, leaning entirely upon books and the 
opinions of others, without thinking for himself, ren 
ders his present e~istence a blank, inasmuch as he layt 
his head in the dust, without its having bequeathed one 
original thought to the world, for the benefit of after 
generations. 

The truths that God has established inherent in na
ture, are not only infinitely diversified, but are at th•J 
eame time immutable and eternal. No possible addi
tion can be made to their number, nor is it in the power 
of man to create or annihilate a single truth in the EM• 

'PJJLE of NATURE. Tht~y exist independent of his ht
lkf or unbelief; and all he can do is to search them 
out, and bring them forth from darkness into the light 
of day. And he who has the magnanimity to do this, 
10 far from being opposed and persecuted, should be 
eustained and encouraged as the benefactor of his race. 

The Creator of the universe is the Author and Pro
prietor of the great volumes of nature and revelati<m. 
Hence divines, at least those who are men of letters, 
ahould not start at any new scientific revelations, and 
exclai~ " If this be trUe we mnst give up our Bibles !" 
As men of science, they have nothing to fear from new 
discoveries in the shoreless ocean of truth. The vol. 
ames of N.ATUU and :al:vEL..&.TION both claim the eame 
perf'eot Author, who had every thing open and uakecl 
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&o bia omnisciellt inspection, and exercised idnite n 
dom in producing and establishing the order and bar 
mony of the universe. 

Though this globe, and perhaps the whole of 08 

planetary system, was finished six tbo118&Bd ye&l'l ago, 
yet we have no reason to suppose that this was the i4'st 
eft'ort of his creating energy. We are floating in an 
immensity of space that knows no bounds, like the 
mote in tlre sunbeam. This is peopled with rolling 
worlds, in number beyond an angel's computation. 
And the residue, which has not yet beoome the abodes 
of light, life, order, and beauty, is filled up with mat
ter still in its uncreated state. Hence the work of 
creation has been going on from eternity, and will COR·· 

tinue to progress, so long as the throne of the self-ex. 
istent Jehovah endures, without ever arriving at an end 
in the sublime career of creation! New brother crea. 
tiona are every moment rolling from his omnific hand, 
and that creating fiat will never, never oeue. 

These ideas of the wonder-working JeboTah, from 
whose all-forming hand worlds and system& of worldt 
are continually rolling, and have been, for milli0111 Oil 

millions of ages, force upon 118 those amuing conoep
ti.one of the oppressive grandeur of his works under 
which the mind labors and struggles in its contempla
tions, but is borne down, and lost and bewildered U. 
the immensity of the theme. OBDU, Y ARIKTY, AD 

I&AV'JY t in endJes1 nooeesion . meet Q8 OD 8'ffYf1 haall 
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AU tiUa has been accomplished by the Infinite Mind, 
&hl'ougll electrical action, and bespeaks the vaatneu 
..l enblimity of the subject. It is the science of tht: 
li.-ing mind, ite silent, mysterious workings, and ener. 
getic powers. It is a science that involves the majes. 
do movement of rolling worlds, the falling leaf, and 
claims the GoAT LAw of the universe as its own. 
The vastness, 88 well 88 the transcendent importance 
·of the subject, clearly evince that it is worthy to be 
embraced by every independent, noble, and generous 
mind. Yon will pardon me, Ladies and Gentlemen, 
for having, by a momentary digression from the pres~ 
ent chain of my subject, anticipated a few ideas in 
rela.tion to the creation and its vastness. These more 
properly belong to a future Lecture, when I shall come 
to show what connection this science has with the uni~ 
verse-with rolling worlds-yes, with a falling leaf. 
The fall of a single leaf is a catastrophe 88 dreadful to 
t.he thousands of inhabitants of its surface 88 the de. 
ltruction of this globe would be to us. And the blot. 
ling out of our globe from the catalogue of worlds, 
would no more be missed amid the immensity of crea
tion than the fall of a leaf compared to the sublime 
magnificence of the countless forests on this globe. 
From this digression I return to my subject. 

Tht Electrical Psychology should meet with oppo 
lition from men of a peculiar constitution of mind, and 
• oana.in dearee of acientifio attainments, is notbiD.f 
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strange. Nor is it at all miraculous, that a few wbe 
are deemed JX.en of talents, should oppose, and eT811 

deride it as a humbug. But as ouros is suprimlelJ 
higher than TAL&ns, so I boldly and safely make ~~ 
declaration that no man of GE.I!IItJS has ever oppose4 
Electrical Psychology ; nor in any ag~ of the world 
has GEBitJs ever been enlisted in opposing the dawning 
light of any of the sciences that have arisen on eartb 
from the morning of creation to the present day. Bnt 
as before remarked, that this science shonld meet with 
opposition from that class of scientific men; who al
ways stand watching the direction in which the breese 
of popularity may chance to blow with the strongest 
force, and who are anxious, through these means, to 
bring themselves into notice, and thus gain a mo
mentary fame from the passing crowd, is nothing 
6trange. It only proves the fact that ELECTBIC.lL 
PsYcHOLOGY is, in the infancy of its being, destined 
to share the fate of all great and useful sciences, that 
now stand unshaken in the republic of letters. All, 
in their infancy, received from such men a like opposi
tion, and upon their founders they freely breathed out 
the"tr derision, scorn, and sneers. 

Harvey liscovered the CIRCtJLATION of the blood, 
and disclosed it to the world. He was opposed and 
derided, and much of that tnlent, learning, and c:v"" 
Mlalf we have referred to, was enlisted against him. 
Tb6,r sought to paralyze the towering wing of lUI 
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8Uitll; to blast his reputation; to witiler the fairest 
Sowers of his d.>mestic love, hopo, and joy ; and to 
hurl his brilliant discovery from the light of day to the 

darkness of night. But Harvey's name stands immor

tal on the records of true fame, and the blood still 

continues to frolic in crimson streams through its liv
ing channels, while his learned opposers are forgotten. 
Galileo discovered the rotation of this globe on its axis. 
So great was the opposition of the learned powers com
bined against him, that they arraigned him and his 
theory at the august and awful bar of humbug. There 

they fairly tried him and his discovery under the splen

did and majestic witnesses of derision, meer, and 
rcom ; and the court very gravely decided, that his 
discovery was a heresy, and that he must openly ac
knowledge it to be so to the world. To this sentenot 
he aubrnitted-e.cknowledged his theory to be a heresy, 

but remarked, that he neverthelesa believed it true. 
Galileo lives in the bright page of history. That sen
tence did not arrest the globe in its mighty course. I& 
still continues to roll on its axis as he discovered and 

. proclaimed, while the learned opposers of nis theory, 

who courted popular favor at the expense of honor, are 

IUilk into merited oblivion. 
NEWTON's GENius, when he was but a boy, intui

tiTely drove him to study gravita&n by piling up 

llll&1l heaps of sand, and to notice more strictly thia 
power in the fall.iDg apple. It drove him to atad.J 
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~ by watching the union of the partioled watll 

u the side of some favorite stream ; and to perfect 
&his science he is next at the centre of the glol-e. 
From gathering pebbles in boyish sport on the ooean'• 
shore, he is next among the stars, and at length pro
claims to the world his system t>f PHILOSOPHY and 
.&.aTaOlfOIIIY. He was derided and mocked as a silly
headed fool, and his whole magnificent system waa 
spurned with sneering contempt and pronounced a 
humbug by the old school of philosophers and astrono
mers. But substances continue to respect the law of 
lf'GtJilalion, and rolling worlds to obey the law of 
attraction and repulnon. NEWTo• lives in the 
brightest blaze of fame ; for his name is written iD 

starry coronals on the deep bosom of night, and from 
thence is reflected to the centre of the globe ; while 
the opposers of his magnificent discovery are sunk to 
the shades of unremembered nothingness. The clouds 
and mists of their own evanescent fame have become 
their winding sheet. 

Fulton was derided, and even men of science poiDtecl 
at him the finger of indignant scorn, because he de

alared that steam--6 light and bland vapor, which 
eould be blown away by human breath--could move an 
-cine of tremendous power, and propel vessels of 
&hoasanda of tons burthen against wind and waves ancl 
&idee. They declared it to be the greatest of humbugs, 

aDCl the IDOit tilly idea tltat ever entered a ailly brain 2 
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w else the trick of a knave to make men invees capi· 
tal in order to effect their ruin. His friends, eveQ 

though not over-sanguine of success, yet defended hila 
as a man of honor. · But FuLTON " stood firm amidst 
the varying tides of party like the rock far from land, 
that lifts its majestic head above the waves, and re
mains unshaken by the storms that agitate the ocean." 
So stem was the opposition, that some of the oommi~ 
ted skeptics, who sailed from New York to Albany in 
the steamboat that first tried the experiment, declared, 
that it was impossible they had been conveyed a dis
tance of one hundred and fifty miles by steam power ' 
and that it must, after all, have been some power aside 
from steam, by which they had been enabled to reach 
Albany ! The i~pression of FuLTON's G:&Jnua is 
seen on all the machinery moved in our happy oountr:J 
by this subtile power. It is seen in railroad and 
steamboat communications, that bring the distant por. 
tions of the United States in conjunction. It is aeeo 
in the majestic STEAHSBIPS of England, that brintl 
her and the transatlantic world into neigborhood with 
us, by a power that triumphs over all the stormy ele

ments of nature. FtrLToN, as a man of G:&NIVB, is 
remembered as one of the great men of the universe, 
while his opposers are silent and forgotten. 

Thus far, I have spoken of the physicai and JDeo 

thanical sciences only, involving tho cheinical PrOper· 
tiel ot'matcrialnbatances, and the genoral operation~ 

• 
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~ natu,r.,. I now come to those that relate to the iJo, 
provement of the mind. I come still nearer h"me. 
The SCIENCE of PHRENOLOGY, so beautiful, elevating, 
and useful in its nature, and having so strong a bearing 
upon the character and destiny of man, as an intellec
tual, social, and moral being, and even involving the 
dearest interest of our race-has been, and by some 
still is, most shamefully abused. GALL, its discov
erer, was persecuted; and SPURZHEIM, CoMBE, and 
FowLER have received unmerited abuse. The two 
Fowlers, of New York, have for years withstood the 
storm of opposition. Thus far, they have most suo
oessfully met and repulsed the assaults of men-won 
the victory-gathered new accessions of strength, and 
still hold the field. They are business men, who never 
slumber at the post of duty. They have made new 
discoveries and improvements ; gathered an immense 
variety of cabinet specimens of skulls and busts, from 
the idiot up to the most brilliant intellect-from the 
oold-blooded murderer up to the melting soul of a be
nevolent and philanthropic Howard. They have made 
a righteous development of true character in the phre
nological examinations of thousands of human heads · 
have directed the anxious parent how to train up the 
ohild of his affections ; have pointed out to the sighing 
lover how to choose a oo11genial spirit of companionship 
tor life ; and have poured the light of mental and moral 
·u.provement in ailve17 streams on the ca.urn &ln'IQ 
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~r ~n•o. Yet such a science as this hu been called 
a kumbwg I and such men as these have been assailed. 
Their bones are worthy to repose with the great meu 

of the universe, and their names shall live on the 
bright scroll of fame d~wn to the last vibrating pendu. 
lum of tim&-ehall live when the opposers of pbreno. 

logical science shall have sunk from human remem. 

brance. 
Such has been the fate of all sciences in the infancy 

of their existence. The moment they were born into 

life, the battle-axe was raised against them, and each 

in succession has fought its way up to manhood. The 
victory in favor of truth has always been sure, and 
millions of sycophants in the contest have perished. 

How lamentable is the consideration, that there are 
those in this day of light, who, regardless of the warn
ing voice of past generations, coming up from ten thou

sand graves, still shut their ears and close their eyes
and even sacrifice principle, to keep popular with those 
on whom they depend for a momentary fame. But 
they are not the men whose names will stand imperish· 

able in the annals of history, to be handed down to 

fature generations. They are destined to perish from 
human remembrance, and not a trace of them be left 
on earth. 

I would not be understood as dissuading you from 

the pursuit of true fame. I do not despise its noble 

r)oq; but am ftilly sensible, that or .n oh~ 8ft~ 
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formed and sustained by human beings, that of tru 
fame stands unrivaled and anpreme on the page of hit
tory. 

Though man is mortal, and his present existeuoe 

ephemeral, yet during the sltbrt span of three-aeon 

years and ten, to what a transcendent height in the cul
tivation of his powers is he capable of soaring I True, 
his station is humble, yet he who, with an unstained 
hand, bas honorably grasped the meed of righteou 
fame, has clothed himself with power, has wreathed hie 
brow with undying laurels, and invested himself with 

the true majesty of his nature. Fame has been alter
nately assigned to the hero, the statesman, the philoso

pher, astronomer, theologian. Bnt fame is not confined 
to any rank or pursuit in life. It can only exist in the 

breathings of righteousness. The philosopher and as
tronomer, though chained down to earth by the law of 
gravitation, and tabernacled with the worm, may feel 
within a stirring greatness that allies them to higher 

intelligences in future worlds, and that bids them bear 

their brow aloft. They may station themselves on • 
mental elevation above the world, and 1.i.ft their tower

ing heads to the stars. From this pinnacle of glory, 

they may range in loftiest thought the universe ef God 
and even struggle to grasp the unbounded empire over 
which Jehovah reigns, with all its moving worlds, and 

,.., if this be all, true fame does not lie here. It il 
110$ the birthright of the philoeopher or utronomCQ",,.. 
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lele they are m poasession of somethmg more thaD ia 
tellectual power. 

True fame is not the lririhright of the hero. The 
blaze of glory th&t has for agee encircled hie head, and 
with its brillimcy so long dazzled the world, is begin
ning to grow dim. The ia.urcls that decorate his sullen 
brow h&ve been ga.thered &t the e&nnon's mouth, from 
a soil enriched with human gore, and w&tered by the 
tears of bereavement. That fancied pinne.cle of glory 
on which he proudly stands, has been gained by con. 
quest &nd slaughter. His way to it lay over thousanda 
of hie fellow-creatures, whose warm hearts had oeued 
to throb ; and the music that followed his m&rch, waa 
the widow's moan and the orphan's wail. Troe f&mtJ 
does not lie here. It sounds not in the cannon's roar 
the clashing ~teel, the rattling drum, nor in the frigh~ 
fnl crash of resounding arms! It is not heard in m&r· 
tial thunder. It is not seen in villages on fire, nor in 
Moscow's confJagration-t4 .)t ocean of fl&me ! True 
Came breathes n'>t in the deep-he&ving sigh of despair
ing love, nor draws its immortality from dying groans 
on fields of war. It has & higher origin-& nobler 
birth-a more elevated aim. True fame consists a 
the LOFrY ASPIRATIONS ArrER Il"TELLECT'OAL Al"D 

KORAL TRVTB • and when these are found &nd cherish
~, that so deep will be the convictions of duty, 8tll

tained by sterling honor, that no popularity·-no bnDel 
~ wealth md 1plendor- -no fear of frowns, nor en. 
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the b&zard or lite exposed to wasting tortures shall 
deter that man from expressing and maintaining nob 
truth. He who does this, possesses true and right.eou 
fame. 

Should the scoffers or rising science challenge me to 

produce such an example of true fame ever being set 
on earth, I would· point them to one perfect specimen 
on the sacred page. I would point them to the So1r oP 
MAJr, in the majesty of whose virtues, honor, and firm. 
ness in proclaimiug truth, language is impoverished, .U 
baman description fail.a, and the li.U. lilfd ~ .a. 
-- ia darkened forenl' 
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LECTURE DL 

LADIKI AliD GurrLUO!f: 

\ 
\ 

PDBA PS I have dwelt sufficiently long upon the pre. 
liminaries of my subject. I have done so to bring dia
tinotly before you its nature, and clearly state ita incal
culable importance to the human family. I have done 

10 to remind you of the opposition, sneers, and soorna 
that the noblest sciences have encountered in the infan
ay of their being, and in all ages of the world. I bavt 

reminded you that this has been done, not by men of 

euiUs, whose names are registered on the scroll of 
we fume, and have come down to future generationa.. 
but it has been done by that particular class of the 
learned who have so large a share of the love of appro
bation as to study public opinion, and follow it, righi 

or wrong, and thus beg a momentary fame from tlie 
passing crowd, which is destined to expire in darkness, 
and vanish from human remembrance, before the break. 

ing light of truth. I have dwelt thus long upon these 

points. so that opposition to this science may not 81ll'· 

prise you, ~or the real character of the opponent h 
.utak-. 

• 
1".- ·~ 
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Having removed every obstacle that might embarru1 
my course, and having plenty of sea-room1 I am now 
ready to embark in defence of one of the greatest of 
causes. I stand before you to lecture upon the won

derful and mysterious science of Electrical Psychology. 
I stand here to exhibit by tangible experiments those 

wonderful phenomena that cluster around it, and philo
sophica1ly to defend its paramount claims to immu&ablt 
truth. The sueoessful discharge of this incumbent 
duty, forces upon us the nooessity of ranging the uni- . 
verse, and summoning the vast works of earth and 

heaven to the bll' of reason, in order to investigate their 
e.ffecu, and trace them back to their correspondent 
causes. You are the empanneled jury to try this cause, 
and I rejoice that I have the honor to argue so interest
ing a point before the CONGREGATED TALENT AND WII

DO_H OF HY COUNTRY, However skeptical men may be 
in relation to any thing new, yet so far as stern reality 
is in its nature concerned, we have this pleasing con

sideration, that the unbelief of men cannot frown truth 
into falsehood, nor can the belief of men smile false
hood into truth. Hence the belief or unbelief of mor
tals cannot in the least affect those truths that God baa 
established inherent in nature, and with which his un

bounded universe swarms. 
I stand here to defend the electrical theory of tht 

IUliverse against the assaults ->f men, to notice the iJD. 
aense variety of material exiswnoes, to glance at the 
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animated forms of u7ing beauty, to scrutinbe :.he chem. 
ioal properties of created substances, and to pour, it 
possible, the light of truth on rolling worlds. Let Ul 

even venture to step back beyond the threshold of crea
tion-venture to lift the dark curtains of primeval 
night, and muse upon that origin&l, eternal material, 
that slumbered in the deep bosom of chaos, and out of 
which all the tangible substances we see and admire 
were made. That eternal substance is electricity, and 
\lOntains all the original properties of all things in be
ing. Hence all worlds and their splendid appendagee 
were made out of electricity, and by that powerful, all-

. pervading agent, under Deity, they are kept in motion 
from age to age. Electricity actuates the whole frame 
of nature, and produces all the phenomena that trans
pire throughout the realms of unbounded space. It is 
the most powerful and subtile agent employed by the 
Creator in the government of the universe, and in car
rying on the multifarious operations of nature. Mak
ing a slight variation in the language of the poet, I maJ 
with propriety say-

• It warJII8 in the mn, ren eabet In tlae brMN, 
GloWll in the ttan, and bl<*llmt ID the "-1 
Li't'el through all life, extend. through all e&teat, 

lpreedt undivided, nperatea uutpntl 
Brathea in our toull. inlormt our mortal ..... 
Aa full, at perf'ect, in a hair at heart 1 
Aa full, u perf'eot, in Yilo man that m--. 
Aa tba npt llftpb, that ldo~ mel .,.._, 
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. It dalmt all high and low, all great and tmall; 
It tille, it bonOO., eonnecte, and equala all." 

It ia immaterial to what department of this globe 
and ita surrounding elements we turn our attention, 
electricity is there. Wherever we witness convulsii)DI 
in nature, the workings of this mighty, unseen power 
are there. It writes its path in lightning on the sul
len brow of the dark cloud, and breathes out rolling 
thunder. Though cold and invisible in its equalized 
and slumbering state, yet it is the cause of light and 
heat, which it creates by the inconceivable rapidity of 
ita motion and friction on other particles of matter. 
It is the cause of evaporation from basined oceans and 
silvery lakes-from majestic rivers and rolling streams, 
and from the common humidity of the earth. It formt1 
aerial conductors in the heavens, through which thit1 
moisture in vapory oceans is borne to the highest por 
tiona of our globe, and stored up in magazines of rain, 
and snow, and hail! It is electricity that, by ita cold
ness, condenses the storm, and opens these various 
magazines in mild beauty or awful terror on the world. 
It is electricity that, by the production of heat, rare
fies the air, gives wings to the wind, and directs their 
course. It is this unseen agent, that causes the gen
tle zephyrs of heaven to fan the human brow with a 
touch of delight-that moves the stirring gale--that 
lli'IWI the sweeping hurricane with power-that give1 
tit tJ.ae J"CCarina &omado aU its dreadful eloquence ol 
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rengeance and terror, and clothes the mid- iay san in 
light. It gived us the soft, pleasing touches of the 
evening twilight, and the crimson blushes of the rising 
morn. It is electricity that, by its effects of light and 
~at, produces the blossoms of spring, the fruits of 
aummer, the laden bounties of autumn, and moves on 
the T&St mass of vegetation in all the varieties and 
blended beauties of creation. It bids winter close the 
varied scene. It is electricity that, by its most awful 
impressions, causes the _earthquake to awake from its 
Tartarean den, to speak its rumbling thunder, convulse 
the globe, and mark out its path of ruin. · 

If we turn to man, and investigate the secret stir
rings of his nature, we shall find, that he is but an 
epitome of the universe. The chemical properties of 
all the various substances in existence, and in the 
most exact proportions, are congregated and concen. 
trated in him, and form and constitute the very ele
ments of his being. In the composition of his body 
are involved all the mineral and vegetable substances 
of the globe, eTen from the grossest matter, step by 
step, up to the most rarefied and fine. And, lutly, 
to finish this masterpiece of creation, the brain is in
vested with a living spirit. This incomprehensible 
apirit, like an enthroned deity, presides over, and gov. 
erns through electricity, as its agent, all the voluntary 
motions of this organized, corporeal universe ; while 
i&l liviDg presence, and its involuntary, self-movm, 
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powers cause all the involuntary functions of life te 
proceed in their destined course. Hence human 00. 
iDp and all animated existences are subject to the 
I&Dle grand electrical law that pervades the universe, 
and moves all worlds under the superintendence of the 
involuntary powers of the infinite Spirit. 

On this principle, it will be plainly perceived, that 
u man is subjected to th<' same oommon law that per
vades the universe, so electricity is the connecting · 
link between MIND and MATTER. As it is co-eternal 
with spirit or mind, so it is the only substance in be
ing that mind can directly touch, or through which 
it can manifest its powers. It is the servant of the 
mind. to obey its will and execute its commands. It 

i& through electricity, that the mind conveys its vari
ous impressions and emotions to others, and through 
this same medium re001ves all its impressions from the 
external world. It is by electricity that the mind 
contracts the muscles, raises the arm, and perf'orma 

all the voluntary motions of this organized body. This 
I will now proceed to prove. 

It will be readily perceived by every one acquainted 
with electrical science, t~t if I can find an individual 
Handing in a negative relationship to myself, or by 
any process render him so, then I, being the poritiw 
power, can, by producing electneal impressions from 
ID1 own mind upon his, control his muscles with the 
.,., perfect ease. · This is evident, because the ,.-. 

r 
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law and tttgame forces elootrically ~nd magnetioaDJ 
blend, are equal in power, and paralyze each other J 
or, on the contrary, produce motion. This great and 
interesting truth I will prove to a demonstration, by 
experiments upon ladies and gentlemen in this audi
ence, while they are entirely awake, and in perfec& 
possession of' all their reasoning faculties. Before I 
proceed to produce these astonishing and even startling 
results, I will, in the first place, prove that ELECTai

CJTY is the CONNECTING LINK between )(J.D and iJlen 
MATTEil, and is the AGENT that the mind employs to 

contract and relax the muscles, and to produce all the 
ooltmtary and involuntary motions of the body. 

To bring this before you in the most plain and intel
ligible manner, I would first remark ~t the brain ia 
the fountain of the nervous system, from whence it 
~ends out its millions of branches to every part of the 
body. Indeed, the brain is but a congeries of nerves, 
and is the immediate residence of the living spirit. 
This spirit or mind is the cause of all motion, whether 
that motion be voluntary or involuntary. It willa the 
arm to rise, and immediately the arm obeys the man· 
date ; while the 11ery presence of this mind in the 
brain, even though wrapped in the insensibility ol 
aleep, produces all the involuntary motions of' the 
ritala, and executes the functions of life. 

To establish the fact that electricity is, indeed, the 
-••ctmg lift~& between the m.o and the MDY, I 

~' ., 
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would in the first pl&oe distinctly remark, that mind 
cannot come in direct contact with gross matter. M1 
mind can no more directly touch my hand, than it ca.n 

the mountain rock. My mind cannot touch the 'ltonea 
of my arm, nor the sinews, the muscles, the blood-ves
sels, nor the blood that rolls in them. In proof of this 

position, let one hemisphere C\f the brain receive what 
is called a stroke of the pa~y. Let the paralysis be 
complete, and one half of the system will be rendered 

motionless. In this case, the mind may will with all 

its energies-may exert all its mental powers-yet the 
arm will not rise, nor the foot stir. Yet the bones, 
sinews, muscles, and blood-vessels are all there, and 

the blood as usual continues to flow. Here then we 

have proof the most irresistible, that mind can touch 
none of these ; for what the mind can touch it can 
move, as easily as what the hand can physically touch 

it can move. Our proof is so far philosophically con

clusive. 
I would now remark, that it ia equally certain mJ 

mind can touch some matter in my body, otherwise I 
could never raise my arm at all. The queetion1 then, 
arises, What is that mysterious substance which the 

mind can touch, as its prime agent, by which it pliO
duces muscular motion 1 In the light our subject DOW 

stands, the answer is most simpl13. It is that 'Vtf'J 

rulutance which WllS disturbed in this paralysis, ad 
that is the pe"oua fluidt which is animal electricit,J, 
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and forms che connecting ~ between mind and JDM. 
ter •. Mind is the only substance in the universe that 
possesses inherent motion and living potoer as its m 
PJUKEV A.L ..-:FFICIE.NTs. These two seem to be insepa
rable, because there can be no manifestation of power 
except through motion. Hence KIND is the first grand 
moving cause. It is the first link in the magnificent 
chain of existing substances. This mind wills. This 
mental energy, as the creative foroe, is the second link, 
and stirs the nervous force, which is electricity. This 
is the third link. This electricity causes the nerve to 
vibrate. This is t~e fourth link. The vibration of 
the nerve contracts the fibre of the muscle. This ia 
the fifth link. The contraction of the muscle raiseu 
the bo~e or the arm. This is the nzth link. And 
the arm raises dead matter. This is the seventh link . 
So it is through a chain of seven links that Inind comet· 
in oontact with dead matter; that is, if we allow th( 
creative force-the will-to be one link. This will, 
however, is not a substaftCe, but a mere energy, or re
sult of mind. To be plain, it is Inind that touchea 
electricity-electricity touches nerve-nerve touches 
muscle-muscle touches bone-and bone raises dead 
matter. It is, therefore, through this concatenation or 
chain, link by link, that the Inind gives motion to and 
oontrols living or dead matter, and not by direct eon

tact with all substances. Hence the proof is clear and 

\)08itive, that the mind can come in contact _with, and 

s• '"' 
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by its volition control, the electricity of the bodJ, ... 
eolleet this subtile agent with fearful power upon &111 
part of the system. 

It is evident that the mind holds its residenee in the 
brain, and that it is not diffused over the whole system 
Were it so, then our hands and feet would think, ancl 
in case they were amputated, we should lose part of 
our minds. If, then, the :MINJ'J invested with BOY.AL 

n, is enthroned in the brain-and if the mind com 
ma.nd the foot to move, or the hand to rise, then it 
must send fCirth from its presence an agent, as ita 
PJUJB XIKISTEll, to execute thiq command. This 
prime minister is ELECTRICITY, which passes from the 
brain through the nerves, as so many telegraphic wires, 
to give motion to the extremities. On this principle, 
bow easy it is to understand the philo>Wphy of a paral
ysis. The nerve, as the grand conductor of the motive 
power, is obstrnctE:d by some spasmodic collapse, and 
the prime minister cannot pass the barrier that ob
structs its path. In this case, the mind, as the en
throned monarch, may WILL the arm to rise, but the 
arm remains motionless. But remove that barrier, the 
agent passes, and the arm must rise. Hence it is 
easily seen, that all motion and power originate in 
mind. 

I have now brought before you the connecting link 
between mind and matter, and through this have shOWII 

'" the philosoph1 <'f the contraction or the h1UDII1l 
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.....,;.. .. ~ugh mental energy. This has enr b6eD, 
and still . s, oonsidered an inscrutable mystery in Phya
iol<>gy. Whether it is now revealed or DOt, is submit
ted to your decision. To my mind, the argument in ita 
defence is irresistible. 

Having clearly and philosophically established the 
troth, that electricity, in the form of nervous fluid, i&t 

indeed the connecting link between mind and inert 
matter, the question now presents itself-If the mind 
continually throws off electrieity from the brain by ita 
mental operations, and by muscular motion, then how 
is the supply kept up in the brain-through what 
B0111'C8 is it introduced into the system, and how con
veyed to the brain 1 I an.nrer, through the respira
tory organs electricity is takro into the blood at the . 
lange, and from the blood it is thrown to nerves and 
oooducted to the brain, and is there secreted and pre
pared for the use of the mind. It will be impossible 
for me to argue ~s point fully unless I explain at the 
same instant the philosophy of the circulation of the 
blood. As I dift"er also with physiologists on th.il 
point, and as I do not believe that the heart circulatee 
the blood at &11, either on the hydraulic, or any other 
principle, so I will turn your attention to this su'uject. 

The philosophy of the circulation of the blood is ODt 

of the grandest themes that can be presented for ha. 
IDID contemplation. While discussing this matter, it 
ti1l be clearl,y mad& to appear how e1ectricit:J is gada. 
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ered from the surrounding elements, carried into the 
system and stored up in the brain to feed the mind 
with impressions. I desire it to be distinctly under
stood, that when I speak of the electricity, galvanima, 
and magnetism of the human syste~, or of the nertJ.· 

ou fluid, I mean one and the same thing. But before 
I proceed to notice the philosophy of the circulation of 
the blood, and the secretion of the nervous fluid, I wil~ 
first make a few observations in relation to the nerves 
and blood-vessels, so that I may be distinctly under
stood. 

I have already stated, that the brain is the fountain 
of the nervous system, and that both its hemispheres 
are made up of a congeries of nerves. They both pass 
to the cerebellum; and the spinal marrow, continued 
to the bottom of the trunk, is but the brain continued. 
In the spinal marrow, which is the grand conductor 
£rom the brain, is lodged the whole strength of the 
system. From this spinal marrow, branch out thirty
two pairs of nerves, embraciiJ(? the nerves of motion 
and those of sensation. From these branch out others, 
and others again from these ~ and so on till they are 
spread out over the human syt~tcm in network so infi
nitely fine that we cannot put down the point of a nee
dle without feeling it--and we cannot f~el, unless we 
touch a nerve. We see, therefore. how inconceivably 
&ne the nervons system is. In all these milliona of 
Denes there is no blood. Tbt>y oontain the eleotrie 
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4aid only, while the blood is confined to the 'feina and 
arteries. I &m well aware that the blool-vessels pu1 

round &mong the convolutions of the brain, and through 
them the blood freely flows to give that mighty organ 
.ction; but in the nerves themselves there is no blood. 
They are the residence of the living mind, and iw 
prime agent, the electric fluid. 

Though I have frequently, in my public lectures, 
touched upon the philosophy of the circulation of the 
blood, and hence those remarks were reported and 
published in my " Lectures on the Philosophy of Ani
mal Magnetism, in 1843," in connection with JJJ.'J 
riews of the connecting link between mind and matter, 
1et I have never taken up the subject in an exact, full, 
and connected detail of argument. This I will now 
proceed to do in connection with the secretion of the 
nervous fluid. 

I would, then, in the first instance remark, that the 
air we breathe, ·as to its component parts, is computed 

to consist of twenty-one parts OXYGEN, and seventy 
nine parts NITROGEN. Electricity, as a universal 
agent, pervades the entire atmosphere. We cannot 
tllrn the electric machine in any dry spot on earth 
without collecting it. Oxygen is that element which 
sustains flame and animal life. Neither can exist a 
moment without it, while nitrogen, on the contrary, 
just as suddenly extinguishes both. The a.tmoephen, 
in thia O)mpound state, is taken into the lunp. The 
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oxygen and electricity, having a strong afllnity fot 
moistlH'e, instantly rush to the blood, while the nitro
gen is disengaged and expired. The blood, being ory 
pnized and electrified, instantly aesnmes a bright 
olwry-red appe&rance, and by this energising procesa 
has become purified and prepared for circulation. The 
lungs, and the blood they contain, are both rendered 
electrically positive ; and we know that in electrical 
science two positives resist each other and fty apart. 
Hence the lungs resist the blood and force it into the 
left ventricle of the heart. The valve closes and the 
blood passes into the arteries. Hence arterial blood is 
of a bright cherry-red hue. It is by the poriliw force 
of electric action, propelled through every possible 
ramification of the arterial system till all ita thousands 
o£ minute capillary vessels are charged. Along these 
arteries and all their thousands of capillary branches 
are laid nerves of involuntary motion, but no nerves 
whatever attend the veins. Why is this 801 Why is 
it, that nerves, like 80 many telegraphic wires, are laid 
along the whole arterial system in all its minute rami
fications, but that none are laid along the venous sys
tem 1 I press this question-Why do nerves attend 
the artelies, while none attend the veins 1 I answer, 
that nerves are laid along the arteries to receive the 
electric charge from the porittw blood that rolls iD · 
&hem, 1r'Llich charge the blood reoeived from the air in
lpired b7 the lUDp. But as the veooaa blood ia wp-

• 
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Htle, it has no electricity to throw oft", and hence needt 
no attendant nerves to receive a oharge-beoaue that 
.,ery elec&rie eharge, whloh &he blood receives from 
each inspiration at &he lungs, is thrown oft" into the 
nerves by friction, as it rolls through ite destined ohm. 
nels in crimson streams. At the extremities of the 
arterial system-at the very terminus of its thousands 
of capillaries, the last item of the electric charge w.kes 
its departure from the positive blood, escapes into the 
attendant nerves, through them is instantly conducted 
to the ·brain, and is there basined up for the use of the 
mind. 

The arterial blood, having thrown oft" its electricity 
as above described, assumes a dark-a purplish hue. 
It enters the capillaries of the veins, which are as nu. 
merous as those of the arteries. The blood is now 
negati11e, and as the lungs, by new inspirations, are 
kept in a politi11e state, so the venous blood returns 
through the right ventricle of the heart to the luDgB, 
on the same principle that the nega(i11e and poritiw 
forces rush together. There it is again electrified and 
oxygen.Uted, changed to a. bright cherry-red color, it 
again rendered politiw, and is thus purified and pre
pared once more for arterial eircillation. We now 
clearly perceive that it is electrically the blood cirou
Jates, and electrically it recedes from, aud returns to, 
&he lungs through the two ventricles of the bean. 
The heart does not circulate the blood at all, u ph)'lo 
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iologiata contend. The heart is the Sl7PUXE uao 
uroa of this sublime and constantly ebbing and flow· 
mg ocu:s of crimson life, with all its majeatio riven 
and frolicking streams J and determines with eDOtiDIII 
Mw npidl.J the whole aball flow. 
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LECTURE IV • 
• 

L.a»u.a AJID GENTLEMEN • 

I BA VE in my last Lecture touched upon the pbilcJeo. 
phy of the circulation of the blood, the nervous 818-
tem, and the secretion of electricity upon the brain, 
which I call the nervous fiuid. As this part of my 
subject must, on acco~ of its impOrtance, posseu 
peculiar interest to us all, I desire to dwell upon it a 
few moments longer. 

From the arguments already ofFered, it will be olearl1 
perceived by every philosophic mind, that the circula
ting system is in reality two distinct systems. The 
jirlt is the ABTEBIAL 8YSTEK, that carries the poft_ 
ftfle blood, which is, as before stated, of a bright 
cherry-red color, and is ever flowing from the heart to 
the extremities. The 1econd is the n:Kova SYSTEM, 

that carries the NEGATIVE BLOOD, which is of a purple 
color, and is ever flowing from the extremities to the 
heart. To these two circulating systems, the heart, 
with ita two "auricles, two ventrioles, and valvea, il 
aactly adapted, so as to keep the poritiw and •P 
liN blood a~ and to replate the motion of 1Kda 
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And it will be percei?ed that the n(lrvoua system most 
perfectly corresponds with what I have said of the 
circulating system. I mean that nerves of involuntary 
motion are laid along the arteries to receive the charge 
of electricity from the positive blood that fiows in them. 
These views of the circulation of the Q!ood are strength
ened by the fact, that the blood cont&ins•a <'.ertain por
tion of iron ; and we well know that iron b(ICOmes a 
cnagnet only by inductioa, and loses its magnetic power 
the moment the electric current passes from it. Hence 
the blood, through the agency of the iron it contains, 
can easily assume a positive state at the instant it re
ceives the electric charge from the air at the longs. 
It can. then pass into the arteries, and by friction throw 
off its electricity into the nerves, and again 888QIIle a 
raegatifJe atate as it enters the veins. 

I now consider the ELECTRIC Or MAGNETIC CIB.CULA• 

LATION of the blood philosophically and irresistibly 
proved. Hence the position which many assume, that 
the heart circulates the blood on the hydraulic or 
Y&Cuum principle; is utterly unfounded in truth. And 
that the heart, in accomplishing this, exerts a force, aa 
they contend, of more than one hundred thousand 
pounds, is too preposterous to be believed. I grant 
that the heart is ~be strongest muscle in tho human 
system ; but who can for one moment believe that ita 
moti1"e power is equal to fifty tons 1 The he&l't., aa I 
ban alread1 observed, does not ciroulat.o the blood al 
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all ; ncr 011 the contrary does the blood caiUie ihe heart 
&o &hrob. The heart and lungs both receive their mo
tions from the cerebellum, which is the fountain and 
origin of organic life and involuntary motion. Hence 
the involuntary nerves from the cerebellum throb th• 
heart and heave the lungs, and the electricity contained 
in the air they inspire, circulates th(' blood and sup
plies the brain with nervous fluid, as I have already 
explained. 

Perhaps, however, the inquiry may here we, What 
proof is there that the involuntary nerves from the 
oerebellum throb the heart and heave the lungs, lnd 
that "the bleod is not mad• to circulate from the same 
cause'l 

This double interrogatory is easily answered. In
sert, for instance, a surgical knife between the joints or 
the vertebne, and out off the spinal marrow below the 
lungs and heart--all the parts below this incision will 
be ao completely paralysed, and voluntary motion ~ 
sensation se entirely destroyed, that we have no power 
&o move -the limbs by any volition we may exert ; nor 
have we any power to feel, even though the pa.ralyzed 
limbs should be broken to pieces by a hammer, or 
burned with fire. Yet in these immovable and un
feeling parts the blood continues to circulate as usual 
through the veins and arieriee. This is proof positive 
&hat the blood is not made to flow by any power what
tftr iwesMd in the oefebellua. but, u before proved 
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bJ the politif'e and negative forces of that clectrioi\1 
contained in the air inspired by the lungs. But let 
the spinal marrow be severed above the lungs and 
heart, and both will be instantly paralyzed and cease 
their motions ; yet the last inspiration taken in by the 
lungs will cause the blood to circulate till it floods the 
right ventricle of the heart with venous blood, and 
empties the left ventricle of its arterial blood. This is 
proof the most irresistible, that the HEART AND LUNQI 

AU MOVED BY AN INVOLUNTARY NERVOUS FOROB 

ORIGINATING IN THE CEREBELLUM, while the blood is 
circulatOO. by the positif'e and negatif'e forces of that 
electricity which is taken in wfth the air at the lungs. 
The lungs merely act as a double force-pump to bring 
in the surrounding atmosphere, extract from it a 
propAr supply of the vital principle to feed the bright 
and burning flame of life, and to reject and expire thfl 
dregR unfit for that end. This is perhaps as much as 
it is necessary to My in relation to the circulation of · 
the blood, and the constant secretion of the nervoua 
ftuid from the arterial blood to the brain. I now turn 
to the philosophy of disease, and will be brief as poe· 
aible. 

It is generally supposed by medical men, that there 
are innumerable causoa for the various diseases in ex. 
istence, and that even one disease may have m&n! 
eauaea in nature to produce it. But I contend, that 
~ is but ODe Jr&Dd CAUIJ: for all diseues, aDd tQ 
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il the disturbing of the vital force of the bod' There 
is in every human being a certain amount of electricity. 
ThiiJ is, as I have said, the most subtile and fine mate
rial in the body ; is the power, as has been shown, that 
moves the blood ; a!ld is the agent by which the mind, 
through the nerves, contracts the muscles and produces 
motion. And as all the convulsions and operations in 
nature and in man invariably begin in the invisible and 
finest substances in being, and end in the most gross, 
so electricity, in the human system, is the cause of all 
the effects there produced, whether salutary or other
wise. When this electricity is equalized throughout 
the nervous system, the blood will also be equalized in 
its circulation, and the natural result is he"lth. But 
when it is thrown out of balanoo, the blood will, in like 
manner, be also disturbed, and the natural result is 
disease ; and the disease will be severe or mild in 

the same ratio as the vital force is more or less dis
turbed. 

I am well aware that medical men are much inclined 
to examine the patient's pulse, and watch the move
ments of the blood. They seem to think that nearly 
all diseases originate in the blood, and hence, under tbia 
impression, hundreds of specifics, or nostrums, havo 
arisen to purify the blood, as though it contained some 
foreign properties that rendered it impure, and that 
&hose, by some medical treatment, must be extracted 01 

r.ovod from the s7stem. But all th\s is fallaoiQQ.& 
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u the blood contains no foreign properties to raocler it 
impure. The blood becomes impure only through a 
disturbed circulation. It can be purified \y no other 
substances in being, except what are contained in &he 
air at the lungs. These are oxygen and electricity. 
The whole blood in the body must, every few moments, 
be passed through the lungs to be purified and preserved 
from putrefaction. If the circulation, in any part of 
the body, be obstructed, or thrown out of balance, so 
that the blood cannot pay its timely visit to the lungs, 
it must become extravasated and impure. If, in any 
part of the body, there is • a complete obstruction, so 
that the blood is entirely retained, then · inflammation, 
ulceration, and corruption must ensue. 

I now turn directly to the subject, and call your UD• 

divided attention ·to the philosophy of disease. The 
operations of the mind, and the nervous system of 
man, have been too much overlooked by medical men, 
who have paid great attention to the blood, and to the 
more gross and solid parts of the body. But it is evi
dent that disease begins in the electricity of the nerves, 
and not in the blood. Electricity is the starting point. 
From thence it is communicated to the blood, from the 
blood to the flesh, and from the flesh to the oones, 
which arc the last efFected. It begins in the finest, and 
ends in the grossest particles of the syauma. The UD• 

lfteD are the starting powers. 
I have alread1 remarked that the brain is the 'foa. 
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tam ol tae aenoua system, and sends forth its milliona 
of branches to every possib.e part and extremity of the 
body. This nervous system is filled with electricity, 
which is the agent or servant of the royal mind, who, 
as monarch, holds his throne in the braJ!. From 
thence· the mind, by its volitions, controls one half of 
the electricity of the system. It controls all that is 
contained in the voluntary nerves, but has no such 
control over the other half, which is confined to the in. 
voluntary nerves. 

Though there is but one grand cause of disease, 
which u the electricity of the '!!Stem thrown ou.t of 
klance, yet there are, nevertheless, two modu by 
which this may be done. It may be done by mental 
impressions. And so it may be done by physical im. 
pressions from external nature. I will first notice how 
diseases are produced b1 mental imprtssionl. 

Millions of our race have been swept from the light 
of life to the darkness of death by various diseases 
oaused by mental impressions. Misforttrue and dis
tress have fallen upon many a father, a mother, an? 
many a child. They have shut up in their bosoms all 
these mental woes, and brooded over their misfortunes 
in secret, concealed grief. Melan~holy took possession 
or the heart, the vital force was disturbed, the system 
wu thrown out of balance, disease was eDgendered, 

IDd they went to their graves. 
I ~ now addressing this audience. The action of 
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my minl has called the electricity of the 11ystem from 
&he extremities to the brain. The blood has followed 

it. My feet being robbed of their due proportion of 
the vital force, are, in the same ratio, cold, and hence, 
dUB is, so far, disease. And unless I ceased sp~ 
and suffered a ren.ction to take pla.ce, it would bring me 
to my grave. 

A man accuuu1lates a fortune of two hundred thou

sand dollars. He loses one half of it, and is hurled 
in distress. He broods over his misfortune. The 
mind is in trouble ; it shrinks back on itself. The 
electricity of the system, this servant of the mind, 

leaves the extremities and approaches the brain, the 

throne of the master. The blood follows on ; the ex
citement becomes great, and he believes he shall die in 
an almshouse. He is a monomaniac. Suppose he 
now loses the other half of his fortune, and his mind 

will become involved in still greater distress. This 

mental action calls an increased quantity of electricity, 
that is, of nervous fluid, to the brain, and an equaJ 
amount of blood follows on. He is now entirely de

ranged, and his feet are incessantly cold, because tht 
brain has robbed them of their Jue proportion of the vital 
force. Now do you not perceive, that if these forcea 
are dispersed from the brain, and the circulation equal
Wed, that his reason will be restored 1 There is noS 

too much of blood and electricity in the system, but 

there may be toe much in any one department of &he 
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Ayatem. I will now suppose him once more in rosaee
aiOR of his reason. Now bring him intelligence that 
his duling child is crushed to atoms. The mind sud
denly shrinks back on itself; the electric, or nervous 
fluid, instantly darts to the brain, like a faithful serv. 
ant to see what distresses the master. . The bloOd as 
suddenly follows the servant. The storm rages, and a 
fit ensues. Let the news be still more startling, and 
the congregated forces will, in the same ratio, be in
creased upon the brain, and be drops a corpse ! So we 
perceive that, in all these instances, there is but one 
cause of diseaae. The only difference we have wit
nessed in the effects produced, wu a gradually increu
ed action, occasioned by an inoreued power of the 
same cause, even from the slightest excitement, grad
ually up to that fearful point where it produced instant 
death. An instance analagous to this, transpired here 
among you, in the case of the distinguished statesman, 
John Quincy Adams. Perhaps too much anxiety and 
thought for the welfare of his country, at his advanced 
age, called the forces to the brain, and the ~rilliaut 

lamp of reason and life was extinguished I He bu eD

tered on other scenes ! . 
I have thus far confined my remarks to efFects pro. 

duood upon the brain by the electro-nervous fluid and 
blood, which were called there by the various emotions, 
passions, and sensations of the mind. But that these 
loreel ahuld invade the territory of the bn.iu, ucJ 

' 
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prod.1ce such resulta, depends, however, upon &he eoa. 
ution of &he brain as to its comparative ph,m.. 

ltireDgth with the other parts of the system. In thil 
fte1r of the subject, had the same misforiunes as t6 

lou of property aboYe stated been visited upon this 
ume individual when his brain was firm, a different 
disease would have been the result. Suppose that his 

brain, as to its physical structure, had been strong and 
Srm, but that his lungs had been weak. Now let the 

a.m.e misfortunes befall him. His mind again shrinks 
back on itself; the electro-nervous force, as before, 
starts for the brain, but is not allowed to ebter thil 
palace of the distressed monarch, and it stops at the 

lungs, the weakest and nearest post. The blood next 
follows on in pursuit of the servant, and takes up ita 
abode with him. Infiammation sets in, and, if &he 
trouble of the monarch continues, tubercles form, ulcer

ation takes place: and death ensues. lt was OODIUIDp
tion. 

But suppose th.:. lungs had been strong, and that the 
atomach had been, by some trivial circumstance, ren
dered the weakest part. The electro-nervous fluid and 

blood would~ in this case, have gone th tre, and taken 
possession of that post. Inflammation, canker, with 

morbid secretions would have ensllOO, and even alcera 
might have bee11. formed. The digestive organs would 

bave been weakenoi, and dyspepsia, with all its honor 

fl barron, would nan been tile reault. If the liftr 
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W been tl.e weaker spot, the same forces, under the 
eame mental impressions, would have congregated there, 
and produced the liver complaint. Jt' the stomach and 
liver had both been strong, and the spine weak, it would 
have been a spinal complaint. If all these had been 
physically firm, and the kidneys weak, the same forcee 
would have produced a disease of the kidneys. And 
if all in the regions of the brain and trunk had been 
firu1, and a mere blow had been inflicted upon tho hip, 
knee, or any -part of the lower limbs, the electro-nerr
ous force and the attendant blood wCiuld have gooe 
there, and produced the white swelling, or any other 
species of inflammation and distress. So we peroeift:. 
that the same CAUSE, under MENTAL IMPllE88IONS, may 
produce any of these diseases. As to the character 
of the disease, it merely takes its name from the organ 
or place in the body where it may locate itself. Henoe 
diseases differ one from another only as the various dis
eased organs, their motions, secretions, and function~ 

may differ~r as the various located parts of the body 
invaded by disease may differ from each other. But 
the producing cAusE of all these diseases is one and the 
same. It is the ELECTB.O-NEavous FLUID of the body. 

Having said all that I at present deem necessary q 
relation to the disturbing of the ne"ous force by Mar· 

1'.lL IMPRESSIONs, I will now turn your attention tl 
the disturbing of the nervous force ~ PBftiG.llt • 

n&1810W8· 
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AI the min~ in distress-in secret melancholy aoJ 
pief-has disturbed the nervous force~ which has en
gendered disease by calling the blood and other ft.wdt 
of the body to its presence, and thus sent millions to 

their graves-as it has produced all the diseases we 
have mentioned and even hundreds more-so the same 
diseases and hundreds more are also produced by the 
nervous force when it is disturbed by physiral impru 
riMu from external nature. 

I am well aware that mental and phyaical impres
sions may be termed causes of disease ; but it will be 
remembered, that medical men contend that there are 
remote and pro::imate causes of disease. I am on the 
latter, and contend that there are not thousands of 
prozimate causes, but only one grand PBOXIK.Aft 

CAVSE of disease, and this is the disturbing of the 
nervous ft.uid, or throwing the electricity of the system 
out of balance ; and· that diseases begin in the electric 
force of the nerves, and not in the blood. They begin 
in the invisible and finest substance of the body, and 
end in the gross. Hence the same cause that producea 
monomania, produces entire derangement, fits, head
lObe, and even the common excitement of the brain in 
a public speaker. The same cause produces oonsump. 
~on, dyspepsia, liver complaint, spinal affections, plea. 
risy, cholera, dysentery, infiammations, fevers, eto. 
Tais subtile, diBea•e-ciJusing principle, is the ElEC

na-nnov• I'LVJD. Wb~n equalized throupout tbl· 
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.,nem, it is the cause of health, for it controls the 
blood and other iluids, a.nd when thrown out of balance, 
it is the cause of disea.ee. Hence the minister of health 
and sicknes!l--()f life and death-is within us, and is 
oLe and the same principle. As electricity is the effi
cient cause of all convulsions, calms, and storms in na
ture, and of all the pleasing or awful phenomena that 
transpire in earth, air, or ocean, or in the vegetable or 
mineral kingdom, so, as man is but an epitome of the 
universe, it is eleCtricity in the form of nervous iluid 
that produces all the convulsions, calms, and storms in 
his own systein. 

We have seen the various secret stirrings of electri. 
city in the human nerves under mental impreslitml, in 
producing insanity, fits, consumptions, etc. We wit . 
ness the same mournful results when that subtile power 
is moved by phymal imprmi.n~. A wet foot, for 
instance, may throw the electro-nervous fluid out of 
balance, a.nd this subtile force may suddenly check the 
lacteal or other ·secretions, and also produee insanity, 
or fits, or by locating itself upon the lungs, it may pro
duce consumption. The fact is, that the electro-nen
OWI flnid, when disturbed at the extremities, or on the 
91lrface of the body, always retires inward, and locatel 
itself upon the weakest organ, or upon some weak por. 
tioa of the vitals-the blood follows, and disease is the 
reenlt. As I have fully explained thia when noticiDf 

.-til illlpreuiona, 10 then ia DO tc08Sioa of m1 11• 
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tlcularizing. I will merely say, that a sudden UpolliN 

to a damp air, sitting upon a cold rock, lying upon the 
ground and suddenly falling asleep, or sitting with the 
back to a current of air while in a perspiration-all, or 
any of these, may at times disturb the electro-nervous 
force, and arouse this disease-causing power from ita 
alumberings. This may throw the blood out of b&1a.noe, 
md by locating themselves upon the weakest organ or 
weakest part of the system, engender disease. Or the 
oervou force may be disturbed by •eating or drinking 
too much or too little of wholesome substances, or by 
eating and drinking unwholesome or poisonous sub
stances, and all these correspondent diseases produced. 

It is now clearly seen how mental and phyrical im
pressions disturb the electricity of the system, whioh 
locates itself upon the weakest organ, calls the lood 
to its aid, and brings disease, pain, and death. So we 
perceive, that the same nervous fluid which, when 
equalized, produces health, is, when thrown out of bal
ance, the cause of disease. Tho whole electricity of 
the nerves is, of course, one hundred per cent. FiAJ 
per cent. is under the voluntary control of the mind, 
and belongs to the voluntary nerves, and the other fifty 
per cent. is under the control of the involuntary powen 
of the mind, and belongs to the involuntary nerves. 
Now it the whole fifty per cent. of either of these 
forces, which when equalized is health, should be sud. 
Moly oollecled upm any one organ, it wouli be the 

• 
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destruction of that organ. If the mind, ?n bearing 
bad news, or by some sudden distress, should call the 
whole fifty per cent. of electricity under its control to 

ibe brain, apoplexy and dea.th must ensue. This would 
t.e done by a mental impression on the voluntary nerv
ous force, causing the mind to shrink back on itself and 
become passive. But the same melancholy result could 
be produced by eating, drinking, or some other physical 
impression on the hivoluntary force over which the 
mind has no such control. Hence it will be understood, 
that all diseases, originating under mental impressions, 
are produced by the fifty per cent. of voluntary nerv. 
ous force. But those diseases, originating under physi
cal impressions, are produced by the fifty per cent. of 
involuntary nervous force, and over which the mind baa 
no control. 

If either of these electro-nervous forces, to a certain 
amount, should be called to a muscle, it would be pain. 
If called to a still greater extent, it would be in1lam- · 
mation; and if the whole fifty per cent. were called 
there, it would be mortification, and the ultimate and 
absolute destruction of the muscle. The same result 
would follow in case either of these forces were called 
to any organ in the system. It would be the destruc
tion of that organ. 

There are three kinds of pain : Firll, a pain pro
duced b1 nep&ive e!ootricity, which attracts the blood 
to the spot, ui U ever attended with inflammatiOD 
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&cond, a pain produced by positive electricity, whicl 
repela the blood, a.nd, though equally severe, is never 
attended with infia.mmt.tion. Third, a pain produced 
by the confused mixture of the two forces, and consists 
in a burning, itching, or prickly sensation, a.nd is often 
very distressing. 

I have now given you a few hints on the philosophy 
of disease, which are of course novel to you a.ll ; but 
they are, nevertheless, as interesting and important to 
the welfare of our race, as they are novel and snange. 
Medical men have ever noticed the great efFect that the 
mind has upon the body, both as it regards a disastrous 
or salutary result. Hence they keep up the brightest 
hopes of their patients as to recovery, and carefully 
guard every one against uttering to them a word of dis
couragement. These efFects they have seen, but no• 
understanding the connecting link between mind and 
matter, the true philosophy of disease has been by them 

· entirely overlooked, and in relation to this science they 
may after a.ll cry" ium!Jug." But thia will avail them 
nothing, for truth, after a.ll, will stand unshaken, and 
be appreciated by after generations, when opposition 
aha.ll have been interred, with no hope of its resurrec
tion. In view of our subject, so far as it regards men
tal impressions, we see the supreme importance of 
maintaining a reconciled state of mind. Equ&nimity 
of mind is the parent of health, peace, and happinesa 
and &be DObleat ket of the true Christian. When W• 
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10e thoU¥nds always restless, complaining ot oold and 
heat, and wet and dry-complaining of their own con. 
clition, and finding fault with others, and dissatisfied 
with the events of Providence-we need not marva! 
tha* so many complain of indisposition and diseul. 
nil Aa&e o£ mind orodueee them. So beware. 
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LECTURE V. 

f..ADJU .a.n G;;nLE!Bll: 

W BU we reflect how extensive a field &he .,..... 
phy of disease naturally occupies, and how vast a 
range we must take in order to inspect minutely ita 
lleTeral parts, it will then be seen that my remarks, 
i.n my last Lecture, have been brief in comparison with 
the vastness of the subject. I fiatter myself, however, 
that my views are understood1 and that the importanoe 
of the doctrine of mental and physical impressions, iD 
relation to disease, is clearly seen, and fully ·appre
ciated by you all. I believe it to be founded in im
mutable truth, and that it will survive the crush ~ 
empires and the revolution of ages. 

Having brought forward the PBILOSOPBY or Die

EASE in my last Lecture, I now turn to the uno•
ALE OF ITS CURE in this. 

In discussing the doctrine of mental impreBirions, 1 
have clearly and irresistibly proved that the mind by 
shrinking back on itself in fear, melancholy, and grief, 
in the day of adversity, misfortune, and distreaa, caa 
iiatarb the electro-nervous fluid, and allow it to OCJDo 
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eentrate itself upon any organ of the bady and engen
der disease. If, then, the mind can disturb the equili
brium of ~e nervo-electric force and call it to some 
,rgan so as to produce disease, then the mind can also 
lisperse it, equalize the circulation, and restore health. 
rhis it can do by a mental impression, admitting the 
mpression to be sufficiently great. For example : A 
aan in possession of five thousand dollars is riding 
homeward on horseback in the evening. He is within 
a mile of his house. He is weary and his head ,aches 
eo eoverely that be is obliged to walk his horse. He 
1a so indisposed and faint that he can but just keep his 
aaddle. From a lonely dismal spot at the road side, 
a robber springs and seizes his horse's bridle-pre
aents a pistol, and exclaims, "Your money, or your 
life!" The rider, with a loaded whip, and at the im
pulse of the moment, suddenly strikes the robber's 
.mn. This causes the pistol to discharge, and adds to 
the oonfusion of the moment. The rider, scarcely 
knowing what he is about, puts spurs to his horse. 
He darts ofF at the top of his speed. Before he il 
aware, he is at his own door. He dismounts and finds 
himself safe. The vital force is driven to the extrem
ities, and his hands and feet are warm. Where is hil 
headache now 1 It is gone. The supreme impression 
ot his mind drove the electro-nervous fluid from his 
brain-the blood followed it-a reaction took place, 
IDil he wu well. Is there any thing •tra.nae in tbia 1 
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No. Then there ij, nothing strange in this &&ienoe. 
for it is the curing of diseases by the doctrine or im
pressions. 

I desire it to be distinctly understood bow this power 
operates. Remember mind touches the electro-nervous 
fluid, moves it-and this fluid moves the blood. Elec
trical Psychology is the doctrine of impressions, and 
the same disease that mind, or even physical impres
sions can cause, the mind can remove, if the patient 
be in the psychological state. Because mental impres
sions to . any extent we please can be produced upon 
him. It is therefore immaterial from what souroe a 
disease may arise, or what kind of a disease it may be, 
the mind can, by its impressions, cause the nervous 
flruci to cure it, or at least to produce upon it a saJu. 
tc.ry inftuence. If exposure to beat or cold, dampness 
or dryness, or to any of the changing elements, should 
call the nervous fluid to the lungs, and disturb the cir
culation of the blood, so as to produce inflammation, 
the mind could disperse and equalize it, and thus effect 
• cure as readily as though this inflammation of the 
lunge had been brought on by melancholy and grief, 
w- by any other mental distr('Ss. Or if these exposurea 
had caused any other disease or pain in the system, 
the mind could have had tho same power to remcve it, 
as though it had been causet. by mental distress. Or 
if by eating, drinking, or by sedentary h.bits, dyspep
tia 1lAd been produced, the miDd could baTe bad till 
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aame power to produce a salutary result, or el'ell ta 
r.ore it as though it had been caused by mental die. 
tNss. I do not mean that a cure cav be effected by 
the electro-nervous force, through JMntal impressiOM. 
if there be any organic destruction of the parts dis. 
eased. The consumption, for instance, could not be 
cured if the lungs were ulcerated;· sight could not be 
restored if the optic nerve were destroyed ; nor could 
deafness be removed if the auditory nerve were de
stroyed. In these cases, even, medical remedies, A 
must be granted, would be of no avail, because there 
is no foundation on which to build. In all I have 
said, or may say in regard to cures, I have reference 
only to curable cases. I mean, that the fifty per cent. 

\ or electro-nervous force, under the control of the mind, 
could effect a cure where there is no organic destruc 
tion, and where there is, at the same time, a sufti 
ciency of vital force left to build upon, so as to be able 
to produce a sanative result. Nor do I mean to be 
understood that this science alone can at all times 
cure. It may require medicines to co-operate with it. 
As diseases are produced through mental and physical 
impressions, so through mental and physical impres
sions they must be cured. 

Medicine produces a physical impression on the sys. 
tem, but never beals a disease. If a disease were 
ever healed through medicines, it was tealed by the 
tame llaoDMive power as though it had ~ clone bJ- a 
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mental impre815ion in accordance with the teacltinge of 
Electrical Psychology. This is evident ; because the 
sanative power is in the individual, and not in the 
medicine. Medicines and mental impressions only cali 
&hat sanative principle to the right spot in the system 
so as to enable it to do its work. The following ex
ample will explain my meaning on this particular 
point. 

You enter a garden and see a peach-tree with its 
fruit not fully grown, but so heavily laden, that one of 
its limbs is partially split from the trunk. The gar
dener is aware that if it be neglected till the fruit 
grows to maturity, the limb will be entirely parted 
from the tree and die. He carefully raises the limb 
till the split closes, and puts under it a prop to keep it 
to its place. He winds canvas around the li"Ounded 
part, and over this he puts tar. Now there is cer
tainly no healing principle in the prop-there is none 
dl the canvu-nor is there any in the tar. The prop 
merely sustains the weight of the limb, and keeps the 
split together ; the canvas is wound around it to pre
vent the tar from entering the split ; and the tar was 
applied to protect the whole from the air, rains, and 
external elements ; while the tree is left to the iw
rfftt operations of its own sanative prir.cr.plu. The 
sanative principle being in the tree, it must heal itself. 
So tho healing principle is in man, as much so as it is 
ill 1be tree. The healing principle in the tree ia &ht 
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tafliribk ekdro-fJegetatiw ftvicl. This moleS and 
equalizes the sap, and the sap aft'ects the wood. It ia 
the electricity of the tree that does the work ; and this 
electricity is under · the control of ita vegetable life. 
So the healing principle m man is the invisible ekctro
"'"'oua fluid. This moves and equalizes the blood, 
and the blood aft'eeta the flesh. It is the electricity ol 
the system, under the control of the mind. 

The position is incontrovertible, that the healing 
. principle is in man. Admitting it to be electricity, or 
what I call the electro-nervous fluid of the system, it 
is then easily seen that there is no healing principle.ia 
medicine, and it ita also understood what efFect medicine 
must have upon the system in order to produce a salu. 
tary influence. It must equalize the electricity, aa 
before remarked, and call it to the proper spot, so aa 
to enable it to do ita he.iling work. Hence, if the 
mind can so operate upon the fifty per oent. of the 
electro-nervous force under its control, as to equalise 
it, then it follows, as a. matter of course, that the same 
healing result will be obtained as is efFected by medi 
eine. In either ease there is no difFerence in the heal
ing power. In both instances it is the same. The 
only difFerence is, that in the one ease the healing 
power was made to act by the mind, which produoecl 
ita mental impression, and in the other ease b1 b 
medicine, which produced its phyriul impression. 

It ma7 now be asked, If med!oine hu no healblt 
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property in it, then how can an emetic remove impul 
ties from the stomach by vomiting the patient 1 II 
reply I would state, that it has never done so. In 
this I desire to be distiMtly understood. I mean that 
an emetic is not the vomiting principle. The vomiting 
principle is in the man. It is the electricity of the 
systeJD. The eleo.tro-nervous fluid of the brai~ is the 
vomiting principle. Let us understand the philosophy 
of this. Emetics, whether mineral or veg.::~able, pos
sess those peoulia.r chemical properties that cause im· 
mense secretions. This efFect is the whole secret of 
ibeir power. An emetic, taken into the stomach, pro
duoes secretions most freely from the glands of the 
stomach, from the mucous membrane of the lungs, 
from the glands of the trachm, and from the glands of 
the .lJlOuth and tongue. It robs them of their moisture 
which is continually accumulating upon the stomach. 
The parts being robbed of their moisture by this arti
ficial action, the electricity from the nerves follows it, 
because electricity has a strong affinity for moisture. 
When a sufficiency of the electric force is drawn from 
the brain, and the blood havi::g in the same ratio fol
lowed it, the countenance oo·omes pale-an expansion 
and collapse of the stomach takes place, and vomiting 
is the result. This is its philosophy. In proof of the 
fact, electricity u.nnot be gathered in damp weather. • 
The moisture, !"or which it hu a BtroDg aftlnitJ• 
\olda i~ 
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After all I have said of medicine and its operations, 
it may yet be supposed that it possesses some healing 
prineiple;and that the emetic does vomit the patient. 
Why then will it not vomit a. dead man 1 The answer 
is, because the vital force is gone, and the emetic is 
powerless. But why will it not vomit the .man when 
he is worn o<Jt with disease and near his end 1 I 
answer, because tho vital force in the man, on which 
vomiting depends, is wasted ; and as it does not exist 
in the medicine, so the emetic, in its chemical action 
having no material to work upon, or to call to its aid, 
is powerless. · 

If this is not satisfactory to your minds in the settle
ment of the question whether the vomiting principle is 
in the medicine or in the patient, I will pursue the 
subject still farther. Suppose while eating strawber
ries and cream, you tell a sensitive lady that she has 
taken into the stomach a. worm, or even a fly-she 

• stops f)ating, and in a minute she vomits freely. How 
is this, when she has swallowed, in fact, neither worm 
nor fly 1 I answer, that the vomiting principle is in 
the brain. She believed that she had taken into the 
stomach what was stated ; she kept her attention 
steadily and most intently upon it-and the mind 
thMw the electro-nervous force from the brain to the 
stomach, until there was a sufficient quantity to pro
cluoe an expansion and collapse of the stomach, ar.d oauae 
vamiti:Dg. Now the vomitins in this cue and iD the 
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ease or the emetic was occasioned by one and tho laiDI 

thing, and that is the electro-nervous 6uid. The only 
diff'erence in the two cases is, that the emetic ealled it 
from the brain by a physical impression, and the mind 
forced it from the brain by a mental impreaaion. 

If the vomiting principle is not in us, why then doee 
it turn the stomach to see an animal eating any thing 
very filthy, like the dog returning to his vomit t If 
this principle is not in us, bow can it produce nausea 1 
How can the motion of a vessel, and sometimes even 
the motion of a carriage, produce vomiting, unless it 
exists in the nervous force o£ the brain t Why will a 
1311, or blow upon the head, produce it. 

The same is true in relation to cathartics, which 
excite the secretions of the glands, but of other glands 
than those affected by an emetic. A cathartic excites 
the secretions of the mucous glands of the alimentary 
canal. This draws the eleotrio action from the brain, 
but mostly from the nerves on the surface of the body 
there, and produces its results·. I have been thus par. 
ticular upon the action and operation of emetics, u 
this one hint is sufficient to lead any reSecting mind to 
a correct impression of the relation in which medicinet 
stand to the human system. They are the mere props 
and supports of some weak part, to aid nature in re
storing herself to health and vigor. A cathartic, taken 
into the stomach of a very sensitive individual, wiD 
prodaoe the result of an emetic ; and an emetio, toe 
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101tg in electing its end in the first stomach, will, aftet 
passiDg the duodenum, '(roduce the result of a oathartio 
in the second stomach. 

I have now said all that is necessary in relation to 
the curing of diseases by the ELECTRO- MER V0118 FORCE, 

and have clearly shown how this force can be made to 
act by mind, or by medicine. I will now give advice 
in relation to avoiding disease and preserving health, 
which it will be well for every one to observe who is 
desirous of securing this inestimable blessing. As life 
is dear to all, I shall be pardoned when I say that 
medical gentlemen are mad who administer medicine in 
silence to the patient without candidly informing him 
what the medicine is, and what efFect or efFects he in
tends it to produce. If the patient were thus instruct
ed by a physician in whom he had full confidence, then 
he would be in constant expectation of the anticipated 
efFect; and the mind, by its mental impressions, acting 
in ooncert with the physical impressions of the medi
cine, would produce a salutary and happy result. I 
grant that this information cannot be given to infants, 
nor to deranged persons ; but it should be done in all 
possible cases. 

In order to preserve health, the body tlwuld 6e kepi 
tktm, and the mind pure and calm. There are ex. 

tremes in every thing, and these should be carefully 
awided. The body should be carefully washed all 
.,.., or bathQd, except the head, in water mOileracelJ 
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oool. .~o soap should be used in either case, and tbt 
process should not occupy more than three or four 
minutes. It should be briskly rubbed with a. coarse 

towel, and mostly downward, so as not to disturb the 
minute scales that cover the pores. In cold weather, 
colder water should be used than in moderate weather. 

Indeed, the water should be about the temperature of 
the elements. But in freezing weather the body should 
be merely immersed, and almost immediately extri. 

cated, and the washing process should not occupy more 
than a moment of time. In cold weather, twice per 

week is sufficient; and in warm weather, every alter
nate day is abundant, in ordinary cases. Too frequent 
washings and ba.things, and of too long continuance, to 
persons in ordinary health, is deleterious, as it destroys 

too much of the natural oil of the akin, which the 
Creator has supplied to give it a soft and silky texture. 

The system of hydropathy bas great force, if rightly 
managed. In cases of heat, or inflammation, warm 
wo.ter should be applied, and the reaction would be 
coolne!ls ; and in cases of cold feet, they should be 
washed on going to bed each night in cold water, till 
they remain continually warm. The coldest water 
will extract the frost from a frozen hand, whereas if it 
were immersed in the warmest water that could be 
borne, it would perhaps destroy it, so as to render eveD 
amputation necessary. But if the hand be burned or 
tcalded, immersing it in the warmest water that caD be 
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borne, or holding 1t to the fire, will proJuce a salutarJ 
result, even though itbe remedy be a harsh one. On 
this principle, you see the inconsistency of cold water 
applications, and even of ice to the head in brain 
fevers, or where there is a severe infl1,mmation of the 
brain, occasioned by a fall, a blow, or any concussion. 

I now turn the attention of ladies and gentlemen to 
eating, drinking, and wearing apparel, and will en
deavor, in few words as possible, to show the bearing 
of these upon the human constitution. 

Our bodies are made up of the elements, and, as I 
have already observed, are an epitome of the universe. 
(n order to insure perfect health, we should subsist en
tirely upon the provisions, whether vegetable or animal, 
that are produced in that part of the earth where we 
were born and reared, or in that part of the earth where 
we intend to spend our days. And, moreover, our 
wearing appat el should also be the product of the same 
section wuere we live. Cotton should never be worn 
where the snow covers the earth, or in that part of the 
earth's latitude where it cannot be raised. Hemp, flax, 
ootton, wool, and silk may be worn with perfect safety 
in those latitudes of the earth's surface where they cau 
be cultivated. The Creator'a works are perfect. He 
has established complete harmony .bttween the vegeta
bles, and the soil where they grow, and the climate that 
fostered their existence and warmed them into life. 
He, therefore, who eats the food belonging to hia on 
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lat\tuie, who drinks the water that gushes from hll 
&lfll springs, and wears the clothing produced in hill 
Olfll climate, establishes a perfect harmony and apti 

tude between his own body and the surrounding ele
ments. I mean that he does this in case he uses these 
blessings temperately, as not abusing them. 

The truth of this will appear perfectly clear, it we 
have a correct understanding of inuring ourselves to 
another climate, entirely different from the one to which 
we have been accustomed. I will therefore call your 
attention to the PHILOSOPHY OF BICCOKINQ I.CCP• 

MATED. 

The mineral kingdom lays a foundation for the vege 
table, and the vegetable for the animal kingdom. It ia 
therefore perfectly clear that no animals could have 
had an existence till there were vegetables, because an 
animal is but a t1egetable of the ltcond growth. Each 
latitude of the globe has vegetables peculiar to itself, 
and these make up all the varieties that exist on earth. 
But tho same species of vegetables differ from each 
other in different latitudes, as far as the climates and 
elements or soils may differ from each other. An 
apple, pear, or peach, grown in forty degrees north 
latitude, dift"ers considerably from the same fruit rais&t 
in thirty degrees north latitude. This is certain, be
cause it is the result of snrrounding elements that gave 
it being. The same may be said of corn, wheat, and 
rye In clif'erent latitudes. And u animal• .. bat 
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.,.etablea ot the second growth, hence tle aame ani
mala vary in accordance with their latitudes. The 
beet, mutton, and pork, raised in thirty and forty de
grees north latitude, are therefore unlike, each being 
sdapted to its own climate and the vegetahlE>.s that SUB· 

aained them. 
I have already stated, that our bodies are made ot 

die water, the vegetables, and animals upon wluch we 
subsiK, and are adapted to the climate and surrounding 
elements where we were born and reared. Our bodies 
are continually wasting away, and by food and drink 
are continually repaired. We lose the fleshy particles 
-Jf our bodies about once a year, and the bones in about 
seven years. Hence in seven years we have possessed 
seven bodies oi flesh and blood, and one frame of bones. 
We have not now, in all probability, a particle of flesh 
and bones we had seven years ago. The water we 
have drank1 and the flesh and vegetables we have eaten, 
having made up the component parts of our bodies, 
cause us to hanker and long for the same substances of 
which our bodies are composed. Like substance in ua 
calls for like substance without, to supply the wute 
of the system. This is habitude. 

Now suppose we suddenly change our climate from 
forty io thirty degrees north latitude. The air, water, 
fruits, vegetables, and flesh all differ. The old parti. 
o1ee composing our bodies, and brought from forty de
J.ftel DOrth latitude, fly off' u uual. This proclq~ 
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hunger and thirst, and we supply our wanta by dse 
nter and food of thirty degrees north latitude, and 
oontinue for weeks to do so. This creates a coUlict 

between the old substances of our bodies and the ne1f 
flesh and blood continually forming, throws t~e electro
nervous force out of balance, and engenders disease. 

ll we live and struggle on, for about seven years, we 
become ACCLIMATED, because our old flesh and bones, 
formed by the substances of one latitude, have disap. 
peared, and our entire systems are made up of the 
substances of another latitude. Hence we see tht 
danger of changing our positions on the globe to any 
great extent, which may, however, in some instances, 

prove beneficial to the constitution. Such is the PHI• 

LOSOPBY of being .AccLIMATED. 

In view of what I have now brought forward, it will 
be clearly perceived, by ladies and gentlemen, that we 
should confine ourselves to the water, fruits, grains, 
and animal food, and even to the medicines produced 
in that climate where we live, and reject those of dis
tant latitudes and foreign climates. To drink tea and 
coffee, and eat oranges, lemons, citrons, pineapples, 
tnd the productions of all parts of the globe, is lib 
changing, in some measure, our climate for another, or 
for several others, and thus keeping up a continual 
confiet between the elementary particles that are con
stantly entering the composition of our bodies. There 

ia aD incessant war waged between the climate when 
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we live, and the productions of another region, IDII 
Uiose of our own. To all this, add the clGthing ot 
other distant climes to be worn by us, and who can 
marvel that almost every man, woman, and child is 
complaining of some indisposition, or else groaning 
~mder disease and pain l Abandon luxuries of foreign 
growth; avoid dissipation; keep your bodies clean; 
your minds calm and contented; eat the productions of 
your own climate ; drink the clear crystal water of your 
own spring ; wear the flax, hemp, cotton, or wool that ie 
raised in your own latitude; take all the rest of sleep 
that your nature and temperament require ; have your 
hours of study, labor, exercise, and serious contempla
tion all regulated ; and be temperate in all things. 
Follow these directions, and no doctor will enter your 
house. If you must have tea, use sage, pennyroyal, 
and hemlock. These are wholesome, and habit will 
transform them into luxuries far transcending the 
nerve-destroying plant of China. 

It is impossible that the Creator could have erred in 
adapting all the fruits, grains, and other vegetable sub
stances to each latitude of the earth, so that man and 
other creatures can subsist there in health, peace, and 
ht.ppiness. And man no more requires the products 
of other climes to increase these blessings, than the 
animals around him, who find not only their food 
and drink, but even their medicines produced by Ule 
lOll on which they tread, without resorting to forei,p 

5 
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importation~. At the novelty of these ideas you ma' 
smile, but they are based upon immutable truth, and 
established, constituted, and sustained by Htx whc 
founded the pillars of strength and beauty tha1. sup
port the fabric of nature, and man stand till dley 
lhall fdl. 
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LECTURE V1 

Wbl81 .&•D GaKTL&MD: 

Ts& nature and importance of Electrical Psych ,to. 
gy I have clearly and philosophically argued, in a free, 
unchained, and fearless expression of my thought&. 
For this, even if I have erred, I am entitled to you 
"lpprobation, rather than your condemnation. For 
what is man, when he makes himself a cowering, 
cringing slave to the opinions of others, and tamely 
bows to win the momentary smiles of popular applause 
from the passing crowd 1 What I have said in relation 
to this science, has been the sincere breathings of m1 
own convictions. I have, therefore, reasoned fearlesa 
of consequences; and if I have in so doing met you 
approbation, I rejoice at ir; if I have met your disap
probation, I regret it-yet you will pardon me when I 
say that I ~ot alter my course and accommodate 
myself to the opinions of others, however elevated may 
be their stations. Fully sensible of the duty I owe to 
my fellow-men, and to the Supreme Ruler of the uni
~,aud when I discharge this to the best of my ability, 

l Ji"- care what QleD maJ think or even •1 ot -. 
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It, however, what I have argued of the human syat<D 
-the electrO-nervous force-the connecting link 00. 
tween mind and matter-the circulation of the blood
the philosophy of disease-the rationale of its cure
the laws of health, and the philosophy of being accli
mated-if these excite your surprise, ladies and gen
tlemen may then prepare themselves for still greater 
surprise in the arguments now to be offered on spirit, 
and the creation and government of the universe. 
Being myself perfectly unshackled and free, I shall 
aert myself in that freedom while pursuing this de
partment of my subject. 

In my introductory remarks in my THIRD Lecture, I 
took a general survey of the powers and operations of 
electricity throughout the empire of nature. We saw 
its secret workings, and its alternately . sublime 01 

awful manifestations. But all these operations and 
convulsions, however magnificently grand, will appeat 
but as the drop of the bucket to the fountain, when 
compared with the UNSEENPown that stirs the uni. 
verse. Electricity, so swift i~ its movement as to rival 
the lightning glance of thought, and so inconceivably 
awful in its rending force as to convulse the globe to its 
centre, is yet as nothing, and less than nothing, com
pared with that Eternal One who arms it with power
who gives it all1ts expansive force, and who makes it 
the messenger of his attributes to both nature and man. 
With his flnaer be has written the truth of this scieuoe 
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oa evel) object throughout the realms of nature. It 
ill written in the beams of the mid-day sun-in the 
doecending rains and gentle dews. It is written in the 
8owery field and shady grove. It is written in stars 
on the scroll of night. It is written in lightning on 
the bosom of the dark cloud. It is written deep in 
sympathy on the soul, and controls the most powerful 
affections and stormy passions of the human heart. 

In this Lecture I will turn your attention to SPIJUT, 

or KIND-by which I meft.n one and the same thing
and will endeavor to prove the existence of a.n Infinite 
Spirit. 

Though the powers of mind and its complicated 
operations can be seen, felt, and in a good degree com
prehended, yet, after all, we know but little of mind as 
it regards its properties, or robstance. Some suppose 
it to be absolutely and positively immaterial, because 
it is purely spirit. Others believe mind to be the re
sult of organism, and contend that it cannot exist with
out a brain, which is the grand organ that seeretel 
thought, even as the liver secretes its bile, or tlte stom. 
.ch its gastric juice ! The former of these supposi
tiODS is the one generally adopted by the Christian 
community who believe spirit to be an immGteriality 
The latter supposition is embraced by those Christiana 
who wholly rely upon the resurrection of the body for 
the future existence of the t!pirit. They are called 
Materialists, because they make out the spirit to be Qt 
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substance at all, but merely the result ol organi.l 
matter. Of this faith was the celebrated Dr. Priestly. 
This latter position is also adopted by the Atheists, 
who contend that spirit cannot exist independent of au 
organized brain ; and as they reject the Christian hope 
of the resurrection, so they contend that mind is extin
guished in the night of the grave, and sleeps in non
entity, to wake no more. Hence the id~ of a God, 
as an intelligent Spirit, they regard as a freak of fancy 
-a mere chimera of the human brain. Both of these 
positions as it regards spirit I reject, and will give my 
reasons for doing so. 

T reject the immateriality .,r the spirit, beeaUBe 
that which is positively and absolutely immattrial 
cannot of course possess· either length, breadth, thick
ness, nor occupy any space. Indeed, it cannot, in this 
case, possess any form ; ~d that which possesses no 
form, cannot, in the nature of things, occupy any spaoe. 
And to talk of a thing having an existence, which, at 
tha same time, has no form, nor occupies space, is the 
tnl')st consummate nonsense. Hence an immateri4lity 
is a nonentity-a blank nothing. On the other hand, 
if mind is merely the result of organism, and if it can. 
not exist independent of an organized brain, then who 
made the first brain 1 Did it not require an intelligent 
spirit to organize its several parts, and adapt die e)e 
to light, the ear to sound, and make these organs tht 
iDletl of aeuation i!\ the inhabitant in that brain 1 
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Svely the brain did not make itself, for this would 
only be saying, that the brain acted before it existed ! 

Having given my reasons for rejecting both these 
ideas of mind, I am now ready to introduce the ques
tion, What is MIND 1 I answer, it is a substance--an 
element--as really so as air or water, but differs mate
rially from all inert substances in being. I regard 
mind as living and embodied form- -as that incompre
hensible eltment whose nature it is to possess life and 
motion, as much so as it is the nature of other sub
stances to possess inertia. Hence, mind is, in these 
two respects-namely, life and motion-directly the 
'lpposite of dead matter. 

In the first place I will start with the assertion that 
there must be in the universe an Infinite Mind. It is 
impossible, in the very nature and constitution of 
things, that an absolute perfection of substances can 
be philosophically maintained without this admission. 
For the truth of this position I rely upon motion. By 
'IIIOTioN, then, I am to prove the existence of an Eter
nal Mind. 

In the first place permit me to remark, tha.t inher
ent motion is not an attribute common to all sub
stances in nature. This globe, as a body, is moved 
by the poritive and negative forces of electrical action. 
And all the operations of nature in the earth and ele
ments are carried on by the same power. Whether it 
be aryataliations, or petrifactions, the growth of vege. 
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tation, or its decomposition-motions and changes ill 
air and water--()r the crumbling particles of the moun-· 
tain rock-all the motions, visible and inviMible, that 
transpire in the mineral and vegetable kinbrdoms, and 
in all their multifarious operations, are produced by 
electricity, which is the universal agent appointed to 
keep up the order and harmony of the universe. And 
yet it is certain that electricity docs not possess in
herent motion a.s its attribute. Motion belongs to one 
substance only, and that is mind. 

There is certainly as much order in the universe a1 

there is in the human body. Let us, then, look truth 
calmly in the face. Each organ of the body performa 
but one function. The eye sees-the ear hears-the 
olfactories smell-the glands tasto--the heart throba 
to regulate the blood-the hands handle-the feet 
walk, and the liver secretes its bile. The eye never 
hears, and the ear never sees. So there is but oxx 
IUBSTANCE in nature whose attribute is inherent mo
tion, and that is MIND. Not one single part of the 
human body possesses independent motion. Electri 
city is there also the grand agent to m,we the limbs 

and vitals, and tho living mind is the only moving 

power. 
The point upon which 1 am now entering is one of 

most deep and thrilling interest. It is no less than to 
prove the existence of an Eternal Mind from mohotl 
a4 tlae ah~olute perjfction of the chnin of elen~ 
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ltdwtataeu. But while acc('mplishing this, I must etJ1 
&o my aid the relative subtilties of different portions of 
matter with which we are surrounded. Let us, for a 
moment, tum our attention to a few of the most obvi
ous substances in nature, and then glance at her abso
lute perfection as a whole. Let us carefully notice 
the gradation these substances occupy toward each 
other in their relation to motion, and then the intrin. 
sic beauty of the subject will appear. I will begin at 
the heaviest matter that may first suggest itself to my 
mind, and leisurely pass on, rising higher and still 
higher, through its various grades, up to that which ill 
more and more rarefied, subtile, and light, till we ar. 
rive at that which must necessarily possess inherent 
motion, and therefore living power. 

The heaviest of gross substances in existence is thtt 
most difficult to move, and hence must be at the great. 
est possible distance from motion. Though there are 
several solid substances heavier than lead, yet I choose 
&o begin a.t this, as the idea' I wish to convey is all that 
is worthy of your consideration in the present argu
ment. Lead, then, on account of the density of ita 
particles, is difficult to move. Were it the heaviest 
nbstance in nature, it would take itS position fartheJ 
distant from motion than any other substance. Rock 
being more e&Sily moved than lead, takes its relative 
position nearer to motion. In like manner earth il 
more easily moved thaA rock. Water is more eui}J 

o• 
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IDO"fad than mth. Air is more easily moved thar: 
water. The ~us fluids are more easily moved thall 
air, and electricity is tnore easily moved than the gue. 
ou fluids. 

It will now be perceived, by ladies and gentlemen, 
that as we mount the rounds of the ladder in the mag
Dificent scale of material substances, there is a gradual 

approximation toward motion. Each substance as we 
rise, being more rarefied and light than the one below 
it, is of course nearer to motion than its grosser neigh
bor. ,And it will be perceived by every philosophic 
mind, that we cannot continually approximate motion 

without at last reaching motion, or that substance to 

which motion belongs. 
We have now mounted from lead up to electricity; 

and though as we rose we found each successive sub
atlince more easily moved than the one below it, still 

n have not as yet found a single material that pos~ 
teNes inherent motion as its attribute. Lead, rook, 
earth, and water are moved by impulse. Air is moved 
by rarefication, and electricity is moved by the positive 
and negative forces. T'FUe we have mounted up, as be
fore remarked, to electricity, but even this cannot move, 
elees it is thrown out of balance in relation to quan
tity u to its pont-;w and- negati"t forces. In snob 
... it flies, equahzes itself, and again sinks to rest. 
I am fully sensible that electricity is a fluid most incon

llinbly subtile, rarefied1 and fine. It is computed tc 
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-.le fout mUJion particles of our air to make a apeol 
u large as the smallest visible grain of s.nd, and yet 
electricity is more than. seven hundred thousand timee 
&ner than •ir ! It is almost unpartioled matter, and ia 
not only invisible, but, sc far as we can judge, it is im
ponderable. It cannot be seen-it cannot be weighed I 
A thousand empty Leyden jars, capable ot containing 
a gallon each, may be placed upon the nioeet scale, and 
most accurately weighed. Then let these be fiUNI with 
electricity, and1 so far as human sagacity can deter. 
mine, they will weigh no more. Hence to our :-caP
tion, a thousand gallons weigh nothing. 

As electricity, in regard to motion, ataDda upon tbe 
poise, being completely balanced by the posi(n and 
negative forces, that equalize each other, 10 it i4l easily 
'perceived, that if we mount one step higher, we mut 
~me to that substance whose nature it ia to mo?e, and 
the result of that motion is thought and power. It ia 
MJXD, Hence it will be distinctly perceived, in new 
of the argument now offered, that we cazmot, as phi
losophers, stop short of motion in the highest aGd most 
11nblime substance in being. This conclusion, u the 
result of the argument, is absolutely and ptllitively 
trresistible, and challenges refutation, . 

When we mount up in our contemplations !hroag1a 
the various grades of matter, and see it continually 
brightening as we progress onward in our delightf111 
.reer ol rapture, till we arrive at that nbJimatel 
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nbatance which can neither be. seen nor weighecl
which mo~s with a velocity of twelve million mile• 
per minute, and can travel around this globe in the 
eighth part of a. second, we are struck with astonish· 
ment and awe! But as this is not the last link in the 
immeasurable chain, we are forced to proceed onward 
till we arrive at the finest, most sublime, and brilliant 
substance in being-a substance that possesses the 
attributes of inherent or self-motion and living power, 
and from which all other motion and power throughout 
~e immeasurable universe are derived. This is the 
llfFINITE MIND, and possesses embodied form. He is 
a living being. This Infinite Mind comes in contact 
with electricity, gives to it motion, arms it with power, 
and, through this mighty unseen agent, moves the uni
verse, and carries on all the multifarious operations of' 
nature, whether minute or grand. Hence there is not 
a motion that transpires amidst the immensity of his 
works, from rolling globes down to the falling leaf, but 
what originates in the ETERNAL MIND, and by Him ia 
pertbrmed, through electricity as his agent. Mind is, 
~erefore, the absolute perfection of all substances in 
being; and as it possesses self-motion as its grand 
attribute, so it is, in this respect, exactly the reverse 
of all other substances, which are, of themselves, mo 
tionless. Mnrn, or SPJBIT, is above all, and abaolutelJ 
iilpolee of and oontrols all. Hence mind and ita llfDl. 

... 
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electricitJ, are both imponderable-are both invisible, 
and coeternal. 

As the Eternal One wraps clouds and darknesa 
round about him, and holds back the face of his throne, 
so many do not believe in his existence, because he is 
unseen, while all the visible objects of creation are to 
them so many realities. But the very position here 
assumed is an erroneous one. The very reverse of 
this is true. What is seen is not the reality, but is 
only the manifestation of the unseen, which is the real 
ity. Let us carefully look at this point. There is an 
apple-tree; it is plainly seen; but is that tree the re
ality 1 No; but it is the result of an invisible cause, 
and that unseen cause is the reality. But what was it1 
I reply, that it was not even the seed, but the life ol 
llhat seed was the reality; and that unseen life poll· 

sessed the embodied form of that tree. All its shapNI 
and colors were there. By coming in contact with tho 
soil and moisture, in a proper temperature of climaw, 
it was enabled to throw out its own invisible and living 
form. First, then, the life ; next the seed in which it 
dwells; next the trunk of the tree appears. Then ita 
limbs and branches-its buds, leaves, blossoms, and 
fruit again end in living beauty. It began in life, and 
in seed or iife it ended. It performed an electric circle. 
The tree, then, is nothing more than a visible outshoot 
-60 ultimate of an invisible substance, which is &he 
n.lit;J. 
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All the powers and operations or nature are lodge.~ 
in the unseen and finest portions of matter-they pu1 

on through every grade, and end in the gross and ha.v
iest parts. The unseen power that stirs the earth
quake and convulses the globe is the reality. It 
passes through every grade of matter, and ends in rend· 
ing the solid rocks and hll!ling cities in the vortex of 
ruin. The power that moves this globe in its orbit at 
the rate of sixty-eight thousand miles per hour, is an 
invisible agent, moved b! omnipotent Power-for all . . 
operations and effects begin in the finest substance in 
being, which is the unseen cause, and therefore the 
reality. Hence it is the same in nature as in the hu. 
man system, as I have already shown in my argument. 
on the philosophy of disease. The disease begins in 
the finest substance of the body-in the electricity of 
the nerves-passes on to the blood and flesh, and ends 
in the bones. There is, indeed, but one common mode 
of operation in nature and in man. 

Ladies and Gentlemen-I desire now to turn your 
attention to one important point in relation to mind, 
which has been entirely overlooked by philosophers." I 
mean its involuntary powers. To speak of the invol
untary powers of mind will certainly produce a ~
lar impression on your hearts ; and the strangenesa 
of the idea may, prrhaps, fill you with surprise. But 
strange as it may appear, it is nevertheless true that 
.mel poueuea the two grand attrihutes of wolufiiGI) 
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1md ir,f1olr.ntart~ power. These two constitute the 
mind as a living being of embodied form. If mind 
make use of electricity as its agent, then it must pos
sess the voluntary and involuntary powers to meet the 
positive and negative forces in electricity. If this 
be not so, then the Infinite Mind cannot be the Cre
ator and Governor of the universe ; because it is b1 
his wluntary power that he creates a universe, but it 
is by his involuntary power that he sustains and gov
erns it. Each of these powers, from a philosophical 
necessity, and from the very nature of his being, per
form their own peculiar functions, and in perfect bar· 
mony preside over their own respective departments. 
It is the peculiar province of the voluntary power of 
the Infinite Mind to plan, arrange, dispose, and create • worlds and their inhabitants, and it is the peculiar 
province of his it.voluntary power to govern and con
trol these worlds and their inhabitants ~ugh the 
bed laws of nature. Let us reason this point, and its 
consistency will ap:>ca.r. 

In the first place--if the voluntary power of the Cre
ator governed the universe, then no possible contingen
cies could happen-and nothing once commenced could 
ever perish prematurely. For instance: if God deter. 
mined to ~reate a human pair, and by his voluntary 
power commenced the work, they could not perish 
when his work was but partially accomplished. 'fhe1 
1rt destined to oomt to matuity, invested with &be 
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true lineaments of form-and destined to iaze l1pUil 

each other as perfect specimens of living beauty. H 
not, then God in his voluntary and absolute determin· 
ations can be thwarted and disappointed. 

The first male and female, at least, of each species, 
were produced, and the whole living chain of animated 
existence was placed upon this globe by the voluntary 
powers of God, without any previous parents from 
whom they received their being. They were not born, 
but created, for there is philosophically and strictly a 
very wide difference between being created and bom. 
The jorrMr we call miracle, the latter, an order of 
nature. To produce a human pair without a previous 
father and mother, is not in the order or power of na
ture, for she never changes her mode of operation in • 
the production of her animated existences. 

'he same is true in relation to the vegetable king. 
dom. The :whole species of vegetable life was pro
duced by the voluntary powers of God. In the order 
of nature there never was an acorn but what grew oo 
an oak ; and there never was an oak but what came 
from an acorn. Geology proves that there has been a 
period when there were no vegetables or animals oo 
this globe. Which then was first-the acorn or the 
oak t If you reply that the acorn was first, then there 
was an acorn that did not grow on an oak. If you say 
that the oak was first, then there was an oak that did 
JO$ oome from an acorn. Whence then is the at&rtiq 
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point of creation, if there is no God 1 for nature cannot 
start herself, as this would only be saying that she 
acted before she existed. Whether the Creator, in 
the first place, produced by his voluntary powers the 
seeds or the plants, is of no consequence to my present 
purpose. It is enough to say, that they were brought 
into existence without any parent stock, and in per
forming this work there could bf no uncertainty; nor 
could any thing perish prematurely, because it was 
under the voluntary powers of the Infinite Mind. 

But after this globe was created, and tht~ first link 
of every species of vegetable and animal life wa.a moved 
into existence by the voluntary powers of the CrEiator, 
it then naturally and of philosophical necessity passed 
from the control of the voluntary powers to the control 
of the involuntary powers of the Infinite Mind, and by 
them to be governed through the established laws of 
nature. Here then casualties may naturally arise, but 
no where else under the government of the Supreme. 

This view of mind removes the many difficulties and 
perplexities we encounter, when we contemplate tho 
unchangeable character of the Creator in the govern
ment of the world. Millions of our race are continu
ally perishing by premature birth ! The eye was moat 
skillfully organized and adapted to see light, but saw it 
not. The ear was· formed-all its vocal chamben 
were arranged, and the whole adapted to the reverber
•tions of sound, but it never heard. It had handa, 
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but they never handled-feet, but they never walkecl
lungs, but they never breathed-and a mouth, but it 
never spoke, nor tasted food. 

Again-how many millions of our race die under teD 
years of age ! And though they were constituted, and 
ripening for the enjoyment of the social and domestic 
affections, and the multiplication of their race, yet the1 
werf! prematurely cut off, and left no progeny on earth. 
Now if these events are under the government of the 
voluntary powers of the Creator, would he not, I ask, 
be arrested in the execution of his voluntary will, and 
would not his designs fail of being accomplished 1 The 
conclusion is absolutely irresistible, for how can we 
judge of designs only as we see the adaptation of 
means to ends1 If 1\n eye and ear are formed, and 

~pted to light and sound, does not this prove the 
will and design of God, that the one shall see, and the 
other shall hear1 It does. If then the infant pre
maturely dies and never sees an object, nor hears a 
sound, are not those two organs formed in vain, and 
are not the design and will of the Creator both fl'U8-
trated 1 If tho girl that died at ten years of age, and 

never bore nor nursed children-if it is admitted that 
she did not answer the full measure and end of her ex

istence, in common with her sex, is not then the will 
of God rendered abortive, and d.P not his designs iD 
&his oue fail1 It muat be so, if t.he goverDIDIU of 
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the world ia under the voluntary powers of the Infinite 
Mind. 

That this part of my subject may be uuderstood, 
and its consistency clE:'.a.rly seen, I will endeavor to pre
lent it before you in a very plain and simple form. I 
will take for illustration the human mind in connection 
with this body. We have two distinct brains-the 
oerebrum, with its two hemispheres and six lobes, com
mencing at the frontal part of the skUll, and occupying 
the greater portion of the cavity; and the cerebelltllD.j 
which occupies the back portion of the skull. The 
spinal marrow, extending through the vertebne to the 
bottom of the trunk, is but the continuation of these 
two brains. From the spinal marrow branch out, as I 
have before stated, thirty-two pairs of nerves, em. 
bracing both the nerves of motion and those of sensa
tion. From these again branch out others, and in 
thousands of ramifications carry out the full power of 
both brains into every part of the system. 

The cerebrum is the great fountain of the voluntar;y 
nerves, through which the voluntary powers of the 
mind ever act. The cerebellum is the fountain of the 
involuntary nerves, throug~ which the involuntary 
powers of the mind ever act. Though the voluntary 
and involuntary nerves from these two brains seem to 
blend in the spinal marrow, yet they preserve their 
distinct character, even to their final termination in 
abe 111tem, and execute the functions appenaiDiJla tt 
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th~ir own office in producing voluntary and involnntar) 
motion. Such is the residence of the living mind, 
which seems to hold its throne in the medulla ob
iongata, at the fountain-head of the voluntary and in
voluntary nerves. From thence my mind, by its voli
tions, controls all the voluntary motions of my body, 
through the cerebrum. At will. I move my hands in 
&ny possible direction I please to handle substanoes, 
&nd at will I move my feet to walk. 

But over the throbbings of my heart, the ultimate 
heaving of my lungs, the circulation of my blood, and 
the digestion of food by the stomach, I have no volun
tary control. Awake, asleep, at home, abroad, the 
heart continues its motions, and the functions of life 
are executed, whether I will it or not. These then 
receive their motions from the involuntary powers of 
my mind, acting through the cerebellum. That these 
are all moved by mind is certain-because, take the 
mind or spirit from the body, and all motions, whether 

voluptary or involuntary, instantly cease. 
I will now make an application of this to the Infi

nite Mind, in creating and governing the universe. If, 
for instance, you make machinery of various kinds. 
these are your own creations, for they are made by 
the voluntary powers of your mind. If you cultivate 
the earth, and raise grain and the various v~tables, 
&o sustain your existence, these again are your on 
..,.aoDS, for they are produced by your voluntar;J 
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pcwera You prepare them, by various processes, fot 
your use -you cook and place them on the table. You 
eat them, and thus far they are under your voluntary 
aetion. But the moment they are eaten, your crea
tions are finished, and the whole, naturally and of 
philosophical necessity, passes beyond your direct voli . 
tion, and is subjected to the involuntary powers of 
your mind. These now take charge of this new crea· 
tion, and govern it in all its involuntary motions and 
revolutions, according to the fixed laws of the organ
ised system. 

In like mauner the voluntary powers of Deity are 
unchangeably employed in planning, arranging, and 
<Jreating new worlds, and systems of worlds, and peo
pling them with inhabitants. When the whole of any 
such system is finished, and all its laws established for 
the rolling of worlds, and for the operations of the 
mineral, vegetable, and animal kingdoms, the whole 
naturally passes, according to the principles of philo-. 
sophical necessity, from the action and control of his 
voluntary, miraculous power, and submits itself to be 
governed through the fixed laws of the universe, by the 
involuntary powers of the same Infinite Mind. A1 
the bare presence of the human mind in the braiD 
causes the heart to throb and the functions of life to 
\)roceed, even when that mind is wrapped in sleep so 
profound, that not a thought is stirring in its volunt&rJ 
1\ept.rtmen~ so the bare presence and majesty of dl. 
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Infinite Mind, even if he should not exer<.it.e a though~ 
would cause all worlds~ roll through immensity, and 
cause all the operations of nature in the mineral, vege. 
table, and animal kingdoms to proceed on in their 
oeaseless changes ; for these are under the control ot 
&he involuntary powers Q>f the Deity, acting throvala 
tM law of the uivene. 

~·-~ . 
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LECTURE VD. 

r... .. E. ••» GEliTLEKU : 

b my last Lecture the momentous question W1ll 

presented for our consideration--Where is the sta.rtiua 
point of all motion and power, whether voluntary or 
involuntary, in both nature and man 1 The transcend
ent importance of this question clothes it with the elo
quence of its own splendor. I have humbly endea. 
vored to answer it by showing that all motion and 
power originate in mind. And surely the idea that 
mind possesses the attribute of innate motion and liY
ing power, is both majestic and sublime. I have 
shown that Jllind has two grand forces. I mean ita 
voluntary and involuntary powElfS, by which the world 
was created and is governed. I have proved the exist
ence of the Infinite Mind from motion and tlu Glml.U 
lllf'jeditm of material ezistencu. I have shown that 
mind must be some substance, and not the result of 
organism, nor an absolute immateriality, which is bat 
• ftOfltfltity. 

I am well aware that thought, reason, and under· 
....,ina are oonaidered to be mind, and that theN • 
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immaterial. B11t they are not mind, as I have clearlJ 
proved in my LectureS on the Philosophy of Mesmer
ism. Thought and reason are but the Jesuits of mind. 
Nhat is it that thinks and reasons 1 It is the mind. 
Then mind is something distinct from these mental 
operations, which are only its effects. When the vol
untary powers of tho mind are stilled in sleep, reason 
and thought are gone. Hence if these are mind, then 
tho mind is annihilated in sleep. But if we admit 
mind to be a substance, a living and spiritually organ
ized being, then all is ·plain. Sleep stops its motion, 
and thought is gone. Remove that pressure, and re
lease the mind, and instantly it resumes its inherent 
motion, and the result o( that motion is thought and 
power. On this poi:nt I add no more, but refer you tG 

my Lectures on Me11merism to lea.rn my views more 
fully. 

I now turn your attention to the subject of creation. 
Entering upon this, I feel the incompetency of my fee
ble powers to do it justice. Like a drop to an ocean, 
or an atom to a universe, any possible representation 
of the intrinsic grandeur of this subject must fall so 
far short of its reality, as to render any attempt at aa 
adequate description the unpardonable presumption of 
impotent folly. Yet, as we a.re endowed with reason, 
and as the inspiration of ~he Almighty hath given us 
uderstanding1 so we are bound, by the very laws of 
oar being, t£1 extend our researches to the umao.t 
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rerge of our mental capacity. He who would curb the 
human intellect and say this or that is a subjutt with 
which we have no right to meddle, and into which we 
have no right to inquire, is not only recreant to duty 
as an intellectual and moral being, but betrays his own 
ignorance, and proves himself a scientific bigot. Give 
the mind full scope and sea-room-let it fee] tho deep 
stirrings of its own powers, and soar, if it can, into 
the light of eternity, and survey the very throne of 
God, and him who sitteth thereon ; and, if possible, 
let it scan the secret energies of his creating fiat, and 
even examine the raw material out of which worlds 
were manufactured. 

It is the most comm~nly received opinion in the 
Christian world, that God made all things out of no
thing. It is true the inspired book does not say, or 
even hint this. It simply says-" In the beginning 
God created the heavens and the earth;" but it doea 
not add the words-out of nothing. It is absolutely 
and philosophically impossible, in the very nature and 
constitution of things, that something can be made ou* 
of nothing. It implies, at the same time, a contradic
tion in terms. \V e cannot form even a notion in our 
imaginations how much of nothing it would take to 
make the least imaginable something. I am speaking 
tf nothing in the strictest sense of the word. But 
using the word nothing in its common acceptation, wo 

oan easily perceive how all things could have beea 
6 
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mado mt or nothing. When all visible objects an 
removed from a room, we say there u nothing in il
it ia empty. Yet we know that it is filled with air, 
because we continue to breathe. But if the air, by a 
force-pump, were removed from an air-tight room, we 
might, with much more propriety, say there ia nothing 
'n it; yet electricity would be there. If solid sub
stances were therefore made out of air, in an empty 
room, we could say that they were made out of nothing, 
for the room, according to the usual mode of expression, 
had nothing in it. But admitting the air to have been 
extracted from the room, and nothing but electricity 
left, and if solid substances were produced from this 
ethereal and invisible fluid, we could with much more 
apparent consistency say, that they were made out of 
nothing. In this sense, I grant that all things were 
made out of nothing. Paul says-" The things that; 
are seen were not made of things that do appear." 
Here he plainly states, that the substances teen were 
made of invisible substances, or such as did Ml lip

pear-for by things he vnly means substancet. 
tf, however, it be said, to create must mean to bring 

into existence something from nothing, I have only to 
say, that this is not so; for it says," God created man 
out of the dust of the earth." Here he created him 
out of something-it wa.s out of dust, and yet it waa 
nreatiou. The Hebrew word rendered create, more 
prictly means to gather together by concretion, f1t w 
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torm by consolidation-but never can it. mean to brina 
JOJMt4iftg into existence from absolutely and positivel1 
utlaing. I therefore contend that all things were 
made out of electricity, which is not only an invisible 
and imponderable substance, but is primeval and eter
nal matter. It contains the invisible and impondera
ble properties of all things in being. That this ia 
electricity is certain, because there is no other sub
stance with which the Infinite Mind could have come 
in direct contact, so as to have produced by his creat
ing power the solid and visible substances that compose 
the globe. It is, as I have already proved, in my third 
ud fourth Lectures, philosophically impossible for mind 
to come in direct contact with any substance in nature 
except electricity. Hence electricity contains the ele
mentary principles of all things in being, and contains 
them in their original, invisible, and imponderable 
state. 
· There mut be something eternal. God, duration, 
and apace exist of philosophical necessity, and that 
11pace was eternally filled with primeval matter. When 
I say that they exist of necessity, I mean that the con
trary of space and duration cannot possibly be oon
oeived. If infinite space were filled with an infinite 
globe, it would be space filled. If that globe were 
atruck out of existence, it would be space empty. Fill
ed or empty, it would still be sptJCe. As space exisu 
flliUIOIIIIity~ :t is absolutely and positively eternal, and 
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hence eoul<i uever have been created nor changed. I'M 
same is true in relation to duration. Duration must 
have rolled on, even if there had been no revolutions 
of suns ILild worlds to mark its periods. The contrary 
cannot possibly be conceived. Hence duration and 
space both exist of philosophical necessity, and are ab
solutely eternal. Endless duration is the age of Jeho
vah, and space is the empire in which he dwells and 
reigns. This space was eternally filled with mind and 
invisible matter in its original state. They both exist 
of philosophical necessity. 

Hence matter is eternal, because iC there ever had 
been a period when there was nothing in existence as it 
regards matter, then nothing would now have been, fo1 
nothing cannot create its.1lf into something. The sam( 
is true in relation to mind. If there ever had been 1 

period when there was no mind in existence, then D4 

mind could now have been, for mind could not have 
created itself, as this would be admitting mind to have 
acted before it existed. Hence mind and primeval 
matter are both coexistent and coeternal. Indeed, the 
one could not exist without the other, because that 
electricity, which is original and eternal matter, is the 
body of God. All other bodies are therefore emana
uons from his body, and all other spirits are emana
uons from his spirit. Hence all things are of God. 
lie has poured himself throughout all his works. He 
bas poured spirit from spirit's awful fountain, and kiD-

\. 
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&a into exiawnce a world of rauon&lt, . Un t.tua prin 
oiple it will oo seen, that the Eternal Mind is not ab 
eolutely omnipresent, while his electrical body is, be 
cause it pervades immensity of spi\Ce. Mind must be 
f:nthroned, and Mt diffused over the whole body. And 
as the mind of Jehovah actuates his body, so he pro
duces impressions throughout the boundlessness of 
space, and makes himself instantly felt throughout the 
immensity of his works, even as the human mind, which 
is located in the brain, still makes its presence felt 
throughout the body, even to every possible extremity, 
and produces the impressions of its existence on others. 

Mind or spirit is of itself embodied and living form. 
[tis spiritual organism in absolute perfection, and from 
mind itself all form and beauty emanate. The body 
of man is but a.n outshoot or 'manifestation of his mind. 
If I may be indulged the expression, it is the ultimate 
of his mind. Hence every creature in existence hu a 
body which is the shape of its mind, admitting that the 
physical laws of the system were not interrupted in 
producing the natural form of the body from mind. 
The serpent is all length-is all concentration, and no 
wonder that he can charm the bird and other creatures 
around him. What a. singular mind the lobster must 
have, for he has a singular body! 

We touch the finger to any substance, and in the fin. 
ger we appear to feel it. But this is not so, becaue 
all feeling is in the mind. If wo ampatate the aJ'IIl ct 
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leg, Y6; the fingers and toes as usult.l can be f'e'k. rCII 
instance, we move a finger or wield the arm. How it 
t;his done 1 I answer this question by saying, that the 
mind has its spiritual fingers, arms, limbs, and all its 
lineaments of form corresponding to those of the body. 
The mind holds its throne in the brain, and possessing 
iD itself the power of feeling and motion, it merely stirs 
its spiritual fingers, or wields its spiritual arm, and 
through the electric action of the nerves, which are 
laid, like so many telegraphic wires, between the two, 
the natural finger and the natural arm are compelled to 
make an exactly correspondent motion. This solves 
the mystery why the man who has his arm amputated, 
even up to the shoulder, yet feels his arm and his fin
gers as long as he lives, and often feels in them an itch
ing sensation, or even pain, and that, too: at the same 
distance from his body which the fingers and arm occu
pied before amputation took place. A~ operations, 
convulsions, and motions begin in the unseen substance 
of the body, and end in its gross and solid parts. 
These are last moved, and last affected. This is not 
ODly so in muscular motion, but throughout nature. 

Having the great principles of mind and matter be
fore us, I will now proceed to notice the creation of 
worlds. f have already remarked, that all the chemi
eal properties of all substances in existence, belonsing 
to our globe and ite SUIT(Jmding elements, were DIIMle 
.. , of eleotricitJ. Henoe electricity oontaina .U &be 
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elementary principles of all things in being. Them 
cienta supposed there to be but four elementa-namelr, 
earth, air, fire, and water. It so happens, however, 
that heat is no element at all, any more than cold. It 
is merely an effect of substances in motion, produced 
by their friction. Though the ancients supposed there 
to be but four elements, yet as the science of chemistrJ 
advances onward toward perfection, more elements are 
detected. I believe that about forty have been already 
discovered, yet we have no reason to believe that even 
these are all. I will suppose, however, that there are 
one hundred elements belonging to this globe. Then 
lohere are one hundred elements in electricity, out of 
fhich this globe was created. We will step back in 
our imaginations to that period when this globe, 88 

such, had no existence. For the sake of perspicuity, 
we will suppose one hundred cords to be fastened on 
those one aundred elements in electricity. Please to 
bear this fact in mind. 
~ow, as the Eterna. Mind can come in direct con

tact with electricity only, so he exerted his voluntary 
powers that constitute his creative energy, and con· 
deosed those one hundred elements that constitute 
electricity, down to a more gross and dense atate, each 
element sliding down its own cord in its progress toward 
ereation. Though mind can directly touch nothing but 
el~tricity, yet electricity, as the universal agent under 
Jleit.J, .... touch all substances in bein&• The Crea&or 
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lpin acta, through another volume of electricity; apoa 
those one hundred partially condensed elementl, atMi 
moves them down a grade farther onward toward their 
ultimate, or created state. And thus the work pro
gresses; wave successively following wave down ita 
own cord, till they all become air. Hence air contains 
the one hundred elements ; and all the chemical prop
erties of all things in. being are involved in it. And 
.o the work of creation progresses, under the never 
~ing action of the Infinite Mind, from whom all mo. 
tion and power emanate, till those one hundred elements 
are made into water. Hence water contains all the 
chemical properties of all things in being. Matter, 
from its invisible electric state, has now become visible 
in the crystal, volatile, and colorless state called water. 
The whole one hundred elements are here in solution ; 
and from water, which is the universal solvent of na
ture, earth, and all mineral and crystalized substances 
were made. Boyle has proved, that by transmutation, 
u he terms it, nature turns water into earth; and 
Bishop Watson, in his "Chemical Essays," admits 
the same, and says, " it bas never been disproved by 
any writer." Boyle should not have said that nature, 
by transmutation, does this; but that the Cauroa, 
by his own power of inherent motion, turns water into 
earth. I resume this interesting subject. 

The one hundred elements, having reached the lower 
Mtremity of the one hundred cords, have now attainei 
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tleir ultimate created condition and form, and the ftD. 
ished globe, in all its youth, beauty, and variety, ap. 
pears. At the top of those cortls are the one hundred 
elements in their original electrical state, resting in 
their own invisibility; and as we descend we see the 
continual change each successive wave passed through, 
as the whole one hundred substances were, under the 
action of the Creator, gradually approaching their cre
ated state, till at length they emerged from invisibility 
and chaotic night into the light of day, and rendered 
the variegated beauties of their created forms visible 
to the eye of the beholder. 

The globe being finished, it required electricity, the 
original substance out of which it was made, to be 
brought upon it by the Creator, so that his infinite 
mind, through this agent, might come in contact with 
it, in order to move and govern it, not only in its revo
lutions by the attractive and repulsi?e forces, but in 
producing all the changes and operations in its mineral, 
vegetable, and animal kingdoms. As this great work 
is submitted to the involuntary powers of the Infinite 
Mind, and as mind cannot come in direct contact with 
gross matter, so the beauty and simplicity of the sub
ject appear in the grandeur of the idea, that electricity, 
being uncreated and eternal matter, is the only sub. 
stance that mind can touch, and hence is the great 
physical agent the Creator employs in the government 
of aU wo1'1ds, The unchanging laws of ~he univene 
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arc 1nlt the unchanging thoughts of God. Ladies IDil 
gentlem ~n, I desire you to bear in mind that it re

quires electricity, the very substance out of which the 
globe was made, to govern it by its positive and nega
tive forces under the energy of Infinite Power. 

As this subject is somewhat intricate, permit me tc 
be .very explicit in making myself understood. When 
I say that it requires electricity to govern the globe, I 
mean as follows: Electricity, being the uncreated sub
stance, is the positive force, and the globe, being the 
created subatance, is the negative force. In the nen 
place it will be clearly perceived, that all the sub
stances existing in the globe as so many ULTJJrfATEs, 

exist in electricity as so many .PB.IMATES. For in
stance : If there is gold in the globe, then there is gold 
in electricity, out of which it was made. If there is 
phosphate of lime in the globe, out of which the shells 
of the ocean and 'bones are formed, then there is phos
phate of lime in electricity, out of which it was made. 
The gold in electricity is in a gaseous and invisible 
'ltate, and is tht: positive force, and the gold in the 
globe is in a solid and visible state, and is the negtJ.. 
ti"e force. As the positive anrl negative forces always 
come together, so the gold in electricity entirely eon 
trois and mineralizes the gold in the globe, but lets ita 
ninety-nine kindred elements alone. Each one keepa 
ita own cord of oommunication from top to bottom
from primate to ul&nts/1 -from positive to raegpw. 
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!'he eame is true, not only of the gold, and of the 
~hosphate of lime, but a.lso of the ninety-eight remain· 
ing elements. The whole one hundred elements in 
electricity, as the positive forces, are brought to aci 
upon the one hundred corresponding elements of the 
glohf, as the negative forces, and thus not only move 
it on its axis, and in its revolutiN\8 around the SUD, 

but produce all the changes and operations in these 
elementary substances of which the globe is composed. 

These ideas of the creation and government of the 
world are in reality sublime. And when we reftec* 
that the Infinite Mind comes in contact with electri
city, and, through that eternal, invisib(e agent, governa 

all worlds by his involuntary powers, sublimity rises 
into infinite magnificence, and overwhelms the soul 
with awe! 

The SWl being pure electricity is, of course, a oold, 
invisible body. He is placed, as is supposed, in the 
centro of a retinue of worlds composing our planetary 
system, and that to these worlds he gives light, heat, 
and vegetation. But to my mind it is evident thai 
there can be no light above our atmosphere which sur. 
rounds the globe to the height of about fifty miles. AI 
electricity travels from the sun to the globe in never. 
ceasing streams, so when it strikes the top of our at. 
mosphere it becomes faintly visible, and LOt befo::e. 
Thirt is proved by the morning and evening twi1i& t, 
wJ&. &he IUD is 10 far below the eu&wn billa ., • 
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atrike the very top of our atmosphere, apparenCy oa 
a level with our fields, and affords a feeble light on 
account of the thinness of our air at that height. But 
as it rises higher, its rays shoot deeper, and the ah 
growing denser as they approach the earth where we 
stand, till they touch it, the friction on the particles 
of air is of course greater, and the light and heat are 
rendered more intense by this density of atmosphere, 
and by their final reflection and reaction from the 
globe. Hence could we rise to the top of our atmo
sphere, the sun would disappear, and we should there 
be shrouded in ~tal darkness. Electricity is cold and 
invisible, and as it travels from tho sun to the globe a' 
the rate of twelve million miles per minute, so it seta 
the particles of the air on fire by the rapidity of its 
motion and friction. Such is the philosophy of the 
morning and evening twilight, whil'h never has been, 
and caunot be explained on any other principle than 
the electrical invisibility of our sun-; and the absence 
of all light above our atmosphere. And electricity, 
thrown from the sun to the globe, is the mode em
ployed by the Creator to bring it to its full growth and 
perfection, as a meet habitation for man. 

As electricity is, in its one hundred elements, con
tinually pouring from the sun upon the globe, why doea 
it not continue to increase it in bulk 1 I reply that it 
ioes, and hence its entire creation, as to its size, vege
-.blet, and animals, is not yet perfected, bul 1rill be ia 
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fature J8el• Its distance {rom tla sun, and its euct 
relation to surrounding worlds, will then forbid its in. 
crease in bulk. The human body, when completely 
developed by food and drink, ceases its growth, even 
though the same sustenance, both in quality and quan
tity, is continued. This I will more fully explain, and 
hence the cause of the variation of the compass, which 
in philosophy yet remains inscrutable, will be made to 
appear. 

Comets are declared by Newton and othe;s to be 
melted globes, and he computed the heat of one to be 
teveral thousand times hotter than that oC red-hot iron, 
and that it would take a comet the size of this globe, 
fifty thousand years to cool to its centre. Comets move 
in very elliptical orbits, and are deemed, on this account, 
to be very eccentric bodies. The cause of this is, tha' 
while they are chained by the attractive and repulsive 
forces to keep a circle, yet as they are propelled in a 
straight line, sky-rocket-like, by their own internal 
gaseous flames that stream in their course, so their 
orbits are elliptical. As they cool, their own in lerna) 
force is lessened, and their orbits become more circular, 
because there is less trespassing on the attractive and 
repulsive forces, which, if left to their own operation, 
mdcpendent of foreign influences, would move all worlda 
in perfect circles. Immensity of space is not square, 
for th~n worlds would move in a square, but it is round, 
if I ma1 be indulged in the expression in reprd to tba~ 

r 
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boundless field, " whose centre is everywhere, and iu 
circumference nowhere." Electricity, nninfiuenoei, 
always moves in circles. 

The globe yet moves in an elliptical orbit, beoause 
its bowels are melted lava, and perhaps not more than 
one hundred miles in depth of its crust are as yet cool. 
eel. And the two hundred volcanoes now in existence, 
are so many spiracles to the subterranean furnace, and 
continually throw off the gaseous substances generawd 
in its bosom, and cause it to transgress in some meas
ure the attractive and repulsive forces that move it. 
As it cools, it continually approximates, in its orbit, 
nearer to a circle. This will cause the variation of the 
compass to continue, till its own internal forces cease 
to affect its motion, and allow the law of attraction and 
repulsion to move it in a perfect circle around the sun. 
And when it shall perform an exact circle in its annuaJ 
revolution, it will be perfectly finished as to its size, 
and yet the quantity of electricity thrown upon it from 
the sun, will be th'l same as it now is, and ever has 
been. But this redundancy will be thrown off at its 
north and south poles, and in such increased quantities 
as to warm and enlighten those extremities of the globe, 
and bring them into the fruitfulness and bloom of the 
prden of Eden. Then the variation of the compass 
will cease, inasmuch as the cause will be removed that 
produces it. The cause of its variation is the elliptical 
arbR in whlch our alobe uwves, and ita oontinual and 
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IIIICeUing approach to a circle. And when that circlt 
lhall be obtained, the globe will be finished, and the 
nri&tion of the compass will disappear. 

The globe is yet in its infancy-yes, in the embryo 
ol its being-and it will require many thousand years 
to finish it. And this must be done, because under 
the voluntary powers of the Creator, nothing can per
ish prematurely. Many species of vegetables and ani
mals now in existence, will become extinct, and disap
pear from the page of the naturalist, and others of a 
more improved and superior character will be awakened 
into being. They will be perfectly adapted to the fu
ture and ultimate perfection that this globe, under the 
energies of the Infinite Mind, is destined to attain. Its 
creation will then be perfected. The soil upon which 
we taOto stand, will then be some deep stratum in its 
crust, containing our present vegetables and animals in 
a state t petrifaction. These will be pronounced, by 
ooming generations, the strange nondescript remains of 
past centuries, and afford to the future geologist and 
naturalist abundant materials for their loftiest specu
ulations. This subject, in connection with the bound
lessness of the universe, and the successive creation of 
worlds, I should like to pursue to a greater extent, bus 
led I weary your patience, I now turn your attentioa 
to the creation of the vegetable and animal species. 

Aa globes were successively produced, so vegetable~ 
and animals were not. created at or.ce, but ~uccessivelJ 
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thrcugh a. long series of intervening ages. Does not 

the Creator act through the established laws of gene. 
ration in producing the human species1 He doet. 
Whil~ I freely admit that God originally produced 
man by what we call miracle, yet by miracle I onlJ 
mean, that the first human beings were produced with
out any parent stock from whom they received their 
existence through ordinary generation, as we witneu 
in the present day. And they were evidently pro
duced full-grown, otherwise they could not have sus
tained their existence by procuring their own food, 
because the infant is helpless. But the miracle by 
which existence was thus conferred was not contracy 
to the laws of nature, but was effected by the volun
tary powers of Deity exerted through the laws of 
nature. It was thus he established both the vegetable 
and animal kingdoms, not simultaneously, but success~ 
ively and progressively through various ages, "om the 
lowest vegetable life up to man, who is the glocy ~ 
this lower world. 

While I contend that the Creator produced the 
whole vegetable and animal creation at first, without 
any parent stock or the ordinary mode of generation, 
yet I would not be understood to say that there were 
no germs of life existing as a primordial cause adequate 
to the effect produced. But while I contend that there 
were, for instance, no acorns, nor other 
Jet it is evident that the ger 
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aoorn er an oak eternally existed in God. Henoe the 
spirit of all life, whether vegetable or animal, oven 
from the highest reasoning powers, through every link 
of the animal chain dol!D to the lowest creature, and 
through every link of the vegetable chain, eternally 
existed in God, and is absolutely immortal. The 
tVhole of this immense variety combined in Deity oon
sti~utes the fullness and perfection of the ETEUAL 

Mum. Hence the lowest animal or vegetable life iJ 
but a part of the lowest life in God's spirit, which is 
the correspondent germ from whence it emanated. 
And the matter that fonqs the visible substance of 
all animal and vegetable bodies eternally existed 
in electricity, which is the original, invisible, and im.= 
mortal condition of inert matter, and constitutes the 

body of God. Hence God and electricity are both 
immortal and eternal. From electricity, which is the 
invisible body of God, have emanated all the visible 
substances that constitute globes, and from the full
ness of his spirit have emanated all life, form, and 
motion. And as all organism exists in spirit, so each 

animal ani vegetable have developed a physical body 
corresponding in form to the germ of life they received 
from the inexhaustible fountain of the Infinite Mind. 

If God does not create throug~ the laws of nature, b• 
by miracle, in the arbitrary sense it is generally under
ttood by Christians, he would in this case have finished 
~ globe before he produced the vegetable and animal 
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kingdms, and then moved them both into existence a1 

the same time. But h1 can not, from the very nature 
or hi& perfections, suspend the production of life while 
Forming a globe of dead matter, because he pours forth 
llimultaneously and unchangeably all his perf'ectiona 
which are transmitted through correspondent laws for 
the production of life, so far as a globe may be finish
ed. And as this globe was progressively forming 
through successive ages, and one elementary depart
ment finished before another, so the successive creation 
of plants and animals, as geology proves, is easily and 
rationally accounted for. 

God could not create a fish until there was water 
adapted to its existence. And the moment the water 
wae perfected, it stood in a philosophical aptitude to 
the marine laws of the universe, and through these 
emanated from the Creator that portion only of bill 
epirit which stood in aptitude to the aqueous depart 
ment, and this spirit became the living germ or life of 
that fish, and produced its body through the positive 
and negative forces of eloctrio action. Hence the body 
or this fish was but the developed and visible shape of 
its mind. But as the water was progressively created, 
and for many ages covered the earth before dry land 

appeared, therefore, while in its turbid and unfinished 
atate, many of the inferior species, from the lowest 
life up to shell-fish, and from thence up through every 
p-ade, existed befon' the most highly organized ao4 
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perfect &ah was created. And each of these padel, 
in like manner, through the laws of nature reoeitwl 
their life from the infinite fountain of spirit, which be. 
eame the germ of their being. The various ~hapes ~ 
their organic structures were but visible manifestatiODI 
of the various shapes of their minds, and the moet 
perfectly organized fish in the ocean involves in hil 
body the organism of all below him, and hia intelligeuoe 
is equal in amount to the intelligenciS in all • 

. It is evident that vegetables, in some form, ma.A 

have preceded animals, for an animal is but a veget.
ble of the second growth. May there not be a mariDe 
vegetation of as great variety and abundance in the 
caverned vales of the ocean as there is on earth 1 Of 
this, however, we are certain, that terrestrial plana 
and trees could not have been created till the dry land 
appeared, because th" Deity does not create by any 
arbitrary mode of procedure, but through the immuta
ble laws of nature. As soon as the dry land stood iD 
a philosophical aptitude to the laws of the univeree, 
and as the Spirit of the Creator gives out, like the 11m, • 

its unchangeable and never-ceasing emanations, 10 it 
oommunicated a portion of itself as the germinatiq 
principle of life, and vegetation appeared, oommencina 
at the humblest and most imperfect formation of plant., 
and rising higher and still higher in the beauty of Cll'• 

game perfection, till the noblest fruit-trees and DlOit 
powerful sons of the forest stood erect, and the !uea 
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~rganbed plants and most beautiful flowers gn.ood 
creation, and robed the new-born earth in smiles. 

As each of these vegetable tribes rose in successiODt 
one above another with increasing splendor, so each 
1uperior tribe involved in its own perfection the per· 
fection and organism of all below it. For instance, 
tile first species of plants on the yet marshy earth waa 
ordinary ; the second, more perfect, retained its own, 
and involved all contained in the first ; the third, still 
advancing, retained its own perfection, and involved al. 
contained in the one below it; the fourth makes its 
appearance one grade higher, and involves all the or
ganic perfections of the three below it. And should 
we be able, in this vast range, to find the thonsandth 
different · species, that thousandth one would retain itill 
own, and involve all the complicated beauties of or. 
ganic structure and life contained in the 999 below it ;. 
because, as the form of the earth, in its progressi'Ye 
creation, became more and more perfect and dense, 
each rising vegetable species, standing in a full and 
exact aptitude to all the laws of nature then in action, 
80 far as the globe was finished, would avail itself of 
all the lifo from tho Creator which thu far acted 
through, and filled these laws. 

It was the same, as we have already notioed, with 
all animal life in the ocean. Each higher inTolved ia 
itself the perfections of all below it. It wu the 
wne with all animated beings in earth and air. Th• 

\ -
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UDphibious animal is, of C011l'lle, the connecting link 
between the aqueous and terrestrial race. From the 
humblest land animal up to man, the same grand lalf 
obtains. Each higher involves in itS constitution the 

perfections of all below it, even up to man. When 

the earth was fu.ished, man was produced. And all 
the laws of nature in relation to this' globe being in 
action, so in man's organism was involved the organ
ism of the whole animal and vegetable creation, and in 
his spirit was involved the spirit of all life and intelJi. 
gence in universal nature below him. And, standin8 
in a complete relationship to the finished globe and all 
its perfect .laws, he, of course, drank in a portion of 
all the perfections contain~ in the Infinite Spirit, and 
hence he was strictly in the image of God. Man is, 
therefore, in every sense, a perfect and grand epitome 
of the universe. As he is in the image of his God, he 
stands at the fountain-head of creation, and drinks in 
all the powers of universal nature, and is sustained by 
being fed with a due portion of both spiritual and 
physical sustenance. His mind is fed and developed 
with impressions u his body is with food. 

God is a spirit, and in his spirit are involved all 
life, all form, and the germinating principle of all ani

mal and ·vegetable spirit. And in his body, which ia 
electricity, are involved the invisible and ethereal sub
ltances of all inert matter, out of which all globes and 

&be bodies of all creatures were produoed. In God II, 
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therefore~ involved the invisible and primal essenoe of 
all matter and spirit existing ·in all globes and &beD 
inhabitants. 

But, after all, what is spirit 1 It ia that nbo 
stance which possesses self- motion, intelligence, sen
sation, and power. Spirit is a union of two grand 
forces. The first is voluntary ; the second is involun. 
tary. The first is the grand magazine in which are 
stored up all the voluntary powers of Infinite Intelli
gence. All the schemes, plans, and arrangements that 
appertain to all worlds and their countless inhabitant. 
are there. The second contains all the involunt&rJ 
powers of the Infinite Mind by which all worlds and 
their inhabitants, after havi!lg been created, are oon
trolled through the fixed laws of nature. The jim 
plans, arranges, and creates through the laws of ita 
own omniscient being, which become the laws of thct 
universe ; and the second controls, moves, and gov. 
ems all worlds and their inhabitants through the fixed 
laws of nature. The jirlt is the positive force; the 
Jecond is the negative force. The jirlt ia male; the 
recond is female. Hence "of the male and female we 
!nay say, that the one begins in the t1olu.tary, and the 
other in the int~oluntarg power of the Infinite Spirit. 
They both run through every department of the 11Jd. 
ferae, and thread universal nature. 

There are likewise two electricities, oaDed the,_.. 
Hw and negatit1e. The positive is flltlk, the n .... 
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8 female. The male electricity belongt1 to the heaT. 
ens ; the female electricity belongs to the earth. The 
male and female also extend through every possible 
link of the immense vegetable chain, as well as through 
every link of the animal chain, and retain their sepa . 
rate existence and equal powers in the positive and 
negative electricities, which are the primeval, eternal, 
and invisible efficient& of all visible matter. 

Nature, as a whole, is one entire and absolute per
fection, and stands in this beautiful relationship to the 
Creator, from whom she emanated. All the objects 
of creation, upon which we gaze with so much admira
tion-all the diversified glories of the landscape-the 
mineral, vegetable, and animal kingdoms, taken in one 
grand· whole-are an exact and visible impression of 
the eternal perfeotions of his own character and in. 
visible being, even as the stamp impresses the wax 
and leaves its perfect image. Nature is the visible 
daguerreotype shadow of his own invisible being. She 
is the offspring of God. The poet breathes out, 

" Man, bear loy brow aloft I new eYtny sr-
lu God'• great orrsraJftCI, ~uteo111 Nnua•'• floe." 

Creation is therefore no arbitrary act in God, but, lib 
the ever-streaming rays of light from the sun, it is the 
natural result, the visible emanation and outshoot of 
his own invisible existence, and was progressively ore. 
ated through the laws of the universe, and as soon ai 
&hat pari of the globe in which life was to be producm 
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1tood in a 6nished relationship to thoee Ian. Henee 
the laws of nature are but the result of the unchan~ 
thoughts of God. One part of the globe was finished 
before another, and the creation of life, both vegetable 
"''ld animal, was in like manner progressive, from the 
lowest grade and most imperfect organism, step by step, 
up to man, who is the perfection of all, and is in the 
image of God. 

In this view of our subject it will bo perceived tha' 
spirit is a substance eternal in its nature, and not the 
result of an organmed brain, and that man bas notre
ceived his existence by climbing gradually from the 
lowest link of the vegetable or animal chain up to his 
':ll'esent perfection and grandeur. He was never in his 
)!'cation a vegetable, ~r even a lower animal; was never 
a mushroom or a plant, a tadpole or a horse, as some 
writers contend. His existence was never ingermed and 
involved in any one or all of the six grand links of the 
living chain below him, which naturalists divide into the 

t~egetable, the pisces, the saurian, the at~u, the fJIWir• 

IUpial, and mammalia kingdorM, making mar. the 

1eventh link. Throwing aside the useless technicalitiee 
of foreign langua~e, these seven links of the living chain 
embraced in tile seven grand kingdoms of nature can 

be expressed in plain English. Their rising order is 81 

follows : FIRST-The vegetable kingdom. S~:co•D

The fish kingdom. TsiaD-The reptile kingdom, em· 
bracing Uz&rds, turtles, crocodiles, ew. Foous-The 

Oi itizr 
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dird kingdo~. Fn'TB-The pouch kingdom, embrac
ing all who protect their young by carrying them ~ 
pouches. SIXTH-The breast kingdom, or those that 
auckle their young; and SxvxNTB-Man. · 

It will also be perceived, in view of my position, &ha' 
gross, inert matter cannot be transmuted into mind
cannot possibly secrete mind-nor can it, in any sense 
whatever, become spirit through any refining process, 
as is contended for by some. In this case it must have 

preceded God, and hence on this principle God is not 
eternal. In the face of this theory, there must have 
been a period when there was nothing but inert matter 
in being, and if all motion originates in mind, how then 

was dead matter set in motion so as to produce spirit or 
mind through a successive series of elementary trans 

mutations! 
The same is in like manner equally true of each and 

every link of the animal chain below man. The monkey 
wer !C~·"'! a bird nor a fish, and the horse war ~~"1!'1' a 
srw.ke nor an oyster. The horse-kind, for irob'tance, 
however much they may have been improved by amalg&
ma.tion, have ever retained their circle, and have never 
broken from their link in the chain, and emerged into any 

other link above them. The same remarks are equally 

applicable to the vegetable chain. The rose-bush oaa 
never become an oak, nor the oak a peach-tree. The 
family involved in each link, however much they may 
be improved by amalgamation or culture, OlD DeTer 

T 
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break t'1eir circle, nor emerge into another link above 
them. The individual life of every link of the whole 
animal and vegetable chain is an emanation from the 
Infinioo Mind, and each acting through its correspondent 
law, and through that elementary department of the 

globe to which this law is unerringly adapted, has man
ifested its own invisible form in the visible body it pro
duced. What the life of the seed is to the production 
and shape of the plant, the mind of each creature is to 
the production and shape of its body. Hence the brain 

does not produce mind, as the atheist contends, but 
mind was the original germ that produced and developed 
the brain. All vegetable life, as well as animal, is 
therefore a species of mind. They are both emanations 
from the Creator, are both immortal, and will retain 
their separate existence and identity without end. 

Substances, in their infinite variety, pay a visit to 
time, assume visible forms, so as to manifest their in
trinsic beauties for a moment to the eye of the beholder1 

and then step back mto eternity, and reassume their 
native invisibility in their own immortality. As man 
is now constituted, were there but one object presented 
for his contemplatioa, the mind would soon become 
wearied and disgusted with sameness. But the infinite 
yariety and beauty of the animal and vegetable creation 

h.:.re presented by the Deity, open to the mind 801ll'OCI 

ol inexpressible and never-ceasing delight. It seem~ 
irrational, therefore, to conclude that the whole obaiD 
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of being, wl.:Ch is perfect on earth, will be strnck out 
af existence (except man, who is the highest link), and 
leave a cheerless blank in the ·realms of glory. For 

one, I expect to meet the whole animated chain, and to 
witness immortal groves, unwithering plants, and never
fading 1lowers in that world wh~ d~ and ,.U., ... 
..... shall be 110 .... 
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I~ECTURE vm. 
LDO:I AlfD GENTLDIElf : 

TilE query may perhaps now arise in your minds, 
What bearing has the subject of the creation of thiM 
pobe, and the original materials out of which it wu 
made, advanced in the last Lecture, upon the scien011 
of Electrical Psychology 1 The answer to this que17 
lrill be fully made to appear in the arguments I have tt 
offer on the present occasion. I have already stated u 
my third Lecture, that man is an epitome of the uni. 
rerse, and that the chemical properties of all the vari· 
ous substances in existence are congregated in him, and 
form and constitute the -rery elements of his being. 1 

have stated, that in the composition of this body are 
involved all the mineral Md vegetable substances of 
this globe, even from the grossest and heaviest matte! 
ap to the most rarefied and light. · And lastly, to finish 

this masterpiece of creation, I stated that the brain 
was invested with a living spirit, that, like an enthroned 
deity, presides over, and governs, through electricity 
as its agent, all the voluntary motions of this little, or

poillecl, oorporeal universe; while ial lmDa preeeDOit 
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and involuntary self moving powers, cause all the invol. 
unt.lry functi~ns of life to proceed in their destined 
oourse. Hence human beings, and all animated exist. 
ences, are snbject to the same common electrical law 
that pervades the universe, and moves all worlds under 
the superintendence of the involuntary powers of the 
IDfinite Spirit. 

That all substances are incorporated in the body of 
man is irresistibly true, otherwise be could not inure 
himself to all, even to the most deadly poisons, and ren. 
der them, in a good degree, harmless in his system 
He may so accustom himself to the use of. tobacco, 
rum, or even opium, that he can take into the stomach 
a quantity sufficient to produce the death of several 
individuals, while he himself will experience from it 
but a slight eft'eot. He may even commence the use 
of arsenic in small quantities, gradually increasing the 
dose, till he gets incorporated into his system a suffi. 
cient quantity to kill, for instance, five men. As in 
&his case it forms a part of his body, so it causes a 
longing for it in proportion to the quantity in the sys
tem. Should he now take " portion sufficient to kill 
five- men, it would only produce a balance of power 
with that already in his system. It would meet th~ 
demand. This is habitude. · But should he take one 
portion more, sufficient to kill any other man, he would 
die. Now it would be impossible for a man to inure 
bhDself to any such substances, unless there were 8CIIIM 
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small particle in the composition of his bod)' on which 
to•build. Hence it is philosophically true, that man ill 
an epitome of the universe, and that all the elements, 
m exact proportions, are most skillfully combined in 
his system, by the band of the Creator ; and these pro. 
portions should never be disturbed and thrown out of 
balance by dissipation. 

Having these facts distinctly before us, I would now 
state, that if there are one hundred elements in the 
globe which was made out of the same number in elec
tricity, then there are one hundred in the composition 
of man'B body, for be is but an epitome of the universe. 
As his body was created out of the dust of the earth, 
and is but a vegetable of the second growth, so it is the 
aame as though it had been originally made out of elec
tricity. And as the globe, after its creation, required 
electricity, the original substance from whence, under 
Deity, it sprung, to move, control, and govern it, so, 
after man was organized, and his brain invested with a 
living spirit, it required electricity, the primeval sub
stance out of which he was made, to be inhaled with 
the air into his lungs~ and carried to every part of his 
system, and by which, under the impulse of mind, i& 
must be moved, controlled, and governed by the posi
tive and negative force8 that move all worlds. Y oa 
now porooive what connection Electrical Psychology baa 
wUh t.be creation of our globe. It is a acienoe that ia 
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tolt'el the electrical theory or the univel'IM, and all the 
multifmous operations of nature. 

We know not, as yet, how many elements there ma1 
be in existence. I desUoe it, however, to be distinctly 
borne in mind, that if there are one hundred in elec
tricity, which is primal and eternal matter, then there 
are one hundred in the globe, one hundred in the vege
tables that the globe produces, and one hundred in the 
human body, which is sustained by, and, therefore, 
made up of vegetables. The stomach is the great 
workshop of the system, to manufacture new materials 
to supply the demand occasioned by its constant wastes. 
The food and water taken into the stomach contain the 
one hundred elements to meet the supply of the one 
hundred that are contained in the composition of the 
body. Electricity, containing also one hundred, is in
spired by the lungs-, communicated to the blood, from 
the blood to the nerves, and conducted to the brain, 
and there laid up for the use of the mind, as I have 
uplained in my THIRD LECTUB.E. This electricity W 
sent by the involuntary powers of the mind from the 
cerebellum through the pneumagastric and other invol
untary nerves to the stomach, to produce digestion. 
The one hundred elements in electricity meet the ona 
hundred corresponding elements in the food, and con
vert the whole mass into one homogeneous chyle. Thia 
11 done by the positive and negative forces, without the 
leut confusion or interference of one element with iw 
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kindred clements. The nutritious parts of this ehyle 
are taken up by the absorbents, and, in the form of se
rum, are thrown into the circulating system, and trans 
muted into blood. The blood is the universal solvent 
of the system, containing, in solution, all the chemica: 
properties that are to constitute the body 1 even from 
its finest particles down to the solid bones-the same 
as water is the universal solvent of nature, out of 
which all the constituent principles of this globe are 
formed, through electrical action. 

The finest particles of the blood are taken up, and, 
by the positive and negative forces of electricity, are 
transmuted into flesh, tendons, bones, and all the sub
stances that constitute the animal economy, and by the 
same forces the old particles of the body are thrown 
off, to mingle again with those of the globe. When I 
say that all this is effected by the one hundred electri

cal elements, each acting upon its own clement in the 
food, without interfering with any of its ninety-nine 
kindred clements, I desire ·to be distinctly understood. 
In order to express clearly so intricate an idea, I will 
take one of these elements, and carry it through in all 
its principal bearings. 

Phosphate of lime is the substanoe that forms oar 
bones. It may not be a. simple element, but in order 
to convey my ideas on this point, I will consider it 10. 

As our bones arc continually ·wasting away, so tbia 
wute must be supplied ; and as they are often tr.o. 
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mel, so they requ:re new pari.:;tes to reunite theu 
by ossification. Hence there must be phosphate of 
limo in our food as well as in electricity. This is cer
tain, because that hard, bony-like substance collected 
on the teeth in the act of mastication, is from the phos
phate of lime in our fO'Jd and water. Having these 
facts before us, I now turn to the point under consid
eration, and ask your undivided attention. 

The food is taken into the stomach. The phosphate 
of lime in electricity being the positive force, movea 
from the brain-from the cerebellum-through the in
voluntary nerves to the stomach. It takes hold of the 
phosphate of lime in the food, which is the negati"' 
force, and leaves the other ninety-nine elements of the 
food unmolested. This is perfectly philosophical, for 
the positive and negative invariably rush together. It 
converts this phosphate of lime into chyle, and takes it 
up through the absorbents, and transmutes it into se
rum and blood. This phosphate of lime from the food 
now forms a constituent part of the blood. In the nex& 
place, the phosphate of lime in elcctticity takes hold of 
the phosphate of lime ir the blood, and moves it on 
through all its destined avenues till it reaches the liver, 
which, while it secretes the bile, seems to act as the 
bolter of the system, to separate these one hundred ele
ments to be distributed to their destined, ~orrespondent 
parts of the body. The phosphate of lime in clectricit1 
~xtracts the like substance from the blood at tho liv~ 
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eonveys it to the various bones of the bod7, tr&Dimotet 
it into an osseous substance, and lays it down, particle 
after particle, and thus forms anew the solid frame
work of the system, while the dregs are passed off 
through the urinary secretions. But before it layt 
down the new, it removes the old particle by its re
pulsive force, and compels it k' fly off by insensible per

spiration. Fully senSible that I am now understood in 
reference to the operation of this one element, I am 

satisfied that you understand me also in relation to the 

operations of the other ninety-and-nine, in carrying on 
the work of digestion to keep up the repairs of the 

body. 
These ideas, though somewhat intricate, are never

theless interesting and sublime, as they unfold the 
relation in which man stands to the globe, to surround-

. ing worlds and his Creator, as an epitome of the uni. 
verse. If their novelty produce surprise in any breast, 
7et this is no reason that they should awaken resent
ment, or kindle indignation against the speaker. Wt 
are finite beings, can know but little, and we should 
ever be ready and willing to freely express our 

thoughts reciprocally to each other, independent of the 

opposition of men. By this mutual interchange of sen
timent and feeling we should increase in knowledge, 
and grow wiser and better. Indeed, we need not go, 
in our contemplations, out of ourselves to leam the 

srca~ principles and oporations of both mind and mat> 
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Ill', o( God and his works. As it regards humaa 
research, the words of the poet are unchangeably true, 
and must stand unshaken when thrones and kingdoms 
fall. He immortalized his verse when he breathed out, 

"Tbo proper atudy of mankind il •n.,. 

I now turn to another department of my subject, 
~qually interesting. I mean the DoCTRINE oF lx
•aEssioxs, by which both nature and man are thrown 
rnt of balance, made sick and cured. In this also we 
.ball see the relation between man and nature. 

'l'he philoeophy of disease I have briefly, but faith
tun,. argued in my FOURTH LECTURE, and shown how 
it ma.y be produced by both mental and physical im
pressions. HeQCe there is no occasion that I should 
wear] your attention by ranging that field of pestilence 
and death. I shall confine my observations principall1 
to nature, and even in these I shall be brief. The 
law of EQtTJLJB:atux is the grand central LA \V of the 
.Uverse. It holds over nature the reihs of govern
ment, and allows her, in her operations and changea, 
llo stray, but not too far, from the central track. She 
may rise above, or fall below this law, but tO its man
da.te she must ever bow, and at stated periods resume 
her medium course. 

Electricity, being a universal agent, produces all the 
phenomena and changes that transpire in our globe 
aDd ita 8Ul'l"'unding elements. By heat., which is • 
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electrical effect, the air is rarefied and water is en.po 
rated. When the rarefication of the air is carried tc 

an extreme, then that portion of the earth and its in. 
habitants suffer. Nature is diseased, and the denset 
portion of the atmosphere is, at length, aroused from 
its slumberings and armed with force. The sweeping 
hurricane rushes, or the dreadful tornado roars in its 
awful movement to fill up, and rescue that rarefied and 
diseased portion of the air, and continues its force till 
an equilibrium is attained in her aerial realms. At 

this point all action ceases, and nature is well. She 
was cured by her own impressions. 

In like manner evaporation may continue till the 
air is filled, in its upper regions, with vapors. As 
electricity has a strong affinity for moisture, it leaves 
the drier portions of the atmosphere near the earth, 
and ascends to the moist and vapory regions above. 

By this process electricity is throWn out of balance 
The man who has had a broken bone, even years &g(i, 

or who is sttbject to rheumatism, will feel an inoonv&
nience in that spot, or in his system, as harbingers of 
Ghe approaching storm. The cause of this is, that he 
does not inspire as much electricity as usual with the 
air into the lungs, and feels the inconvenience. And 
the storm will surely burst, if there are no upper our
rents of air to disperse the vapor. The electricity 
being thrown out of balance condenses the vapors into 
thick oloads by its coldness, and thaa darbu &be 
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heavens. The lightnings flash, the thunders roll, the 
rains descend, and the war of elements will continue 
till that subtile fi.uid is equally dispersed throughout 
the atmosphere. Nature having gained her equili
brium, in her electrical realms, is at rest. By these 
awful impressions of her voice she is cured. Here it 
is distinctly perceived that electricity is a cold body, 
because it condenses the storm, and when its quantity 
is sufficiently great it produces hail, even in the warm
est weather in our southern climates. In these few 
ideas we see also the philosophy of storms. 

Even the globe may be sick. She may have a bowel 
tomplaint. By the confined air and continually gen. 
erating gases in the lava contained in her bowels she 
is thrown out of balance. The earthquake awakes 
from slumber, and springs from its dreadful couch. 
It starts to discharge its force at the nea.rest volcano. 
In its fearful march it sounds its rumbling thunders 
and convulses the globe. Flames start up through 
fissures of the opening earth, and from the bottom of 
the ocean burning isla.nds arise ! Volcanoes · bellow 
and disembogue. Their lava overwhelms devoted cit
aes, and their shock hurls others in crumbling ruins ! 
A reaction takes place, an equilibrium is produced iD 
her subterranean realms, and she is well. By the11 
awful impressions of her own power she is cured. 

I :night extend my observations to every visible de. 
partment of nature, and notice her more miaute opera. 
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tions, but these few remarks, in reference to her IDOl& 

stupcudous and obvious convulsions, are 8U11icient to 
give you my ideas how she becomes diseased by being 
thrown out of her equilibrium, and how she is cured 

by the inherent force of her own impressions. As 

man, then, is an epitome of the universe, the full force 

of my arguments on the philosophy of disease and the 

rationale of its cure, advanced in my I'OUJI.TB and 

I'Jrrs LEcTu:aEs, will be clearly seen, and the relt. 

tion in which man stands to the umnrse will be more 
distinctly understood. 

As ·I am now on the doctrine of impressiona, I take 

the liberty to say, that we should endeavor, at all times, 

to keep ourselves positive to the surrounding impres

sions of nature. We take disease much more easily to 

fall asleep in an unhealthy spot than to keep awake. 

While traveling in stages through some low, damp, and 

unhealthy places in the southern states, and where the 

mail stage runs both night and day, the traveler unused 
to that climate should be careful to take short nape 
during the day, so as n~ t to fall asleep in the night 

stage. It renders him passive and negative to the sur
rounding IXPJLESSIONS of nature, when she receives no 
ealutary infiuence from the beams of the sun. These 

impressions become the positi11e force, and the electri

eity of the air inspired by the lungs enters the system, 
iistutbs the nervous force and the circulation, tbrowl 
dae whole oat _of balance, and diseue ....._ 
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A mizen of Charleston, South Carolina, may ride 
oat, in warm weather, three or four miles into the 
country, and, returning the same day, will experience 
no inconvenience from the change. But should here
main over night and sleep there, he would, in all prob
ability, have an attack of what is there called "the 
country fever," and in a few hours he might be a 
corpse, as it is considered to be even more fatal than 
the yellow fever. On the contrary, a person from the 
country visiting Charleston and returning the same day, 
receives no harm. But should he remain over night, 
and sleep there, the same mournful results might ensue. 
My views on the philosophy of becoming aiclimated, 
in my SIXTH LECTURE, will throw some light On thia 
point. And when we reflect that a person, while awake, 
is active and positive to surrounding impressions, we 
can easily perceive that he resists them, and conse
quently avoids disease. 

In view of the above, it will be readily perceived 
why one person, even in the wakeful state, will take 
disease much more easily than another. Those who 
are firm in mind liS a rock, are immovably calm, and 
have no ft>.a.r of disease, even when some startling mala
dy visits their neighborhood. These will not take it) 
tven if they visit the bedside of the sick. This de
termined action of their minds throws a constant and 
powerful current of the electro-nervous force from their 
llraiP and systems, keeps them positive to sun'Oundiat 
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impl'tllsions, \Dd enables them to resist their foroe. 
But those who are in constant fear of some disease, 
who are always complaining of their feelings, pains, 
and aches, keep themselves constantly unwell by thus 
concentrating their thoughts upon their own systems, 
and watching each movement. When fever or cholera 
visits their neighborhood, these are the very persona 
who are in danger of an attack. Even fleeing to an
other section will not save them, unless this circum
stance should be the means of changing their thought& 
and re~oving their fears. The difficulty is, that fear, 
u Dr. Mason Good remarks, depresses the vita.l energy 
of the muscles, and slackens the motions of life. It 
causes the mind to shrink back on itself, and to render 
the system negative to the surrounding impressions of 
the elP.ments, and thus engenders disease. More than 
one half the cases of cholera that have occurred during 
the past year, owe their existence to the fears and ex
citemel'ts of such persons, who, if they had not heard 
that it wae in their midst, would not have been afBicted 
with it . 

Tie cholera is a sudden collapse of the whole enti
tle, O<'casicmed by the electricity of the nerves at the 
surface suddenly retiring to the stomach and bowels. 
~e pores of the skin being closed, the blood and other 
ftuids follow the electricity, and retire internally. The 
Yenous circulation is obstructed and weakened, and the 
loida seem to rush to the stomach and bowels, aod D· 

- . ...,........--..... 
J~ ........... .... . 
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aeue secreti< ns ensue. Intense fever and inS&~ 

tion in the entire alimentary canal aggravate the othet 
difficulties, and the storm bursts in fearfpl terror. The 
external and internal parte of the system being thrown 
out of balance in their electrical action, and the o.rterial 
and venous circulation having lost their equilibrium, the 
most dreadful cramps and convulsions ensue. All that 
is necessary to effect a cure is, to procure a reaction 
from the centre to the surface, and thus restore the 
usual equilibrium between the arterial and venous cir
culation, by equalizing the electricity of the system. 

What I have now argued in relatitm to keeping the 

mind positive to surrounding impressions, will account 
for the wdl-known fact, that an individual sitting with 

his back to a current of air, while in a state of perspi
ration, will take cold much sooner than if he faced it. 
The cause is obvious. The front part of the brain 
contains tto positive electro-nervous t"orces, under the 
control of &.he voluntary powers of the miiid, and the 
back part contains the negative electro-nervous forces, 
under the ooutrol of the involuntary powers of the 
mind. As the positive forces, under an absolute voli
tion of mind, resist all extcn1al impression, so the fact 

is readily seen why tltey have more power than the neg
ative forces to resiot disease, or any e~ents that 
may be made upon tha system. 

I would now remark, that the science of Electrical 
Psychology J being the doctrine of imprenitu, .._. 
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an immense flood of light on the human mind, and ill 
susceptibility to thE' most strange and unreasonable im. 
pressions in the power of man to conceive. There an 
some minds so constituted, that it is absolutely iiQpos
sible for them to resist the impressions that others may 
ma\e upon them. This science unfolds what was con
sidered an inscrutable mystery in relation to the con

duct of several individuals who perished in the excite

ment of the Salem witchcraft. Persons of well-known 
character-yes, of a stainless moral reputation-weN 

executed on their own confession ! They were charged 
with being bewitched, and with having bewitched 
others. They plead guilty to the charge, firmly be
lieved it to be true, and, on their own confession, were 
sentenced to die, and were cut off from the land of the 

living. They were in the psychological state. In my 
public experiments, I have taken persons who aro 

natu'fa1ly i~ the psychological state, and have produced 

such impressions upon them. I have made them con

fess that they were bewitched, and that they had rode 

on broomsticks through the air to bewitch others, and 
deserved to die. 

Hundt:cds of instances have occurred in our world, 
where persons have been charged with murder, have 
confessed themselves guilty of the deed, and, on that 

confession, have been solemnly sentenced to die. And 
yet, before the day of execution arrived, the supposed 

aurdered man was found aliTe in some distant section 
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and hunied hoib.'} just in time .to save an innocent rot. 
low· creature from an ignominious death. Turn to the 
criminal calendar, and you will find some most striking 
instances of this character, and that, too, in our own 
country, and even in New England, tl-.d boasted land 
of light and morals. All such persons were naturally 
in the psychological state, and really believed what 
they confessed. How many m~oy have, through Ruch 
means, innocently lost their lives, the opening scenes 
of eternity alone can disclose. Judges a.nd jurors have 
yet to learn that no man should be hung on his OW!l 

confession. If he must die, let it be in t\le face of the 
most indubitable evidence, and, even then, let him be 
recommended to mercy, for often murder, as well u 
IUicide, i3 ooiDJ?li tte.l under some atranp haUuciDatica 
fl .... 
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LECTURE IX. 

WDIEI .t•D OD'TLDID : 

MucH has been advanced in relation to milri a.nd 
matter, their various operations, powers, and manifes
tations, and tb.e countless mental and physical imprea
tions of which they are susceptible. I have also said 
not a little of the electro-nervous force, as the agent of 
the mind, and how the functions of ev!lry part of the 
sptem are executed untter its energy. I have proved 
it to be the connecting link between mind and inert 
matter, and the agent by which the Creator moves all 
worlds through the boundless fields of space. rhave 
shown the connection existing between man and nature, 
and the relationship he sustains to her as an epitome 
of the universe. As I have made electricity the grand 
Agent that, under mind, moves on all the multifarious 
operations appertaining to the human system, it may be 

- asked, what proof is there to establish this truth, inde
oendent of what has alreacly been offered 1 If the ar
guments already advanced to proTe that mind touche1 
ud moves electricity as its prime -sent, are DO$ 1115 
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cient and tntir.~ly satisfactory, I will then ref'er you to 
a visible and tangible experiment, the result of which 
you can witness, and thus test the truth of my position. 

Let any gentleman of eloquence, feeling, and pathos 
strip up his sleeve, and lay his bare arm on a tablo 
where it shall be perfectly at rest ; let him then repeat 
some impressive poetry, or any prose sentences of stir
ring eloquence, paying no attention to his arm till his 
feelings are moved, and at that instant he will see his 
arm covered with what are called goose-pimples. If 
he cease speaking, they will gradually disappear, as his 
mind sinks into calmness. Indeed, he can see them 
me and fall with his feelings and emotions. These are 
JCeasioned by the redundant electricity which is thrown 
to the surface by the strong emotions and positive im
pulses of the excited mind. These pimples rise up at 
the root of each hair, and as hair is a non-conductor. 
and resists electricity, so the internal p~essure of the 
electro-nervous force, propelled to the surface by the 
mind, causes these minute eminences to arise. Elec
tricity is, in its nature, a cold substance. Hence, 
w:hen the weather is cold, the air, being dense, contains 
an excess of electricity and oxygen. These, being in
spired by the lungs in greater quantities than usual, 
brace the system, and render these pimples in the same 
ratb more ?rominent and visible than in warm weather. 
Thia mcumstance confirms the proof that it ia elee. 

lrioi9 moved b,- mind, that causes dlese to rise whet 
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the feelings are e:ltcitcd by an eloquence that ca111e1 
er :-n cold chills to pass ('IVer the body. 

The proof now produced I consider to be absolutelJ 
and positively irresistible, and abundant to satisfy any 
philosophic mind, that electricity is the connecting link 

between mind and inert matter, and is, therefore, the 
agent through which the mind manifests its motions and 
powers. But should this not be sufficient to send a 
bold and firm conviction to the mind of the greatest 
skeptic, then I will endeavor to carry the proof still 

farther, and firmly nail the matter beyond his power to 
remove it. I will show him how abundant the proof 
is by which this position is sustained. Let the skeptia 
plaee himself on an insulated stool, with his arm en
tirely bare, and charge his body from a powerful eleo. 
tric machine. The hairs and pimples will rise up even 

as they do under an intense action of the mind. When 
the body is electrically charged on an insulated stool, 
even the hairs of the head rise up erect, and the same 

result follows when the mind is greatly excited by fear 
or moved by strong and stormy emotions. 

If these evidences are not sufficient to strike the 
skeptic speechless in his opposition, then let him take 
a needle, and, af~r satisfying himself that it has no 
magnetic power to attract the smallest atom, let him 
insert it in the nerve of an animal, and it will become 
sufficiently magnetic to take up fine iron filings. Ia
teecl, 1adiel and aentlemen, I have no doabt tbM tbe 
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aakod arm, under sufficiently strong and stirrintl emo. 
tiona of mind to raise those pimples, would, while irl 
&hat condition, produce an effect upon the electrometer. 

We now perceiv<' why the mind, when involved in 
trouble and distress, bas so powerfully affected the 
body, not only in bringing upon it ~arious 'diseases, but 
often sudden, or even instant death. And we moro

over see why the mind, when calm, serent:, and happy, 
when buoyant with hope, and animated with confidence, 
faith, and joy, bas produced such powerful and salutary 
results in removing pains and diseases. We see why, 
under the energy of such a favorable state of mind, 
warts, and even king's-evil, cancers, and various tu
JPOrs have been made to disappear. 

Dr. John C. Warren, of Boston, Massachusetts; 
states, in his work on tumors, that a lady called upon 
him to ask his advice in relation to an experiment she 

, thought of trying on a tumor with which she was 
afBicted. It was to rub it with the hand of a dead 
person; and, as she had a good opportunity, she asked 
Dr. Warren whether she had not better improve it. 
He states, that he at first thought of dissuading her 
f'rom it, but sensible of the power of the imagination, 
he advised her to try the experiment. She did so, and 
in a few weeks the tumor disappeared ! 

Dr. Warren calls it the imagination;· but it is the 
eft'ect of a mental impression, as I have just ·stated, 
...,daci~~g the result by the action of electricity throa&lt 
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the voluntary nerves. The philosoph1 ot thia ia a 
pic, and in a. few words I will notice it. 

The old particles of our flesh are thrown oft' through 
tho electro-nervous force of the involuntacy nerves, and 
by the same force the new particles from the blood are 
laid down in their stead. Hence the wastes and re
pairs of the system are about balanced We change, 
as I have stated, the fleshy particles ot our bodies 
about once per year, and the bones in seven years. 
While, therefore, the involuntary nerves are keeping 
up this balance of power between the wastes and re. 
pairs of the flesh, so the same tumor that is thrown off 
once per year with the other particles of the body, is 
gradually replaced each year by the same involuntary 
electro-nervous force from the new particles of the 
blood. Over this the mind has no direct control, be
cause it acts through the voluntary nerves. Hence 
when the mind is under the influence of confidence" 
faith, hope, and joy, organic activity is heightened, 
and by keeping the mind upon the tumor while in this 
happy state, and believing it will disappear, creates a 
surplus of action at that spot through the voluntary 
nerves, and this surplus action throws off' this 81ll'plas 
protuberance to return no more. Such is the philoso
phy of what is called imagination. 

The point .heing understood how the ~lectro-nenou 
8oid temoves a tumor, the query may now arile ba 
JOV minds, Why does it heal a wound or care a cJil. 
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uae 1 fn answer to this question I would &ret r. 
mark, that I am well aware that the healing proper· 
ties are in the individual, or in the electricity of the 
aystem, and not in the medicine. And the question, 
Why dou the electro-nervous fluid heal, has been in
directly considered in my last Lecture, when erplain-
1ng the process of digestion. Because if all things 
were made out of electricity, then it is certain that 
electricity contains all the elementary principles, and 
therefore all the healing propertieH of all things in 
being. All the balms, oils, and minerals in existence 
are contained in electricity, and in their most skillfully 
combined proportions. This electricity is inspired 
~th the air into the lungs, and passed through the 
blood into the nerves of the brain, and becomes the 
electro-nervous fluid. It is the positive, mo'ring pow
er, in all its one hundred elements, and meets the same 
one hundred kindred elements that compose the body, 
and are the negative power. And the positive and 
negative forces coming together, and the one hundred 
elements in electricity meeting the one hundred of the 
same kind in the body, each tending to its own, pro
duce the healing result, on the same principle that 
they produce digestion, repair the system, and equal
ize circulation. For a full explanation of this point 
you will please call to mind my remarks on the diges
tive process in my last tecture, and the whole will be 
euily comprehended. 
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I DOW leave this point and call your attention to &he 
brain, which ia the palace and throne of the miDd, 
where it dwells and reigns. . I shall briefly notice iu 
operations in its earthly bonae, point out the connec
tion between the voluntary and involuntary nenee 
&hrough which the mind acts, and conclude by noticina 
&he pluloeophy of sleep. 

I have stated in a former Lecture, &hat each indi
Yidual has two distinct brains-namely, the cerebi11Dl, 
which occupies the frontal part of the cranium, filling 
&he principal part of its cavity, and the cerebellum, 
which occupies the back portion of the cranium. The 
voluntary nerves belong to the cerebrum, through 
which the voluntary powers of the mind act, and the 
~voluntary nerves belong to the cerebellum, through 
which the involuntary powers of the mind act. And 
&hough in their intricate convolutions through every 
part of the cranium, they seem to interweave and 
blend in ten thousand ways, and both dive into the 
spine, and there combine to form the spinal marrow, 
yet by some secret charm they preserve their entirely 
distinct character as to their voluntary and involun· 
tary powers, and thus carry out the separate forces of 
both brains into every part of the entire system. 

Our voluntary powers by which we reason, and by 
which we move our limbs and bodies, being the poei. 
tive force during our wakeful moments, soon tire, aDd 
reqaire &he nireshment of sleep to restore &hem. Dllt 
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oar mY<.luntary powers, by which the he&It and lung 
are moved, and the functions of life performed, com
mence their career of action at birth, and often con
tinue it, without any apparent weariness, for seventy, 
eighty, or even a hundred years. They, however, 
tire at last, and also require sleep. But when they 
sleep, it is death. Natural. sleep, which involve~~ the 
sleep of the voluntary powers only in a state of entire 
insensibility, is so far on the road to death. It ia the 
half-way house to the land of silence. By natural 
sleep our exhausted voluntary powers are restored, we 
wake up refreshed, our weariness has disappeared, and 
we are prepared for renewed action. There is at the 
same time another important end gained by our insen
sibility in sleep. The involuntary powers, being left 
free from the exciting action of the voluntary powen, 
were allowed to gradually slacken their monmenta, 
and regain their true and healthful equilibrium. 

In order that this part of my subject may be dis. 
tinctly understood, I must point out the connoction 
between the voluntary and involuntary powers, and the 
manner in which they may reciprocally aft"oot each 
other. ·Our pulsations are more freque!K in the en
ning than in the morning. This is owing to the men
·al and physical action of our voluntary powers du.rlna 
oar wakeful IIJ)ments. They, being the positiTo force, 
Wespas8 upon the involuntary powers, whioh are dae 
lllptiTe force, and henoe one grand objeot of sleep il 
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to aJlow the heart to come down to ita due natura1 
slowness of pulsation. The voluntary powers, beiug 
the positive force, can of course trespass upon the in
voluntary, till they become tired out and sink to rest 
in the sleep of death. This I will endeavor tn mako 
plain by the following circumstances. 

In the barbarous ages "f the world, criminals have 
been, in some instances, doomed to die through depri
vation of sleep. Guarcls, who took charge of them by 
turns, both night and day, were ordered to keep them 
inceeaantly awake. This they did do by touching 
them with some instrument of torture, and sometimes 
with tire, whenever exhausted nature would yield to 
repose. In such instances the pulsations of the heart 
are gradually increased above their tl8ual throb, be
coming more and more frequent) till between the third 
and fourth day, when they rise to about one hundred 
and twenty per minute, which is a fever heat. And 
so on, gradually increasing, till the seventh or eighth 
day, when the pulse is only perceived by a tremulotl8 
motion, inconsistent with the continuance of life, and 
the snft'erer expires. You now perceive that the Tol
untary powers, by being kept awake, trespass upon the 
involuntary powers till they too are tired, and fall 
llleep ; but that sleep is death. 

I haTe already remarked, that when our voluntary 
powers are exhausted they fall asleep at night, and iD 
... IDOI'DiDa we wake up restored. This bzwab' Ill 
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half way on our journey to the door of death, and well 
may sleep, in all ages, have been considered its em
blem. But wl:.en the involuntary powers are entire}' 
exhausted by pain, by fevers, or by sickness in gen. 
eral, _they also require rest, and therefore fall asleep 
This is death. Now, if there were no positive organit 
destruction, and could the laws of chemiutry that de. 
compose our bodies be suspended, and could the entin 
sysiem, blood and all, be kept precisely in the samt 
condition as it was when we expired, we should wak« 
up after a few days in perfect health. This is nc 
revery of fancy, no chimera of the speaker's brain, bul 
a~lutely a'nd positively true, and in perfect accord. 
ance with the principles of philosophy. As this sub. 
ject is new, I will take it into consideration, as it mu3t 
be not only interesting, but vastly importu.t. to ca all. 

In the first place, we know that th-:! r.etpcnt and 
toad· species, the alligator tribe, and ner.rl;r ~n insects, 

fall into torpidity in winter, and in the r.c,1i:ag they are 
r.rowsed from this state in perfect he31th, and with 
regenerated vigor. Not only their voluntary, but also 
their involuntary powers were asleep. The breathing 
lungs and throbbing heart were motionless, and the 
circulating blood was stilled. The n&c.,"COOD and seve
ral other species of animals burrow, and fall into a 
torpid state as winter approaches, and remain till 
1pring without any sustenance wh~tever, and dlan 

..U thcir appearance without an7l088 of 8.0. '' 
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all thes' m·ca turea the foramen ovale, an OJ.tlrllng be. 
~WtJcn the auricles of the heart, never closes, and hence 
they can live without breathing. 

It may, },owever, be said, that this is by no means 
;r.pplicable to human beings, for the1 cannot live with
out breathing. How then do we live without breath
ing, or even withoat the throbbing of the heart, or the 
circulation of the blood, till we were born into exist
ance 1 I answer by saying, that the foramen ovale was 
not closed, but generally closes soon after our birth takes 
place. We know that the new-born infant requires bu& 
tittle air, and can live where we should be smothered 
an.t perish. Again, there is occasionally· an individual 
in whom this never closes. It is true, that these in
stances are exceedingly rare, and such persons are 
liable, when disease or pain exhausts the involuntary 
powers, to sink into a torpid state, which has been 
mistaken for death, The lungs !!oDd heart suspended 
their motions, the blood ceased to circulate, and the 
limbs grew stiff and cold. Thousands in this condition 
have been prematurely buried, came to life, struggled, 
turned over in their coffins, and perished. On being 
disinterred they have been found with the face do11'Il
ward. Some, placed in tombs, have revived, been 
accidentally heard, and fortunately rescued. And 
&bough they expired with a distressing disease, yet they 
awoke to life in health. 

4D ine&anoe of &hi~ kind oocurred in New J_..,. 
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where an individual was apparently in a state of death. 
He ns cold and motionless. The lungs heaved not ; 
the heart in its pulsations was stilled ; the blood was 
stagnated in its channels, and had ceased tv flow. His 
funeral was two or three times appointed, the friends 
and neighbors assembled, and through the entreatiea 
of the physician it was postponed to another time. He 
at length awoke from this state to life, and awoke in 
health. Some call this singular condition, where circu
lation is suspended, a trance ; but it is the sleep of the 
involuntary powers in those individuals only where the 
foramen ovale is not closed. In all other persons it 
..-ould be death. 

In view of these facts we should be warned not to 
mter our friends too soon after we suppose they are 
dead. And as death is only the sleep of the involun
tary powers, so dying cannot be a painful process, but 
one that must afford the greatest pleasure and delight 
of which we can conceive. It must certainly afford as 
much real enjoyment to die as to lie down upon our 
beds and sink into natural sleep. All sufferings arise 
from the nature of the disease that tires out the ibvol
untary powers, and not from the gasping struggles of 
the dying. The fatigues, toils, and sufferings of the 
day, that prepare our voluntary powers for a night's 
repose, are not to be taxed upon the process of our 
dropping into n'ltural sleep. This is of itself pleas. 
arable, and so ia also the process of droppq into dM 

- .. -
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sleep of death. In this respect it is not " the kiua tl 
terrors," but the welcome angel of soothing smiles ancl 
crowning joys. 

You now perceive that though the volutary and in
voluntary JA>Wers of the mind are entirely distinct, and 
seem to act independently of each other through two . 
distmct sets of nerves, yet there must be some secre& 
link between the two that unites them in one bond of 
everlasting and indissoluble union. That this poin& 
ma1 be settled as accurately as possible, J must call 
your attention to the voluntary and involuntary nerves, 
to determine the connection between them, and also to 
ascertain the throne of the mind, or in what particular 
part of the brain it may be located. 

Though I have faithfully explained the philosophy 
of the circulation of the blood in my third Lecture, ye~ 
I am compelled to glance at the position in which the 
arterial and venous circulation stand in relation to each 
other, and notice the connection between them, and 
then see if this will not throw some light on the volun
tary and involuntary nervous forces of the brain. 

The circulating system is in reality two distinct 
By-Btems. The arterial carries the cherry-red blood, 
which i! pontive, and ever flows from the lungs nnd 
heart to the extremities, and the venow carries the 
dark blood, which is negative, and ever flows from the 
extremities to the heart and lungs. The arterial sys
tem, commencing at tbe lungs and heart, dividet int.o 
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nri0a1 branches, and these again into others, and e• 
on, till they spread out in thousands of small blood 
vessels called capillaries, too minute for the dissecting 
knife k trace, or the naked eye to see. Indeed, they 
run out and seem to end, if I may so speak, in millions 
of nothings. At their terminations, and in just as 
many millions of nothings, the venous system begins. 
Though there is no visible connection, that the dis
sector can trace between the two, yet we know tha• 
such a connection must exist, otherwise the blood could 
never pass from the capillaries of the arteries into those 
of the veins. 

As the nervous system must correspond with the 
circulating system, so these remarks will prepare your 
minds for a correct understanding of my views in re 
lation to the 1Joluntary and in1Joluntary nert1t,. and 
the throne of the mind. The involuntary nerves have 
their origin in .the cerebellum, which is the organ of 
involuntary motion, wind round in intricate mazes, and 
form its convolutions. They pass into the spine, anci 
Corm the spinal marrow, a part of which is but the 
cerebellum continued, and from thence they branch out 
to the heart, lungs, and to all the involuntary parts or 
the system, 81) that motion may be communieawd to 
them by the involuntary powers or the mind. They 
retum through another department of the spinal mar
row to the brain, and terminate in the medulla obion. 
pta in thousandio (If nothings, by which I only meu 

s• 
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.invisible fibres. In just as. many thousands of nothing~. 
the voluntary nerves begin-wind round in like in. 
tricate mazes, and form the convolutiOQ'J of the cere
brum, which is the grea.t organ of voluntary motion. 
They pass into the spine and form the spinal marrow 
which is but the continuation of the two brains, and 
rTOm thence they bra.ncb out to all the voluntary part& 
of the system, so that motion may be communicated 
to them at pleasure by the voluntary powers of the 
mind. 

It is evident that the same secret and invisible con
nection exists between the voluntary and involuntary 
uerves of the two brains that exists between the arte
ries and veins of the two circulating system!! which 
carry the positive and negative blood. If this connec 
tion between the voluntary and involuntary nerves of 
the two brains does not exist, then the wluntary J>4'•W
ers could not, by their wakefulness, produce the leas• 
possible effect upon the involuntary powers, so as to 
tire them out and produce death, nor could the,. even 
-:ause the least disease. And on the other hand, the 
involuntary cottld not produce the least possible effect 
upon the voluntary powers. 

The mind is certainly not diffused throughout both 
brains, because a part of the brain may be destroyed, 
1nd the mind still retain all its powers Md facultiee. 
If it were thus ditrused, being an active principle, it 
would kter every organ of the brain nniforml1 e:tci~ 
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Henoe it appears most reasonable, that the mind holds 
its throne between the TEB.MJNATION of the involun
tary nerves of the cerebellum and the coMHENCEMEN'l 

of the voluntary nerves of the cerebrum. This will 
~ppoar rational, if we reflect that any sudden, irregu. 
lar motion of the heart for instance, or of any other 

involuntary organ, will instantly convey the warning to 
tho mind, and bid it beware. But this sensation could 
not be communicated to the mind unless it held its 
throne between the voluntary and involuntary nerves. 

- This, though difficult to determine, seems to be in the 
UDULLA. OBLONGATA. 'fhere tht' royal monarch sits 
qthroned. From the external world, through one 
oommon nerve, be receives all his impressions, and 
from thence be transmits them by electric telegraph tc 
the various departments of his palace-or, to speak 
more phrenologically, to the dift"erent organs of the 
brain, and thus manifests the true impression of hie 
character to the world. 
. In the light our subject now stands, the phil080ph) 
of natural sleep can be stated in very few words 
Heat expands, and cold shrinks the •nerves of the 
brain. As the mind is that sublimated substance we 
~11 8pirit, and is a living being of embodied form, and 
being the reverse of dead matter, it is its nature to 
move, and the result of that motion is thought and 
poww. B7 the shrinking of the nenea of the oen-
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brum 1ts motions are stilled, and thought is gone. 
This is sleep. 

I am done, and though errors may be detected, J 
eare not. I have spoken freely, and meant to do so. 
And though skeptics may sneer, yet I see and feel the 
full weight, importance, and majesty of my subject. I 
have every thing to hope for in its favor, as a powerful 
agent to remove disease, and pain, and to aaoaor tbl 
c. ...•. 
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Luu. &JrD G&JITLBKD: 

Ts& science of Electrical PsycholOgJ il ,- m tlw 
infancy of its existence, and as 80 man7 astonisbiDJ 
.nares have been already effected under its energy while 
tet in the very dawn of its being, 80 we can at pree
omt form but a faint conception of that supreme em
pire over disease which it is ultimately destined in 
JOme future age to attain, or of that magnificence and 
power with which coming generations will see it in· 
Yested. The time will come when it shall stand forth 
in the full vigor and beauty of ita manhood, clothed in 
its meridian splendor, and shedding the pure light and 
heat of its own healing power over the millions of our 
race. In the great field of sciences already known to 
the philosopher, that of Electrical Psychology stands 
pre-eminent. In making this declaration I do not de
tract one iota from their value or greatness, but on the 
contrary yield to them all their grandeur. The7 are 
worthy of the Creator who established them when he 
founded the empire of natlll'e, and worthy of the mu
ter apirita who renaled them to the world. The7 ... 
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great, and the various ranks of greatness they occup1 
in the scale of sciences were assigned them by that 
unerring Being who arranged the order and harmon1 
of the universe, and not by erring man. Then cen. 
anre me not for the declaration I make aa it regards 
&heir relative importance. 

I am not insensible of the fact that astronomy is a 
IICience of that peculiar and lofty character that knocks 
at the door of the heart, calls aloud (or the most bold 
and daring thought, and bids it soar into the regions 
of unbounded space to survey, measure, weigh, and 
balanoe sons and worlds. The bare sublimity of the 
conception that man, who is but" an atom of an atom
world," can enter those vast dominions of the Creator 
and take cognisance of the grandeur of their ezpan
si..eness, the wisdom of their arrangements, the beaut, 
of their variety, and the order and harmony of their 
motions, bespeaks the high origin of his . nature . and 
destiny as an intellectual and moral being. Bot 
astronomy, however vast may be its fields of brilliant 
enns and blooming worlds, and however strong may be 
ita claims upon the human intellect for the exercise of 
its highest powers and most deep-stirring energies ia, 
after all, but a physical science, and therefore inferior 
to the science of mind. 

If, fron:a this lofty and daring flight among coontle11 
nus and worlds, we descend and dive into the depthl 
tl &he alobe on which we tread, and should we be able 
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lo explore its dark subterranean dena and deepest ••· 
ems, eYen dO'tfll to its centre-or should we only rail&' 
ita known geological departments and survey the yazi. 
OWJ strata of its crust, and scrutinise the marine, "•· 
etable, and animal remains they OODltin aa 10 many 
deposits and mementoes marking the footsteps of Da· 

tore in former ages, we shall also find a call for the 

deepest thought to scan the mysteries of geological eoi 
ence, and to search out and explain the operations and 
convulsions of nature in these subterranean regions. 
These contemplations on the heavens aboYe, or on the 

structure of the earth beneath, are certainly sublime, 
and challenge the noblest powers of the human soul. 
But high aa the science of astronomy may call the 

mind to soar, or deep aa the science of geology may 
urge it to descend, yet these, after all, are only physical 

in their character, end, and aim. 
But, on the other hand, the science of Electrical Pay· 

ohology being the science of the living mind, its allen& 
energetic workings and mysterious powers are aa far 
above these and all others of a like character as mind 
is supreme over senseless matter. And as the objeo& 
of this science is to produce such mental and moral 
impressions upon the sick and aftlicted aa shall restore 
thee to health and happiness, and as this can poei. 
&ively be aocomplished upon all who are in the electro. 
peychological state, so the vast importance and utili&J 
tl &hie IOieDoe are but faintly realileci by the .,abllo • 
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largl'-are but dimly seen. ETen when these ment.: 
impressions can not be made upon an individual so u 
even to paralyze a muscle, still I can, in the great ma
jority of cases, either cure or greatly benefit the suf
ferer by physical impressions upon his body, provided 
that be will faithfully follow my directions. 

The remedies this science prescribes are always safe 
because its pharmacy is of God, and rests on tho bo
som of nature. Even in those cases where they can 
do no good they will do no harm. It discards thoEK' 
powerful, poisonous, and danget"ous medicines of th~ 
9ld-school practice which, in their experiments, have 
proved so fatal to the lives of millions of our race. It 
telectR those only from the fields of nature wbicl• 
grow iu that part of the earth's latitude where we live, 
and sullh must be adapted to our constitution and con. 
dition by the wisdom of the Creator, who bas provided 
both food and medicine to all animals and creatures in 
that pp.rt of the globe where be awakened them into 
existence. If we watch the actions of the animal cro
ation ,re shall learn that there is, nnd indeed must be, 
as mlleh simplicity in our medicine as there is in our 
food. Allopathy, Thompsonianism, Homeopathy, Hy
dropathy, Eleetropathy, and I will add, Aeripathy and 
Terrapathy, should never be made to exist as so man1 
eepante medical schools, but the excellenoes of them 
all, so far as they are applicable to the relief of hUJDall 
.._.~ in an;r oorrespouding latitude OD _... 
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mould be combined into one grand system TO cvu, 
and call it CuRAPATHY. 

Water is nature's universal solvent, and when prop 
erly applied, in its various degrees of heat and cold, to 
the different parts of the system, either externally or 
internally as the case may require, it is a most power
ful agent to restore the equilibrium of the circulating 
forces and remove disease. But water alone is not 
sufficient in every case. The air in its application 
and various temperatures should not be overlooked, 
nor the quality and temperature of that which is in
haled into the lungs. We can live longer without food 
or water than we can without air. In very warm 
weather, when the air is greatly rarefied by heat, let 
the invalid, and even the well person, descend into a 
dry cellar, entirely under ground, undress, and there 
not only breathe the pure, cool, and earth-impregnated 
air for half an hour or more each day, but let the 
body at the same time be exposed to its action. Thia 
will brace the feeble system of the invalid, gradually 
raising it up to soundness, and impart vigor and en
ergy to the healthy. Call this Aeripathy. But this 
is not sufficient to remove every case of disease. Elec
tricity, galvanism, and magnetism, m all their forms, 
should n ,t be forgotten. Electrictty is the agent of 
mind and the invisible power of matter. These three 
should be passed through different parts of the hulll&ll 

!~Ja&em to ease pain, and ~e~oTe nem>u. ol;le~cti,oQI 

• 
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and nrrvous diseases by thus equalizing the Der'f'WI 

force. This is Electropathy, and requires not onl7a 
familiar acquaintance with electrical science, but aliO 
great skill ir its correct application to the diseased. 

But this ~lone is not sufficient. We must not be 
unmindful of our mother earth, nor wholly forget w 
lean upon her bosom. Our bodies take into their com
position, not only due portions of electricity, air, and 
water, these three grand divisions of nature, but th8)' 
also claim a large portion of earth, out of which they 
are said to have been formed". We are, indeed, an 
epitome of the universe, and st&nd in an exact apti
tude and relationship to nature. This being so, per
mit me to remark, that diseased persons, during the 
summer season or warm months, should seek some 
farmer's secluded plough-field or garden, expose their 
naked bodies, except the covered head, for several 
minutes to the rays of the sun. When well heated 
and rubbed, cover them up in the fresh earth for half 
an hour or more, then wash and rub briskl7 with a 
towel, dry well in the sun, and dress. At other times, 
and as often as convenient, let the invalid follow tht 
ploughman, and as he turns up the fresh earth let hiat 
breathe the air while charged with the invisible lite. 
~ving substances that rise from the ground. 

As the above advantages can only be enjoyed bJ 
those in the country, what shall be done for those it 
~ties ! ~~ ~rder to bo ~nortt ~Jplicit on thUI intereQ. 
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mg point, when you build you a houe make provision~ 
for a roou• that can admit the sun through its win
dows. h might be connected with your bathing 
establishment, and in the same room. Have at leas& 
three articles permanently constructed like the tub in 
which you lie down to bathe the body. Let one be 
SUed with a pure, rich, fertile earth--another with a 
light, sandy soil, and a. third with olay. Here let the 
invalid each day bury his body in one of the first tw .. , 
and remain at least half an hour, after first having 
exposed it to the action of the sun. Then let him 
wash, rub well with a towel, and dry thoroughly in 
the sun before dressing. But in case of severe ohrou
io diseases, apply pure water to the clay till it be
comes a mortar in which the· body will sink, and let 
the patient bathe his body in this. If the disease is 
attended with infiammatiou, let the mortar be warm 
as can be conveniently borne, and then wash the bod7 
in water of the same temperature. If there is no in
ftammation, let the water be cold as its usual summer 
temperature, ant\ wash the body in water of the same, 
rub briskly with a towel, and always dry thoroughl' 
in the sun, it Pc>ssible, before dressing. By this mode 
of treatment an empire over many diseases will be ob
tained, when all other modes have failed. This I will 
name TEUAPATBY. Simple internal medicines, ~ 
an animal or vegetable nature, may at times be takea 
into the stomach, but nothing of a poist>noua ohaneo 
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ter. I therefore repeat, that Electrical PsycholcJD 
• 8 the doctrine of mental and physical impreaaiODI 
to cure the . sick. This can often be done without 
any medicine at all, by simply a mental impressioo, 
which this science involves. But when I ue phys
ical impressions, I can not restrict my action to the 
narrow sectarian " medical schools" set up by men, 
but avail myself of a free and untrammeled range 
in the extensive fields of nature. Hence I sum 
up the whole matter by re-affirming, that Allopathy, 
Thompsonianism, Homeopathy, Hydropathy, Electro
pathy, to which I add Aeripathy and Terrapathy, 
should never be established as so many separate med
ical schools. In the splendid science of Electrical 
Psycholoc I embrace the excellences of them all ao 
t'ar as they are applicable to the relief of human sufFer 
mgs, and combine them in one grand system to cure, 
and call it CuB.APATHY. 

I presume the question wiU arise 1n some minds, wh) 
should Terrapathy, or the various applications of difFer. 
ent kinds of earth to the body, have a tendency to cure' 
This question is somewhat difficult of solution, but no 
more so than to solve why water, air, or any medicine 
has a tendency to produce a sanative result upon the 
human system. If, however, you will recall my arga 
ments on the philosophy of digestion in my eighth leo
tore, and what I said on the philosophy of cure in m1 
Ainth, you will have my answer to the question, Wl, 
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rAould Terrapat\y hcve a tendency to cure? No phJ· 
aician pretends to explain why his medicines produoe 
certain effects upon the system. He merely knows the 
fact, and acts accordingly. These facts, u tc the 
medicinal virtues of certain substances, have in manJ 
cases, at least, been learned from the animal creation 
or been discovered by accident. When one rattlesnake 
bites another, the wounded one will invariably eat a 
certain plant and live. A negro, laboring in the Dismal 
Swamp, in North Carolina, observing this, ate the same 
on being bitten by a rattlesnake, and was cured. Othen 
laboring there have practiced it with the same suooeu. 
Indeed, nearly every useful vegetable medicine now iD 
possession of doctors, has been discovered by some old 
woman in the country, or by old hunters and Indians, 
and, after much learned opposition and medical sneer
ing, it has been at length received as their adopted ohild, 
and one after another has been, after passing through 
a like ordeal, introduced into the medical family, and 
claimed as their lawful paternity. Even Peruvian bark 
was discovered by the Jesuits to be an excellent specific 
for ague and fever. For this they were persecuted b)' 
the medical profession, who sneered at the remedJ, 
laughed its discoverers to scorn, and moved the oleru 
&o fulminate their thunders against them and &heiJ 
medicine. But they have long ago adopted this perM · 

cuted ehiltl into the medical family and schooL Now, 
the)' can no& treat an intermittent fever withOQt tbil 
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aarling. you know that quinine, which is JDaD1IfM. 
tured from Peruvian bark, is in our day "all the race" 
in treating ague and fever. But setting aside the man. 
ner in which the medical properties of substances were 
first discovered, let us come directly to the subject 
under consideration. 

What evidence, we may now ask, is there that Terra
pathy possesses any power to curet It will be remem
bered that I have contended throughout these Leoturee 
that electricity is the power that controls matter, even 
from the smallest particle up to the most ponderoua 
globes, and that mind is a self-moving substanoe that 
controls electricity, and that hence all power and motion 
consubstantially dwell in, and ~manate from mind. I 
have contended that the sanative principle is in the 
man, and is involved in the electro-nervous fluid, which 
is the positive force breathed in from the atmosphere, 
and the food taken into the stomach is the negative 
force abstracted from the earth, and answering to it. 
These two forces in man, being the poritit1t and Mp 
ti.,e, meet together and embrace each other. All the 
elements of the positive electro-nervous foroe of the 
brain blend with all the corresponding elements of the 
negative electro-vegetative force of the food in the 
stomach, and digestion, which is but the tra.umutatioo 
of food into the elements of the system, prooeedL 
The body, being the medium between these two foroes, 
il andually and inoeaaantly changing, by the oLi JIM'-
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dot. being dismissed from ita service and new 01111 

enlis~ to supply the waste of this unceasing war. 
But the electricity inspired with the air into the lungs, 
in being secreted by the brain, undergoes a change from 
what it was in the atmosphere equal in degree and cor
responding to that of earth transmuted into vegetables 
This is evidently so, because in order to enable it tt 
act upon the negative electric force of the food in the 
stomach, it must stand in the same positive relationshi). 
to thil that the positive electricity of the atmosphere 
does to the negative electricity of the globe in order to 

transmute ita earthy particles into vegetable substances. 
Should the electricity of the atmosphere, when takea 
into the lungs, remain in its unchanged state, it could 
never carry on a perfect digestion, so as to transmute 
food into flesh and bones, because a perfect aptitude 
between this electricity, the food, and the living body 
does not exist. This can only be done by electricity, 
after having been secreted and changed by the brain 
into an electro-nervous tluid. But, on the other band, 
this electro-nervous fluid can not possibly transmute 
earthy particles into vegetables, because a perfect 
aptitude between these three changing propert.ie1 
lloes not exist. Thi& can only be done by the eleo 
bicities of the atmosphere and globe acting in oonjuo. 
&ion. 

HaYing these general facta distinctly before u, 1N 

thall now be able to discover and appreciate t.he t.at. 
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that TnaAPATBY poasesses aJso, and that too in • 
eminent degree, its distinct powers to cure. To a 
candid consideration of this point I now invite yfYfll 
particular attention. 

In my Fourth Lecture I have argued the philoeophy 
of health and disease. and trust that the ideas there 
advanced are retained by you all. When the mind il 
serene, and its mental and moral attributes are so bal
anced as to act in perfect unison ; when all the inter
oru circulating forces of the body are equalized so u 
to move on in one harmonious and beautiful round in 
their destined channels ; and when the body externally 
stands in the same well-balanced and beautiful relation to 
the air, water, vegetables, and earth, then health mut 

be the natural result of this state of things, on thC' 
principle of the common law of equilibrium, in which 
all other laws are involved. But when any or all of 
these are thrown out of balance, disease ensues. How, 
then, are these difficulties to be overcome, the circu
lating forces equalized, the mind restored to its wonted 
serenity, and health and happiness regained! In re
ply to these important and interesting queries, I would 
in the first place observe, that it is admitted by aU 
who are acquainted with the principles of electrical 
science, that the atmosphere is charged with pofttiw 
electricity, and the earth with negatit1e electricity, 

Each of these electricities possess, of coane, tbe • 
... Ye ao4 repulsive foroe&. 
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Now, as all diseases are either of a positive or nep. 
tive character, so they must be cured by the positift 
or negative electricities, or by the application of sub
stances that contain them. We should first attemp~ 
a cure by the science 'of Electrical Psychology alone. 
Whether this, of itself, would prove successful or not, 
could be tested in a few moments, by an immediate 
trial of mental impressions upon the patient. If these 
were successful, the mind would resume the balanoe 
of its powers. Its peace and contentment would be 
restored, and by its mental energies the nervous, and 
other circulating forces of the body would be equaliled, 
and health and happiness ensue. But if the disease 
can not be psychologically cured by direct mental im
pressions, then we are compelled to resort to physical 
remedies, and make what I call physical impressio01 
upon the body, and through these to reach the mind, 
because the mind and body intermutually and recipro · 
cally affect each other. 

Suppose, then, the disease to be a pontiw ou, oo~ 
casioned by the positive electricity of the system heine 
thrown out of balance. In all diseases of this charao
ter, even though they may be attended with seTere 
pain, yet there is never any inflammation. To these 
make cold applications, or the positive electric foroet. 
Opposites should seldom be used, for they can not act 
as permanent alteratives. Or suppose the disease t1 
1M> a ftfplWe .,, occasioned by ~e negatiTe elenrie 
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i&y of the system being thrown out of balan.a. A& 
diseases of this character will be attended, not onlJ 
with pain, but inflammation. To these we should ap.. 
ply the negative forces, which belong in a peculiar 
1ense to the earth. · 

Here permit me to exhibit this interesting subject in 
a more definite and orderly arrangement; so aa to be 
readily understood. Now, do you not perceive that, 
according to the peculiar nature of the disease, we 
should apply electricity, galvanism, or magnetism, or 
else air in its various temperatures, from the coldest 
to the warmest that can be borne 1 Do you not per
ceive that when the disease requires it, that water, in 
its various temperatures, should be applied, either ex
ternally or internally! And do you not perceive that 
herbs, in their various decocted combinations, or other
wise, should also, when the disease reqnires it, be takeD 
internally or applied externally, and of such tempera
tures as to produce a salutary result t We have DOlt 

descended from electricity, the finest known inert sub
stance in being, through all the grand elementary de. 
partments of nature, down to the vegetable kingdom. 
Now, shall we stop here, or proceed down to EARTH, 

the MoTBEa of us all, and draw relief from her gener
ous bosom 1 Shall we stop t.t herbs, earth's eldest
born children, who forever bang upon her breast, Of 

shall we approach the maternal germinating and gen· 
tn~ power and source from whence the1 draw &heil 
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ri&al being t As the earth is electrically negatiPe, an~ 
peculiarly so, how supreme must her powers be over aU 
d.iseuea attended with i.nfiammation ! Earthy sub-
stancea, in various clayey or other combinations, and iD 
the form of poultices, either cold or warm, as ~e cue 
may require, can be applied to the diseased part, and 
with the same convenience that we do any other sub
stanCe. Or, when necessary, let- the whole body be 
buried in soils of various kinds, in their natural vege. 
tating temperature. Or should the disease require it, 
let the body be immersed in various mortars made of 
one or several kinds of clay, or other earthy compounds. 
The only thing requisite is a good knowledge of theil' 
chemical properties, and good judgment and skill Aow, 
and tDAefa, and in what manner io apply them to aDJ 
given disease;--

Consistent and .>ven irresistible u all this may ap.. 
pear, yet the question comea up-Can any facts be 
produoed as evidence of the sanative results of Terra
p&thy t Certainly; there are thousands of instanoee 

of its power. But as it has never occurred to. an' 
mibd to bring it into practice u a system, so the in. 
attances of its power are merely incidental. I have made 
it my Stl) ly occasionally for five years, and 1.et I am . 
oow only ready to introduce it into the service of mJ 

crand system of Electro-Psychological CuraP,.thy, ao4 
IIOWDence its practice. But to the point. 

I mfcht refer, with more foroe than many are awue. 
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to the spittle and clay prepared by the Master, and 
pat on the eyes of a blind man, whOtil he then ordered 
to go a~d wash in the Pool of Siloam, and on doing of 
which he received his sight. Most of Christians SUP

pose .that all this was useless, and that he employed 
aome other agent to restore his sight besides the means 
he manifestly employed. But it is in vain for any one 
to contend that Christ practiced a fraud, by putting 
clay upon his eyes to produce no possible effect, and 
then secretly and deceptively restored his sight by some 
•)ther power. It was done by the very means that he 
thus openly employed, and by which he pretended it 
was done, and without a shade of deception through 
fear of men. It was accomplished by the combined 
forces of Terrapathy, Hydropathy, and the faith and 
confidence inspired in the blind man's mind by a stroog 
psychological impression. 

But without any reference whatever to the Master, I 
will, in as few words as possible, show that the variou 
earths possess a most powerful electro-absorbent force 
to draw out inflammation from . the human system, 
and with which no other known substances in existence 
oan compare. The smalloet effect we witness on earth 
is often pregnant with the greatest power, and portends 
the moet salutary or awful results. A straw shows the 

iirection or the current, however deep ita nten, Cll 

MOret its irresistible movement. 
Tab then, (or example, the sting of the 1aee. or tlw 
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~ite of any poisonous insect, where the pain, nelling, 
and inflammation would be great. Tl:.e moment the 
circumstance occurs take almost any kind of earth at 
band capable of producing vegetation, moisten it with 
spittle or blood-warm water, apply it to the wound, and 
in a few moments the poison will be extracted, and 
every painful result arrested. But a blue or white clay 
soil, moistened with warm water or spittle, is prefera
ble, if it can be obtained without delay. 

As to the drawing and absorbent powers of clay and 
other earths, I might bring a few simple facts. For 
instance, let oil or grease be spilled upon the floor, and 
remain till the board be saturated. No soap and water 
can remove it-no washings can make it disappear; yet 
clay, rightly prepared, will extract it. Or suppose 
there are oil or krease spots upon a silk dress. Rub 
pulverized magnesia on the opposite or wrong side of 
the dress, then press a bot iron to the grease spot on the 
right side, and the whole will instantly disappear, and 
)eave the silk as bright and fair as ever. The same 
result may be obtained by using pulverized French 
chalk on any beautiful woolen dresses or shawls. Now 
it is utterly impossible that these effects could be pro
duced unless these substances possessed a supreme 
electro-absorbent power. Or let clothing be saturated 
with any substance producing the strongest possible and 
the most pungent and enduring scent, even that of the 
tbak, 111d when no washing, no airing can remon k, 
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let it be buried in any soil capable of producing a fne 
vegetation, and in three or four daya the whole will 
entirely disappear. 

The question arises-What il the oaue of this f I 
answer by saying, that the human stomach can no&, 
noitJter can that of any other animal, digeat any orea.· 
~re swallowed alive, so long as it possesses animal life. 
It must die before the stomach can digest and appro
priate it to ~e elements that compose the body, and 
until then the creature must sustain its existence by 
clrawing its sustenance from the vital force of the body. 
So the earth can not digeat, that is, decompose, any 
aubstance while that substance has either animal or 
vege~ble life. These both draw strength and substanoe 
from her. But the moment they are dead she can di
gest and appropriate them to her owh use, and thus in
vigorate and fructify herself. Hence it is seen why 
Terrapathy can cure. It is because all substances in 
the human system that are adverse to animal life and 
health, the earth can appropriate to herself, and so abe 
can .U essences of the most pungent smell. ·She digeetl 
the whole, and manufactures and re-absorbs them apia 
into the elements that compose her maternal body. 
She removes every substance from the human system 
IMlverse to the laws of animal life, and leaves perf'eot 
1lealth. Hence the supremacy of Electro-Psychologioal. 
Curapathy over all tnedical systeml iD beiDc il olelriJ 
manifest: and I add no more. 

. ' 



LECTURE XL 
f&l'fAD lNBTBUCTIONB TO TIIB OL.UI 

TBJ: I:&C&:&T ll:&V:&ALJ:D. 

GsnLUIU: 

IN my last Lecture I have argued the sup~j Jf 
Ourapathy over all medical systems in existence, for iD 
& are combined the excellences of them all ; and, in 

"addition to these, it contains modes of treatment thal 
DO medical science as yet involves. In this peculiar 
position of my subject it will be perceived by all those 
who have paid any attention to the science of Electrical 
Psychology, that it is of most paramount importance 
to the human race, as a curative agent, and should, 

therefore, be understood by all, so far, at least, as to 

apply it successfully to the removal of disease and 
pain. It should be practically understood by all med
ical men. This will cost them only the trifling sum of 
&en dollars, and in the course of their practice it would 
be worth thousands to them, and at the same tima 
aftOrd them the supreme plessure of having saved man1 
a life, where medicine must hav~ failed. To obtain 1 

aood knowledge of this science will require about J'ITI 
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LJCSSONS O.lo' TWO HOURS EACH j and as I am now per 
manently settled in New York city, I am ready to iJD. 
part these instructions to all persons of good f1'lOf-.l 

character who may call. If persons at a distance will 
form a class sufficiently large to warrant the expense, 
and address me a letter at New York, I will visit them 
one week, and not only givE! private instructions to the 
class, but will deliver, ir. the mean time, five publio 
evening lectures besides, and perform most interesting 

experiments, of which the class may have the profit of 
the admission fee. This would generally pay their tui
tion, and in many instances exceed it. 

I make this proposal, because hundreds of ignorant 
individuals have undertaken to lecture upon, and evea 

to teach this science, who have never received any in
struction from me, either verbal or written. These 
persons pretend to teach it, and that, too, for any prioe 
they can obtain; from five dollars down to twenty-five 
cents ! They had better receive " a penny for tMil 
thoughts," so as to adapt the price of tuition to the 
amount of information they impart. All the regular 
students to whom I have taught the science of Elec
trical Psychology have been laid under written obliga
tions, and have seriously pledged their sacred honor 
never to teach it under ten dollars. Those, themore. 
who are qualified teachers and honorable men do atill 
oc:mtinue to adhere to the obligations they signed, and 
tbar&e the original fe&. Those who vary from it haw 
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· either forfeited their obliga.ticns, or else ne·rer learned 
the science as they ought ; and hence the public will 
know who and what they are. 

It is due to myself to state, that some have changed 
the name of this science to that of " ELECTRo BioL . · 
OGY," and have claimed authorship as to its di.sco've11, 
and have even stated that Electro Biology has no con
nec.,:on whatever with Electrical Psychology, but is an 
entirely distinct science. This I am compelled to give 
a most decided and unqualified denial. I bave visited 
eomc of the principal places where the Biologists have 
lectured, and have gathered all the facts in relation to 
their proceedings and the character of their experi
ments. I am acquainted with its whole history, an4 
the circumetauces under which it · received its name, 
and why Electrical Psychology was first called "Eke 
'ro Biology." Should I, in a future day, be compelled 
m s«tlf-defense to take this subject in hand, I shaU 
make all the necessary disclosures, which the interest 
and advancement of this science may require, or just
ice and duty demand. Fo, the present they must rest 
in my bosom till circumstances Bball call them forth. 

I would now only say, that the science of ElectrittJI 
Psyc!vJlogy is identical with that of .Ekctro Biology, 
•fld that the latter ·~uu no uiltenc;t; only wAat it 
.-aw•from the former, unlu1 it be tla4 """'' WJ 
tf iU Mme. 

I have already stated, that there are M1aiD iD6 
g• 
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ridula who have gone through the country leotarina 
and pretending to teach this science for one or two dol. 
lara, and even for twenty-five cents, when they could 
aet no more, who are utterly ignorant of the human 
f18tem-ignorant of those diseases that assail it, and 
Jgnorant of the common principles involved in any of the 
scienees. Such may be able to inform you how to close 
' man's eyes-how to paralyze or move his limbs, and 
how to make a psychological impression on his mind. 
But how can they teach any one its philosophical ap
plication to disease, or to any useful medical purpose 1 
Every man of common sense must perceive that this ia 
impossible without the knowledge of science in general. 

Such incompetent individuals have done Electrical 
Psychology a serious injury, and in several placee have 
brought it into disrepute. 

Under all these circumstances, I feel it my duty to 
put an end to the worse than useless labors of such 
individuals, by fully explaining the secret mode of 
operation-how an individual may oo controlled by 
mental and physical imprCb'Sions. I would not be un
derstood that this can be wholly done by langnage. It 
requires a visible and personal application of what the 
theory ~volves-a practical illustration as to perform
ing experiments, and low to apply it successfully to 
disease. I will, however, do it faitbfully, so far u 
laDgoage can accomplish it, and far beyond what anJ 
\eoQuer now in th~ field attempts to explain to his ou 
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~ pupil!. The most have failed to give satiatactiou 
to those whon: they have undertaken to instruct, and 
in many cases serious difficulties have occurred in rela
tion to the sum paid for instruction. I have therebe 
oome to the conclusion not to sutrer odium in future to 
be brought upon this science, if in my power to prevent 
it. I proceed, therefore, to give the instructions .to all, 
10 that they may know how to experiment upon their 
fellow-men, as well as those generally who go about u 
lecturers and teachers of this science. In the accom
plishment of this I shall be brief as possible. Wha& 
requires ten hours of instruction can not, by any means, 
8e communicated fully in two lectures of htlf an hoar 
each. Yet I will embody all, and even more tha ia 
generally given to any class of pupils by thoee olaimina 
to be teachers. 

I would, in the first place, remark, that the Creator 
has stamped simplici,.ty, as far as possible, upon eaoh 
separate part of the human system. As I remarked in 
my sixth Lecture, each organ of the body performs but 
one function. The eye sees, the ear hears, the olfao
tories smell, the glands taste, the heart throbs to regu
late the blood, the hands ·handle, the feet walk, the 
liver secretes its bile, and the stomach digesta its food. 
The eye never hears, and the ear never sees. So then 
andontly ia but one nerve or set of nerYSS throaah 
lfhich impre88ions from the external world are OOIIl• 

llanioated til' the mind. This ia certain, beoaue tht 
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blind can teceive but one idea at :a time. It is imu!a. 
terial how rapidly soever ideas may be transmitted te 
the mind, they are nevertheless successive, and two 
ideas can not possibly be conceived, at the same in
stant, by the mind. One must succeed the other. But 
as there are millions of nerves in the human brain, and 
if it were alike the office of each to communicate ideas 
to the mind, then as many millions of ideas as there 
are nerves might be transmitted to the mind at the 
eame instant. But we are conscious that they are suc
cessively and not simultaneously conceived. We can 

not attend to two public speakers at once, so as to un
derstand their ideas, u both were before us, and eaeh 
addressing us upon a difFerent subject. With the same 
earnestness that we give heed to the one, we must neg
lect the other. Indeed, there can be no doubt in rela
tion to t.'be fact of ideas being successively communi

cated to the mind, if we reflect that even one public 

speaker by too rapid a delivery often conf'usea the 
hearer. 

The mind, as a living being of embodied form, bu 
its spL>itual brain and spiritual organs answering to 
the correspondent phrenological organs of the physical 

brain through which it manifests itself. The latter 

.-e, indeed, a production from the former, as much so 
u the !'lant and its form are a production from the life 
ot the seed. The nerve, or family of nerves, through 
wbiob tm\)resaion~ are communicated to the mind, and 
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br the mind to the body, to move its various parts, ia 
located in the organ of Individuality. All the organa 
of the brain, and, indeed, of the whole system, are 
double, and so are the senses likewise. The brain haa 
its two hemispheres, its two eyes, two ears, two glanda 
of taste, and two olfactories of smell. We have two 
hands, two feet, and the heart bas its two auricles and 
two ventricles. The organ of lndi:nduality is also 
double. It is located in the centre of the lower part 
of the forehead, sendiJ off branches to the optic, audi
tory, and olfactory nerves-extenda through both hem
ispheres of the brain, passes down the spinal marrow, 
and in its course senda off branches to the arms and 
lower limbs, and, indeed, to all the voluntary parts of 
the body. Hence all voluntary motion originating in 
mind is communicated to the organ of Individuality, 
and from thence is transmitted through correspondent 
uerves to that part of the body where the mind directs 
motion to be made. Hence the organ of Individuality 
is the one that constitutes our individualism, or personal 
identity, and by which we identify all individual objects 
in the external wox ld. And though this organ, like aU 
the other phrenological organs of the brain, is made up 
of a congeries of nerves, yet I am satisfied that it hu 
but one single identical nerve that is moved by a men
tal impression, and that one moves by sympathy the 
whole family of nerves dwelling in that organ; ..00 
tha• motion is communicated tp eTery volQQt&ry cl, 
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partment of the body where the mind, u the modw 
power, directs. 

For illustration of the above, suppose a pebble were 
thrown into the centre of Lake Superior. It would 
displace its waters, and produce a circle. That circle 
would produce a second, and that second would produce 
a third circle, .and so on, each continuing to lessen in 
its action until it apparently died away. But though 
imperceptible to the naked eye, yet the successive ao
tion would be continued even to the distant shores, and 
move every drop of water from the centre to the cir
cumference. And not only so, but that pebble would 
displace, by sympathy, every particle of water in the 
basined ·lake, even to its greatest depth. This is evi
dent, because if a rock, half tho aile of that mighty 
lake, were thrown into its centre, the universal disturb
ance of every particle of water would be evident and 
perceptible. On the same principle, a pebble-yea, a 
single grain of sand-would produce the same result, 
'nly on a smaller scale. So the centre nerve (if I may 
so speak) of the organ of Individuality i.e moved by a 
mental impression, and this movement communicates 
motion by sympathetic impulse to each and every volun
tary part of the body where the mind directs. Is not 
this the true philosophy of what we call sympathy ex
isting between the dift"erent parts of the human body 
and the various attributes of the soul, and between one 
badividual and anothtf 1 And i.e no& tbie the vat 
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philoeophy ol perscnal identity, on the mystery of 
which so much has been written 1 Did . not the miDd 
of man possess a spiritual organ of Individuality cor
responding to the physical one of the brain, how then 
could either personal identity or sympathy be recog. 
nized, or even exist 1 This one spiritual organ consti
tutes the unity of all the attributes of the mind, spirit, 
soul, or whatever you please to call that part of man 
which is to exist immortal in a future world. The 
phrenological organs of the human brain are but a 
daguerreotype manifestation-a result of the corre
spondent spiritual organs of the living mind. They 
constitute the physical apartments of the earthly house 
which is fitted up as a temporary residence for the in 
visible inhabitant within, during its continuance here. 

Having clearly placed before you those interes~ 
points that involve the ever sweet and pleasing doctrint 
of sympathy, I will now proceed to instruct you how au 
individual can be electrically and psychologically con
trolled. This is a subject involving vast utility as a 
curative power to the sick and distressed, and is there
fore full of deep and stirring interest to every feelin& 
heart. To control is to cure. In order to aft'ect au 
individual, aud to successfully control his mind and 
muscles, it is, in the first place, necessary that he 
ahould stand in a negative relation to the Operator 
18 to the doctrine of impressions. Some persons an 
oaturaU)' in this condition, were born in it, live in it, 

.I 
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and will die in it. Others are not in this state, and 
hence means must be used to bring them there befon 
.hey can be controlled. In order to determine whether 

an individual stands in this negative relation to yom • 
self, as the operator, you must first proceed to take 
the communication, as we term it. This is inva .• 
riably and philosophically done through the medium of 
two points. I care not whether it be effected by •isiblt 
oontact or otherwise, it is still done through the me. 
dium of two points, or the negative and positive electric 
forces, and through the same nerve, or family of nerves, 
that constitutes, phrenologically, our individualism or 
pel't:lonal identity. 

Before I proceed to notice the moat easy, nre, and 
iircct mode by which an electro-psychological commu. 
nication may be established, I will, in the first place, 
speak of the philosophy of communication in general. 
It is evident that the politive and negative forces of 
the two electricities pervade all natura. These I call 
in my seventh Lecture the male and Jemak electrici
ties. These two forces not only permeate, more or 
lees, all substances in nature, but they also unceasingly 
emanate from them in electric circles. Hence, as man 
is a part of the universe, he constantly takes into hil 
eystem large portions of electricity with the air he in
spires, with the water he drinks, and with the food he 
eats. And by mental and muscular action, and the 
oommon operaQona or anima1 life, he 11noeuiDal1 

• 
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th!ow8 it off' through the ne"ous fol\.--e. On passina 
from his system into the surrounding elements, it forma 
around him his electric or magnetic circle. How large 
this circle may lie i8 as yet to us unknown. Hence, 
W'hen two individuals come within a certain distance of 
each other, their circles meet, and touch each other at 
two points. And if one of these individuals is in the 

electro-psychological state, the communication will be 
taken through the positive and. negative forces. And 
though this communication was taken without personal 
contact, yet it was done through the nerve that consti
tutes our individualism or personal identity. A com. 
munication in this mauner can be established with those 
persons only who are very sensitive. As only about 
one in twenty-five is naturally in this state, so I can 
step before an audience of a thousand persons, state to 
them what I intend to do, so that all shall understand 
me ; then request them all to close their eyes firmly; 
and s.ay, You can not open your eye1 I and forty out 
of the thousand will be unable to do so. All this O&D 

be performed in five minutes after entering the hall. 
It is, however, certain, that no effect can be produced 

till you csta.bli!lh a thorough communication betweeu 

yourself and the subject through the ne"ous force of 
the organ of Individuality that constitutes his personal 
identity. And as the centre or moving no"e of thit 
organ has sympathy with all the voluntary ne"es of 

abe qHem; md as they reciprocally afl'eci eaoh od... 
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10 you can establi'lh a psychological communication hJ 
touching any part of the system where voluntary nerve~ 
are located, and particularly of those individuals who 
are very sensitive and impressible. But the most nat
ural mode ~to get a good communication, and the one 
least liable to be detected by the audience, is to take 
the individual by the hand, and in the same manner 88 

though you were ·going to shake hands. Press your 
thumb with moderate force upon the uur.Aa nan:, 
which spreads its branches to the ring and little finger 
of the hand. The pressure should be nearly an inch 
above the knuckle, and in range of the ring finger. 
Lay the ball of the thumb flat and partially crosswise, 
so as to cover tne minute branches of this nerve or 
motion and scn~ation. The pressure, though firm, 
should not be so great as to produce pain or the lean 
uneasiness to the subject. When you first take him 
by the hand, request him to place his eyes upon youra, 
and to keep them fixed, so that he may see every .emo
tion of your mind expressed in the countenance. Con. 
tinuo this position and also the pressure upon this C. 

"ital nerve for half a minute or more. Then requen 
nim to close his eyes, and with your fingers gently 
brush downward several times over the eyelids, 88 

though fastening them firmly together. Throughout the 
whole process feel within yourself a fixed determina. 
cion &o close them, so as to express that determination 
r.J}J in your countenance and manner. HaTin& at 
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&hia, place your hand on the top of his bead and preu 
your thumb firmly on the organ of lniividuality, bear· 
ing partially downward, and with the other thumb still 
pressing the ULNAR NERVE, tell him-you can 1101 
open your eyu I Remember, that your tlanner, yCAU 

expression of countenance, ;your motions, and your Ian 
guage must all be of the most positive character. If 
he succeed in opening his eyes, try it once or twice 
more, because impressions, whether physical or mental, 
continue to deepen by repetition. In case, however, 
that you can not close his eyes, nor see any effect pro
duced upon them, you should cease making any further 
efforts, because you have now fairly tested that his 
mind and body both stand in a positive relation to 

yours as it regards the doctrine of impressions. 
There is yet another mode of communication that I 

have discovered, which is far preferable to the one just 
noticed, is supreme over all others, and will remain so 
till Omnipotence shall see fit to change the nervous 
system of man. This is the M&DIAK N uv:a:, which 
is the second o( the brachial plexus. It is a compound 

· nerve having the power of both motion and sensation. It 
i'l located in the centre of the upper part of the palm of 

the hand near where it joins the wrist. In order to take 
the communication through this medium, you must take 
the subject by the hand with the palm upward, and 
place the ball of your thumb in the centre of his band 

IMI' the root of his thumb, and give a lllOClerUe bat 
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firm pressure. The astonishing nature of the impree. 
sion can only be . equaled by the result produced. It 
is a nerve of voluntary motion as well as sensatlcm, 
and therefore belongs to, and has its origin in, the 081'• 

ebrum. Tr!e, like the other nerves, it can be traced 
directly no farther than the spinal cord, yet there is no 
difficulty in determining its origin to be in the cere
brum, because that is the organ of all voluntary mo
tion, even as the cerebellum is the organ of all invol
untary motion. This mode of communication trans. 
cends all others, and will answer in all possible cases, 
eTen upon persons the most difficult to control, as weD 
as upon those who are the most sensitive and impross
ible. I care not how you obtain the communication 
with an individual-whether it be without contact, or 
by touching any part of the body, yet the communi
cation must ultimately be established through the Mz. 
DIAN NEBVE as the centre telegraphic force from the 
organ of Individuality, through which organ all ideas 
and all impressions are transmitted from the external 
world to the mind, and through that same organ are 
transmitted by the volitions of the mind to the dift'eren* 
parts of the body. Even if the communication ill 
taken by pressure on the ulnar ner11e, yet it is neverthe. 
less communicated by sympathy to the MEDIA.ll NEBVJCv 

and through which alone the communication bcoomee 
perfect. There is no question, in my mind, t.bat the 
,UC, the avditory, and the olfadory nenee, u weD 
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u those of taste, are but branches of the 8&lne OOID· 

IDOn nerve by which impressions or ideas are transJDi&. 
ted to the mind through the organ of Individuality, 
Those whom I have instructed, will please to remembef 

this. I desire you, and all, in order to experiment 
with power, to keep up a. perfect uniformity in takin& 
the communication through the MEDIAN Nun, and 
through this to transmit the electric current to the 
brain and. electrify the body. 

I a.m aware that the exact location of this nene ia 
somewhat difficult to find, unless you are personally in
Btructed. If you succeed in closing the subject's eyfl. 
by the above mode, you may then request him to put 
his hands on his head, or in any other position ,.,.. 
choose, and tell him, You ca.a not ltir them I In case 
you succeed, request him to be seated, and tell him, 
You ca.a not rise I If you are successful in thJa, re
quest him to put his hands in motion, and tell him, 
You can not atop them I If you succeed, request him 
to walk the fioor, and tell him, You can not uat 

tDGllclng I And so you may oontinue. to perform e;a:. 

periments involving muscular motion and paralysis of 
any kind that may occur to your mind, till you cau 
oompletely control him, in arresting or moving .all the 
woluntary parts of his system. When this is aocom .. 
plished, we say, for the sake of convenience, A. it ill 
1M tkctrical ltok. 

YOR may, perhape,not be able to afFect him llrJ f11' 
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tiler; and as you can not know how this matter staoJa 
without the trial, so you \rill next proceed to produce 
mental impressions by operating upon his mind only. 
U he is entirely in the state, you can make him see that 
a cane is a living snake or eel ; that a hat is a halibut 
or flounder ; a handkerchief is a bird, child, or rabbit ; 

or that the moon or a star fa.lls on a person in the 
audience, and sets him on fire, and you can make him 
hasten to extinguish it. You can make him see a river, 
and on it a steamboat crowded with human · beings. 
You can make him see the boilet burst, and tho boa, 
blow up~ with his father or mother, brother or sister, 
or wife or child on board. You can lay out the lifelesa 
corpse before him in state, cause him to kneel at ita 
aide, and to freely shed over it the tears of affection 
and bereavement. Yon can suddenly show him a boy 
or girl, and he sees in them the lost father or mother 
standing before him, and gives the warm embrace. 
You can change his own personal identity, and make 
him believe that he is a child two or three years old, 
and inspire him with the artless feelings of that age; 
or that he is an aged man, or even a woman, or a negro, 
or some renowned statesman or hero. You can change 
&he taste of water to that of vinegar, wormwoo-1, honey, 
Cll' of any liquors you please. In like manner you can 
operate on his hearing and smelling, as well as ou his 
light, feeling, and taste. When you can produce 8UOh 
aenta.l hallucinations as these on all his ~~~ensee, 01 
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lhowsand.a of others that may suggest themselves te 
JOur mind, we say, for the sake of convenience, that 
be is in the psychological state. 

I have thus far confined my remarks to that rlass ol 
individuals who are 11aturally in the electro-psycho

logical state, and shown you clearly how a communica
tion in its various modes may be taken, so as to su~. 
cessfully control them both physically and mentally. 
The average number of persons in the United Statea 
who are naturally in the psychological state is about 

one in twenty-five. These can be cured of any func
tional diseases with which they may be assailed, by 

simply performing upon them the experiments I have 
just named, or any others of a like character. And 
not only so, but upon such any surgical operation may 
be performed without the slightest degree of pain, I.Wd 
that, too, while they are wide awake, and in perfect 

possession of all their reasoning faculties. But while 

only one in twenty-five is entirely in this state, and nat

lll'ally eo, yet there is, perhaps, one in twelve who il 
partially in the state, and on whom experiments can be 
performed to a greater or less extent. All these, in 
connection with those on whom you can produce no 
effect whatever, are to be subjected to a process to 
bring them into the electro-psychological state, and we 
Bee, too, how vastly important it is that this, if poeai. 

ble, should he clone. This, indeed, would be the no
bles& tnumph ever achil)ved b.r DlAn. It would be ' 
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triumph oter disease and pain; and prepare the h1IIDIIl 
nee 'l wenr out with age. 

In order to bring about this result, I know, at prea· 
ent, of no better process than the following: Take 
pure ziuc and silver, with a copper wire, as a conductor, 
passed through the zinc, so as to come in contact with 
the silver. For convenience, take a. piece of zinc the 
size of a cent, but somewhat thicker, and imbed a fi:ve
:sent piece in its centre, and pass a small copper wire, 
as a rivet, through both. Place this coin in the palm 
of the hand, with the silver side up, IIJld request him 
to bring it within about a foot of his eyes. Let him 
take a position, either sitting or standing, which he can 
retain twenty minutes or more, without any motion of 
his feet, hands, lips, head, or any part of his body. 
He must remain motionless as a statue, except the nat. 
ural winking of the eye. His mind should be perfectly 
resigned and kept entirely passive to surrounding im
pressions. The eyes should be placed upon the coin 
as though they were riveted there, and during the whole · 
twenty or twenty-five minutes they should, on no con
sideration, be raised to look at any person or object 
whatever, and the spectators should be still as the 
gnwe. If the eyes have a tendency tc close, he should 
not strive to keep them open, but let them close. Fol-· 
low uature. In a public audience, when lecturing, yaa 
should scat, if possible, a olass of thirty persona 
When the time has expired, collect your coin so ~ 
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reline the "lass from their wearisome position, and 
then try each individual, always taking the communi
cation in the manner I have described, :-And proceed to 

experiment upon them the same as you do upon those 
who are naturally in the state. If one sitting do not 
bring them entirely into the psychological state, then 
let it be repeated on the next evening, and so continue 
on till the work is consummated. All, with few ex. 
ceptions, can be, by perseverance, brought into this 
state. Some are naturally in it-some are brought 
into it by one l'itting-some by two- -some ·by three
a\nd some may require a /,undred sittings of half an 
hour each before they can be bruught to the participa
tion of this inestimable blessing. No two individuals 
are alike impressible in any thing whatever, whether it 
be mental effort, moral power and moral suasion, or 
physical endurance. Hence we should not be sur
prised, that they all differ from each other as to nenoaa 
Impressibility in this science, and that, too, in the same 

ratio as they may differ in their phrenological develop. 
ments and cerebral excitability. It is enough for aa to 

know o.n this point that no two individuals are in &DJ 
respect exactly alike. 

Having described the electro-magnetic coin which I 
conceive to be the best, under all circumstances, to 
produce the result, and having directed you how to a._ 
it, I would now apprise you, that this state may be iD
~ by otlur 811bstances as asenta in -~ It 
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may be induced by fixing the eyes upon a piece of .me 
alone, and observing the directions already given. It 
may be induced by a pieoe of silver, cr a pieoe of cop. 
per, iron, lead, or any other metal. It may be induced 
~y a piece of wood, or any other substance in nature.. 
Or it may be done by a mere mental abstraction, with 
no substance, only the surrounding elements. But 
when no substance is need, the process to the state il 
slow and tedious. Then, again, there is every possib],. 
~ade of power from the feeblest substance placed in 
the hand up to the galvanic battery, which is more 
powerful than the coin I have adopted as a matter of 

oonvcnience and utility. The galvanic battery I should 
prefer, if it could be carried in the pocket, or be ao. 
cessible to all. If thirty persona should join banda, 
and the two individuals at the extremes of the line 
each take a handle of a galvanic battery, and let the 
current be so graduated as to be but faintly felt, and a 
greater number would be affected than by any other 
agent that could be employed. In this case, as in all 
others, it is to be understood, that the same stillneu of 
muscles, the same fixed position of the eye upon 101M 

object or spot, and the eame passivity of mind are to 
oo strictly observed. 

The query may now arise in the minds of IOID8 ol 
the class-Why should all substances in existenoe han 
a greater or lees tendency to produce this state t J 
W1rer, &hat electricit1 ie the grea~ and UDiftl'lll 

...... . - - -~- "' 
··.._ \. 
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lpllt ordained by the Creator to form, to transmu
or to decompose all substances that swarm in the em. 
pire of nature. Hence all substanoee in existenot 
throw off a never-ceasing electro-atmospheric emana 
tion in a greater or less degree, otherwise they could 
never change. And these emanations by their impres
sions more or less affect all human beings according m 
the relative position in which they may be placed to 
receive and feel the force of such impressions. Thel't'
fore sleep and wakefulness, health and sickness, pain 
and ease, and all the various sensations and changes to 

which the human system is subject, are experienced 
Hence when we fix our attention upon one substance1 

and become mentally and physically p1188ive to surround
ing impressions, we render ourselves, by this volition, 
relatively negative, as far as in our power, to the p68-

. itit1e force of the substance with which we are engaged, 
and drowsiness, or some other cerebral change or phe
nomenon ensues, because by passivity the electro-nerv
ous 1luid is supplied through the lungs and stomach for 
&he brain more freely than it is thrown oft". But when 
we resume the activity of our mental and physical 
energies, we, by this volition and action, become reJa.. 
&ively positit1e to the surrounding impressions of aU 
tubstances in nature, and wakefulness, with all its at
tendant delights, is the result, because by mental an4 
~~ action we throw off fiwD &be lniD &be._,. .. 
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nervous fluid more rapidly than it is supplied throaP 
the lungs and stomach. 

In order, therefore, to render the subject as simple 
as possible, and to establish and perpetuate a uniform
ity of procedure in the use of a substance to be placed 
in the hand, I desire you to insist upon the electro
magnetic coin as being alone sufficient, under the direc
tions given, to induce the state. And I desire you to 
insist that the pressure on the MEDIAN N EB.VE is alone 
sufficient to establish a communication between · the 
operator and the subject to perform all the experiments, 
both electrical and psychological, that this science may 
involve. Indeed, all substances, so far as their electro
emanating power extends, produce the same effect it 
degree as the coin I recommend. Hence, strictly and 
philosophically speaking, the electro-magnetic coin, aa 
the true mode of inducing the state, is all in all. And as 
all possible modes of obtaining communication, whether 
by contact or otherwise, must meet in the organ of In
dividuality, through which a.ll impressions are trans
mitted to the mind, and from the mind, through that 
same organ, to all the voluntary parts of the body, so 
there is strictly and philosophically speaking but one 
mode of taking communication, and hence the MEDIAJI 

NERVE is all in all. If, however, you could remember 
the exposition 1 have given you on this intricate and 
interesting subject, you would then find no difficulty in 
Werding yourself ~t th 3 asaaulte of lkep&iOII 
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men. But as it is, I must leave you with the two aim 
pie forms I recommend-the ELECTRO-MAGNETIC Coo 
and the MEDIAN NERVE. 

As the general points of the subject are now dis. 
tinctly before you, I would next state, that we divide 
this science, for the sake of perspicuity, into nn 
PLANS. The first three regard the mediums through 
which persons are brought into the electrO-psycholog

ical state. The first is through Mesmerism. Hence 
you will call MesmeriRm plan NUMBER ONE. The let:• 

ond is the pressure on the nerve by which we detect 
those who are naturally in the electro-psychologiCL 
state. This you will call plan NUMBER TWO. Tht 
third is the coin by which others are to be brought into 
this state. The coin you will therefore call plan Jroll· 

BEB THREE. The four tit involves all the experiments, 

whether electrical or psychological, as a sanative 
agent, by which those who are already in this state are 
to be relieved of pain, cured of disease, or prepared 
for any surgical operation without suffering. This yoa 
will call plan NUMBER FOUR, And the jijtfa, in order 
to cure the diseases of those who are not in the state, 
involves the application of physical impresaions upon 

their bodies, and the administering of remO'liea, whether 
externally or internally applied. This you will call 
plan lro.MBEB FIVE. On each Clf these be pl&IUI 1 
now proceed to impart all the necel!83l'1 informaU.. 
and in as clear and concise a manner as possible. 
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In regard to Mesmerism, which is plan N\~BI.!& o•&, 
( would say, that if you desire to mesmerize a penon, 
who ho.s never been put into the state, nor in the leas& 

affected, I know of no better mode than to seat him in 
an easy posture, and request him to be calm and re
signed. Take him by both hands, or else by one hand 
and place your other gently on his forehead. But with 
whatever part of his body you may choose to come in 
contact, be sure to always touch two points, answering 
to the positive and negative forces. Having taken him 
by both hands, fix your eyes firmly upon his, and, it 
possible, let him contentedly and steadily look you in 
the face. Remain in this position till his eyes close. 
Then place both your hands on his head, gently pas1 

them to his shoulders, down the arms. and oft' at the enda 
of his fingers. Throw your hands outward as you re
turn them to his head, and continue these passes till 
he can hear no v.:ice but yours. He is then entirely ia 
the mesmeric state. 

The reason why I desire you to throw your hancll 
outward on returning them to his head when making 
the passes is, to avoid waking him by passing them up
ward in front and near to his body. It is a well-known 
fact, that by the downward passes of an electro-magnet, 
attached to a galvanic battery, the steel magnet becomee 
instat tly charged so as to lift a pound or iron. Bua 
by the upw .. -d passes it becomes instantly demape&. 
iled 10 that it will lift nothin:g. By the clowDwanl 
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fJM8e& I mean from the bow or centre of the magnet t1 
tho extremities, and by upward posses I mean the 
reverse, regardless of tho position in which the magnet 
may be held. Th~ same applies to the human being 
when his mind is left uninfluenced. But if you apprise 
the subject when in the magnetic state. that the upward 
passes will not awake him, then by the force of his own 
mind he oan retain his condition, in defiance of all the 
passes you may make. The mind, when in the mea. 
merio state, has the power or appropriating electri~ 

city or magnetism to itself, or or rejecting it, ai 
pleasure. 

In ca8e, howenr, that the person whom you aeat to 
he mesmerized is not affected, and feels no inclination 
whatever to close his eyes after fifteen or twenty min 
utcs' trial, you will still proceed, as directed, to make 
the passes, and continue them also for fifteen or twenty 
minutes. Then take him again by the bands, as at 
first,' and continue this position about the same length 

of time, then resume the passes, as before directed 
and continue these two modes of operation alternately 
till about an hour is consumed at a sittinK. Before 
,ron leaYe him, reverse the pas~es for the space of a 
minute or so d8 though waking him up, even thongh 
yon see tio Vldible effect produced. On the next day, 
giYe him uother sitting of an hour ; and ao on, day 
after day, till you get him into the mesmeric state. 
a-ember, that all the iDftnenoe yon produce upoo hlm 
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I& one sitting, however minute or imperceptible it ma.J 
be, he fully retains to all subsequent daily sittings. 

When a person is in the mesmeric state, whetiHr 
put there by yourself or by some other one, take the 
oommunication by NUXB&a Two and awake him by the 
upward passes ; or else do it by an impression, as fol
lows : Tell him, " I will count three, and at the same 
instant I say three I will slap my hands together, and 
you will be wide awake and in your perfect senses. 
Are you ready1" If he answer in the affirmative, 
you will proceed to count-" One, Two, THREE !'' 
The word three should be spoken suddenly, and in a 
very l<'ud voice, and at the same instant the palms of 
the hands should be smitten together. This will in. 
stantly awake him. Those who are thus aroused from 

mesmeric slumber to wakefulness are, with fe" excep.. 
~ons, in the electro-psychological state, and you can 
immediately proceed to experiment upon them. Here, 
then, is an individual who was brought into this state 
through NUMBER ONE, and he stands in a negative re
lation to you as it regards the doctrine of impressions, 
and his body is principally charged with negative eleo
tricity, which is from the earth, and which alone is au. 
ecptible of being successfully controlled. 

Having given you all the necessary directions how &I 

mesmerize, and how to bring a person into the electro
psychological state through NUHBEB oNE, and shoo 
dlt relation in which he stands to you as the operat.ae. 
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I now proceed to instruct J'OU in relation to a17JOD 
rwo. This can be done in a very few words, 88 it hal 
been already pretty fully noticed. In the first place, 
fou may go into a public audience, or among your socia 
friends, and take one indiviliual after another by the 
hand, press the MEDIAN NERVE, as I have directed, and 
if you succeed in controlling some one, both physically 
and mentally, then such individual is recognized 88 in 
the electro-psychological state through NUMBER TWo. 

Though this person bas never been mesmerized, nor 
operated upon, yet he is found to be nat'l\l'ally in the 
same state, through NliM'BER Two, as is the individual 
who was brought into it through NUMBER ONJ:. Sea' 
them side by side, and they both feel the same nervOUf 
sympathy toward each other, are both charged with tht 
same negative electricity, and both stand in a negatiYo 
relation to you as it regards the doctrine of impressions. 

Take NUMBER THREE, which is the electro-magnetic 
coin, and place it in the hand of an individual whom 
you can not affect, 88 you did either of the persons men
tioned, and subject him to the process of looking at it 
&S I have directed. When the time of the sitting hu 
expired, tako the usual communication, NUMBER Two, 

and in case you can control him, both physically and 
mentally, he is recognized as brought mto the electro
psychok>gical state through llt7MBER TBRJ:J:. Here, 
then, are three individuals in the same state of nerY
aus impressibility, charged with the same nepan 

to• 
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eloctricity, stand in the same negative relation to J08l 
as it regards the doctrine of impressions, and by the 
same impression they can all be controlled, colleotivel1 
or separately. They are all in the electro-psychologi
cal state, but were brought there through three t!A.ffer· 
mt plans. But by whatever means individuals may be 
brought into this state, yet bear in mind, that through 
NCMBEa Two, either with or without contact, you take 
&he communication, which is the sooret, invisible, and 
subtile link of controlling power, and without which no 
P.ffect whatever -can be produced. Every principle of 
philosophy is based upon cause, medium, and e.ffed 
Even the Creator himself, were he completely isolated 
from this globe, could produce no possible effect upon 
it, nor upon the inhabitants of its surface, because thert 
would be, in such case, no medium of communicatio~: 
by which he could oome in contact with it, or in the 
least affect its animal and vegetable kingdoms. Touch 
what nerve you please, or obtain the communication. 
with or without contact, as you may-1 care not how, 
yet it must be transmitted to the brain through the 
MEDIAN NERVE to the organ of Individuality, and from 
thence to the mind. Even if you press the ulnar nen1e 
yet it must be by sympathy communicated from this to 
the MEDIAN Na:avE, which is much larger, runs paral
lel along the arm with it to the spinal oord, and froot 
&hence th£y both unquestionably pass to the organ of 
hadividuat t..J iD the cerebrum. The1 are both cna 
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pound nerves, by which we mean, that they are bo&h 
8118Ceptible of voluntary motion and sensation, beina 
connected with the mind as its agents to transmit tht 
tkctro-net "ow fluid to and from it, and through to/tiel. 
it liolds a correspondence with the external world. 
fhrough this it receives by impressions its messages, 
and through this by impressions it returns its answers. 
To take the communication, therefore, by acting directly 
Ul"Jn the MEDIAN NERVE is far preferable to any other 
mode, and particularly so upon persons who are not 
very sensitive or impressible. The more remote •e 
take our communication from this nerve, the longer we 
must labor to get control, and perhaps often fail, and 
the more feeble will be our action and impression in 
producing any interesting, brilliant, and startling ex
periments. The next best mode to get a communica
tion is, as I have uniformly taught, through the tJLN.U 

NEilVE, and, is the best mode to conceal the secret from 
others. 

I have now briefly noticed the first TBUE PLAJre, 

through which individuals may be brought into the psy
chological state, and the subtile medium of communica
tion through which they may be controlled by mental 
impressions. In regard to plan NUMBER FOUR I would 
remark, that as it involves all the experiments, both 
electrical and psychological, and as I have already sufti
cnently noticed these in giving directions bow to perfol'QI 
~ so $his par' of ~ subject has been anticipatecfe 
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and is fully before you. Permit me, however, to re
mark, that it may be well for you to know why these 
experiments are conducive to health, and how it is pos
sible to perform an operation without pain, when tht 
patient is wide awake and in his perfect senses. These 
two points I will now philosophically explain. 

Why the experiments, when properly conducted, are 
conducive to health, is because the mind, by coming in 
contact with the electricity of the nerves, moves it with 
a force equal to the impression which the operator 
makes on the patient, and sends it to that part of the 
system to which the patient's attention is directed. 
Under its energy the limbs are paralyzed, so that the 
subject, by all his exertions, is unable to walk, nor 
when walking is he able to stop, and when seated it is 
not in his power to rise. · His arms, in an instant, are 
paralyzed, so that he can not move them, or they are set in 
motion, and he has no power to stop them. By a men
tal impression he is made to see his clothes on fire, 
or the house falling, and his limbs crushed to pieces. 
Or he is made to see a lion, a tiger, or a huge serpent 
close in pursuit to devour him. Or, at pleasure, he ma1 
be wrought up to the most supreme ecstasy of joy an<1 
delight, or be made to feel, in· the extreme, any other 
emotion or passion of the soul. These various impres. 
lions throw the electricity of the nerves to every pan 
of the system with such power as to burst through aU 
~onal obstructions) equalize the nervous force, an4 
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aJao the circulation of the blood, and thus remove dis
ease and still pain. It is a well-known fact in medical 
jurisprudence, that such supreme and sudden excite. 

menta have often cured rheumatism, and made even the 
lame walk. 

On plan NUMBER FIVE, which involves the cure of 
persons who are not in this state, I can say but little. 
It embraces physical action upon their bodies, accord
ing to the nature of the disease, and impressions upon 
their minds so far as it is possible to produce them. ll 
involves external applications or internal remedies, as 
the case may require. In a word, it involves the excel
lences of all medical systems in being, and sums them 
all up in the supreme beauties of one bright and glo
rious system, and that system is Electro-Curapathy. 
I now turn to the consideration of the last point I prom. 
ised to notice. 

The true philosophical cause, why a tooth can be ez. 
traetcd, or a surgical operation performed, without pain, 

is, that all feeling or sensation is in the mind, which 
holds its residence in the brain, and which, as a living 
~ing of immortal form, has its spiritual hands, feet, 

and organs corresponding to those of the body. In. 
deed, the body, in all its complicated organism, is but 
a v.isible daguerreotype picture of the invisible spirit 
in the brain, and from which it has drawn all its linea 
menta of form. Strictly speaking, the body itself haa 
1110 feellna- It ,-ou touch, for instance, the poiD' or • 
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needle to the forefinger, it irritates some minute brault 
of a nerve of sensation. This irritation disturbs the 
electricity of the nerve that serves as a telegraph wire 
along which the disturbed electricity passes, and a 
lbock is produced upon the identical correspondent spot 
of the forefinger of the spirit, disturbs the harmony of 
its own beautiful movements in its spiritual sphere, ant} 
this impression produces pain. 

If, then, the communication between the mind and 
the electricity of the nerve to which you touched the 
needle could be cut off-if the telegraph wire should be 
so impaired, that the electricity could not pass to the 
mind to shock it, then no pain could be felt. This ia 
always the ease in palsy, w~en the nerves of sensation 
are paralyzed. Amputation could then be performed 
without pain. Now, excitement will cause the same 
insensibility to suffering and pain, if the impression be 
anfliciently great to produce it. This is evident, be
eause as there is, in the human system, but a certain 
amount of feeling, therefore in the same ratio that yoa 
excite one part to sensibility the other parts are so far 
robbed. The following anecdote related to me of Henr;J 
Clay will illustrate this. It is as follows: 

A gentleman rJn the floor in Congress, in his speeohJ 
made a severe personal at~ck on Henry Clay. Mr. Clay 
was, at the time, very much indisposed, and considered 
11nable to speak. He whispered to the gentleman who sat 
liD to him, and said, I must answer hUn, bRt bea ~ J01 
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DOt to let me speak over half an hour. · He JOmmenced1 

and was soon on wing-soaring, and uniting the lan
guage of earth and heaven in his defense, till every 
period Se€\med to shake the universe. He was aroused 
-was excited-his brain stirr® proudly. His half 
hour expired, and the gentleman pulled his coat, but 
Clay paid no attention to the signal. He 'kicked hit 
limbs, but it made no impression. He run a pin sev
eral times half its length into the calf of his leg. Clay 
heeded it not, spoke two hours, sunk exhausted into his 
seat, and upbraided the sentinel for not stopping him ! 
He had felt nothing. Excitement called the electricity 
of his system to his brain, and he threw it oft' by men
tal effort. In the same degree that sensation was called 
to his brain the limbs were robbed. 

Dr. Channing, in his sermon on the burning of the 
steamboat Lexington, when so many lives were lost. 
most eloquently explains this very point. He says : 

" We are created with a susceptibility of pain, and 
severe pain. This is a part of our nature, as truly as 
our susceptibility of e~joyment. God has implanted it, 
and has thus opened in the very centre of our being a 
fountain of suffering. We carry it within us, and can 
DO more escape it than we can our power of thought. 
We are apt to throw our pains on outward things u 
U.eir causes It is the fire, the sea, the sword, or hu. 
lUll enmity, which gives us pain. But there ie Dl 

.. in the flre or the •word, which pa88el tbeDce me 
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our souls. The pain begins and ends in the soul iteelt. 
Outward things are only the occasions. Even the bodJ 
bas no pain in it, which it infuses into the mind. or 
itself it is incapable of suffering. This hand may be 
cracked, crushed in the rack of the inquisitor, and that 
burnt in a. slow fire ; b 1t in these cases it is not the 
fibres, the blood-vessels, the bones of the hand which 
endure pain. These are merely connected, by the will 
of the Creator, with the springs of pain in the soul. 
Here, here is the only origin and seat of suffering. If 
God so willed, the gashing of the flesh with a knife, 
t.he piercing of the heart with a dagger, might be the 
occasion of exquisite delight. We know that, in the 
heat of battle, a wound is not felt, and that men, dyinc 
for their faith by instruments of torture, have expired 

with triumph on their lips. In these cases, the spring 
of suffering in the mind is not touched by the lacera
tions of the body, in consequence of the absorbina 
action of other principles of the soul. All suffering is 
to be traced to the susceptibility, the capacity of pain, 

-----· which belongs to our nature1 and which the Creator hu 
implanted ineradicably within us." 

I close by remarking, that f\S the science of Electri
cal Psychology is the doctrine of supreme impresWma, 

80 you will readily perceive whJIIIW'gical opera&ica -
be performed without pain. 
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lft6 JbllowiDg Lecture upon the ecienoe of GElfnoLOGI', wldell 
.... t.h• oalled N .A.T .A.LOLOGY • wu delinred, by requeet, w the La
ties of Troy, N.Y., in the Morris Place Hall, in Febru&J'1, }8(4. 

And, aa it belongs to the subject of Electrical PeycholOQ aud the 
great doctrine of impressions that thla science involTee, it Ia here 
IDserted in its appropriate place. The Author haa generally cM
Unred i~ 11 the laat l~e of the oolll'M, w hla prints ota... 
when s!TID& them inatruoti.ODS in Eleouioal PqolaolOQ.) 

L.t.DJU: 

Ta& purpose for which we are now assembled is to 
&ake into consideration the acience of GENETOLO&Y o: 
HvM.t.Jr BEAUTY, as founded upon the doctrine of im
pru8Um8. I contend that the human species ca.n be 
gradually improved through the harmonious operation 
of mental impressions, exercised by the mother, and that 
the time will come when they will be born in~ existenoe 
with just such lineaments of form as we may choose. 
'J'his is no idle dream-no infatuation of a disturbed 
brain, but sober reality. Human Beauty has been, ia 
all ages, admired, praised, loved, and desired by the 
millions of our race. Its charms have been sung by 
the poet in thoughts that burn ; have taxed the finee& 
emoeptions of the artist and the scalpk»', and han 
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beeD made to breathe upon the canvas, and to spea1 
io the marble. The charms or Beauty have beeD 
iwelt upon, ani painted by the eloquent orator, and 
have moved the hearts of all human kind. All know 
and feel the power or Beauty, and ardently oovet the 
pm. 

Tho subject now to be considered is, whether, 
through the power of the mental impressions of the 
mother, her unborn child, during the period from con· 
oeption to birth, can be moulded into beauty, and born 
into existence with those admirable lineaments of form 
that so much delight the beholder. To the candid 
consideration or this interesting subject I now in1'ite 
attention. 

That the mother c:an greatl;r aft'ect her unborn ohilcl 
ia unquestionabl;r true. No one will deny, that b;r 
10me sudden impulse of mind-such as extreme fear 
or joy, she has often produced abortion, or else greatl;r 
injured her offspring. I know of one well-authenti
cated case, where the mother was extremely terrified 
at a young cub when she was about three months en
ciente. It was her twelfth child, and was born ao 
adiot, while her other eleven children were intelligeot 
and active. It was a bo;r. He lived to fourteeD 
fear& of age, and had many actions peculiar to the 
bear. There are instances, teo numerous to mention, 
where humnn beings have not only acted like, but en. 
--bled, some apetliea or the brute 01' b\rd ,.... 



L&CTOU ltllo -And u the uniform teatimony or mothers is, that &bet 
were frightened during pregnancy by the creature to 
which the offspring was likened, so no other aatiaf&CtiorJ 
cause ever has been assigned for the effect produoed. 

A wealthy lady, in Boston, was frightened by a par
rot. Her daughter, now ten or twelve years of ase, il 
a mediocre, and her voice and manner or speaking re
semble those of this bird. A lady of my acquain$
ance, on seeing the head of her C0888t lamb suddenl7 
crushed, brought forth a son, about silt months after 

this occurrence, whose temples were muoh pressed iD, 
and the forehead protruded as did that or the iDJurecl 
Iamb, yet his inte~lect was not in the leut impainll. 
A singular circumstance occurred a few Jean ago in 
Bunkum County, N. C. A girl was there ezhibited, 
who was bom with only one leg and one arm. A ladJ 
who was about two months advanced in her time, hacl 
a strong desire to see this girl. Her curiosity 'beiDa 
sreat, she eumined the deformed object with long and 
unwearied attention. Her friends had to faroe her, 
as it were, from the ezhibition. She went hom~ but 
the image of tho unfortunate girl was but too deeplJ 
impressed qpon her mind to be forgotten. She con-

. versed about it by day, and it was the BUbject or her 
dreams by night. She at length got an impreuM.a 
that her child would be born like the object that 
~ her 1niD. Her ae ~ cleliM7 ...., ... 
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her fears were realized. She brought forth " dallll 
&er with only one leg and one arm ! 

How often it has occurred, where a lady has had a 
atrong desire, or longing for wine, that she has cc.m. 
mnnicated the color of the liquor by impression to her 
child. In like manner, through strong mental impres
&ions, she has stamped upon the unborn child a straw
berry, blackberry, grape, or any fruit for which she 
bad an ardent longing, and made it perfect both as ·it 

regards its color and shape. Endless instance& of th.ia 
character can be produced, and also the uniform te&ti
mony of the mother that she had a longing desire for 
what appears upon the child. Against this, the arga
ments and objections of &ome medical writers and their 
adherents are of no weight, as they are evidently en-. 
tirely ignorant of the electrical philosophy of thi8 auJ.. 
ject • . The mental impression, or longing of the moth
er must, however, far exceed her usual impreeaiou ia 
order to produce this result upon her offspring. 

I am not arguing any new truth, nor the discovery ol 
aay new principle of action, but what has been known ftom 
the earliest of human records. The Bible history admita 
the principle even in its application to the brute raoe. 
Laban deceived Jacob by giving to him Leah for a wife 
matead of Rachel, for whom he had served him seven 
Je&rs, by tending his flocks. then he 
ahould serve him seven for 
...mtl Jaccb, Laban he 
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a poor chance for ·~· He told him, that all the 
speckled cattle sho1.ld be his. But Jacob resorted te 

a plan by which he sufJiciently punished the selfish 
spirit of Laban. He put speckled rods at the bottom 
of the watering troughs. He kept the male and female 
cattle apart. There is no question, that he allowed tha • 
males to have free access to water, but kept the fe
males away till they were very thirsty, even bellowing 
and bleating for water. In this condition he allowed 
them to mingle only at the troughs. And as water is 
colorless, nothing but the speckled rods could be seen 
by the thirsty and drinking females, and under this 

strong impression they conceived. But this is not aJl. 
Jacob understood his subject sufficiently well to go over 
the same ground again the next day, and keep up the 
female herd till the same great thirst returned. This 
would bring to their minds what seemed to them a 
speckled ftuid, and to those already conceived the im
pression would continue to deepen. True, Laban re
peatedly changed the wages even up to ten times ; buc 
this was of no avail, because Jacob as often changed 
the aeene of action by preparing the causes that must 
philosophically produce their corresponding results in 
the animal economy. Hence I again assert that I am 
not arguing any new principle of action. I claim DO 

such discovery, but merely claim the discovery of itl 
philosophy, and of having reduced it to a syatem oap. 
... fll iaapro'riDg and ennobq oar noe. 
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Such are its facts, and I now turn to ita pbi1oeophJ. 
Gold can be diesolved in aqua regia. A &ve-doDaa 
gold piece thrown into this liquid dissolves and IOOil 

disappears, only as the whole liquid assumes the oolor 
of the gold. Let this liquid be properly prepared, and 
iip the ends of the two wires of a galvanic battery into 

• it. In this liquid you may then immerse any metallio 
article you please. Take, for instance, a silver watch
case with your own name engraved upon it, and m&nJ 
curiously wrought characters and devices ; immerse 
this in the liquid, and the positive and negative foroee 
of galvanic action passing from the battery throa&h 
these two wires into the solution will seise the inoon
oeivably &ne particles or gold and lay them upon ~ 
watch-case as solid as though they had been melted 
there. You may oontinue this proceea until eTery par. 
oole of the half-eagle shall be placed upon the watch
case, and y.st the perfect identity of your name, and 
all the marks and characters engraved upon it, will be 
retained. This is called galvanising metals. A aeocmd 
oopper bank-plate can be made from ~ original bJ 
galvanism, so that everJ letter and mark shall be e:aot, 
and the plate be a perfect fac.simile of the original. 
Hence we perceive that through the positive and nega
tive forces of galvanism, which is but one form of eJeo. 
kioity, a perfect identity is preserved. 

We will now apply this great principle to the up.. 
DlDi under )Onsideration. eTacuatiou 
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tl &he female are a un.iversal solvent in which are in. 
YOlved exact proportions of all the constituent ele!Untl 
of her bod1. This redundancy is given her by &ht 
Creator for the propagation of her race. As soon u 
she conceives, the womb closes up, and this same re
dnndant compound of her being is secreted in &he 
womb, as the fluid in which the footus is immersed and 
swims, and is the raw material out of which its body 
is to be manufactured. And while I am npon this 
point, permit me to remark, that as soon as the child 
is bom this same redundant substance is carried through 
the lacteal secretions and manufactured into nourish· 
ment which the infant draws from its mother's bosom. 
Hence the menses are the prepared substance to pro
luce the child's body in the womb, and to sustain it at 
the breast. 

Through the galvanic action ot the positive and D81-
ative forces cf her involuntary ne"es the footus il 
formed. Thea,s forces seize the elementary partioles 
of this solution, and convey them to the conception, 
which is the nebulo-centre or nucleus to which they all 
&end, similar to the particles of gold in solution to the 
watch-case. Hence if a woman were to conceive while 
wrapped in total darkness, and never see the man b1 
whom she conceived, nor get the most distant impres. 
lion of his image, and could she, at the moment of 
ooooeption, be consigned to a sleep of profound inJen. 
libility &ill the time ot her delivery came, abe woa1l 
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unquestionably bring forth an ofFspring exactly in bel 
own image. It would be as perfect a fac-simile of her 
own organism, form, and features as the second bank. 
plate was of the first from which by galvanic action it 
was produced. But while the galvanic powers of her 
involuntary nerves, through the positive forces, are form
ing the new being in her own image, the voluntary 
nerves, through which th~ voluntary powers of her 
mind act, are also producing their efFects by mouldina 
the new being in the image of the person on whom her 
mind is most powerfully placed. Hence if her self
esteem is great, and she fancies herself superior to her 
husband, and has great self-love, and but little regard 
for him, she will often consult her mirror, and her child 
will most resemble herself notwithstanding the im
pression of her husband'• eountenanoe and th~ f•tunl 
of all others around her. 

But if she, on the contrary, cherishes a warm aad 
generous afFection to her husband, and if he be far dia
ant from home and exposed to dangers on land or 
ocean, her mind goes with him and lingers in imagina
tion upon his image. The child is born, but it is m 
the likeness of its father. 1£ her love and esteem to
ward herself and husband are about equally divided 
and balanced, the child will be a blended picture of the 
two. The opposite passions of hatred and dislike wiD 
prodooe the same result as it regards form of featurel 
ud penonal appearance. Or if the mother tboUI 
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•terta.in 1 very high regard tor her minister, doctor 
or any frimd, and circumstances should occur to brina 
him frequently to her mind, her child would resemble 
bim. Suppose her husband should be jealous of any ot 
these, or of some boarder in the family whom she even 
hated, and charge her with conjugal infidelity, she would 
be inclined, under such circumstances, to keep her mind 
upon him in detestation, fear that her child might re
semble him, and when born all her fears would be real
ised. Such circumstancee have separated many a hus
band and wife, and broken up many a family when the 
wife was virtuous, and her honor unsullied and p111'8 u 
the snowflake ere it falls. 

In this view of the subject it will be seen that every 
countenance upon which the enciente mother gazes, and 
every object, whether animate or inanimate, presented· 
to her view, has a tendency to produce an impression, 
either favorable or unfavorable, upon the fmtus. And 
u all form, motion, and power belong to, and exist in, 
mind, and can be communicated through electric actio-. 
from the mother's mind to the fmtus, so when beautiful 
forms and pleasing sights are presented to her with suf
&cient power, she transmits them by a mental impres
sion to the embryo being as a part of its f'ut111'8 beauty. 
if>, on the other hand, when horrid forms and fearful 
eights are presented to her mind with sufficient po'lfer, 
ud aa her mind !lOW contains these deformitiea, ehe 

11 
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transmits them also by mental impreaaioo to her ebi1ll, 
and perchance effects its ruin. 

If we contemplate all form, motion, and power 11 

existing in ~ind, and if the mind has, indeed, ita apir. 
itual arms, hands, and fingers, and limbs, feet, and 
toes, and of which the natural ones are only correspond
ent manifestations, may not, then, the withdrawing of 
the spiritual arm from action in the mother's mind be 
the cause of preventing the natural one in the fmtua 
from being developed and produced 1 She deeply oon· 
templates a girl without an arm, and hence sends no 
motion from her spiritual arm, and therefore producee 
no electric action through tho corresponding nerves to 
organize the natural arm of the fmtus, and hence h81 
child is born without an arm. The voluntary impree-

. sion of her mind may be sufficiently great to overpow81 
all involuntary action in that part. This would ac
count for the crush of the lamb's head, before stated, 
and for all mishaps being transmitted by a deep im
pression from the mother's mind to the corresponding 
part of the fmtus. It would account for the oolor ~ 
Jacob's cattle, because all colors exist only in the raya 
af light which are but a result of eleotrio action. It 
would account r.hilosophically for the fact how the ool
or of wine and the colors and shapes of berries are iD 
like manner stamped upon the unborn being. It would 
aoooun& for the fact how even the mother's diapoaitioa 

•1 be phreoologically and hereditarily OODUDaniodel 
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to ller oftSpring. By exercising too maoh her r.cqaial. 
tivenese or secretivenes,s-or by exciting too deeply her 
combativeness, destructiveness, or revengeful feelings, 
she may communicate these hereditarily to her child, 
and thu sow, in the embryo, the seeds of the futon 
robber, liar, or even murderer. The lady, while en
ceinte, walks upon enchanted ground. She can noli 

s~ without touching some string that may vibrate 
either harmony or discord in her oft"spring's soul long 
after her head shall have been laid in the dust. Phre
nology must take one step farther baok. She must 
commence her instructions at the commencement of 
our embryo being. She must there take her stand at 
~e fountain- head of existe'nce, and thunder her lesson~. 
of eloquence as she moves down the stream of human 
life to the silent grave, nor cease her warning voioe till 
the finger of death shall touch her lip. 

The subject, Ladies, of Human Beauty is now fairly 
open before us, and its vast importance seems to 
awaken in your minds, as we proceed, an increasing 
interest. I am now ready to have the grand queetioD 
introduced-How are our children to be born into 
aistenoe with just such lineamenta of form, or H1UUII 
Beauty, as we may desire1 

To answer this question understandingly, I will take 
into oonsideration the general directions to be pv
ned, and the means to be used in order to produoe 
abe uoblest specimen of Human Beau&y. I cltlire, at 
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the Tery onset, to introduce the subject to you m Ita 

highest perf'ection, so far as I am able. To this eod 
I must select a lady of brilliant talents, and who il 
highly educated and accomplished as an ornament of 
her sex, Lut whose features and form are but of ordi
nary mould. I merely desire one who is capable of 
producing the strongest possible mental impression. 
Let this lady select, before she conceives, a portrait, 
bust, miniature, or picture of some beautiful, talented, 
and distinguished individual, or the living person, she 
would desire her child to be like both in appearance 

and character. Let it be a picture that she greatly 

admires for i~ fine proportions and beauty of pei'BOD. 
Let her keep her mind upon it until she entirely fa
miliarizes herself with its features and form. Let her 
now conceive with this deep impression on her mind; 
and after this, let her still continue to gaze upon, and 
daily contemplate, the admirable grace of its form, and 

the charming expression of its countenance. Let her 
place it where it can be readily seen. Let her imbibe 
for this image a sentimental passion, indelibly im
press it upon the heart, and interweave and blend it, 

as it were, with her being. Let her contemplate it by 
day with such intense interest and devotion u to 
transplant, if possible, its image to her midnighl 
dreams. And let her constantly long and desire, and 
arden&ly hope ADd ezpec*, ~ her child lball be lib 
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&bit In form and soul. These are to be her constant 
feelings and impressions till the day of delivery. 

In addition to this, let the most admirable order, 
arrangement, and comfort pervade her house, and par
ticularly her own apartment. Let its furniture be 
beautiful. Let it be adorned with pictures of the 
most pleasing and delightful landscapes embracing all 
the beauties and varieties of nature, and such life-like 
scenery as shall awaken and rouse the noblest powers 
of her ideality, sublimity, and imagination. Let her 
frequently go out to gaze upon, and contemplate nattire 
as she is, whether on the ea.rth beneath, or in the 
starry fields that mantle the bosom of night. By 
these means she will keep her mind in balance, and 
bring it into harmony with all that is grand and beau
tiful in the works of the Creator. And not only so, 
but let her soul be kept serene. Let her passions not 
be excited. Let her anger, jealousy, and vengeance 
remain in slumber, and no language be used to ruftle 
her tranquillity. I am speaking of a highly educated, 
accomplished, and talented woman. And, lastly, let 
her food bo wholesome, plain, and prepared to her 
wishes, and adapted to hl!r appetite. Let these direc. 
tions be faithfully observed during her entire period 
of gestation, and her child will be moulded in the 
image of the picture, or living person she contemplated, 
and be born into existence a noble specimen of Humaa 
BeautJ; ud under proper phrenological culture it •• 
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be borne on in the path of improvement, and fin..!lJ 
elevated to the highest physical beauty, and intelleotul 

· and moral perfection of our nature. 
I have now considered what I call a perfect cue, 

the noblest specimen of man. And in order to pro
duce this happy result, we perceive that the mother 
must be highly educat(ld, enlightened, and refined. It 
depends more upon her than the father. If the fathe1 
should possess the talents of an angel, and the mothet 
be deficient in intellect, her offspring, particularly the 
sons, would never rise above mediocrity. In such 
case the best intellect is in favor of the daughten. 
But reverse it, and let the father be deficient, and the 
mother highly talented, and she will produce intelli
gent children of both sexes, but this intelligence will 
be far more strongly developed in the sons than in the 
-laughters. An instance can not be found where an 
imbecile mother ever produced a man of sterling tal
ents, even though the father, as such, were moat emi 
nently distinguished. All talented and great mea 
have had great mothers who, even if they were unedu
cated, still possessed the elements of original gr.a 
ness. 

Owing, therefore, to this great diversity of intelleo 
tual, moral, and physical beauty and deformity ia 
females, it can not be expected: that the grand period 
will soon ~rrive when all these difficulties will be IV• 

moanted, and when our race ehall attain that phym.J. 

• 
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meatal, and moral beauty irhioh oar subject inlOlftl, 
foreshadows, and insures. Comparatively but few fe
males are as yet qualified to sucoessfully introduoe 
their oft'spring into existence in Human Beauty, yet 
the moet deformed and ignorant female can be in· 
etructed and directed how to improve hor progeny. 
Her children again can be still farther improved and 
elevated, and eo on to suoooeding generations till the 
end, we oontemplate, shall be obtained, and the highest 
hopes, and the brightest mid-day dream of the philan
ihropist, as to the perfection of humanity, shall he 
consummated. 

My argument, thus far, relates to those of the fe
male race who are not yet in the electro-payohologioaJ 
state, but who are still capable ot gradually pertectiq 
their progeny in proportion to the strength and power 
of their impressions, and thus moving them onward to 
the fair fields of Human Beauty. But in all these 
oases it can be eft"ected by the wile only, independent 
ot her husband. But there are many who are ut
urally in the psychological state, and millions man 
who, by a slight exertion, can be brought into R. 
Upon all such a mental and moral impreeaion can he 
made to any extent we choose. In all these instaDOel 
it would be in the power of the husband to eeleot the 
portrait or picture in the likeness and beauty ot whiob 
he would desire his child to be moulded. And by p10o 

AaiDa the impreeeion p11chologically upoa the ~ 
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or his c.:ompanion onoe CJr twice per day' the end woul~ 
be obtained, and in all such cases the finest speciment 
of Human Beauty could now be produced. How im
portant, then, that the science of Electrical PsycholOJD 
lhould be thoroughly learned and understood by all, so . 
that, through their assistance, as many as possible 
may be, by perseverance, brought into the state, and 
that the great work of producing these sublime im
pressions may now be understandingly commenced, 
and some rare specimens of Human Beauty, under the 
energy of this science, be presented to the world. 

We see then, Ladies, the supreme importance of 
woman being highly educated and accomplished. Col
leges should be dedicated to her, and all the great and 
useful sciences, that strengthen, expand, and elevate 
the mind, should be laid at her feet. Her mind should 
be early imbued with political science, and taught the 
value of liberty, and the deep-toned love of country. 
She should be taught the history of fallen empires, 
kingdoms, and republics, and be made acquainted with 
the hardships, toils, and suft"erings of our revolution&r1 
heroes. She should be taught the lofty dignity, honor, 
and heroism of George Washington, the cradled 11011 

of Columbia. She should be educated in e-vert aeDM 

equal to the man. It has been generally suppoi(Ml, in 
by-gone days, that if woman could barely read and 
write, it was abundant, as ahe bad nothing to do bat 
a&teDd t1o her domestic concerns, and to take oare fi 
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ehildren. But the arr~st of her progress in science 
bas but proved to be an arrest of the intellectual, 
moral, and social advancement of the world. Her sfa. 
tion, so far from being insignificant, is indeed a moet 
responsible one. She holds in her silken grasp the 
Jestiny of empires, and the weal and woe of our race. 
She has not only a moulding power over her unbort 
of&pring, but during the first ten years of its exist 
ence, as it is almost exclusively confined to her soci
ety, so from her it still continue(& to draw, isa a great 
measure, its cast of character. Hence she should be 
educated and qualified to breathe to her child the 
purest thoughts and noblest principles, and to inspire 
itlt tender bosom with the deep-toned love of country. 
She should be qualified to impress upon it a high seDN 
of honor and true greatness, and the most patriotio 
and exalted sentiments. And, in order to do this suc
cessfully, she should be well acquainted with phreno
logical science and human natnre, so as to make her 
;mpressions understandingly and forcibly upon the 
proper organs of the brain. These organs would then 
be more and more harmoniously developed, and the child 
would continue to improve in beauty of person, and iq 

intellectual and moral greatness, aa he advanoed t1 

maturity. 
In the light our subject now stands, how lamentable, 

IDd how awful is the consideration, that our chilare. 
tboald b6 oommittM to tqe ~e of ign:mmtt d~ 
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aod too often of wicked and unprincipled ftel'ftlltl, tD 
be abnoat exclusively reared \y them I There the 
eeeds of ignorance, if not of vice, an early ~on. 
How eleva.ted and responsible is the mother'a statioa J 
How fatal to the character and welfare of her oft'apriut 
are ignorance and vice ! How dreadful, how alat"JDiDa 
and fearfnl, to see her resign her fond charge, and 
commit ita destiny, for weal or woe, to such unskilled 
banda l She had better resign her child to the aileD& 
grave, where, even though her lids are filled with 
tears, she can yet smile, that ita pains are o'er, that 
i.ta beating pulse is still, ita spirit unstained, and iw 
burning brow is cold ! Yes, Ladies, the contemp'Ja. 
tion of this subject is so painful, that I choose to leaft 
you to draw your own ooncluaiona rather than to •· 
press my thoughts. 

True, the pulpit insists on her aocia1 and religiou 
rights, because this is popular. But by neglecting to 
plead in behalf of her nf1il, her POLITICAL, and .... 
TII:LLII:CTU.AL BIGBTI it has forgotten her elevated at&o 
tion and high destiny, fallen from heaven to earth, aDd, 
by its fall, crushed the dearest hopes of the pbilaD
thropist for the speedy, intellectual, and moral adv~ 
ment of our race. It will not, and dare not speak a 
a bold, firm, and untrembling voice in defense of ~ 
rising sciences and improvements of the age, howem 
~ful, against which the current of popular opiDiar; 
~1 •· It Q8 oeued to breathe the ,_... 
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bealthfal, and invigorating breese& of Paradise, &hat 
inspire an independent and godlike heroism. Womaa 
ia thus, in a voice or pretended mercy, oppressed, .. 
it dare not even rebuke oppression and crime, wha 
alothed in gold and sustained by popular impulse. 

The pulpit is the great engine of moral power and 
moral reform. But by neglecting the science of Hu. 
man &auty, and the general and extensive education 
of woman, its energies are in a great degree para.: 
lysed. But it is destined, by the decree of the Ruling 
~eavens, to be aroused from its dreadful slumberiDgl 
opon the monster PoPVLAJUTY, whose breath is oon. 
suming it, and to thunder its energizing and regenera
ting powers for. the aooompliahment or this great end 
which involves the moral elevation and the in&ellectul 
pndeur of man. TM science Jf GuuoLOGY, em
bracing the doctrine of psychologioal impressions, m 
oonneotion with the gospel of Jeans Christ, is destined 
kt renovate the world and usher in the millennial 
morn. Ex&ensive oombinations are formed, ana the 
~t nntiring exertions are oonstantly made to impro'N, 
DOt only the animal, bot even the vegetable raoe. 
Fruits and grains, in a few years, hue been brought 
t10 great perfection, by man simply co-operating with 
oature so as to enable her to make the most fa'901'able im
preuions to produce what is beautiful in her vege&able 
department. So also in the animal kingdom V...., 
.._, IDCl oxen, ana even the nee of swine, .. -
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ally improving in form and beauty, and premiuma an 
offered for the finest specimens, both as to symmetry 
and size. But not a single thought is bestowed u R 

improving "nd beautifying the godlike lineament& of 
the human form. To improve these through the edu
cating of woman, and enlightening her how to make a 
psychological impression upon her embryo-child, is but 
to improve the morals of our race. The theme is t 

veat one, and it will require future generations tc 
move it on, and to develop and present it perfect tc 
abe world. It will be the 8Cl"'ll of Human Be.at;: 
.1Jl1'1)1led. This is indeed a sublime hope. 

" Bternal hope I wheu. Jonder lpheree n.bUM 
Peal'd their tint notAl to IOUJld the III&Nia f/1 tlmt, 
th1 joyoua birth beg&D; but not to fade 
When all the sister planet. han deoaJed. 

When wrapt in fire, the rea1mll or ether pow, 
bd heann'a last tbUJlder abak• the earth blllf 
lftn. Ulldiamayed,lhalt o'er the ruiDIIIDile. 
W lickt &h7 toro1a u u&ue'a faunl JilL • 
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ADV ERTISEMEN r 
TO r&l DIPIOVBD AND STEREOTYPED &DITIOlt. 

\\· ITBIN ONE IIONTH after these highJy l>OpulBJ 

lcct~a.res Wt!re first delivered, an edition of TUREK 

THOlJR.UD COPIES Was pubJiRhed and soid, ROd fl 

second editif)n called for, which has alRo been 

exh~lU~Jted. and the demand is still increasing. • 

Under these circumstances the author wns prr .. 

, \'ailed On tO REVISE, ENLARGE, and SO IMPROV8 

the work as to render it., if possible, even much 

more desirable. 

The MERITS of the work may be mferred from 

this fact: an audience of OVER TWO TJIOUSAND 

rt;oPLE, composed of the most intelligent citizens 

of New England, was held six evenings in sue· 

cession, chained in the most profound silence, 

listening to these truly philosophical lecture~:~, and 

• Thie work bu recently been re-publiebed in England, and hM 

been fil•CJfllb11 ffeeived b7 the mQit Kie~tiftc men of EIU'Ope. 
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witnessing surgical operations without pain , and 

other experiments, at once convincing, ana full 

of great prattical utility to every hnman bcmg. 

The author, Dr. Dods, is a man of cxtensh·o 

experience and genera) information. He first 

(1ualified himself for ·the medical profesE>ion, then 

engaged in the study of theology, and has been 

in the ministry for more than twenty years, and 

i~ favorably known as a lecturer on many of the 

natural t~cicnccs. 

. ., 
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ANIMAL MAGNETISM. 

LECTURE I. 

LAmBs AND GsNTLBMBN : It is with much pleasure 
lhat I present myself bfJre you this evening, to lecture 
upon the science of Animal Magnetism. I do this by 
special invitation from several distinguished memben 
of both ~~ranches of our legislature, now in session in 
this city ; and this thronged congregation of more than 
two thousand hearers speak the interest which is awak
ened in the bosoms of our citizens in relation to thi1 
subject. This dense and anxious crowd too plainly 
manifest the high expectations which are entertaineo 
of the feeble abilities of the speaker to do it justice
expectations which I am fully sensible I shall be unable 
to answer. Leaning, however, uvon the solid grandeur 
.>f truth, and believing THAT to be stirring eloquence 
and living power, I have, therefore, even as things now 
are, with all your roused expectations crowding upon 
me, but little to hazard, for I am fully sensible that I 
am star.ding before a learned nnd ni inteJtigent congre
gation. And when I inform you that I have never 
written any thing upon this subject, and am, therefore, 
obliged to speak from the fortuitous suggestions of the 
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moment, I am conscious that you will do me justll~a. 
by making every reaso!'lable allowance. 

It is not my profession to lecture upon tlus subject 
I have other means for my subsistence, and for that 
trf those who depend upon me. Circumstances have 
t:alled me into the field. Many, very many ignorant 
imlividuals, who know nothing of the human system. 
nor of the common principles of any science, have gone 
into the field as lecturers on Animal Magnetism, and 
by making it a mere puppet-show, have brought it into 
degradation in the public mind. Such · persons arc 
doing the cause, which is one ~f benevolence and mercy, 
an irreparable injury. They -l1ad better qualify them
selves for the work, or else retire from the field. In 
this state of things, I was urged, by several scientific 
gentlemen, to step fi•rward i.n defence of the cause of 
righteousness and truth, and to lend my aid :n raising 
it from the dust, in wiping ~ff the sneers of men. and in 
placing it on a foundation where it should command not 
•mly the attention, hut the respect and admiration which 
are justly due to it from men of science and talents 
In this city, I find but one noble spirit laboring and 
toiling, who is well qualified for the work, and who i11 
deserving a better patronage than he receives. • A• 
these are the circumstar~ces undc:.r which I have en
tered the field, so, of course, I visit those placu only 
where I am invited to lecture upon this :;cience. • 

1 ha~e had the subject of Mesmerism under consider· 
ation fot about seven years, reading all that came iu 
my way li>r and against it. Five t f th r se years J re
mained a stubborn, a most confirmed sceptic, and 

• Dr Gilbert. 
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refu11cd even to attend a lecture, or to wttncss an ex 
perirncnt, until I was persuadt 1 by a particular fricud 
of n.ine to accompany him, and sec and hear for mysP-If. 
I am, therefore, prepared to make a11 due allowance for 
honest sccpties ; and, in their opposition to me during 
this course of lectures, I shall maintain an entire E'm· 
pire over my feelings; and being fully sensible of 
their condition, I well know how to sympathize with 
them. But there is yet another class of sceptic-..s, who 
have witnessed experiments which they cannot resist. 
and still cry, "HUMBUG AND COLLUSION !" Of these, 
there are two kinds. First, those who never invest•· 
gate anything for themselves, and who do not know 
the definitions of the word!!, "humbug ami collusion;" 
l-ut who, nevertheless, use them very freely, because 
they have heard their minister, their doctor, or, per
chance, their schoolmaster, use them. They do it by 
imitation, on the same principle that the parrot imitates 
the sound of the human voice, and they do it just about 
as understandingly. Second. those who arc talent-::d . 
and desire to keep on the wings of the popular breeze, 
and catch the breath of fame. These may be known by 
the ridicule, wit, and sarcasm they employ, through the 
press and otherwise. But, "humbug and collusion" have 
become stereotyped words, and their use costs but little 
labor; and the) answer most admirably to supply the 
place of sound argument and common sense in the most 
of minds. If my hearers will please turn their atten· 
tion to all the talented write: s, who have, in various 
ages, vchem ... ntly oppo11ed those now well-established 
sCiences wh1ch, in their infancy, appeared incredible 
nnd who assailed them with the bitterest invective and 
•arcasm, they will learn that they were men who were 
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ah ;s itudying what was popular, and who had a 
largtJ share of self-esteem, and of the love of approba· 
tion. This test will hold good from the opposers of the 
P.arth's revolution on its axis, discovered by Galileo; 
from the scoffers at the science of the circulation of tAe 
human blood, discovered by Harvey, step by step. 
down to the scofiers at Fulton's application of steam
power,-yes, even down to the opposers of, and scoffers 
at, the brilliant science of Phrenology, which is now 
spreading with a power that can never be successfully 
resisted, a zeal that cannot be quenched, and a liv
ing energy that can never die. True, a candid man, as 
well as any other, may doubt a new science; yet, how
ever strange or incomprehensible it may appear, he will 
not denounce till he has gi,·en the subje~t a ~andid in· 
,·estigation. I am speaking of those only who denounce 
1vithout investigation, and who can assign no other 
reason for so doing, but their own willing i~norance, 

or because the popular voice is against it. 
I am, however, proud in the reflection that the science 

of Mesmerism is embraced by men of the first talents 
and science in both continents, and whose names will 
live in the republic of letters, and shine with lustre long 
after those of fawnmg sycophants shall have been lost 
in unremembered nothingness. It is embraced here 
among us by a Pierpont, the Fowlers, a Gilbert, a Neal, 
and n Wayland. It is embraced by men who have 
forgotten more than those who cry " humbug nnd col
!Wiion" ever knew. 

I ha,·e been ir the field ns an occasional ler.tnrer ever 
since October, 1841, tlnd have uniformly advocated the 
1ame prin:!iples which 1 am now about to advance and 
1UitaiD in the coune of 1ecture~ I am oledged to deliver 
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in this city. This fact, many now present w~ll know 
who have heard me in other sections, or wh<• have 
teen the 11ubstnn!e of what I have now to offer on 
Mesmerism, reported by the editor af the Yarmouth
oort Register, in March, 184~. I shall here contend 
for the same principles, and endeavor to sustain them 
by fair experiments, in electricity, galvanism, and com
mon magnetism. 

There is one apology, however, to be offered in favor 
of honest sceptics. It is this : Those who have lectured 
upon Mesmerism have not pretended to give any 
cause for the wonderful phenomena produced-have 
held them in mystery, and perhaps pronounced them 
inscrutable to the human intellect. Hence, it is uot 
strange that thousands, under such an imprer-sion. 
should refuse to investigate a subject which ~ts advo
cates held in mystery. That there are my.;;teries i::. 
Mesmerism I readily admit ; but that there are mo!·e 
than in any other science, I deny. We m:ty, for in· 
stance, tell the chemical properties of earth, water, and 
air, and the degree of warmth ner.essary to produce 
vegetation. But still no one can solve thl) myatery 
how an acorn becomes an oak, or a seed becomes a 
plant. There is no scieuce in the univers~, but whr"t has 
some incomprehensibilities resting upon its face; but 
this circumstance is considered no objection lo tbtJ t1·uth . 
of any science. Hence there is no reaaon why Mes
merism should be r·~jected on this grouud. Y f.'. thou· 
santls do reject it, because they cor.t•.md ~tdt it is 
incomprehensibly strange! They bnw nrt!:ing but 
what is strange, and yet what is r.tnn>{e they cannot 
believe! All the operations of n~tu~c. ;roi·Jg on around 
Ul are strange, and tho onlv reason Wd have ceased k 
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wonder is, because they are common. All snob OD 
jections arc therefore futile. 

Before I proceed any further, I would remark that) 
consider "ANIMAL 1\l"cNETIS:\111 a very inappropriate 
1ame. It should be called SPIRITUALI:llf, or MENTAL 
EI.ECTRICITV, because it is the direct impulse of mind 
upon the minds and bodies of others. As it is the scienr.e 
of MIND AND ITS POWERS, SO it is the highest and most 
sublime science in the whole realms of nature, and as 
far transcends all others as godlike mind transcends 
matter. 

Having made these introductory remarks, 1 now 
proceed more directly to the consideration of the sub
ject before me. In presenting before you "the WHY 

and the WHEREFoRE'' of these interesting phenomena, 
and, in order to make them plain to the humblest ca
pacity, it will be necessary to associate the subject with 
other principles in philosophy which are well under
stood by all, and thus rise from the consideration of the 
more gross and dense particles of matter, step by step. 
up to those which are the most rarified and subtil of 
which we can f(wm any conception. In doin~ this. J 
shall not take into consideration every possilJ!e grade 
or species of matter. but those suustances only which 
belong to the great classifications of nature's empire. 
aud which are the m .. st ouv ious to every ouserver. 
,· In the first place, thl'n, I cuntcuJ that there is bu: 
nne comm•m LAw pervadiug the whole universe of God 
which is the law <•f E•~l'II.JRitJDI. In perfect ncr.oi·d· 

1 nnce with this law thl"re is kept up a cun!'taut ACTION 
nnrl REACTION throt·ghout C\'ery department of nature. 'l is true there h:u been rnueh written, nnd still more 
said, about the multiplicity nnd variety of the Jawa of 

\ 
I 
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nature. But this is, at least to me, wholly unintelligibl~ 
While, however, I contend for but one coMMCN LAW, it 
is still conceded that this law is so varied as to be 
perfectly adapted to all the variety of substanees in 
being. On this principle the earth is certainly not 
eternal, for were it so, the hills and mountains would 
long ago have been washed to a level by the storms of 
lteaven; yes, it would have been done by the gentle 
lescending dews. Indeed, I hazard nothing iil saying, 
.bat even the mountains of solid granite would have 
>een crumbled into atoms ages ag9, by the very opera
.ion of the particles of air-" the fingers of Time ;" 
t>ecause every thing in nature is tendi!lg to an equi
librium. 

Having begun at the grossest particles of matter, Jet 
us now rise gradually io our contemplations, step by 
step, up to those that are the most rarified and subtil of 
which we can form any conception. WATER is a bod) 
lighter than earth. Let a canal be dug of one hundred 
feet in depth, one hundred in width, and a thousand 
feet in length. Let a strong lock be constructed across 
its centre, and one half filled with watP.r. Let the gate 
be hoisted, and the water in the one division will fall, 
and in the other rise, until an equilibrium of height is 
attained. Nature, having gained her end, is then at 
rest. And the action of this element will be great in 
proportion as it Vl-'aS thrown out of balance. The 
rush will be at first tremendous, but continue gradu
ally to let.sen W1til it finds its perfect slumber in equal 
height 

The same is true in relation to our atmosphere, a sub
!ltance lighter than water. The air in this room is no.., 
rarified by heat, and is thus thrnwr. out of balance With 

2 
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the eircumambient air which iJ more cold and de08e. 
Hence, through every &ey-hole and crevice the1e iJ " 
ruth of this element into the room, which will continue 
until the equilibrium of density is attained. Then, and 
not before, nature, having gained her end, will be at 
rest. The air in one section of the globe is more rari
fied by heat than in another ; and hence the gentle 
zephyn of heaven are continually fanning the human 
brow wi\h a touch of delight, and carrying health to 
human habitations. If this element be thrown still 
farther out of balance, we witness the stirring gale ; 
and if carried, in this respect, to its extreme, we wit
ness the sweeping hurricane, or the roaring tornado, 
which prostrate. human habitations in its mighty course, 
and bows the mountain forest to the earth. 

The same is true in relation to electricity, a substance 
more rarified and light than air. If two clouds are 
equally charged with this subtil fluid, they may pa.ss 
and repass each other, or mingle into one, yet not a 
flash of !!ghtning will be seen. But if they are une
qually charged, or what is called in electrical science, 
"poLtitively and negatively charged,'' then the heavens 
will stream with forked lightning, tiH both clouds are 
equnlly charged. By long drought and heat, electricity 
becomes very unequally diffused throughout the atmos
phere. One portion of air contains a much greater 
quantity than another, and when thus thrown out of 
balance to a certain extreme, nature can hold out no 
longer. A reaction must take place. Convolving 
clouds roll the heavens in darkness-the lightnings 
flash, the thun ~rs ro t e war of elements con· 
tinues until the electri through· 
out th~ atmosphere the earth 
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Nature, having thus gained her end in thd equilibrium 
produced, iii at rest-all is calm. 

If we pass ou from inert matter to animated nature 
we shall find th lt the same law there also holds its em• 
pire. If, for instance, a healthy child, three or four 
years of age, be permitted to sleep every night for a 
year or two between two very old, decrepit grandparents. 
it will pine away, and if not removed, perchance it may 
die. There is, perhaps, not one under the sound of my 
voir.,, but what has heard the remark, that "it is very 
wmealthy for young children to sleep with very old, in
firm people." It is even so, and parents should beware. 
The child is full of animal life, and its nervous system 
is charged with the vital ftuid, secreted by the brain. 
This gives that suppleness to tt.e limbs, and that buoy
ancy to the heart which we witness in the young. The 
grandparents lack the proper quantity of this ncrvo
vital ftuid, which occasions that rigidity of the limbs 
we witnf'cas in the aged. The same common law of 
P.quilibrium that pervades the universe, is here also in 
operation. The nervo-vital fluid passes from this child 
to the two aged persons in conjunction. The child 
loses, and they continue to revive, and as this little one 
can never bring those infirm persons up to an equilib
rium with itself, so it must go d~wn to them. Nnture 
will have her equilibrium, if she has it in death. 

Once more : there is in the nervous system no blood. 
By the NEBvous sYsTEM 1 mean the brain and all itt 
ramifications. The blood belongs exclusively to the 
<'irculnting system, which embraces the Yeins and arte
ries. I grant that the blood-vessels pass round the 
convolutions of the brain . but in the nerve itaelf there i1 
QO blood, and the whole mass of brain is but a conaeriet 
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of nerves. These are charged with a nervo-vital thud 

I which is manufactured from electricity. Hence, the 
r.irculating system containing the blood, and the nervous 
system containing the magnetic fluid, are not !o IJ' 
blended, but distinctly considered. Now, as a huma.1 
being may lack the proper quantity o~ blood in his cir· 

I culating system, so he may lack the proper quantum of 
. the nervo-vital fluid in his nervous system. This ie 
1 certainly rational. And, moreover, it may be easjly 

known when such is the ca~e. When we see persons 
who, on hearing suddenly some good or bad news, 
are thrown into great excitement, tremor, and agitation, 
we may be certain that their nervous systems lack the 
due measure of the nervo-vital fluid. Now let a person 
whose brain is fully charged, come in contact with one 
whose brain is greatly wanting in its due measure of 

1 this fluid, and let the person possessing the full brain 
: gently and unchangeably hold his mind upon the oth&, 
1 and by the action of the WILL, the fluid will pass from 

the full brain to the other, until the equilibrium between 
the fluids in the two brains is attained. The sudden 
change in the receiving brain produces a coolness and a 
singular state of insensibility. This is MAONETtSM; and 

, it is in perfect accordance with all the principles of 
philosophy in the known realms of nature. If any one 
denies the operation of the law of equilibrium in this ca!le, 
then he here makes n chasm, amidst the immensity of 
God's works, which he can nowhere else discover 
l have clearly shown him that, from the grossest matter 
in the uniYcrse, step by step, through every grade, up to 
electricity. the same aw ho < s its empire, and mutter ill 

ontinually equalizing itself h mau,..._...._ 
On this principle, it that. if 
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a person has a great deficiency of the ilelTO-Vltal fluid, ·\' 
he can be mesmerized the first sitting, and probably in 
Hn hour's time, or a much less period. These we cal: 
easy subjects. But if the deficiency be less, it will takt> 
a longer period in proportion, and if the brain hav£ 
nearly its proper quantity of fluid, then the effect pro
duced, at the first sitting, will be small, yet still it 
will be visible. 

From the premises laid down, and in accordance with 
the law of equilibrium, it will probably be said, that only 
few persons can be mesmerized. This, however, is not 
correct. I contend that every person in existence CAN 

be, and indeed OUGHT to be thrown into the mesmeric 
state. This, I am well aware, is contrary to the opinion 
of the advocates of this science. The most liberal cal
cu,lation I have as yet heard, is that about one in nine of 
the human family can be mesmerized. But every one 
can be, and that, too, in perfect accordance with the 
prmciples laid down. Let two persons of equal brains. 
both in size and fluid, sit down. Let one of these in
dividuals remain perfectly passh•e, and let the other ex
ercise his mental and physical energies according to the 
true principles of mesmerizing, and he will displace 
some of the nervo-vital fluid from the passive brain and 
deposit his own in its stead. The next day let them sit 
another hour, and so on, day after day, until the acting 
brain shall have displaced the major part of the nervo
vital fluid from the passive brain and filled up that space 
with his own nervous force, and the person v.J!l yield t<• 
the 10agnctic power, and sweetiy slumber in its inexpre11 
sible quietude. · 

2" 
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LADrBs APfD G&NTLBMEN: On the last evening, 1 had 
the ple~·,re to deliver before you my introductory 1~
ture on the science of SPIRITUALISM, and to explain 
" the WilY and the WHEREFORE" of the effect produced 
I clear!y showed that Mesmerism was in perfect ac
cordance with the universal law of nature, which J call 
the law of Equilibrium; and, as I, in concluding my lec
ture, contended that every person in the world could 
be mesmerized, some, as I suspected would be the c~se, 
have to-day argued that, according to the principle laid 
down by the speaker, two brains of equal power cnn no 
more mesmerize each other, than one of a less power 
can mesmerize a #treater ; and hence, that the argu 
menta of the lecturer are contradictory and irreconcila. 
ble. But this objection is by no means valid. It is 
readily conceded' that two brains , equally full and 
healthy cannot affect each other, admitting both persons 
to be equal in muscular ellt'lrgy, a.'ld to make at the same 
time the same mental and physical effort. But, if one 
person sit down and passively resign himself, and an
o!h~r even of less power and less nervo-vital fluid exert 
a!i his energies, then the law of equilibrium requires 
that there shall be an effect produced in the PAssan 

object equal to all the power exerted b the 
egent. Hen e, a weaker 
11nperio:- power. and the 
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throw each other into the mesmeric state. I have 
known the instance where a small girl, only nine years 
of nge, mesmetized a young man twenty years old, and 
of Wlcommon strength. Though it is a well known 
law, that two bodies of water will seek a 1evel when a 
communication is made between them, yet it is equally 
true that, by a pump, water may be thrown from a 
lower to a higher cistern ; and who will deny that it ia 
in perfect accordance with the Jaw of equilibrium 1 
Surely, no one. It is by physical energy that the air is 
removed from the pump, and the circumambient air 
pressing upo'l the water in the cistern, causes it to rise 
till an equilibrium of height is attained-exactly equal 
to all the powers employed. But so far as the mes· 
meric state is concerned, it will be remembered, that 
man, in acting on his fellow-man, exerts not only a 
PHYSICAL, but a MENTAL, and MORAL power. These 
must all be taken into consideration, and duly weighed, 
in order to form a correct idea of the law of equiJib. 
rium in the employment of the magnetic forces. If this 
common law in nature extended no farther than merely 
to bring substan<'('S that are out of balance down to n 
common level, then nil action in the various element• 
would soon cease. 

It will be rentembered that no one kindred element ever 
disturbs itself, or ever throws itself out of balance. It 
f(lquires another element to do this. rhe water would 
always keep on a perfect level wid, itself, throughout 
the globe, if air and heat never disturbed iL Ry heat 
it is rarified into vapors, carried over the globe in 
aerial conductnrs, condensed by cold into drops, and 
rained upon tl.e mountains and more elevated portion• 
o( the globe, and tlen again seeks its level with the 
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parent o~an. So !here is a power that rarifies the air 
and the denser po:tions rush to its aid, and the winds 
are in action to keep up a perfect balance in its own 
empire, while air, abstractly, could never disturb itself. 
Hence it is even the law of equilibrium by which one 
portico of water is thrown out of balance with itself: 
nnd the same is also true in relation to the atmosphere. 
(f heat, which is but the action of electricity, rarities the 
water so as to cause it in subtility to approximate itself, 
then surely it is according to the law of equilibrium 
that water is thrown out of balance with itself by for· 
eing it into a partial eqtilibrium with some more rarified 
,;ubstance. Carrying out this principle, and applying it 
to Mesmerism, it will be readily understood nut only 
how two persons of equal power may mesmerize ea.d. 
other, but even how one of less physical power may 
mesmerize a greater, and yet the whole be effected in 
perfect accordance with the law of equilibrium. 

Having made these remarks, which the occasion 
seems to demand, I will now proceed to a direct consi· 
deratit•n of the nervo-vital fluid in the human brain. 

It is admitted, that the air we breathe is composed of 
two sub,tances, namely, oxYGEN and NITROGEN. ThP.ir 
relative qualities are about one-fifth oxygen and fuur
lifths nitrogen. But these are not all. It is evident,, 
that hydrogen and electricity are also component parts 
of air. Oxygen anti electricity are the principles of 
tlarne and of animal iife, while nitrogen e'\:tinguishes 
both. There is not a single square inch of air but what 
contains more Ol' less electricity. The air in its !:om
pound state is drawn into the lungs. The oxygen and 
electricity nrc communicated to the blood, which i1 
charge1l with iron, while tLf' nitrogt>n is disengagod 
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and expired. This iron, which gives color tu the blood 
is instantly rendered magnetic under the intluence of 
electricity, analogous to the needles in the galvanic bat
tery which become magnets merely by induction. The 
blood itself is, at the same time, oxydized by the o:xygCln 
of the air, and instantly becomes cherry ·ed. This 
oxygen generates an acidity in the blood, in some de
gree answering to the solution of the sulphate of copper 
in the galvanic battery The biood, thus magnetically 
prepared at the lungs, is thrown upon the heart, ar.c 
forced into the arteries. Henc:e, arterial blood is red. 
It is propelled to the extremities, driven into every pos
sible ramifieation, and is collected and carried back in 
the veins, through the other ventricle of the heart, to 
the lungs, for a fresh supply cf the electro-magnetic 
power. Hence, venous blood is dark, and is unfit to 
be thrown into the arterial system a second time till it 
has again come in contact with the oxygen and electri
city of the air. The blood, thus discharged, is pro
pellerl through its living channels, and this friction 
cause!l the electro-magnetic power to· escape from the 
circulating system into the nervous system, for which 
it has a strong affinity, and, being secreted by the brain, 
it becomes the nervo-vital fluid, or animal galvanism. 
It is important here to remark, that the blood, in its 
friction through the arteries, has gi,·en off its electro
mngnetic power into the nervous system. The blood, 
thus fi·eed, assumes a dnrk appearance in the veins, and 
beMme! entirely NEGATIVE. The lungs, being charged 
with a fresh supply of electricity. become POAITIVF:. 

Hence the blood is drawn from the veins to the lunge 
on the same princ!iple that the negath·e and the poeitin 
in electricity rush to~ethcr. 

.I 
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From the al.ove observatioWJ, it will be ferceived 
that every muscle of the human body, every organ and 
gland, i» polar, and by the negative and positive prin 
ciplcs, as above noticed, animal life is sustained and 
perpetuated through the action of the lungs and blood. 

We thus perceive that the nervo-vital fluid is manu
factured out of electricity, taken into the lungs at every 
inspiration. It completely charges the whole brain. 
when that organ is in a healthy state. The nerves 
~om posing the brain, are of three kinds, namely: the 
nerves of sensation, the nerves of VOLUNTARY motion, 
und the nerves of INVOLUNTARY motion. I make these 
three divisions, so that I may be the more readily under
;tood when speaking of nervous action. I desire yot: 
tu bear in mind that these three classes of nerves are 
:11l charged with the nervo-vital fluid, which is exactly 
prepared to come in contact with mi11d. 

We put forth a WILL. That WILL stirs the nervo. 
v 1tnl fluid in the voluntary nerves. This fluid causes 
the voluntary nerves to vibrate. The galvanic vibra
tion of these nerves contra~ts the muscles. The mus
des, contracting, raise the arm, and that arm raises 
fi>roign matter. So we perceive that it is through this 
concatenation, or chain, that the mind comes in contact 
with the grossest matter in the universe. 

It is evident that there is no direct contact betwecrt 
mind and gross matter. There is no direct contact 
between the length of a thought aud the breadth of that 
door. Nor is there any more direct contl!-et between 
my mind and hand, than there is between my mind and 
the stage upon which I ·tand. Thought cannot touc 
my hand ; yet at mind can come 
in contnct with ld not raise 'TlY 
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hand at all by the energies of my will. Hence, it must 
be true, that the highest and most subtil of inert mat
ter in the universe, being the next step to spirit, can 
come in contact with the mind. And electricity 
changed into nervo-vital fluid, (which is living galvan
ism,) is certainly the highest and most etherial inert 
substance of which we can form any conception. 
Hence, as before remarked, it must be true, that Wfl 

put forth a will. By the energies of that will this gal
vanic substance, or nervous flnid, is proudly stirred ; 
that stirring vibrates the nerves ; this vibrates and 
contracts the muscles ; the muscles raise the arm, and 
that arm moves dead matteJ". 

Notwithstanding the plausibility of this argument, it 
will yet be said that, as physiologists contend that no 
one can explain through what medium the mind comes 
m contact with matter, nor even how a muscle is made 
to contract, and raise the arm, and as the lecturer has 
undertaken to explain it, we have a right to demand 
POSITIVE proof. This demand being rational, I wiJI ·en· 
deavor to meet it. I am, then, to prove that the nervo
vital fluid, (which is perfect galvanism,) is indeed. the 
agent by which we contract the muscles and raise the 
arm. That being done, my point is gained, and the 
medium through which mind comes in contact with 
matter is established. 

I would first remark, that it is common when crimi
nals are executed, that their bodies are delivered over 
to medicat men for dissection. Now take a hum~n 
oody. and let it be conveyed from the gnllows to the 
charnel-house, and laid upon the dissecting-table. LEt a 
continuous ahock from a strong gdvanic battery be 
given, and the musdes of the dead 'Tian will contract 
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and exhibit many frightful contortions. Many interest 
ing experiments of th1s character have been published. 
The dead man has been known to spring up0n his knees, 
jolt them upo11 the floor, make violent gesticulation• 
with his hands, move his head, roll his eyes, and chatter 
his teeth. The student, unused to such ghastly exhiti
tions, has lnft the room, or fainted away; and even the 
experienced physician has started back with horror at 
the frightful contortions which he himself had made. 
Now, what was it that contracted the muscles of this 
dead man 1 There is but one answer to the question. 
It was galvanism. And what is galvanism, but electri
city in a ~hanged form ; so that, instead of giving the 
system a ~:~udden shock, like electricity, it merely pro
duces a singular vibrating sensation upon the nerves, 
which causes the muscles to contract 1 It i11 nothing 

,· else. Electricity, galvanism, magnetism, or attraction " 
' and repulsion, are but different dispositions of the same 

common fluid. Now, as galvanism contracts the mus
cles of a dead man, and is the only power known that. 
when artificially applied, can contract the muscles of· 
the living, so it must be the agent employed by the will 

• 
to contract the muscles, and enable us to perform all 
the voluntary motions of life. Whatever may be the 
opmions of others, I consider this argument irresistible, 
and shall hold it as such, until it be fairly refuted. 

It must now appear plain to every ,~andid mind, that 
by the action of the will, and the exercise of all the men· 
tal powers. the nervo-vital fluici, this living galvanism, 
is continuatl v thrown off from the volunt:1rv nerves. and . . 
through the respiratory organs is again supplied. There 
is still, however, a greater waste. The involuntary 
nerves throw off another larg~ portion through the action 
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of thE! heart aud !ungs, and the digestive appamtus 
And the nerves of Eensation, also. do their part in throw
ing off this fluid. Let me here particularize. The 
nerves of sensation are those by which feeling is con· 
veyed to the mind. The voluntary nerves are those 
through which the mind gives motion to those parts of 
Ute body that are under the control of the will. The 
mvoluntary nerves are those that give motion to such 
parts of our system as are not under the control of the 
will. None but the involuntary nerves pass to the heart, 
•tomach, and liver. So the heart will throb, the stomach 
digest its food, and the liver secrete its gall, when we 
nre awake or asleep, whether we will it or not. But to 
•.he lunge go both the voluntary and involuntary nerves. 
fhe involuntary ones are, however, the most numerous, 
.ro that though a man may hold his breath and keep the 
lungs in suspension till he faints, yet the involuntary 
nerves will get the mastery, and restore him. Through 
these three sets of nerves the galvanic fluid is continu· 
nlly wasting and passing from the whole sy"stem. 

That I am correct, as to the nature of this nervous 
fluid, is certain. Take an animal, and tie off the invol· 
11ntary nerves that _lead to the stomach, and digestion 
-will instantly cease. Then pour a moderate current of 
~alvanism from the battery into the stl.,mach, and diges
t.ion will immediately commence. Hence, I have clear!} 
proved that the nerV.;)·Vital fluid, secreted by the brain 
is of a ~alvanic nattre, and is manuf.'lctured from elec· 
tricity which we breathe into the lungs every inspir~a. 
tior. we take. And I have, moreover, proved that thil 
electro-magnetic power is the only matter that can com, . 
in contact with mind, and is the only agent by whic"e 
the will contracts the musdP.s. Hence, the conclusion 
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is absolutely unavoidable, that, by the r.oncentration o! 
the mind upon an individual, and by the action of thf 
will, this fluid can be thrown upon another person till 
his nervous system is fullv charged. This is Mesmer
~sm. 

Having these important facts before us, we pP.rcei,·e 
that the subject is one of momentous interest. The ner
vous system, embracing the brain and all its ramifica
tions, when once diseased, seems to bafHe all medical aid 
and skill. Hence, those upon whom fits of derangement 
are permanently settled, are abandoned as hopeless ; ana 
of both of these states, we are all more or less in danger. 
Those persons, particularly, who, on hearing the least 
good or bad news, are thrown into tremor and agitation, 
are in danger. Their brains lack the propp,r quantity 
of the nervo-vital fluid. It will btl remembered that in 
the nerves of the brain there is no blood. The blood is 
exclusively confined to the veins and nrterie!;l, while the 
nerves are charged with this nervo-vital fluid-a galvanic 
substance. Now if the veins and arteries are filled with 
blood, and if the nerves are fully charged with the ga:
vanic fluid ; in one word, if the circulating system and 
the nervous system are in perfect balance, health and 
firmness are the result. But if the circulating system 
lack ;tll pro,per quantity of blood, then languor and de
bility &f body are the result. But if, on the other hand. 
the nervous system lack its proper quantity of galvnmc 
fluid, then nervous excitability is the result, and the pet· 
son is in dnnger of fits, dernngcment, and all the nervous 
diseases that attf'ntl the human race. This is evident 
from the f(,]]owing facts : Take a person who has a suf. 
'iciency of blood in the cirr.ubting system, but who, D! 

the 11nm.- time. ha~ 11111 t>ll•>u::h of tl1e ~:.hani.~ fhiti ID 
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hie nervous system. By some circumstance the blood 
is suddenly thrown to his head, and the veins and arte. 
ries which pass round among the convolutions of the 
brniq are swelled with this pressure. The nerves com· 
p..>sing the brain not being sufficiently filled and braced 
with the galvanic fluid, spasmodically collapse, and a fit 
is the result. How often do persons, who suppose they 
are well, suddenly drop down dead in the streets I How 
often has a father or mother retired to rest, and appa· 
rently in health, yet in the morning the children found 
one or the other a corpse I Here, through eating too 
much, or some other cause, the bluod was suddenly pro
pelled to the brain, and the nerves, not being sufficiently 
braced with the galvanic fluid, collapsed, and by apo
plexy, instant death ensued. Even the bosom compan• 
ion, slumbering upon the same pillow, never felt a mo
tion. 

Now if these Fersons had been mesmerized, no such J 

calamity would have ensued. Their nervous eystem,) 
by which J mean the whole brain and all its ramifica
tions, would have been charged from a full and healthy 
brain, and having been thus charged, it would have 
stood the war of internal elements, and outrode the rush· . 
ing storm. 

In the light our subject now stands, we perceive how 
\·astly important it is that every person while at ease, or 
even in health, should be operated upon unt1l the brain 
is magnetically subdued. As stated in my first ltcture, 
one person can be mesmerized in an hour or less anoth
er in two hours, and so on up to thirty hours. J.et a 
healthy friend of yours sit down, one hour each day 
until he subdue!! your brain. No person should mes· 
merize more than one hour in twenty- four The enr· 

, 
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tiou is so great, he will inJure himself if he do. Bu* 
her~ is the glory o'" this science. Though you rna} la
bor an hour each day for twenty or thirty days in &ttC· 

ce~aion. yet what you gain, you hold, until the work is 
accomplished. And not only sq( but after the brain is 
once mngnetically subdued, you can then throw the per· 
son into the state in five minutes. Yes, a child ten years 
11ld can then mesmerize a giant father. Your brain be· 
ing magnetically subdued, it is worth hund;eds of dollars 
to you. You are then ready for the day of dis!.ress 

· Come what may-toothache, headache, tic doloreux, 
neuralgia, or any pain of which you can conceive; let 
som!! one mesmerize you and then wake you up, and tl.e 
pam 1s gone. The whole process need not occupy more 
than ten minutes. Should you fall and break your arm. 
then let some person mesmerize the arm only, which can 
be done in one minute. You are free from pain, and 
though in your w·akeful state, yet you can look quietly 
.:m, and see the bones put to their piaces. Your arm 
o:an then be kept in the mesmeric state, and thoroughly 
and rapidly healed without having ever experienced one 
!lingle throb of pain. Or by simply mesmerizing your 
arm or leg, you can sit in the wakeful state and see them 
11mputatcd, and feel no pain. But if you neglect to ha\·e 
your Lrain maguetically suLdued, then when the day of 
distress comes upon yuu, as it might require several 
hours to put you iuto this state, it will then be too late 
to avnil yourse.f of the Llcssings this science i11 calcula 
teJ to bestow. 

1t. is nnt ouly a preventative of fits. in!<nnity. nnd of 

.ne most frightful nervous diseases, and a safeguard 
agninst pain, bt:t it will lure tits, if no congestion ofthc 
brrlin has tai<qn 1Jiaee, lt nHr'f f.1il~ to reJl1o'·r the 
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ague and fever, hJwever long it may have lJeen upoL: 
the indiv"dual, and will prevent any fevcrli prevalent in 
northern climates-, if the individual be mesmerized &II 

soon as taken. 
Here, then, are opening be fort us new fielc.s of acti· •n, 

where those w.1o have hearts of benevolence may freely 
roam at large, and find ample scope for the filii gratifi. 
cation of all their sympathetic and Christian feelings 
and those who scoff and sneer at this science, do scoff 
and sneer at human wo and human pain, and know not 
what they do. 
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LAIJJBS AIIID G&YTLEMEN : The two lectur~s I lavt 
\1\d the pleasure to delil"er, and the successful experi· 
.oenh1 I have, during the last two evenings, perfi>rmed 
10 your presence, have awakened opposition, and the 
excitement has truly become tremendous. Hundreds 
cannot gain admittance into this capacious chapel, and 
the breathless anxiety and stillness of this crowded 
congregation, show the deep and stirring interest which 
yl•U feel in the science of Mesmerism, which is the sci
ence of mind and its godlike powers. For many ages 
men have turned their attention to matter, and confined 
nil their investigations to the realms of material philoso· 
vhy. It is true, that here and there a noble spirit has 
turned his attention to scan the nature and powers of 
the human mind itself. But she seemed to close her 
laboratory against their entrance, and forbid them to 
lny their hands upon her sacred shrine. In this condi
tion, there was no alternative but to judge of mind itself 
from it!l vast and complicated operations, both mental 
and mQral. But that the mind itself could directly pro
duce a physical rtsult by its own living energies, seems 
never to have entered their hearts. But new fields of 
lhought are opened to the human soul, and the mysteri· 
or.s and wonderful powers of the living mind are now 
seen ana felt. Circumstances require me to say that I 
regard not the oppositio:1 or the scepticism of men. I 
~hallen~e i uv~~~ti .~atiou hut!. as to the experiments I per· 
iorm, or th~ :trgt~mellt~ I · tT\'~ . I stand mailed with im· 
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.-.utable truth , and hence, on this subject, am invulner. 
able to every attack. Truth is immutable, cannot bend 
to circumstances, and must stand independe~t of the 
belief or unbelief of men. It must Roar on towering 
wing far above the reach of scorn, ana sooner or later 
tr,umph over all opposition. 

I now come to speak of mind and its powers. 1 have 
clearly shown that the WILL raises the arm through the 
agency of electricity. Perhaps I should not call it 
electricity, but NERVo-VITAL FLUID, Or GALVANIC FLVID 

manufactured from electricity taken in at the lungt~ 

The WILL is not an attribute of the mind, but the resut 
of all the attributes brought into council and action. 
It is the executive of the mind. The question no}V 
comes up in proper order before us: Is there any power 
in mind to produce a result by simply WJLLINIJ it? I con
tend that there is, while the opposers of Mesmerism con
tend that there is not. Mesmerism, then. must stand or 
fall on the existence or non-existence of such a power. 
And first, let me appeal to you as Christians. If you 
deny that miad, or spirit, has any power to produce n 
physical result, then how does the Creator govern the 
universe 1 How can his Spirit come in contact with 
matter so as to produce any physica1 results 1 The 
creation and government of the world are represented 
in scripture as the result of the divine will. "He doeth 
occording to his will in the army of heaven, and among 
the inhabitants of earth." The creation of the world 
and all its appendages is represented as the effect of 
his will. "He said, let there he light. and there wntr 
light." "He spake, and it .was done; He comUlanded 
and it stood fast." If, then, the infinite Spirit. by holding 
bia will unchangeably upon all the r mltifari )US objecta 
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of creation, moves unnumbert>tl .vorlds, ar.d governs 
the uni,·erse, then there is also an energy and power in 
the human spirit propiJrtionate to its greatness. If yoc 
grant. ~hat the infinite Spirit, by putting forth an infinite 
will. can produce infinite re!lults, then surely a feeble 
finite spirit, by putting f(>rth a feeble finite will, can pro
duce a feeble finite result. I only ask you, as Christian 
philosophers, the admission that the same CAUSE siJall 
produce the same EFFEc·r. 

If, however, you deny the correctness of this condu
sion, then I have only to say, that you furnish the 
atheist with a weapon by which he is sure to defeat 
you. Argue as long as you please, and even drive the 
honest atheist from any other ground, he will at last 
say: "Well. admit there is a God, yet he can do nothing." 
Your B1ble says, "God is a spirit." Hence, he has no 
hands, feet, nor physical body, as we have. He may 
therefore, WILL and wu.L to all eternity ; yet he c:m de 
nothing. because spirit, by its mere mental action, can· 
not come in contact with, nor in the least affect matter. 
We know this, says the atheist, from observation and 
experience. " And what can we reason but from what 
we know 1" A human being, for instance, may sit down 
nnd exercise all his mental energies. He may WILL 

nod WILL to endle!ls ages, yet he can do nothing--can· 
not produce the least physical result, unless he uses his 
hands or comes in bodily contact. I now ask those 
Christians "ho deny that the mind has such power as 
we are contending for. how can they answer this argu
ment of the atheist? I ciJntend that they are not able 
to meet it. There is no human ingenuity beneath these 
hea\·ens that the Christi:m ~J'posers of the mesmeric 
power <'an summon to thdr aid adequ:tte to the tuk 
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lndeea, it implies a contradiction in terms, and involvea 
them in the following compound dilemma : If the infi
.tite Spirit, by the energies of his will, can produce 
infinite results, then a finite spirit, by its "ill, can pro
duce a finite result. But a finite spirit, by its will, canr 
!lot produce any result, so an infinite spirit, by its will, 
cannot produce any result I Of this dile!Jlma, they may 
take either hom. Now for the consistency of these 
sapient opposers. They admit that the infinite Spirit, 
by its will, governs the universe, and produces infinite 
effects, and yet deny that a finite spirit, by its will, ~ 
produce the least physical effect ; which is most philo
sophically absurd ! But, if a finite spirit, by its living 
energies, can produce a finite result, then there is a God. 
and the heavens do rule. I am willing to meet any in· 
telligent clergyman in controversy who denies the truth 
of Mesmerism ; and before this enlightened congrega· 
tion, who shall be our jurors, I will either make hint 
acknowledge the mesmeric power, or drive him to 
atheism. I will leave him no other alternative, 

We have, thus far, confined our inquiries to the fact, 
whether there was ANY power at all in mind to produce 
results independent of bodily contact. I now take a still 
higher stand, a.nd deny, in total, that there is any POWER 

or MOTION whatever, in the whole immeasurable uni
verse, except in mind. There can be no power without 
motion, nor can there be motion except it originate in 
mind. I care not through how many concatenation• 
of cause and effect you may trace motion, it is after all 
but !:econrlary. and must be traced back to mind as its 
&tarting point. For instance : Ruppose a ball shouTd lie 
at rest upvn this fll)or. It would never st1r untess mo. 
tion were communicated t<' ;thy some extraneous power 
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If aoc ther ball entered that door, and came in eonta~ 
with the ball at rest, it would communicate motion to it 
by impulse, losing iust as much as it communicated. 
But h<:re is no beginnmg of motion, and every one would 
look around for the cause. If, while gazing, you should 
see another ball enter the door, struck by a bat, you 
might not yet be satisfied whether that bat was held in 
a man's hand, or whether it was fastened in some ma
chinery prepared, and put in motion by human ingenu
ity. But you see a third ball enter the door, and not 
only discover the.bat but the hand that grasps it. You 
are now satisfied. You know that the hand i& connect~d 
with a body, and that body with a brain and mind. 
Now, in these three instances, there is no beginning of 
motion. The man's hand, the bat, and first baJI, are 
but the three instruments through which rnotion wae 
communicated to the ball at rest, and the man's mind 
was sole mover. 

As the subject of Mesmerism is directly connected 
with the powers of mind, and as this is the pivot on 
which the question between its advocates and opposers 
must eventually turn, you will permit me to take a wider 
range in this extensive field. There must be some me
t.lium through which the eternal mind comes in contact 
with gross matter, moves unnumbered worlds accord
ing to nature's law, and sustains and governs the un
bounded universe. That medium must be the finest, 
tne most rarified, and subtil of inert matter in being. It 
mu~t be the Ia t link in the material chain of inert sub

This is electricity. 
the Great Spirit 

is evident., 
sy&-
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t~m, through which our spirits come in contact with 
matter. We are but an epitome of God's universe, and 
in us is contained every variety of matter and substance 
in being. "The proper study of mankind is man ;" and 
in this study, the most unbounded fields are opened to 
tho range of human thought. 

It mny now be asked, if electricity is that substance 
&luough which the Creator comes in contact with mat
ter, how then could he act when that splendid substance 
had no existence 1 or, in other words, how could he 
create " all things out of nothing 1" I <ii!ny the asser· _ 
tion, that God created all things out of nothing, and 
challenge the proof. Space and duration exist of neces
llity, and that space was eternally filled with primal 
matter, which I contend is electricity. The scripture• 
do not inform us that God created all things out of 
nothing, and surely philosophy cannot inform us how 
many nothings it will take to make the least co:lceiva
ble something I Though it is the commonly received 
opinion that all things were created out of nothing, yet 
in all ages of the Christian church, there have been 
some eminent .nen of all denominations, who have reo 
jected thi11 idea, and contended that all things were cre
ated out of some substance. I have not time to refer 
to those persons this evening, yet permit m-3 to name 
one. A more orthodox man than John Milton never 
lived, as all know who have ever read that astonishing 
productil)n of the human intellect, his "Paradise Lost.• 
He was at war with the idea that all things were cre
ated o:Jt of nothing. I will present you with an extrac · 
from his " Treatise ou Christian Doctrine," volume I 
pages 236 and 237. As I quote from memory, I mu 
not be correct in ('\·eh' word, 
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He says: "It is clear, then, that the vorld wat 
framed out of matter of 11ome kind or other. For, since 
action and passion are relative terms, and E·nce, conse
quently; no agent can act externally, unless there be 
some patient sud~ as matter, it appears impossible thai 
God could have created this world out of nothing; not 
trom any defect of power on his part, but because it 
wag necessary that something should previously have 
existed capable of receiving passively the exertion of 
the divine efficacy. Since, therefore, both scripture 
and reason concur in pronoun\!ing that all the:;e things 
were made, not out of nothing, but out of matter, it 
necessarily follows that matter must always have ex
isted independent of God, or have originated from God 
at some particular point of time." 

So you perceive, Milton contends that both scripture 
and reason teach that all things were made out of mat
ter. I am under no obligations to prove that all things 
were not made out of nothing, for no man is bound by 
the rules of logic to prove a negative. But I will, tor a 
moment, depart from this established rule of schoolmen, 
and undertake to prove that all things were not made 
out of nothing. To this end, I will call into my service 
the following argument: 

We raise an axe, and at a single blow cut in two a 
piece of wood one inch in diameter. Now it is certain 
that this wood was not severed instantly in all its parts. 
lf it were, then the lower part would have been cut at 
\he same instant that the upper part was, which is per
fectly absurd, and thf'ref<Jre impossible. The axe 
certainly pnsscd graJ<mlly through that wood, and pro
gressively separated one grain after an:>ther. This you 
all perc<>i,·c. By tNsn sn.v, we !lre to nnderstand 
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that no time shall elapse between the &ccomplishmen 
of any two objects. It may, however, be said, tha 
there are bodies that move with greater velocity thaD 
this axe. I will. then, take another. Thue is nothing 
with which we are acquainted, that moves with greate1 
velocity than light; its motion being about twelve mil 
tion miles in a minute. Hence, the passage of a ray of 
liglrt from the sun to the earth, wouid be about eight 
minutes. It is, therefore, absurd to say that a ray of 
iight could be at the sun 'and at the earth at the same 
tustant, as it would allow no time for its passage. I 
will now apply the above argument to the subject be· 
fore us. 

If SOMETHING Were created OUt of NOTHING, it C'()UJd 
not, in the nature of things, have been done PROGREB
~•vELY or GaADUALLY, because the instant it became the 
least possible remove from nothing it would be some
thing. It must, in the very nature of things, remain 
not~ing till ,it becomes something, because there is no 
pos~ible process by which it can be gradually brought 
fur .vard into something, for there is no existing medium 
between something and nothing. Now, if nothing were 
ct eated into something, it must have been done instantly; 
and if instantly, then it must have been something and 
nothing at the ~ame iustant, which is the climax of 
absurdity. It is just as absurd as to contend that the 
piece of wood before mentioned was severed at the 
bottom at the same time that it was at the top, or that 
a ray of light could be at the sun and the earth at the 
11ame instant. I shall hold this argument snund until 
tome one is able to refute it. 

Hem·e, I contend for the eternal extstence of P&IHAI 

matter which is elt-ctri ~ity. But even this primal mat· 
.a 
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ter does n,,t exist independent of Deity. It is the natu 
ral atmosphere or substance emanating from Him. It 
is evident that every substance in being has its atm01o 
pheric emanation, by which it may be <Hected before 
We arril•e at the body. I say ATMOSPHERIC EMANATIOJf 

because I know of no other more convenie:1t term, by 
which I can express my ideas. For instance, the rose, 
and every specie! of the flower tribe, have their emana
tions, which like an atmosphe~;e surround them, and by 
which we detect their existence before we come in coo
tact with them. For the sake of perspicuity, sutfer me 
to call it atmospheric emanation, which in the above 
cases is detected by smell. The warne is true of every 
species of trees and plants in being. The same is true 
of every species of earth, and rock, and mineral, in exist
ence. Each substance has an atmospheric emanation 
peculiar to itself, and by which it can be discovered by 
man, or by some other living creature. Thn ca11'el on 
the desert will detect water twenty miles distant. The 
same is true in rdlation to all the races and tribee of ani
mated beings. Each has its own peculiar atmospheric 
emanation, by which it may be detected by some other 
r.reaturc, by some instinctive sense of which we have 
little or no conception. As, then, every substance in 
bt.>ing has its own peculiar emanation, so the atmospheric 
•manation of the self-existent Spirit, is electricity, which. 
proceeding forth from Hirn, does not therefore exist in 
(ependent of him. 

It will now Le said that, on this princtple of reasoning 
LRe speaker will make it out that SPIRIT itself is MATTE& 

If by SPIRIT ;you mean that which has neither length 
breadth, nor thickness, nor occupies any space, then I 
\lave only to say that it is & mere chimera of the hnm!l.ll 
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litniu. a nonentity,a nothing! Does Deity till all space f 
Then he is of course · a substance, a real, livi~g. acting 
and thinking being ; otherwise, as Christians, we use 
words without knowledge, when we s~y that he fills im 
mensity with his presence. But it may be said that 
lUND is TBOUGBT, &BASON, and UNDERSTANDING, and then 
be asked, whether thought, reason, understanding, etc., 
occupy any space f But I deny that the11e are mind. 
Thought, reason, and understanding are not mind, but 
the EFFECTS of mind. Mind is something supremely 
higher than all these. I yet ask what is that which 
thinks, reasons, and .understands? It is the mind. Then 
mind is something distinct from those effects by which 
it is made manifest. What, then, it may be asked, i1 
mind 1 I answer, it is that substance which has innate 
or living motion; and the result of that motion is 
thought, reason, understanding, and, therefore, power. 
As electricity is the highest nnd most subtil of INBRT 

substances, as it fastens on mind, and is, therefore, more 
eaaily moved than any other inert substance in being, so 
mind is the next step above electricity, is the crowning 
perfection of all other substances in immensity-is liv
ing motion ; and the result of that motion is thought and 
power. It ia the living Spirit from whom emanates 
electricity, and who, out of that electricity, has created 
all worlds. Hence, the Creator is a real substance or 
being, possesaing personal identity, and is infinite in 
every perfection of his adorable character. 

Electricity, which is an atmoiopheric emanation from 
God, and which is moved by his will, is that substan<:e 
out of which all worlds and their splendid appendage• 
were made. Hence, it will be perceived, that electricity 
lODtalDII aU the original properties of all the varioua 
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sub~ttancet in being. All the varieties of the universe 
around us-all the beauties and glories {)f cre•1tion upo11 
which we look with so many thrilling emotions of rle· 
light, were produced from electricity, which is the mex
haustible fountain of primal matter. By th'! living ener
gies of the Divine Mind, electricity was condensed into 
globes; not instantly, but gradually. The hea,•iest par
ticles took the lowest point, or common centre, of our 
globe, and so on, step by step, lighter and lighter, till we 
reach the surface, which is a vegetable mould. On this 
we find water, a substance still lighter than earth; next 
air, which is lighter than water, and so on till we reach 
the sun, which is the highest point in relation to our sys
tem, because it is the common centre. The sun is, 
therefore, pure electricity. Hence, the twenty-nine 
globes, belonging to our system, are electrically, geolo
gtcally, and magnetically made. They are but twenty
nine magnets revolving around our sun as a common 
centre. 

The sun, bei11g pure electricity or primal matter, is 
ltut an emanation from the Deity. It is, consequently, 
in a positive state. Hence. electricity is continually 
passing from the sun, as a common centre, to the twen· 
ty-nine surrounding worlds; on the same principle that 
it passes from a positive to a negative cloud. Having 
done its duty in giving light, heat, and vegetation, as 
well as magnetic power to globes, it is returned Ly re
action to the sun, and these two motions form the vor
tices that roll worlds around him. It is impossible that 
there can be any inherent attraction and repulsion in 
matter. Attraction and repulsion are but different dis
positions of electricity. The best magnets are now 
made fron the galvani cc electricit,· 
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galvanism, and magnetism arc but in substance one ana 
the same fluid, and as this is primal matter, an erraana
tion from the Eternal Mind, so all the powers of attrac
tion and repulsion originate in Deity. His will come• 
in contact with electricity, and through that subtil agent 
he moves the whole im~easurable universe in accor
dance with nature's law. All worlds are in motion. 
They roll rapid as the lightning's blaze, and in the most 
apparent confusion ; yet all is calm, regular, and harmo
nious. God is, therefore, connected with his universe, 
and superintends all its multifarious operations. Though 
he is thus intimately united to inert matter, yet he is dis 
tinct from the whole. 

" Thou apart, 
Above, beyond; 0 tell me, mighty Mind, 
Where art thou 1 Shall I diTe into the deep 1 
Call to the auu f or ask the· roaring winds 
For their Creator f Shall I question load 
The thunder, if in that the Almighty dwella f 
Or holds be furious storms iu straitened roina, 
And bids fierce whirlwinds wheel hia rapid cnr1 

The nameleaa He! whoee nod ia nature's birth 
And natur.,'a abield the shadow of hie band; 
Her diaaolution hia suspended emile! 
The great Jo'irat Laat! pavilioned high he aita 
In darkneaa, from exceaaive splendor borne, 
By god• uueeen, uuleaa through lustre loat. 
Hie glory, to created glory, bright, 
Aa that to central horrors ; be loob down 
On all that soars, wd apnus immomeity." 

Worlds are not only electrically, geologically, auu 
magnetically made, but they are electrically and mag· 
netically suspended and moved by the immediate ener
gies of the Divine Mind. Here is an image ir. pape1 
costume. I will attach it to this electrizing machine and 
charge it. See! those papers are now all suspended, 
"lld being e J 
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will now put my fingers near them. See I how the) 
ar-e attrat:ted by my hand. They tou::h me, give off 
their electricity, become equalized with my fingers, and 
then fall. Here, then, is suspension, attraction, and re
pulsion, by electricity. It may, however, be said, that 
if worlds are moved by electricity, that they must n&o 
cessarily move as quick as lightning. This does not 
follow. Here is an orrery, with which the most of you 
are acquainted. I attach it to the electrical machine, 
and charge. You see it is moved by giving off electri· 
city at its points. But though electrically moved, yet it 
does not move as quick as lightning. The magnet I 
hold in my hand was charged from the galvanic battery, 
and by one single stroke of the battery from the prongs 
of this magnet towards the bow, I can destroy all its 
magnetic powers, and by reversing the action, I can just 
as suddenly restore them. 

I have now clearly shown that all motion and power 
originate in mind, and as the human spirit, through an 
electro-magnetic medium, comes in contact with matter, 
rto the infinite Spirit docs the same, and through this 
medium he governs the universe. Hence, those who 
deny the mesmeric power, must, to be consistent with 
themselves, deny that there is any medium through 
which mind can come in ~:ontact with matter, or else 
deny that mind, abstractly considered, has any power 
to produce results. But the denial of either of these is 
a denial of an all-powerful, self-existent Spirit, the Cre
ator and Governor of the universe. But, on the other 
hand, how sublime the idea, that God is electrically and 
magnetie111ly connected with his universe; that, bt tho 
energies of hi• own will, C!e has condensed and formed 
worlds ti 'm electricity, which is but the atmC\&phPric 
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emanation of his own spirit, and that by electricity he 
sustains, rolls, and governs them from age to age. And 
how sublime the idea, that he has " poured spirit from 
spirit's awful fountain, and kindled into existence a 
world of rationals." He has poured hirrself through all 
his works and stamped upon them BEAUTY, oaon nnd 
IIARMONY which are but the refteet.ed impressions of his 
own 8PLIUfDOR 

,-
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LECTURE 1,. 

LADIEs AND GENTLEMEN: It is a sowce of gratifica 

tion to me that public attention, in Boston and vicinity 
is completely awakened to the interests of Spiritualism 
and that they are giving this subjccl that investigation 
which its importance demands. We live emphatically 
in an age of investigation and improvement, when light 
seems to be pouring in oceans on our world ; and he who 
shuts his eyes, and then scoffs and sneers because others 
open theirs and see, is not only recreant to duty, ~ut does 
society an irreparable wrong. But those who remain in 
11cepticism much longer on the subject of Mesmerism, 
will be suspected either of ignorance or dishonesty. 1 
make this remark. because there is no possible' apology 
that any man of common sense should remain in scepti
cism another day. He can go horne and try it upon his 
children or friends, and test its power. and know its 
truth, and this every man is bound to do who desires to 
mitigate human pain, and assuage human woes. The 
subject is one of paramount consideration, and is wor
lhy of your best affections, your most ardent zeal, and 
your warmest hopes. 

In my last lecture, I took in~o consideration MIND AND 

ITS rowt:R~. and the m£>dinrn throngh which it comes io 
contact with matter. This mt>dium is electricity, and i1 
that eternal, PRIMAL matter out of which all other sub
~Jtnn<'.cs were mad6. It f.l!! irnrn~nsitv of spau; and 
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worlds are succusively and continually formctl by th& 
condensation of electricity under the living and nver-nct· 
ing energies of the Eternal Mind. We are floating in 
un immensity of space that knows no bounds, like the 
mote in the sunbeam. This is peopled with swarming 
worlds, in number beyond an angel's computation ; and 
the residuE!, which has not yet become the abodes of life, 
order, and beauty, is filled up with primal matter still in 
its electrical state. Hence, th<' work of creation has 
been going on from eternity, ana will continue to pro
gress so long as the throne of the self-existent Jehovah 
~ndures, without ever arriving at an end in the sublime 
r.areer of creation. New brother creations are, there
bre, every moment rolling from his OQlnific hanrl, and 
that creating fiat will never, never cease. All this is 
effected by the energies of mind. 

In my last lecture, I stated, and, as I thought, conclu. 
sively proved, that thought, reason, understanding, etc., 
were not mind, but merely the results of mind, and gave 
what I considered conclusive evidence. I, moreover, 
stated that mind was a substance that occupied 11pace, 
that it possessed living motion, and that the result of 
that motion was thought, reason, and power, and gave 
w.hat I considered proof: But it seems that both of 
these positions have been disputed, and hence I wtll 
once more touch these two points. 

If thought, reason, and understanding are mind, then 
our minds arc annihilated every night in sleep. Be
enuse, if all the organs of the brain are wrapp"d in 
profound slumber, then there is not a single thought 
stirring in the whole intellectual realm.· It will not an· 
11wer to parry the forcr of tnis argument. by saying that 
the oction of blo'ld tlf••ln •h" lmtin prorluces thought, 
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and tha\. this action is suspended in slumber, becall86 
the blood flows and acts upon the brain in sleep as wei: 
ll8 when w~ are aw:lke; and hence we should, on thi• 
principle, think and reason when asleep nearly as wei 
as when awake. This, however, is not the case. Ir 
then, thought and reason are mind, I must insi!lt that, in 
profound slumber, the mind is annihilated, for thought • 
is gone. Hence it is plain, that thought, reason, and 
underatanding are not mind, but the effects of mind. 

I will now take a different argument from the one 
offered in my last lecture, to prove that mind is a sub
stance that has innate motion, and that this motion 
produces thought. It is admitted on all hands, that the 
mind resides in the brain, not in the blood-vessels, bu 
in the nerves themselves. Now, if the nerves are ver) 
much expanded by heat, it is impossible to sleep. By 
lying perfectly still upon our beds, there is a coolnes!l 
steals over the brain. The nerves, by coolness, are 
made to contract. They continue gently to shrink until 
they press upon the living substance that they contain 
and stop its motion. That moment all thought ceases. 
Recollect, MIND is that substance whose nature is motion. 
and the result of that motion is th01wht. By pressure, 
by FoRcE, it is stopped, and thought is gone. The mo
ment our rest is complete, a nervous warmth comes 
over the brain. The nerves expand, leave the mind 
disengaged, it resumes its motion, m:d thought is tht! 
result. As cold shrinks, and heat expands the nervous 
syst:lm, so that we alternately sleep and wake under 
this double action. so the mind is a living, self-moving, 
and invisible substance, which is capable of being r.om
rressed sufficient, at le.lst, to prevent its motion. 

Having made these remarks, which the cireumstanret 
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of ihe '>ccas,on seemed to require at my hands, I now 
inl"ite yow sttention to what is called by sceptics the in
comprehensibility and marvellousness of magnetic sleep 
and who, on this account, openly avow the impoesibility 
and inconsistency of any one being thrown into such a 
state ; and who, whenever they witness experiments to 

• test it, freely use the stereotyped words, "uuMauo AND 

COLLUsion," and that, too, with great emphasis, without 
being able, however, to detect this great, this wonderful 
imposition on public credulity I 

The greatest objection to the truth of the scien~ 

of Mesmerism arises from the circumstance, that the sub
ject can see in a manner different from the ordinary 
mode of vision. That any person can see out of the 
templar region, or out of the top, or back part of the 
skull, and through solid walls, and in the darkeat night 
they contend is too preposterous-to be believed. I deeply 
regret to say that medical men not only give count6. 
nance to such declarations made by the common mass, 
but arc engaged in making the same themselves. But I 
t~e::riously appeal to them whether they have never seen 
any patients in a certain state of the nervous system, in
tiuced by disease, where they could thus see, and when 
sensation was so perfectly extinct that amputation might 
have taken place without pain 1 Have they never seen a 
rase of ~ataleps.v 1 If not, have they never seen in med
ical works well-authenticated cases of this disease report· 
~d 1 Surely they will not deny these things. I further in
quire, have they never seen a case nor heard one reported, 
where patients in a state of catalepsy have been entirely 
elair7oyant1 where they have seen, as no person in the 
ordinary way of vision can see 1 I aAl conscious that 
Utey will Qot huard their medical reputation by ~iving 
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lhese interrogatories an unqualified denial. Of all per· 
sons Lcneath these heavens, medical gentlcrr.eu should be 
the last to sneer at the idea of clairvoyance, or even to· 
tal in»ensibility of a person in the magnetic state. 

Catalepsy is n sudden suppression of motion and sen
sation; a kind of apoplex. •, in which the patient is in a 
.axed posture. If the case l>e an aggravated one, the pa- • 
tient is sometimes senseless and even speechless. To 
bring this subject directly and plainly before you, I wii 
relate to you an incident which was stated to me about 
six months a.:.;o by Dr. Patterson, an eminent phys1cian 
of Lynchburg, Virginia. A young lady was taken sick. 
Her physician, who lived some eight or ten miles distant 
was sent tor. He found her in a state of catalepsy 
Though there was no sensation in her body, yet she had 
occasional fits of talking. He prescribed, stated that he 
should be there the next evening, and left. The evening 
came, and a most tremendous storm of rain, with high 
winds, set in. The darkness was profoun I. As the fam-
;Jy were seated in silence and anxiety in the same roon1 
where the patient lay, some one said," Well, our doctor 
will not be here to-night." The sick Indy answered : 
"Yes he will ; he is coming now ; he is riding on horse
back, and is all drenched with rain." the family suppos
ing this to be a mere reverie of the brain, a touch of de
lirium, made no reply. Nearly an hour passed on ; nnd 
the storm continuing with unabating violence, one of the 
pensive group again broke the silence, and exclaimed 
with a feeling of regret, "\.Yell, it is certain our doctor 
will not be here this dark stormy night !" The sufferer 
again answered, "Y cs he will ; he is most here now; 
•.here he is hitching his horse ; he is coming to the door.' 
'fbey heard the raps: the door was orened. and in cam~ 
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the doctor I now uk. how did this lady in a a tate cf cat. 
alepsy see the physician several miles distant, through 
the walls of her house, and in so dark a night? 

This report was given in a medical journal and weB 
authenticated. And moreover, there are many of a sim 
ilar character ; and of these facts medical men are well 
aware. Now I appeal to them, who are present on this 
occasion, that if it is possible to throw the nervous system 
into a condition by disease, so that the patient can see in 
a manner entll'ely distinct from the ordinary mode of vis. 
ion, THEN, how can they, without presumption, affirm 
that a person cannot be thrown into a similar state by 
Mesmerism 1 It is proved by medical works that such a 
state of the brain is possible ; and who will take upon 
himself to affirm, that it can be induced by no other 
means than disease 1 As a state of catalepsy is thus fre
quently attended with clairvoyance, and with total insen· 
&ibility, so that amputation could be performed without 
puin. then why should we marvel when we see the same 
identical phenomena clustering around Mesmerism 1 I 
have only to say that our surprise ia wholly gratuitous. 

1 appeal to medical gentlemen present. Have you 
never seen a case of natural somnambulism 1 There 
are hundreds of them occur in this city ; and, in every 
town there are those who rise in their sleep. perform 
labors, and return to their beds without knowing it. In 

· this state they have gone to the top of house-frames, 
walked on the ridgepoles, and safely descended. They 
have, in the darkest nights, walked over dangerous and -
rapid streams on a mere scantling in safety, where a 
slight loss of balance would have been death, and 
where it would be impossible for them to have croned 
'n their wakeful state Women have arisen aqcl ill 

~ 
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thia state have done the nicest needle-work. An.i how 
did these see 1 Surely not with the natural organ of 
vision. A young lady at boarding-school, learning to 
paint miniatures, and on preparing one for examination
day, fo md that she could be excelled by the otheJ 
pupils. It worried her much, and to her suprise she 
found in the morning, that her picture had greatly ad· 
vanced under the delicate touch of some experienced 
hand. She charged the deed upon her teacher, who 
disclaimed all knowledge of the fact. But on the next 
morning the picture was nearly finished, but the trans 
gressor could not be fouwi. The Preceptress being 
strongly suspected, secretly :Jat up and watched. In 
the dead of night, when all was still, the young lady 
arose, and in a dark room arranged her work, mixed her 
colors, and began to paint. Her Preceptress lit a lamp, 
entered the room, and saw that lady finish her picture. 
She then awakened her. How did she see how to mix 
her colors, and to give the nicest touch with her pencil 
where no human eye in the wakeful state could discern 
an object 1 Such facts as these, and even more won
derful, are well known to medical gentlemen. Now, i1 
persons can by some cause be thrown into somnambu
lism upon their beds, then reason teaches that they may 
be thrown into the same state and even a much deeper 
sleep by the magnetic power. 

We will now take into consideration the philosophy 
of Clairvoyance. It is ev1dent that sEEING, auarNo, 

PEELING, TASTING, and SMELLING, belong exclusively to 
the mind. And as we have already clearly proved that 
electricity is the only substance that can come in COD• 

tact with mind, ·so it is through the agency of this flaid 
that 11ensations are transmi ~ ted to the mind Hence, \t 
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· ia through the rr.edium of electricity that we see hear 
feel, taste, and smell. • 

The power of sight being in the mind, it i!J evident 
that we never saw anything out of our eyes. The whole 
of this congregation, with all their different costumes, 
their various complexions and different appearances, and 
nil their relative distances from each other, are struck 
upon the retina of the speaker's eye, on about the bigness 
of a quarter of an inch. By the agtlncy of electricity, 
it is conveyed through the optic nerve to the mind 
where it is seen. Hence, we never saw a piece of mat
ter, but only its shadow, the same as when you look in· 
to a mirror, it is not yourself, but your image that you 
111ee. Electricity is that substance that passes through 
all other substances. Air cannot pass through your 
cranium, nor through these walls, nor metallic substan
ces. But as all these have countless millions of pores, 
electricity can pass through them. Now if our nervous 
system could be charged with the nervo-vital fluid, so 
as to render the brain positive, and thns bring it into an 
e~act equilibrium or balance with external elec:ricity. 
then we should be clairvoyant. Because the nervous 
system being duly charged, and even surcharged, the 
great quantity of this fluid passing in right lines from 
the mind, as a common centre, and in every direction 
through the pores of the skull, renders it transpa1ent 
Uniting with external electricity which passes through 
these walls and nil substances, which are also trans
parent, the image of the whole univeree, as it were, in 
this transparent form, is thrown upon the mind, and is 
there seen, and seen, too, independent of the retina. On 
tlus principle the whole of those objects which are 
opaque to natural vision, are rendered transparent •o 
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the clairvoyant, and he sees through walls in sue~ 
aion, aud takes cognizance of their relative distances, oa 
the lame principle that we in a wakeful state could look 
through said walla if they were thin, transparent glass. 
On thia principle, if the subject be charged too much or 
too little, he cannot see clearly. Or if the night he 
ruiny, or even damp, and unfavorable to electricity, then 
experiment. in clairvoyanee must fail, or be very im
perfect. The subiect must be ·magnetically charged 
unctly to that degree which will bring him into mag
netic equilibrium with external electricity. Then, if the 
nigl1t be favorable, the .experiments will most likely 
prove successful. 

For the sake of perapicuity, I will take another posi
! ion. Why can you sec through that winiJow t You 
nnflwcr, because the glass is transparent. But why is it 
transparent 1 You again answer, because upon every 
square inch of its surface there are several thousand 
pores, and the glass is of that chemical property that it 
will admit the rays of atmospheric light to pass through 
them. Thia is philosophically correct. But remember, 
it is not the WINIIOW that BEES, but it is the INHABITANT 

in the house that looks out of the window. The ques
tion now arises, why can you not see through that wall7 
If you answer, because it is opaque, yet the query arises, 
why is it opaque 1 The wall has certainly as many 
pores upon the square inch as that glass. The answer 
is, because the wall is of that chemical property that 
resists the rays of atmospheric light ; and where no light 
pusses through the pores of a substance, that sub11tance 
rtmst be opaque. This is so far philosophically correct. 

We are now ready tJ ask, why can you see through 
the eye 1 Because it i$ formed on the transparent priDo 
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ciple, haw a ce1·tain number of pores upon :he square 
int>b, and, by the skill of the Creator, it is so constituted 
as to chemically receive the ray.s of atmospheric light. 
But you will please to bear in mind that it is not those 
translucent oaBs that see, but it is the INHABITANT in the 
earthly house that looks out of those windows of the 
eoul. Even the good book says, when speaking of the 
faded vision of the aged,-" ANil THOBE THAT LOOit OUT 
OF THE WINDOWI SHALL BE DARKENED"-thus calling 
these eyes but the windows of the soul. It is the spirit 
t)nly that sees-that alone possesses the inward living 
eye; for take the spirit from its earthly house, and what 
can these eyes-these windows of the fleshly tabernacle 
-see 1 They can see just as much as the hands or 
feet, but no more. Let another question be here pro
posed. Why can you not see through the skull? You 
will again answer-because it is opaque. But I again 
ask, why is it opaque 1 You reply-because it chemi
cally resists the rays of atmospheric light, and will not 
allow them to pass through its pores, even though they 
are as numerous as the pores of the eye. This answer 
is also philosophically correct; and in this wonderful 
constitution of the human cranium is made manifest the 
wisdom of the Creator. For were light admitted through 
it upon every portion of the brain, it would stimulate its 
organs to such an unnatural degree as to render the 
mind incapable of manifesting itself through them in a 
harmonious and rational manner. Indeed, it would be 
inconsisten•. with the continuance of life itself. 

As the remarks now made are perfectly simple, and 
can be comprehended by all, I will now ask-if there 
were a light so much finer than atmospheric light, nnd 
of th;~t ~enliar pr<)J•erty that it could be made to pass 

r.• 
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through all substances in existence, could you not thea 
ree through that wall as easily as through !hat glass 
Certainly ; because the wall would be rendered tran• 
parent through the action of that light, and wherever 
light passes, there must exist the possibility to see ob
tects. The question then naturally presents itself t'1 the 
mind-ilf there such a light 1 I answer-there it, and 
it is MAGNETIC, or GALVANIC LIGHT. It exists not only 
around, but within us. Go into a dungeon of total dark-

. ness, and strike your head a sudden blow, and you will 
~ee a flash of light. From whence comes that light t 
Jt is within you : it is the nervous fluid-the living light 
of the brain, which is of a galvanic nature. By this 
concussion i~ was thrown into confusion, forced from its 
accustomed channels, and laid suddenly at the footstool 
of the living mind ; and the mind saw the flash. Hence, 
it is electrically that we SEE, and JJEAR, and FEEL, and 
1'ASTE, and SMELL. All mesmeric subjects cannot, how
e\·er, see with the same brilliancy in clairvoyance, when 
the brain is surcharged with this light. The most di•· 
tinguished clairvoyants now in the United States, are 
Jackson Davis, Lucius E. Burkmar, and WalterS. Tar
Lox, who have astonished thousands; and by their ex
aminations of the diseased, and saving the live!! of many, 
have rendered themselves the benefactors of suffering 
humanity This galvnnic light can be conveyc.d to tht~ 

brain inddpendent of the natural eye-the outward 
organ of vision. 

That the above principles are correct, and that TASTB, 

tte•:JNG, etc., are clectrica~ly conveyed to the mind, try 
the following experiments. Take a half dollar, and a 
piece of zinc of the same size : touch them separately to 
the tongue, and you wlll ttot perceive any taste; but 
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put the tongue between them, and, in th1s position, touch 
the edges of the two pieces together oYer the end of the 
tongue, and you will taste a pungent acid. This taste 
is produced electrically. Zinc contains a greater por· 
lion of electricity than the silver, and when they comtJ 
in contact it gives it off to the silver, and conveys !he 
~t~nsation of taste through the glands to the mind. In 
further proof of this being electricity, put the half dol
lar against the gums under the upper lip ; open the 
mouth, and lay the zinc upon the tongue. by moving 
the tongue up and down, you will touch the pieces to
gether, and every time they come in contact you will 
not only perceive the same taste before described, but 
you will sec a flash of lightning. Now that this light· 
ning is seen directly by the mind, and independent of 
tne natural organ of the eye, you may enter a dark 
room, and in the darkest night-close your t'yes, and 
even bandage them,-and yet when you touch those 
pieces, as described, you will see the flash, even when 
one from the heavens could not be seen. This flash is 
conveyed through the nervous system directly to the 
mind, where alone exists the power of vision. This 11 
not only proof that taste and sight are electrically con
veyed to the mind, but also that electricity is that sub
stnnce which alone comes in contact with mind. 

It is the same in relation to the other senses. Even 
u~:ARING is not produced by the concussion of the par
ticles of our air, b1.1t by the vibration of the particles of 
electricity conveyed to the mind, and in that tremulous 
mm.r1cr through the orgnn of the ear coming in direct 
Chntact with mind. It is impossible, in the nature of 
tnmgo;, hat so gross a substance as air can pass the 
!:>n.rritlrs of the car and enter the brain to produce any ,. 
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eound Dut it may be said, that though tile particles ot 
air do not enter the brain, yet with a vibrating motion 
they strike the drum of the ear and convey sound to th6 
mind. This cannot be, becausP there is no air in the 
brain itself; and hence, thi-!'e is no internal aerial me
dium through which sounQ ~ould be transmitted to ~e 
mind, even if we admit that the concussion of the par
ticles of external air com·eyed it to the drum. I yet aak, 
what is the internal medium beyond, through which that 
sound is conveyed to the mind 1 fherc is no air there; 
and if it be a vacuum, then no sound whatever can b(. 
conveyed. The truth is, that the same substance in 
tremulous motion, which conveys sound to the drum of 
the ear, also passes through it into the nervous system, 
and conveys its oracle to the very throne of the living 
mind. This is electricity, which is the only correspond
ent or mediator between mind and matter, laying its 
brilliant hand upon both parties, and bringing them into 
communication. 

The sense of smell exists in the mind, and from sur
rounding substances the sensation is electrically con
veyed to it. But as smell is so nearly related to taste, 
the same argument may be applied to both. I will 
therefore proceed to notice the sense of feeling. 

It is generally said that the sense of feeling is iu tl.•e 
nerves. But I contend that it belongs exclusively to 
the mind, the nerves being the mere medium through 
which it is electrically conveyed to the mind. Indeed, 
nil our sensations, whether of ~eeing, hearing, feeling, 
tasting, or smelling, are conveyed to the mind, through 
the nervous system, from their correspondent organs, 
which are but the mere starting points, or inlets of sen
tation And as the nervo. vital fluid which is of aD 
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electric nature, is the only substance that acts through 
the nerves, so dectricity is the agent which conveys aL 
our sensations to the mind. Though it is said that feel
ing is diffuse<! over the whole system, yet, l!trictly 
speaking, this is not true. All feeling is in the mind 
It is evident that the mind resides in the brain. It i~ 
t'lot diffused over the whole nervous system, for when 
we might be as sensible that thought proceeded from 
the hand or foot, as from the head. In this case, the 
loss of a hand or foot would be tile loss of some portion 
of our minds. The spinal marrow is but a continuation 
of the brain. Branches shoot out, and from these, oth
er branches in infinite variety, until they are spread out 
over the whole system ten thousand times finer than thfl 
finrst hair-sieve,-so tine that you cannot put down the 
11oint of a cambric needle without feeling it, and you 
t'dnnot feel unless you touch a nerve. Hence you per
ceive how very tine the nervous system must be I Of 
this system, the brain is the fountain, and is the local 
habitation of the mind. 

Now touch the finger to any object, and that touch 
produces a corresponding action upon the brain, and 
through the agency of the electro-magnetic fluid, that 
sensation is conveyed to the mind. It is the mind that 
feels it, and by habit we associate the feeling with the 
end of the finger. But amputate the arm, and then 
touch the correspondent nerve at the end of the stump 
and he will yet associate the feeling with the end of the 
finger. But the feeling is not even in the end of the 
stump It is in the mind which has its 1 esidence in the 
brain. 

I knew a blacksmith who had his leg amputated 
eboYe tbe knee. When healed, ne put on a wooden le~ 
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and resumed his labors in the shop. He could feel his 
leg and toes as usual, and many times in a lay, he 
would, without reflection, put down his hand to scratch 
his wooden leg. Being unlearned and superstitious, he 
IJupposed that his leg was buried in an uncomfortable 
position, and therefore, haunted its wooden substitute. 
He dug it up, placed under'it a soft cotton bed, and re
buried it ; but all to no purpose. He 10ade the circum
stance known to his physician, who told him to find t\Je 
corresponding nerve on the stump, and he could cause 
the itching sensation to ceahe. He did so, and the diffi
culties were at once overcome. 

A gentleman called upon me, in October, 1842, at the 
aouse of the Hon. T. J. Greenwood, in Marlboro'. He 
stated, that he injur~d his arm, the cords contracted 
'and drew up his fingers, so as perfectly to clench the 
hand. It gave him great pain, and the arm was ampu
tated just above the elbow. And though three years 
had passed away, he said there was yet a constant pain 
as though the fingers were drawn up; and fiom that 
contraction the· pain seemed to proceed. Now the 
whole of this difficulty was felt in the brain. If I may 
!Je allowed the expression, the brain has its legs and 
arms, and toes, and fingers. Or allow me to go entire· 
ly back. It is the mind which has its limbs and all its 
lineaments of form, and from which all form, proportion. 
and beauty emanate. 

I observed a moment ago, that the spinal cord was 
but the brain continued. Now let a knJe be inserted 
betwenn the joint~ of the spine. and let this cord be sev. 
eted, and all the pans of the body, below the incision., 
wrll bt> pnr:1 lyzt>d. You rna~· now cut or burn the legs, 
'mt nil fi.:elin;.? i!' ~nne; neither r~:rn thr·y he nlOVt>d hy the 
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wiU. The will cannot come in contact with flesh ana 
blood, only through the electro-magnetic ftuid. The 
mind is in the brain, and as the spinal marrow is severed, 
so the lower parts are separated from the fountain of feel· 
ing. The communication of the electrical influence is 
destroyed between the extremities and the mind, and 
hence, the extremities can convey sensations to the mind 
no more. 

I might continue the argument to an indefinite extent 
to prove that all our senses (seeing, hearing, feeling, tas~ 
ing, and smelling) are in the mind, and that these sensa 
ti()ns, through their corresponding organs, are electrical 
ly conveyed to the mind, through the nervous system, but 
I forbear, aud proceed, as usual, to lhc anticipated exper. 
iments of the evening. 
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LECTURE V 

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN: We are again as!'emblel tc 
take into consideration the subject of Mesmerism. Ita 
growing interest in the public mind is manifest, by the 
increasing throngs that assemble in this chapel, to inves· 
tigate its claims to truth and science, and the multitudes 
that are obliged to retire, unable to gain admittance, 
As several notes, since my entrance into this house, 
have been handed me, I shall be obliged to omit intro· 
ductory remarks, and attend to two or three importan~ 
requests. 

An inquiry is made as to the number of degrees or 
states iuto which a subject may be thrown. In reply to 
this, I would say, that there are but FIVE degrees winch 
have, as yet, come under my observation. The FIRST 
degree is, when the hands or even the whole body of the 
subject can be attracted by the conjoint action of the 
mental and phyf>ical energies of the magnetizer. The 
sEooND degree is, when the hands, or body of the subject, 
can be attracted by the mental enet·gies alone, or by the 
physical energies independent of any mental effort. Th3 
1' HIRD degree is, when the subject can neither hear nor 
answer any person but the magnetizer and those who 
are in communication. The FOURTH degree i.,, when tho 
subject can taste what the magnetizer tast(l&, and smell 
what he smells. The FIFTH degree is clairvoyance. J 
would not be understood that these ~V<;J (les-rees qlwayt 
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occur in the order I have now stated them; but 1 mean 
that there are these five different degrees. Some never 
eecm to go further than the third degree, and no surgical 

-operation should be performed, unless the subject be put 
completely into this third state, so that no voice but the 
magnetizer's can be heard. It can then be performeo 
without any pain. 

Another inquiry is made, whether any person can put 
himself into communication with the suLject without the 
magnetizer's consent 1 I answer, yes. Any person may 
put himself into communication by ardently fixing his 
attention upon the subject while another is magnetizing 
him, especially if he sits near hirn. Or he may do it 
by touching, or too freely handling him. He may do 
it by violently throwing his hands towards him, and 
within a foot of his body. Or, lastly, he may take two . 
. lr three electric shocks from a charged Leyden jar, 
within eight or ten feet of the subject, being careful t . 
tix his eyes firmly upon him while taking the shod 
fhe second 0r. third shock, the subject will start with 
~im who receives it-and when he starts he is in com 
munication. 

A third inquiry is made, whether any one but the 
magnetizer can awaken the subject 1 Certainly, any per. 
son who is put in cominun1cation with him can take him 
out of the state. Or by a firm determination, he can 
awaken himself. In fac.t, he may be put in· bed, and in 
a few hours, say fi·om eight to fourteen, he will come 
out of it the natural way. 

A f{•u•·th, anc.l last inquiry is maae, if n1agnetism be 
\rue, why has not more of it been seen, at least in sorne 
email degree, in different ages 1 I answer, that iti hi ... 
lOry dates back to a very "arlv age which I cannot now 
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pursue, but woald refer to "FAsciNATION, or the Phi101o 
ophy of Charming, illustrating the principles of life ia 
connection with spirit and matter," published in New 
York city by Fowler & Wells ; also to the AMEaiOAJI 

PHRENOLOGICAL JouRNAL. They are conducted with 
great ability, and should be in possession of every family 
But the inquirer asks, "why has not more of it been 
seen, at least in some small degree, in different ages 1" 
I answer, it has been seen and felt. Have you neveJ 
read the bold, lofty, and full-gushing eloquence of De· 
mosthenes, whose thunders roused GreeN! into action. 
and moved her sons as the wind in its rushing majesty 
moves the sublime magnificence of ten thousand forests? 
This was but the magnetic principle, the lightning of 
the mind, by which they were electrified, and made to 
act as one man against the powers of Philip. The same 
is true of Cicero, who shook the Roman senate with his 
\'oice, and beneath the electric glance of whose awful 
eye, even Catalina quailed. I am well aware that you 
will call this sympathy. But what is sympathy 1 It is 
the nervo-vitlll fluid thrown from a full, energetic brain, 
upon another of kindred feelin~. That brain being 
roused affects another, and that still an0ther, till the whole 
assembly are brought into magnetic sympathy with the 
speaker, and by him are moved as the soul of one man. 

As a further answer to this question, I w~al notice one 
fact more; and in doing this, I shall remove what has 
long been considered as a stigma on a large and respect· 
able denomination. I mean the Methodists. Ever since 
that dass of Christians had a religious existen<-c in the 
United States, persons have fallen down into a species 
of trnnce. Other rlenominatinns call this deiusion, and 
m·n.y ~all it tlcrel'';"" f,p,·:~n~e snch things never Ot'.C\lf 
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Ill their meetings. But there is no deception in this--i• 
11 really the magntltic state--or more properly the spi· 
ritual state. Every preacher cannot do it, and aa it is 
done without contact, comparatively few are subject.~ 
of it· 

But take a preacher of strong muscular powers; one 
who has large concentrativeness, and eye of lightning 
and a warm, a sincere, and ardent soul. He enters a 
tent at camp-meeting, where there are fifteen or twenty 
persons. He kneels down and prays most fervently, 
he rises and sings most devotionally. He is in close 
contact with his little group. He begins to exhort most 
sincerely ; and soon the deep fountains of his soul ar~ 
hroken up. A female, perchance, is moved to tears. 
His concentration being .arge, he keeps his eye steadily 
fixed upon her, and he wills and desires, thiJ she sh:-o.ll 
feel as he feels, and be converted to God. At length 
she falls into this singular state. She has gone there in 
the preacher's feelings, and in his feelings she will come 
out of it. Now, if he would f •llow my directions, he 
could restore her in two minutes. 1 will pledge myself 
to arouse any one from this magnetic state in five 
minutes. Dr. Cannon, of this city, took a lady out of 
this state a few weeks ago, in Pro\•incetown, who was 
thrown into it in a religiousLmeeting, and who appeared 
r:early lifeless. A report of this was published in the 
"Christian Freeman." Now all these are really mag· 
netic effects that we have seen, and for many years ir~ 

succession. So the inquiries are all answered, and I 
hope, to the satisfitction of the inquirers 1nd the congre• 
gntion. 

I must now proceed to notice the dangers and abuses 
of Mesmerism. It is ofter· !laid by its opposers, thai ,-
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eTcn if it be hne yet it is d ,-,r,;erous. because it can be 
abused, and therefore ou;ht rtot to be practised. Bilt 
·'o you know of any blcs~ing l:eneath th·~se beaYene b1.1! 

wh ti 'has been, and still cmn:~:ues to be abu5ed 1 Ko 
\ 'OU do not. Do you know ot' a more common blening 
chan taste 1 yet to gratify their taste. mdaions on millions 
have gone do\\ n to a drunkard's t•Jmb! ~lo:·thers have 
been more than widowed, and children more than or
phanized. They have been beaten aiJd abused, and 
suffered cold, and hunger, and n:..:keJncss. Under it. 
crimes have been committed, and the :state prisons filled 
with wretched men. Human beings have also by mil· 
lions gone down to their graYCs through excess in eating. 
Out is taste a curse because men abuse it I and must it, 
therefore, be struck from the catalogue of Heaven'• 
mercies 1 All answer, no. Acquisitiveness, benevo
lence, and combativeness can be abused, and so can aU 
the organs of the human brain. But ought they not oo 
that account to be indulged? 

Once more : there is not a greater blessing than the 
Gospel of Christ. It teaches us to love and forgive our 
euemies; to resist not evil, and to do unto others as we 
would that they should do unto us. It is calculated to 
moderate our feelings in prosperity-to comfort us in 
the day of adversity-and to sustain us under all the 
troubles and disappointments incident to mortal life. 
When our parents, friends and children are on their 
d:,·ing bed, we can shake the f.'lrewcll hand of mortal 
•el'nration, with the hope of meet in_!! them again in future 
realua~. And n•1t only so, but when we lie down upon 
the bed of death, nrad the embers of life feebly glimmer 
·u the socket of existence, then the Gospel of Chrill 
PQints us to brighter seenes--,;ecn1·s beyond the tomb. 
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Vet men have abused that gospel, and one den"mina tion 
has risen up against another, and doomed each other to 
the stake. Rivers of human blood have flowed in the 
holy wars. But is the gospel a curse, and should it be 
struck from existence merely because men abuse itt 
No, is the answer of every Christian heart. Then th& 
objection fails. One thing must settle this point. There 
is nothing that God has established as a law in our na
ture, but what was designed to be a blessing to his 
creatures. The magnetic principle is not of man, but 
one the Creator has established, and is, therefore, a 
blessing. And if it could not be abused, it would differ 
from all other blessings he has bestowed on man. 

But it is said, that a man upon the high-way may be 
thrown into the state and robbed. But I deny that any 
penon can ~e thrown into the state against his will, if 
he will at the same time use physical resistance. And 
when in the magnetic state, he has twice the strength tc 
resist, and defend himself, that he has when out of it 
We generally know with whom we have to deal, ancl 
surely we would not suffer an enemy, nor the unprina. 
pled, to put us into the mesmeric slumber. But if you 
wish to be safe, and are really fearful of consequences, 
I will give you a rule of action. It is this: never allow 
any one to magnetize you unless it be in the presence of 
a third person. Observe this rule, and no danger arisin~ 
from this source will ever cross your path. 

Having answered these objections, I wil1 now show 
you where there are real dangers In the first place, 
thon,gh every person can br mesmerized. yet there are 
but few who can bt• easily thrown into ·this ttate. The 
greatet proportion, by far, would require sevual houn 
of hard labor. Hence. whel\ one is found who is euy 
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to mesmerize, cunosity is awakened, and eveJy one 
w1shes to make the trial of his power and skill. One 
mesmerizes this individual in the morning, another in the 
evening and a new set of operators perform the same 
task on the next day, and so on. Now, in such cases, 
lhere is that mixing and crossing of all these different 
fluids in the subject's brain, which, if persisted in too 
long. will prove injurious, even if all these magnetizers 
are healthy persons. If you mesmerize a person, and 
thoroughly wake him, yet the whole of that fluid does 
not completely pass from his brain short of a week. 
Select one healthy magnetizer, and continue him. If 
you change to another, then wait a fortnight before you 
allow him to operate. Too much care in this respect 
cannot be taken. But I point out to you a still more sE-
rious danger. 

There are persons who undertake to mesmerize others, 
who have some local disease, or are in feeble health. 
By so doing, they injure themselves, and also the sub
ject. Such persons have no nervo-vital fluid to spare, 

• and what little they have is in a diseased state, and unfit 
to be thrown upon the nervous system of another. I 
care not what the disease may be, by long persisting in 
mesmerizing a person, that disease will be, at length, 
eommunicated to the subject. Great caution, in this r~ 
spect, should be observed by both parties, if they woula 
not impair their health. Weakness of lungs, and even 
consumption, may be, by thirty or forty magnetizings. 
brought upon an individual, and send him to his grue 
I therefore seriously 1dmonish yon to beware of this 
common danger. Never allow any person of a poor 
constitution to put state; and I also warn 
those win are delicate heRlth, never 
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lo mesmeriz~ others, for they will, by so doiri,, inJlict 
upon themselves a serious injury · · 

But, on the other hand, there IS IJO danger ic a healthy I 
person magnetizing those who are diseased. As the 
operator imparts the nervo-vita, fluid, and dces not r.,. . 
ceive any in return, he is in no danger of taking the dis
ease of his patient. Caution is, however, to be observed I 
in taking the patient out of this state. He should not 
make the upward passes in such a manner as to throw 
the fluid on h:mself. · If he do, he is in some danger of 
contracting the disease. An experienced magnetizet 
will understand how to avail himself of this caution. 

Once more: there are persons who undertake to mag 
netize others who are entirely ignorant as to the mode 
of uperafon, and frequently bring persons into serious 
difficulty by getting alarmed, or otherwise thrown out 
of bias in their feelings. Several cases of this kind I 
have been called to attend to, in various sections, and 
some of a very serious character. No persons should 
undertake to mesmerize others until they shall have 
learned of some experienced magnetizer how to perform 
it, and made themselves acquainted· with all the difficul
ties that may duster around it. 

Having attended to these important points, I will now 
turn your attention to local magnetism. By local mag
netism, 1 .mean the magnetizing of some part of the 
human body without charging the whole brain. Hence, 
the finger, the hand, the arm, the leg, yes, even the eye
lid, the lip, or the tongue, may be mesmerized wl ile the 
person is in the wakeful state, and so may be any of the 
phrenological ol'gans. It is true, that this cannot be tiO 

ea•ily done on persons who have never been mesmeri7.e<l 
at all. as on th )Sn who have been thrown intQ t~ st11te. 
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If the brllin has lcen once magneticall) subdued, then 
there is no occasion, even if the amputation of a iimb is 
lo be performed, to magne•Jze any other part than tho 
.:me to be subjected to the operation. If a person be 
very hard to mesmerize, then it will be proportionally 
.Jifficult to mesmerize any limb. But it w11l be borne in 
mind, that however long it may take in successive sit
tings to magnetically subdue the brain, yet after that is 
once accomplished, then the person can, in future, be 
wholly mesmerized at any time in five minutes, and 
locally so in a much less period. Hence, should an nrm 
be broken or mutilated, it will only be necessar~ to put 
that limb into the magnetic state, and it can be set or 
amputated without pain; and thus, by occasionally rt>
newing the mesmeric action, it can be kejtt in this state 
and healed, without ever experiencing any suffering 
whatever. 

I perceive that some smile in view of these state· 
ments. They are truly so wonderful, that incredulity 
adjures us to reject them. But they are, nevertheless, 
Heaven's unchanging truths, which cannot bend to eir
cumstapt~es, nor shape themselves to the belief •·r scep
ticism of men. They stand out in bold relief, and bid 
defiance to the sneers and scorns of mankind. A surgi
cal operation has just been perf. •rmed in Lowell on a 
lady while in the mesmeric state. A tumor was ex
tracted from the shoulder, where it was necessary to 
eut to the depth of two inches. Dr. Shattuck was the 
magnetizer; aud in the presence of several medical mea 
of Lowell, one of whom was the operator, this turne-r 
wns removed withont the slightest sensation of pam. 
This was not done in a corner, but publicly, and in the 
presenc(' of sever;d hundred spe::tatori. It is too latE 

.. 
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in the day to cry "HUMBUG AND <::ti.LusioN," tor the La'
tle is fought, and the victory is \Yon, and the scale hat 
turned in favor of truth, and turned with most prepon
derating weight, and on the stereotyped argument 
"UUMBUG AND COLLUSION," is written "TEKEL." 

Well authenticated facts, and medical reP<>rts of ope· 
rations in surgery and dentistry, performed under the 
energies of Mesmerism, in both continent~, and without 
pain, are continually reaching us. And "ith this flood 
of light pouring upon the world, and when men of the 
first talents and science in the republic of letters, and 
out of all the various professions and denominations, are 
among its advocates, scepticism is not only waning, but 
justly losing its popularity. Those men have seriously 
investigated and weighed the matter, and they severally 
declare, as did the Rev. Mr. Pierpont, on the last eve
ning, before two thousand hearers, in this house, "I have 
no IIELIEF nor UNBELIEF on this subject. I KNow, I 
KNOW it to be so !" And now I ask, what ought the 
MERE OPINION, or the expressed UNBELIEf' of even an 
honest sceptic, to weigh against the absolute and certain 
K~oWLEDGE of an equally honest, intelligent, and scienti
fic man, whose character is above suspicion 1 I leave 
the candid to judge, and have only to say, that in the 
face of modesty, they h:1ve no right to call this science 
"HUMBUG AND COLLUSION." 

Others pretend that the science of Animal Magnetism 
was condemned by the French Committee in Paris, 
among whom our illustrious Franklin was numbered. 
And as it received its condem!lation under the scrutiny 
of such minds, therefore they conclude that it has no 
foundution m truth There al<A-ays have been, nnd still 
are. men who dare not think for themselves, but wholly 
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lean upon the opinions of others. Their father. theit 
t.loctor. their lawyer, and their min' ster, thought thus and 
so, and they think just so, too. Their fathers put down 
a central stake, gave them their length of line, and bid 
them trave.l round in that circle of revolving thought • 
till the day of their death ! All beyond that circle is 
darkness I Their field of thought is as exactly meaaured 
off to them, and just as legally bequeathed to them, &.S 

their farms. They received them both by inheritance. 
For the one they never LABORED, and for the other they 
never THOUGHT I And they never questioned the TRUTH 

of the one, any more than they did their t.itle to the 
other! 

But surely the French Committee did not dE.my the 
truth of the experiments produced, nor pronounce them 
"HUMBUG AND COLJ.USION." They simply decided that the 
e\·idence adduced was not sufficient to prove that the 
magnetic state was caused by a FLUID proceeding from 
the magnetizer. They attributed the singular effects 
~hey witnessed to the power of the imagination. But it 
will also be remembered, that this committee were not 
all agreed, and hence appeared the remonstrance of the 
minority, which it would be well for modern sceptics to 
read, side by side with the report. 

Many sceptics have been obliged, like the French 
Contmittec, to admit certain results as being truly won
tierful, and, like them, attribute it to the force of the 
imagination. But to believe that the imagination ~an 
bring human beings into a state where limbs can be am
putated, tumors cut out, teeth extr'lcted, and br<'ken 
bones set, and the whole healed witnout experiencing 
one throb of pain-to believe, I say, that the imagina
ti'>ll can d<' all these wonders, in giving such boundlea 
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triumph over pain, requires a far greater stJetl'h of cre
dulity than to believe in the magnetic power ' Ana 
surely if the imagination possesses the wonderful charm 
to bring the nervous system into a condition where we 
can bid defian~e to pain, and gain a complete victory 
t•vet the whole frightful army of human woes, thoo surely 
the science js f!<}Ually important, possesses the sam!'! 
transcendent claims upon our benevolence, and the man 
who discovered that the imagination possessed this 
charm is worthy of the united thanks of all human-kind ; 
nod being dead, his Lones are worthy to repose with the 
great men of the universe. In this case it will only bt 
necessary to change Its name, and call h-TaB sCJBl'I'CI 
or TUB WOl'JDKai'UL POWU OP TBB HUJIAII IJIAOI'NA.TIO" 

ro CHARJI ALL PAIN. 

• 
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LECTURE VI. 

LA Dill AJID GENTLEMEN: In the first four lectures ! 
delivered of the Jlresent course, I brought forward the 
philosophy of Mesmerism, and flatter myself that I have 
not only succeeded in establishing it as a science, but 
have shown it to be one of transcendent interest to the 
human race. Here love and benevolence stretch out a 
healing hand over a world groaning and travailing in 
pain. Those groans, by that silken band, shall be 
hushed, and those pains be removed. There is a powei 
basined up in the fountains of the soul, that has long 
been dormant. But it is rousing up and stirring itself for 
some mighty action, and is already beginning to gush 
forth in healing streams on the world. This science is 
in its infancy, is imperfectly understood, but yet it 
P.rcathes the breath of mercy as a sovereign cure for 
nil human woes. 

In my last lecture, I answered several notes of 
inquiry, pointed out the dangers of 1\faJ!lletism. refutect 
several common objections in relation to its abuse11, 
noticed the utility of the science in performing painful 
wurgical operations, and. took a friendly glance at the 
conduct of men n justifying their scepticism by pleading 
the general isbUC of the Frer.ch Com-
mittee, and con upon the 
power of the 
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that much good will result from my labors to tl,e cause 
of benevolence and mercy. I am urged to repeat my 
course of lectures next week, but it will be out of my 
power to comply with this request at tha' time, but have 
consented to do so, week after next. As this will be 
my closing lecture for the present, I can render you no 
greater service than to show what connection this sub
ject has with divine revelativn. I am well aware that 
many will caJI me an enthusiast, and sneer at, and con 
demn me for thinking independently. But when the 
path of duty is plain, and when I am once satisfied of 
truth, I then go on, and reason, fearless of all conse
quences. Under such circumstances, I have nothing to 
do with the inquiry, what will men think of me 1 I care 
not what they think, and much less do I care what they 
~Jay. I suffer no man to in~ade the sanctuary of my 
civil and religious rights, and dictate to me how I shall 
think, or what I shall believe, or what I shall proclaim. 
( thercfot-e hold no one responsible for what I shall 
ad vance in this lecture, nor do I know as there is one, 
with whom I am connected, who will endorse my ideas .. 

I believe the doctrine of our Saviour to be a perfect 
doctrine, and exactly adapted to the bodies IU! well as 
to the souls of men. I believe that he is our example to 
follow, and as he went about doing good, healing sick
ness, and relieving distress of body, as well as preaching 
the gospel to heal the moral maladies of the soul, so it 
is our duty to do the same. It is, moreover, most evi 
dent that hit! doctrine, to the full extent he commanded 
his apostles to pr~ach it, was to go down to all subse· J# 

quent ages, so long as human b~ings should have a r 
habitation on earth. And our Raviour just as much f!Om· 
tnnndcd his npostles to heal the sick, as he did to preac~,_-....... 
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the gospel. Now I cannot believe tha. one naif of the 
power and mercy of his doctrine shonld cease with the 
min;stry of his apostles, and the other half continue. 1 
1annot believe that its healing efficacy, so far as the 
body is concerned, should cease, and what was applica
ble to the soul should continue. If this be so, then what 
a favored generation of Christians existed in that day 
so far, at least, as healing the body was concerned. It 
was said, in the apostolic age," Is any m~ sick, let him 
send for the elder11 of the church, and let them Jay their 
hands upon him and pray, and the sick shall recover." 
l believe this now, and so far as we have power and 
faith, it can be accomplished now as weii as ever. 

There is a difference between a miracle and a gift of 
healing. If an arm be palsied, we know that the diffi
culty exists in the brain, and that nothing more is neces
sary than to throw upon it a sufficient quantity of the 
nervous fluid to bring it into healthy action. Tha 
moment this is accomplished, the difficulty existing in 
the arm, which is but secondary, will be relieved. Tc;, 
restore this, would be a gift of healing, but not a 
miracle. What, then, would be a miracl11 f Answe' a 

amputate an arm, and then cause a new one to grow 
out. Though healing diseases is sometimes called a 
miracle, yet when speaking of them specifically, they 
are not so denominated. Paul says," God hath set some 
in the church ; first, apostles ; secondarily, prophets ; 
thirdly, teachers; after that, miracles, then gifts of beat
ings, helps, governments," etc. And there is not a 
.erap of evidence that these things were ever to cease 
while the generations of men endured. 

Now if our Saviour restored a palsied arm, thea there 
muat aomething have passed from him to the penot 
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healed, in perfect accordance with the principles cf nni· 
mal life. It must, therefore, in this case, have been the 
nervous fluid, as this was the only substance that could 
have restored this arm. 

It is undeniably true, that there was always some· 
thing passed fro,m our ~aviour, when he exercised the 
gift of healing, to the person whom he restored. In 
evidence of this, you will recollect, that on one occasion, 
when he was called to visit a sick person, a multitude 
followed after, and thronged him. As he passed by, a 
woman, who had been afflicted with an issue of blood 
lor twelve years, touched the hem of his garment, and 
was made whole. He turned himself around, and said; 
.. Who touched me 1" His disciples exclaimed," Master 
the multitude throng thee, and sayest thou, 'Who 
rouched me 1' But he perceived that virtue had ~one 
out of him." The word VIRTUE, in this instance, does 
not mean moral goodness. It means FORCE, POWER, 

EFFICACY ; the same as when we say a medicine has 
great vra·ruE in it. 

Our Saviour so lived, and breathed, and moved in the 
divine Being, that he became one in communication 
with him ; so that when the Father WILLED, he felt that 
will-He himself then willed, and it was accomplished. 
So, if any one bowed in reconciliation to God, ha 
became one with the Saviour, so that the Redeemer 
also, felt that one's will. Su,:h was the case of thia 
woman. She willed in faith to be healed. The Saviour 
felt that will--He willed, and it was done. Now every 
bcmg has power in proportion to the energy of his own 
will ; but the ener~y of the will, depends upon the 
intrinsic greatness of that being's m!nd. And as a 
mirncle i11 a lhing performeo hy the energy oi the will 
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so THAT mind must be great in powu and goodness 
that is capable of performing a miracle. ~ e sit down, 
and put forth the energy of a thousand wills, and at last 
produce but a small result. 

The apostolic power was far greater, and in the same 
ratio, their results were more splendid and glorious. 
But still they had not the power of Christ. The leper 
said, " Lord, if thou WILT, thou canst make me clean. 
Jesus stretched forth his hand, and touched him, and 
said, I WILL, be thou clean, and his leprosy was 
cleansed." By a word, he put to right disabled limbs, 
and drew back life and warm gushing health to their 
abode. He put forth a greater energy-and said to the 
winds and waves, Peace I be still ! His will fastened 
upon electricity in the heavens, equalized that fluid 
hushed the wind~, and calmed the waves. He opened 
the blind eye to the splendor of the noon-tide blaze, and 
Instantly penciled on its retina, the universe. He 
opened the deaf car, and poured into its once silent, but 
now vocal chambers, the harmony of rejoicing naturta 
He spoke, and the dead stirred in their graves, and roP 
up from their icy beds before him, and walked. Thu 
same drend voice shall speak with a living energy, that 
the very heavens shall hear, and the dead shall rise to 
die no more. and turn their eyes from the dark, ruinable 
wmb on the S(cnes of eternity I Mind and will in the 
Creater, still more increased, move unnumbered worlds. 
That same will, now infinite 'lnd immutable. puts forth 
creative energy. He 11pake, nnd it was done; He com· 
manded. and it stood fast; hid the measures thereof, 
and stretched the line upon it when the morning stars 
sung together, and nil the sons of God shouted for joy. 
Hence, everv grade of mind, iron· the humblest up te 
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apotttolic greatness; up to an6el and archangel, chJru. 
bim and seraphim; up to Jesus Christ, till it reach the 
infinite Jehovah, has power proportionate to its great· 
uess and goodness. Hence, it will be readily under
stood, that a miracle is nothing more than a result pro
Juced by mind itself, independent of all physical energy, 
except that one substance which is put into motion hy 
the living mind. 

It may perhaps be said, that the apostles were inspired 
to heal. and as we are not inspired, therefore we do not 
possess the gift to heal. On this principle I might 
reply, that the apostles were inspired to preach, and as 
we. are not inspired, therefore, we have no giti to 
preach I I grant that the apostles were inspired to 
preach and to heal, because it was not possible, that at 
the starting point, they had any other means for pre
paration. But now men preach, not by inspiration, but 
because they feel it to be their duty. So men must now 
heal because they feel it to be their duty. 

It is by no means to be expected that we can coma 
up, at once, to apostolic power. No; our faith is too 
weak. But let us bring up our children in the faith u 
we ought, and they will learn to mesmeri7.e as naturally 
as they learn to walk. Their concentrativeness will 
become largely developed. Their children will be born 
with more favorably developed heads, and become 
greater in goodness, until at length the whole apostolic 
p.>wer will return to the earth in all its primitive splen· 
dor. It is SPIRITUALISM, because it is the innate power 
o( tn6 living mind, executed through the agency of the 
will. It is that power which created worlds, for this 
was done by the will of God. It is that power by which 
worlds are governeJ. an<! ~Teatures nllf'd. for thil ;. .. 
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aJso done by Ute wilt ot God. It is thcLt power •, 
which we make impresaions reciproc:dly upon each 
oaber, for thu~ 11> 1J<Jne by the will of man. And lnstly, 
l is ., that power which shall awake the dead from 
dreamless slumber into thoughts of heaven," for this will 
be done by the will of God, and there is no medium, 
only electricity, through which he can come in contae1 
with his creatures. 

I will now bring forward a few cases from Scripture, 
to ahow that the living have been thrown into a singular 
slumber by the very presence of immortal beings. In· 
deed, there is scarcely an instance where angels have 
appeared to men, but what it has had this effect. I wili 
bring forward those that fint strike my mind, regardle.s! 
of their arrangement. 

It will be remembered, that when John the Revelator 
was in the isle of Patmos, he had this vision • tt And 
being turned, I saw seven golden candlesticks, aad in 
the midst of the seven candlesticks, one like unto ihe 
Son of man, clothed with a garment down to the foot, 
and girt about the paps with a golden girdle. His head 
and his hair were white like wool ; as white as snow, 
and his eyes were as a flame of fire ; and his feet like 
unto fine brass as if ~hey had been burned in a furnace, 
and his voice as the sound of many waters. And he 
had in his right hand seven stars, and out of his mouth 
went a sharp two-edged sword, and his countenance 
was as the sun shineth in his strength. And when J 
saw him I fell down at his feet as one that is dead! 
Here then, is a singular slumber approximatinb death. 

Our Saviour, on Moun' 
Tabor, t~ok him. For a 
moment be 
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and met Mosds and E!ias in glory. The sa<~red hi• 
torinn, in describing the scene, says, " And his fact did 
•hine as the sun, and his raiment becam~ shining, ex• 
ceeding white as snow, white as the light, sons no fuller 
on earth c-an white them, and there appeared unto them 
Moses and Elias talking with him. And Peter and them 
that were with him were heavy with sleep ; and Peter 
aaid, Lord, it is good for us to be here. Let us build 
here three tabema::les ; one for thee, one for Moses, 
an.l one for Elias; not knowing what he said." That ia, 
wnen he came out of this sleep he did not recollect 
what he had said. They were thrown into this state by 
the very preRence of these minds. 

Do you remember that after our Lord had eaten hts 
valedictory supper with his disciples, he went into thf' 
garden of Gethsemane, and commanded them to watch! 
He went a few steps from them and prayed in agony, 
and sweat as it were drops of blood falling to thu 
ground. The guardian angel of Jesus Christ appeared 
from heaven strengthening him. The apostles fell into 
a deep sleep. Though this was a scene of great interest 
to them, yet it seems that the preaence of this angel 
thus affected them. 

He was nailed to the cross between two malefacton, 
to darken his glory and blot his name. The Jews were 
his accusers, and the Romans his executionera. Hence, 
the world was combined againat him, while his owu 
disciples forsook him in that dark hour of peril. The 
universe thus combined against him, moekmg and de
riding him, and covering him with disgrace, even nature 
henelf stepped for-ward as it were, and with a mighty 
hand wiped off that disgrace, and sustained him in hi1 
majelty. The aun withdrew hil lisflt, rolled back hil 
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chanot, midnight darkness s?read her robe of sack 
cloth upon his brilliant disc, and hung the world in the 
dark shroud of mourning. Earthquakes awoke from 
their tartarean dens and thundered. The earth shook. 
the rocks rent, the graves opened, all nature r0used up 
and there brought to a centre all that is grand, awful. and 
sublime in her realms, as the magnanimous sufferer ex
pired! He was conveyed to his tomb, and Roman sol
diers were there stationed to guard it. Soldiers whost: 
business it was to die,-who had been t rought up in 
tented fields of war, and who had from childhood en
countered hardships and toils, fatigues and dangers. 
They were men, who had often bared their bosoms to 
the shafts of battle, and undismayed listeneJ to its stormy 
·mice, and who knew not what it was to quail beneath 
the glance 01 a mona. eye. Such men as these, were 
stationed to guard that tomb, and hold the Prince of Lif,. 
m death. But-

" An angel'• arm cau't aaatch him from the grue; 
Legions of angela cau't confine him there." 

On the morning C!f the third day, the last grand scen6 
m this interesting drama was opened. The guardian 
angel of Jesus Christ was once more dispatched from 
the eternal throne. He descended from heaven, and an 
earthquake shook ~reation. He approached the tomb 
of the Holy Sleeper, and stood before it. "He rolled 
back the stone from the door of the sepulchre and sat 
upon it. His countenance was like the lightning, and 
his raiment white as snow ; and for fear of him, the 
keepers did shake, and become as dead men I" 

What, I ask, was it that threw them into this slumber 
wttk feelings of a cold shuddering fear, so nigh ap
proac~UDt tbe dead l I answer, it was the WILL of tllif 
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angel, whose countecance was like the ligl.ming duu 
aunk them into a motionlesa sleep. It was his wtLL 

which struck the vibrations of teaor through the dark 
r.haml>ers of their souls, and withered them to the earth. 

1 should like to notice the circumstance of Paul being 
caught up into the third heavens-whether out of the 
body or in the body, he could not tell-of Peter falling 
into a trnnee when he went upon the house-top to pray, 
and of Zacharias being 11truck JI•·ITib in the temple; but 
time will not permiL 

I close, by returning my sincere thanks to the Modera
tors, for the good order they have preserved; to the 
various Committees, for their patient examinations and 
imr.drtial reports of the experimflnta performea ; and to 
the ladies and gentlemen, for their fait. ful attendance 
and respectful attention, and also for tht. good feelingt 
they have uniformly manifested towards the lecturer 
during the entire course, which ia now bro~ht Lo a 
t.rmination. 
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NOT&.-PllOX CJUNNING. 

" W a are created with a auaceptibility of pain. and 
ieVere pain. This is a part of our natur~. as truly u 
our susceptibility of enjoyment. God has implanted it, 
and has. thus opened :.0 the very centre of our being a 
fountain of suffering. We carry it within us, and caa 
no more escape it than we can our power of thought. 
We are apt to throw our pains on outward things u 
their causes. It is the fire, the sea, the sword, or human 
enmity, which gives us pain. But there is no pain in the 
fire or the sword, which passes thence into our souls. 
The pain begins and ends in the soul itself. Outward 
things are only the occastons. Even the body has no 
pain in it, which it infuses into the mind. Of itself, it is 
incapable of suffering. This hand may be cracked. 
crushed in the rack of the inquisitor, and that burnt in a 
slow lire ; but in these cases it is not the fibres, the 
blood-vessels, the bones of the hand which endure pain. 
These are merely connected, by the will of the Creator 
with the springs of pain in the soul. Here, here is the 
oul! origin and seat of suffering. If God ao willed, the 
gashing of the flesh with a knife, the piercing of tho 
heart with a dagger, might be the occasion of exquisito 
delight. We know that, in the heat of battle, a wound 
ia not felt, and that men, dyi!lg for their faith by instru
ments of torture, have expired with triumph on their lips. 
In these cases, the spring of suffering in the mind is not 
touched by the lacerations of the body, in consequence 
of the absorbing action of other principles of the soul. 
All suffering is to be traced to the susceplibility, theca
pacity of pain, which belongs to our nature, and which 
the Creator hu implanted ineradicably within -. • 
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PREF ACI. 

Ta11 work waa recently published in Lo•oo• under 
the following title : " SoHNOLISH All~ PsYCBEIIK, 
otherwise VITAL MAGNETISM or MESHJUUSM: oonsid
ered Physiologically and Philosophically : being the 
aubstance or lectures delivered under the auspices of 
the Bolton Mechanics' Institution ; with an Appendix. 
oontaining notes of Mesmeric and Psychical experi 
ence." 

We have taken the liberty to omit, in oar title, such 
terms aa may not be fully understood by all readers ; 
taking care, however, to make it equally appropriate. 

The J~ubject on which this work treats, is faat be
ooming or the most absorbing interest to oar people, 
and it gives us pleasure to place before the American 
public the oonclusiona or those who have penetrated 
most deeply into these supposed mysteries of nature. 

We look forward, hopefully, for the time when we 
may now those things which the world have alwa,.. 
" believed" to be truths. Nor is it POIIJBL& for .UY 

infiueDCe to LUOT the desires of the huma.it mind to in. 
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restigate, until it has penetrated every subject whiell 
oomes within the range o£ its comprehension. 

May this work go £orth to " open the eyea of the 
(spiritually) blind," and excite to further investigation 
and refiection those minds best capacitated to evolve 
" new light" on intellectual and spiritual vision. 

This is a progressive age, not only in moral Uld 
physical development, but in spiritual science. 

AJUJUc.ur PvJILI ...... 
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INTRODUCTION. 

1. Oa1 of the striking characteristics of the presem 
Jie, is the vast amount of knowledge respecting ex
ternal objects, which has been accumulated in a com
paratively short period. For within the compass of 
human life, 110 extensive has been the discovery of 
the physical properties of natural substances, that 
Chemistry, although of ancient date, m&y be consider
ed as a new science ; and Geology has opened a new 
world to human enquiry. While man has thus been 
permitted to increase his knowledge of the world with
out him, we might reasonably expect that some ad
ditional knowledge would be acquired of the world 
within him. That his knowledge would not be con
fined to the superstitions of the dark ages, or to the 
assumptions of self-constituted authority on the one 
hand ; nor to the barren negations of a sceptical philo
sophy on the other hand ; but that something real, 
positive, and satisfactory, should be learnt respecting 
his own constitution. For what knowledge- can be so 
interesting to man, as a knowledge of himself1 of the 
nature, powers, and capabilities of his own being. 

2. To every calm, and well-informed enquirer, it 
will, I think, be evident, that the remarkable pheno . 
mena of what it called Mesmerism-or, as it is ooa-

.. .: ...... Je .. 
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aidered tLat it may more properly be called-Pavcua 
11x, rightly interpreted, do afford us the means of 
acquiring a knowledge of the laws and nature of the 
psychical, or mental part of our being, as much tran. 
BCending what is commonly known, as the recent dis
coveries in magnetism and electricity exceed the ancient 
ideas of those natural powers ; and at the same time, 
they afford us the means of becoming better acquainted 
with the more abstruse points in our bodily organia. 
Qon also. 

8. The discoveries and doctrines of an enlightened 
physiology, teach us, that all the forms and forces of 
the entire universe are foimd in their highest _perfec
uon in the bodily form of man ; and that in him, as 
the Microcosm, or little world, is to be found all that 
.exists in the Macrocosm, or great world of the uni. 
verse. And as in the great world without us, the 
most astonishing and transforming powers are displayed 
by those subtle, imponderable, and invisible elements, 
which elude the most acute physical senses, even when 
aided by the highest artificial means ; so in the world 
within us, the most wonderful and unexpected powers 
are manifested by those psychical or mental operations, 
by which the laws and developments of the world of 
mind are capable of openly being displayed before our 
pnystca.l sight. ·~ 

4. But the curious and interesting phenomena dis
played by Mesmerism, instead of being calmly and 
carefully investigated by all enquiring minds, especially 
by those whose profession or fJursuits oug'ht to have 
interested them in the enquiry, have, in too many in. 
ltances, been scornfully and contemptuously neglected. 



• 
Au,huity, instead of lending its aid to elicit the truth, 
has rather scowled upon the attempt which haa beea 
made to lift the veil under which truth haa been COD 

cealed; and in some cases, haa misrepresented the 
character and intentions of those, who, at any ooat, 
were determined to seek her for themselves. It ia 
possible indeed, that the very remarkable results said 
to flow from the enquiry-results, so dift'erent to the 
expectations and idea.s of a materializing age, and in 
eome respects, disclosing matters which seem to clasl 
with established opinion&-may have been the reason, 
for this unfair, and certainly unphilosophical mode of 
proceeding. But, granting that the most astounding 
statements made by mesmeric experiments are true, 
they are not, when properly considered, more wonderful 
than things now universally admitted as facta. Look 
at the wonder-working electric telegraph! The ele
ments on which that invention rests, must be as old ae 
the present order of things ; yet if any one in the mid
dle of the last century had ventured to assert that, by 
human ingenui~, electricity or magnetism could be 
made to transmit human thought with mathematical 
precision, and yet with the velocity of light, he would 
have been set down by the practical authorities of that 
age as a dreaming theorist, or an enthusiastic visionary. 
To u, however, the visionary theory bas become a 
reality ; and yet what magnetism or electricity rtoll, 
tlf't, is no more known to us than it was to our great
grandfathers. The truth is, the mode haa been elicited, 
by which certain comparative unknown medi1UD.8 may 
be practically applied to subserve the purposea of so
Ul life ; and herein, and for all practical purpoeee, 

t• 
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consists the Nejul dilcooery. If we shaD never know 
what magnetism and electricity m themselves reall1 
are, we certainly do know much of the mode by which 
their laws and powers may be developed and manifest 
ed : we have discovered a. mode of working mediuma 
altogether unknown to our ancestors. 

5. Just so, I apprehend, it is with the discoverie1 
of Mesmerism. Here is, in fact, a discovery of a new 
mode of working an old medium. That mind and mat
ter are both necessary to form the peculiar organism 
we call man, is no new doctrine ; but the true nature 
of the body, as the mind's medium or instrument, and 
of the necessary organization of that superior in
dwelling power-the soul or mind, which directs and 
controls the outward form, has been somewhat over
looked. Metaphysicians have studied mind irrespec
tive of form or matter; and some pbiloROphers would 
resolve all things into material operation, irre11pective 
of mind. I believe that fact and demonstrative evi
dence will prove both classes of philosop'bers to be 
wrong. From Divine Revelation we know that there 
is both spirit or mind, and matter; both a spiritual 
body and a natural body. These cardinal truths will 
be fuuwl to lie at the bottom of all mesmeric expe
rience, and from that experience, the a priori statement& 
of the Scriptures will receive abundant lOnfirmation. 
And we shall see that in our present state of existence, 
if we wish to study mind or spirit, we must study it .. 
manifest(d in its divinely appointed, and true corres 
pondent instrument, the material bodily organization. 

6. With some of the mind's operations, and tbt 
bodily functions ani sensations thence ensuing, we haft 

··· Go 1 ~ 
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become eo f'amiliar, that we scarcely ever stop to thiU 
of' the perpetual miracles involved in our daily expe. 
rience. Thus the great blessing' of sight involves, u 
we shall point out presently, a fact which all the 
philosophers that have ever lived have been unable to 
explain ! Yet when some manifestation of mind or 
spirit, which has hitherto eluded general notice, is 
brought before us, although it may not be more inex
plicable than natural sight, yet we are apt to deny 
the possibility of the declared manifestation, simply 
because we were not previously acquainted with it
apt to make our present standard of bowledge the 
measure by which all future acquisitions are to be 
estimated. Sometim,· ; o, we are told authoritatively, 
that it is impossible tor u~ to know any thing of mind 
or spirit. What, I ask, do we know of matter 1 
Simply some of its laws and properties; and from 
these we predicate its qualities. So it is with mind 
or spirit; Mesmerism, or more truly Psycheism, fur 
nishes us with a means of acquiring an experimental 
acquaintance with some of its most distinctive qualities 
-distinctive I mean with respect to the qualities of' 
inert matter. Whether we shall ever know what spirit 
()t what matter really is, remains for a higher stage of 
existence to determine. It is privilege enough to be 
enabled to know so~ething of the laws and propertiet 
of that higher and imperishable organism, to which oar 
oatward bodily organism is aubeenient. 
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ORIGIN OF MESMERISM. 

7. IN the records of past ages, we have m&ny state. 
menta of remarkable mental or psychical manifesta
tions, and also of tLe performance of extraordinar1 
.,urea, by mental or moral agency, which ignorance and 
superstition have ascribed to miracle or magic. And 
hence, cases resting on the best historical authority, 
have been doubted, and even denied in later times. 
Toward the close of the last century, the existence ot 
some of these powers was discovered, partly from acci
dent and partly from research ; and to the agency by 
which they were accomplished, the name of Animal 
Magnetism was applied by its modem discoverer-
Mesmer. This individual has been represented iD 
works of authority as an impostor and cheat, and u 
owing his celebrity entirely to the silly credulity of 
imaginative people. Few persons who have really 
taken the trouble to enquire into the matter, would 
now hazard such an assertion ; yet, whether from 
ignorance of the true cause of the phenomena he wit
nessed, or from a desire to mystify the snbject, it mud 
be admitted that he both did and said man7 tlaiJ9 
which justifi~ BUBpioion 

Di itizE vCoogk 
,.._.__,~ 



O&IGJN oJo· llriESMEatsll. 1& 

8. Anton Mesmer was born in 1784, at Mersburg, 
JD the shores of the La.ke of CoBStence ; and died in 
ois native place in 1815, at the advanced age of eighty
one. At the age of forty-two he took the degree of 
Doctor of Medicine, in the University of Vienna. He 
appears to ho.ve been a man of an imaginative cast of 
mind ; for the inaugural Thesis he published on ob
taining his degree, was " On the influence of the 
Planets on the Human Body." Such a mind, if likely 
to fall into many errors, was still open for the recep
tion of any new ideas which might present themselve-o1 ; 
and was not prone, as men of a more sceptical cast, w 
reject any new truth, because it did not harmonii;e 
with preconceived opinions. The then Professor (){ 
Astronomy, at Vienna, believed in the efficacy of the 
loadstone as a remedy in human disease ; and he had 
invented a peculiar form of magnetized steel plates, 
which, it is said, he applied to the cure of disease with 
much success. Mesmer obtained from the Astronomer, 
who was his personal friend, these magnets, and ap
plied them in his own way ; and it is said, with such 
s~ results, that he communicated them to the 
Astronomer, who published an account of them, but 
attributed the cures performed to the form of tlu 
plate1. '\nd merely represen~d Mesmer as a physician 
employed by him to use them. Mesmer, who had dis
covered the peculiar mode of using them to insure suo
ooss-that was, in fact, by manipulation~, now called 
P .&ss~ea-was indignant at this, and accused his friend 
of a violation of the confidence placed in him. The 
result was a controversy between the parties ; eaoh 
aocnaaina. the oth T. Notwithstanding this q11&1Tel, 
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Mesmer proceeded in his own way, and acquired COD· 

eiderable popularity. But, whether from indiscroti011 
on his part, or jealousy on the part of others, he wu 
opposed by the scientific authorities of Vienna, and 
was ultimately obliged to quit that city. 

9. In the year 1778, two years after obtaining hill 
degree, he arrived at Paris, whither hill popularity &p
peara to have precedod him ; for we are told, even by 
his enemies, that upon his opening public apartments 
m that gay metropolis, for the reception of patient-at 
they were speedily crowded by the numbers who daily 
resorted to them, including all classes, from the peer 
to the peasant; and that hundreds were ready to tes. 
tify to the cures wrought upon their own persons by 

·the Great Magnetizer. Now, making every allowance 
for imagination or fancy, striking results must have 
followed his treatment, or no such enthusiasm could 
have been raised in his behalf. A French physician 
became a disciple of Mesmer, and is said speedily to 
have acquired the best pmctice in Paris. So great, in 
fact, was Mesmer's success, that the French Govern
ment took up the matter, and offered him a latge an
nual income, if he would communicate his secret, and 
they appear to have thought so highly of the us:r. to 
which this new agent might be applied, that they ac
tually proposed to guarantee him a large sum, even if 
a commission appointed to examine the subject should 
make an unfavorable report! Mesmer, however, did 
not accede to the government proposal. After some 
time, and divers vic"ssitudes, the sum of .£14,000 waa 
n.iscd by his disciples, whom Le had instruc~ in hil 
an, but whom he did no' consider entitled to praoQof 
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OJUGIN OF MESMERISM. 

it publicly-a right which they considered themselvee 
to possess. Mesmer then returneol to his native place: 
6lld this bas been represented as "running away from 
his dupes ;" but it appears that he retained faith in 
J-.'s views, and in his last illness sought relief from hil 
.:-wn discovery. 

10. As Mesmer's discoveri98 arose out of the use 
of magnets, it is not surprising that he should consider 
Magnetism as the agent by which the effects he wit-
nessed were produced. He theref,lre taught that there 
was a fluid, or gas, uruvcrsally diffused, which inJluenced 
the earth, and planets, and all animated bodies, and 
this fluid he called" Animal Magnetism." He con
sidered that it was capable of healing diseases of the 
nerves immediately, and other ~eases mediately ; that 
it perfected the action of medicines, and tended to pro 
mote favorable crises in disease; and that in Animal 
Magnetism, nature presented a universal method of 
healing the diseases, and preserving the health of man
kind. The great end of Mesmer's proceedings, ap
pears, therefore, to have been U &E-the application of 
a remedy for human suffering ; and he does not appear 
to have been aware of the more curious, and distinctly 
psychical phenomena elicited by later enquirers. To 
the Marquis de Puysegur, a French nobleman, one of 
Mesmer's disciples, is attributed the discovery of the 
faculty called Clairvoyance, in the year 1784. 

11. For the sake of brevity, I omit describing Mes
mer's mode of operating, save that among other means 
for acting on his patients, he had a sort of box, filled 
with iron filings and pounded glass, placed in the centre 
of tH room where they e.ssembled ; and that they eacb 
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were placed in eonneetioo with it, by meaoa « ~ 
metal roth, wiJieb they held in their bauds ; aDd the 
J*ienta were farther united and COillleC&ed by -
fll a chain encircling them. When the Freoch Co.. 
mileior.tera applied to tLi.a Lox the 1liRl&l testa for fl:r· 
rutriaJ magu•;ti;;m, awl fvu..ud DO indication or CJI'IL
oary magu•;tic inf!ut:ncc, tLt::y reported that the whole 
wu the work of imaginati<m, m~;-aningfancy; yet ad
mitting that enres were effL-ck·d. This CommiMion 
JeeJDJI to have boon Loth a prejudiced and unf'air ooe. 
The name of Dr. Franklin occurs among the Commis
sionera, but h~ was at the time unwell, and incapable 
or atwnding to the enquiry ; and while the public re-. 
pori oondemned Mesmer and hiB proceedings, ooe or 
the Commissioners, who bad paid the greatest auen
&ion to the prOCI'..edings, published a private or individ
ual report favorable to him. But in the year 1826, 
the French Government appointed a second Commis
sion, and their Report, published in 1881, fully admitB 
the truth of all the phenomena usually ascribed to An
imal Magnetism. However, our business ie not eo 
much with the opinions of Mesmer, or that or hie 
friends or enemies, as with that of the facta and phe
nomena associated with hie name. It was 80011 die
covered that the steel rods bad but little it any thing 
t1o do with the phenomena produced ; but the name of 
Animal Magnetism continued to be used, and ie still 
ued on the Continent, and by this name the practice 
was introduced into England a few years ago. But 
the English enquirers into this remarkable human fao
alty, finding that the use or a name, which implied 
&ht uistence of a fluid which oould not be clemoD. 



PBUOIIElfA1 LTC. OF HESIIBK.I8JI. 11 

IRated to the senses, was frequently turned into &D 

argument against facts which admitted of' complete 
demonstration, adopted out of respect to the memory 
of Mesmer, and to avoid the appearance of' the adop
tion of any theory of their own, the name of Mzsan:a. 
Jsx ; just as Magnetism is applied to the properties 
of the loadstone, from Magnes, the ancient reputed 
discoverer of its powers, or Galvanism, to the dis
coveries of Galvani. We therefore proceed to notice 
the facta and phenomena associated with the names of 
Mesmerism, or Animal Magnetism, and shall endeavor 
to ascertain the Laws and Causes to which theee phe. 
nomena may be referred. 

PHENOMENA AND PHYSIOLOGY OF 
MESMERISM. 

12. There are several stages or degrees of what iJ 
called Mesmeric Infiuence; or, in other words, the 
Mesmeric or Psychic State, involves a variety of statu, 
having one common character, but presenting widely 
differing phenomena. Thus, there is simple Mesmeric 
DaowsiNEss or SLEEP ; CoxA, or more profound 
sleep ; INsENSIBILITY TO PAIN ; this, I believe, only 
occurs when the Mesmeric Coma is fully established, 
and most of the external senses, together· with the 
proper consciousness of external objects is rendered Jor
mant ; and the internal faculty of imagm.'tion is calleo 
mto activity, without the gnidance of' true reason. 
PBUTAIT, cr that state in which the MesJ\1.~ 
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occupies the greater part of the cranium, or sJmll, ii 
called the CE&EBRUM. The smaller portion is situated 
in the ~der part of the head, just above the spinal 
marrow, and is called the CEREBELLUM-a word mean
ing "the little brain." The cerebrum is lateraJly 
divided into halves, called hemispheres, and also illtO 
smaller divisions, called lobes. The interior portion is 
made up of various cavities, and delicately-arranged 
.,,inute fibres, which commence in extremely minute 
bodies, called cortical glands, which every where oc
cupy the surface of the Cerebrum ; some of these fibres 
afterwards converge to form the spinal marrow. The 
surface of the cerebrum is also every where disposed 
in wavy furrows, not unlike the folds of the intestines. 
But the cerebellum, not only differs in size and situa
tion, but also, in exterior and interior form; for the 
exterior, instead of the wavy folds, is arranged in what 
arc called lamina, or plates ; and the interior has an ar
borescent or tree-like appearance--so much so, that it 
is called arbor vitro, the tree of life. Now, viewing 
man as formed according to the Infinite Wisdom and 
perfect order of a Divine Creator, we must expect to 
find consummate order and design within him, and that 
every organ of his body should be formed for some spe
cific and determinate Use ; for UsE is tht> great end 
of all the Creator's opel ations. Hence we may conclude 
that each of these brains has its own specific use, and 
such we find to be the case ; and I will endeavor to 
point out such of those uses as bear upon the subject 
we are now considering-my object at present being, 
not to present you with a full view of the physiology of 
\he huma.r: bralli, but 
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necessary to be known in qrder to comprehend the phe
nomena of Mesmerism. 

14. On the base, or lower part of the cerebrum, are 
found various nerves, which may .be easily seen in any 
good anatomical engraving. Thus in front are found 
the bulbs of the olfactory nerves, or nerves of smell, 
which, to use a familiar phrase, grow out of the base 
of the cerebrum, and expand towards the forehead, and 
from these bulbs a multitude of filaments depend, which 
are spread out on the delicate membrane in the upper 
part of the nose. The optic nerves, or nerves of sight, 
also issue from the under part of the cerebrum, then 
a.pproach each other and form a union, called the com
missure ; they then separate, and proceed in the form 
of a round white cord to the ball of each eye, which 
they enter behind, and then spread out to form the 
delicate nervous expansion called the retina. The 
nerves which move the eyes and eyelids, also issue from 
the base of the cerebrum. There are also other nerves 
arising from different portions of the cerebl"lun ; but 
except those by which sensation is experienced, they 
have no particular reference to the phenomena of Mes
merism. There are other important nerves which arise 
within the cranium, but not from the cerebrum, and 
in respect to mesmeric phenomena, tho chief are tho 
seventh and eighth pairs, which arise from the cere
bellUin, and the great sympathetic nerves, which, by 
means of the eighth pair of nen·es, are also connected 
with the lesser brain. It is also v;orthy of notice, thai 
all the nerves of the cerebrum issue from its base, thus 
leaving the fibrous and cortical portions free; and by 
\his means the General Seuorium is placed in t. re-
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pon above the ministering nerves, and thus, as it were, 
midway between the mind and outward nature. 

15. Now it is essentially necessary to be known, in 
order to form any correct idea of the physiological 
phenomena of Mesmerism, that all the nerves of the 
body, innumerable as they may appear to be, arise 
either directly or indirectll from the cerebrum or cere
bellum ; but in speaking of the origin of the nerves, 
my remarks have no reference to their development in 
the embryo, but to their situation and use in the per
fect organism. And also, that whatever may be the 
JHiretalal cluJracter, so to speak, of any nerve, that 
character it preserves to its termination, however cir
cuitous its course may be, and however its filamen' 
may be mixed up with filaments of nerves of another 
order, so as to form a compouR.d nerve. This is one 

. of those traits of Divine simplicity which are so mani 
fest in the Animal Economy. Now all the nerves by 
which we feel or act-that is, all what are ea.Iled the 
vohmtary and sensory nerves, may be said to arise, 
either directly from this larger portion of the entire 
brain, called the cerebrum, or indirectly from it, by 
means of tlw spinal marrow--which may be considered 
as a continuation of the cerebrum in the body. The 
SPINAL MARRow is composed of three tlistinct col
umns-the anterior, or front colmnn, being formed of 
what are styled mn!or nrrm's; tl1at. i~, nerves that are 
concerned in voluntary motion. The po;:terior column, 
or hiuder part, of nrrvrs of sensation; and the middle 
part of the column conta ius the roots of the nRrve.• of 
respiration. If tl1c brain is attentively <:xamined, por
~0118 of nervous fibres ma.y be seen pass~ by and 

....... 
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Uu'Ough other nervous portions, and yet having no COD 

nection with them. Thus, portions of the motor fibra1 
of the cerebrum, may be traced under the arch of the 
optic nerves, and through that appendage of the cere. 
bellum called the Bridge of V arolius ; and yet they art 

uninfluenced by the cerebellum, but preserve their cere
bral character, and pass intact and directly into the 
fore part of the spinal marrow ; and portions of •ea
•ory fibres may be traced in the same manner going by 
and through nervous substances of another character 
without losing their own specific character, and then 
passing into the hinder part of the spinal column. 
Now it is by this mode of arrangement, that the true 
character of the nerves at their origin is preserved to 
Uieir extremities; and so carefully is this distinction 
preserved, that even if filaments of motor or semor!i 
nerves appear to be united in one cord, yet each ordet 
of filaments retains its original character. If I ra.ist 
my arm, l do eo by muscular power, communicated b) 
nerves having their true origin in the cerebrum; the 
same may be said of walking, or of any other action 
under the control of the will. All these voluntary and 
external actions, are done by and through the medium 
of the cerebrum. Thus one great use of the cerebrum, 
is to originate and control the voluntary and sensory 
nerves; it is thus the soul's medium for external 
knowledge and volunt&ry action-the great organ of 
what is called .IJ.nimal Life. Hence pressnre on the 
cerebrum, by paralyzing its action, instantly suspends 
alJ eens&tion and capability of motion. 

16. But the office of the CEaEBELLux, the smaller, 
llld curiously organized portion of the entire brain if 
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of &£Other kind. This is the great organ or fountain 
of organic life ; that is, of the life of the internal or
gans of the body, and of the involuntary motions: 
the pulsations of the heart ; the circulation of the 
blood; the digestive actions of the stomach and bowels; 
the action of the reproductive organs ; in a. word, of 
the thousand functions performing within us, and ove1 
which our will has no control. All these intern41 
functions are under the direction and control of nerves 
proceeding directly or indirectly from the cerebellum 
or its appendages; and this chiefly, by the aid of the 
lp"e&t sympathetic nerves, and the eighth pair already 
.Iluded to. 

17. The eighth pair of cranial nerves, called also 
Ute par vagum, arises from the cerebellum, and its 
connections, and gives ofT numerous branches which 
ramify plentifully on the stomach and lungs, and in 
fact are continued to nearly all the viscera. The great 
sympathetic nerves differ from all the other nerves in 
the body, both in their arrangement and form: they 
are studded with small kernels called ganglia, or 
knots, into which, and out of which, numberless nerv
ous twigs have their entrance and exit; and in the 
neck, br some of these branches they are connected 
with the par vngum, nnd thus with the cerebellum. 
These two pairs of important nerves may be considered 
as forming th.e trunk of tl1e system of the cerebellum, 
just as the spinnl mnrrow forms the trunk of the sys
tem of the cerebrum. And to perfect the operation of 
the animal economy, twigs from each are united with 
each other ; and from the great sympathetic with aU 
~e llerves of ttc 1-oody. Now the existence, and fMf. 
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riad fonetU>ns of these two brains, and the systeiDS of 
nerves depending on them, must be carefully remem. 
bered, if we would understand the phenomena of Som
nolism, or ordinary Mesmerism. And to enable you 
to comprehend the phys-Wlogy of this wonderful dis
covery, I will, as the first step, point out the principal 
difference between a state of wakefulness and sleep_ 
and the immediate phylical cause of this difference. 

18. During wakefulness, both brains are more or 
less in a state of activity ; but of the action of the 
larger portion-that is of the cerebrum-we are eon
scions, so that our wil~ bears rule in the animal 
economy, and the sensory nerves convey to the sen. 
sorium within the cerebrum, the various impressions 
made by outward objects. But when sleep seals UJ 
the eyelids the activity of the cerebrum ceases, and 
hence we become insensible to outward things; and 
then nature, or the involuntary portion of our nervous 
centre-that is the Cerebellum, with its derivatives
has the entire control and direction of the animal king
dom. It is well known that "balmy sleep" is " tired 
nature's kind restorer," but it is not so generally known~ 
~hat one great reason for the refreshing and restorative 
nature of sleep consists in the complete suspension of 
the faculties of the cerebrum, and the operations of 
nature being carried on by the cerebellum, without any 
of those manifold disturbing causes which arise from 
our voluntary and conscious activities. The cerebrum 
is composed, as I have already observed, of innumer ... 
able fibres, originating in little lobules or glands. I~ 
the active state of this portion of the entire brain, or ~ 
9ther words. in the wakeful state, these fibres are erect; . . . . 
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and, witL their lobules 01 glands, point towards che Gl· 

cumference of the cranium, and there is a capability of 
moving them either singly, or in greater ·or leuet 
groups ; and hence arises the power of the will to ex
ercise such an nnmense variety of muscular actiooa, 
and the rapidity and delicacy with which the behesta 
of the will are transmitted by the nerves. In a state 

• of inactivity or sleep, the fibres collapse, or fall to
gether, and hence the capability of this individual ac
tion ceases, and a more general or combined actioa 
only remains possible. This general or combirae4 
actien is similar to the true natural action of the cere. 
bellum, which, from its peculiar organization, is in
capable of the individual action which distinguishe~ 
the cerebrum. But with the cessation of individual 
or separate action in the cerebrum, all ordinary sen
sation cea~es ; and hence the unconsciousness of a state 
of sound sleep. 

19. Another physical cause for the state of in
sensibility in ~;Jeep is, that by the collapse, or falling 
together of the fibres of the cerebrum, the blood is pre
vented from entering the finer channels of the brain, 
but courses along the pia mater, or membrane invest
ing the brain. This is occasioned by a law generall1 
overlooked, namrly, that tlte hrain has an automatir 
mavement of its owa; synchronous, not with the action 
of the heart, hnt with the respiration of the lungs; 
and on this account the brain has the control of the 
blood circulating within its substance, independant of 
the action of the heart. Hence the vertebral and 
carotid arteries which supply the blood to the brain, 
bav11 ~ peculiar erratic course, more so than any odlcr 
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arterial trunks; and every mechanical precaution ill 
taken to impede the propulsive force of the heart, ao 
that the brain may imbibe or reject the vital and stim
ulating fluid just according to the state induced upon 
it. Whatever, therefore, induces a change in the ~tate 
of the fibres and cortical glands of the cerebl'UID.t 
changes the state of its automatic action, and thence 
produces either somnolency or wakefulness. 

20. Now let us . apply these anatomical and physio
logical facts to the illustration of mesmeric phenomena, 
and I think we shall be able to understand something 
of the mode by which they are produced, that we shall 
find ourselves in possession of the true key to unlock 
these generally considered mysteries. But first I will 
briefly describe the most usual manifestations. 

21. The simplest visible state is that called mes
meric sleep. This I have induced both by the ordinary 
method, and also by Dr. Braid's mode of making the 
patient steadfastly gaze upon some small fixed objeet, 
called by him Hypnotizing; but I consider the mes
meric mode the best way, where the patient is suscept
ible of its influence, and by it, and, as far as my pre
sent experience goes, by it only, can the higher 
developmen~ be produced. Whatever the mode of 
operating employed, the primary effeet is on the state 
of the cerebrum, which, by modifying the circulation 
of its blood, collapses in various degrees, and thus as
sumes the somnolent state. But in using the ordinary 
mesmeric mode, I altogether discard those formal and ) 
mystic modes of proceeding sometimes practised and 1 

reeommended by some writers on Animal Magnetism. / 
I have reason to believe, as I shall point out in the 
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aequel, that mind is the grand agent in a!l reall1 
mesmeric. phenomena, and the manipulations are merely 
ao many means of fixing mental action. My nsual 
mode of proceeding is simply to place the subjoots or 
patients in a sitting posture, and take both their hands 
in my left hand, and then place my right band on their 
head. Where there is any degree of mesmeric sen. 
sibility, this is the best' and most gentle mode of pro
ceeding ; but in more difficult cases, the desired effect 

\ 

may be sooner produced by gentle passes, made from 
the crown of the head over the forehead downwards, 
or, in some cases, by making the passes over the entire 
head backwards. In this simple mesmeric sleep, just 
.a in ordinary sleep, we find different degrees of auund. 
ness. Some persons merely feel a little drowsiness ; 
others find it impossible to open the eyelids, an\l yet 
are perfectly conscious, and, in other respects, awq,ke. 
Other persons of greater susceptibility, either the result 
of continued experiment, or peculiar nervous tempera
ment, proceed quickly into a sound sleep, or, as I pro
pose to call it, SoMNOLISM. This state may quickly 
pass into one having all the characteristics of som
nambulism, or what is commonly called sleep-walking; 
in fact, I can see no difference between this state all~~ 
natural somnambulism, except that the l&.tter is the 
result of spontaneous natural causes, while the former 
is the direct result of human agency. I have also 
-eason to believe that natural somnambulists will make 
the best mesmeric subjects. 

22. The induction of the true somnolent state, is all 
that is required ·to produce the curious and manifold 
phenomena of mesmerism, save and except the higher 
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stages of cerebral lucidity and clairvoyance. SoUle ot 
these states I will now proceed to notice ; and, first, 
INsENSIBILITY To LIGHT AND PAIN. If the eye of a 
patient in the somnolent state is examined, it will be 
generally found drawn upwards and inward8, and this, 
perhaps, in proportion to the complete development of 
the state; but it will exhibit little, if any, susceptibility 
to the influence of light. In fact, I have satisfied my
self, by repeated &Jld careful observation, that all ex
ternal vision is withdrawn. There is the perfect visual 
organ, but the party sees not. There is also the 
healthy skin, with ita infinitude of nervous papillae, 
but it exhibits r.o !!ign of feeling. The moat sensitive 
parts may be pinched, or pricked with needles or pins, 
but the patient will exhibit no consciousness of suffer· 
ing, or, in fact, of any kind of feeling, but will continue 
to converse with the mesmeriser or the experimenter 
without noticing in the least degree the apparently 
painful experiment to which he is being subjected. 
Nay, more, it is an undoubted fact, that the most 
severe surgical operations have been performed, both 
m this country and on the continent, without the patient 
evincing any susceptibility. I will mention one only, 
recorded in the French inedical journals, and also in 
the Penny CycloptEdia, under the article Somnambu
lism. An elderly French lady was the subject of cancer 
in the breast. Her physician was a practiser of mes
merism, and he had frequently employed that agency, 
1.0 ~'.Onjunction with other means, to abate, and, it 
possible, cur~ that dreadful malady. But he found 
that although he could always allay pain, and put the 
lady into a s~te of complete ease by mesmerising her. 
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rei the disease continued its ravages, and the only h.:Jpe 
waa in an operation-that is, by amputating the breast. 
When this only alternative was proposed to her in the 
wakeful or normal state, it -produced the most intense 
anguish and apprchensi8n ; but in the abnormal mes
meric state, she would calmly discuss the matter with 
her physician and friends. At last the operation was 
determined on, and Jules Colquet, the eminent Parisian 
surgeon, was chosen for the operator. The surgeon, 
in his narrative of the case, says that he found the lady 
seated in a chair, her eyes close-i as if in sleep, yet 
conversing with her physician, whO had, in fact, pu' 
her into the mesmeric or somnolent state some shon 
time before. She spoke calmly of the intended pro
l)eedings, removed her own w·ess to expose her bosom 
to the surgeon's knife, and during the operation, which 
lasted about a quarter of an hour, she conversed cheer
fully both with the surgeon and physician who was 
seated by her, and supported the arm on the diseased 
side, without exhibiting the slightest pain or conscious. 
ness of what was going on. The lady was then put to 
bed and carefully attended to, without being awaked 
from the mesmeric state. On the next day but or{e 
the first dressings were removed-usually a most pain
ful trial to the patient-the wound dressed again, and 
then, after the lapse of some hours, she was arousej, 
having been kept for more than two days in the som
nolent state. When awakened she was unconscious 
of all that had transpired since she was put into the 
sleep, more than two days before ! \Vhen she found 
that her breast had been removed, that the wound had 
~pin been dressed, and found herself surrounded bJ 
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anxious and sympathising relatives, her feelings may 
be better imagined than described ! But I will here 
make a cautionary remark. It must not be supposed 
that because persons in a state of somnolenc1 feel no 
pain, that, therefore, they will be unconscious of any 
injury inflicted on them in that state when they return 
to the normal condition; on the contrary, when they 
are aroused they will feel the effect of any injwy just • 
in proportion to its severity. Common humanity there-
fore requires, that ezperiments made to ascertain the 
state of the sensibility, should be such as onl1 to oc
casion transient pain. 

23. CATALEPsY, or rigidity of the muscles; Pa.ur
TASY; TaANSFER OF FEELING from the operator to 
the patient; and what is called MAGNETIC ATTRAC
TION.-These are all interesting displays of mesmeric; 
or rather psychic states, and will be better understood 
when we come to the consideration of the psy( hological 
part of our subject. The facili~y with wluch these 
states can be produced depends entirely on the sus
ceptibility of the subject. In the majority of cases, 
manipulations, actual contact, or audibly spoken words 
are necessary to produce the desired result; but in 
some cases the mere volition of the operator is sufficient. 
Thus in case of catalepsy, by merely dr&wing the hand 
over the patient's arm, that is, in mesmeric language, 
ma/ring passes from the shoulder towards the tips of 
the fingers, the muscles of the arms may be rendered 
perfectly rigid, so that by no effort of the patient could 
th(ly be put down, nor could & stranger render them flex
ible ; by the application of great force the shoulder joint 
ID&1 be moved, but u 10011 as the presaure ia removecl 
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awriser, or it may be, by a motion of his will, the 
mesmerised party finds it equally impossible to retain 
his hold. By a single pass or pressure, an individual 
may be rooted, as it were, by his feet to the floor, fixed 
immovable in his chair, or his hands fixed firmly to a 
wall or bench, or any other object. Some of these ex
periments are highly interesting and amusing, but the 
most wonderful, and apparently inexplicable, are but 
varied manifestations of the simplest forms of catalepsy 
and are, as we shall sec, explainable by the same sim 
pie law which n.lllo explains other phenomena. 

25. PHAJ.(TASY.-By this is meant such an actio• 
on the mind of the mc,omeriscd party, that the mere 
suggc:;ti~ns of the mcsmcriser-somctimes not audibl' 
expressed, but merely silt'ntly willed-are taken for 
realities. Thus a. hawlkcrchief may be thrown into 
the lap and silently wilbl to be a rabbit, a guinea-pig, 
a child, or even any di:<agreenblc object, as a snake, or 
other reptile; and upon din'cting the attention to the 
object, as by simply asking " \Vhat have you got in 
your lap?" the action an< I language soon evince that 
it is considered to be jn:<t the object the operator wil/1 
it to be ; nor can the subject conceive it to be anything 
else, or divest himself of the Phantasy. The effects 
of this mere imaginative action will generally be more 
strikingly displayed by touching such of the phreno
logical organs as have an affinity with the sentiment or 
feeling intended to be produced. Thus philoprogeni
tiveness and benevolence, in case an infant or an in
offensive animal is suggested; and cautiousness, in 
suggesting the idea of a snake, or other disagreeable 
objects. Again, an empty glass may be offered, ud 
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by stating it. to contain strong hot brandy and water, 
the same coughing and difficulty of swallowing will be 
produced as would follow the attempt to swallow such 
a liquid by a child, or a person wholly unaccustomed to 
it. Then, by taking the glass away and immediately 
presenting it again, saying that it contains cold water, 
but care must be taken lest it cause tootha.che, im· 
mediately all the effects of an intense cold draught will 
t:: ::!lanifested. Once a mesmeric subject asked me for -
a particular drink ; I presented an empty glass and 
silently willed it to be castor oil. No 11ooner had the 
glass touched tl1e lips than it was dashed away and 
broken to atoms, at the same time the party exclaim
ing, " Ah, it's so nasty!" Many more striking and 
inkresting experiments m:ty be exhibited, but they may 
be all referre<l to the same primary causes. 

26. TRANSFER oF STATE.-By this is meant that 
remarkable pl•enomena exhibited by good mesmeric 
subjects, in feeling wl1atever may be done 1A> the roes. 
meriscr as done to t!J('IIl~dvcs. This I have witnessed 
so often, auJ unJer such a variety of circumstances 88 

to admit of no <loubt as to its correctness. Thus, on 
one occasion, wl.ile lecturing, one of the audience, to 
test the matt~-r, came unawares and pricked my leg. 
I looked rouud for a moment with surprise and some 
little indignation, but by the time I comprehended the 
motive of the seeming offender, the mesmerised subjecs 
felt it, and screamed out loudly " that some one had 
pricked her leg," and pointlllg at the same time to the 
corresponding portion on her own leg which had been 
pricked in mine. At the same time a pin might have 
been thrust really into her leg without her evillcina 
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any consciousness. I have got individuals to tread o:r 
my toes, pull my hair, or pinch different parts of the 
body, and I have invariably found that with this sub
ject not many seconds would elapse before she would 
oomplain of exactly similar treatment, and refer the 
pain to the exact correspending part ; and sometimes I 
have experienced considerable difficulty in dispelling 
the illusion. These undoubted facts shed much ligM 
tn what may be called the highly spiritualized, or purely 
mental origin of some diseases, and will afford some clue 
lo the apparently miraculous manner in which some 
reculiar diseases have been removed. 

27. PHRENo-MEsMERISM.-This is the name usually 
&pplied to the manifestation of the phrenological senti
llents and feelings of a m<!smeric subject. It has been 
considered as affording a triumph to the materializing 
elass of phrenologists, and hence has been decried and 
11.ttempted to be set aside by the metaphysical spirit
Ul~lists. Possibly both classes of reasoners may be 
wrong. Certainly the mere placing of the finger of 
the operator on any part of the head, and it being fol
lowed by the manifestation of a sentiment or feeling 
proper to the organ said to be situated in the part 
touched, is no proof that such organ is real1y there ; 
because the idea of the feeling or sentiment is in the 
operator's mind, and the fact may be accounted for by 
mesmeric imaginative action and the transfer of feelings. 
Again, anatomy reveals nothing within the cranium 
analogous to the arbitrary divisions marked on phreno. 
logical busts. Besides, when we touch the head, the 
lkull prevents us ~ directl1 on the brain ; we OlllJ 
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excite the extremities of those cranial nerves whieb 
ramify in the scalp. On the other hand, the oppor
tunities I have had for acquiring experience enables me 
positively tc assert, that contAct with at least certain 
parts of the head will produce those feelings phreno
logically ascribed to those particular portions. Thus, 
for example, I have seen alimentiveness powerfully ex
cited in a mesmerised subject who, when left alone for 
a little while, necidentally reclin~d, so that a portion 
of the head where " alimentiveness" is situated was 
brought into contact with the edge of a table. Again, 
I have seen philoprogenitiveness excited by a subject 
accidentally rubbing the occipital portion of the head 
against a high-backed chair-not to mention other in
stances. But tltis apparent proof of the material view 
of the question is not the whole one ; for I have seen 
some of the phrenological sentiments excited without 
touching the head ! Thus, upon simply taking the 
hand and silently thinking reverently of the Deity, the 
mesmerised subject has fallen down on the knees and 
manifested the most profound veneration. On other 
occasions, when more than one subject had been mes
merised, on touching the " organs" on the head of 
one, the other, without any touch or connection, or 
any knowledge of any action, would instantly manifest 
the sentiment. Upon the whole, I think the real evi
ience afforded by mesmerism is favorable to phrenology; 
but I am far from thinking that the evidence properly 
itakrpreted necessarily leads to that sort of materialism 
which is, by many persons, associated with phrenological 
cJootrines. The braii:. is undoubtedly the mind's orpn 1 
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&his position remains, whether we suppose the mind 
asea the whole brain in every mental action or only an 
appropriate part. 

28. It has been said that phreno-mesmerism is the 
result of electrical actitn, and that, in fact, all mes
meric action is but an electrical phenomen&-the oper
ator being positively electrified, the patient negatively 
so. For this, I believe, there is no evidence whatever. 
It is true that electricity may be made to stimulatl 
certain vital actions, but it is admitted by the best 
physiologists that there is no identity between them. 
I have carefully experimented, and cannot find that 
there is any perceptible difference between the electrical 
and magnetic state of the mesmerised subject and that 
of the operator, where, according to electrical theory, 
the greatest difference ought to be manifested. What
ever name or cause may be assigned to mesmeric agency 

. it is undoubtedly a vital one. It is true, as I observed 
at the out.~ct, that within the living organism are col
lated all the powers of the universe; but they are in 
the organism in its own peculiar manner. The mag
netism and chemistry, the attractions and repulsions, 
and the other internal operations of the body, are not 
the magnetism and chemistry, the attractions and re-
pulsions of outward nature ; but they arc living actiom, 
anal~us to outward cosmical and terrestrial activities, 
but perfectly distinct from them, and existing in a de
gree altogether above them. They are, in fact, the 
antitypes of which tho types are found in outward . 
nature. 

29. With the exception of CER&BllAL LuctDITY1 

~tlc vision, as it is sometimes called, and Cum· 
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vov .A•c~:, the foregoing classification may be maJe .. 
embrace all ordinary mesmeric or somnolent pheoo. 
mena ; lucid and clairvoyant manifestations are so 
evidently qf a psychical nature, that before noticlna 
them, let us apply ourselves to the solution of the 
physiology of the states we have briefly described. 

30. We have seen that within the skull there are, 
·in reality, two Jistinct brains, although popularly called 
the brain ; tl1at there are two distinct systems of nerves 
connected with these two brains·; that by the larger 
brain, or cerebrum, aud its nerves, we feel, think, and 
act ; and that it is thus the soul's medium of conscious 
intercourse with the external world. That by the 
cerebellum, or little brain and its nerves, are directed 
and co11trollcd all tl~e involuntary and vegetative func
tions of our bodies; that the brain has an automatic, 
or in other words, an independent action of its own, 
by which it has tho control of the blood circulating 
within it, and that in the state of sleep the fibres of 
the cerebrum collapse or fall together, and the blood is 
prevented entering the finer channels and thereby 
stimulating the brain to activity, and that from this 
state of collapse and altered circulation of the blood 
arises the unconsciousness and insensibility of profound 
sleep. 

31. The true mesmeric action is, as will be presently 
shown, primarily and fundamentally of a psychological 
character, but it induces a peculiar physiological state. 
The direct effect of the passes, or whatever means 
are employed, is to produce a svmnolent state of the 
brain, in some respects resembling common slee~, but 
ira others widely differing from it. When the Wile 
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mesmeric, or rather psychical, relation between the 
operator and his subject is established, the cerebrum of 
the latter is rendered dormant, the cerebellum and its 
dependencies alone preserving their normal state. In 
the first place all consciousness appears to be sus
pended, but by degrees an inner consciousness, similar 
to the consciousness of dreaming is Mvakened, and from 
this inner consciousness the somnollied person speaks 
and acts. The optic nerves and the other nerves of 
the eye belong to the cerebrum, hence one of the first 
tfisible effect.' of mesmeric influence is an inability to 
open the eyelids, although the eyeball may be as yet 
uninfluenced;· but as the somnolent state continues, the 
optic nerves, or nerves of sight contract, and the ball 
of the eye rolls upwards, and-all power and perception 
of vision is withdrawn. Then, as observed, with the in
crease of the somnolency the fountain-he:ul of all the other 
sensory nerves becomes dormant, and that of the motory 
too, in a partial degree. The sensorium being by this 
change in the internal state of the cerebrum removed 
from its connection with the external world, all sense 
of pain is of course absent ; and hence the seeming 
mysterious phenomenon of a person conversing with an
other and yet being unconscious of feeling, .s at once 
solved by a knowledge of the simple fact, that the state 
of the cerebrum is changed by the somnolent influence, 
and an i1aner consciousness awakened. 

32. Another physiological state., arising also prim
arily from a psychological cause, is now perceptible , 
for although the operator and his subject or subjects 
are of course two or more persons, yet, in respect to 
welwal action, or more distinctly, in ~ to ~ 
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action of the cerebrum, tl1ey are ONE. In each penom 
the cerebellum and itil system of nerves is in the normal 
condition, but there is only one nonr.a.l and active ewe. 
brum, namely, that of the mesmeriser or operator 
Hence, however many rua.y be the subje~t.s, if they have 
all been mesmcriseu by the same opcwator, and are all 
fully su::;ceptible of the somnolent influence, they are all 
so intimately, interiorly blended with him, that the ab
sence of their own external cerebral consciousness causes 
them to feel l1is cerebral consciousness as their own. 
Here then we discover the physiological reason for the 
strange aml anomalous states exhibited. Thus, in cues 
of phantasy, the idea existiJJg externally in the cere
brum of the mcsmcriser is, when willed by him, pc.'r
ceived by tbe subject as if existiug in his or her cere
brum. So also in ca.~cs of catalepsy, tl1e somnolency 
of tlH~ subjt·ct's cerebrum permits those muscles which 
arc iuflucncrcl by the voluutary ncn'es to be actuatea 
by the will of the op0rator's cerc·brum. Hence, in the 
best eases, the silent operation of the mesmeriser's will, 
that is, of the power of his cerebrum, is sufficient to 
throw tlJC suhjcct into a state of statue-like rigidity; 
bnt generally it requires the aid of passes, which de
tennille more cflicadou,.;ly the downward nervous cur
rents. Hence, also, any pain inflicted on the operator, 
which, of cour:;e, he feels in the sensorium connected 
with the origin of tl1e sc·nsory nerves, is felt as if the 
impression was made on tlte crrcLrum of the subject. 

33. But we shall generally find that although sight 
and fcding are withdrawn the subject retains a perfect 
capability of HEARING. He may sometimes be so in
wawn as to eYince no perception of sound, similar, • 
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this respect, to a person engaged in deep thought ; but 
by patiently persevering until the attention is excite~ 
:>r the desire of the operator is felt, we shall generally 
be able to demonstrate that the sense of hearing re
mains. Y ct by no means can si fJht and feeling be 
restored except by partially or who!~ dcmcsmerising 
the subject. This fact may be thought to militate 
against the theory of cerebral action I am endeavoring 
to inculcate, but it in reality tend:; to confirm i~-fcr 
the nerve of hearing, which is a portion of the seventh 
pair of cranial nerves, has its roots in what is called 
the corpora restiformia, which is directly connected 
with the cerebellum. Sight is solely under the direc
tion of the cerebrum, and we ca.n exert that faculty or 
not at our pleasure, but we cannot help hearing if we 
are within the influence of sound, that is, by no organ
ism connected with our cars can we shut out sounll. 
The cars cf a prr:;on in deep slrt>p are still open to tl:. A 

modulations of the air, on which sound depends; but 
the dormant state of the cerebrum prevents the con
scious perception of sound, unlc:ss it is so loud as to 
produce that state of partial wakefulness on which 
dreaming depends ; and the mcsmer:iscd party is con
scious of sound, because, as we have already observed, 
the state of inner consciousnc!;s is in some respects 
!inalogous to the state of dreaming. But hearing is not 
80 entirely dependent on the cerebellum as the internal 
involuntary functions, but is somewhat of a mixed 
nature, like the fu.::~ctions of respiration. 

84. Here then is the whole pkys-Wlogy of the mea 
meric or somnolent state, and the reason for the seem
lag mystery and contnriety to our uval feelinp ul 
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tomm01& experience. The cerebrum cC the subject i.e 
dormant, the cerebellum continues its normal state 
of activity, while, from the peculiar relationship of the 
parties, to which we shall presently allude, the cere
brum of the operator dominates over hia subject, and 
is, in a degree, the common cerebrum of both parties. 

PHILOSOPHY AND PSYCHOLOGY OF 
MESMERISM. 

85. CLAIRVOY ANCE.-Of all the extraordinary ph& 
nomena of mesmerism, none appear to stagger th• 
general belief more than the different manifestations of 
cl&irvoyance or magnetic vision, or to speak more truly 
and plainly, the internal sight of the soul. To say 
that a person can see without the aid of the eye, or by 
any other means than light entering into the pupil of 
the eye in the usual manner, seems like uttering an 
absurdity, or declaring the possibility of an impossi
bility. Yet, strange as it may sound to those who 
have had no experience in this matter, there is no 
mesmeric phenomena more capable of positive proof, 
provided the necessary care be taken in making the 
experiment, and the subject be placed in proper cir
cumstances ; and I trust this evening to afford you 
ocular demonstration of the fact. 

86. But before proceeding further, I wish that it may 
Le distinctly impressed upon you, that when we cat&o 
r.n, examine- the ey9 and the brain, we shall 1e1 
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re&SOn TA acknowledge that an internal functio'l ot 
sight, altnough remarkable aud unexpected, and gen. 
f'rally unknown, is not more difficult t<f explain than 
ordinary vision when thoroughly examined. On re
ferring to the human eye, or any correct representation 
of it, we shall find that it is a hollow ball, filled with 
three different kinds of fluids arranged in a determinate 
order. In front is a horny transparent Ien8, some. 
thing like a small v.atch-gla.ss, to admit the rayR of 
light; behind it is the small chamber containing the 
aqueous humor, then a hole, called the pupil, through 
the iris, to allow the rays of light fr~m different objects 
to pass into the interior parts of the eye, first passing 
through the crystal.Jine lens and through the vitreous 
humor, and then forming an image of the objcets OD 

tlte delicate membrane called the retina, which is spread 
out on the· back of' the eye. Now up to this point or
dinary vision may be explained on optical principles, 
and the eye shown to be the most perfect optical in
strument. But the moment we attempt to pass beyond 
the retina, science is at fault; no natural philosopher 
has been able to explain lww the optic nerve conveys 
the image to the brain ; we know that the mind is con
scious of the images formed on the retin~r, in more 
familiar language, of the things seen by the eyes-but 
in what manner an opaque nervous cord, differing in no 
essential particulars from other nervous cords, conveys 
that impression to the mind, we are entirely ignorant. 
Ordinary sight has, therefore, a psyclwlogical ban.
.ud this is admitted by the best physiologists. 

87. Clairvoyance, or internal sight, assumes the slt.mo 
B.a.srs necossa.~ to perft'Ct ordinary vision ; but .,. 1t 
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acts independently of the external visual organs-, so it 
is not trammelled by those natural laws to which they 
are necessarily subject. Thus by this internal sigh~ 
and by light issuing from withm, and not from withou~ 
as in common sight, thing:! may be seen which a.re out 
of the range of naturaJ sight, and altogether above ittt 
nature. For instance, our physic11J sight can see the 
remote starry orbs, plaeed at the distance of perhaps 
thousands of millions of miles, because t}ul undulations 
of light procet•ding from them in straight lines can im
oinge, or strike upon the retina of our eyes. Yet the 
,ntervention of any opaque body immediately shuts out 
the vision of the object, even if placed in close con
nection with us; so tlutt if our penetrating powers of 
iight were immensely increased, 1\·hethcr naturally or 
artificially, still the rotundity and opaeity of the earth 
would prevent us seeing beyond a certain dis.tance. But 
opacity is no barrier to internal sight; objects to which 
the mind is directed, either designedly or spontaneously, 
will be equally visible through doors and walls as if 
placed directly before the face. Nay, to the higher 
stages of clairvoyance there seems, comparatively speak
ing, no bouwls; for wlu;thcr the object sought be ia 
the same house, or town, or country, or across the 
br(\ad Atlantic, or still remoter Pacific oceans, it ape 
pears to be found and seen with equal facility, and t<. 
be equally ncar to tl1e internal perception of the truly 
clairvoyant individual. The human body is sren 88 

clearly, and its living actions described as plainly, as 
if the external aud internal parts were alike as -trans
parent as glass, and this also, without any bodily con 
aection, such u by bringing the clairvoyant and the 
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person to be described together, but, as I have proved, 
when more than one hundred miles have intervened be-
tween them. • 

38. But we have now arrived at a stage in our en
quiry where phy8iology ceases to afford us light; for 
physiology as such, that is, as the science of our outward 
living organism, knows nothing of an internal or super
solar light, or of sight that can penetrate alike through 
opague and transparent substances. To psychology 
and philosophy we must therefore look for aid in our 
endeavor to investigate the apparent mystery of this 
interesting subject. And I regret that the abstruse 
nature of the enquiry, the little that is generally known 
;n this b\-aneh of knowledge, together with the neees
eary brevity of popular lectures, will only permit me to 
present you with a sketch of the views opened to the 
eye of rational research. 

89. It is usual to represent man ag composed of 
mind and matter-SouL and body. Thi'!l is correct. 
And as we find that the body is not a mere simple un
compounded substancP., but a collection of innumerable 
parts and organs, so, by parity of reasoning, we may 
conclude, that the mind, or spiritual body, as the pa
rent and director of the natural body, cannot be thai 
simple entity, that abstract nothingness so generally 
represented by metaphysical writers ; but rather that 
the controller of the animal organism must be itself or
ganized according to the laws of its own peculiar nature, 
and capable of manifesting those laws, under certain 
circumstances, through those organs of the body, that 
is, of the brain and nervous system, which are united 
wiih it by t.he law of correspondent activity and coa-
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nection. St. Paul, therefore, spoke the languu.gf ol 
the profoundest philosophy, when he d ... -cla.red that there 
wece spiritual bodies and natural bodies, and that the 
natural body was the first in its development, anJ 
afterwards the spiritual body; and when, on another 
occasion, he defined the entire human organism, .o.s exist 
ing here, to be a compowul of" spirit, soul, and body,: 
in this respect giving his apostolic sanction to the doc 
trine of the ancient sages of Greece. The two first 
terms used by the apostle to describe the spiritual part 
of man, are, in the original Greek, Pneuma and 
Psyche, and the latter term, which in our version of 
the Scriptures is, in the passage alluded to, translated 
soul, is, by the Latin writers called the "animtu ;" 
and this term is always used to signify the animaliOtll, 
as distinguished from the pneuma, or more interior 
human spirit. 

40. And here it will be as well to observe, tut no 
truth is more evident to sound rational enquiry than 
that the Creator has given to every department of his 
"handy-work" a specific character, and that from the 
Creator to the lowest inert matter, there exists a chaUa 
of DEGREEs-and that each object of creation can only 
be well and truly studied by viewing it in its own de
gree, and comparing it with objects in another degree. 
But if we confound this distinction of degrees, we shall 
never arrive at a clear and satisfactory solution of many 
important facts. Each degree will be found to have 
laws or properties peculiar to itself, and if we transcend 
the degree of the object of our enquiry, by applying to 
it qualities or propertiC's belonging to anotht9r di'Jtinct 
tlesree, we may expect nothing but confusion and 11111 
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eery. Now, in our investigation of the nature of' m~ 
it is especially necessary not to overlook these dis. 
tinctioM. By no process can matter be sublimed into 
spirit; and spirit having, according to apostolic author
ity, and the general law of analogy observable in all 
things, its distinctions and degrees, the properties of 
the lower degree may not apply to a higher one. True 
philosophy also teaches, that if spirit in no degree is 
material, that is, does not possess those properties which 
we apply to ponderable matter, still it is no less on 
that account a truly real and substantial existenc&-
more truly substantial than the granite rock, because, 
more unchanging and more enduring. 

41. Now viewing the spiritual organism of man as 
consisting of two distinct degrees, called by the apostle 
the pneuma and psyche, or as possessing both a spirit. 
ual internal and external, together forming, while in 
this mortal life, the common internal of the natura.] 
organism, the PsYCHE or ANIMUS will be the connect
ing medium between the pure lmman spirit and the 
nervous system of the natural body. By its connec
tion, through correspondence and vital affinity, with the 
body, it is placed in relation with outward nature, while 
as a spiritual entity, and by its indissoluble union ~itb 
the higher spiritual principle, it bas, at the same time, 
immediate connection with the spirit-world ; and be
cause it is a subject of the laws, and possesses the 
properties of that world which have nothing in commoti 
with time, space, or common matter, it displays th'>se 
powers which can be explained by no merely natural 
or physiological knowledge, but which receive an easy, 
rational, and satisfactory ~lotion, when man is l"'allJ 
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soen to be that which revelation, philosophy, and tM 
Btatements of true clairvoyants declare that he is
namely~ a compound of spiritual and natural organisma 
intimately united by the exa.ctest correspondence or 
analogy. And that althJugh the lower, or natural or
ganism, cannot act without the continued influence or, 
the higher, or spiritual organism, nor can the spiritual 
organism be developed without the medium of the 
natural one, yet, when developed, the higher organism 
can act, not only by and through the lower organism, 
but even independently and when disconnected from it. 

i2. It is this psyche or animus-the external of tM 
1pirit-that, from all that I have yet learned on the sub
icct, I take to be the true scat of 'vhat is called mes
meric influence ; the' psyche, or animal soul of the 
operator, influences tlte same external spiritual organic 
principle in the subjef!t, and from the animus the in
fluence flows downH•ards, to use analogous natural 
terms, and thence affects the brain and nervous system 
-and hence I propose to call that part of mesmerism, 
which manife,.;ts mental and super-sensual phenomena, 
ry the name of PsYCHEISM, or, tlte Science of the SouJ 
as manifested in nature-while to the lower and phyb
ica.l stages, the name of SoM!\OLISM may be applied, 
as innicati\'e of its sleep-like and dream-like charaeter. 

43. Now as to the psyclwlogical change induced by 
mcsmerism.-It is a common law of our being that 
conscious perception should have its apparent seat in 
the ultimate, or extreme, of every development. Tho.s, 
although it is a well-established fact, that the sensorium 
is within the brain, and that if a sensory nerve be di
ri.led. no sen.satiC\u will be experienced, yet it is as' weU 
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known that if we prick a. finger, the pain will be (el& 
where the ,.ound is inflicted. So, notwithstanding the 
body feels anti acts by and through the !!pirit, our con
scious perception, in the usual normal condition, ill 
confined to the bodily organization-because, while in 
the present state, the body is the ultimate development 
of the spirit. When death severs the connection be
tween mind and body, the ultimate of the immortal 
man is the psyche or animus, and to it is transferred 
all conscious perceptions and sensations It is from 
this differing seat of the conscious perceptions that, in 
our ordinary state, we have no sensational knowledge 
of the spirit-world, or of its laws. But psycheism, 01 

the higher stage of mesmerism, may aptly be compared 
to partial death-for it is a. closing of the common ex
ternal of our being, a transfer of the sensational per
•::cptions from the ultimate of the body to the ultimate 
of the spirit-and thence, and simply from this trans
fer of ultimat~s, arises an awakening of the conscious 
sensational perception of the inner man, or spirit. All 
those apparently miraculous powers which we sometimes 
se~ displayed by good mesmeric subjects, are, in fact, 
but the result of the psyche or anim,us being so far set 
free from the bodily ultimate as to enable the spiritual 
body to act nearly, if not quite independently of the 
sensual organs, and by perc~ption, and in light from an 
inner world; but the connection of the mind and body 
is yet sufficient to enable the soul's sight and feeling to 
be maniiested to our physical· senses by and through 
the natural organization of a clairvoyant. 

44. From this transfer of consciousness and sensa. 
~onal pereeplion, we may a.l<~o account for the a.J)()JDa. 
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Ious, and often incongruous, statements and descriJ:tdOOI 
of clairvoyants. They forget much of that mode o( 

speaking of things which is common to odr external 
condition, but which, in itself, is often purely arbitrary 
and conventional ; and they speak according to their 
newly-awakened and uninformed consciousness. .A. 
we have to learn to talk, and even to see, or rather 
rightly to interpret what the eye reveals, so do clair· 
voyants require a continued exercise of their peculiar 
power to familiarize them with its use. 

45. We now proceed to explain the manner by which 
the influence of the operator is· brought to bear upon 
his subject, and that sometimes too, at considerable dis
tance ; for I have found a subject affected 'Jy my in 
fiuence, even when mcsmerising another party, at the 
distance of a mile--but this may be considered an un
usual case. It is a law of nature that all things should 
he surrounded by an effiuvium or sphere which emanates 
from them, and is always of the peculiar nature ot 
quality of the body from which it emanate's ; and thest 
efJluvia are regulated by certain definite laws. Thw 
the fragrance which surrounds the rose is the effiuvium 
or sphere emanating from it ; and this effiuvium, by 
being dissolved in the surrounding rerial atmosphere, 
becomes sensible to our organs of smell, and an idea of 
its existence and quality is then transmitted to our 
general sensorium. But there are effiuvia. of which we 
should for ever remain ignorant, did we not percei"N 
them ratirmally by theit EFFECTS. Thus around mag
netized and unmagnetized iron, an effiuvium or sphere 
prevails, of which, in their separated statE our senses 
pve us no evidence. ha.ve only to bring them 
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ill~ such proximity as to be within the injluetu:e of the 
la&O regu]ating the aetivity of their respective spheres, 
and their existence may then 'be instantly perceived in 
their mutual attraction and coherence. For it has been 
shown by one of the profo1mdest of philosophers, that 
these single spheres have the property of blending into 
one larger sphere, and that hence arises what is called 
magnetic attraction. 

46. One of the results of the higher stages of clair
voyance, or mdependent internal sight, is the know
ledge, that an eftluvium or sphere analogous to what· wt~ 
have alluded to, surrounds the mental organism or spirit
ual body of every individual. Following the general 
law of nature, this sphere possesses the peculiar mental 
qualities of the organism from which it emanates. And 
hence arises the repugnance which is felt to the society 
of some persons, and the pleasure which is experienced 
in the company of others ; and to it are referable all 
the remarkable instances or SYMPATHY and ANTIP
ATHY so frequently observed. But in these ordinary 
cases the active cause is latent or hidden ; yet in the 
higher mesmeric, or rather psychic state, it often be
comes sufficiently obvious even to our physical senses, 
for we may here see that, similar to what we have said · 
or terrestrial magnetism, there is an actual blending or • 
spheres. The magnet induces its state on the iron, so 
that it becomes magnetical ; and the operator induces his 
sphere on his patient or subject, so that the subject be
comes, as it were, one bcdy with himself-the egoism 
or self-conscbusness of the one b~ing blended with the 
egoilm or selt-consciousness of the other. 

47. Here then is the P'YcAologiul oaue lor the 

• 
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pny~iological state already mentioned. The thangt 
:>f state induced upon the animus of the subject is the 
vrimary cause of the change in- the condition of· ilia 
cerebrum ; the collapse of the cerebrum closes the ex. 
ternal consciousness, while the union of the spheres 
emanating from the animus of both operator and sub. 
ject, causes the latter to perceive, as in himself, what 
really is felt in the active cerebrum of the former. 
And this chauge,of state affords, I believe, the true 
psychological solution of the whole apparent mystery 
of catalepsy, phantasy, and many other curious mes. 
meric phenomena. As regards phreno-mesmerism, the 
arousing into activity one particular organ of the brain, 
as it would be called by one class of phrenologists, or 
faculty of the mind, as it would perhaps be called by 
another class, without the guidance, control, or balanc
iJ tg powers of the other organs or faculties, is a sufficient 
reason for the effects we see dio:;played. 

48. But although the transfer of consciousness, and 
the blending of the spheres of the operator and subject, 
will account for many curious and otherwise inexpli
cable phenomena, it docs not account for independent 
clairvoyance. Nor do I think it can be reasonably aC
counted for, but on the grounds already intimated
namely, the awakening of the sensational consciousness 
of the extern:>l of the immortal Lody, that is, of the 
psyche or animus. For I reject as purely hypothetical, 
altogether without evidc11ce, and contrary to established 
laws, that theory which woultl attempt to solve it by 
an imaginary change of poles, or the traufer of life 
from the animal to the organic system. Aooording to 
the latter theory. the lowest mo11usk ought te posaeu • 
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more extended and spiritual perception than man ; and 
man is to be spiritually elevated by being degraded to 
a level with the lowest forms of organic life. 

49. The great difficulty hitherto experienced in ar
riving at a knowledge of the reat cause of clairvoyance, 
has arisen from two causes ; first, the dijferent statu 
of the clairvoyant subject and the observer, and the im
po~sibility of their having the same sensational per
ceptions--so that the observer cannot sensationally 
perceive how the clairvoyant sees, nor can the clair
voyant adequately describe his perceptions. And, 
secondly, the necessity for the opening of a higher de
gree of consciousness in order fully to comprehend the 
lower. For instance, an animal can have no proper 
idea of its own nature ; but man is enabled, by the 
possession of 8.n internal spiritual principle, rationally 
and sensationally to investigate his animal body. And 
the mere induction of the facu1ty of clairvoyance does 
not enable the possessor of that faculty sensationally 
to perceive the cause of that phenomenon; this re
quires the awakening of a higher consciousness, though 
still probably belonging to the psyche, or animal pm 
of the spiritual organism. But in this respect I have 
an advantage over most enquirers, in possessing a sub
ject, who in addition to the ordinary induced mesmeric 
extasis or trance, has repeatedly been in states of spon
taneous extasis of a far higher and more interior char
acter, and the reality of these states has been proved 
to me by the most convincing evidence. One strikmg 
difFerence between these two states is, that whatever 
ooours to, or is seen by, the ordinary mesmeric extatic. 
ia completely forgotten, or, more correctly, is altogether 
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unknown upon the return to the normal statf., whih 
the true exta.tie, or subject of the SuPERIOR state, u 
Davis, the American clairvoyant styles it, upon return
ing to the normal condition, recollects all that has been 
manifested to him in the abnormal condition. This 
singular fact receives an easy solution, if we admit the 
psychological doctrine, that man possesses both an in
twnal and external memory. In· tht nonnal wakeful 
condition these memories act as a one, and hence we 
are only conscious of one memory. In the abnormal 
state of induced mesmerism, the internal memory i& 
active while the external is dormant; and from this 
want of connection between the two memories arises 
the o~liyion invariably witnessed. But in the superiot 
1tat~, or true spiritual extasis, both memories are ac
tive, but from a. more interior degree than in ordinary 
lif~; and hence the extatic subject can recollect in the 
nOJ;'JD~l state what has transpired in the spontaneous 
abnormal state, and, at the same time, ·possesses a full 
consciousness of the great difference between these 
sta.tes, so as not to confound the perceptions and know
ledges of one with those of the other. 

50. A remarkable revealment of this superior state, ... 
or gpontaneous ezta.sis is, ihat every man while in this 
mortal life, is by the very laws of his being, and hence, 
of course, by the desigrt of the Creator, intimately, 
thoughuncon<~ciously, assodated with the spirit-world, 
and this especially by what may be styled his associatt 
rpirit, and that in the memory of this associated spirit 
is, as it were, a reflection of all that exists in the me
mory of the associated man ; so that distinctly to per· 
eo~ve, the associatOO spirit is tantamount to a full per· 

I 
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oeption of the c/uJracter, both mentally and physieally, 
of the associated man, as well as of the informatiOn 
possessed by him. There is also a reflection of the 
natural organism of the man, both externally and in· 
ternally, and also of the scenery peroeivable by hia 
oataral sensee. 

51. A true clairvoyant is one who, by the opening 
of the internal consciousness, has a sensational per
ception of the objects of an inner or spirit-world, that 
is, provided the clairvoyance exists in a sufficient de
~ee. If the attention of the clairvoyant is directed to 
any individual, the effect is to bring the clairvoyant 
into a sensational connection with the associate spirit 
of the person sought for ; and from the normal recol
lections being treasured up in the interMl memory, 
while the external memory, and all immediately con
nected with it is quiescent, this associate spirit appears 
to tM clairtWyant to be tM real individual sought
and from this source, and the rtjlection of 1'1UmOf') 

above alluded to, is often obtained much of the inform
ation the clairvoyant is able to communicate respecting 
persons and scenery. But as man, even in this mortal 
life, is internally a true spiritual organism, and as such 
is, as we have already observed, a. subject of the laws 
of the spirit-world, a clairvoyant may have a aensa
tidnlll perception of this spiritual organism, and tM1lce 
of the natural organism, and thus of the entire man 
himself, however distant they may be from each other 
as to their natural bodies. Yet still, it is probable, that 
this direct connection is mediately effected by the aid 
of the associate spirit. Here then is the simple and 
raiional, though deeply interesting solution of the • 

4 
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doubted fact, that by clairvoyance the actual conditiOB 
of a person totally unknown to the mesmeriser and hie 
subject, and across the broad Atlantic, has been cor 
rectly told. This I have seen extremely useful in a 
medicinal view-for by directing the attention of a 
sufficiently lucid clairvoyant to a distant patient, the 
rlisease under 1rhich the patient was laboring has been 
discovered, and every interior organ of the body de
scribed, both as to iV' ~tual condition and general 
action. 

52. Most clairvoyants, ·strictly so called, are alae 
LUCID, that is, they can see natural objects by an in
terior perceptbn, independent of the usua.l visual or
gans, and, on this account, even when opaque sub
Jtances intervene. How the impression of these out-

. ward objects is conveyed to the sensorium is difficult t. 
understand; the fact that such is the case cannot be 
doubted by any one who has carefully examined the 
subject. In ordinary vision the mind does not actually 
contemplate the outward visible object, but the per
ception of that object as existing in the imagination. 
I do. not use the term in the sense of mere fancy, as is 
sometimes done ; but by imagination I mean the general 
power of the sensorium to form images within well 
of objects that are without itself. I, therefore, con
sider it a true and proper faculty of the psyche, or 
animal mind, and thence as a sense above the ordinary 
senses of the body, and to which they are subservient. 
For it is by the outward senses, which dep(lnd on nerv
ous influence, and their connection with this inward 
;'ffl4ge-forming faculty, that min.d and matter are 
brought into m~tu~l relationshiv and connecti01ao 
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Whether, therefore, it is by ordinary sight, by cerebral 
lucidity, or by the suggestions of another's mind, that 
the ideas of the objects are transmitted to the senso. 
rium, they are equally subjects of the image-forming 
faculty when there, and equally real. I have partially 
demesmerised a lucid subject, so as to restore the 
normal conscious state, without demesmerising.ehe eyes, 
and by that means produced conscious lucidity. Every 
thing was then stated to be seen in a most brilliant 
light, altogether different to common light, whether 
solar or artificial ; and at the same time all the sur
rounding objects were seen at once, and yet a sense of 
their separate identity remained. Generally they 
seemed greatly magnified, and to have more or less of 
'>rilliancy about them ; all which seems to indicate that 
the independent action of the sensorium produces more 
vivid images of the objects impressed upon it ; and this 
might be expected from the exaltation of the senses by 
the opening of the perceptions of a higher ultimate. 

58. We have now taken a brief survey of the prin. 
cipal mesmeric phenomena, and endeavored to account 
for them, as far as experience, observation, and reason, 
and necessary brevity will permit. Before concluding, 
I will notice two questions often proposed, though not 
always in the spirit of calm enquiry, but rather in that 
of querulous objection. It i!l asked, "Whether all 
persons are subject to me~>met ic influence 7 and why 
all cannot be made clairvoyant 7" In reply to the first, 
I answer unreservedly, that J believe all persons are· 
nuceptible of mesmeric influence, but in a very different 
degree ; and this difference we might anticipate from 
~e widely differing nervous temperaments and idiosTD· 
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crasies of individuals. Some will scarcely feel the ia. 
ftuence, while others will soon fall into the "sleep." 
But e.a regards the curative infiuence of DM'.smerism, 
experience has fully proved that very great benefit m&J 
lJe derived without any loss of consciousness, or en~~ 
any perceptible change of st&te. Yet the inducing of 
the coma, or mesmeric sleep, generally gives the opera
cor more power over the pa.tient. Let it be remem. 
bered, that the great use of mesmeric infinence is as a 
curtJtitJe agent, auxiliary or tlupplemental to medicine, 
and that the various exhibitions of cat&lepsy, phantasy, 
phreno-mesmerism, etc., are only useful as manifeeta. 
tions of the true nature and capabilities of the human 
organism. With respect to the second question I would 
observe, that I have been enabled to learn, that lucidity 
and c!airvoyance can only bo developed in individuals 
who possess a peculiar cerebral organization. This pe
culiar organization may be normal in some few ce.aes, 
that is, it may c<msist with a good state of health; but 
in many cases it may be traced to some affection of the 
brain consequent on disease, and the posse~!:lcr of the 
faculty will be delicate in health, and less fitted for the 
ordinary avocations of life. It is not, therefore, a 
faculty to be generally looked for or desired; but where 
it does exist, it may be most beneficia11y employed; 
and, on the other hand, it may, like a11 other things, be 
abused, though possibly, not without ultimately ent&il
ing punishment on the offender. In proper hands it 
may be advantageously used to ascertain the cause of 
disease, and the best method of effecting a cure ; and 
)t atrords us a IPeaM tc aoquire most intereetiua iJa. 
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formation as to the true nature of our indwelling IJil. 

mortal spirit. 
54. In conclusion, permit me to observe, that a calm 

.nvestigation of the psychical phenomena developed by 
:nesmerism, may become of great use in furthering the 
mterests of religion and morality. By this means we 
may demonstrate that there is an internal way to the 
mind, as well as the usual external way of the outward 
'Jenses. This, although admitted by believers in the 
authority of the Holy Scriptures, has been generally 
denied by an influential class of writers. It also tends 
to illustrate and confirm some of those striking and in
teresting Scripture narratives which have been so often 
assailed by scepticism and infidelity; and it presenta 
man to us, both in his relation to the spirit-world and 
the natural world, being, even while tabernacling in 

-mortal flesh, as to his interior, mental, or spiritual or
ganism, in dirNlt communication with a spiritual world, 
and thus capable, by the very laws of his being, of re
ceiving influences from God and spiritual intelligences, 
while, by his material organism, he is constituted in 
direct relation with all outward things. Man is thus 
presented to us just in the light we might expect, con
sidering that he is the crowning work of the Grea* 
Creator's skill. For we may sec that he is really and 
truly that link in the great chain of creation, which 
God has made to join heaven to earth and earth til 
heaven! 
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APPENDIX. 

MESMERIC AND PSYCHICAL EXPERIENCK. 

1. E. L., the young woman who is the chief subject of the 
fOllowing notes, is a native of W orcestershire. She ia about 
be feet two inches in height, rather 11llow complexion, and of 
a nervoUB-bilious temperament. Her health, although at time• 
tolerably good, is not robust, nor is she capable of much con
tinued exertion. Before coming into my bouse, she had been 
the subject of inflammatory disease of the chest, and of fever, 
and not long before coming to Bolton, she had been an inmate 

' or the General Hospital, Birmingham, on account of nn injury 
received in the knee. The treatment there bad reduced her 
general health, but improved the knee. Sbt'l was in this state 
when I first saw her. Her bend is well formed and fully de
veloped. Before the time about to be referred to, ilhfl waa 
wholly ignorant that she possessed any peculiar tnl'SmP.ric sus
ceptibilities. She bas since expressed an opinion, that the ex
traordinary condition of her brain is the result of a very large 
dose of opium, which she once took by mistake, and which, for 
• day or two, occasioned very serious symptoms. But this may 
11e considered as very doubtful. She completed her twenty· 
second year in December, 1848. She will be constantly re· 
ferred to by the name of EMMA. 

2. Towards the close of the autumn of 1846, my attentiqn Will 

directed to the action of the vapor of ether in obliterating the senile 
of pain-it having been recently brought into public notice for 
that purpose. Before this time I bad seen the vapor of ether 
ased as a substitute for the n1tric oxyde, or laughing gu, and hacr 
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aoticecl tLe intoxicating and exciting effects it produced ; hut 1 
was, like others, ignorant that it blunted, and in some C11181, 

entirely removed, the sense of pain. Hearing me talk of the 
effects of ether, Emma said that a cousin of hers had "~ 
i1ed" her and another young woman with ether, which they 
" s:u:kwJ" out of a bottle-indeed, she called it "The mumeri8e." 
Being anxious to test the truth of the reports then in circula· 
tion, I asked her if she had any objection to let me eee her in· 
hale some of the vapor 1 She replied, "None at all, for she 
had no fear of its hurting her." I, therefore, fitted up a com· 
mon Winchester quart bottle, merely by putting a piece of 
!>rase tubing through the cork, which went half way down the 
bottle, and two or three inches above it. About half an ounce 
of sulphuric ether wns put into the bottle, and the bottle wen 
shaken, to mix the vapor with the contained air; I then gave it 
Jler, and told her to put the pipe to her mouth and gently draw 
in the air in tho bottle, without closing the nose, or using any 
of the valvular apparatus then in use. In Jess than five minutel 
I observed thnt her hand~ began to loosen their bold of the bottle, 
which I then removed, the pupils of her eyes became dilated, 
and presently the eyelids closed. I now found her insensible 
to pain, or rather to evince no feeling, which was ascertained 
in varions ways, such ns pinching and pricking various parts of 
the body, endeavoring to excite tittibttion, and even by thrwot· 
ing pins under the finger nnils, but she did not evince the 
slightest consci~tusnell8 of these experiments; on the contrary, 
she was soon in a merry mood, and believed herself to be 
among her old compnnions in her native place, rambling through 
fields, and performing, as she supposeJ, many rural and do
mestic occupations. She would laugh, dance, sing, and do 
ronny things which were suggested to her; but when awakened, 
she had scarcely any, if any, recollection of what had uecurred. 
These abnormnl states were continued longer than intended, 
on account of the difficulty experienced in arousing her; for 
on one or two occasions, neariy two hours were expended ia 
fully ~estoring her. 

3. Other iurlividuals wore r )W tr'l'd. but only one wu fotmcL 
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at that time, at all simila.r to her in susceptibility to the etheJM. 
inftnence, and that was a yonth who had been mesmerised by 
Mr. Spencer Hall, when that gentleman was lecturing ill 
Bolton. The same bottle, in like manner, with about half au 
ounce of ether in it, was given to him, and in fi"ffl minute• 
he became insensible, and then exhibited simila.r pheneme011 
to Emma, but not 80 striking. He talked and acted, and. 
like her, imagined himself to be in another place than 
where he really was. In about half an boor he spontaneoullly 
ewakened. 

4. The very small quantity of ether subsequently fouDd suf
ficient, merely enough to scent the bottle, induced au opinion 
that, in Emma's cast'!, the ether had very little to do with the 
lltnwge things witnessed, but that she was, in a manner, tiiU• 

memed, or rather hyprwtized, by looking at the bottJe whila 
inhaling through the tube. It was therefore resolved to try 
another experiment. One evening I told her to sit down, and 
taking a small pocket-comb desired her to look steadfastly at it. 
She did 80, and in a few minutes fell into the simple mesmeric 
or hypnotic sleep. Afterwards a small magnet was used for 
the same purpose and with the same results. A few daye 
further on, I mesmerised her in the usual mode, that is, by 
looking fixedly at her. The youth mentioned above was also 
eubmitted to a similar experiment, by causing him to gaze 
stendfustly on a small magnet held a few inches from hie eyes. 
1n both cnses, results were obtained similar to those following 
the use of the ether, namely, insensibility to pain, and a eort of 
eomnambulic wakeful dreaming. In both these cases the only 
difference yet perceptible between the effects of the ether and 
those resulting from hypnotizing or mesmerising was, that by 
the latter mode the limbs could be made rigid-cataleptic, as it 
is ca!lcd-while no such rigidity could be induced after the in
halution of the ether. Up to this time, dancing, singing, and 
c.omg various things which were audibly 11Jgguted, as if they 
trere real. and rtgidity of the limbs, after downward p8M88, 

were the only phenomena noticed ; and it wu thought that 
&he ltatf:,ments made by some writers, of the pci'IOIIGl ~ 
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If' the operator O'fer the mbject, were merely fanciful, aDd • 
warranted by fact. 
· 6. Solll8 time in the mmmer of 1847, while esperimentiat 
with Emma. I accidently placed my hand on the part of the 
head muhed on busts 118 the organ of veneration ; she imme
diacely began repeating the Apoetle's creed; when my band 
wu removed she ceued, and when it wu replaced she com-. 

•. meoeed repesting where she left off. This wu the first mani
. felltation I got of the phrenological eentiments, and inten!lllted 
me greatly ; but it W1l8 some weeks before I eucceoded in ex
ckiDg the ether eentimants or feelings. Aftei'Wlll,IB benevo
lence, veneration, firmneBB, self-esteem, philoprogenitivenMI, 
acquisitiveness, combativeneBB, etc., were eRBily excited, and 
often most powerfully manifested. Up to this time, no absolute 
proof of per•rmal injl:u.efiCt wu discooterea, but she became 
more euily and quickly mesmerised, and u easily awakened 
into the normal stRte. 

6. It was now found that Emma 1vould exhibit aU the uauaJ 
mesmeric phenomena, such as catalepsy, or rigidity of the 
limhs-for she could be fixed immovably in any position by the 
action of a few passes; she could be so far demesmerised 8.8 to 
be a•cstored to outward consciousness, and yet be unable to mo<re 
the mesmerised arm or leg. .Attraction she could also manifeet, 
even in the aame conscious stste, 8.8 I often had the opportunity 
of showing to friends nod n~>ighbors, who were RB much sur
prised as amused. For example, a piece of money would be 
placed on a table at a distant pnrt of the room, and it wRB told 
her she might have it for fetching it. She frequen1ly e888yed 
to do so, amd would sometimes very nearly reach the money; but 
inYRrinbly, my will, and the drawing paBBes I made townrds my· 
self, overcame her power, and notwithstanding her determined 
efforts, would draw her to myself, and render all her endeavol'l 
to secure the money ineffectual. On theee occasio~s, she de
ICribed the sensations she experienced as being like cord• 
wonod round her and drawing her. The various pheoomeoa 
~f pbaotasy could also be mOBt readily produef'd; but when lbe 
llecame clairtoyu&, if ahe wu delired w look 4R ·Jae abj~ thai 

•• 
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lhe imagined tc oe 110 widely different ro what it really wu 
lbe would instantly perceive the deJUiion, and dBBb it from her 
and yet, with n a minute or two, abe could be Bll easily deludea 
again. But the ;nvestigation of these ordinary mesmeric atatA!I 
was not confined to thollt'l exhibited by Emma, but their truth· 
fulness WBll further confirmed in the case of several youths, who 
'were experimentf'-1 upon, both privately and publicly, and who 
exhibited the san.,. phenomena, but modified in each cue by 
the general character of the individual. Since the period rfl
feJTed to, Emma's suseeptibility has considerably increased. 
and now I can fasten the arms, hands, or mouth, or fix her to 
the spot on which she may be standing or sitting, by a single 
movement or pressure of my band, without putting lu-r into tlu 
IIIU1Mric &leep. 

7. It was not long, after Emma became 10 fully susceptible, 
before opportunities occurred for proving the reality of per· 
I01tal injltUnce, and that a highly mesmeric subject may be 
acted upon, even when wholly unaware of the exertion of such 
influence. 1\Iany exp~riments wore tried to ascertain the truth 
on this point; but I will only mention three among many cases 
that took pluce spontaneously, or rather, which occurl'ed with· 
out my mind being directed to her. Once a gentleman asked 
me unexpectedly, in a neighbor's house, several doors from 
mine, to mesmerise him. I tried, but did not succeed. On 
returning home, I found Emma in the mesmeric state, and, 
upon enquiry, found that she had gone into that state while I 
was endeavoring to mesmerise tho gentleman. On anothE-r 
occasion, I was wiahful to induce the mesmeric sleep on a lady, 
for the relief of n rbeunont.ic affection from which she WBll suf
fering. Finding the continual stare very fatiguing to my eyes. 
and also expecting to be called away by patients, it occurred to 
me, that if I directed her to look steadfastly at something, ic 
a~ight answer the same purpose, and nllow me to leave her, 
without interrupting the mesmeric action. I therefore arose 
and took a small magnet and suspended 't by a wire from e 
buok in the ceiling. Emma was in a room under where 1 
'fill O.;l8lltmg, and knew 'lothing of Dl,f movementl. lD a few 
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Jninutes the smell of burning linen arrested my attention, and 
I desired my daughter to. go down stairs and ascertain the 
cause. She calltld to ml! quickly tu come down; I did so, and 
found Emm11 mesmerised, and on her knees before the fire, 
en!:'lged in sweeping the hearth, and her apron on fire, from 
contact with a burning coni that hnd fallen from the gratf'l-but 
of this she wns unconscious, and her attention wRB wholly 
directed to a point in the coiling of the room. Having asked 
"What she was doing or IQYking at 1" she replied, "] tDa"t 
that malf'ltl." Upon em1uiry, I foun<f that she had been en
gsged just under where I was sitting; the influence had passed 
through the floor and ceiling and affected her unconsciously in 
the room below, and being now clairvoyant, she immediatelY 
eaw the mnj!'net through the ceiling, etc., and pointed accu
rately to its situation. But from the locality of the room, and 
the magnet having been used without any previous intimation 
•f my intention-in fact it did not. occur to me to do so until 
the patient hnd bnen some time seated-she could not possibly 
know of its being in the situation in which I had placed it, by 
any normal menus. Here then was one, among numeroDI 
spontaneous instnnres, of the trnnsrnisgion nnd recf'lption of a 
perscmal influence, nod of the reality of clairvoyance. On an 
other occasion, I was cnlled to see a pntient residing more than 
a milo and u hnlf from my residence ; the cnse was one ol 
delirium tremens, nod I resolved to try the soothing influence 
of mesmerism, nnrl, in this instnnce, succeeded ilta ft'IW minutes. 
On returning home, I found thnt Emma had gone into the 
mesmeric stute ut the time I WRS operating on my patient; but, 
fortunut.cly. shu wus inn situation where no harm happened to 
her. By wny of t>xperiment, I frt>quently mesmerised her 
when m nnotlwr ruom, and unknown to her; but in the above
named, and other ~uses, I did not think of her; and the circum
ltnnce cnu only Le AXpluined from her known sus:eptibility' 
and my being nctually engnged in exerting a mesmeric inftuen~ • 
'nd intention. This extreme susceptibility to my personal in· 
luence, for a considerable period, prevented my using mee
aaeriam u a curative agent, masmueh u [ feared to est~reill 
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the pctwer, unleu 1 knew that Err.ma was in a place of alellf, 
and would be kept from danger, in case she should become 
unawares mesmerised. 

8. In the early part of 1847, Emma wished to have the 
vapor of ether administered, with the view of having an achins 
tooth removed without pain ; but the striking effects I had seea 
follow upon mesmerising her, induced me to refuse the ether, 
knd, in the evening. to mesmerise her, and thus further test 
the power of the mesmeric sleep to subdue pain. About 
9 o'clock that evening I desired her to sit down; induced the 
mesmeric sleep, and then leisurely got the neceBBary instru· 
ments; lanced her gum; extracted the tooth; 111 soon as the 
bleeding wns arrested, WRBhed her mouth, and then amused 
her. The entire time from sitting down until fully aroused, 
was just fiflecn minutes. During the operation she did not 
evince the slightest sensibility; but ns soon as the removal of 
the instrument gnvA liberty to her mouth, she began to bum a 
tuue, even while the blood was flowing. On .awakening, she 
know nothing of whnt hnd tnkcn place after going into the sloop. 
and could hnrdly be persuaded that the tooth on t.be tnble be· 
fore her had been extracted from her jaw ! Some time after
wards, 1\lr. Patrick, sui·geon-dentist, of Bolton, extracted a 
larl(e decnyed molnr tooth from her lower jaw, under similar 
circumstances. On the latter occasion, several friends were 
witnesses of the operation. 

9. DtscovEaY OF LuciDITY AND CLAIRVOYAKOE.-In the 
autumn of 1847, it was told me, that there was a young woman 
in Bolton, who hnd trnv~lled the country with a mesmeric lec
turer, nnd who hnrl been for n long time CLAIRVOTA!'IT. HaY· 
iug henrd much of this wonderful faculty, I was desirous to see 
her. She was soon aftm"\vards introduced to me for examination. 
I found thnt she wns vory ensily mesmerised, and in that state 
she knew me and others in the room; also, that she was fully -
eusceptible of feeling; in these respects differing widely from 

' Emma. I could not, therefore, fully satisfy myself as to tlu 
reality of the mesmeric s•ate. The young woman said, tbal 
•e had formerly been ha the same ttate ae Emma, but laU 
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pueed beyond it; and from ambsequent experience, I thin• 
this may be eoiTect. She told ne that she had been taken by 
~everal London physician's to examine the internal organa of 
patients by the faculty of clairvoyance; but when I saw her, 
her powel'll seemed to be confined to reading books with large 
print, with the eyes bandaged. I tried the experiment se,.eral 
timee, but never felt satisfied with the result; as from the 
position in which abe placed the book, the time occupied in the 
endeavor, and the occasional wriggling, I could nt'lver be certain 
that she did nQ£ see under the bandages. At other times, I 
was certainly much surprised at the readinesa abe evinced ill 
deecribing a book I bad in my band. On the whole, I COD• 

eluded, that her possesaion of the faculty of clairvoyance wu, 
to ay the least, doubtful. But it soon after occulTed to me, 
that if she ever codtd see in the manner abe stated, perbap1 
Emma could see in the same manner. At all events, 1 had 
the naoet positive assurance that she went into the mesmeric 
state, and that in that state she could not see, but that'"tbe 
power o(Yiaion was wholly withdrawn; the 1tn~e rif hearing 
alone connecting her consciously with the external world. 

10. One evening I determined to try her. But at this period 
she could not re11d, an. I wns ignorant even of the lettel'll of the 
alphabet. I therefore chnse pictorial representations for the 
test, as being a univel'llallan~o,ruage, undel'!ltood alike both by the 
learned and the unlearned. J took a school book belonging to 
my daughter, which contained various wood-cuts, and open· 
ing it at one, I plllced it in her band, 88ying, "Emma, what ia 
t.hia picture 1" She took the book, and as if by instinct, placed 
it open over her forehead and upper part of the cranium, with
out the least attempt to look at it in the ordinary way, and said, 
1lmoat directly, "Oh yea, it is a naughty hoy catching flies at 
Lhe window, and his mother is looking at him." This was the 
eubject of the picture and the story annexed. There was a 
figure of a boy at a window, endeavoring to calrh a fly, and 
IJIOth.,r figurt of a female standing in t.he room obePrving bi111o 
I fell most exceedingly surprised and astodabed at the correc&o 

- oC the deacripcion, beilll UIUJ'K uw lhe coald 110& 1M It 
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by any ordinary use of the eye, or, in fact. by the eye at aB. 
This experiment was repeated with many differe~t picturea 
and invariabl) with the aame result; colored pictu1·es were alM 
Vied, and it was found that she knew the different colors ac· 
eurately; but on no occasion did she attempt to use the ey
she invariably placed the object over her hf'ad. 

11. It was uow thought, that as mesmerism evidently rested 
oo a psychological biiBis, and that a manifest connection waa 
discoverable betweeon the mind ofthe mesmeriser and the mes
merised subject, she might possibly see these_ pictures some
bow in my memory, and n'ot from any independent power of 
vision. I, therefore, requested my daughter to select t.be piC' 
tures, and then to put them into my hand, without telling IliA 

the subject, or Jetting me see them. This was repeatedly 
done, and the pictures as accumtely descl'ibed as when I knew 
the subject. Still it wtis thought that my giving her the pic
tures might hRve some effect upon her; others, therefore 
ga11e hEir them. or she wus allowed to take them herself from a 
number, or to turn over the pages of a book, without any one 
a.nowing what she had tRken. or had turned to, until she bad 
described what she had selected. But it was found that it 
made no difference, and demonstrated, that whatever was the 
ptnJJer, or wherever the seat of vision, it was her oum, and in
dependent of any one else. 

12. These, and similar experiments, have been successfuU, 
performed, in private, before a select company, and also before 
.arge public audiences ; and this too, with her eyes covered 
with plaisters, and a bandage tied over the plaisters~ Not that 
the plaisters or bandages made any difference; but they were 
used for the sake of convincing sceptical people. At this time, 
in ascertaining the subject of a picture, she first p888ed the tipa 
of the fingers of the right hand gently over it (the left hand did 
not seem to possess the ssme power), and then placed it oYer 
that part of the head, mnrked on phrenological busts ns the 
organ of IMITATION. If a book with prints on tbe pages wu 
Rh'en her, she would pass her right fingers gently over the 
pafte, and if i& was letter-pre• or blank, she would ay, "I& 
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was nothing." But wht~n she hnd thus found out the situa
:;oo of the print, she would exclnim, "Oh yes! here it is;" or 
"I've got it." But whether the print was a wood-cut, or 
copper-plate, did not nppenr to mnke rmy difference. 

13. A very curious phenomeuon was now obse"ed. Pic-
-tures of things did not nppenr to her as picturu, but tU the 
thing-s represented. So that tlu picture of a rose would convey 
as 'L-ivid nnd rcalnn idea to her sAusorium, ns the rose it&t{/ 
would do to an individual in the ordinary state. Hence it wu 
found, that if n picture of thistles, teauls, or other prickly plants, 
or of bus, wll8 given into ht~r hnnd, the moment the tips of her 
right fingers came into coutuct with the picture, she would ex
claim that she wns pricked or slung, nnd throw the picture 
..,m her with much violence and pll8sion! Evidently proving, 
that the representations of things were to her real; nod also 
'uggcsting, thnt shu had a perception of the form of the objectl, 
before plncing the picture on h~>r bend. Those experiments 
were perforrn11d mrmy times, both publiclY and privately. And 
from her iuvurinble use of the tips of the right fingers, it was 
supposed thnt there existed some unknown but remarkable 
affinity, between the sAuses of touch nnd sight. 

14. By the commoncement of 11H8, her power of iotemal 
1ight hn•l become so dtweloped, or she had become so familiar
ized with her new fi1culty, thut it Wll8 evident, from many 
things observed, that she coul•l see such things as he. mind WIU 

direeUd to, without any contnct. As an experiment, amaU 
picwres, nod various smnll objects, were placed singly, first 
in a cnrd box, nnd afterwards inn wooden box ; sud these she 
.:old, at times, ll8 readily ns when out of the box and in her 
hands. At other times, more difficulty was experienced in 
satisfactorily determining thnt she could see them. This dif-
6culty arose from two causes: first, from the manner in whicb 
she would describe what she saw; and, secondly, from BD 

obstinacy of temper frequently displayed, when removed by 
mesmeric influence from external habit atld control. Her 
uual manner WllS to describe things tU they appeare•l to her ill 
IAe i~l rtate, regardless of the name• imposed npon thet' 
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by custom; sometimes she refused to call thmgs by their ~ 
customed name. and would always describe them in her otn 
way, befol'e she called them by the common name. Aa an iD 
stance, the following may be given. At the 116C0nd publia 
lecture, in the Temperance Hnll, Bolton, OL the 9th of Marc~!, 
1848, a gPntlemaa in front .of the platform suggested that a 
picture, from among others lying on the floor, should be pat 
into a box, and given to her-she had then been bandaged for 
some time. A print of a cat was selected, and put into a card 
box; she put the box over her head, felt it carefully with her 
right fingers, and. then, having by a smile and fljaculation erino
ed that she saw the contents, she began-" It is a thing; it il 
a dark thing ; it has four legs, a tail, a head and two eyp; 
things round its mouth, and it sits by the fire and saya MN, 

and it's a cat." 
15. One cause of difficulty in attaining clear descriptiona of 

the things to which her attention Wll8 directed, and sometimee 
eYeo in getting her to notice them, was very early perceiYable. 
In the exalted condition of mesmerism, her mind WllB peca
liurly susceptible of impres,;ioos from the minds of surrounding 
persons; hence, when environed by n knot of sceptics, as WBI 

sometimes the case, their mental influpnce, unconsciously to 
themselves, would seriously impede the fuculties of the clair· 
voyant; nod then the feeling that something was preventing 
the usual development of her powers, caused irritation and 
obstinacy. At the period alluded to, when Emma was asked 
"How she snw things?" she would say, that suddenly "glauu" 
came to her, and also, that she sees every thing in light through 
these "glasses;" and the situation of these "gw•u" abe 
alwnys referred to the organs of imitation. When this doubting, 
opposing influence was brought to bear upon her, she would ex· 
claim. "They are darkening my glasses;" or "They have taken 
away my glnsses." I frequently found that by making pauu 
from tbo upper p~rt of the head, acrol8 the organs of imitation., 
1 could produce and increase the clairvoyant power, whkb llhe 
would evince by exclaiming, "Oh, its 10 light now,;" while bJ 
-.kin& longitudinal pasaea, from the Yortex, mer the toreheM 
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IDd down to the Cace, the sight could be immediately closed, and 
lhe would be placed in a ltate of darkness. Bodily fatigue, or 
indisposition, would, at that time, and also does at the preaenl 
time, considerably impair the powers, not only of clairvoyance, 
but all the other mesmeric capftbilitiea. . 

16. Besides the description of pictures, etc., already noticed, 
lhe frequently described persons in another room, nod said wba& 
they were doing; frequently, without having her attention 
directed to the inquiry. At other times she would unexpect 
edly, and unasked, tell individuals whRt they had in their pock· 
eta, or what aort of food was contained in their stomach. This 
often afforded matter for interesting experiments ; Md baa been 
witoeaaed by many respectable persons in the neighborhood. 

17. For a considerable time after abe exhibited the moat die. 
tinct lucidity, with respect to objects plnced near her, no trace 
could be found of that distant clairvoyance manifested by some 
mesmeric subjects : but, eventunlly, this fRculty becRme as 
clearly developed as the other. The first time I observed thi1 
power, wn.a in the C8ll& of some near reiRtives in London. She 
described minutely the dress and appearnnce of these parties; 
their occupation at a certain time, and many other pnrticulara, 
which were subsequently found to be correct. Once I directed 
her attention to a female relative in London. Emma speedily 
found her, and began to describe her residence, etc., but and· 
deoly her attention ceased to be directed to my relative, and abe 
became engrossed with the description of a magnificent reei· 
deuce, with its elegant and costly furniture ; a lady lying in a 
1111perb bed; a beautifully dreaaed baby; well dressed ladies in 
and about the room ; nnd another room in which were older 
children, also beautifully dressed, and attended by ladies. From 
many replies to my inquiries, I considered that the only place 
to which her impassioned descriptions could refer, wRS Buck· 
ingbam Palace, for the nccouchment of the queen boo then re. 
cently occurred. I therefore said, " .Do you see any soldien 
there1" • Y ee " she replied, "there are soldiers at the door." 
I then eaw that my coojec~ure was correct; but umy she should 
hPe IJ10DtaD6oualy gone there, without any requeat :~n mJ 

-
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put, or, indeed, my thought or desire in that reapect, I eocll 
DOC understawf. But after I bad informed my relatiYe of dlill 
IICC111T\Ince, I obtained the clue to this singular transitico froal 
ene subject to another. For I waa informed that she bad '-a 
thinking of the qul'en, and the interesting circumstance. Ia 
which she was then placed ; and bad felt desirous that I ebould. 
u an experiment. try whether Emma bad the power to ..

and describe the interior of the palace at that time. The cat~~~e 
therefore, of Emma's unexpected trisit tc royalty was this: my 
relative bad wish I'd her to go there; when brought into m-. 
meric connection with her, the active sentiment of her mind, 
was communicated to Emma's mind; and by this means, her 
attention WRB unconsciously directed to the royal residence. 
But there was furthPr confirmation that this WRB the true cauae, 
and of the possibility of a mesmerised subject receiving imprea
rions from the parties to whom their attention is directed. For 
when I knew, from my relative's letter, what bad been the mb
,ect of her thoughts, I put Emma into the mesmPric state, and 
then o.sked her, "How and u·hy she went to see the queen!" 
She directly replied, "L- took me." But how did you get 
in if there were soldiers at the door 1 ·• 0! I jumped oYer tb 
aoldiers; but L- could not jump over them. and therefon 
she could not get in." 

18. At this timfl, wheneYer 1enl on these distant e.z:rurriou, 
she exhibited ~-Vent fatigue and excitement; p1mting, and 8Uff'eJ'o 
ing from vioiPnt action of the heart. When BBked why she 
panted 80 1 site would say, "I've gone IIU fRBt,"--tfud "It iamo\ 
a way !" She would also t.ake my ri~ht hand and place it on her 
bosom: if I remo\·cd it, she said, "They are gone away now." 
But latterly she has not required any personal contact to enable 
her to exercise this faculty. Very many ex per: nenta were 
made to tt>st this faculty: in some CI\Ses she WitS strikingly car· 
rect; in others only upptoximately 80; for she would 80metim~ 
confound the recoi!Pction of bygone transactions existing in the 
minos of distant individuals, with pruent circumstancea, and thai 
present a representation which required aome explanatioa t1 
IIIIJ'&YeL 
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19. Having beard of clairvoyants mnting the pll%1ld.l, I cJ.. 

•rmined to try the experiment with Emma. I therefore pro
poeo.ld an ~1 1ion to the moon ; and not then knowing bow -. 
direct her attention to sur.h distant objedl!; and she herseU' 
being, at the time alluded to, wholly ignorant of the mode by 
which a knowlege of distant things is obtained ; and fancying 
Lhat she actuall) traveled by some mode, I suggested the eke
tric telegraph 88 an expeditious mode of conveyance. The Bng 
gestion answered tile purposE>, and she waa, mentally, soon on 
our aatelite. But on that and subsequent occ88ions, the great 
excitement produced by the strangeness of what abe aaw, and 
the diltance traveled, caused such a palpitation of the heart, u 
to render it necessary to ahorten. the visit, by de-meameriaiog 
her; being fearful that the great physical excitement might 
produce some aerious effect en her health, if not immediate 
danger. Her deacription of what she aaw wos conveyed in very 
ejaculatory language; from the surprise and ple88ure she ex
perienced. Her statements were to the effect, that the moon 
is inhabited ; that the inhabitants &btl saw were very small
dwarfs-not larger than children on our earth ; their head• 
were large in proportion to their bodies, and the mouth t~ertical 
rather than horizontal; their voices harsh, and rough, and re
tembliug the sound of distant thunder; and when they spoke, 
&he apeech seemed to come up from the bowels. Their "ID

tidea" were not quite like ours; the lunge especially were dif: 
ferent. She aae some food, something that looked somewhat 
like bread, but they did not call it by that name. Sho aaw only 
lne animal, something like a very small pig. Tl1ere dwellings 
were constructed of piece!' of rocks, covered over with green 
ltuff resembling gorse: they were very low, for she could put her 
!land to the top. The pbtce did not look like what she conceivet' 
the moon to be; but a large place, and very rocky, with imml'nse 
?fecipices, and lofty mountains. The "little folks," 88 she called 
the inhabitants, could clamber up these rocks with their band• 
and feet, so fast that she could not catch them. "ls there any 
.-er there ?" " Yes : but it does not look likE> our water, but 

· ~like milk and water, ano yet it is $ar. '.MeaninJt prob-
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8111J, that " Is or greater density than CJUI' water.) (t .. ill 
the bottom of boDows, and down the steep precipices. 'l'be 
•litde folks • can walk upon ·this watt<r and not sink ; they lll'8 

•ery tight. They wear clothes ; but they are very simple and 
aJl alike. They seem good SOrt of people. They have a CUriOUI 
way or jumping ou the back of each other. A •ery little baby 
wu seen in a sort of cradle ; it died : they said what aignifi .. 
that, it had gone to sleep ; but they did not meat. sleep. but thD& 
i& wu dead." 

20. At another time I attempted to send her to J VPITZ&; 

bu' the physical excitement was so great, that I thought it pru
dent to eaU off her attention, before I haci obtained any definite 
~marks. She spoke of baring been J~ than where llhe 
bad before seen the "little folks ;" and of eeeing them u abe 
eame back. 

21. Besides the power of seeing, by an internal sight, such 
thingt as were put into her bands, or to which her aumtiotl 
tl7tU directd, Emma would sometimes manifest a sort of appa· 
rently omnipresent vision. Thus she baa frequently been uked 
to find miaaing or lost articles. After a few minutes considera
tion, she baa said whAre they might be found ; or, in other 
cues. got up and pointed out the place where they lay COD

cealed. And this she baa repeatedly done, when there •• 
the moat undoubted eridence, that neither heraei( in the DOl' 

mal condition, nor the mesmeriser, nor any other indmduaJ, 
lnlew the situation of the articles she wu de,1ired to look tor 
Thus prov\ng, that not only can an unusual mlfde of aeeang be 
de•eloped by mesmerism, but also an exalted degref! of power, 
which makes all things, whateYer their local position, appear 
directly within the sphere of vision. This power has been, on 
moat oeeuions, called intu exercise chiefly for the sake of ex· 
periment, and to test its reality; but it has Uo been applied to 
purposes of use. The following is a remarkable instance; and 
abao Yaluable RB placing the reality and power~~ of clainoyanee. 
er internal sight, beyond the rt'laeh of ca•il or contradiction. 

22. On Wednesday e•ening, December 20th, 18&8, lib 
Wood, grocer, of Cheapeide, &!too, had his cub box, with Ill 
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eor.ents, stolen fi-om bia counting botl88. After applying b the 
police, and taking other precautionary steps, aud baYing no clue 
to the thief, although he suspected what was proved to be aa 
innocent patty; and having heard of Emma's powel'l as a clair· 
1oyant. he npplied to me, to ascertain whether, by her means. 
be could discover the party who had taken it, or recover hie 
property. 1 felt consi4erable hesitation in employing Emma'a 
powel'l for such c1 purpose; fearing that both the motive aud 
agency might be grossly misrepresented. But. the amount at 
stake, the opportunity for expl'!riment, and Mr. Wood being a 
neighbor, induced me to comply with his request; aad nine 
o'clock, next morning, was appointed for the trial. At that 
hour Mr.' Wood came to my residence, and I then put Emma, 
by mesmorism, into the internal stnte, and then told her thd 
Mr. Wood (whom I put en rapport, as it is called, with her) 
qad lost his cosh box, and that I wished her to tell us, if abe 
could, where tho box WllB taken fi-om. what was in it, and who 
took it. She remained silent a few minutes. evidently meo
tally seeking for what she had been requested to discorer 
Presently she began to talk with an imaginary personage, as if 
present in the room with us ; but as it subsequently proved. 
although invisible and imaginary to us. be waa both real and 
tli.rible to her; for she bad discovered the thief, and was eoa
vel'ling with his min~ on the robbery. She deeeribed, in the 
course of this apparent c:onversntion, and afterward to us, where 
the box wns plnced; what the general nature of ita contentl 
was, particularizing some documents it contained: bow he took 
it, and that he did not take it away to his residence at once, but 
bid it up an entry; and her description of his person, dre1111, 
IIIOCiations, etc., was so vivid, ~hat Mr. W. immediately recog
nized the purloiner of his property, in a per10n the Jut to be 
auapected. Feeling satisfied, from the general accuracy of her 
descriptions, and also from her describing the contents of the 
box, that she had really pointed out the delinquent, Mr. W. 
went dire~:tly to the house where be resided, and which abe 
Aad pointed OUt, eYeD to the Jettel'l OD the door-plate ; aud jg. 

lted on hi11 accompanying him to m1 bouse ; or, in cue al 
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refusal, to tbt, police office. When brought. nod placed in COD 

oeetion with Emma, she started bock from him, ns if he ha45 
been n serpent; telling him that he was a bad man, and obse"
ing, also, that he had not the same clothes on as when he took 
the box ; which was the tact. He denied strenuously a11 
knowledge of the robbery, then, anrt up to a lnte hour in the 
afternoon; hut ns he was not permitt11d to _go at large, and thUI 
bad no opportunity for destroying, or effectually concealing tbe 
box; and as Mt· ... w ood hnd promised, for the sake of his con
nections, not to prosecute, if confes~ion was made, and the box 
and contents recovered, he, at last, admitted that he hnd taken 
it, and in the manner described by Emma; and the box and 
contents were found in the place where he had secreted them; 
broken open ; but the property snfe. It should be obse"ed, 

_that Emma had pointod out the plnee where the box W88 eon
cealed, but we could not be certain of the place she meant, 
without permitting her, while in the in~al stau, to lead ua 
to it: this the confi,ssion rendered unnecessary. 

23. In other cases Emma bas described articles that have 
been lost by parties placed en rappart with her, without her 
being asked to do so, or, indeed, anything being said respecting 
them. In some instances these have been most interesting ex
periments, ntfording evidence of her being able to trace a seriet 
of events, totally unknown to her in the DDl'mal state, back 
through a number of years. 

24. Several times she has b('leo directed to seek for persont 
in distant r11gions of the globe. When('lver she has found them, 
her statements of time and season, invariably coincided witJa 
the latitude and lon~itude of the places to which ehe has been 
dil·ected. At present, one complete proof only has been ob
tained of her renlly hnving a distinct nod truthful perception .o' 
such distant objects A young man had sailed from Liverpool 
for New York, witLout apprising his parents of his intention of 
doing so, until the day the ship sailed. His pnrenta immediately 
"Smitted him a sum of money by the mail steamer; but they 
were subsequently informed, that he had not applied for it; not 
~d anr thing been heard of him, although the ship in which he 
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111Ded had long arrived. In a stnte f nl'll:iety the youn~ man'• 
mother came twenty miles to Bolton, to sen whether, by Em ma'1 
means, she could lenro 'any thing of him. Alter a little tjme, 
Emma found him; describt~d his appnurnnce correctly; aod 
entered into so many details, ns to induce his mother to rt,Jy upon 
her statements; and to rl'quest me to nntke inquiries at iotetvoll 
of about a fortnight. I did so, nod trnced him by her means to 
eeveml plnces; 11nd thu inform11tioo thus Kcquirflll, I tnmsmitted 
to his pnrenta. On the 24th of J11nunry, in the pr.,sent year, I 
receivt>d n note from the young man's father. informmg me that 
t lett~>r had arrived from hie son, and that " it wns a most strik 
mg confirmation of Emma's testimony from first to last •• 

------------

CLAIRVOYANCE A~ APPLIED TO PHYSIOLOGY 

AND MEDICINE. 

25. For more than eighteen months, Emma has been able 
to see the internal orgnns of the human body. At first, only 
when placed in personal connection with the individnnl to b. 
examined ; but subsequently, when the Jlllrtiee WAre ma~ 
milt~s distnnt. In her best state, the human body seems to he, 
completely transparent, nod might be compared to a watch, 
whose case and works were all of the most tnmsparcnt chrye
tal. I discovered this power from her remarks on myself 
One evening she begun to describe my lungs, as "pink th.ing1," 
full of holes like a sponge, with air in the holes, and thouSRnds 
of little vems in all directions. She said the right lung was not 
110 good a color as the left, and that it stuck at the middle flap. 
This I knew to be the case, and thought she might only be 
giving utterance to my own ideas. But I soon found that thi&t 
was not the ca11e ; but, as in the CIUIO of thto pictures, she reRIIy 
fid see whllt she described. I asked her some quflstione about 
the heart, which she accurately deecribed, 88 to th6 auriclel 
-oo Yentricle~; the con>,ained arterial and venoua blood, etc J 
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but. or might be expecred, in very homely language. t tl100gbt 
her at fault once; but found, that while I was thinkrng about 
the heart, she bad wandered to the windpipe, with its rings. 
It was some time after the discovery of this faculty, before it 
could be used without inconvenience; for when her attention 
was directed to the internal organs of the body, the strangene11 
of the sight, together with the universal motion, and circulating 
blood, so torrified her, that she would tremble from head 110 

foot; and, when awakened, complained of being ill and fright
ened, without knowing tho cause. But, by degree&, she be
cu.me fumiliarized with these investigations, and she will now 
calmly, aud without any fear, examine and describe the inter
nal organs. Her manner on these occasions is always seriou1 
and kind; ller language soft, but, from her want of education, 
imperfect. Had she received an anatomical education, her gift 
would be more valuable, or rather, more accurate descriptio011 
could btl given ; but, on the other hand, her want of education 
proves that she does not derive the knowledge of the intern&! 
organism of the body which she evinces, from her previously 
stored memory. The application of this power, appears to be 
one of tho most legitimate USES of clairvoyance, and perbape 
the most beneficial in its application. By it an accurate diagno
sis may be formed of mony internal diseases, which elude the 
ordinary mode of research. But to make a clail-voyant diagno
sis, truly satisfuctory, it ot\en requires the aid of the medical 
pTIICtitioner, or the professed anatomist and physiologist, rightly 
to interpret the language of the clairvoyant. Many curioue 
points in physiology, which, from the nature of the case, rested 
rather upon rational induction than positive demonstration, 
have, to my mind, been satisfactorily determined by the reveal
ments of clairvoyance ; especially na regvds the action of the 
brain and nervous eystem, and the action of the heart; and the 
&nowledges thus obtained hove an important bearing on the 
moJe by which dise886s of these important organs mty be 
1ured. 

26. On the 4th of August. 1848, a gentleman of Bohon 
'IJOught a Jetter, written by a lady the wife of a physician iJ 
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Aloncestersbire, and this lady, who Lad beard of other clair
wnyanta describing the diseases of distant people, merely by 
asing their handwriting 88 a medium of communication, deeired 
that it should be given to Emma, to 88Certain whether she could 
discover the condition of the writer. It must be remerr.bered 
that Emma could not read printing, much less writing; the sub
ject matter of the letter was of no conaequence, it was the 
handwriting, as a medium of connection. Emma put it over 
her head, as she used to do with pictures, and carefully felt it 
with lter right fingers, and then said "it was a Indy's up and 
tbNm. 1troku," meaning by that phrase, the handwriting of a 
aady. She described the lady, as to her personal appearnnce, 
accuflltely, even to R small blemish occasioned by an accident; 
the internal organs of the body ; an affection of the spine under 
which she was IRboring ; the situation and appearnnce of the 
place where she resided, and mRny more particulars. The 
accuracy of her descriptions was admitted by the doctor; and, 
aubsequently, I had an opp011unity, pt'rsonally, to verify eome 
ef her statements. The envelope of the letter was directed by 
the doctor; him she described correctly, both as to his personal 
character, general pursuits, nnd literary tendencies. This waa 
an entirely new cxperiml'tnt; and ~nding the result so unex· 
pect8d and striking, it led to many more; some of which were, 
apparently, more remarkable. Among others, I mny mention 
the case of a letter written by n gentleman at CRiro, which wu 
put into her bnnd. She soon enid it was written by a gentle· 
man, and described him, ns to the condition of his health, and 
the place wh~'>re he was residing, together with the climate and 
appearance of the people there, even to the peculiar veil worn 
by the Egyptian ladies. The correctness of her statement, aa 
to the gentleman's condition, was 118certained from n subsequeM 
letter. Locks of hair have also been similarly uaed as a me
dium; hut the handwriting appeared to be the easier and better 
mode of forming the connection. 

'rf, On the 29th of September, 1848, an opportunity wu 
.Worded for an entirely new manifestation of Emma'a powel"'. 
~ higb!J retpeetable jentlflaaan of Mancbelter, ha.:na, at thai 

6 
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time, a daughter ~eriouely ill with a tert'lbt'AI diltue, lt'biela 
baftled the ordinary medical treatment, and which, in addition 
to bodily infirmity, had produced a state of insanity, had been 
recommended to try whether by clilinoyance a mode of cure 
could be discovered. He came on the previous day; but Emma 
then being in the atste of trance, to be prABently deecribed, he 
could not obtain the information sought. He left with me a 
few pencil marks made by the lady, aa a mean1 of formin~ 8 

medium of connection. On the date above, I gave tbie piece or 
paper to Emma, and aaked her if she could find the periOD who 
made the marks, and tell me what was the matter with her; 
for at that time I had no idea Df her selecting any appropriate 
remedies. She soon found the lady; described, accurately, the 
external symptoms of her complaint, and also the internal eon 
dition of her bra!n; to which organ she referred the whole 
cause of 1Rness. After recommending various mesmeric PIUIIIelo 
she exclaimed, pointing at the same time toward the ceiling or 
the room-" There is what will cure that lady, along with 
mesmerism ; Eh ! what little bottles !" These she described u 
containing little things like the small comfits, generally called 
"thousands." I said, "Is tht.'re any thing like them in my 
ehop or surgt>~ry 1" " N oJ you have nothing like them." 
" Where can they be obtained 1" " There-in that big town 
(pointing toward Manchester), in that shop with a head in the 
window; they are kept there in a drawer." It would not have 
occurred to me what medicines she meant,. but that in the pre
vious month, when in London, I had been shown, by a lady, 
8 case of homeopathic medicinee. I do not recollect ever before 
seeing any ; and I was quite ignorant at that time as to the 
mode of preparing and using them. I am certain also, that iD 
her normnl state Emma knew nothing about, nor had ever ~een. 
any of these medicines. The shop, I subsequently found, wu 
Mr. Turner's, homeopathic chemist, Piccadilly, Manchester, 
f.lld in the shop window, thE-re waa a bust of Hahneman, the 
founder of homeopathy. But I was ignomnt that there wu 
mch a shop in that neighborhood, baring seldom occasion to go 
liD that part of the city I wrote to the pntlemao informiDJ 
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aim of Emma's remnrks; and he directly purchnsed a case &om 
Mr. Turner, and came over to Bolton to ascertain the particu
lars. The 1eale,l box wns put into Emma's hand, and aa eoon 
as she bad put it over hl'r heud, she said that it contained the 
medicir.es she before BRW; and pointed especially to the situation 
of one bottle in the case. When the cnso was opened, shl!' 
selected a boule from the plnce she had pointed out, and ttUtN 
the globulea thTOII.gh the glas1, without attempting to draw the 
cork. By way of test, the bottle was put into ancther part of 
tho case, and other bottles slipped into her band; but she in
variably detected the change, by ta1ting through the glau, and 
putting the bottle to her forehead. From tbut time, the pre
ectibed globules were daily administered, and- the mesmeric 
passes regularly made; nod the result is, the restoTBtic.-o of tbe 
Indy to health, both in mind and body. 

28. The result of this experiment opened a new field for 
mquiry, and led to rep~ated trials. A quantity of the usual 
medicines were mixed with sugar, and put into small vials, 11nd 
given her with the homeopathic medicines, and these she would 
select and test in the same way; namely, by tasting them 
through the boule. Sometimes she would select homeopathic 
remedies; at other time~. the usm1l ones. She invariably calls 
those which she l!Onsiders suitnble for the disease, nice; the 
others she cnlls nasty; but I sometimes found, that the "nice •• 
ml'dicines were intfln~ely bitter; such, for instance, as the sul
phate of quinine. How she obtnins this intuitive knowledge of 
medicines I cannot discover. 'fhe homeopathic remedies have 
generally been the best that coulr.l be selected nccording ro thnt 
thl'ory of therapeutics; and the usual medicines have been quite 
as judiciously prescribed, ns to their qualitiu; but of the quan· 
tity, nod modi' of prepnration she was unable to speak. Some
times she was unable to point out any remedies for the disor
ders she described ; ond hence the necessity for a knowledg• 
of the properties of medicine, in some one, io order to profit by 
her revealm~>nts. Her powers appt>ar to be chiefly applicable 
to nenous diseases, and diseases of the lungs, liver, and heart. 
M 1ny cases have been submitted w her, from dift'torent pa•t 
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.C th8 cottntry; LDd some of these, of a most serious cbllJ'IC&er 
have been rapidly cured by an adoption of the meana recom · 
mended. Since the period when this faculty for examining and 
prescribing for distant patients was discovered, a change hu 
pMsed over her; and she can now do without any medium of 
~nnection ; but requires the name and addre88 of the part;y 
1eeking relief, and that aJ,pears to be sufficient to enable her tD 

diliCover them. Dut the handwriting of the patif'nt, or the in
tervention of some friend, st'lems to insure greater IICCUI'IICJ'· 
Upon awakening from these clairvoyant examinations, Emma 
hna no recollection of any t.hing slie has 88id or done ; they 
heing, in this respect, like all other mesmeric trances. But of 
course, the information thus obtained is available to the medical 
prnctitioner in all similar cases. 

29. Her stntemeuta of the way in which some diseases are 
removed, nnd of the permeability of the solid ti88ues of the body, 
are vl'ry remtnknble; but at the BRme time are in accordance 
with the su~gcstions of profound physiologists; and, moreover, 
tlt11y seem to be borne out by the facts of the cnae. 

30. That exalted le?Ut, before reft~rred to, which enables her 
to Sl'll thin~:s to which her attention is directe<t, as apparently 
within the sphere of vision, whawver their locality, is also mani
fest, though in another mode, in her selection of medicines; for 
by Uuling through tlu bottle, she hBB been enabled to identif'J 
thtt homeopathic globules with the tinctures from wbicu tbeJ 
are prepared ! This may be considt.>rt>d one of the stroogl!llll 
rroolil that a medicinal virtue resides in them: for 80 bighiJ 
Bl:tenuated are the dilutions with which they are 88tUrated, tbaa 
liD the ordinary senst'l, they all taste nlike, and merely of tbe 
111gv of milk, of which the body of the globule is compoeecl 
and I und.,rstand that tl:ey are not cognizable, evea by chelllli ..... 
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SPONTANEOUS EXTASIS, OR TRANCE. 

31. The foregoing notes refer to the phenomena witnelled 
a the state of induced extuis, or mesmeric trance; the ensuin& 
fery briefly relate states of a much higher, or more interior 
tharacter, and differing, in some respects eBBentially, from the 
ebeerved facts of ordinary mesmerism. 

32. Frequently during the spring and summer, Emma would, 
in the mesmeric state, speak of the scenery and nature of the 
•pirit-world, in such a way 88 to impreu the beholder with a 
conviction that the descriptions t~he gave could not be the result 
of any previously acquirt'ld knowledge, or of an active imagina• 
&ion. She also occasionally spoke of things which had actually 
QCC:urred, but which it was impouible for her to know by any 
1rdinary means. Her ideas of religion were principally de· 
.ned from the teachings of a village schoolmiatreu, in connec· 
tion with the Church of England, and from occasional attend
ance at the public services of the church. She bad been taught 
to read a little when a child, but hnd lost the acquirement 
through a fever; and, 88 before observed, at this time she could 
Do>t read, nor even correctly tell the letters of the alphabet; and 
yet the ideas to which she sometimes gave utterance were of 
au elegant and exalted description. As abe still continued to 
have no recollertinn of what she uttered when abe returned tD 

tbe normal state, I one day Bllid to her, "Emma, I hue heard 
of eome persoll! having seen such things 88 you speak of, but 
they cot.Jd rer.ollect what they saw, and write an account of it 
In bookl!." She replied, "Yes; because it was permitted them; 
tmd •he 8lwuld also be pmnilltd by and by w recollect what 8he 
1aw." I did not tell her this when she awoke; nor did I expect 
then that her prediction would be verified. But subsequent 
events provt'ld that she was correct in making this 88Sertion. 

33. The lil'llt of these spontaneous states of f'Xtasis, or spirit
Gal trance, occurred on the 3rd of July, 1848, without any ex-

• pecation or forewarning on her part. This did not last more 
lba.a a quarter of an hour. Afterward abe had ••enl wlucb 
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. uted aboul halfan hour; and since thUI~>,IOme wiich t.an 
exten !ed from four to ten houJ'8. Of most of these states, she 
had a presentiment tJ)hik in tkt mu"!eric &tate; and in one 
instance foretold the occurrence n<>arly two months before it 
happened. But she knew notbin~ of what W1l8 forthcoming 
\vhile in her ordinary wakeful statt> ~ 11nd for the sake of experi 
ment. and to teat the truthfulness of her predictions, she W1ll 

never informed when these tnmct>s were to occur; yet she waa 
found correct, even to the exact time. They have usually been 
preceded by a feeling of quietuess, nod a somewh11t confu~t>d 
een88tion in the head, but no pain. Several gentlemen whem 
I had opprised of her statemen~, have been witnesses of their 
accuracy, and of the genuineness of this abnormal c.:ondition. 

34. In these states she preserved a recollection, at times, of 
the place she was Rctually in, and of the persons by whom she 
was surrounded, and, at the 88me time, sbt' had n distinct and 
sensationaL perception of a higher and spirituRI state of exist
enee, and of a class of beings living in such n state. She would 
apeak of these things while in the trance, and on ht'!r return to 
the normal state she could recollect, and would again deecribe 
what she had seen and heurd. During the first trance, of four 
hours duration, which occurred on the 28th of September, 1848, 
she was so far elevatlld in her perceptions th11t she spoke of thU 
world, as the other world, just as if she had passed from this 
life by death. She snid, also, that thf! perons in the room witb 
her appeared only like shadows, and a long way from her. 
Upon examinRtion she WHB found, in this and other trancee, 
insensible to pain, and her eyes upturned, KB in the ordinary 
mesmeric stau>, and her limbs continued llexibl~> . At time1 eho 
would seem wholly indrawn, and tl1en she would, as it were, 
return and speak of what w11s passing before her mental vision. 
But in the next trance, of six hours' duration, and subs~>quently, 
abe became for a part of it quite insensible to aU outW'Srd thinga. 
and perfectly cataleptic from bond to foot. A gentlemnn from 
Maneheet~", who Wll8 prest-nt with me on thit occasion, aesillted 
me to raise her body, ane we f111·.md it u ltiO and iDJiesillle • 
• log of wtod. 
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U. I took the opportunity. during one of these tnwcN, te 

uetortain whether she could see concf'aled natural subetancee, 
u in the ordinary mesmt~ric state. l put my band in my pocket 
and withdrew it with a shilling concealed in the cloeea fist. l 
Inquired, " What have I in my hand ?" "Only a abiDing," 
wu tbe imtnt~dilltt' reply. It must be Temembered that the 
eyelids were closed, and the eyeb11.118 up-turned, so as totally to 
prerent ordinary viBion. I then JIUt my hand into my pocll.et 
again, and withdrew it with a half-a-crown and a ibilling en
cloaed, and asked her, "Can you see what isnotD in my hlmd 1" 
abe replied, " Stop a little, till I've seen these," ~luding to the 
1piritual objects then engroasing her attention ; but when I again 
uked her, abe was about coming out of the trance, and (lOQ}d 
not then see. 

36. One instance pf her sight will be related, becauee ~ II a 
proof that there ia a reality in her extatic perceptione, aod thU 
•he then eminently poeeeeses a super-sensual gii\. On the 
11th of 1uly she told me, when in the mesmeric state, lhat an 
indindual whom I well knew, but who had boen dead for IOIIle 
years, had told her that on the following night they should come 
to her, and show her a book with some writing in, wbich abe 
wu to take and show to me. From some of her romarb. I 
concluded that one of three books was intended :--oon, a lltDall 
bible, ftOt then in tAe lunue. Former experience b& ring con
vinced me of 'the reality of her observations, and the certain:y 
of her predictions, I got this little bible, and put it with the 
other books, among many more. In tbe night she a.voke in 1 

ltBte of trance, similar to eomnamblllism, and descending two 
ftigbtl of stair&, selected this book from all the others, and thea 
brought it open to me. Owing to the dark neBS, I inadvertent:y 
knocked the book out of .her hand, while seeking a light. She 
tpeedily found the place again, by turning over the page! ri;ht 
and left, over her head, in h11r usual mt~smcric manner. '!'he 
palll!8ge seltoctcd WIIB Joshua, chap. let, vent's 8, 9. Freqo.,ntly 
afterward, by way of test, this bible was given t4l ht~r to VOint 
out thaa text; and this she invariably did before many JlUI!I'nll, 
with: ut attempting to look at it, but b7 feeling the Pllt>f-1 1111 
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laming <hem o1er while the book waa OYer b1tr h~ad She 
aiJo told me drcuh.l8taor,ea conner.ted with the history of that 
book, which 1 am poeitivfl 11h• could not know by any of the 
1liUlll men::• ; for some werft ;nly known to myself. She wu 
asked to teill>y what ml'an'J ah& found the Jlii.Mllge. as abe could 
not rea•l, and was alsc. in tltb lark. fhe replied, that the in
diridua;a aUudPd to, whom aht> aaid 11te saw in their spiritual 
body, h•d a similar book, but a larger one, open upon thto let\ 
arm, and that they pointed with the right hand to the page~. 
and the same text; that her hands seemed guided in their 
moYementa, and when abe had got the right place, she could 
no longer turn the pages, either to the right or to the left ! 
Another instance of a similar kind occurred a few weeks later. 
After the lapse of eome months, abe wu again tried with the 
IDl&U bible; bot having then lost the connecting inftuence, abe 
could no longer find the paaaage as abe had previoualy done. 

37. The aubjecta of these trances would a1ford matter fur 
111ny pagoe ; but eome were of a priYate character, and, al
though highly interesting to the parties concerned, would not 
D6 interesting to others, except as illustrating the nature of the 
~p!rit'a home, and aome of the general !awe by which apirituaJ 
UIIU(.iationa are regulated. AD that she has aaid tenda to coo
fir"' the distinction between moral good and moral evil, and the 
itr.fOISibility of those who depart this life in a state of moral 
etil, attaining hereafter, to a state of moral goodn!!BI; in tAil 
r:.'1'ut, being strikingly diBBimilar to the statements of Dari" 
t.'le American clairroyant ; but who, according to his oJWD IJUb. 
18CJ,Ueot stat.,ments, had never bet~n in the state of true spiritual 
extasis, when he deliTered ltia lectures in the mesmeric state. 

38. Her general statements represent man as a spiritual 
~ing, rising from the shell of the dead body immediately after 
d8C'.th, a perfectly organized existence, and having a complete 
ter.•<.tiooal perception of his fellow spiritual beings, and of the 
bo.autiful ,.,enery of the spiritual spheres; that is, provided he 
~-.1 ,!.Jrir.g ),is natural life a moral state, in harmony with 
&hoee l!f.l:eret- '~'be male and female sex resaining aU the 
Marae1:criutcs ne:euuy to a S} 1-ituaJ atate of exiateoce, uad 
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iring together in a state of angefic union. Thnee who haft 
oeen interiorly united here, coming again into a state of union 
hereai\er. She represents male and female spiritual beinp. 
thus united, 88 appearing at a distance a. cme, and eaya tha& 
they are not called two, nor the married, but the ONE. Infanta 
and young children, who have pa11ed from this world by death, 
are stated to grow to a state of aJolescence, but more speedily 
than in the natural world. During infancy and early childhood, 
they are confided to the care of good female spirits, or angels, 
whose delight it is to instruct them by nrioos methods, espe
.:ially by rtprtlftntativu of thing8. These spiritual spheres, 
and their spiritual inhabitants, are in close aaaociation with ua, 
and exercise an influence over us, although we are unconscio01 
of it. AU that is wanted to have a 8tnlfatiottal knowledge of 
their existence, is the closing of the external conscioUBOe&B, aocl 
a full awnkening of the internnl consciousne•· In the bigh.a 
ltate of trance, abe 11ppeared ~ heraelf, to be 11mong spiritual 
beings, llS one of themselves; at other times she appeared to 
them more shadowy. The firat receptacle of the departed 
1pirit she describes 88 a sort of middle place or &tate, from 
which the good gradually aacend to higher and more delightfal 
places; those th11t nre the best having higher abodes than the 
OIMra. All are welcomed by angelic spirits, on their arriYal in 
tbe spirit-world ; but the evil will not aaaociate with the good. 
and recede of their own accord, more or Jess rapidly, to darker 
places below and to the left ; but of these darker places, she 
had not been permitted to know so much as of the abodee of 
the good. 

39. Being asked, in one of these long trances, if she now 
eould explain lwto she BRW distant individuals in the meamerio 
ltate; she BRid, "Y tos; I can see how it is now, bot I could not 
befi>re ;"and tl•··- ..tated that if spirits wished to see each other, 
distance is ,u ..... terruption; and words to the effect that 'Pirita 
are not subject to our laws of space and tima; and that man, 
u tD AU 'J'irit. is a su ,ject of the laws of the spirit-world, even 
while united to the natural body. The opening of her spiritalll 
eoucio01n8111, civea her a 1eruatioftal perception of the epiril)f 
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or all to whom her attention is directed ; and thus, bowevet If• 
lant the individual, be can be mentally present with her. Bat 
this abe further reptij&ented. 88 being accomplished by the aid 
of intermediate associate spirits, by whom the connection. il 
completed; and abe further represented every one, DB bavin~ a 
connection with the spirit-world generally ; and a more par• 
ticvlar one, by means of this BSIIocinte spirit. Whenever Emma 
1peaks of going into a trance, she always represents it. as "goi.g 
tmJay," and "going a very long way." Of any one that is dead, 
she seys, "1'hey have left th~ir sheD and gone away," and wiD 
never admit that they are dead. , 

40. In the mesmeric state, Emma represented the fibres of 
her brain as fitlling forward, and the hemispheres separating at 
the top, when she became lucid; and she further seid, that a 
brain capable of these movements W88 necessery in order to 
attain a state of lucidity. In one of the spontaneous trances, 
l 88ked her if she could see me in the some manner 88 when 
mesmerised. She replied, that she bad no recollection of 
the state of her brain while in the mesmeric state ; but that in 
the state she then W88, every thing seemed light, or rather Wl\1 
seen in light. She knew that she did not see with t~e eye, 
and yet somehow she seemed to use her eyes. She sew me 
plainly; yet I did not appear as I ordinarily did ; she could no& 
explain the difference, only that I appeared light. It appeared 
to her, that light issued from within, outward. During a sub
sequent long trance, I inquired whether she could see my lungt 
then as she bad done when mesmerised. She replied in the 
negative, and seid, " I can only see ycu 88 a clou.d; 1e~ 1 know 
it is you." 

PRACTICE AND USE OF MESMERISM. 

41. The induction of th" '!'esmeric sleep, or the practice or 
mesmerism 88 a curative agent, is a very simple process. I .. 
iaclined to ·>elieve, that the result depends more on the ~ 
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611r eonlltlttt.lon of the subject.. thnn tho pmver of the mllsmer
iser All that is required, is patience, and a proper d~ 
in both parties. Let the subject sit down in the easiest and 
most comfortable posture. The operator should be seated in • 
front, and take both hands of his patient in his left hand, placinJ: 
his right hand oo th'e belld. Then· gently and slowly continue 
to make paeees forwud ot 3r the face-the operator lookinlj 
steadfastly at. the eyes of the subject. The room should not be 
too light, and every thing kept quiet. The subject should keep 
his eyes fixed on those of the operatoJ', 11nd yield himself unre
senedly to his intluence. If this course is persevered in for 
twenty or thirty·minutes, some effect will generally be obeen 
ed ; and if the subject is susceptible, probably within five or ten 
minutes the sleep may be induced. If the front JIIISSes do no& 
succeed, then it will be well to try backward passes fr()m the 
forehead, over the head and partly down i:he spine, eacb party 
stcadfustly rel(tlrding each other's eyes as before. 

42. As a general rule, more striking effects may be expected, 
when the sleep can be produced; but it must not be forgotten 
that good may be done where the patient cannot go into the 
etate of coma. Where the object is to relieve pain, first try 
to produce the coma; but if not prncticnhlt>, or the patient ob
~ects, then simply mnke pnssett with both hands d0fD11.wardti, 
slowly and gently, over the pnrtl! affected, allowing the fingers 
lightly to touch the person of the pntient, and well shaking t1u 
,..ands nfter each pass. This mny be smiled nt by the incredu· 
Ions and inexperienced in these mutters ; but I hnve had proof 
thnt disease m11y be put into the system, and transmitted by 
passes from one subject to another. In cnses of what are culled 
nenous headaches, the passes should he made from the fore
head over the head to the nape of the neck; and then from th& 
forehead along the base of the brnin.; that is, just over, and be
bind the ears and a little way down the neck, Hnd then shalL" 
the hands after oach pass, as before. This will gencrnlly relieYe 
headache in five or ten minutes, if properly performed. N• 
£ear neec' be felt as to the arousing of the patient. Freah pa
aiente wi11 ge1 eraUy awaken spontaneou~ly. But bf. fi'Otinue4 
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&t.rek 8Dd vpt~~arr.i ptUIIMIB, from the cheat OTer tbe fRee and b..S. 
w by upwardly fanning the face, the patient will be areWIIId. 

,3, The curative influence of mesmerism. oa it proceedl 
• primarily from the will of the operator, though generally ,.. 

quiring the proper manipulations to make it susceptible, I pro
pose to call PARAP91'CUE1Sil, from the Greek words Par~ 
to soothe or comfort, pByche. the animal aoul or mind. 

44. The diseases to which pnrapsycheism, or the c\ll'ldift 
influence of mesmerism, may be most beneficially applied, ant 
those of the brain, and nervous and functional dise11181. PaiD
rut affeetions of the head, incipient and partial insanity, ~ 
minations of blood to the brain, giddineBB and stupor, deliriam 
tremens, and other affections of the brain may be, in moet c:aeee. 
epeedily relievfld by the application of the parapsycbeic:, or 
mesmeric influence, especially if combined with proper medi
cal treatment, and due management. But none of the old .,... 
tem of treatment, bleeding and blistering, setoning and purging, 
muat be allowed. The same remark applies to the whole range 
of neuralgic, and what are called rheumatic affections; and 
organic, as well as functional diseases of the heart, liver, and 
lungs. In all painful casee, it would be weD to endeavor r.. 
bring this soothing influence into operation ji.., hann will 
ever be done, if the paBBea are made in the manner direoted, 
and with a proper feeling and desire to do good. But while 
censuring the old practice of medicine, in the Clll8l above 
alluded to, fairneBB obliges me to say that equal blame auacb01 
to aouie enthusiastic mesmerists, who, from their partial know· 
ledge ore led to despise and misrepresent all medical treat
ment. The very circumstance of true clairvoyants pre11t:ribing 
medicines, proves that those most under its influence perceiYe 
mesmerism to be only one among other means of reatoring and 
preserving health. 

45. But the full use of mesmerism, as a cUJ:ative agent, wiD 
.:ever be thoroughly known until there are better opportunitiee 
for its practice than at present exist. It cannot be expect.ed 
tbnt wtldical men should generally be the actual meemeriler& 
fill they would nO' be abl11, except in a few casee, fJ\ bellow tbl 
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aeceeaary time. It, therefore, requires a claaa of trainell male 
and female meamerisera to act under the superintendence of 
qualified medical practitioners, and perhaps it would be moet 
IUCCe86fuUy carried out in estnblishments similar to Hydropa· 
thic Institutions, but more uoivel'Sal in their menus of cure. 

46. In conclusion, I '1\ould observe to those who may read 
these pages doubtingly-experiment fur yourselves, not confio. 
iag your attention to one or two cases, but patiently investigat
ing wherever opportunity offers ; and the probability is, that 
you wiD speedily be convinced, by actual observation, of the 
ceneral truths of mesmerism, and of its eiDcacy, as an agent 
b- the relief of human aftliction. 

Taz fbRowing appeared in the LoKDOK Tnra of Septem 
ber 13,1849,and baa been kindly s11nt uabyWrLLr.utTvana. 
M.D., of New York. · 

A STRANGE STORY. 
[From the llolton Chronicle.) 

Orr Saturday, July 14. a letter was recen·ed by Mesara. C. 
R. Arrowsmith & Co., of this town, from Bradford, Yorkshire, 
containing a Bank of England note for £500, another for c£50, 
and a biD of exchange for £100. Thl'se M;. Arrowsmith 
banded over, in the regular mode of business, to Mr. William 
Lomax, his cashier, who took, or sent, as he supposed, the 
whole to the bank of Bolton, and made an entry accordingly 
in his cash-book. The bank-book WRS th!'n at the bank, so that 
no memorandum of the payment was n•r.eived or expected. 
After the expiration of aiJOut five weeks, upon comparing the 
bank-book with the cBSh-book, it wus found that no entry for 
these sums was in the bank-book. Inquiry was then made at 
the bank, but notb ttg wBS known of the money, nor WRI there 
any entry e:liating in any t...ok or paper there; and, after 
168l'Cbing. no trace ~uld bP found of the 10issiog money. Ia 
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filet, tne parties at the bnnk d~>nied ever ha'l'in~ 1'Mei•ed the 
sums, ot· knowing any thing of the transaction. Before the 
discovery of the Joss the bill hnd become due, but cpoo inquir
ing after the loss wns discove;·ed, it wus found thut it had ooC 
b~>eo presented for payment. It was. therefore, eoncloded 
that as thP. notns and bill coulrl not be lound at the bank, nor 
any truce or entry conne(·ted with them, the probnhility was 
thut they w••rc lo;;t or ~tolt•n, 11nd that the bill hud beeo de
strop•d to avoid detectiou. Mr. Lomax had 11 distinct recollec
tion of lutving receivt•d the notPS, etc., from Mr. Arrowsmith, 
but from the length of time tllat hnd elnpsed when the loss was 
discover .. d, he coulcl not rPmemlwr what he hnd done '1\;th 
them-whether he had taken them to the bank, or sent them 
by the accustomed me~senger-nor could tile messenger recol. 
lect aoy thiog about them. 

As mi!.:ht be expected, this unnccountnble loss occasioned 
gn•at nnxiery tu 1\lr. Lornnx, IIIlO in this ernl'q::~'ncy he npplil'C 
to a friend. to whom the di>cO\'PlJ' of ;\lr. \Voocl's cash-box w11e 
known, to ascertain the probauility of tlu~ notes, etc., being 
found hy the nid of clairvoynncP.. The frit•nd r<'plied th11t ho~ 
saw no grentt•r difficulty in t.hi~ cnse tlum in Wood's, and re· 
commended him to make the inquiry, which he said he woold 
do, if only for his own satislltction. 

On Friclay, August 2·1, )lr. Lomax, accompanied by Mr. lo' 

Jones, of Ashhourue str••et, Bolton, ('lllled on Mr. HadJoek fat 
this purpose. The clnirvoyante mrs put into a psychic Illata, 
and then into connr:>ction with Mr. Lomrllc. She di•·ectly .asked 
for" the pnp•·r," m••auing the )t'ttcr in which the notes 1a11d bill 
were inclosr:>t!; hut this l\Ir. Lomnx did not 11ppr:>nr to hll\'e in 
his posse~sion, nnci dhe suirl ~he could not t••ll any thing without 
it. This sitting, tlwrt•for<', wns so far uselt'~S. The nf'xt day 
Mr. Lomax brou;:ht the l•·ttcr, und l\lr. Hucluock requested 
that the contents rni;:ht not b<' commnnicnted to him, ll'st it 
should h" PuppoB<•cl thnt he had suggested nny thing to her. 
After consi•lt•rahlo thought, tho clairvoyantl' said thut there had 
Ot>t•n thn•e rlilf.,ront pupl'rt! fill' morwy in that letter-not post• 
1fflca or Jors, but pnpers that cnrne cut of a place where people 
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k~>pl moMy in (a bnnk), and were to be takt"n M another ptaee 
(J[ n similar kind; that these pnpnrs cnme in tho letter to another 
~Pntlemnu (;\Jr. Arrowsmith), who g11ve them to the one present 
(Mr. Lomax), who put them in a pnper, nnd put them in a 
rflt! book that wrnppod round (a pocket-book). Mr. Lomax 
oheu, to the surprise of Mr. Hnddock, pulled from his coat· 
pocket n de<'p, red pocket-book, mnde just as she had described 
tt, nnd l'aiol thut was the book in which he was in the habit of 
plncin:; ~imilar pnJ.wrs. 

~Ir. Lnmux said the clain'oyante was right; that the Jetter 
contnined two Bunk of Englund notes and a bill of exchange; 
but tlitl not sny what wns the value of tho notes. Mr. Hnddock 
then put n £10 Bank ofEnglnnd note into the clnirvoyante's hand. 
She said that two of the papers were like that, but more valu
able, and that. the black nud white word at the comer Wll 

longer. She further said that thE"se notes, etc., werE' takpn til 
a plnct!l where motwy was kept (a bank), down there (pointing 
townrd Deausgute). Beyond this no further inquiry was made 
&t that sitting. 

On Moudny, Mr. Lomax Clllled again. The elairvoyante 
"'ent over the ens<• again, entering more minutely into particu· 
Iars. She 1wrsi~ted in !ltlr former statements, that she could 
aee the " n111rl;s" of the notes in the red pocket-book, and could 
et•e thPm in th e llllnking-home; thnt they were in paper, and 
put nlon;; with many more papers in n pnrt of the bank; that 
they were tu);en by a man nt the bunk, who put them aside 
without makin~ any Pill ry, or tnking uny further notice of them. 
She ~aid that the l'~'"l'i e nt tht~ bank did not mllDn to do wrong, 
!Jut thnt it nm~e ti·om the wnnt of due nttention. Upon itl 
blc'ing stated that she might ba wrong, and requesting her to 
look clsowbPm, site said that it wns uo use; thRt she could see 
they were in tlw 1Ja11k, nnd no where else; that she could not 
sny nny thi11!: else, without saying what wns not true; nnd that 
if searcl1 were madu nt. the bank, there, she snid, they would 
'.Je found.. In the f'~cning. i\Ir. Arrowsmith, Mr. ltlakant, and 
1\lr. Jones carne nguiu, uud site wus put in a psychic state, r. 
repent these pnrticubtrs in their presence, w•.ich wns done. 
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Mr. Haddock then said to Mr. Arrowsmith; that he w.e 
folerubly confident that the clairvoyante was right, and that he 
ehould recommend him to go next day to the bank, and insist 
on a further seRI'ch, stating that be felt convinced, from inqui 
ries he had raade, that his cashier &ad brought the money 
there. Mr. Makant also urged the same couree on Mr. -\r· 
rowsmith. 

The following morning (Tuesday, August 28), Mr. Arrow· 
smith went to the bank, ami insisted on furt.her search. He 
was told that, all:er such a search as bad been made, it wu 
uselesa, but. that, to satisfy him, it should be made again. Mr. 
AJTowsmith left for Manchester, and after his departure a 
further search was made ; and among 11 lot of papers, in an in· 
ner room of the b1mk, which were not likely to have been med
dled with ngnin probably for years, or which might never haft 
oeen noticed again, were found the notes and bill, WJ'II.Ppecl II 
,..,..., juet as the clairvoyante bad described the•· 
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Ololee of Pnrnlb i or, What to Do Tbe Selenee ef the 1Un4 appW .. 

.Alm WBT. Descnbing Seventy-five T&AOHING: Including the HUDUID 
Trades and Professions, and the Temperaments and their mftueDCe 
Temperaments and Talents required upon the .Mind; The A.llalyala ol 
for each. With Portraits and Biog- the :Mental Faculties and how to 
raphles of many auccessful Think- develop and train &hem; Tlae 
era and Workere. B7 Nellon Sizer. Theory of Education and ol the 
$2.00 School, and Nonnal .Methoda ot 

Row t. Teach A.eeordlnc to Tem• teaching the common Engliah 
Ra.UBNT AND MENTAL DKVKLOP- branches. By Prof. U. J. Honr-
MKNT or. Phrenolo9 in the School- llAN. Profusely. illustrated. tt.GO. 
room and the Family. B7 Nelson Remlnlsrenoos o' Da. 8PUBZRBDUlm 
Sizer. Dlustrated. tUSO. G&oi!GK Co&mE. and a Review of 

Port)' Years In Phrenology.-Em- the &if'nce of Phrenology from the 
bracing Recollections of History, period of its discovery by Dr. G.u.& 
Anecdotes and Experience. t1.50. to the time of the visit of GzoBG• 

CoMn& to tlle tTuited States, with a 
noughts OD Domestic Life J or, portrait of Dr. SPURmBDt, bf NA.o 

Marriage Vlndicated·and Free Love BUll CAP&s, L.L.D. Ex, clo. tl ... 
:Erposed. 200. Education and St>lf • Improvemeat 

f"..atlaeehlsm or PhrenologJ.-ruu.. CoMPLKTB; Comprising "Phvalo&. 
$rating the Principles of the Scieuce ogy, A.1imal and Mental," •l'SeJt, 
-..y means of Questions and Answers. cultm e and Perfection of Charlo. 
Revised and enlarged by Nelson ter." "){emory and Intellectual hr, 
Slur. IOc. provement." .J3J' 0. 8. FoWJa; 

Beads and Faoes' •• .,.. to Study One large YoL mua. ts.oo. 
TJmx. A Complete Manual of SeiC·Culture and Perfection ofCiua 
Phrenology and Physiognomy for AOTER; Including the Managemelll& 
the People. By Prof. Nelson Sizer of Children and Youth. tl.OG. 
and H. 8. Drayton, .M.D. Nearly One of the bee~ of the authOC''S warb. 
200 octaYo pages and 200 1Uust111.- Phy~lology, Animal and Mental I 
Uou, price in paJ!U, 40c.; u. Applied to the Preservation and 
do. tl.OO. Restorat!on of Health ol. Bod7 and 

All claim to lmow 801nethlnt: of n- to Power of Mind. tt.OO. 
Bead Character but very few und.,rstand 
.tl the Si 1~u· oC Character as shown in the Phrenology Proved, Illustrated, .. 
Head and Face. Thh• Ia a aludy of which .t.PPLIII:D. Embracing an Analyaia 
ooe never tires: It Is always Cl'<'-"h, tor you of the Prima1>llental Powen bt 
hAve always new text.- books. The book Ia · y · of De e1 
rally a great Album of Port.raita, and will thetr anous egreea v op. 
be found ot lnteree~ for t.he IUuat.ratlona mcut, and location of the Phreno. 
.tooe. logical Organs. The Mental Phe. 
•emOI'J and Intelleetual lmproYe- nomena producea by their com. 

llUTz.. applied w SeU-.Education binetl action, and the location oC 
and Juvenile ID.BtntctioD. By 0. the faf'ultics amply U\ustrated. Ja.r 
8. FoWLU. tl.OO. the Fowler Brothers. tUIL 
Tbebea~workootbe~abJeot. 8elf·ln~tru<'tor In PhrenoiOIJ at 

PHYSIOLOGY. With over ODe Hua-
J(ereclltai'J Deseent.-Ita Lawt liiDd ired En~raving~ and a Chan far 

Facta applied SO Hum&lllmprove- Phrenologists, fvr the ReoordJDc fll 
men\. By 0. I. J'owllr. IDw.. Pltreuological Dnelopme& • C 
...... tLOG. tiM l'owlor Bro&ben. 'lO.. 

• 
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HEALTH BOOKS. 
l'hM 1Ml ComiJri-e• the But WM"k• on Hygiene. BettiS. ... 

llealtla In tbe Holl~l'hold, er Hr~~
IDIIO CooKERY; by t:lnsanna W. 
Dodca, ll. I>. 12mo. ex. clo, $2.00. 

A DoYice In b nw·•••!.-, .,.1 ,ing- will DO' be 
puzzled by this '"''"" c!d<· t.ool<, li I• ~ 
aimple P.\·s t<'rnat \1', pr.~\-t ! ,·;J.I o.nd withal 
prudu~ti\·c of mueh hou .... ch. ·IU piP3~-> urel 
not only by ~~ t:urut of tht" "h·lkious !ooa 
pre~ed fr•Jm tt. rccif.Je", bu~ thrvu·~h ~he 
I&Vlll&' of lahi! r and eare to tu~ b•~u3t!Wlfe. 

Ueusehold Rr nwdles.-For the preY-
alent Disnrtlt•rs of the II urn no Or
gani~m, by Felix Oswald, M. D. 
12mo. pp. 2:!\1, tl.OO. 

The &Uthor of thio W<Jrl< Ia one of the 
keenest. u.rul m r}st t.• n t~<·a.l writPr~ nn m~di· 
t>al tiUbjPt' l• .. Ut.)W l,.. ! , :t't' til t> pllblic; be 
writt;,e ll•U t~ Jly U 1 1•l 1•1'4 ' tio:. 1.liy. Ile te a.n 
enthusia~ttc n.p• ·<..t l•• of tlw ··<>.-=pf'l of hy
cterae. V:<- pt"t· ~ l H· t t hat i'Jo., 1.\,.-,,k Wdl Win 
many eouverl ·:-o- tu ti.Jt- f:Litl• a..:d Jlrt•ve • 
y&)uablet~.td tA.• t !J · ·~WI~t•dr~alrt-.-: Ldy of 
&be !aitL but t.tr e · .. kJ:l!...' f.,r "Hl'lre H.:; llt" 

Am.ong the Sfl\.'\" 1.1. : aiii• J t.•nt~ Uerein con. 
atd.-Pd arc Co:l :<-Unq ; la•ll, :\ ~ t!Jm&, ny~rl(>p. 
aia., Clima.tic. l'L•Vt'r'" . i.~utc:."ric lJibt~rdr·rs, 
5er .. t"OL18 :UJ.l:lui.,., t;.. llu rh, l'leuri,y, .,tc, 

The Tenlpt'ralllt'nt~. or V AP.JETJKS oF 
PnYSIOA.L Cu!>~ ITruTION IN lll &N, 
eonsider•·rl iu tl•··ir rtbl!on to J\lcn-
1&1 Cb:uarter anrl Pr:wtir•ll AJf•lir~ 
of Life. Witll 8 ' 1 l:J i rnduction by 
B.S. Dr~ytnn, A.~!.. Editor of the 
PHRK::,;oLIIl: llJA L .To!IJ::-:AL. 150 l'or. 
l;raits and ot11~r il l u~l raiic•na, by D. 
n. Jacquc·s, M. 1>. fl.liO. 

Row to l~roll Hnnrl •ome, or HINT!! 
TOWARD I'ni"SI·."·Ll'J:J tF;'.ICT!O,, 1\ll<i 

the Philo'"!Jhy of lJ ounan lJo·a•t\y, 
lhowi J' ~ lluw to :\,·quir<' and llc
tain Botlilv Svnmt•·; r;, lJPnlth nnrl 
Vigor, e•,cure lm>c: ll'e and avoirl 
the lnftrmitir·A aml drformitiea of 
age.. New hJitiun, ~1.00. 

•edle&l Electrlci!:;-.-A ~!nmu!ol for 
Students, sllowio)! th f' moqt ::kirn
titlcand Rational AJ ·pii.:atintJ to all 
forms of Diseas~~ ... r 11,.. dilf.,n·n~ 
combinations of Yi ••c lricity, G.U
IUism, Elt·ctro-Y " . .;::, ·; ·st:t, ~i<~g
~:Elfoctricity, and Humu l!ag. 
--. ltJ W. "Wbi&e, ¥. D. tUiO. 

The MAD Wonciertnl Ia tile B
Bu l'TlYT.'L.-An alle~~:orv U'achiDa 
the Priuciples of Phys{olug;r ui 
Ilvr;iene, and the effecta of St.imq. 
lai1ts and Narcotics, by Dra. 0. .. 
and Mary A. AlleD- tl.GO. 

To a.ll who enjoy etLldlea pert&lnlq • 
the human body thle boot will pron a 
bo<>n. Tbe accompllohed phyHicla.n,_ t.M 
g-•·•otle mother the modMI girl, a.nd iM 
wiue·a.wake scl>oul.boy wlll lind pleaaur4 
In lt,s peruRa.l. It Is wholly Llnlille &llJ 
book previou.,ly puhlbhed on the •LlltjecC, 
a.nd iM such a thorou~ kat• her tha.t p.,. 
gres"ive pa.reata C&WIO& a.lford &o clo wl~ 
OLltlt, 

The Family PIIJIIclas.-• ~ 
Prescriber and Hygienic AdTtaer, 
With Rcfcr<·nce to the Nature. 
CanArs, Preveution and Treatmeat 
of Diseases, Accidents and Casu
alties of every kind. with a Ql~ 
sary !\nd copious Index. lliustra&o 
ed with nearly three hundred ea. 
gravings, by Joel Shew, H. D. t& 

Hnw to Feed t.he Baby to Jl"ab ._ 
Hu..tmT .\ND H&PPT, by C. E.P~seJ 
M. I>. 12mo., third edition, revisetl 
and enlarged. Paper, 60c, enra 
cloth, 7Gc. 

Thi• l• the moat lmport&ni work e-yw 
pulJll, bed oa the aubJeoi ot lnfaa& ~ 
et~ca. 

Tlte Nntnral Care .r Consumptl-, 
<:on~l ipation, Bright's Di!!<'&RP.. Ne"t&
ralgia, Hheumatism, Colda, Fevera, 
etc. Jow these Disorders Orlp 
ate, .. nd How to Prevent Tllem. 
By C. 11:. Page, H. D., cloth, .1.00. 

Horst'~, THRIB FnD .um T1DIIll l"mrr. 
A. lllanu&l of Horse Hygiene. Ia. 
1'&luahle to the Teteran or the aoy. 
tee, poiDtinJ!: out the true IOUJ'CM of 
disease, and how to pre1'ea~ aiUl 
counteract them. By C. &. Paa-. 
)f. D. Paper OOc.; clotll 7k 
fbi• .. the baa& book • U.. .,. 4 

honM ..... publiahed, ...... _, ~ 
Ita ow& &G.......,~ ..... . 
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PHRENOLOGY AND PUYSIOGNOU. 

ftnMI.,t-. msee~~~n it mna. Ed11eatloa • Ill •• lai Plrfllll. 
~DD .A.Jnro.ua 0. :fSu.DoL061' Pt..D J'OUJD)Ja) 011 t'lm 5.a.Ha -
AD PRTtiOCJlfoKY, from 186G to )lur. Br J. G. 8pll!'llbela. 11.& 
1878 eombined in one volume,~ }l(ataraii.AW10fiu.-APidloloDil-
ainln$ over o&OO illuatratione, m&n1 leal Catechism. Stub ll:dittca. .. 
portra1t1 aad biographiea of cllatm. Jarl(ed and improved b.JJ.Q.S,... 
,wahed peraonagea. tl.IO. lelin, M.D. GO cell"'-

" --• Lecture~ • •eatal fklleaee.-.&.. Bedftelf's Coapan&wYe rn,-otr· eording to &he Philoeophy nf Pta-. 
BOllY; or, reaemblancea Betweea aol"'"'. Delivered before u.. Aa. 
Ken ...a Aatm•Je muva&ecL ~~lodcal Society. By ~&n. 
••· e. s; w-....... mum.~ tLoa. 

ftreaolOrJ _. at !erlptar..- PlareaolOJfeal BaR.-8h01tiua ... 
Showing the Harmony betweea Jateat claaal1lcatlon and eDC\ toea. 
Phrenology and the Bible. 11 cen"'- dOD of the Organa of Ule BnbL 

It II dl'rided 10 M \0 abow each Ia. 
dhidual Organ oa one aide; wi .. 
all the pou~ :lxeoacmt. 
IntellectUal, aDd Mo;;i-dueJfte4. 
on the other. Larae lise (POl ..a. 
able) tt. Small 10 ....._ 

ftreaoloaieal Cbri. A SymboU~ 
Head lt inchea ltCI'OII1 Lltho
pphed lR colora, aa paper lt z II 
lnchea, mounted for hanltinar OD the 
wall, or IIUIW~le !01: framing: tt.OO. 

WORKS OK IJ..GNETISI. 
ftln .... ---.mwea' In the fact. relatlna to lll~o"-, ........ ,..,.._ 

Mlow a Ua' ol. W•lra Clll clala •ubJec" 
Ubr&rJ of Ieemerlsm and Psrehol· Practical lutraetloa .......... 

oeY • ..:..COmpriling the PhiloBOphf LenTWL B;r J. P. 1'. Deleuse. 
of MeameNJB, Clairvoyance, Men.. Translated ~ Thomu 0. Ban. 
tal Electricity.- F.u!OINATIO!I. or hona. New aDd Re"rilecl eclitta.. 
the Power of Channing. lliustra- wlt.h aa appendlz of notea by U. 
Ung the Princlplea of Life in con- Tranelator, and Letters from....._ 
aection with Spirit and Matter.- aentPhyetclane,and othen. P.OI. 
To .M40JI()()()8J(, or the Unlvente Hlswrr of Salem lfltelleraft.-.4. 
Without, bein~ &D unfolding of the review of Charlet W. Upham'• I'-* 
plan of Creatwn and the Correa- Work from the Jldt1tbtwgll ~ 
pondence of 'frutha.-Tn.a Pmwa. with Notee by &muellL Welle, 
OPBT ow ELKOTRIO.LL PeYOBOL061': containing, also, The Pl&Jlchett. 
the Doctrine of lapressione, includ. Jfyetery, SplritualiiDl, tJy Kn. 
tng the connection betwee• MID~ Harriet Beecher Stewe, tiDi Dr. 
ua Matter, al10, the Treatment. of Doddridge'a Dream. tl.OO. 
Diaeaaee.-PIYOBOL06Y, or the Sci- ruebaatloa J er the PhllCIIO'PlY ., 
ace of the Soul, conaldeNd Phya. Ca.uumre. IDumatlDg the PriJt. 
lologlcally and Phil~phically ; elplea of Llf• Ill OOIUlectiOD 1t'lall 
with an Appendlz contain~ Notea Spirit an4 Matter. By J. B. ..... 
ef Jleamer1c and Psychical ezperl.. man, M.D tl 00. 
e.ce and Dluatratione of the &.Ia B w t.e M · Use, • ......._ 
ud Nenoua Byetem. tUO. ~ Cum~uo& _A ~ 

f'deNHJ .r •eaaerlla.-Bt Dr. Treattae .., &he Choloe, ~ 
Johla :bOne Dock. • cell"'- aent and C.pabilltin ef 811~ 

.......,llJ.tBieetrlealPIJelolon, with IDAructtou • tM ll..w., 
·-efTwelnLM&Vatl.OO. ProceclliN. ., ... T. Wl1lca ... 
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HEALTH BOOB 
.. •~ Cllre.-'nle lllatory Ianagemeat .r Iafuey, Pit~ 

eDd Philosophy of t.h1a System of to.u. .AliD Jfo:a.u. TKDTIWI1'. Wl&l 
Kedlcal1Teatment, with uamplee Notea and a 8upplemenLUJ CU,. 
of Single Movements, The Prine!- ter, tl.!IS. 
plea of Massage, and directions for Diet AueatfoB.~ivina the Reuoe 
their U11e in various Forma of Wb" from " Health To the Hcnue. 
Chrouit: Disease& Nn edition by bol:r.~ by8. W. Dodds, M.D. 11Je. 
Q. B. Taylor, M. D. tl.tiO. 

•••a•- nt-'- th Prl · 1 d Health JU.sceUany.- An im~ 
-~-..-. nug e . nc!p 81 an collection of Health Papers. Near-

directions for ita apJ!he&tlon in all lylOO octavo pages. 25o. 
Forma of Chronic Diseases, by G. 
B. Taylor, M. D. tt.OO. Hew to Be Well, or Commoa 8eDJe 

Tile Selenee or a New Life -By MBVIOAL HYGIBNll; A_book for the 
J _ .. _ Co ... D .,._ cl ·,8 oo. People, giving directtona for the 

....... wan,...... • AA· 0 • • • Treatment and Cure of Acute Dla. 
Tobacco a Im PBYsto.u., INn:u..JIO. eases without the WMI of Drug Ked.. 

I'VAJ. .AliD Moa.u. En1wra oN nm lcinea; also· General Bbita OB 
HtnUll 8YBTBM, by Dr. Alcott. Health. •l.Cit. 
New and revised edition with notee Foreordained.-A Story ot Heredit, 
and additions by N. Sizer. 26c. and of Special Parental In11aoncee, 

1t11er Mel Temrrate Life. -The by an Observer. 1.2mo. pp. • 
Diacouraea an Letters of Louil Paper, GOc.; extra cloth, 'JGc. 
Cornaro on a Bober and Temperate CoD8amptlon, ita .tre..-entioa and 
Life. GOc. Cure by the Movement Cun. l5o. 

tbaoklnr anel DrlnkiDg. By Jamee Notes on Beauty, VIgor an• Denloo 
Parton. GOc.; cloth, 71Sc. oPJONT; or, How to AcquiN 

l'oo4 anel Diet. With observations Plumpne11 of Form, Strength ~ 
Gil the Dletetlcal Regimen, suited Limb and Beauty of CompfeDc& 
for Disordered Btatea of the Digee- lliuatrated. 10o. 
live Organa, by J. Pereira, M.D., Tea and Cotree.-Thetr Physical, :r.. 
J'.R.S. tl.GO. tellectual and Moral E1fecta on &be 

Prlnclplel Appllecl to the Preeena- Human System, by Dr. Alcott. 
TIOR OJ' Hi.u.TB and the Improve- New and revi~~ed edition with notee 
ment of Physical and Mental Edu- and additions by Nelson Sizer. tGc. 
cation, by Andrew Combe, K. D. AC~elelenta and Emergencies, a lr1llde 
muawated, cloth, .l.GO. containingDtrectlons tor the Trea&. 

Water Cue Ia Chrolllc DIJeuea. ml!nt in Bleedin&, Cute, Spraine. 
An Expoaidon of the Causes, Prog. Ruptures, Dlslocatlona, Burna and 
reaa, and Termination of various 8c:alda, Bites of Mad Dogs, Chot. 
Chrordc Diaeaaes of the Digestive ing, Poisons, Flta, .Sunstrokee, 
Org&WI, Lun,., Nerves, Limba and Drowning, etc., by Alfred Smee, 
Skin, and o their Treatment by frith Notes and addltiona l:y B. T. 
Water and other Hygienl,. Means. Trail, M. D. New and nriled 
By J. M. Gully, M.D. t1.25. edition. tile. 

lcleace of Haman Life. With a r.ep. Special Lilt.-We han l.u additloa 
loua Index and Biogra~hlcal Sketch to the a bon, Private Medical 
ehhe author, Sylvu&er Graham. Workaand Treatlaea. Thia Specill 
Jl11ll&ra&ed, f8.0Q; Lilt will be 1e11t OD receipt of ...,. 
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WOBD 0'1 liYGIFNE BY R. T. TRALL, L .. 
,._ _... .,. N CJOMidered .tandard /r-oM fM rwf~ 
~ eland,IA)int. 'l'hoiUianda of~ OIN,...,. 

,..,. and good health to their teacl&inf. 

l,.....,awe Zaerelopedla.-A By• 
teDa of Hydropathy and Hygiene. 
Phyaiology of the R wnan llvt!y ; 
Die\etlca and Bvdropatbie Cook
fJI'1; Theory and l>ractice of Water. 
Treatment; Special Pathology and 
Bydro...Tberapeutics, Including the 
Nature, Cau11e11, Symptoms and 
Treatment ot all known diseRA"II; 
.Application of Hydropathy to .Mid
wiler:r and \be N IIr&ery. with ncar~· 
0.. 'lbo111and Pagea Including a 
Glouarf. I vola. In one. _. 

-,l'letlle Band·Bool.-Intended u 
&Practical Guide for the tiick-room. 
Arranged alphabetically. tt.24. 

maatrated l'amllJ {lymna!llnm.
CoDtaininr the moat improved 
aethoda ol applying Gymnastic, 
Oaljsthentlc, KinesiJ1athic and Vo
cal Exerclaee to the Dcvelopmt>nt 
ol the BodDy Or~tans, the lnvigora
Uoe of their functions, the preser. 
nt.ton of Health, and the Cure of 
Dileuel and Ddormitiea. t1.1'11. 

l'lle BJdropathle Cool· Bool. with 
Recipes for Cooking on Hy~ienic 
Principlea. Containing also, a f' hilo
IOpbical Expot~ition of the Rela. 
Uoaa of Food to Health; the Cheml
e.l Elements and Proximate Con. 
1\ltution of Alimentary Principles; 
the Nutritive Propertiea of all kinde 
ol .Aliments; the Relative nlue of 
Vegetable and Animal Subl!tancea; 
the Selection and Preservation ot 
DiewUc HaLerial, etc. tt.oo. 

haiti ... Farlllaee& the PNper 
'ooa ow JtlAJI.-Belnr ua attempt 
to pron b7 History, Anat~my, 
~plology, and Chemistry that the 
~al, Natural and Best Diet of 
JlaD Ia derived from the VegetAble 
KIDgdom. . By John Sml&L With 
Koc. by TraiL fl.IG. 

._.u. at D)'lpeplla.-A Com. 
..... lbpluab fll tiM Pbfalolop-

of the Dir,c~tlft Proeeeeee, whl 
the Symptom• &nd Treatmell& cl 
Dvsp<·p~ia and other Dilordera. 
Diu~trated. tl.OO. 

The Mothf'r'" Jly~lf'nle llaM-Beefl 
for the Normal Development aDd 
Training of W flTn<'n and Childrell, 
and the Trt-.atment ol t.belr I»> 
euea. tl.OO . 

Popnlar Phy~l!ll!ln.-A FamU!ar 
Expn~i!lon of the titructurea, Fwlo
tious IUld Rcl11tions of the HUDUUI 
8\·~tem and the Prelen'atioa al 
Ht~Blth. il.26. 

Tbe Trot' Tf>mJierant'e Platfon~e
An Expo~i:ion of the Fallacy ol 
Alcoholic Medication. GO ceata. 

The Alroholle ('ontrovenJ.-A a.. 
vi('W of tile w, ... trrdn•t.er R-. -
the PhyHink•g-kal Erron ef 'f-. 
talism. 60 Ccntl. 

ThE' H umaa Volct~.-Itl Anatom;r, 
Physiolugr,, Pathology, 'lbera~ 
tka and !'raining, with Rulel fll 
Order for Lyceuna. GO oen\a. 

Tbe True Jlf'nlinll' Art a oa, H1'6DDrlf 
••· Dnag ~1.-dication. An Addrelt 
d1·1iver.:-d twfore the Smltheonlu 
Institute, Waablngton, D.C. 15c&a.; 
clu., ~ centl. 

Water-rnre for tile •mr011.-'I"'M 
ptOCNlrlea of W llter.(,'ure Explalne.l, 
Rules for Dathlng. Dieting, Ex-. 
cWng, Recipea for Cooking,._, 
etc. Directions for HolM ~ 
mf.'ll\. Paper. 16 eta. 

Hygelaa H time Cool • Boel t -
HKA.LTDFUL ~D PALAT.l8La Pooc 
WITHOUT CotmUOJITL IMi ell.; ciA.. 
60 centa. 

Dlsl'a~l'll or Tltroat ... ~ 
Including Di~·l•II.Jeria and hi Prv,lr 
Trl'atrncnt. 26 centa. 

ThE' Dath.-Jta Hii;tory ud U1e1 .. 
Be11lth and Di.Ae&IM!. 16c.; ck<., 10e. 

.l HE>altb Ca~hl!la.:-Qu•UOiil 
an.J .Lo.t•~·"'" Wl:.k m. 1t • 
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mBCELLA.NEOUS WORK&. 
llaaf·Boob tbr Home ImproTe

IIIDIT (EDUO.lTIOX.U.); comprising, 
"Bow so Write,"" How to Talk," 
.. Bow • BehaTe," and "How w 
- Bualnea" Oae 12mo Tol., tS.OO. 

Bow te Write.- A Manual of Com
poeltion and Leuer-Wri&g. 60c. 

Kow to Talk.-A Pocket Manual ol 
Conversation and Debate, more 
than Five Hundred Common ~ 
1Uee In Speaking Corrected. 60c, 

Bn te BehaTe.-A Pocke\ Manual 
ol Republican Etiquette ud Guide 
w Correct Personal Babita, with 
Rulee for Debating Societle~ and 
Deliberative A.eeembllea. QOe. 

Bow to Do Bnslness.-A Manual ol 
Practical Affairs, and a Guide w 
Bucceaaln Life, with a Collection of 
Legal and Oommerci&l Forma. 60c. 

\ru tmg the Big\ Way uc" tbe .Low 
Way; U.e True Way and &he False 
Way; the Upward Way ud &he 
DoWD.ward Way; &he W~ of 
Honor and of Dishonor, 11r Bn. 
Q. 8. Weaver. 71k:. 
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